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PREFACE
The Department of the Classics of the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign and the Advisory Editorial Committee of Illinois Classical
Studies are pleased to devote this issue and the next to the publication of
Studies in Honor of Miroslav Marcovich. There are few scholars in the
world today who are as deserving of such a tribute as is Professor
Marcovich. This is neither the time nor the place for a detailed disquisition
intended to substantiate so sweeping an assertion, an assertion, in any event,
the validity of which needs no substantiation in this place and at this time.
For the readers of this journal, no less than the distinguished contributors to
this and the following volume, are well aware of the enormous contribution
to scholarship that Professor Marcovich has made. The extent of that
contribution is apparent from the pages that follow. In the first place, the
very journal in which these pages appear owes its existence to the vision
and the tireless energy of Professor Marcovich, who, having founded
Illinois Classical Studies nearly twenty years ago, has been its editor for all
but five years of its distinguished existence and has made it one of the
foremost classics journals in the world. In the second place, there is
published below (1-17) a bibliography of Professor Marcovich's works,
which supplies in abundance the evidence for this scholar's astonishing
range and versatility. (It should be pointed out that compiling a list of
Professor Marcovich's publications is rather like taking a census on a
chinchilla farm, so rapidly do they multiply, and this list should be regarded
as comprehensive only for the time of its compilation, November 1993.)
Few scholars indeed have had so decisive an impact in such a variety of
fields, from the study of archaic Greek poetry to Byzantine epigraphy, from
the interpretation of Greek philosophy to the elucidation of the Church
Fathers, from palaeography and textual criticism to the investigation of
religious practices in the Graeco-Roman world. Finally, the contents of this
volume bear ample witness to the influence, both personal and scholarly,
that Professor Marcovich has exerted, and continues to exert. Three
generations of scholars, who come from four continents and whose
contributions represent many (but not all) of the fields in which Professor
Marcovich has demonstrated his expertise, gratefully and affectionately pay
honor to a scholar and educator who has himself taught on four continents
and whose publications have enlightened and inspired all who are
concerned with the classics in the broadest sense of that word.
The tribute that this and the following volume represent is only one
—
and not the last—of the many honors that Professor Marcovich will have
received in the course of his remarkable career. And it will be appropriate
to mention at least some of those honors here, as they too attest the world-
wide recognition that Professor Marcovich's teaching and scholarship have
so deservedly received. In Venezuela, Professor Marcovich was twice
awarded the Premio Sesquiccnienario Gold Medal (1962 and 1964). In
Greece, he was the recipient of the Silver Cross at Mount Athos (1963).
More recently, in Israel, he was named Sackler Scholar at Tel Aviv
University (1991). Finally, the awards that Professor Marcovich has
received here in North America are too numerous to recount, but they
include fellowships from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation and from the National Endowment for the Humanities and
appointments as Associate Member of the Center for Advanced Study and
as Senior Scholar at the University of Illinois. And, most recently, the
Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois have voted to confer upon
Professor Marcovich the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris
causa, to be awarded in May 1994.
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The Origin and Semantic Development
of the Temi Harmony *
PETAR HR. ILIEVSKI
The word harmony (ap|iov{a), which has been accepted together with the
rich cultural and lexical classical Greek heritage into all European
languages, has a long history. It has often been the subject of profound
studies^ both from a formal and a semantic point of view, including
interpretations of different philosophical statements about harmony and
numerous transformations of the mythical figure of Harmonia. ^There is,
however, reason to discuss this interesting theme once again and to cast
some fresh light on it.
A generally accepted definition of harmony is "reconciliation of
opposites, a fitting together of disparate elements, whether in music,
universe, the body politic, or the body of man."^ This is, in fact, one of its
last meanings, already formed in the classical Greek epoch. Linguistic
studies, among which the Ph.D. dissertation by P. B. Meyer (above, note 1)
is to be especially stressed, have laid a solid basis for the etymology and the
historical development of its meanings in classical Greek literature.^
However, the question of how the term harmony was formed and from
which dialectal basis it originated, cannot be answered only by means of
classical Greek. Today its development can be followed since Mycenaean
times.
I would like to ihank David Sansone for his valuable improvemenls in my text.
The number of studies devoted to this subject is enormous. Here I shall mention only a
few of them: P. Bonaventura Meyer, O. S. B., APMONIA: Bedeutungsgeschichte des Wortes
von Homer bis Aristoleles (Zurich 1932); F. Jouan, "Harmonia: Mythe et personification,"
Acles du Collogue du Grand Palais, Paris 7-8 Mai 1977 (Paris 1980) 113-21, with earher
literature.
^ G. L. Finney, Dictionary ofIdeas II (New York 1973) 383.
^ G. Curtius, GrundzUge d. gr. Etynwlogie^ (Leipzig 1879) 340; A. Fick, Vergl. Worterbuch
der i.-g. Spr.^ (Gottingen 1874) I 19; E. Boisacq, Diet. etym. de la langue grecque (Paris 1923)
s.v.\ H. Frisk, GEW, s.v.\ P. Chantraine. DEUJ, s.v.
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The aim of this paper is to explain the origin of the term harmony,
adding some further arguments concerning its stem from the Mycenaean
documents written in Linear B. The development of different meanings of
this word in classical Greek literary sources has been quite often
scrutinized. Therefore, here it will be traced very briefly, comparing its
metaphors and metonymies with the metamorphoses of the mythical figure
Harmonia. Our distinguished colleague who is being celebrated with this
volume, an outstanding classical scholar and polyhistor, and to whom this
article is dedicated, also made a considerable contribution to this problem
with his lucid explanation of harmony in Heraclitus' philosophical system.
II
The exact etymology of apixovia was discovered at the end of the last
century. This word is derived from the IE verbal stem *ar-, which appears
in Greek dpapioKco, "fit together," "join," "fasten," as well as in other IE
languages.'' The etymological connection between ap|iov{a and dpapioKO),
or rather ctpiio^to, is evident from the Homeric description of how
Odysseus, with the permission of Calypso, built his boat {Od. 5. 247^8; cf.
also 361):
xexpT|vev 6* apa Jiavta koi tipnooev dXAri^iai
yo^cpoioiv 5' apa xr\\ ye koi dpiioviriaiv apaacev.
In shipbuilding dp|j.oviai, in Homer always in the plural, there are
elements which serve for fastening together with yojicpoi, "bolts" (<*gombh,
Slav, zpbh, Skt. jambha, "tooth"; cf. Hesych. yop-cpoi- 656vte(;), different
parts of a whole. They give to the boat a form of joint unity. The verbal
form Tipjxooev is related both to dpfioviriaiv and yoiKpoioiv, which are
semantically close and have the same function. The coradicate relation
between lipfxoooev (< dp^oaoco, -C,(o < *dp|ioT-i-co) "to join" and dp^ovia,
with numerous metaphoric meanings and metonymies, is indisputable.
The verb dpjio^co (-oocoMtco) is denominative, derived from a noun
corresponding to dp^ia, -xoq in classical Greek, in Homer usually plur.
app-axa, with the meaning "chariot." But this Homeric and classical Greek
form cannot explain either the verb dpiio^co or the term dpfiovia. The
denominative verbs in -^co (-aaco/-TTco) derived from nouns in -|j,a (neuter)
in classical Greek end in -d^co or -axiCw, from the stem of the oblique
cases: da0|ia - doGjid^co, exi^ot - exp-di^co, 6av))j.a - 6a-u|id^co (-Ti^op.ai),
Gvp-a - 0\)|j,d^(o, Kco|ia - Kto|j,d^co, etc. In Modem Greek, by analogy with
other derivatives from neuters in -di^co, the noun dp|j.aaid, "wedding" and
* J. Pokomy. lEW 55-60.
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apiiaoToq = ^vTioxTipa<;, "betrothed" are formed from dpfid^co^ with a
metaphorical meaning.
The word dpfiovia, however, remained unchanged both in Greek and
in the other European languages. The question is how to explain this form,
with the vowel -o- {-mo-) instead of -a- (-ma-), when it is well known that it
is from a noun which in classical Greek and Homer is dp^a. Today this
question can be answered by the aid of Mycenaean Greek.
Ill
On the Knossos and Pylos Linear B tablets dealing with chariots and chariot
equipment, classified in S-series, the word a-mo l{h)armol instead of dp|j.a
appears quite often.^ The word is also documented in the nom./acc. plur. a-
mo-ta l{h)armotal and dual a-mo-te l{h)armotel\ cf. also the personal name
a-mo-te-u /(H)Armosteus/. Its meaning here is not "chariot," but "wheel,"
as is proved by the ideogram *]43, a circle with crossed lines (= 4 spokes),
which follows this word. The name for chariot in Mycenaean is i-qi-ja,
mnia, "horse-drawn war-chariot," from i-qo Ihiqq^osl, 'iTinoQ,. The Homeric
term dp^iaxa for chariot is a synecdoche, named according to one of its
parts {pars pro toto) like roof for "house." In some other IE languages the
plural or dual of the name for wheel also denotes "chariot"; cf. Skt. raiha,
Lat. rota, Lith. ratas, Slav, kola, etc.
The perf. middle/pass. pple. a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na l{h)ararmotmenal
{< dpjio^co) is used as an epithet for an assembled chariot. After every use
of the chariot its parts, especially the wheels, were disassembled and kept
separately in order to protect them from exposure to the elements {Od. 6.
57, 69, etc.). Such a practice can be seen in some parts of the Balkans even
today. In addition to a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na we have the verbal adj. a-na-mo-
to, plur. lanarmostoil {< anarmottoi: It < st), along with the ideogram *142
{ C2-, )^ a frame of the chariot.
These two terms are related to chariots, consisting of many parts,^ and
wheels are especially important since without them the chariot cannot exist.
The Mycenaean name for wheel, a-mo l{h)armol, from the stem *ar-, is
formed with the suffix -{s)mi^{t)-, the reflex of which is either -mo{t)- or
-ma{t)- (cf. pe-mo /spermof and pe-ma Ispermaf), but a-mo is always written
* Borrowed also in Balkan Slavic languages; cf. Maced. armasa, "to bclrolh," Bulg. armas,
n. "betrothal," armasnik, armasnica, "betrothed," "fiance/e," from the aorist stem of Modem
Greek apjiaoa < apmi^w; cf. A. ArinTitpdicov, Ac^ikov xfic; 'EXXtiv. y'k.^s.v.; Bhlg. elim.
retnik {Sof\^\962)s.v.
^ More details in P. Hr. Ilievski, "Mycenaean a-mo l{h)armol and Some IE Co-Radicals," in
Studies in Mycenaean and Classical Greek Presented to John Chadwick - Minos 20-22 (1987)
295-309.
' In Op. 456 Hesiod says that the foolish man fails to realize that you need a hundred pieces
of wood for an afia^a; cf. N. J. Richardson and S. Piggott, "Hesiod's Wagon: Text and
Technology," 7/75 102 (1982) 226.
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in this form by different scribes. This very likely means that the word a-mo
became a technical term in Mycenaean; therefore, the scribes of different
dialects used only the form with the reflex -o- (-mo-). The initial aspiration
of ap|ia very likely is from an 5 in front of the suffix -mn{t)-}
In Greek there are some other names for wheel: KVKXoq, which denotes
circle, from *q"el- with reduplication *q'*e-kl-, Lith. kdlkas, Lat. cydus,
colo, Russ. koltco, Serbocroat. kolo, kotac, Maced. kolce, etc., and Tpox6<;,
which contains the idea of its function from xpexw, "run," Slav, trkalo <
trcati, tocak < teci.^ In Mycenaean both icuK^oq and xpoxoq were known,^^
but in the terminology of Uie chariot only the word a-mo was used and not
without reason.
The history of the wheel can now be followed from the fourth
millennium B.C. From the archaeological finds one can trace its
development from a monolithic block-wheel and disk-shaped wheeP^ to an
open and light-spoked wheel from the middle of the second millennium
B.C. The felloes of the earliest spoked wheel were made from a single
piece of wood, bent in a full circle by heat, as can be seen from the Egyptian
chariot from Thebes (1435 B.C.).'^ In a Mycenaean grave a wheel has been
discovered with two apsides, naturally bent. There are also Mycenaean
wheels with four felloes, as in Homer and Hesiod.^^
The original meaning of /(h)armo/ was "joint work," like an arm with
its most mobile joints. The arm is an organ with which one can carry, pull
or push a load. The wheel is a kind of substitute for the arm. With the help
of wheels a man and a horse were able to pull a load many times greater
than what they could carry on their backs. A more convenient name for
such a useful invention could not be imagined than {h)armo < *ar-s-mn(t)-,
which already existed in pre-Mycenaean vocabulary with a meaning similar
to the numerous nearer and further parallels in the other IE languages. The
most adequate parallel is the Slavic ramo.
One of the most frequent meanings of harmonia in classical Greek is
"joint," a synonym of which is dpxvx;. From the stem of dpxvx; the
denominative verbs apx-uco and dpx-uvco are derived. Their meaning, "put in
^ F. Sommer. Griechische Laulsludien (Strasbourg 1905) 133 f.; A. MeUlel. BSL 28 (1928)
c.r. 21 f.; E. Schwyzer. Griech. Gramm. I 306; C. J. Ruijgh. Etudes 59 f.; M. Lejeune.
Phonetique 121 f., 137 f.
' P. Skok, Elim. rj. hrv. Hi srp.j. (Zagreb 1971-74) svv.
'° Cf. the personal names ku-ke-re-u IKukleusI and lo-ro-ki-no /Trokhinos/.
" S. Piggou, "The Earliest Wheeled Vehicles and Caucasian Evidence," Proc. Prehistoric
Soc. 34 (1968) 267-318; H. Hodges, Technology in the Ancient World (Undon 1970) 70 ff.,
115 f.
'^ R. J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology V (Leiden 1957) 33.
'^ Piggott, JHS 102 (1982) 228; Ruijgh (above, note 8) and especially "Chars el roues dans
Ics tablettes myceniennes: La methode de la mycenologie," Mededelingen der Koninklijke
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, AFD. Letterkunde 39.5 (Amsterdam 1976) 169-
200.
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order," appears in coradicals of some other IE languages, e.g. Arm. ard,
ardu, Skt. rtu, "order." But Lat. artus, -us, diminutive articulus,
corresponds exactly to Gr. dptTj<; with the meaning "joint" of bones, and
from the same semantic circle is armus, -/, Slav, ramo < *ar-smi}, with a
metathesis of the liquid, Skt. Trmah, Avest. arama, "humerus,"^"*
corresponding to Myc. {h)armo. Slaw.jaramjarem, Arm. yarmar, "yoke"
that unites two oxen or horses, Skt. ards, "spoke" that connects the hub with
felloe, etc. are from the same stem.
The idea of fastening the parts of a wheel and other jointed things is, in
fact, an imitation of natural joints. The joint represents a perfect functional
junction of two bones,^^ because one is at that point concave and the other
convex, strongly bound with special fastening texture. The joints are the
most important factors that make it possible for living beings to move.
Many of the joints are able to provide different motion, but none of them is
as universal as the humerus, which permits the arm to move in all
directions: upwards and downwards, forwards and backwards, as well as to
rotate about a length axis. It is remarkable that the word for wheel,
(h)armo, is the same as that for Slavic ramo.
On the basis of the data set out above one can conclude: First, the
wheel is an extremely important invention with a profound effect on the
progress of human civilization and the Mycenaean contribution to its
development is great. Even if the spoked wheel was not invented by the
Mycenaean Greeks, the improvement in its technology at least belongs to
the Mycenaeans. Together with the technological process of this invention
the technical term {h)armo was created in the Mycenaean society, and it
continued to be used in the derivatives ap|j.6^co and app-ovia.
Second, the dialectal basis both of the noun {h)armo and the verb
ap|j.6^co can be explained only by Mycenaean phonetic rules, according to
which the inherited IE vocalic nasal -mt}- developed a reflex -mo-. The verb
apfj.6^(o is, in fact, a technical term too, and there is no doubt that the noun
ap|j.ov{a is derived from this verb.
IV
A. Since remote times the term apjiovia had begun to be used in a
metaphorical sense, and to spread its meaning from the material into the
intellectual sphere. Along with the concrete meaning as an instrument for
joining and fastening two things together (Od. 5. 248), in Homer it was used
'* The original meaning of Slav, ramo, "joint" later changed to "shoulder." In Church-
Slavic texts the Greek words (onoq, "shoulder," vonoq, "back" and }ieTd(ppevov, "broad of the
back" are translated as ram^, ramo; cf. Lexicon linguae paleoslovenicae, CA (Prague 1966-90)
s.v.
'*Cf. M. S. BoikoMic, Anatomija ioveka (Belgrade/Zagreb 1961) 82-98; S. V. Radojevic,
Sislemalska i lopografska analomija-Ruka (Belgrade 1962) 10.
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with an abstract meaning, "covenant," "agreement" (cf. //. 22. 254-55: tol
[sc. 0Eoi] yap apioToi / |idpx\)poi eooovtai Kal etiiokotioi app.ovid(ov).
In the physical sphere the term dpiiovia had continued to be used with
the meaning "junction" in post-Homeric times. In classical Greek numerous
synonyms, coradical forms from *ar-, appear with the same meaning
("fastening," "joint"), e.g. dpxijq (see above), dp|i6<; in masonry for joining
stones through cut channels and puttting bolts in them, dpiioyri, "junction,"
a.pQ\x6q in a physical sense, "bond," but also "friendship," etc.^^ It is
interesting to note that this word in Mycenaean Greek a-to-mo larthmosi
had a simliar meaning, "guild of craftsmen" (especially among the smiths),
which represents a product of an organized society.
B. a. The musical meaning, by which the word harmony today is
usually known, was developed gradually. In Homer this meaning is
unknown. Pindar's teacher Lasus (VI cent. B.C.) first attributed a musical
meaning to harmony, though not as a "chord," but only as accent and
intonation. Sappho also finds that accent and intonation are dpiiovia. The
Greek pitch, especially when it unites two or three words into one accent-
whole, could, of course, be called harmony. In a full musical sense as chord
and octave harmonia was first used by Pindar.
The octave was a great discovery of the Pythagoreans. They noticed
and explained that a string of the same length, thickness and strain always
gives a tone of the same pitch, but if we divide that string (1:2), the one half
will give a tone an octave higher. The Pythagoreans, who thought that
number and proportion of numbers with the mass are the basis of the whole
world, discovered a wonderful regularity in the sonority of the segrnents of
the chord: Two thirds give quinta, three quarters quarta, etc. According to
them the musical harmony and octave are identical. At the same time they
found such a proportion in the cosmos. In music they discovered seven
tones, the heptachord; the eighth connects the octave of a lower with a
higher scale. By analogy this is transferred into the planetary system, in
which they found seven planets which move at different speeds in
concentric circles round a spheric axis as a centre.
According to them, as according to Hcraclitus, the basic factors in the
cosmos are number, mass and harmony. External harmony is a result of an
internal d(pav-n<; dpiaovia which, as the soul of the world, unites the
opposite elements in a whole.
On the basis of the Pythagorean definition of harmony as number and
musical scale, Plato also discovered mathematical relations in the musical
intervals. He found three main chords in the first four members: 2:1
octave, 3:2 quinta, 4:3 quarta. Arranging the numbers in a geomeu^ic figure,
so that on the left-hand side are put even numbers, and on the right-hand
'^ For different meanings of ap(iov{a in classical Greek, see Diccionario Griego-Espafiol
in (Madrid 1991) s.v. I am grateful to Professor D. Sansone for his kindness in sending me a
photocopy of pages 5 17 and 5 1 8 of this dictionary, which we do not have in Skopje.
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side odd ones, he discovered, as did the Pythagoreans, cube, which
corresponds to the heptachord in music; the numbers are twice connected
between themselves; the adding of the first six numbers gives the sum 27,
the same as the multiplication of the numbers on the right-hand side.
b. Harmony as cosmic force. According to Plato (Tim. 31a-32c) the
world is one and a whole (cf. also Heraclitus fr. 25 M) both in a physical
and intellectual sense. This unity is conditioned by the aid of harmony.^''
Plato says that the Demiourgos first created the Soul of the world, which is
the harmony of the cosmic sphere, and the microcosmos—man—is a faint
copy of the macrocosmos. The Soul of the world and harmony are
synonyms, identical in their functions. It is a force which unites the
opposite elements of Chaos. Consequently, there is such a soul, i.e.
harmony, in everything.
This Platonic thought about the Soul of the world corresponds exactly
to Heraclitus' Logos (frr. 9, 25, 27 M)'^ as a unity or coincidence of each
pair of opposites, underlying unity of the world-order, which is an invisible
fastening, dcpav-nq apjiovia, much stronger than fastenings in carpentry,
masonry and shipbuilding. According to Heraclitus and Plato, harmony, as
an internal principle for the joining of opposite elements, is the primary
basis of the world and of everything.
c. Harmony in psychology. The human soul is an imperfect reflection
of the cosmic Soul (Plato, Tim. 47b-d; Arist., De anima 407a-b).
Everything related to the cosmic Soul, as a universal principle of unity and
reconciliation of opposites, also concerns every individual soul. Plato
explains it by the analogy of a lyre with a body—a frame and seven strings
which produce harmonic sound. The lyre and the sounds are material, but
in the sounds there is soul, as in the other harmonies of the Demiourgos.
This gives him reason to conclude that harmony is a kind of mixture, a
joining of material and spiritual factors. Plato often repeats that harmony is
o-6v0£Tov and ot)v0eoi(;, i.e. a composition of opposites (evavxicov) both in
the physical and in the spiritual sense. In the framework of this conception
he found harmony in ethics too.
d. Harmony in ethics. A righteous man, according to Plato, is a result
of the harmony of three elements: wisdom, which is one of the most
beautiful and greatest symphonies, and bravery united with prudence {Legg.
3. 689d, Resp. 4. 430e). As a consequence of this threefoldness in the
ethical sphere three other virtues appear: righteousness, which is a harmony
oi joy, love and hate, ^>iX\.a in its widest sense, from conjugal love to
" P. Pelrovic NjcgoS, who was also a great poel and philosopher, thought that harmony
governs the whole cosmos. The order and harmony of the parts towards the whole and the
constant laws keep this world for ever (Lwta Mikrokozma).
'* M. Marcovich, Heraclitus. Greek Text with a Short Commentary, editio maior (Merida
1967) 8, 28, 34, 1 19-29, etc.; cf. also commentary in Eraclito, Frammenii (Florence 1978) and
Filozofija HerakJita Mratnog (Belgrade 1983).
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highest friendship, and dpexTi, which has numerous different meanings, and
every epoch has its own dpexri. However, its meaning is limited by the
context. For a running horse dpeTri is speed, for one pulling, strength; for a
man dpexri is goodness, a value in an ethical, intellectual, physical and
practical sense. Such an ideal was embodied in the personality of Odysseus
for the ancient Greeks. ^^
Until Socrates and Plato man was considered as an indivisible
psychophysical whole. Rhythm and harmony unite the soul and body.
Young people have a perfect rhythm and harmony (ei)p\)0^6x£poi Kai
ei)ap|j.6ox£poi, Prot. 326b), which also represents a kind of dpexfj.
As a synonym for harmony in the ethical sense Aristotle uses the term
\izo6x-x\c,, "middle," i.e. the highest point on the line that connects the ends
or poles. There is no proper horizontal line. The Greeks noticed that from
the surface of the sea, with which they were surrounded on all sides.
Instead of horizontal lines they used to make elliptical ones, proportional to
the whole. The middle is protruded. On the ethical level the middle point is
the highest between two slopes. Thus, bravery is in the middle, between
foolish fearlessness and cowardly fearfulness, which are exu-emes; between
wastefulness, which leads to poverty, and heartless niggardliness is charity.
e. Harmony as an artistic term is used in aesthetics, poetry, rhetoric
and especially in music. The harmony in Plato's aesthetics represents a full
consent of the idea of the good and beautiful (KaXoKayaGia is the ideal of
the ancient Greeks). The same as dpexri is dpiiovia in an ethical and
physical sense; thus beauty is harmony from the aesthetic and ethical point
of view. These two domains were simply indivisible for the Greeks. Plato
{Tim. 87c) finds that "every pretty thing is good, but the beauty must not be
deprived of proportions and symmetry." The beauty is simplicity in
diversity, symmetry in co-ordination, the same as in the musical and
mathematical harmony. The harmony in its etymological sense of "joints"
also underlies the beauty. The best joint (6ea|icov 8e KaXXioxo*;) is that
which connects two different things and makes a unity of them.
The rules concerning aesthetic harmony are relevant for poetics and
rhetoric. As a term in poetry and rhetoric, the word harmony is used in
Plato and Aristotle for the Greek accent (7ipoaco5(a), in which there is
melody, pitch on a certain syllable and intonation. These elements make a
harmony of words which ravish a man with both contents and music
(dp^oviav Xoycov XaPovxoq, Tht. 175e). Then the term is transferred to
different kinds of poetry which, according to Aristotle {Poet. 1), represents
imitation.
Among the synonyms with which classical Greek authors compare
harmony especially significant are oi3v0exov, ov)vxa^i(; and auvGeaiq in
Plato and Aristotle. They are, in fact, technical terms from the field of
'^ Cf. II. D. F. Kiuo, The Greeks: A Study of the Character and History of an Ancient
Civilization, and of the People Who Created It (F.dinburgh 1957) 169 ff.
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poetry. In the Poetics Aristotle emphasizes that the most important feature
of a beautiful tragedy is composition (of the events) and proportional (i.e.
harmonic) composition of its parts as the artistic work represents an organic
and complete whole.
A. The different variants of the mythical figure of Harmonia and rites
connected with her represent a very complicated body of material. In this,
at first sight, mythological chaos, it is not easy to find any order. However,
in a comparison between the chronological development of its meaning in
different fields of the physical and intellectual life with transformations of
the mythical figure of Harmonia throughout history, some coincidences are
striking. This shows that, in spite of all the nebulosity of the myths, there is
a reason to combine the results of linguistic studies with those from
mythology.
Meyer^° thinks that the etymology of harmony does not help towards a
better understanding of the mythical figure of Harmonia, therefore, he does
not discuss this material. But a few parallels between theoretical
conceptions of harmony by classical Greek authors (poets, philosophers and
historians) on the one hand and popular explanations of these ideas through
j)ersonifications of the mythical images on the other, will throw some light
on the mythical figure of Harmonia. We must bear in mind the fact that
myths have appeared among the people from whom the same poets and
philosophers originated and that one and the same spirit has flowed in them.
Only the form of their expression is different. While the philosophers have
expounded their ideas with a logical speech, the popular masses have done
the same by personifications and allegories.
B. The mythical figure of Harmonia does not appear in Homer.^^
According to Hesiod {Theog. 933-37) Harmonia is a daughter of Ares and
Aphrodite, married to the Phoenician prince Cadmus. After Cadmus had
killed a dragon, the offspring of Ares, and after he had undergone a term of
servitude, the Olympians, as a prize, gave him Harmonia for a wife. The
wedding of Cadmus and Harmonia looks very much like that of Peleus and
Thetis. Harmonia is a goddess, both of whose parents (Aphrodite and Ares)
were gods, but she was married to a mortal man to whom she bore four
daughters and a son. Disgraced Hephaestus, jealous because of the adultery
of his wife Aphrodite, also brought wonderful presents: a cloak and a
necklace. But they were fatal. Later they brought great sufferings to
Thebes. Similar misfortune was caused by Iris at the wedding of Peleus and
Thetis. It seems that this wedding was a transposition of the Theban one
^° Meyer (above, note 1) 6.
^' However, in ihe Homeric hymn to Apollo (194-96), Harmonia appears in a procession of
women singing and dancing and Phoebus welcomes them lo Olympus.
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which had taken place about five generations earlier. These data are very
significant. Harmonia is a daughter of warlike Ares and tender Aphrodite,
i.e. an offspring of two extremes, an idea also expressed by poets of more
recent times (cf. Schiller's Das Lied von der Glocke).
Judging from the names of Cadmus and Harmonia one can conclude
that their wedding represents a union of two cultures: Mediterranean with
Semitic elements and IE. The name Cadmus is from a Semitic stem qdm,
Hebrew qedem, qddim, "east," qadmeni, "men from the east." Cadmus
brought the Greeks a script from the east (Hdt. 5. 58). Harmony, as we have
already seen, has an IE etymology. The phenomenon that she married a
mortal man denotes a connection of the Sky with the Earth. Harmonia is
here, in fact, an incarnation of the principle which makes possible the
junction in the cosmos, i.e. a well-ordered system (app.ov{a tov* koo^io-o),
as Heraclitus says, and in life: accord in the family and peace in the
community.
The philosophers have identified harmony with cpi^^ia (love and
friendship) and, in mythology, with Dcmeter, Kore, Pandora, but most
frequently with Aphrodite, the goddess of love, fertility and diversion.
Plutarch noted (Amat. 23. 769a) that in Delphi there was an Aphrodite
"Harma," the goddess of love. Harma is very likely a short form of
Harmonia.-^^
Obviously there are some parallels between the theoretical statements
of the term harmony as a principle of connection, joining, unity of opposites
in one whole and transformations of the mythical figure of Harmonia as an
incarnation of that principle. It is noticeable that these parallels of the
abstract ideas of harmony chronologically correspond to the mythical
personifications of Harmonia.
VI
To sum up. We saw how the Mycenaean Greek dialect provides evidence
about the formation of the noun ap|xovia from the word a-mo l{h)armol
with the meaning "wheel" made by the junction of spokes and felloes.
Together with the technological progress of this important invention in
Mycenaean times the noun {h)armo was also created as a technical term
from which both the verb apfio^co and the noun ap|iovia were derived.
Since Homeric limes the term apfiovia has been used in a metaphorical
sense, and in classical Greek its use spread to all spheres of the physical and
intellectual life. The gradual development of its meaning from a concrete
object, pin, peg, to the most abstract idea of unity displays the cultural and
spiritual development of the ancient civilization. The ancient Greeks
^^ See further in Jouan (above, note 1) 117 f., and P. Hr. Ilievski, "Harmonia," in Prilozi
10.1, Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Section of Linguistics and Literary Sciences
(1985) 37-56.
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attributed great importance to this idea, identifying harmony with Xoyoc,,
\\ivxT\, dpexTi, etc. Diogenes Laertius (8. 33) says that dpexTi is dp^iovva
and health, and every good and god, 5i6 Kal Ka9' dp^oviav o\)veaTdvai xd
Health, both physical and spiritual, is a result of a balance and
proportion, i.e. harmony, of the opposite elements, a principle which
underlies the existence of the cosmos. If one of the elements is going to
dominate the others, then order and harmony disappear, and this causes
illness in the human body, anarchy in society, disorder in the cosmos and a
return to chaos. But even in this desperate situation one can find some
consolation in the philosophy of Heraclitus the Obscure. According to him
life continues through the eternal change of Siacpepo^evov and o-u|j.(p£pexai,
returning again to harmony and love, as it is splendidly explained by
Professor Marcovich.
Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts

Esclavage et Dependance, "Demi-Liberte,"
"Halfway-Statuses"
FANULA PAPAZOGLU
L'eminent historien anglais Moses I. Finley, auquel nous devons des
remarquables recherches et syntheses sur I'histoire economique et sociale de
la Grece ancienne et, singulierement, sur la place de I'esclavage dans
I'economie des societes antiques, considerait les "esclaves-marchandises"
("chattel-slaves") comme une "sous-categorie" du travail dependant (ou
involontaire), c'est-a-dire du travail qu'une personne accomplit pour une
autre "non parce qu'elle faisait partie de sa famille, . . . non parce qu'ils
avaient conclu un accord volonlaire et contractuel, . . . mais parce qu'elle y
etait contrainte par quelque condition anterieure, le fait d'etre nee au sein
d'une classe dependante, ou des dettes, ou toute autre situation qui, par droit
ou par coutume, lui enlevait automatiquement une partie de sa liberte de
choix et d'action, generalement pour longtemps ou meme pour la vie."'
Selon Finley, les multiples formes revetues par le travail involontaire en
Grece ancienne formaient comme un "spectre" de positions qui se
succedaient par gradation, un continuum, aux extremites duquel se situaient,
d'une part "I'esclave congu comme une propriete," de I'autre "I'homme
parfaitement libre," deux abstractions qui n'existaient en realite nulle part.^
La metaphore du spectre apparut, a ma connaissance, pour la premiere fois
dans un article de 1959, dans lequel Finley distinguait au moins six
categories de dependance en Grece: I'esclave, le "serf-like" oikeus de Crete,
I'hilote/peneste, r"esclave" pour dettes, I'esclave affranchi sous certaines
conditions et I'affranchi.^ Elle a ete reprise par la suite dans presque tous
ses travaux concemant I'esclavage en Grece, avec des nuances qui ne
' M. I. Finley, "Between Slavery and Freedom," Comparative Studies in Society and History
6 (1964) 233-49 (trad. fran9aise dans: "Formes d 'exploitation du travail et rapports sociaux
dans I'Antiquite classique," Recherches inlernationales a la lumiere du marxisme 84 [1975]
78-95). Le passage cite se trouve a la p. 86.
Finley, "Formes d'exploitation" (supra n. 1) 84 s.
^ M. I. Finley, "Was Greek Civilization Based on Slave Labour?" Historia 8 (1959) 147.
Comme il s'agit du rapport de dependance, I'homme libre n'entre pas dans celie enumeration:
il se trouve au-dela de la ligne qui marquait la dependance.
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changenl pas la substance de I'id^e.'* Les six categories rarement
apparaisscnt dans la mcme communaute. Dans les periodes archaiques de
I'histoire grecque et romaine, ainsi que dans certaines regions du monde
grec, I'esclavage representait une quantite negligeable, les autres formes de
travail etant les plus repandues.^
La conception de Finley appelle deux objections: I'une a trait au rapport
esclavage-dcpendance, I'autre a la place de I'esclavage dans le "spectre."
L'esclavage antique etait-il une sous-categorie du u^avail force? Oui et non.
Oui, parce que I'esclave travaillait pour son maitre et sous le controle de
celui-ci. Non, parce que son rapport avec le maitre ne saurait etre reduit a
un rapport de production. Ce qui caracterise I'esclavage ce n'est pas la non-
propriete des moyens de production, qui est a la base de tout travail
involontaire, mais le fait que I'esclave est lui-meme d'abord une propriete
d'autrui (il pouvait ne pas etre employe comme force de travail) et puis un
moyen de production, un instrument anime. Cela vaut pour tous les
esclaves, quel que soit le mode de leur utilisation et le degre de Icur
servitude.^ On evoque souvent le celebre banquier athenien Pasion comme
preuve que la vie d'un esclave n'etait pas toujours dure. C'est oublier que
Pasion ne s'est pas enrichi comme esclave. Un esclave ne pent s'enrichir
puisque tous les fruits de son travail appartiennent a son maitre.'' II peut
tout juste fairc des epargnes pour racheter sa liberie. Ce n'est qu'apres
avoir acquis la confiance de son maitre, apres etre devenu esclave xcoplq
oiKcov, que Pasion put amasser la somme necessaire a son affranchissement.
II put alors dcployer, en tant qu'homme libre, I'activite financicre qui
I'eleva sur I'echelle sociale et finalement lui valut la dignite de.citoyen
athenien et le droit (prerogative des citoyens) d'acquerir des biens-fonds,
qui sanctionnerent sa promotion sociale. L'exemple de Pasion fait ressortir
un trait essentiel de I'esclavage antique: la condition d'esclave n'etait pas
irreversible. La societe antique ne connaissait pas le sysleme rigide des
castes.^ Le fosse qui separait les hommes libres des esclaves n'etait pas
* M. I. Finley, "The Servile Statuses of Ancient Greece," RIDA 7 (1960) 186; idem,
"Formes d'exploilation" (supra n. 1) 78. Dans L'economie antique (Paris 1975) 85, Finley
explicile que le "spectre" ne doit pas etre considere comme un continuum maihemalique, mais
"comme un spectre plus metaphorique, plus disconlinu, avec tantol des trous, tanlol de plus
grandes concentrations."
* Finley, "Formes d'exploitalion" (supra n. 1) 87.
^ Cf. la definition de Tesclavage formulce par Finley (supra n. 3) 145: "by slavery ... I
mean roughly the status in which a man is in the eyes of the law and of public opinion and with
respect to all other parties, a possession, a chattel, of another man." E. L. KazakeviC, VDI 64
(1958) 19, insiste cgalement sur le fait que "I'esclave est avant tout une categorie juridique,
objct de propriete, forme de richesse."
' Cf. Hyperide, Contre Athenag. 22: Si un esclave a bicn reussi une affaire, ou crce une
Industrie nouvelle, lout le benefice est pour son maTtre.
* Pour une definition de la caste, cf. M. I. Finley, Les premiers temps de la Grece: I'dge de
bronze et t'epoque archa'ique (Paris 1973) 53 n. 20.
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infranchissable (dans les deux sens).' De sorte que I'affranchissement se
presente comme un critere objectif permettant de distinguer le statut des
esclaves des autres categories du travail dependant. Ou il y a
affranch issement, il y a esclaves: on affranchit les hilotes, on n'affranchit
pas les laoil En tant que sanction de la transition d'une pcrsonne du statut
servile au statut d'homme libre, I'acte d'affranchissement ne pouvait avoir
lieu que dans une societe qui connaissait I'esclavage. Pour I'avancement
social de I'esclave, I'affranchissement etait une conditio sine qua non,
landis que le travailleur dependant, se trouvant en-dega du fosse, n'en avait
pas besoin pour passer de la dependance a une situation sociale plus
privilegiee. L'esclavage differait des autres types de dependance non pas
par degre mais par nature. C 'etait une categoric sociale unique, presente,
d'une maniere ou d'une autre, dans toutes les societes antiques.
La formule "entre libres et esclaves," mise en vogue ces demieres
decennies par les travaux de W. L. Westermann, de D. Lotze et de M. I.
Finley, masque d'une cerlaine maniere I'antinomie fondamentale opposant
I'esclave et le libre dans les societes antiques. Elle a ete empruntee a
VOnomasticon de lulius Pollux (grammairien et sophiste de Naukratis qui
enseignait a Athenes sous le regne de Commode), dans lequel une serie de
noms specifiques designant des dependants dans diverses regions
grecques—hilotes de Sparte, penestes de Thessalie, clarotes et rnnoites de
Crete, dorophoroi Mariandyniens d'Heraclee Pontique, gymnetes d'Argos et
korynephoroi de Sikyon—sont separes des mots grecs signifiant "esclave"
et sont classes "entre les libres et les esclaves": jiexa^v EXe\)0epcov Kal
8ov)?io)v.io La formule a ete utilisee comme titre de trois ouvrages des
auteurs susmentionnes.'^ Mais, alors que Westermann et Finley admettent
1
'existence en Grece ancienne de statuts qui se situeraient "entre l'esclavage
et la liberte," Lotze arrive a la conclusion que les quatre premieres
categories (hilotes, penestes, clarotes/mnoites et Mariandyniens, auxquelles
il joint les Kyllyriens de Syracuse et les woikiaiai de la Locride Orientale)
constituaient un type special d'esclavage pouvant etre dcfini comme
^ p. Vidal-Naquet, "Reflexions sur I'hisloriographie grecque de l'esclavage" (1973; repris
dans Le chasseur noir [Paris 1981]) 242, oppose la reversibiJile de la condition de I'hilole, qui
a ete libre el pouvait le redevenir, au statut de "I'esclave par nature." La fameuse notion forgee
par Aristote n'implique pas ce contraste. "On n'achete pas des hommes libres, mais des
esclaves," precise Vidal-Naquet. Or, tous les esclaves (sauf ceux nes dans l'esclavage, qui ne
font qu'un pourcenlage insignifiant) etaient aussi des hommes libres avant de succomber a
l'esclavage.
1° Pollux 3. 83.
" W. L. Westermann. "Between Slavery and Freedom." Am. Hisl. Rev. 50 (1945) 213-27;
D. Lotze, Mexa^\) eA,e\)6epcov Kai 6oijA,(ov: Sludien zur Rechlsslellung unfreier
Landbevolkerungen in Griechenland bis zum 4. Jahrhundert v. Chr. (Berlin 1959); M. L
Finley, "Between Slavery and Freedom" (supra n. 1). Sous une forme modifice, la formule
apparait aussi dans le titre de I'ouvrage de M. A. Levi: Ne liberi ne schiavi: Gruppi sociali e
rapporti di lavoro nel mondo ellenistico-romano (Milan 1976). concemant une epoque plus
recente.
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"esclavage collcclif ("Kollektivsklaverei"), landis que les gymnetes et les
korynephoroi n'elaienl pas des "non-libres" ("Unfreie"), mais faisaient
parlie dcs couches inferieures de la population d'Argos et de Sikyon qui ne
jouissaient pas de tous les droits des citoyens.^^
Point n'est besoin d'insister sur le fait que la condition economique et
sociale des libres et des esclaves variait selon les regions et les epoques,
qu'il y a eu des degres de liberte et des degres de non-liberte. La liberie
absolue est une notion plutot morale et philosophique que sociale. En tant
qu'etre social, Thomme ne pent I'atteindre qu'en se retirant de la societe. Je
ne dirais pas la meme chose de I'esclavage. L'esclavage est une realite
sociale des plus dures qui ne pouvait etre meconnue. Du fait que I'esclave
etait a I'origine un captif de guerre, ^^ le droit de son maitre sur sa personne
(et son corps) etait absolu. Lui ayant fait grace de la vie, le vainqueur
s'emparait du vaincu comme d'une part du butin qui lui appartenait. Le
maiu-e pouvait entretenir et employer son esclave comme bon lui semblait,
il pouvait en faire un domestique, une main-d'oeuvre ou un intendant. Le
fruit de son travail lui appartenait. L'esclave pouvait etre battu, enchaine,
marque au fer rouge, soumis a la torture, vendu et meme tue.''* Les droits
du proprietaire d'esclaves etaient reconnus et sanciionnes par sa
communaute.^^ Si celle-ci imposait parfois des limites a son arbitraire, elle
ne le faisait que dans son propre interet.^^ Comme I'a souligne M. I. Finley,
^^ D. Lolze (supra n. 11) 79. Lolze a eu tort de modifier plus lard son opinion; cf. "Der
genlilizisch-personale Grundzug der friihen Gemeinwesen als eine Vorausselzung der
griechischen Sklaverei," Eirene 6 (1967) 10 sqq. Je irailerai ailleurs la question de l'esclavage
hilolique.
*^ Voir, par exemple, Hesych. 6ot)\iov fifxap- aixjiaXcoaiaq Tmepa. Les autres sources
d'esclavage—rapt, piraterie, vcnte des enfanls, vente des endelles, commerce des esclaves
—
presupposenl la dcmande de la main-d'oeuvre servile et sont eo ipso des phenomencs sociaux
posterieurs. Lc fameux fragment d'Heraclite (fr. 29 Marcovich = 53 Diels-Kranz) qui
commence par la formule no^ejioc; ndvxcov fiev naxrip peut lui aussi etre cite dans ce
contcxte, car dans sa seconde panic xouc; fiev Sou^-uq eTioiTiae xo-Ui; 8e cXcuOepouq, il a une
connotation sociale bien concrete.
''* Le pouvoir absolu du mattre, le droit de vie et de mort qu'il a sur l'esclave, est considere
par les juristes romains comme une institution du ius gentium. Cf. Gai Inst. 1. 52: In polestale
itaque sunt servi dominorum. Quare quidem polestas iuris gentium est; nam apud omnes
peraeque gentes animadverlere possumus dominis in servos vitae necisque polestatem esse; et
quodcumque per servum adquiritur, id domino adquirilur.
'^ D va sans dire qu'a I'epoque homerique il ne peut etre question de dispositions
legislatives reglant les rapports des hommes, mais seulement d'un droit coutumier. En ce sens
seulement on peut admetlre avec P. Dcbord, "Esclavage mycenien, esclavage homerique," REA
75 (1973) 234-35, que la non-liberte etait a cette epoque un etat de fait et non un statut
juridique, ce qui pourianl n'exclue pas I'existence d'une demarcation nette entre les libres et
les non-libres et de la conscience de cette bmite.
'^ A Athenes, lc meurtre d'un esclave non faulif etait condamne comme un acte de violence
gratuit qui attirait la vengeance des dieux sur toule la communaule el necessitait une
purification. A Sparte, ou I'fitat etait I'unique mattre des masses hilotiques, le massacre des
hilotes par des particulicrs n'etait pennis que dans les cryplies qui faisaient suite a la
declaration annuelle de la guerre aux hilotes par les ephores.
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I'esclave subissait, du fait de sa condition, "non seulement une perte totale
de controle sur son travail, mais aussi une perte totale de controle sur sa
personne et sur sa personnalite."'^ La liberte pouvait etre relative,
I'esclavage ne I'etait point. C'etait un etat dont on ne pouvait pas ne pas
etre conscient.
La formule "entre les hommes libres et les esclaves" figure seulement
dans VOnomasticon de Pollux. Aucun autre texte ancien ne fait la moindre
allusion a des statuts intermediaires entre la liberte et I'esclavage. II est
bien probable, comme on I'a deja conjecture,'^ que Pollux ait utilise pour
son lexique un ouvrage d'Aristophane de Byzance (257-180 av. n. e.).'^
Mais, meme si nous admettions que la formule nous vient de I'erudit
hellenistique,20 n'est-il pas etrange que les th6oriciens de I'epoque classique
s'interessant aux structures de la societe grecque, tel Platon ou Aristote,
pour ne citer que les plus eminents, aient passe sous un silence complet un
fait aussi important que I'existence de populations ou de personnes "ni
libres ni esclaves"? Peut-on se contenter de 1 'allegation que "en regie
generale, les ecrivains grecs et romains ne se sont pas inquietes de telles
nuances"?^'
Contrairement a ce que Ton affirme parfois, la ligne de partage entre
"libres" et "non-libres" dans le "spectre" des formes de travail involontaires
etait bien nette pendant loute I'Antiquite et dans tous les pays.^^
L'esclavage est un fait primordial connu et pratique dans toutes les societes
antiques, mais il n'est devenu une forme dominante du travail involontaire
qu'a une epoque relativement tardive et non partout. La difference entre
une societe esclavagiste et une societe qui, tout en connaissant I'esclavage,
n'etait pas esclavagiste, tient au nombre des esclaves (au rapport numerique
entre libres et esclaves) et au role que les esclaves jouaient dans la
production. L'esclave etait, comme nous I'avons dit, un bien dont on s'est
rendu maitre par la force des armes (guerre, razzia, rapt individuel) ou par
M. I. Finley, Esclavage antique el ideologie moderne (Paris 1981) 97, avec renvoi a O.
Patterson, "The Study of Slavery," Annual Review ofSociology 3 (1977) 431 (non vidi).
'* C'esl une conjecture plausible de H. Swoboda, ZSS, Rom. Abl. 26 (1905) 252 n. 1. Voir
aussi W. Schmid-O. Slahlin, Geschichle der griechischen Lileralur^ 11.2 (1961) 877.
'^ Cf. Schmid-StahUn (supra n. 18) D.l (1959) 260 ss.
^^ Pour Finley la conjecture devicnt une certitude. Cf. "The Servile Statuses of Ancient
Greece" (supra n. 4) 179, el Particle cite ci-dessus (supra n. 1) 82. Dans ce meme article,
I'oeuvre d'Aristophane est par megarde situee dans la premiere moilie du HI* siecle.
^' Finley, "Formes d'exploitation" (supra n. 1) 78. Les Romains, selon Finley, "se
contentaient de la simple antinomic opposant l'esclave el le libre, bien qu'ils ne pussent ignorer
qu'il existait entre eux ceriaines gradations." Cerles, il y a cu des gradations, mais celles-ci ne
se situent pas "entre I'eslavage el la liberte"; elles constituent des formes de Pun ou de Pautre
stalul.
^^ Voir, par exemplc, M. I. Finley (supra n. 8) 105, ou Pauteur constate au sujet du monde
homerique "Pabsence, dans la realite, des categories sociales nettemenl tranchees que nous
trouverons plus lard, el en parliculier des deux categories des 'libres' el des 'non-libres'." II
est vrai que la notion de liberie n'ctaii pas encore elaborce a celle epoque, mais la categoric des
esclaves y etait nettemenl definie.
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Tachat (echange) et dont on disposait a sa volontc. Ce rapport de propriety,
reconnu par la communaut6, dcfinit le statut juridique de I'esclave et est
valable autant pour la soci6t6 homerique que pour I'Alhenes classique.^^
Nalurellement, la condition des esclaves dans les oikoi des nobles d'lthaque,
de Sparte ou de Pheacie differait grandement de celle des domestiques a
Athenes, les structures socio-economiques respectives n'etant pas egales.
Personne ne contestera non plus que la vie d'un esclave dans la societe
homerique pouvait etre moins dure que celle d'un thete, prive des moyens
d'existence et oblige a se mettre au service d'autrui pour un salaire
miserable. On pense toujours a ce propos a la bonne fortune du porcher
d'Ulysse, Eumee. 11 n'en reste pas moins que les esclaves se trouvent ici
aussi au plus bas de I'echelle sociale.^'* Le thete pouvait choisir son
"maitre," le destin de I'esclave etait toujours incertain et ne dependait pas de
lui. Dire d'un thete que, en s'engageant, il "renongait volontairement a la
liberte" me semble un peu fort.^^ Travaillant pour un autre, le thete
demeurait libre et c'est ce qui compte en I'occurrence. "Ce qu'il y avait de
tres dur pour le thete," note Finley, "c'etait I'absence de tout lien, sa non-
appartenance."26 En effet, a la difference des esclaves iniegres dans les
^^ Le lermc "societe homerique" n'est pas precis. Comme I'a montre de fa(;on convaincante
J. A. Lencman, L'esclavage dans la Grece mycenienne el homerique (Moscou 1963) 227-77
(en russe), les passages de I'lliade et de I'Odyssee ayant trait a l'esclavage refletent deux
couches hisloriques: la description des travaux dont s'occupenl les nombreux esclaves des
palais des basileis remonterait, selon lui, a I'epoque mycenienne; d'aulres donnees, plus rarcs,
dans I'Odyssee se rapporteraienl a I'epoque homerique propremenl dite (IX^-VIP s.)- Selon
M. I. Finley (supra n. 8) 103, le tableau des institutions sociales que nous presenle I'epopee est
celui des "siecles obscurs" (X'^-XI^) et pour I'essentiel de la premiere moitie de celle pcriode.
^ A I'appui de son affirmation que les ihctes elaient les creatures les plus desheritees sur la
terre, M. I. Finley, Le monde d'Ulysse (Paris 1983) 68, cite le celebre passage de I'Odyssee
(11. 489-91) dans lequel Achille, aux enfers, voulanl evoquer le destin humain le plus humble
sur terre, ne songe pas a celui de I'esclave mais dit qu'il aimerait mieux etre cullivaleur el
iravailler comme ihele aupres d'un homme pauvre, que regner sur tous les morls. Je ne pense
pas que les vers de I'Odyssee suggerenl la conclusion qu'en tire Finley. Les iheles elaient pour
Achille la condition humaine la plus mis6rable a laquelle il put penser, car un heros comme lui
n'cnvisage mcme pas la possibilile d'etre rcduil a l'esclavage. Pour les heros d'Homere, le
combat se lenminait par la victoire ou par la morl. V. Cuffel, "The Classical Greek Concept of
Slavery," Journal of the History of Ideas 27 (1966) 334, inlerprcte mal les vers de I'Odyssee en
disanl que Platon (Rep. 386c) reprouvail Homere d'avoir permis a son heros Achille de
prefercr l'esclavage a la morl.
^^ Finley (supra n. 24) 87: "Les esclaves . . . etaienl le plus souvenl viclimes d'une
mauvaise chance. En ce sens, le thete est le plus inforlune: c'est volontairement qu'il
abandonnait, en se louanl, le conlrole dc son propre Iravail, qu'il renon9ait, en d'autres termes,
a sa liberte." En termes semblables et se refcrant au meme passage de I'Odyssee, A. Aymard,
"Hierarchic du Iravail el aularcie individuelle dans la Grece archaique," dans Eludes d'hisloire
ancienne (Paris 1967) 328-29, traile la condilion du thete comme inferieure a celle de I'esclave
("il . . . a . . . alienc sa liberie de travail el de vie, el le pire est qu'il I'a fait volontairement").
^* Finley (supra n. 24) 68. P. Debord (supra n. 15) 232 n. 8, idenlifie Qx\c, a ^eivoq el
considcre que les iheles etaienl exclus du demos. II me semble que les iheles sont appel6s
xeinoi dans la mesure ou ils ne font pas panic de I'oikos (cf. Od. 14. 101-02, ou le
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oikoiy les thetes se trouvaient en dehors de ces cellules sociales qui
garantissaient la s6curit6 de leurs membres. De ce fait, leur condition
materielle etait assurement plus precaire. Mais on ne peut pas dire d'eux
qu'ils etaient des etrangers comme les esclaves, des deracines par rapport a
la patrie et a la famille.^^ Les thetes vivaient dans leur communaute,
faisaient partie du demos, ne rompaient pas leurs liens familiaux.
La realite de Tesclavage comme une categorie bien definie dans le
monde homerique peut etre deduite de I'opposition des expressions
eXeTjGepov
-njiap et 8o-6?iiov rip-ap dans la scene des adieux d'Hector a
Andromaque (//. 6. 441-65).^^ Ces expressions n'auraient pu etre creees si
la societe n'avait pas eu conscience du fosse qui separait les libres des
esclaves. La perte de ViXzvQzpov fiiiap^^ affectait non seulement le corps
de I'infortune mais aussi sa valeur morale, son dpexri. C'est ainsi
qu'Eumee explique le comportement des 5|a.(0E(; qui ne voulaient plus
accomplir convenablement leurs besognes lorsqu'ils ne se trouvaient plus
sous le controle de leur maltre; car, dit-il, Zeus prive I'homme de la moitie
de sa veriu lorsqu'il abai sur lui le jour de I'esclavage (6o'6Xiov fi|iap).^^
denombremenl des iroupeaux d'Ulysse se lermine par les vers: xoooa crucov cruPooeia, too'
aijtoXia nXazi' aiycov / (36oKO\)oi ^eivoi xe Kai avxou Pcoxopet; av6pe<;).
Meme le bienheureux porcher Eumce, si attache a son bon maitre, ne peut ne |»as penser a
ses parents et ne pas desirer retoumer a la terre natale et les revoir de ses yeux (Od. 14. 140-
43).
^ Selon G. Wickert-Micknat, "Unfreiheit in der friihgriechischen Gesellschafl," Hisloria 35
(1986) 136-37, 1'adjectif dow/joj signifierail "abhangig" et non "unfrei." La captivite ne serait
qu'un etat transitoire: la captive pouvait devenir repouse du conquerant ou bicn etre classee
parmi les suivantes de celle-ci. Mais on n'enlevait pas que des princesses et des belles!
On ne trouvera pas etrange que dans I'liiade I'expression eXcuBepov njiap dnapeiv se
rapporte toujours a des femmes. A cetle epoque-la, les vainqueurs massacraient leurs
adversaires et enlevaient les femmes pour les reduire a I'esclavage. Voir//. 6. 454-55, 16. 831
et 20. 193. Dans un quatrieme passage (6. 528), I'adjectif eleuiheros qualifie le cratere que
Hector el Paris font voeu de consacrer dans le palais si Zeus leur accorde la victoire sur les
Acheens.
Ce passage suffirait a lui seal a ecarter tous les doutes qui ont ete exprimes sur le statut
servile des dmoes.dmoai, notammcnt par W. Beringer, "'Servile Status' in the Sources for
Early Greek History," Hisloria 31 (1982) 31 (les dmoes et les oikees ne sont pas des esclaves
mais des "in-bclween," comme les hilotes) el G. Wickert-Micknat (supra n. 28) 132 Ges dmdai
seraienl "im Hause beschaftigte Frauen" parmi lesquelles il y avail aussi des esclaves; le lerme
6n(oa{ "ist kein Terminus im Vokabular der Unfreiheit"). Selon G. Wickert-Micknat, les
cinquanle servantes (6}icoai yuvmiceq) a la cour d'Alcinoos {Od. 1. 103-11) seraienl des
Pheaciennes el partant des femmes libres, I'epopee ne connaissanl que I'exodoulie. Cetle
interpretation ne me semble pas s'imposer. Un passage analogue se rapporte aux cinquanle
gynaikes dmdai chez Ulysse (Od. 22. 421-23), donl Euryclee. La vieille nourrice d'Ulysse,
elle meme une esclave jadis achetee pour le prix de vingi boeufs, dit: "nous leur avons appris a
faire loutes les besognes, a iravailler la laine et a subir leur condition servile
—
5o\)A.ooijvtiv
ave%Eo6ai" (sur cetle expression voir la note suivante). Sur I'etal servile des dmoes/dmoai, cf.
M. Gerard-Rousseau, ZAnl. 19 (1969) 163-73, el surtoul I'etude fondamentale de F.
Gschnilzer, Studien zur griechischen Terminoiogie der Sklaverei U: Unlersuchungen zur
dlleren insbesondere homerischen SkJavenlerminologie (Wiesbaden 1976) 50, 72, el sa
conclusion a la p. 104: "Beide Ausdriicke (6ncoc(; Sficoai) bezeichnen . . . nur die Unfreien."
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Homere connait le terme 6o\)>,oo\)vti qui ne peut signifier rien d'autre que
la condition de I'esclave avec toutes ses implications.^^
Pour terminer, qu'il me soit permis de citer in extenso un passage de
Marc Bloch, concemant les "halfway-statuses," hautement instructiP^:
Les socieles medievales distinguaient deux grandes conditions humaines:
il y avail des hommes libres, d'autres qui passaient pour ne I'etre point.
Mais la notion de liberie est de celles que chaque epoque remanie a son
gre. Certains historiens ont done juge de nos jours qu'au sens
pretendumenl normal du mot, c'esl-a-dire au leur, les non-libres du
moyen-age avaienl ete mal nommes. Ce n'elaienl, disent-ils, que des
"demi-libres." Mot invente sans aucun appui dans les textes, cet intrus, en
lout etat de cause, serait encombrant. II n'est malheureusemenl pas que
cela. Par une consequence a peu pres inevitable, la fausse rigueur qu'il
donnait au langage a paru rendre superflue toule recherche vraiment
approfondie sur la fronliere de la liberie el de la servitude, telle que ces
civilisations en concevaienl I'image: limite souvent incerlaine, variable
meme selon les parti pris du moment ou du groupe, mais dont un des
caracteres essentiels fut, justement de n'avoir jamais souffert cette zone
marginale que suggere, avec une malencontreuse insistance, le nom de
demi-liberte. Une nomenclature imposce au passe aboutira toujours a la
deformer. Ces etiquettes-la, il n'y a envers elles d'autre attitude
raisonnable que de les eliminer.
Beograd
Gschnitzer conslale que le lerme dmos est employe pour designer: 1. une propriele ( =
andrapodon), 2. un domeslique (= oiketes) et 3. I'etat d'appartenance a autrui (= doulos). II
s'emploie le plus souvent avec la signification de servantes et domestiques, ce qui plaide en
faveur de I'etymologie 6^a)(; de dem-, dom- (gr. 56noq, lat domus). Cf. E. Benvenisle, Le
vocabulaire des institutions indo-europeennes I (Paris 1969) 305: "dmos, le serviteur,
I'esclave, dmoe, la servanle, c'esl-a-dire 'ceux qui font parlie de la maison'." Cette elymologie
est lenue pour probable par M. I. Finley (supra n. 24) 70, qui reconnail egalement le caractere
servile des dmoes. Notons aussi I'etymologie signalee par Arislophane de Byzance (Miller,
433): 8^aJeq )cai 6ji(oi6eq- ol 5ovW Kal ai 6o\)^i6c(;, ctno xou 5e6fifia0ai Kai oiovel
6a|id^eo6ai.
^' L'interpreialion controuv'ee de I'expression 6o\)X,oav)vr|v dvexeoSai avancee par W.
Beringer, Athenaeum 30 (1960) 65-97, est a rejeter parce que. comme I'a souligne J. A.
Lencman (supra n. 23) 235 n. 24, elle est contrediie aulanl par la signification du mot a
I'epoque classique que par la signification de I'adjeclif douiios dans I'epopce (le sens que
Beringer attribue a eel adjectif est secondaire; il ne convienl guere au passage Od. 24. 252-53,
ou 6o-uA.iov eiSoq Kal ne7e6o<; se rapporunt au vieux Laerle ne peut signifier que "servile"; cf.
supra n. 30).
^^ Apologie pour Vhistoire ou metier d'historier? (Paris 1959) 88.
On the Interpretation of a Poem of Anacreon
R. RENEHAN




q 6', ea-clv yap an' ziiKiixov
Aeofiov), xfiv )j.ev e|iT]v k6|j.tiv,
Xevkt] yap, Kaxa|ie|i.(p£xai,
jipoq 6' aXA-Tiv xiva xotoKEi.
(fr. 13 Page = PMG 358)
By a curious coincidence Professor Miroslav Marcovich and I both
published discussions of this famous poem which not only appeared almost
simultaneously^ but which proceeded along rather similar lines of
interpretation. While our ultimate conclusions do not entirely coincide, they
are closely related and we share a general agreement in dismissing certain
earlier interpretations of this much-discussed poem. Few there are who
would not be pleased to find their own views so much in harmony with
those of the distinguished scholar who is being honored in the present
volume.
In 1991 Hayden Pelliccia published yet another discussion of this
poem,2 in which he takes as his starting point the two papers just mentioned.
The problems of interpretation are of sufficient interest that I do not hesitate
to reconsider the poem in the light of Pelliccia's remarks. Unfortunately my
own views as set forth in my CP article seem to have been misunderstood,
and I am represented as expressing certain opinions which I did not express.
Let it be stated at once that I consider Professor Pelliccia a serious scholar
and I take it as certain that there was no intention on his part to misrepresent
deliberately my position. ^ If my English was not clear enough and the fault
for any misunderstanding is mine, 1 sincerely regret it.
1 M. Marcovich. "Anacreon. 358 PMG (ap. Aihen. Xm. 599C)." AJP 104 (1983) 372-83 =
Studies in Greek Poetry, ICS Suppl. 1 (Atlanta 1991) 47-57 and R. Renehan. "Anacreon
Fragment 13 Page," CP 79 (1984) 28-32.
2 "Anacreon 13 (358 PMG)," CP 86 (1991) 30-36.
^ In fact, if my memory is correct, Professor Pelliccia had courteously sent me a typescript
of his article before publication for my criticisms. Unfortunately at the time I was in poor
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Pelliccia begins his piece by referring the reader to Marcovich's paper
and mine for "the refutation of previous errors" (30). He then states his own
position: "The view advocated both by Marcovich and, with the
qualification to be noted, by me is the well-established one that takes aA.>.Tiv
Tivd in the last line to refer to another female, and thus makes an ethnic and
sexual joke out of the Lesbian girl's origins and behavior" (30). That is to
say, Pelliccia agrees with Marcovich (and many others) that there is a joke
in the final verse: The girl, it turns out, is both Lesbian and a lesbian and
accordingly rejects Anacreon in favor of another woman. The main
competing interpretation is, of course, that which supplies k6|itiv with
akXr\v Tivd in verse 8. Not a few understand the poem in this way; readers
of Pelliccia' s article are likely to include me in their number. "Renehan
argued at length that the ^ev . . . 6e antithesis in lines 5-8 made it 'all but
unavoidable to supply mentally' K:6|a.-nv in line 8" (34). And again, ". .
.
suppose that with Renehan and others we think it possible to supply kojo-tiv
with npbc, 6' aXXT\v xwd . . ." (32). The fullest statement of my views (30
n. 2) differs from these accounts in that some other opinions, mutually
incompatible, are also attributed to me: "Renehan first argues from the jiev
. . . 5£ structure of the last four lines that kojitiv (referring to a younger
man's head of hair) must be supplied with npbc, b' aXkr[\f tivd; then, on the
last page, he surprisingly says that eoxlv ydp dn' ev)ktito\) / AeoPoD can
have led the audience to understand dXA.Tiv xivd as referring to another girl;
and he finally proposes that the ambiguity cannot be resolved and that the
poet may have intended it that way" (emphases added here).
The reader may be excused if he concludes from Pelliccia's language
that I expressed different, and contradictory, views in different sections of
my paper. Actually all his remarks refer to several consecutive paragraphs
on the last two pages of my discussion (31-32; no page citation given by
Pelliccia). On page 31 , in the course of analyzing the structure of verses 5-
8, 1 stated in part: "When one then proceeds to npbc, 5(e) aXXr[\ xivd (no
further), it is all but unavoidable to supply menially a corresponding
KOjiTiv." Ignoring the crucial qualification "no further," Pelliccia
misrepresents me as arguing that "k6|itiv . . . must be supplied with npbc, 5'
dX^Tiv Tivd." My actual point was that, when one then goes on to the last
word of the poem, one meets an unexpected verb which makes it quite
likely that aXXr[v Tivd does not after all refer to kojo-tiv, but rather to another
woman. On page 32 I entertain two possibilities: 1) Verses 5-6 contain no
allusion to lesbianism and k6|j.tiv is to be understood with a.XXr]\f xivd. On
this view, as 1 wrote, "Anacreon's revenge consists solely in the use of an
unflattering expression (xdojceiv npoc,) to describe her misdirected
attentions (as he sees it). The poem is heterosexual on this reading; the
sense is acceptable." With this interpretation the verb xdoKEi is still
health (which necessiialed major surgery) and my life was so disrupted that I did not read the
piece until after it had appeared in print.
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unexpected and delivers a Tiapd 7ipoa5oK{av effect.'^ 2) Verses 5-6 do
allude to the lesbian interests of the woman. I stated, ". . . then aXXriv
refers to a woman and the Tiapa 7ipoa6oK{av is even more pronounced"
(emphasis added here). It is not apparent to me how anyone could conclude
from such language that I was an advocate of the "koji-hv" interpretation in
explicit opposition to the "Kopriv" interpretation.^ In other words,
Marcovich and Pelliccia are among those interpreters who understand
akXr[v xivd in verse 8 as referring to some other woman. I differ from them
not in rejecting this interpretation
—
quite the contrary—but in continuing to
believe that the "ko^tiv" interpretation is also possible, if less pointed. I
thought that I had made it clear in my CP paper that I preferred the other
interpretation, if an absolute choice had to be made (see below). Perhaps
not. Let us come to the crux of the matter: eoxlv ydp 6ai' evKiixoM Aia^oM.
"Interpretation of the poem is chiefly complicated by the statement in
lines 5-6 that the girl is from Lesbos." So I wrote in my CP paper (30) and
it is clear from Pelliccia's remarks in his paper that verses 5-6 continue to
present difficulties. To illustrate the sentence-structure seen in verses 5-8 I
had adduced a passage not hitherto cited in this connection, namely
Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae 37-39:
6 yapavTip, a)(piXxdTTi,
laXanivioq ydp eaxiv cb ^-uveiji' eyco,
XT^v vv)x6' '6Xr\v T[Xavvi \i' ev xoiq axp(0|iaaiv.
Pelliccia will make much use of this passage, but first he observes that
"Renehan does not draw any inferences from the passage but simply quotes
^Marcovich (above, note 1) 375-76, argues that Greek idiom regularly requires that
xdoKCiv npoc, refer "to an animate object" and hence k6^t|v is unlikely to be the object of the
preposition here. I do not believe that this "rule" has any validity and Marcovich himself
adduces some evidence that argues against it. Nothing either in the nature of the Greek
language in general or of this word in particular favors putting xaoKco in such a semantic
slraitjacket.
^ It seems to have become customary among defenders of this interpretation to contrast
specifically the word Koprjv with tcofxTiv in this connection. Thus Pelliccia on p. 33 writes of
"understanding Kopriv in the last line." Marcovich uses similar language more than once. This
should be avoided because it is both inexact and misleading. Precisely because there is a
neatness to the jingle KOpr) - kojit), a reader is liable, consciously or no, to attribute the play on
words to Anacreon himself, which would, of course, itself go a long way towards validating
this inlerpreUlion. The "evidence" is illusory. 1) Anacreon calls the girl a vfivic;, not a KOpT].
2) In Anacreon's dialect the fomi would be Kovpri, not Kopt), and the slight extant evidence for
his own usage clearly points to KOiipri {PMG 390, 418), a form which hardly forms a striking
jingle with kojiti. 3) If dA.Xriv xivd refers (as I think it most likely does) to a woman, no
substantive need be mentally supplied; the feminine termination -riv suffices. For an
unambiguous example of this see Aesch. ^4^. 1268 aXk^v xiv' drnq dvx' i\x.o\) nXo\}xiC,cte.
(Cassandra is the speaker, dtrn; is Stanley's correction of the meaningless dxriv of the MSS.)
4) If a Greek supplied any substantive here it would most likely be yuvaiKa, the natural word
to contrast female with male. Theocritus 6. 25-26: dX^ct Kai auxoq iyu) kvi^wv 7tdA.iv oii
TtoSopTim, / aXK' dXXxxv tivd cpajil Y»vaiK' exev. (Note, incidenully, noGoprmi, a polite
equivalent to the vulgar xdoKco in Anacreon.)
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it as 'an exactly parallel sentence'" (31 n. 4). This is somewhat imprecise;
again 1 am misquoted. On pages 30-31 I discuss the elaborate structure of
verses 5-8 and state what 1 take to be the purpose and effect of the several
parenthetic clauses. Having done this, and only then, do I cite the
Aristophanes passage as "an exactly parallel senlcnce-structure" (emphasis
added). Pelliccia omits the crucial word "structure," which ought to have
removed any doubt as to my main reason for producing the parallel. But he
believes the parallel to be even more significant than I did: "The function
... of the interposed ydp-clause . . . ('for he is from Salamis') is perfectly
clear: it provides the ethnic information that sets up and makes possible the
obscene punchline . . ." (31). And again, "The first ydp-clause in Anacreon
resembles that in Aristophanes in an even more significant way: both
interrupt their sentences in order to tell the ethnic origin of the subject; in
Aristophanes this ethnic information serves to set up the obscene punchline
that follows, and that is its only purpose. There is an obvious point to be
made from all this: an interposed or anticipatory ydp-clause demands a
'pay-off,' comic or otherwise; when the interposed clause contains ethnic
information, the pay-off must present action associated with the ethnic
group" (32). I have no quarrel with the basic point made here, for I was
under the impression that I was making much the same point on pages 30-
31 of my paper, where I conclude the section by explicitly alluding to a
napd 7rpoo5oKiav ending (= Pelliccia's "punchline").^ Surely he could not
have imagined that I failed to observe the "ethnic" adjective in the
Aristophanes passage. That was precisely what made it so apt a parallel.
Our disagreement here is small, but perhaps significant. The reader will
have observed that in the quotations from Pelliccia's paper just given he
refers twice to "the obscene punchline" in the Aristophanes passage. The
two passages from Anacreon and Aristophanes have in common 1) a
parenthetic ydp-clause and 2) an "ethnic" (perhaps better "geographic")
reference in this clause. Aristophanes also has 3) an obscene ending. While
Pelliccia does not quite say so in so many words, the reader naturally infers
from his language that this is a third detail which the two passages must
share, because such a ydp-clause, specifically containing an ethnic or
geographic reference and leading up to an obscene punchline, constitutes, as
it were, a formal pattern: "The Aristophanes parallel adduced by Renehan
. . . does prove that the formal sU'ucture common to it and Anacreon 13 was
suitable for the kind of joke that the 'lesbian' interpretation creates" (33 n.
8). Parenthetic ydp-clauses can be used for humorous effect and doubtless
often were. The interesting presence in them, on occasion, of an ethnic
^ In addition lo "punchline" Pelliccia uses not only "pay-off but also introduces the
conlrasting pair "apparent logic" versus "joke logic" (see especially 34). All this seems lo me
but a roundabout way of describing the familiar Tiapa TtpooSoKiav pattern, although Pelliccia
apparently believes that his language introduces some new insight (32: "given this newly
strengthened intuition").
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word followed by an obscene ending does not prove that an obscene ending
must always, or even usually, follow. The formal structure common to
Anacreon 13 and Aristophanes Ecclesiazusae 37-39 is neutral in this
regard. It was of set purpose that I did not draw any further inferences
along these lines.
Let me attempt to clarify the point. Tap -clauses with an ethnic or
geographic element also occur elsewhere, both 1) where the clause is not
parenthetic and thus there is no "punchline" following and 2) where there is
no obscene content. Epigram 6 (Pfeiffer) of Callimachus has to do with the
dedication of a nautilus shell to Arsinoe Aphrodite by Selenaia, daughter of
Kleinias. Verses 11-12 go thus: KA,eivio\) oXKcl G-uyaxpi 6i6od x^P^v-
oi5e yap eo0?id / pE^eiv Kai IiJ-vpvTiq eoxlv dn' AioA,i6o(;. This epigram
has no erotic content and these verses conclude the epigram. (That is, the
"ethnic" ydp-clause is not parenthetic.) More significant, because of its
provenience, is the following passage, from the Anacreontea (14. 10-14
West), where the imitator is telling off all his "affairs" or Epcoxeq: eTieiTa 5'
EK Kopiv0o\) / 0£(; 6p|ia0o\)<; Epcbxcov / 'Axdiriq ydp eotiv, / oko-u KaWi
yuvaiKEq. / ti0ei 6£ AEopCoix; [sc. Epcoraq] )ioi Kxk. The "ethnic" ydp-
clause is not parenthetic; it concludes one section. Nor is it, despite
occurring in an "erotic" poem, in any way obscene. Such ydp-clauses, it
appears, show considerable structural variety.
It thus seems to me that Pelliccia attempts to prove too much from a
single overworked Aristophanean passage. He states the following (32):
"Now, given this newly strengthened intuition, suppose that with Renehan
and others we think it possible to supply k6|j,tiv with npbc, 6' akXr[v xivd:
What kind of pay-off, then, will be the clause 'but she gapes at another . .
.
head of hair?' How does the information that 'she is from well-built
Lesbos' set up such a climax? The answer must be, it does not; and that
failure to account for the structure, especially as illuminated by the parallel
from Aristophanes, constitutes a serious defect in any interpretation that
supplies KOfiTiv in line 8" (emphasis in each instance mine). These
assertions are certainly couched in too confident language. After all,
Marcovich (372 n. 1) had given what he correctly described as "a generous
selection of scholarship (1899-1979)" on this httle poem. His useful, but
incomplete, list contains almost forty items, representing a remarkable
variety of opinions and theories.
The plain fact is that the clause eoxIv ydp dn' e\)kx{xo\) AeoPov), taken
in the most innocent way, makes sense here. The epithet is modelled on
Homeric language and is both elevated and honorific. A woman from
"well-built Lesbos" can mean a woman from a sophisticated and cultured
center of Greece (Sappho! Alcacus!); she would be no rustic. A woman
from Lesbos also comes from a region famous for beauty contests, which is
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to say from a region associated with beautiful women.^ Such a woman
might well assume a condescending air towards the old poet past his prime.
She can do better. Take the poem that way and the final word xaoKei still
produces a "punchline," an unexpected and uncomplimentary jibe directed
towards the young lady.^ The structure is flawless and no one has
succeeded in proving beyond any doubt that such cannot be the sense of the
poem.
To come to the alternative, "lesbian" interpretation of verses 5-6. In
contemporary classical studies, where a cottage industry dedicated to the
detection of hitherto unnoticed obscenities in Greek and Latin literature
(many of them imaginary) flourishes, there is a risk of being too quick to
see, and even of insisting upon, sexual innuendoes which may not have
been apparent to the ancient Greek hearer or reader. Nevertheless many,
including myself, have believed that an allusion to lesbianism is likely to be
present in this poem. Marcovich advocates this position and Pelliccia
' For ihe evidence for beauty conlesls on Lesbos see my CP paper (above, note 1) 30. In an
extraordinary paragraph (32 n. 7) Pelliccia attempts to argue away this possibility: "The
evidence for the Lesbian reputation for feminine beauty rests on //. 9. 129-30 AeoPi5aq, ac;
ore AeoPov truKxijievriv cXev avxoq / e^e^jiriv, aV KOtX^Xei eviKcov <p\)Xa y^vaiKcov—where
the imperfect eviKCOv shows that the antecedent of the relative in ai KciWei eviKcov is not
Lesbian women in general, but a particular group—and on the attestations in Alcaeus fr. 130.
32-33, et al. . . . that beauty contests were held on the island. Do beauty contests necessarily
imply singular beauty?" The attack is thus two-pronged: 1) The Homeric passage refers only
to a certain few women from Lesbos and 2) beauty contests do not necessarily "imply"
beautiful women. For the first argument to have any validity one would have to assume against
all probability that these particular women were the only beautiful women from Lesbos.
Otherwise it proves nothing contra. Surely no one would really care to defend such a position.
(If one wished to pursue this line of argument seriously, merely note the language used:
e^eX6(iT|v means "I selected, picked out for myself'—obviously from a larger group of such.)
One might as well argue that, because Anacreon does not explicitly describe the young lady in
his poem as beautiful, we are meant to conclude that she is ugly. Or that in Anacreontea 14. 10
ff. (see above), a passage almost certainly imitating our poem, one is to conclude that only the
women from Corinth are beautiful because they are singled out as such, and not also the
women from Athens, Lesbos, and elsewhere (see the whole poem). Rather, the Homeric
passage is some evidence that Lesbos enjoyed a reputation for beautiful women. Surely one is
also entitled to take into account the fact that in this passage, where Homer mentions beautiful
women from Lesbos, he describes it as euKxinevr) and that Anacreon employs the
corresponding epithet evKtitoc;. His literary allusion, if not certain, seems very probable.
(^o\.e.\hal'm Anacreontea 14. 12-13 [cited above], 'Axa'iri(;Ydp cativ,/o7iov KoXal yvvaiKet;,
there is an analogous Homeric precedent, //. 3. 75 - 258 'Axau6a tcaXXiyvvaiKa.) The
rhetorical question which forms the second prong of Pclliccia's attack is, if anything, even
more curious: "Do beauty contests necessarily imply singular beauty?" Clearly he intends the
answer to be "No," and in the schools of the logicians that might be the correct answer. In the
real—or literary—world the answer is "Yes." What sort of fool would hold a beauty contest if
he or she believed that beautiful contestants could not be found? Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder and the existence of such beauty contests on Lesbos tells us what the beholders there
thought they were beholding.
* For the force of xaoKW here (crude, but not obscene), sec my CP paper (above, note 1) 29-
30 and 31.
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quotes him with approval. "Marcovich states the case well: those who
believe that ko^tiv is to be understood in line 8 'have rightly objected that
there is just no evidence for the assumption that "coming from Lesbos"
would imply "being a lesbian." I feel, however, that such an assumption is
[certainly] possible in the time of Anacreon in view of the unmistakable
homosexual inclinations of Sappho from Lesbos, as expressed in her
poetry'" (32-33). I agree completely with Marcovich's position here and
expressed comparable views (see my CP paper, 30 and 32). Yet directly
after quoting Marcovich Pelliccia states in a foouiote, "Renehan rejects this
[i.e. Marcovich's] argument as circular" (33 n. 8). I repeat verbatim my
words as a cautionary tale: "It is also quite possible that Lesbos in
Anacreon's time already suggested female homosexuality. Sappho's fame
alone could adequately account for that. Unfortunately, if such were the
case, this poem is the only extant evidence for it, and any formal argument
as to the meaning of the poem based on the mention of Lesbos in lines 5-6
runs the risk, unavoidably, of circularity" (30). The key words here
(ignored) are "any formal argument" and my statement is perfectly correct.
To attempt to prove formally that verses 5-6 refer to lesbianism on the basis
of verses 5-6 alone is a logical fallacy, a petitio principii. I do reject such a
move. This docs not mean that one cannot make an assumption about the
probable meaning of verses 5-6 based on their context. What Pelliccia has
done, by stating, specifically in connection with the statements of
Marcovich cited above, that I "reject this argument," is to make it appear
that I reject the legitimacy of assuming (as Marcovich does) that a lesbian
interpretation is possible. In fact I proceed immediately to argue against
those who stress the absence of contemporary evidence for a reputation
among women from Lesbos for lesbianism: "That ... is true enough, but,
given the scanty remains from this period, it is hardly significant, much less
decisive" (30).
Where docs all this leave us? Pelliccia seems convinced that the poem
must be given a "lesbian" interpretation. His arguments su^ike me as not
fully persuasive, indeed, in places fallacious. I believe now, as I did when I
wrote my earlier paper, that certainly is not attainable. The mention of
Lesbos may have more to do with social standing than sexual proclivities
and k6|j.t|v may be understood with aXkr[\ xivd. This will give a
satisfactory sense. I still believe, however, that the "lesbian" reading
produces an "even more pronounced" napa 7ipoa6oKiav, as I wrote on
page 32 (although readers of Pelliccia's paper would never discover that).
What impressed me most, however, was the fact that both the Lesbos-clause
and aXXryj xivd admitted of two interpretations; that is to say, the Greek
seems to show not one but two ambiguities which can significantly affect
our understanding of the entire poem. I considered this, if a coincidence, a
"remarkable" one (32), which is to say highly improbable—and, therefore,
suggested that the poet intended a deliberate ambiguity culminating in a
highly effective napd TrpooSoiciav.
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Pelliccia writes (30 n. 2): "[Renehan] proposes that the ambiguity
cannot be resolved and that the poet may have intended it that way. I find
the suggested ambiguity unappealing . . . and the argument that produces it
self-contradictory." The problem of conscious ambiguities is of no little
importance in poetry. Some twenty years ago the great American Pindaric
scholar, Elroy Bundy, wrote of "ambiguity of this sort" as "being one of the
most powerful instruments of meaning in poetry."^ In the case of Anacreon
13 1 proposed an interpretation along such lines. The poet, by an elaborate
and careful structuring of verses 5-8 (discussed on pages 30-31 of my CP
paper), deliberately misleads his audience. As one goes through the
sentence, eaxlv yap an £\)ktito\) AeoPo-u is first understood to refer to the
girl's illustrious homeland. (The epithet evktixod, because of its usual
associations [see above], may itself be deceptive.) Then, especially because
of the emphatic "centerpiece" of the sentence, tfiv |j.£v k\xir\\ k6\x.v[v, one
instinctively supplies k6|j.iiv with the contrasting npoq 6i d^^^riv xivd
—
until one sees the unflattering verb x^okei, at which point one realizes that
eotIv ydp ock' e-oktixod AeoPo-o can admit of a quite different (lesbian)
meaning and that k6|j.tiv need not be supplied, thereby making aXXr[\ xivd
refer to a person. 1 find the poem so understood ingenious and elegant; 1 see
nothing "self-contradictory" therein. '°
Before dismissing out of hand an interpretation of the poem along these
lines one ought to be aware that conscious ambiguities are well attested in
Greek literature (to go no further). Let me conclude by calling attention to
but one particularly striking parallel (or so at least it seems to me),
Sophocles, OT 337-38. Tiresias is the speaker; he knows the awful truth
about Oedipus who, still in the dark, has just angrily rebuked the blind seer:
6p)Yr|v e)ie)iv|/co xfiv Efir|v, ttiv ofiv 5' 6|j,o\)
vaio\)oav oxt KaTe'i5eq, aXk' z\it H/eyen;.
Richard Jebb (ad loc.) says: "6|j.ov) vaio-uoav while (or though) it dwells
close to thee ... the words have a second meaning: 'thou seest not that
thine own [xriv oriv, thy kinswoman, thy mother] is dwelling with thee [as
thy wife].' The ambiguity of xfiv otiv, the choice of the phrase 6)iot)
va{o\)aav, and the choice of Kax£i6£<;, leave no doubt of this." Long before
Jebb Eustalhius (ad //. 9. 342) had observed £v0a 6ok£i \x.zv Xiy^iv b
TEipEoiaq oxi xtjv otiv opyrjv oij KaxEi5E<; xfjv ov^upvxov ooi, dXriGcoq dk
Xiyzi oxi XTiv (jr\v d^io^ov oijk oi6a<;, %o-uv xr^v |j,rix£pa oo-u, fi a\)|j.pioi(;.
^ In an undated Idler lo me in reference to my article, "Conscious Ambiguities in Pindar and
Bacchylides." GRDS 10 (1969) 217-28.
^° For reproducing the general effect of the poem in English one can hardly do better than
David Campbell's Loeb rendering {Greek Lyric II [1988]) with its final dash: ". . . but she
she comes from Lesbos with the fine cities—finds fault with my hair because it is white, and
gapes after another
—
girl." But no English version can fully recapture the ambiguity of the
inflected Greek.
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Note how opynv . . . ttiv em-tiv parallels xtiv |iev e^Tjv kojitiv, how the
contrasting ttiv otiv 5e with the inherent ambiguity of its feminine case-
ending corresponds to npbc, 6e aXXr\v xivd, and how there is a second
ambiguity in b[io\) vaiovoav, just as we have suggested there is in eaxlv
yap dcTi' ETJKTiTo-u AeoPo\). Finally, observe \he a b a pattern: aXk' ejxe
v|/£Y£i(; repeats opyfiv e)j.E|iv|/co ttiv £jj.tiv—but with a significant difference.
'Opynv . . . TTiv EjiTiv is replaced by the personal pronoun ejie, which makes
it all the more likely (when one has read the sentence to the end, exactly as
in Anacreon) that the ambiguous, and contrasting, tt]v otiv is to be taken as
really referring to a person, not a thing. That not everyone will accept an
interpretation on such lines in either passage is only to be expected. The
Greek in both places is, after all, ambiguous.
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Heraclitus and the Moon:
The New Fragments in P.Oxy. 3710
WALTER BURKERT
The editio maior of Heraclitus by Miroslav Marcovich' will remain a model
and a thesaurus of scholarship for a long time, especially since there is little
hope that the amount of evidence preserved in ancient literature will
substantially increase. Still, two remarkable additions have come to light
from papyri in recent years, the quotation of B 94 = 52 M. and B 3 = 57 M.
in the Derveni papyrus,^ which takes the attestation of these texts with one
stroke back to the 5th century B.C., and especially the totally new and
surprising texts contained in the learned commentary on Book 20 of the
Odyssey which was published in 1986 as Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 3710 by
Michael W. Haslam, with rich and thoughtful notes.^ It was Martin West
who called attention to these fragments in 1987;^* they appeared too late to
be included in the new editions of Heraclitus by Diano, Conche and
Robinson.^ Immediately after West, Mouraviev proposed an alternative
reading and interpretation.^ It may still appear that the precious new
sayings of Heraclitus are either obscure or trivial or both. Another approach
to achieve a better understanding may well be tried.
The commentary on the Odyssey preserved in Oxyrhynchus Papyrus
3710 is astonishingly rich in quotations. The passage concerned is Odyssey
20. 156, with the mention of a "festival" which turns out to be a festival of
Heraclitus. Greek Text with a Short Commentary by M. Marcovich, editio maior (Merida
1967; rev. ItaUan ed.. Horence 1978).
K. Tsanlsanoglou and G. M. Parassoglou, "Heraclitus in the Derveni Papyrus," in A.
Brancacci et al. (edd.), Aristoxenica, Menandrea, Fragmenta Philosophica (Florence 1988)
125-33, which supersedes the earlier treatments since W. Burkert, Alti del Symposium
Heracliteum 1981 (Rome 1983) 37-42. See further A. Lebedev. "Heraclitus in P. Derveni,"
Z/'f 79 (1989) 39^7.
^ The Oxyrhynchus Papyri LIII, ed. with translations and notes by M. W. Haslam (Oxford
1986). Haslam repeatedly refers to remarks and evidence adduced by Edgar Lobel.
" M. L. West, "A New Fragment of HeracUtus,"Z/'£ 67 (1987) 16.
C. Diano and G. Serre, EraciUo. I frammenti e le testimonianze (Milan 1980); Heraclite.
Fragments, ed. by M. Conche (Paris 1986); Heraclitus. A Text and Translation with a
Commentary, ed. by T. M. Robinson (Toronto 1987).
^ S. N. Mouraviev, "P.OXY. LEIl 3710: Les nouveaux fragments d'lleraclite," ZPE 71
(1988) 32-34; see also J. Barnes. Phronesis 32 (1987) 264 f.
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Apollo (20. 278, 21. 258). Aristonicus, quoted in abbreviated form,
identifies this festival as that of the new moon (numenia), and identifies
Apollo as Helios. Aristonicus evidently was thinking of the verse tot) p.Ev
(pGivovxoq ^iTjvoc;, Tot) 6' loTafo-evoio, which occurs twice to indicate the
return of Odysseus (14. 162, 19. 307). Incidentally, Wilamowitz had come
to similar conclusions.^ The commentator goes on to state that solar
eclipses occur at numeniai, quoting Aristarchus of Samos, who apparently
quoted Thales: ecpri te 6 jiev GaXfiq oti £kA.ei7ieiv tov t^Xiov oeA^tivtic;
E7ii7ipoa0Ev a-uTcoi 7Evo^EVTi(;, aTi)a.Eio'6)j.E[vo(; to-u<; opo-uq] xt\<^ fiixEpac; ev
fji TioiEitai TTiv EyXEivj/iv ("Thales said, 'The sun has an eclipse if the moon
gets in front of it, and he indicated the limits of the day in which the sun has
an eclipse'.").^ This day, we are told, is called either xp\.aKac, or vot>p.Tiv{a.
There follows, asyndetically, 'HpaK^Eixoc; with a sentence in Ionic dialect;
it is unclear whether this still comes from Aristarchus. At any rate a
commentator on the Heraclitus text is introduced subsequently, a certain
Diodorus,^ who goes to some length to explain the celestial phenomena at
the moon's disappearance. But the last three lines of the column are badly
preserved, and 14 complete lines at least are lost from the top of the next
column; it is not before the 7th line preserved that a continuous text begins
to emerge again. '° Here the commentator adds another sentence of
Heraclitus, stressing as it seems that "he says what is consistent."^
^
The two sentences of Heraclitus attested in this way, as singled out by
Martin West, are:
(II 43—47) o'uviovTcov xcov ^tivcov fjiiepai; e^ oxoi) (paivexai npoxepriv
vovji-TiviTiv Se-UTcpTiv oXkoi' tkaocovaq \iiZxa^aXktza\, aXkoxt
TiAxvvaq.
' U. V. Wilamowiiz-Moellendorff, Homerische Untersuchungen (Berlin 1884) 54; cf. Chr.
Auffahrt, Derdrohende Untergang (Berlin 1991) 403-10.
^ For the supplement, cf. Hdt.l. 74 ov>pov TtpoScnevoe;. This is a new and very important
testimony for Thales. That Thales discovered the true nature of solar eclipses, through the
interposition of the moon, is in fact the tradition of Theophrastus (Aet. 2. 24. 1 = Diels-Kranz
11 A 17a) and Eudemus (fr. 145 WehrU = Diels-Kranz 11 A 17; cf. 11 A3: "prediction" has
intruded into the text in Eudemus fr. 143 = 1 1 A 5 and fr. 144 = 1 1 A 1 §23), rivalling the more
popular tradition that Thales "predicted" an eclipse (Hdt.l. 74), which he could not possibly
have done; see O. Neugebaucr, The Exact Sciences in Antiquity^ (Providence 1957) 1 19, 142 f.
Aristarchus the astronomer knows this and makes astronomical sense, tacitly correcting
Herodotus, whose word oiipoq he recalls.
^ Probably Diodorus no. 53 Pauly-Wissowa (Lobe! in Haslam), who wrote on astronomy in
the 1st cent. B.C.; one Diodorus wrote Ocpl 'Ava^incivSpou (D.L. 8. 70); hardly to be
corrected to Diodotus, who explained Heraclitus (D.L. 9. 12, 15).
'° It may be that another quoution of Heraclitus occurs in lines 54-56: \iz\c, otav xfiv ektmv
[. . .] nporccoq 7:[of|o]r|xai v[o]\)[jiTivir|v . . . ; cf. next note.
nd[X,i|v Xeyciv xdKofXovGa]. In the following sentence wc have nciq as masculine
(<palv6^evoq), but in lines 1 1 ff. the commentator goes on using a feminine (<paivop.evTi, sc.
ocXt|vti); this clearly marks the distinction between quotation and commentary.
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(III 7-11) ^tic, Tp[iTaioq] 9aiv6n.£voq EKKai5[E]KdxTii v:aa<5iXr[voq
(paivexai ev fmep[Tiiai] xeooapEOKaiSeKa- dnoXinndvei t6[v]
•unoiietpov ev fmepiiioi v/'.^^
The word v7t6|iETpo<; is new, and there seems to be no further attestation of
a "first" and a "second" new moon. Thus West suggested e^ oxo-u (paivexai
npotepri vot)|iTiviTi <£<;> SeDxepriv, "from the appearance of one new moon
to the next," i.e. in the course of a month; Mouraviev tried fmepaq kh,[r\<;] y'
OX) (paivexai, and takes Kpoxepriv, vod)j,tiv{tiv and SeDxepriv as three
successive days, "la veille (de la neomenie), a la neomenie, le lendemain."^^
This means introducing, against astronomical facts, a fixed number of days,
while the following text clearly insists on irregularity, and postulating an
improbable name for the last day of a month, "the day before (sc. the new
moon)"; no doubt npoxepri should be in opposition to Sevxeprj.
It may be helpful to reflect briefly on the astronomical facts behind the
philological problems. The average length of a synodic month is given as
29.53059 days by modem handbooks; normal Greek calendars, especially
the Attic calendar, which we know best, used to alternate between months
of 29—a "hollow month"—and of 30 days; in Athens this seems to have
been the rule since Solon.''' In earlier times one probably relied on
observation of the new moon. But it turns out to be very complicated to
predict on which day the new moon will be visible for the first time: the
30th, the 31st, or even the 32nd or the 29th evening? It depends not only on
the moon's distance from the sun but also on the angle between ecliptic and
horizon, and of course on weather conditions.'^
We know practically nothing about the calendar of Ephesus at the time
of Heraclitus. But encountering the terms "first" and "second noumenie" in
the new text, we may suppose that this refers just to the phenomena
described: The appearance of the new moon on the 30th day
—
corresponding to a "hollow month" in Athens—would be the "first
noumenie" and the appearance on the 31st day the "second noumenie."^^
'^ Mouraviev prefers xp(ixr|i] in III 7; in III 9 ihe scribe originally wrote Yivexai and
corrected to (paivexai; Mouraviev prefers yivexai.
^^ Following Haslam (108). One would rather expect the word order y' k.^f\c,.
''*
F. K. Ginzel, Handbuch der malhemalischen und lechnischen Chronologie II (Leipzig
191 1) 315-30; A. E. Samuel. Greek and Roman Chronology (Munich 1972) 14 f.. 59-61; of.
also J. A. Walsh, "The Omitted Dale in the Athenian HoUow Month," ZPE 41 (1981) 107-24.
'^The irregularities are described by Geminus (9. 13-15). For the very complicated
Babylonian methods of computation, see Neugebauer (above, note 8) §47 and A History of
Ancient Mathematical Astronomy I (Berlin 1975) 533^0.
^^ Cf. Haslam 108: "the npoxepri vo\)HTiv{r| and the 6e\)xepri (vo\)p.Tiv{Ti) might be two
successive days."
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This makes it possible to understand the first sentence of Heraclitus
without a change—taking into consideration the Greek use of the accusative
of time;*^ there is even a distinctive Heraclitean rhythm:
avviovTcov T(bv (iTivmv
r\\iipaq, e^ oxot) <paivexai
TcpoxepTiv vovij-tivItiv 6£\)Tep'nv
aXkoT. ' £Xdaaova(; p-exapocXXxxai,
aXXoxe nXzvvac,.
As the months meet,
days since it (sc. the moon) makes its appearance
—
at the first noumenie, (or) at the second^ ^
—
sometimes it changes fewer {sc. days),
sometimes more.
In the second sentence, hno^expov can be understood in contrast to the
well-attested ejiiixexpov, "surplus," "excess";'^ it thus should mean "rest"
by subtraction.2^ An appearance of the moon "on the third day" would be
equivalent to the "second noumenie."
\itic, xpitaioc; <paiv6)i.£vo(;
eKKaiSeKotxrii 7racja£A,r|voq cpaivexav
ev Tijiepriiai xeooapeoKaiScKa •
dKO^l)J.TcdvEl xov -ujioiiExpov
ev Ti|iepTiiai xpiaKaiScKa.
The moon, appearing on the third day,
appears as a full moon on the 16th,
within fourteen days;
it leaves^^ the rest (to change)
in thirteen days.
The calculation seems to be that the moon needs 14 days to become
full; this leads from the "second noumenie" (third day after disappearance,
i.e. second day of the month) to the 16th, and this leaves 13 days (16th to
29th) for the rest. This is explained at length in the commentary.^
'' R. KiJhner and B. Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache 11.
1
(Hannover 1898) 314 f.; cf. e.g. Hdt. 4. 181. 3 (to \S6cDp) xov jiev opGpov yivetai x^iapov ....
or 6. 127 xouTov xov xpovov, or 2. 2. 2 xfjv oipT|v.
^* For "expressive asyndeton," see A. Debrunner, Griechische Grammatik II (Munich 1950)
701; typical for Heraclitus, see especially ^61-11 M.
^' As suggested by Lobel in Haslam (109). Theophr. CP 4. 13. 7, Theocr. 12. 26 and further
Hellenistic sources.
^
"Le demesure par defaul," Mouraviev; not commented upon by West.
^^ The fomi jiaooeA-Tivoq is also attested in Arist. APo. 93a37, PA 680a32.
^^ West has the tempting suggestion dTtortijiTtXdvei. But unonexpov may be especially
fitted to dnoXinndva).
^ Ei ydp ev fmepaK; i6' naaoiXr\yoc, fjv, dp^anevTi (paiveoGai xfii y' (x[ti1iiy Pap.) Kaxd
xfiv voujiTiviav 6tiA.ov cbq ov)k [cjcpaivex' auxoilq] ounco, iV e7te[il v[ii]v npcoxcoc; xiii
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Trivial arithmetic? It appears surprising indeed that Heraclitus the
OKoxeivoc, should be concerned with counting days of the month. Nothing
"deep" and obscure, allusive and pregnant. It may still be in the tradition of
Thales, Anaximander, Xenophanes and indeed of Phocus of Samos,
Cleostratus of Tenedos and Mandrolytus of Priene, who all seem to have
written handbooks on what has been called "calendaric astronomy."^ We
may be inclined to dissociate Heraclitus all too much from these
surroundings. Hardly a trace has been left of those Ionian books before or
at the time of Heraclitus. But we may well compare two texts on the same
subject, one considerably earlier, one later:
The following commands are issued by Marduk to the Moon at the
creation of the worid in the Babylonian epic Enuma Elish: "At the
beginning of the month, to glow over the land, you shine with horns to mark
out six days; on the seventh day the crown is half. The fifteenth day shall
always be the mid-point, the half of each month. When Shamash [the Sun-
God] looks at you from the horizon,^ gradually shed your visibility and
begin to wane. Always bring the day of disappearance close to the path of
Shamash, and on the thirtieth day, the [year] is always equalized . . ."^^
From the other side comes the text in Philo's book. On the Creation of
the Universe according to Moses. Philo states that the "perfect number" 28
governs the period of the moon: "For the moon increases from* its first
appearance as a crescent to a half moon in 7 days, then in another 7 days it
becomes a full moon, and again it comes back the same way, completing the
double course, from full moon to half moon in another 7 days, and from this
to crescent in the same number of days. From these the number mentioned
[i.e. 28] has become complete."
Philo, praising the order of the universe, is in fact cheating: He simply
disregards those irregularities with which everyday calendars had been
struggling all the time. This no less than the naive description in Enuma
Elish brings out the emphasis of Heraclitus: Heraclitus insists that there is
change, irregularity, but not irregularity alone; there is number too, the
number seven evidently and its multiples that play a role—this is not at all
vo\)jiTiv{ai (paivon[ev]Ti KaT[a] xf)v i5' caxiv naaaEXr|vo[q] £[n7iA.E]co[q], rf\\. y' cpaivonevTi
nportccK; K[ax)d rnv i[^') naooeXrivoq y{v[Ti]xai 6ia i8' finepojv: "If fuU moon was allained in
14 days, ihe moon which began lo shine on ihe 3rd clearly did not shine for ihem at noumenia,
not yet, so that, since now appearing first at the noumenia (i.e. 1st day) it becomes full moon at
the 14lh, if it appears first on the 3rd day, it should become full moon on the 16lh, with a
difference of 14 days."
^ Diels-Kranz nos. 5. 6. 1 1 A 19.
^ I.e. the sun rises before the moon sets.
'^ Enuma Elish 5. 15-22. translated in S. DaUey, Myths from Mesopotamia (Oxford 1991)
256; in the last verse quoted, the translation "year" is questionable; rather "(the position of) sun
is equalized, is repeated." Cf. J. Bottcro, S. N. Kramer, Lorsque les dieux faisaient I'homme
(Paris 1989): "Pourqu'en trentieme, derechef, Tu le trouveras en conjonciion avec Shamash."
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new.2^ What is specifically Heraclitean is that both should be in view, the
change and the logos. This will lead directly to the famous saying on the
river: The same river, but new waters all the time; unceasing change, and
still identity.^* Or, in other words, there is a logos, but the logos is hidden
and will only appear to him who knows how to perceive identity in
difference.
Given the astronomical interests of Heraclitus as illustrated by the new
text, one might have another look at further astronomical fragments of
Heraclitus and be more inclined to find astronomical sense in them. There
is, first, B 120 = 62 M., quoted by Strabo and hence of unquestionable
authenticity: Tjovq Kal konipaq xepjiaxa r[ apicroq Kal dv-ciov xr\q apKto-o
oupoq aiGpCoD Aioq ("Limits of morning and evening: the Bear, and
opposite the Bear, (the) boundary of bright Zeus").^^ Morning and evening
change from day to day, but there are "limits" which stop their drifting apart
or coming together, and these are in fact the limits or "measures" of the
sun's course, one in the North, and one opposite. For, "if there were no sun,
as for the other stars, it would be night."-'^ Strabo may not have been that
wrong in understanding the Bear to stand for the "arctic circle," though it
should rather be the tropics which are in view. We do not know whether
Heraclitus was familiar with this concept of the tropics; he definitely chose
not to use technical terminology in this sentence. What matters is that there
is constant change, and there are limits to change, which are, in this case,
the "measures" of Helios. One may still take notice of the fact that girdles
of that kind have been marked out in Babylonian astronomy, and there is
especially the section of Enlil the Storm God adjoining the equator;^' Enlil
would equal Zeus.
Another fragment of Heraclitus should be considered afresh in the new
perspective, B 126a =118 M.; it was judged a fake by Diels and has
therefore been almost completely neglected since; only Conche in his recent
edition has made an attempt to vindicate the text.^^ \i comes from a learned
^' The association of the number 7, the moon and menstruation may well be prehistorical;
the ancient evidence was collected by W. H. Roscher, "Die enneadischen und hebdomadischen
Fristen und Wochen der altesten Griechen," Abhandlungen der Konigl. Sdchsischen
Gesellschafi der Wissenschafien 21.4 (Leipzig 1903); "Die Sieben- und Neunzahl im Kultus
und Mythus der Griechen," ibid. 24.1 (Leipzig 1904).
^ For the reconstruction and interpretation of B 12 = 40 M. see, besides Marcovich, G. S.
Kirk, Heraclitus. The Cosmic Fragments (Cambridge 1954) 373-78.
2' Cf. also Conche (above, note 5) 195-97.
3" B 99 = 60 M.; cf. B 94 = 52 M.
^' Rather complicated in detail; see Reallexikon der Assyriotogie U 386-88. For Zeus
Aithrios, see H. Schwabl in Pauly-Wissowa X A (1972) 263.
^^ Diels on 126a and Marcovich 589 f.; not treated in Kirk, Kahn, Diano-Serre, Robinson.
See Conche (above, note 5) no. 54, pp. 209 f. Two Bears are mentioned here, as against one in
B 120, but this hardly suffices for athetesis. B 120 indicates the direction; for B 126a it is
remarkable that the "sign" is found twice.
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source which should be basically credible, Anatolius;^^ it reads: Kaxot
Xoyov 5e wpecov ov\i^a.XX£T:ai eP5o}ia<; Kaxa a£A.T|VTiv, Siaipeuai 6e
Kaxa xaq apKxouq, aGavdxov iivrniriq aimEicoi. Diels read armEio) and
made this putative dual—which is indeed impossible by linguistic
standards—one of his arguments for condemnation. The evident correction
was printed by Conche.^'* "Corresponding with the logos of the seasons, the
number seven is put together in the (changes oO the moon, it is divided in
the Bears, by a sign of undying memory." The concept of "sign" will
immediately remind us of the famous sentence about the god who does not
speak nor conceal but "gives a sign," armaivei (B 93 = 14 M.). And it
makes sense. The constellations are not eternal for Heraclitus, nor is the
moon, but there is a logos which endures,^^ a logos in which the number
seven seems to be important; this is indicated by the constellations of the
Bears, while the seasons indicate the number four, and both we find
combined in the changes of the moon. The seasons in turn are governed by
Helios, who has his "measures" and "limits": It is Helios who makes the
changes of the seasons appear, as Plutarch writes with reference to
Heraclitus; there may be more in his text which goes back to Heraclitus than
just the words wpai ai ndvxa cpepovoi.^^
The new fragments remain puzzling in their way. Some will find that
such a treatment of calendaric astronomy makes Heraclitus appe'ar more
"Pythagorean" than Heraclitean. Others will come forth with other
interpretations. The "Delian diver" (D.L. 9. 12) is not in danger of losing
his job.
Universitdt Zurich
^^ On Anatolius. see also R. Kassel, Kleine Schriften (Berlin 1991) 207-14.
Translated, "pour signe de rimmortelJe memoire."
^^
I must confess I prefer to take iovzoc; ctci together in B 1 = 1 M.; but this problem,
indicated already by Aristotle (Rhel. 1407bl4), cannot be discussed here.
^^B 100 = 64 M.

Sophokles iiber die geistige Blindheit des Menschen
HARTMUTERBSE
Sophokles beschliefit die "Trachinierinnen" mil folgenden Versen (1275-
78):
X£t7to\) |ir|5e at), napGev", en' (U^, sch., t: an' Laz) oikcov,
lieyaXovq [lev iSo^oa veo-uqBavdxouc;,
noXXa 5e irrmaTa <Ka\> KaivoTca&fi,
Ko\)5ev TO-uTcov 6,Ti jifi Zeix;.
Diese Worte sind an die Madchen des Chors gerichtet. Sie werden
entweder von der Chorfiihrerin oder (wahrscheinlicher) von Hyllos
gesprochen.^ Das Verstandnis des Satzes, besonders des letzten Kolons ist
nicht leicht. Wer es untemimmt, den Sinn der ausgeschriebenen Verse zu
ermitteln, wird sehr rasch in die Milte des Bildes gefiirt, das Sophokles von
der tragischen Existenz des Menschen entworfen hat. Es empfiehlt sich,
hierbei von einer Betrachlung des "Oidipus Tyrannos" (O.T.) auszugehen.
Die vortrefflichen Beobachtungen Eckard Lefevres^ werden uns ein guter
Wegweiser sein.
Oidipus, der klugste aller Menschen, dem es gelang, das Ralsel der
Sphinx zu losen und die Siadt Theben vor schwerem Unheil zu schutzen, ist
nicht in der Lage festzustellen, wer er selbst ist. Der Dichter macht seine
geistige Blindheit in doppelter Hinsicht offenkundig: Oidipus versagt,
wenn es gilt, den Morder des Laios ausfindig zu machen (dieses der Inhalt
der Buhnenhandlung), und er vermag die eigene Vergangenheit (die dunkle
' Die Verse werden von den Hss. teils Hyllos, teils dem Chor zugeschrieben; die
Enlscheidung der Frage muB ohne Hilfe der Uberlieferung gefallt werden. Uber die
Zuweisung an Hyllos und iiber die Bedeuiung von TtapGeve vgl. H. Lloyd-Jones und N. G.
Wilson. Sophoclea (Oxford 1990) 177 f.; siehe auch Jebb (Kommenl.) zu V. 1275-78. M.
Davies, Sophocles. Trachiniae (Oxford 1991) 265 f. laBi beide Moglichkeiten gellen. Dagegen
hall J. C. Kamerbeek {The Plays of Sophocles: The Trachiniae [Leiden 1959]) mil
Enlschiedenheit die Chorfiihrerin fiir die Sprecherin (vgl. 252 und 254 seines gehallvoUen
Kommentars). Ahnlich auch W. Kraus, Wien. Slud. 99 (1986) 102-08, der diese Zuleilung der
Verse allerdings mil der (sicher abwegigen) Annahme verbindel, lole werde angeredel. Fiir
das hier erorterte Problem isl die Frage, wer Sprecher der Verse sei, von nur untergeordneler
Bedcutung.
^"Die Unfahigkeit, sich zu erkennen: UnzcilgemaBe Belrachlungen zu Sophokles' Oidipus
Tyrannos," in: W. Jhbb. N. F. 13 (1987) 37-57.
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Vorgeschichte des dramatischen Geschehens) nicht aufzuhellen. Vom
Beginn des Spieles an ist der Zuschauer kliiger als er, und dieses bcssere
Wissen ermoglicht es noch heute jedem Leser des Dramas, die
verhangnisvolle Verblendung der Hauptperson zu beobachten. Erst im
eigenen Untergang durchschaut Oidipus die wahren Zusammenhange. Er
hat, wie bekannt, dieses verspatete Erkennen mit anderen sophokleischen
Personen gemeinsam. Wir werden auf den Sinn solcher Gcmeinsamkeiten
zuriickkommen.
Schon im Prolog wird der grundlegende Irrlum des Konigs sichtbar.
Kreon trifft aus Delphi mit der Weisung Apolls ein, den Morder des Laios
aufzufinden und zu verbannen; anderenfalls konne die Stadt vom Wiiten der
Pest nicht befreit werden. Oidipus erfahrt im Gesprach mit seinem
Schwager (O.T. 103 ff.), daB nur ein einziger Gefolgsmann des Laios
iiberlebt habe und von der Ungliicksstatte nach Theben zuriickgekommen
sei. Jedoch der Konig miBachtet den Hinweis auf diese Spur und versteift
sich auf seine Vermutung, der Uberfall auf seinen Vorganger miisse von
Theben aus gelenkt, der Morder gedungen worden sein (124 f.). Er macht
sich anheischig, mit solchen Einfallen dem Gott in Delphi und der Stadt
Theben helfen zu konnen (135 f.). Wie er durchblicken laBt, bestimmt ihn
die iibliche Tyrannenangst: Der Morder, an den er denkt, ein im Auftrag
der politischen Gegner des Laios handelnder Geselle, konne auch ihm
gefahrlich werden (130-41).
Die Suche nach dem Schuldigen beginnt also unter irrigen
Voraussetzungen, und da Oidipus alle Indizien, die ihm zuganglich gemacht
werden, nur auf seine (falsche) These bezieht, verfolgt er hartnackig einen
Gegner, den es nicht gibt. Er kommt nicht auf den Gedanken, daB er sich
im 1. Epeisodion bei der Verrufung des Taters selbst verfluchen konnte. Er
beleidigt in der nachsten Szene (316 ff.) den Seher Teiresias und weiB
dessen iiberdeulliche Anspielungen auf den wahren Sachverhalt nur als
schamlose AuBerungen des Priesters zu deuten, der mit Kreon gegen ihn im
Bund sei. Im 2. Epeisodion (512 ff.) verhangt er ohne gerichtliche
Untcrsuchung, nur auf seine ungeprufte Vermutung hin, iibcr seinen
Schwager die Todesstrafe. Allein die Dazwischenkunft lokastes verhindert
deren Durchfuhrung. Im folgenden Gesprach mit der Gattin erhalt Oidipus
so viele Informationen, daB er bei richtiger Kombination seiner eigenen
Erlebnisse mit dem, was lokaste ihm mitteilt, "den entscheidenden SchluB
hinsichtlich seiner Herkunft" ziehen muBte.^
Auch das 3. Epeisodion bringt keine Klarung. Sobald Oidipuj> von dem
korinthischen Boten erfahren hat, daB er nicht Sohn des Polybus und der
^ Vgl. Lefevre a.O. (s. vor. Anm.) 39 f.; L. hal die sich einander erganzenden Argumenle der
Gesprachsparlner nebeneinandcr gestelll und dadurch die Kurzsichligkeit des Konigs recht
sichtbar gemacht. Oidipus beschrankt sich am Ende (scil. 843 ff.) auf die eine Frage, ob ein
einziger Rauber den Laios erschlagen habe oder ob es mehrere waren. Oidipus laBt alle
Hinweise auf seine eigene Herkunft, die von ihm den Mitteilungen lokastes hatlen entnommen
werden konnen, ganz unbeachtet.
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Merope ist, versteigt er sich zu der Behauptung (1080), er konne von Tyche
abstammen, ein Gluckskind sein. Er spricht diese haltlose Vermutung aus,
ohne von den ergreifenden Wamungen der Galtin beruhri zu sein, von der
die Wahrheit langst durchschaut worden ist. Erst das nachste (4.)
Epeisodion, das peinliche Verhor des alten Hirten und Gefolgsmannes des
Laios, enthalt die lang erwartete Losung und fiihrt die Katastrophe herbei.
Lefevre hat iiberzeugend dargestellt, daB die geistige Blindheit des
Helden (ein rein intellektuelles Versagen) im Laufe des Spieles ethische
Fehlleistungen zur Folge hat. Das braucht im Einzelnen nicht nochmals
nachgewiesen zu werden. Wir strellen aber die Frage: Was beabsichtigte
der Dichter mit dieser Demonstration menschlichen Versagens?
GewiB wollle er nicht nur zeigen, daB auch der kluge, machtige Oidipus
den gewohnlichen Sterblichen ahnlich sei, die durch einen Fehler (eine
a^iapxia) zu Falle kommen. Das vielmehr ist, wie Aristoteles gesehen hat
(vgl. Poet. 13, p. 1452b34 ff.) die unabdingbare Voraussetzung einer
tragischen Handlung. Weder der Sturz der ganz Vorzuglichen (enieiKeiq)
noch Auf- und Abstieg der ganz Schlechten (^oxOripoi, 7tovTipo{) konnen
Inhalt einer tragischen Handlung sein. Ein derartiges Drama wurde weder
Schauder (cpoPoc,) noch Mitgefuhl (eXeoc,) wecken. Nur das Leiden des
gewohnlichen Sterblichen (des Durchschnittsmenschen) kann den
Zuschauer ruhren. Auch Oidipus ist, von seinen der mythischen Tradition
entstammenden heroischen Fahigkeiten abgesehen, ein solcher Mensch
alltaglichen Zuschnitts, wie Aristoteles ausdrucklich versichert (p.
1453al 1). Der Dichter kann mithin allein die Beschranktheit des Wissens
und nur die Grenzen des Intellekts seines Helden nicht als Fehler im Sinne
des Aristoteles (ocjiaptia) gewertet haben. Anderenfalls ware das Ergehen
eines jeden Sterblichen, auch wenn er keine schweren Schicksalsschlage
hinzunehmen braucht, bereits Gegenstand einer dramatischen Handlung.
Vielmehr sind Mangel an Einsicht und unvoUkommenes Wissen naturliche
Merkmale der Condition humaine, mit einem Wort: lediglich Vor-
bedingungen eines Dramas. Das schuldhafte (und infolgedessen tragische)
Fehlverhalten beginnt erst dann, wenn der Mensch die Grenzen seiner
geistigen und sittlichcn Fahigkeiten nicht erkennt, sich Handlungen zutraut,
deren Bedingungen er nicht (oder: noch nicht) uberblickt, und in
unberechtigter AnmaBung Fehler fordert, deren Keime in ihm (wie in vielen
anderen Menschen) angelcgt sind.
Solche Fehler werden gerade von Oidipus begangen. Als junger
Mensch hort er in Korinih die Verdachtigung, er sei gar nicht Sohn des
Konigspaares Polybos und Merope. Auf seine Anfrage in Delphi erhalt er
die bekannte Antwort, er werde seinen Vater erschlagen und die Mutter
heiraten. Er kommt nicht auf den Gedanken, diesen Ausspruch an dem
Verdacht zu messen, den er in Korinih gehort und der ihn ja iiberhaupt erst
zur Orakelbefragung veranlaBt hat. Er bittet den Gott auch nicht—was
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sonst, auch bei abschlagigen Antworten, iibiich war^—um nahere
Erlauterung, sondem er meidet Korinth im Glauben, er weiche Vater und
Mutter aus. Dann totet er einen Mann, der im Alter seines Vaters stehen
muB, und heiratet eine Frau, die seine Mutter sein konnte. Nicmals verspiirt
er Bedenken angesichts dieser Ehe. Auch die verkruppelten FiiBe, ein
sichtbarer Hinweis auf das eigene Schicksal, scheinen ihn in seiner
Sicherheit nicht zu beirren. Er handelt vorschnell und in unbedachter
Uberklugheit, genauso wie das an seinem selbstherrlichcn Vorgehen im
Rahmen der Buhnenhandlung gezeigt wird. Der Fehler (die a|iapTia), auf
den der Dichter deutet, ist unverkennbar: Oidipus macht keinen Versuch,
die Grenzen seines geistigen Horizonts und die Reichweite seiner
Fahigkeiten zu erkunden. Er verschmaht es also, eine Moglichkeit
auszunutzen, die von den Griechen wahrend der vorklassischen Zeit nicht
ohne Muhe bereitgestellt worden ist: die Fahigkeit jedes Einzelnen, iiber
sein Denken und Planen zu reflektieren und sich seiner geistigen Eigenart
bewuBt zu werden.
Hatte Sophokles die Absicht gehabt, ein historisch gctreues Bild der
Heroen (d.h. der vorhomerischen oder homerischen Menschen) zu zeichnen,
dann miiBte man das Scheitern der Helden als unvermeidliche Folge ihrer
rohen Wesensart hinnehmen. Es gabe dann im Ablauf des Spieles kein
Sich-Besinnen auf das eigene Versagen und im Miterleben des Zuschauers
kaum eine wahrhaft tragische Wirkung. Jedoch der Dichter verleiht den
Sagengestalten das BewuBtsein der Menschen seiner Zeit; denn es ist sein
Bcstreben, elwas Bleibendes, nicht aber etwas langst Vergangenes
darzustellen. Da Oidipus also des SelbstbewuBtseins fahig ist (wie jeder
Athener des 5. Jahrhunderts), kann man von seiner Schuld sprechen und sie
naher bestimmen: Sie besieht nicht in einer Unvollkommenheit geistiger
Anlagen, auch nicht in der Unsicherheit der menschlichen Existenz. Sie
besteht in der verantwortungslosen Blindheit des Helden, der es versiiumt,
sich selbst zu uberprufen. Ware er sich seiner eigenen Unzulanglichkeit
bewuBt, dann wurde er nicht iibereilten Vermutungen oder
ungerechtfcrtigten Leidenschaften folgen, sondem er wiirde sich selbst bei
jcdcm Schritt iiberwachen und gegebenen falls klarende Hinweise seiner
Mitmenschen aufgreifen. Er wurde sich beherrschen, ja iiberwinden, um
vcrnunftig handcln zu konnen.
Man wende nicht ein, daB der Dichter seinen gealterten Helden im
zwciten Oidipus-Drama ubcr sein Verhalten ganz anders urteilcn lasse!
Oidipus spricht dort iiber seine beiden Verfehlungen (Tolung des Vaters
und Ehe mit der Mutter) in der Rede, in der er sich gegen die
Anschuldigungen Kreons verteidigt (O.K. 960-1013). Kreon nennt ihn
TiaxpoKxovo^ (944) und avayvoq (945), wirft ihm mithin vorsatzliches
Handeln vor. Oidipus aber streitct nicht die Tat ab, sondern den Vorsatz:
Den todlichcn Schlag gegen Laios habe er in Notwchr gefuhrt (Laios sei
*Vgl. z.B. Hdt.7. 141.
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anicx;—obwohl gerade das mil seiner Darstellung gegenuber lokaste nicht
ganz ubereinstimmt, vgl. O.T. 801-12), und seine Mutter habe er
unwissentlich geheiratet. Jedoch auch hier, im O.K., bleibt der (jetzt
unausgesprochene) Vorwurf der leichtfertigen Ubereilung und der
unbedachten Leidenschaft, kurz der Blindheit gegenuber den Gegebenheiten
der jeweiligen Situation, bestehen.
Was hier an der Geslalt des Oidipus besonders deutlich wird, trifft auch
auf andere sophokleische Helden zu. Unseren Betrachtungen uber Oidipus
steht der Kreon der "Antigone" am nachsten, wie bereits Lefevre (a.O. [ob.
Anm. 2] 55) erkannt hat. Bei diesem Vergleich spielt es kaum eine Rolle,
daB Kreon nicht (wie Oidipus) Hauptperson des Dramas ist, sondern,
dramaturgisch gesehen, diesen Vorzug mit der Titelheldin teilt.^ Wie
Oidipus verfolgt Kreon, entgegen alien Warnungen, einen falschen Weg.
Wie des Oidipus vergebliche Suche mit der katastrophalen Selbsterkenntnis
endet, so Kreons hartnackiges Festhalten an dem vorschnell erlassenen
Bestattungsverbot mit einer verspateten Umkehr (vgl. Ant. 1095: eyvwKa
Kambc, [scil. die Treffsicherheit des Teiresias] Kal xapdaoo^ai cppevaq).
Dieses spate Einlenken vermag freiiich seinen Sturz und den Untergang
seiner Anverwandten nicht mehr aufzuhalten. Dabei hat Kreon die Stadt
Theben bis zur Eroffnung der dramatischen Handlung zusammen mit
Teiresias nicht schlecht geleitet (vgl. Ant. 993-95 und 1058). Aber das mit
emphatischer Herrschergeste vorgetragene Bestattungsverbot, das er fur
eine besonders kluge MaBnahme halt, triibt seinen Blick. Kritik an seinem
Befehl betrachtet er als Angriff auf seine Position, auf den Rang des
Alleinherrschers.^ Deshalb kann er die rein religiosen Motive der Tat
Antigones nicht verstehen (vgl. Ant. 655-80), sondern behandelt sie als
Fehlverhalten politischen Ursprungs. Seine Zwangsvorstellung macht es
ihm, ahnlich wie dem Konig Oidipus, unmoglich, den einmal
eingeschlagenen Weg zu verlassen.'' Und doch tritt gerade ihm das
Gottliche in der Gestalt Antigones besonders eindrucksvoll entgegen!
Wenn er noch fahig ware, iiber seinen Gesichtskreis hinauszublicken, miiBte
er Antigones Uberlegungen wenigstens beachten. Aber von solchem
Einfiihlungsvermogen ist keine Rede. Auch im Gesprach mit Haimon (3.
Epeisodion, Ant. 631-780) gibt er den bisherigen einseitigen Standpunkt
nicht auf, obwohl ihn der Sohn mit guten Argumenten in die Enge treibt.
In diesem Drama beobachten wir also die gleiche menschliche
Schwache, die Unfahigkeit, eigene Irrtumer einzugestehen und unter
Wiirdigung besserer Griinde die bisherige Stellung zu raumen. Kreon gibt
iibrigens nach dem erregten Gesprach mit dem Priester (Ant. 988 ff.), wenn
* Vgl. H. Palzer, Hauptperson und tragischer Held in Sophokles' "Antigone" (Wiesbaden
1978) 45-114, bes. 102 ff. P. scheidel zwischen szenischer und ihemalischer Hauptperson
(a.O. 104): Antigone ist beides, Kreon nur das erstere (ein "tragischer Gegenheld").
* Vgl. bes. 289-303. dazu K. Reinhardi. Sophokles^ (Frankfurt 1947) 77 ff.
' Vgl. Lefevre a.O. (ob. Anm. 2) 55.
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er endlich zur Umkehr bereit ist, zunachst nicht aus Einsicht in die
Fehlcrhaftigkcit seines bisherigen Verhaltens nach, sondem aus Furcht vor
den schlimmen Folgen, die Teiresias ihm angedroht hat (vgl. Ant. 1078 f.).*
Erst nach dem Untergang Haimons und Antigones bcklagt er seine
schweren Irrtiimer, vgl. Ant. 1265: wp-oi eficov avoXPa PodJieujioctcov, und
1269 (zur Leiche Haimons): e0av£<; . . . i^alq ovbk oaiai 6\)oPouX{ai<;.^
Lefevre (a.O. [ob. Anm. 2] 54 f.) hat als vergleichbare dritte Gestalt
neben diese beiden genannten Helden Oidipus und Kreon den
sophokleischen Aias gestellt—mit Recht; denn auch Aias greift in
iiberheblichem SelbstbewuBtsein, ohne es zu ahnen, uber die dem Menschen
gezogenen Grenzen hinaus (vgl. Ai. 760 f.).^^ Das geht aus zwei Beispielen
hervor, mit dcnen der im 3. Epeisodion auftretende Bote des Teukros
Athenas Zorn auf Aias begrundet. Beim Auszug in den Trojanischen Krieg
hat Aias die Mahnung des Vaters, sich im Kampf auf gottliche Hilfe zu
verlassen, hochmutig und unbesonnen (766: -uvj/iKOfinccx; Kotcppovox;) mit
folgenden Worten beantworlet (767-69):
Kocxep, 6eoiq \xev kcxv 6 |j.ri5£:v cov 6|io\)
Kpdxoc; KaxaKxrioaix'- tyio 5c Kai 6ixa
Keivcov ninoxQa lom' eniomoeiv xXeoi;.
Und Athenas Angebot, ihm im Kampf beizustehen, wurde von ihm
hohnisch abgewiesen (773: dcvTicpcovei 6eiv6v apptixov x' zno<;). Er sagte
(774-75):
avaooa, loiq cxA.^ioiv 'Apyyeicov neXaq
loxo), Ka0 ' Tiiiaq oiSnox ' evpri^ei p.ax'H-
In der Tat sind beide AuBerungen eine schwere Beleidigung des religiosen
Empfindens der klassischen Zeit. Der sophokleische Aias ist weit von
derem ausgewogenem Verhaltnis zur Gotterwelt entfernt. Mahnungen zur
Bescheidenheit (o(0(ppoo-uvn) ist er nicht zuganglich. Offenbar halt er
Bescheidenheit fur ein Zeichen unheroischer Feigheit. Wo er von
o(0(ppoot)VTi spricht (586) oder sich, wie in der sogenannten Trugrede des 2.
Epeisodions, zu ihr bekennt (vgl. 677: twieIc, 6e ncoq ov yvcooojieoOa
ococppovEvv;), geschieht es nicht ohne Ironie.
^ Vgl. dazu H. DiUer. Kleine Schrifien (Munchen 1971) 260 f.
' Ober das Nachgebcn Krcons siehe DOler (s. vor. Anm.) 77 f. und 283. Diller besieht
darauf, daU Kreons SelbsibcwuBtsein nicht echt sei, vgl. 283: "Er isl die einzige sophokleische
Figur, die im Grundsalzlichen schlicSlich nachgibt. Seine Unnachgiebigkeil komml nicht aus
seinem Wesenskem, sondem aus Grundsatzen, die er sich gemacht hat . . ." Das mag zu
treffen. Aber Feststellungen iiber den Grad des SelbstbewuBtseins sind psychologischer Natur.
Uns geht es hier um die mcnschiiche Blindheit, die mil echtem oder unechtem
SelbstbewuBtsein verbunden sein kann.
'° Hier wird die Kategone der Stcrblichcn umschrieben. der Aiaszugerechnet werden muB:
oaxiq avBpcoTtov) cpijoiv / (JXxioTcbv aiciza jif) Kax ' avGpoOTOv cppovfi.
"
'Evpri£,ei Lloyd-Jones und Wilson, eKpri£,ei codd. Der Text ist trotzdem unsichcr, vgl. A.
Allen, Hermes 1 19 (1991) 465-66.
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Es steht freilich mil Aias elwas anders als mit Oidipus und dem Kreon
der "Antigone." Aias orientiert sich an Vorstellungen und Ehrbegriffen,
iiber die seine Mitmenschen, wenigstens zum Teil, schon hinausgewachsen
sind. Mit Recht hat man gesagt, Aias passe nicht mehr in die Welt, in der er
lebt und wirkt.'^ Das eigenwillige Bestreben des Helden, als Bester zu
gelten, fuhrt nach der Niederlage bei Verteilung der Waffen Achills zu dem
verzweifelten Versuch, sich an den verantwortlichen Fuhrem der Achaier
und an dem Sieger Odysseus blutig zu rachen. Zwar greift Athena ein und
laBt das wahnwitzige Untemehmen scheilem, Aias aber sucht den Tod. Im
Untergang gibt er, wenn auch widerstrebend, zu, daB die Welt nicht den
starren Regeln seines Heroentums gehorcht, sondem ihren eigenen Gesetzen
folgt. Aber sein fast feierlich inszenierter Freilod beweist, daB er nicht
bereit ist, jener Erkenntnis zu entsprechen, ihre AusmaBe also nicht bedenkt.
Trotz und Rachsucht bestimmen seine Abschiedsworte (vgl. 835-44).' ^ Der
verbitlerte Sprecher bemerkt nicht, daB die Welt der ococppoo-uvTi,
verkorpert in seinem schlimmsten Feinde Odysseus, bereit ist, ihn zu
verstchen, ja ihm zu verzeihen.
Der Dichter behandelt seinen Aias wie den Oberrest einer vergangenen
(heroischen) Zeit. Man empfindet Entsetzen vor den stolzen AuBerungen
des Helden und vor seinen unbcdachten Entschlussen, aber man muB ihn
doch bedauern, weil er—im Gegensatz zu Oidipus und Kreon
—
ganz naiv
von Voraussetzungen ausgeht, die in einer reckenhaften Vorzeit gegolten
haben mogen, heute aber, zur Zeit des Spieles, iiberholt sind. Ob er
iiberhaupt die Fahigkeit besitzt die Unzulanglichkeit seiner Anschauungen
rechtzeitig zu erkennen? Der Dichter nimmt das an, wie aus dem Monolog
des 2. Epeisodions (der sogcnannten Trugrede) zu ersehen ist, und er laBt
seinen Helden gegen die Gottheit, der er sich beugen sollte, freveln. So
muB er denn zu Falle kommen, wie Oidipus und Kreon auch.
Lefevre hat die Behandlung der "Trachinierinnen" von seiner
Untcrsuchung ausgeschlosscn. Das ist schwerlich zulassig; denn die vier
altesten der erhaltenen sophokleischen Tragodien kreisen alle um das
gleiche Problem der menschlichen Blindheit gegeniiber dem gottlichen
Wissen,'"* und gerade das in den "Trachinierinnen" dargestellte
DoppelschicksaP^ erfQllt sich deshalb in tragischen Untergangen, weil die
Hauplbetciligten nicht in der Lage sind, den Sinn ihres Daseins zu
verstchen, d.h. sich selbst zu erkennen.
Dafiir ist Hcrakles ein eindrucksvolles Beispiel. Man bczeichnet ihn als
"Dulder,"'^ der in unsaglichen Miihen die gesittete Well von Ubeln und
'2 Vgl. K. V. Frilz, Antike und moderne Tragodie (Berlin 1962) 251 ff. (geschneben 1934).
'^ Wobei die Alhelese der Verse 839-42 durch Wesseling vermullich unbeachlel bleiben
muB.
"* Vgl. 11. DiUer a.O. (ob. Anm. 8) 255 ff.. bes. 270.
'^ Wobei HerakJes die fiihrende Rolle gegeniiber Deianeira zukomml, vgl. DiUer a.O. (ob.
Anm. 8) 282 ff. und 302.
'* Vgl. DUler a.O. (ob. Anm. 8) 280.
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Plagen befreit hat. Er fuhl sich als Wohltater Griechenlands und erwartet
fiir seine Leistungen den Dank der von vielen Noten erlosten Menschen,
nicht (wie jetzt im Spiel) eine qualende, todliche Krankheit (siehe Trach.
1010-14). Er vergleicht deren Schmerzen mit der Pein der Auftrage, die er
von Eurystheus erhalten hat, und stellt fest, daB die jetzigen Qualen viel
schlimmer sind (1049-52). Die Gegenuberstellung zeigt, wie Herakles
selbst seine bisherige Tatigkeit einschatzt: Was er vollbracht hat, sind
korperliche Hochstleistungen, die mit keinerlei geisligen Problemen
verbunden waren. Die ungewohnliche Starke des Korpers war denn auch
sein eigentlicher Stolz, und im korperlichen Verfall, den das Nessosgewand
zur Folge hat, sieht er den Hohepunkt seines Unglucks. Deshalb die fast
peinliche EntbloBung und Zurschaustellung der GliedmaBcn wahrend des
Gesprachs mit Hyllos (1079 ff.), wo die Klage iiber die "elende Gestalt"
(a0A,iov 6E)ia(; 1079) fast weinerlich klingt und den Beigeschmack
zerstorter Eitelkeit hinterlafit. Herakles liebt diese Glieder (vgl. 1090: w
(piXox. ppaxioveq), und wenn er behauptet, daB die friiheren Plagen durch
das jetzige Leiden bei weitem ubertroffen werden, sagt er das auch im
Hinblick auf den endgultigcn Verfall des eigenen Korpers. Weil er so
empfindet und seinen Leib wie einen geliebten Gefahrten behandelt, ja
umschmeichclt, kann er auch die Krankheit als lebendiges Wesen ansehen,
das sein besseres Selbst vernichtet (vgl. 1088-89: 5aivuxai ydp a\) Tid^iv, /
ilvGriKEv, £^(op|iriK£v). So kommt es, daB er den augenblicklichen
klaglichen Zustand als ungerechtfertigten, durchaus unverdienten
Widerspruch zu seinem friiheren Heldenleben empfindet (vgl. 1102-04):
KO-uSel^ iponaV eatrioE xcov e)icov x^P^^-
v\)v 5' (b5 ' avapGpoq Km KaTEppaK(0|j.evo(;
T'ocpXfiq on' 6.xr\c, eKnercopOrmai xdXaq kiX.
Sobald in Hyllos' Aufklarungen der Name Nessos fallt (1141), denkt er nur
noch an seinen eigenen Untergang; denn er erinnert sich nun eines alten
Zeusorakels des Inhalls, ein Verstorbcncr werde ihn toten. Er vermag jetzt
dieses Orakcl mit dem Spruch von Dodona zu verbinden, der dem Horer seit
dcm Prolog bekannt ist (vgl. 1 159 ff.).'"^
In dieser langen Rede nun, der wir die zuvor genannlen Belege
entnommen haben, fallt kein Wort iiber die Moglichkeit, daB der Sprecher
selbst durch sein Belragen seine Gattin Deianeira zu ihrem Verhalten
provoziert und dadurch sein Ungluck herbeigcfiihrt habc. Da er sich als
Opfer einer undurchsichtigen Weiberlist bctrachtet, sieht er in seiner Frau
nur die vorsiitzlich handelndc Mordcrin, vgl. 1035^0, bcsondcrs 1062-63:
fovT] 6e, GfiXxjq ovaa Kdvav5po(; (piiaiv.
Zur Art dieser ploizlichen Erhellung vgl. Reinhardl a.O. (ob. Anm. 6) 70 ff.
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Herakles mochle diese Frau loten, urn sich zu rachen (vgl. 1064 ff.; 1107-
11). Wutend weist er Hyllos' Versuch, die Motive seiner Mutter zu
erlautem, zuriick (1 124-25), und als er von ihrem Freitod hort, bedauert er,
daB ihm die Moglichkeit der Vergeltung genommen ist (11 33): oiVov nplv
Dieser Einblick in das egoistische Denken des Helden ist hochst
bemerkenswert; denn er zeigt, daB Herakles die eigene Stellung innerhalb
seiner Mitmenschen nicht zu erfassen vermag. Er totete Iphitos, den Sohn
des Eurytos, in ganz schimpflicher Weise und richtete seiner Leidenschaft
fur lole zuliebe die ganze Stadt Oichalia zugrunde. Er versklavte ihre
Einwohner und schickte die erbeutete Konigstochter seiner rechtmaBigen
Frau als Kebsweib ins Haus. Sophokles hat alles getan, urn die
Ungeheuerlichkeit dieses barbarischen Verhaltens zu unterstreichen. Sein
Herakles kommt gar nicht auf den Gedanken, daB er schweres Unrecht auf
sich geladen hat und daB die Briiskierung der Ehefrau, nicht zuletzt die
MiBachtung ihrer jahrelangcn treucn Fursorge auch fur ihn uble Folgen
haben konnte. Die beiden nicht allzu schwer verslandlichen Orakel,'^ die
ihn, so sollte man meinen, zur Vorsicht mahnen muBten, werden von ihm in
den entscheidenden Augenblicken keiner Beachtung gewurdigt. Erst im
Untergang erfaBt er ihren Sinn. Um seinen Verstand ist es offensichllich
nicht allzu gut bestellt.
Der sophokleische Herakles ist ein Muster des selbstsicheren,
leidenschaftlichen Menschen, der es versaumt, sich selbst zu prufen und
sein Tun auf die Gegebenheiten der Wirklichkeit abzustimmen. Geisiig
steht dieser Herakles viel tiefer als Aias; denn Aias durchschaut das Wesen
der Welt, die nicht die seine ist, und zieht sich eben deshalb aus ihr zuruck,
weil er sich ihr nicht anpassen kann. Herakles aber handelt ganz impulsiv,
unbesorgt um Leben und Gefiihle anderer. Er fiihlt sich nur dort wohl, wo
er nolfalls zuschlagen kann, und er schlagt zu, wenn er befurchten muB, daB
seine Wunsche nicht erfiillt werden. Er verachtet Recht und Sitte. Deshalb
muB er scheitem.
Kraus a.O. (siehe ob. Anm. 1) 107 f. hat versucht, den sophokleischen
Herakles zu verteidigen. Er findet mitfiihlende, ja ergreifende Worte fur
ihn. Herakles sei, wie die Sage lehrt, der Uberstarke, der einem
Schwacheren dienend, eine hohe Aufgabe erfulle und viele Wohltaten
verrichte. Eine Selbstanklage, wie man sie in unserem Drama erwartet,
liege ganz "auBerhalb des Bereiches herakleischer Selbstbejahung."
Jedoch, das ist ja der springende Punkt, auf den der Dichter deutet.
Sophokles setzt nicht die gangige Mythologie in Verse um, sondcm er zeigt
im dramatischen Spiel: Unier den vierschroiigen Figuren des Mythos ist
Herakles unbestritten der groBic Held, aber im feinen Geflecht echt
menschlicher Gemeinschaft werden seine Unvollkommenheilcn offenbar.
Hier wird deutlich, was ihm fehlt. Ahnliches gilt fur seinen
^* Vgl. ersiens Trach. 46-48. 79-81. 151-58 und zweilens Trach. 1 160-62.
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nachdriicklichen Wunsch, Hyllos moge nach seinem Tode die lole zu sich
nchmen. Heraklcs denkt dabei nicht an eine formelle EheschlieBung (lole
ist Kriegsbeute, also Sklavin), sondern an die Beschulzung dieser
Konkubine.^^ Aber fiir Hyllos vermindert sich die Roheit dieses Anliegens
dadurch nichl (vgl. V. 1233-36).
Es ist ijbrigens nicht ohne Reiz, diesen ungeschlachien, ja rohen und
von Leidenschaften getriebenen Mann neben den Herakles des Euripides zu
stellen. Der euripideische Held befreit in berechtigter Entrustung seine
Familie aus der todlichen Bedrohung durch den Tyrannen Lykos. Kaum
aber ist das geschehen, da uberfallt ihn der von Hera gesandie Wahnsinn:
In volliger Umnachtung erschlagt er Frau und Kinder. Sobald er jedoch aus
der Verstorung seines Geisles erwacht, erfaBt ihn tiefste Verzweiflung. Er
ist iiber das Geschehene so entsetzt, daB er glaubt, den Tod suchen zu
mussen. Erst mit Hilfe des Freundes Theseus gelingt es ihm, diesen Plan
der Verzweiflung zu verwerfen. Er iiberwindet sich selbst und findet ins
Leben zuruck. Im Kampf gegen die eigene Leidenschaft besteht er seinen
schwersten, biltersten Agon. Er erringt einen Sicg, von dem die bisherige
Heraklessage nichts wuBte.
Die euripideische Konzeption ist eine ungemein verfeinerte und
vertiefte Auffassung des im griechischen Mythos so beliebten Helden, den
man sich zuvor nur als gutmiitigen, mit ungeheuerlichen Korperkraften
ausgestalletcn Mann, bisweilen auch als poltemden oder gar gewalttatigen
Triebmenschen vorgestelll hat. Der euripideische Heraklcs hat alle diese
urtumlichen, ja abstoBenden Zuge der gleichnamigen sophokleischen
Gestalt abgelegt. Statldesscn verfiigt er iiber eine Seelenstarke, die jenem
fast voUig fehlt. Es ist heute schwer verstandlich, wie man noch vor nicht
einmal 100 Jahren meinen konnte, die Tragodie des Sophokles habe erst
entstehen konnen, als Euripides seinen Herakles zur Titelfigur eines Dramas
gemacht hatle—eine Argumentation, mit der die angebliche Spatdatierung
der "Trachinierinnen" gestiitzt werden sollte. Die Texle, so scheint mir,
lehren das Gegenteil; denn der sophokleische Herakles steht dem Urbild der
Sage wcitaus naher als die humanere Schopfung des Euripides.^^
Freilich, auch Deianeira handelt unbedacht. So berechtigt das
Entseizen iiber das Verhallen ihres Mannes ist, den sie liebt und verehrt, so
vcrwerflich ist ihr Versuch, Herakles' Liebe durch das mil dem Blute des
Kentaurcn getrankte Gewand zuriickzugewinnen. Deianeira ist nichl fahig,
die List des Nessos zu durchschauen, solange es noch Zeit ist (und es war
jahrelang Zeil). Sie handell unvorsichtig, in leidenschaftlicher
Verblendung. Zu spat bemerkt sie ihren Fehler (vgl. besonders 669 f.), und
sobald sie von den Folgen ihres Leichlsinns hort, gehl sie in den Tod. Sie
stirbt reuevoU, aber wiirdiger, ja zielbewuBler als Herakles.
'' J. K. MacKinnon, "Heracles' Inlenlion in his Second Request of Hyllus: Track. 1216-
5\," in: CI. Quart. 2\ (1971)33-41.
^ Vgl. auch Reinhardt a.O. (ob. Anm. 6) 65-67.
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Blicken wir jetzt zuriick! Wir gingen aus von den letzten Worten der
"Trachinierinnen." Wenn Hyllos hier sagt: . . . kouSev xomcov o.xi |j.ti
Zeicx;, dann hat er, so scheint es zunachst, nicht durchaus Recht. Das Spiel
hat ja diesen schrecklichen Ausgang genommen, well der Mensch, in der
Darstellung des Sophokles, seine eigentliche Aufgabe nicht erfullte; denn er
erwies sich als unfahig, die gottliche Weisheit zu erfassen. Das besagt, wie
wir nun schon mehrmals beobachtet haben: Er handelt nach eigenem
Gutdunken, ohne seine Moglichkeiten zu priifen, ohne seine Pflichten zu
ermitteln und ohne das von den Gottern gesetzte Wesen der Welt zu
erforschen, urn sich ihm, wo notig, einzufiigen. Alles das aber ist im Gebot
der Selbsterkenntnis enthalten.
Trotzdem kann Hyllos sagen, das Ungluck, das seine Eltem und ihn
selbst getroffen hat, sei "nur Zeus' Werk." Er kann in seinem Schmerz
sogar von der AnmaBung (1265: (XYva)|a.ooijvTi, iniquitas) der Gotter
sprechen. Aber nur aus seiner beschranklen Sicht trifft dieses Urteil zu;
denn das unerbiltliche, von den Gottern vorgeschriebene Geschehen hat
allein deshalb den im Spiel sichtbaren Verlauf genommen, weil die
Menschen ihre Aufgaben im Rahmen dieses Kosmos versaumten: Herakles
und Deianeira haben die Zeichen der Gotter nicht verstanden, und sie haben
es unterlassen, sich rechtzeitig auf die ihnen gestellten Bedingungen
einzurichten. Nun ist alles eingetroffen, wie es fiir den Fall des
menschlichen Versagens bestimmt war, die unbedacht und eigenwillig
Handelnden aber sind zugrunde gegangen.
Wenn wir den Standpunkt der Gotter (und damit den des
komponicrenden Dichters) einnehmen, diirfen wir zusammenfassend sagen:
Zeus hat beschlossen, das miihevolle Leben seines Sohnes unter Mithilfe
Deianeiras zu beenden.^' Der gottliche Plan gelingt aber nur, weil Zeus die
Blindheit der Menschen kennt und in seine Rechnung einsetzen kann. Sein
Wille verwirklicht sich durch die menschlichen Untugenden. Hatten die
Betroffenen tieferen Einblicke in ihr eigentliches Wesen und in das
Verhalten ihrer Mitmenschen, dann miiBte der Gottervater anders
disponieren. Da die Menschen jedoch sich selbst nicht kennen, hat er
leichtes Spiel.
Die Richtigkeit dieser Interpretation wird bestatigt durch die beiden
inhaltlich von einander abweichenden Orakel, die am Ende
ineinandergreifen und auf das glciche Ereignis deuten, auf Herakles' Tod.
Offensichtlich sind beide Weissagungen vom Dichter erfunden. Fiir das
Gelingen des gottlichen Planes ist auch die hingebende Liebe Deianeiras
unentbehrlich. Hier ist ebcnfalls die Handschrift des Dichters kcnntlich;
denn vermutlich hat erst er die "Mannermorderin" Deianeira der epischen
Vorlage in die ihrem Gemahl aufrichtig zugetane Frau verwandelt, die um
^' Vgl. M. Davies a.O. (ob. Anm. 1) xix, der mil Rechi behauplel. die Wone Homers Aioq 5'
CTeXe{eTO (JovXri (A 5) konnien Unlcniiel des Dramas sein.
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die Zuneigung ihres Mannes kampfi, aber zu spat bemerkt, daB sie ihn mit
ihrem Liebeszauber zugrunde gerichtet hat.^
Den letzien Vers des Dramas verstehen wir jetzt besser als Hyllos
selbst. Der RatschluB des Zeus durchdringt das ganze Sliick: "Zeus is
present in everything that has happened" (so Davies p. 260 zu V. 1278;
siehe auch 1022: toiatjxa ve^iei Zetx;). Das bedeutet nun freilich nicht, daB
die am Spiel beteiligten Personen ganz ohne freien Willen sind. In der Art,
wie sie auf die Herausforderung des unentrinnbaren Schicksals reagieren,
verwirklichen sie, wenn auch teilweise unbewuBl, ihr eigenes Wesen; sie
vermogen dessen Beschaffenheit freilich nicht zu andem. Deianeira
erkennt—wenn auch zu spat—ihre fehlerhafte Ubereilung und suhnt ihr
Vergehen durch einen heldcnhaften, echt sophokleischen Tod.^^ Herakles
dagegcn ist zwar, sobald er die Herkunft des Giftes erfahren hat, sofort
davon iiberzeugt, daB nun sein Ende bevorsteht. Er begehrt nicht auf gegen
dieses Schicksal, sondem nimmt es mit echt heldenhafter Gelassenheit hin.
Jedoch fijr Deianeiras Verhalten hat er keinerlei Verslandnis. Seine
Antworten auf Hyllos' Eroffnungen offenbaren nur seinen Egoismus und
seine seelische Roheit. Er bemerkt nicht, daB seine hemmungslose
Leidenschaft fur den Tod seiner Frau und fur seinen eigenen Untergang
verantwortlich ist. In dieser nur auf sich selbst bczogenen Beschranklheit
verharrt er bis zum Tode. M.E. hat es seinen guien Sinn, daB der Dichter
die Apotheose des Helden, die er gewiBlich kannte, mit keinem Wort
erwahnt hat: Der gottliche Plan, der sich in diesem Spiel verwirklicht, ist
fiir ihn nicht mehr als ein Miitcl, die menschliche Blindheit sichibar werden
zu lasscn und zu zeigen, daB sie in der Katastrophe endet.
Mit dieser Interpretation greifen wir auf bekannte Feststellungen der
Sophoklesforschung zuruck: Der in den Dramen des Dichters dargeslellte
Held ist von einem Schicksal gottlichen Ursprungs umschlossen. Dessen
Sinn vermag er nicht zu verstehen, weil er nur Teilansichten erfaBt, von
unzulanglichen Vorstellungen ausgeht oder von Leidenschaflen beherrscht
wird, die seinen ohnehin beengten Blick erst recht triibcn. Nur im eigenen
Untergang erschlieBt sich ihm der Sinn des Geschehens, in das er verstrickt
ist.'^'' Im Falle des Herakles freilich ist auch das nur unvollkommcn der
Fall.
^^ Vgl. Davies a.O. (ob. Anm. 1) xxxi. Weilergehende Erfindungen des Dichters sind
unbeweisbar, vgl. Davies zu V. 566 (p. 159) und E.-R. Schwinge, Die Stellung der
Trachinierinnen im Werke des Sophokles, Mypomnemala 1 (Gollingcn 1962) 133. Don (128-
33) auch iiber Bakchyl. Dilh. 16.
^^ Deshalb bringl sie sich mil cinem Schwerte um, nichl mil der Schlinge, wie im Drama bei
Frauen sonsl meisi iJblich: Vgl. Davies a.O. (ob. Anm. 1) 212 zu V. 930-31, der am Ende
seiner krilischen Anmcrkung seine durch falsche Analogien gespeisien Bedenken iiberwindel.
Vgl. die beidcn ob. Anm. 8 bereils herangezogenen Aufsalze Dillers ("Gollliches und
menschliches Wisscn bei Sophokles," in: Kleine Schriflen 255-71 und "Uber das
SclbsibcwuBisein der sophokleischen Personen," in: Kleine Schriflen 272-85), auch A. Ixsky,
Die iragische Dichtung der llellenen^ (Gollingcn 1972) 270 f.
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Die Talsache, daB der sophokleische Held diesen Einblick gewinnen
kann, berechtigt zu der Vermutung, er habe die Wahrheit unter anderen
Voraussetzungen, d.h. ohne die allzu menschlichen Hindernisse seiner
Verbiendung, rechtzeitig erkennen konnen. Das Ecce dcs Dichters ist
zugleich ein Vorwurf—nicht als ob er andeutend von Schuld habe sprechen
wollen, auch nicht als ob er annehme, seine Helden halten das ihnen
zugedachte Schicksal vermeiden konnen; denn ihre herbc Gesinnung und
ihre eigenwillige GroBe sind gleichfalls Telle der bestehenden Welt, sind
sogar fiir ihr Ergehen verantwortlich.^^ Aber diese Hauptziige ihres
Wesens, ihr Stolz, ihre Leidenschaft und ihre Unzuganglichkeit, weisen
allenthalben Qber sich selbst hinaus auf das, was ihnen fehlt: die
Selbslerkenntnis und Selbslbescheidung. Unsichtbar steht neben den
Personen des Sophokles die Forderung des Gottes von Delphi: yvcoGi
oa\)x6v. Und dieses Gebot geht alle an, die je Zuschauer oder Leser einer
sophokleischen Tragodie gewescn sind.
Anhang
Zu den Zeugnisscn fiir die geistige Blindheit des Oidipus gehort auch der
erste Teil des ersten Epeisodions (216 ff.), die Verrufung des Taters, eine
Szene, die Lefevre in seiner Erorterung fast unbeachtet gelassen hat. Ein
kurzer Hinweis ist jedoch erfordcrlich, da der Konig hier die Netze auslegt,
in denen er sich am Ende selbst verfangt (was die Zuschauer, denen die
Sage bckannt war, gar wohl durchschaut haben werden).
Der Sprechcr wendet sich zunachst an den Taler (214-29), dann an den
Mitwisser (230-32). Fur den Fall, daB seine Aufforderung zum Gestandnis
unbeachtet bleibt, verbannl er beide Gruppen (Tater und Hehler) unter
Verwunschung aus der Stadt (233 ff.). Diese Versreihe schlieBt mit den
Worien (244^5):
iyia pikv o\)v xoiooSe tco xe Saijiovi
x(o x' dv5pi xqi 6av6vxi cs\)[i[iaxoc, neXto.
Folgt man der Uberlieferung, dann wird diese Verrufung noch durch
zwei Punkte erganzt und verscharft: 1) Die Morder, seien es mehrere, sei es
einer, mogen ein elendes Leben auBerhalb jeder menschlichen
Gemeinschaft fuhren (246-48); 2) Derselbe Fluch soil auch die
Angehorigen der koniglichen Familie treffen, falls sie schuldig sind (249-
51).
Beide zuletzi gcnannien Versgruppen werden in der ncuen Sophokles-
ausgabe (Oxford 1990) mil Wecklein alhetiert. Aber die Einwande, die
gegen die Echiheil erhobcn werden, sind schwach. Dagegen ist der
Nachteil, der durch den Verlust der Selbstironie entsteht, erheblich.
^ Vgl. Diller a.O. (ob. Anm. 8) 290 und 302.
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Nchmcn wir in aller Kiirzc Stellung! 1) Es besteht keinc Veranlassung, das
Adj. a|j,opov (248)^ als Attribut mil Piov zu vcrbinden. Das Adjektiv sleht
absolut in pradikaliver Slellung ahnlich wie das homerische dmiopoq in Z
480 (o-u5' eA^aipEiq / TiaiSd te vrjTciaxov Kal eV ocM-^opov)^^ Oder in Q. 773
(tco oe 0' a|xa K^aico Kai eV amiopov). 2) Vermullich gehort KaKov,
hervorgehoben durch die starke Sperrung, zu Piov, dcm letzten Wort im
Verse, vgl. Trach. 2-3: ... ax; oijk av aicov' ekjo-ocGok; Ppoxcov, nplv av /
GdvTi Tiq, om' ei xpTjoxoq out' ei to) KaKoq, auch Ai. 806: Tdv5p6q e^oSov
Kaicriv, Ai. 926 f.: E^avuooEiv KaKotv / |ioipav driEipEaicov tiovcov, femer
El. 599 f.: Ti ^cb Piov |j.ox0Tip6v, ek te oov KaKoiq / noXXolc, oceI ^-uvoTiaa
. .
.
, El. 602: tXtiiicov 'OpEOTTic; 5t>OT\)xfi TpiPEi Piov. 3) Zum Versbeginn
heiBl es bei Lloyd-Jones und Wilson (zitiert aus Holford-Slrevens): ". .
.
KttKov KaKdc, is loo near to the colloquial for a solemn act of state, as
opposed to personal imprecation." Aber Sophokles liebt bckanntlich die
Nominalparataxe, und die Zusammenstellung stammgleicher Worter hat
eher etwas Feierlich-Manirieries als den Anschein der Umgangssprache.
Man vergleiche die Beispiele bei Bruhn (Anhang §223, S. 131. 25 ff.),
besonders Ai. 1177 (Teukros zu Tekmessa: "Wenn dich jemand von der
Leiche trennen sollte") KaKoq KaKcoq aQanxoc, ektieooi x^ovoq.
Umgangssprache? Ferner siehe Ai. 1391 (Odysseus neben dem toten
Helden iiber die Gegner der Bestattung): 'Epivuq Kal TE^-Eocpopoq Aden /
KttKotx; KaKwq (p0EipEiav
—
gewiB eine feierliche Zusicherung.^^ Genug!
Der Vers 248 besagt: "Ich wunsche, daB er (scil. der Morder)
ausgeschlossen von menschlicher Gemeinschaft in ubler Weise ein
schlimmes Leben fiihren moge." 4) Die Verben KaTEu^oiiai (246) und
inex)xop.a\ (249) nehmen den Ausdruck tw GavovTi av)|j.|j.axo<; (245) auf
und fiihren ihn aus. V. 251 ist also nicht inhaltsarm oder verschwommen,^^
sondern er macht deutlich, daB sein Verfasser die Worte 236 ff. auf den
Tater (nicht auf den Hehler) bezogen hat, wie sich das gehort; denn er
ordnet ja den Sonderfall (Morder im Konigspalast) der allgemein gehaltenen
Verrufung unter.
Die beiden Versgruppen 246-48 und 249-51 sind dercn Anwendung
auf den Sprecher selbst, der, ohne es zu wissen, sich schon jetzt verflucht
und verdammt. Die Tatsache, daB die inkriminierten Verse im Laufe des
Spieles dreimal regelrecht zitiert werden, bestatigt m.E. die Richtigkeit
^ So Person slatl des unmetrischen duoipov. Die Konjeklur wird von Lloyd-Jones und
Wilson a.O. (ob. Anm. 1) 86 geladeli.
Die homerische Form konnle in den Sophokleslexl eingefiihn wcrdcn: viv a^nopov
{eK}xpiyai Piov. Kamerbeek zichl viv Kaji^opov xpi\i/ai (Jiov (ein Won der Odyssee) vor.
FiJr beide Konjekluren bcsiehi kcine Noiwendigkeil; denn
-\ni- bei Homer enlslammi dem
Verszwang des Hexameters, und der Tragiker warnichi gehalien, das zu ijbcmehmen.
^ Die von Bruhn gesammellen Sleilcn werden auch am Ende des soebcn ausgeschriebcnen
Ziuis aus Holford-Strevens genannl, aber als Belege fiir die AUiaglichkeil des Ausdrucks
—
was schwerlich iiberzcugen kann.
^' Vgl. Uoyd-Jones und Wilson a.O. (ob. Anm. 1) 86: ". . . ihe vagueness of 251 is another
sign of the interpolator's incompetence."
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unserer Exegese. Am eindeutigslen sind die Worte des zweiten Boten (des
Exangelos), der Qber den bereits blinden KOnig berichtet (1290-91):
mq ex xQovoi; pivj/cov eauxov, o\)5' exi
laevcbv 56^oi(; dpaioq wq Tipdoaxo.
Nur der Horer, der die Verse 249-51 im Gedachtnis hat, versteht sofort,
weshalb Oidipus nun nicht mehr im eigenen Hause bleiben darf; denn auch
von dort hat er sich ausdriicklich verbannt.^^ Die beiden anderen Stellen
sind 744^5 und 814-20. Dort befUrchtet Oidipus, daB er sich
moglicherweise in schlimme Fluche verstrickt habe, hier fuhrt er dieselben
Angste weiter aus. Die den Gedanken beschlieBenden Worte lauten (819-
20): xdS' ovxic, aXXoc, r\\' / r\ 'yw 'n Ejiaxixo) xda5' apac, 6 npoaxiGeiq. In
beiden Fallen ist m.E. die Wirkung groBer, wenn der Horer auch hier an den
Abschnitt 249-51 denkt, nicht nur an die allgemeiner gchaltene Fassung der
Verse 236 ff.
Wenn ich recht sehe, haben wir bei Interpretation der Verse 246-51
kein Recht, von der mangelhaften Zustandigkeit eines Interpolators zu
sprechen, der angeblich nichts andcres vorhatte, als mehr Selbstironie ins
Drama zu bringen. Nein! Die Bitterkeit der Verse stammt von Sophokles
selbst. Ihm kam es ja gerade darauf an zu zeigen, wie groB der Irrtum des
Wahrheitssuchers ist, der, ohne es zu ahnen, Qber sich selbst das Urteil
spricht.
Universitdt Bonn
'"Der Riickgriff auf V. 249-51 ist richlig erkannl und gebiihrend hervorgehoben von
Kamerbeek z. Si. (Komment. S. 240).

Orestes' Mania: Euripides', Mee's and Bogart's
Apocalyptic Vision
MARIANNE MCDONALD
In the Phaedrus, Plato shows that mania can be destructive, but also that it
can be creative. It can lead to egocentric isolation or social integration.
Plato, through his persona Socrates, talks about the mania of love both
negatively and positively. The jealous drive for possession can easily crush
the love object, or it can lead to the perception of the good and the beautiful,
which he claims is the ultimate end of life {Phaedrus lAAdt. ff.). There is a
human madness, which is mostly harmful, and a divine madness, which is
fourfold (265a ff.) and beneficial: first, the mania of Apollo, i.e., of a
prophet; second, the mania of Dionysus, a cult mania, that of the mystic that
in traditional depictions of Orestes ultimately leads to the expiation of his
guilt and thus purification (244e); third, the mania of the artist, or the
creator, which is associated with the Muses; and, fourth, the ultimate mania,
the love of what is everlasting, the love of truth and beauty: The ultimate
lover is the philosopher, and this lover is subject to Eros and Aphrodite.
The praise of this last mania continues in Plato's Symposium, where the end
is also beauty/good (x6 KaXov). Plato takes traditional myths and concepts
oi mania and links them to his philosophy. Plato's conception of mania
helps us understand Euripides' work by contrast: Orestes shows how mania
unhooked from the gods and from idealism can create the ultimate
nighunare. It is human, all loo human.
Euripides' play was written during the final years of the Peloponnesian
War, and the violence of the period was well described by Thucydides in his
account of the war: "A man thought more of avenging an injury than of
having no injury to avenge" (3. 82). Madness became a way of life.
Euripides in his Orestes shows a breakdown of the values that Plato's
Socrates praised. Modem scholars like M. L. West may count the exciting
action as more important than the ethical issues, but perhaps one should be
conscious of just such issues. • For instance, the Gulf War was seen as an
' Euripides. Orestes, ed. with trans, and comm. by M. L. West, in The Plays of Euripides,
ed. by C. Collard (Warminster 1987). West claims that Euripides "was writing for a theatre
audience whose emotions he had enhsted on Orestes' side. What does the academic critic
think that Orestes and Electra ought to have done? Taken their medicine like sportsmen . . . ?
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exciting video event in which we sanitized our "hits" to illustrate our
technological prowess, but the victims remained unseen.
Euripides' brilliant play, which is a living nightmare, defines the first
instance (395-96) of conscience as a disease of the mind (neurosis?):
Menelaus: What ails you? What disease assails you?
Orestes: My conscience (auveoiq). That / know (ovvoiSa) what terrible
things I have done.
This is mania without the divine component, the Eumenides of the mind. At
least this Orestes is aware that he has done wrong, but it sounds somewhat
like the whining of a spoiled child. By the end of the play he seems to have
forgotten even that, or at least by then it does not matter.
"It's a nightmare, really." Characters intone this phrase several times
during Chuck Mee's reenactment of Euripides' Orestes. Mee's version
illustrates the chaos of modem times by way of the ancient Greek myth.
Anne Bogart's brilliant direction of Chuck Mee's play in Saratoga, Fall
1992, breaks the barriers between stage and audience: Actors and actresses
freely walk in the audience area. Past violence mingles with present
violence and the stage shows us victims of the Persian Gulf War in a
hospital set in front of the White House. Orestes is one of the victims, and
we see how suffering brutalizes. He victimizes others by the end of the
play, and we see that such role-reversals are merely based on opportunity.
Iraq, Bosnia, Somalia and Los Angeles come to mind, and the
generalizations of Greek tragedy are often more revealing than the
particulars from the six o'clock news.
Chuck Mee vividly replicates the chaos of the ancient world by
drawing parallels with the modern world. He also speaks in brutally explicit
language, the language of Godfather and Terminator rather than media-
speak. He has made Euripides into Seneca, a drama which shocks,
criticizes, rehearses trauma in a cathartic way, and keeps one riveted to the
seat while delivering savage and yet satisfying blows. The nightmare is
made flesh.
His drama has had two stagings before Bogart's, one by Tina Landau
and another by Robert Woodruff, both early in 1992. Woodruff replicated
the chaos manifested by the words and the audience had to follow multiple
actions at once. The rain scene from Gotz Friedrich's production of Richard
Strauss' Elektra, in which Elektra danced herself to death, was seen at the
back of the stage while other actions were going on in at least four different
places on stage. The violently explicit text was expanded by the visual to
But what a lame play thai would have made . . ." (37). For a mixed view of Orestes and his
actions, see C. W. Willink, Euripides. Orestes (Oxford 1986). D. Sansone in his review of
both West's and Willink's editions of the Orestes quotes them to illuslrale how they "avoid
profound literary reflection" (Willink: "Orestes is a play to be enjoyed," West: "it is first-rate
theatre, a ratUing good play"), CP 85 (1990) 67.
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include an anal violation of Pylades by Electra wearing a dildo. The whole
work concluded with Apollo talking from multiple TV screens. People
enter and leave and then repeat their actions, and loud noises punctuate the
action. This production was a symphony of chaos, comparable to
Schoenberg's twelve-tone system playing itself out and repeating itself. No
eighteenth-century harmony here. The audience was assaulted by images
and sound; nothing resembled a linear plot or even Mee's play. By
eliminating most of the text, Woodruff achieved the nearly impossible: He
made violence boring.
Anne Bogart's production is very different. It allows chaos to appear in
a more controlled setting and performance, which makes it even more
terrifying by implicating the audience in the brutal message. The audience
is rarely required to sort out multiple texts, except in the trial scene, which
because of its rigid formalism shows the failure of the legal process to
produce justice. The suggestion seems to be that he who shouts loudest
carries the day. At Orestes 696-703, we find one of the first instances of
comparing the mob's rage to fire. This was what probably happened during
meetings in the Athens of Euripides' time. The democratic restoration,
following the oligarchic takeover in 411 B.C., was filled with abuses.
Orestes also represents the nobility, so there is a fitting parallel in that it is a
man of the people who secures his condemnation. Orestes in the play
shows that mob violence can be practiced on the aristocratic scale: All he
needed was a few friends to wreak havoc. References to the William
Kennedy Smith trial are clear. We hear about Orestes' careless brutalities
and rapes, and a modern context is suggested. Another modem parallel
during the trial scene is reference to the Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill
proceedings: "Well, somebody put pubic hair on my coke can."^ This
absurdity is an apt illustration of modem insanities, how the private intrudes
on the public sphere.
The set in the Saratoga production (Fall 1992) is simple, suggesting a
hospital, with a long diagonal pipe set against a rather dismal green wall.
Beds are swung around the stage, and props are provided as necessary (e.g.,
large pan to bathe Orestes, long table for the trial scene, table for the nurses
as they play cards). The items on the set seem as disposable as the human
beings.
Chuck Mee has brought the ancient myth into modem times, against a
backdrop of war and its idiocies. The characters are seen as patients,
interacting with a staff of nurses. Some characters are added and we are
jarred by their modem names. A general comes and goes (Menelaus); we
are told he is seeking a political position (to rule in Sparta) which he will
hardly compromise by defending his unpopular nephew. We also see
Electra, Helen and a literal doll of a Hermione. Electra and Helen are
^Charles L. Mee, Jr., unpublished script of Orestes, used in Saratoga production, 1992, p.
40.
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dressed in Armani and Chanel, and Helen speaks of her cosmetic
preparations for the day. Pylades joins this yuppie crowd in dress and
morality. He is definitely upwardly mobile, willing to do anything,
including murder, to get what he wants. These characters are seen as the
nasty business that other scholars have noted as characterizing the
Euripidean original. ^ Mee allows for the possibility that all the characters
coming and going are hallucinations.
In the Euripidean original Pylades comes up with the idea of murdering
Helen (just for the fun of vengeance) and, when Electra suggests taking
Hermione hostage, she is complimented for "thinking like a man" {Or.
1204), an ominous compliment since her mother was also said to have "a
heart which thinks like a man" (dv5p6po-uA.ov Keap, Aesch. Ag. 11); Electra
certainly carried on the murderous tradition and is continuing to plot, now
attacking the innocent (Hermione). Mee has Pylades, instead of Electra,
come up with the suggestion of taking Hermione hostage. Euripides gives a
simple twist to the basic story of Electra and Orestes killing their mother in
retribution for Clytemnestra's killing her husband and their father; now he
shows Orestes, Electra and Pylades prepared to kill gratuitously, simply so
that Menelaus will suffer the way they are suffering. After they have
decided to act, they become hyped by the realization that they have reached
the point of no return; like Thelma and Louise, or Michael Douglas'
character in Falling Down, they relish their extraordinary power and
freedom even more because they cannot retreat.
Orestes, in a wonderful perversion of the notion that friendship might
be based on ethics, greets Pylades' suggestion of the murder of Helen with
the comment that "nothing is greater than a true friend, neither wealth nor
power" {Or. 1155-56). The Aristotle of the Nicomachean Ethics would
shudder. The best friendship there is the friendship based on the good (over
friendship for pleasure or utility) and just as Plato's view of beneficial
mania is perverted in this play, so is beneficial friendship. Friendship here
is just an alliance of thugs, comparable both to the nobles that Athens saw in
^ West (above, nole 1) 32 cites one of the earliest ("an ancient critic in one of the
Hypotheses prefixed to the text"): "The play is one of those that enjoy success on the stage,
but its ethics are dreadful: apart from Pylades everyone is bad." One wonders how this critic
could exempt Pylades, wlio suggests murdering Helen. Does adultery merit capital
punishment? Obviously this critic did not take Helen's defense in Euripides' Trojan Women
seriously, nor other apologies, such as those put forward by the sophist Gorgias in his
encomium of Helen in H. Diels and W. Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker \\ (Zurich
1969) 288-94. See also W. Burkert, "Die Absurdital der Gewalt und das Ende der Tragodie:
Euripides' Oresles," Antike und Abendland 20 (1974) 97-109, and W. Arrowsmith's
introduction in Euripides IV, ed. by D. Grene and R. Laltimore (Chicago 1958) 110: "The
resolution ... is so designed as to be merely an apparent resolution . . . The nightmare
survives the magic." See also E. Rawson, who characterizes the play as "primarily an ironic
and deeply unheroic commentary on the story of Orestes," who shows symptoms "of folie a
trois which he shares with his two allies," "Aspects of Euripides' Oresles" Arelhusa 5 (1972)
155-56.
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power in 41 1 and to the Cleophons that succeeded them. One thinks again
of Thucydides: "Even kinship became less close than comradeship because
of the latter's greater readiness for daring without justification" (3. 82).
Euripides' Orestes advises one to get friends, not only relatives, and quotes
a proverb: "Better than ten thousand relatives is a friend who has melded
himself to you by his ways" {Or. 804-06). Euripides shows these friends
practicing the popular Hellenic idea, "Help your friends, harm your
enemies," which beginning with Homer was finally corrected by Plato in the
Republic.^
This is a myth for our time, showing us the mania of violence. Mee
adds various characters to the play. John and William are both war victims
who are haunted by the violence of their past, and Nod is one who still
revels in it. There is a man whose mouth is taped, but untaped at intervals.
He goes into the history of violence, beginning with Homer, ending with the
messages of war written into the bodies of modems. This character is
eliminated: killed on stage, typically by Nod. He functions rather like
Tiresias, a prophet who not only tells of the disasters of the future, but who
shows their intimate connection with the past. He has the only poetic and
hopeful lines in the text, reflecting the beneficial poetic mania discussed
earlier: "The imagination is less a separate faculty than a quality of all our
mental faculties. . . It generalizes our ideas by tracing a penurtibra of
remembered or intimated possibility around present or past settlements. .
.
By all these means it undermines the identification of the actual with the
possible."^ He speaks of a way of making a better future, an ethical
revolution. He must be silenced.
Orestes and Pylades are clear yuppies. Orestes' vulnerability is
conveyed not only through the ancient text, which showed him as a haunted
neurotic, too willing to follow his criminal friends, but it is also conveyed
by costuming and actions. Orestes is bathed on stage, which can remind
one of rituals to prepare a victim. Then his hospital gown is exchanged for
a suit (Agnes B. conservative), which functions as a double type of costume
(in the play we are watching, and for Orestes as he goes to the "play" of his
trial). When he hears the verdict he urinates on the stage, flooding it with
his fear. Bogart has him assume a fetal position and suck his thumb. His
hallucinations range from killing a date to killing his mother.
Electra's only saving grace is her loyalty to Orestes; she also discourses
on the advantages of euthanasia, prostitution and terrorism with a
frightening detachment. Her social ideology is typical of the armchair
liberal. Although one might agree with her arguments, wc have to see her
comments in the context of her final actions (attempted murder, arson,
kidnapping, etc.). Helen is the vain and silly creature she was in Euripides,
See a summary and discussion of ihis maxim's use in M. W. BlundcU, Helping Friends
and Harming Enemies: A Study in Sophocles and Greek Ethics (Cambridge 1989).
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without a clue. Hcrmione in this production is even without life (she first
appears as a doll on a tricycle).
Tyndareus is the legalistic pedant as in Euripides. He discourses
further on language, so the letter of the law is seen as merely letter in this
drama. We agree with what Tyndareus says: "And yet, one can commit
murder and find the words to justify it. This is your sort of civilization,
then, it speaks nicely and behaves barbarously."^ It is a telling commentary
on our times. Tyndareus is another prophet who comes and goes and effects
nothing. The guilty verdict merely coincides with his wishes; it is not based
on the points he made. This is now a world of chance and Tyndareus is an
anachronism (The Oresteia has become Orestes, the general becomes all too
particular). In Suzuki's Clytemnestra, Tyndareus appeared dressed in Meiji
costume, in contrast to Orestes and Electra clad in modem shorts.
The Phrygian slave is still here, to allow Orestes a moment of brutal
mental torture such as he displayed in the original. Now, as then, Orestes is
the imperialist master, taunting the slave with the servility which is a means
for the slave's survival. Athens* own prosperity was based on a society of
slaves; Euripides' conscience routinely endorsed the underdog, whether
woman, child, or slave, and this hardly won him prizes in Athens (only four
compared with twenty-four and thirteen for Sophocles and Aeschylus,
respectively).
In addition to the other characters who have been added, there is Farley
the astrologer, the nurses, a radio voice (that announces the arrival of
Menelaus) and a doctor who begins the play with a recitation of facts from
an autopsy on a murdered woman. Clytemnestra has been reduced to a
body with "no abdominal abnormalities or complications of the genito-
urinary system."''
Nurses, dressed in black, are benign furies. They discuss their love-life
as Orestes' trial is going on. The personal is played against the public and
neither is given priority. This seems to be a world without values and a
world with no emotion. Bogart was influenced by Ken Kesey's depiction of
Nurse Ratchcd, the Big Nurse in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Bogart
duplicates the underlying current of sadism in the actions of the nurses. In
both the novel and this play the nurses' reaction to minor infractions of their
rules is to administer a sedative. Control is more important than cure,
something our society learned early on.





^ Mce (above, note 2) 24.
^ Mee (above, note 2) 2.
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Menelaus: Who are these people?
Orestes: These are my fellows. You may speak in front of them just as
you would speak to me in private.
Menelaus: So these Furies pursue you.*
These furies have their own nightmares from the tortures they have
inflicted, and the tortures they have suffered. There is not only the public
pain they have inflicted and suffered in the context of war and politics, but
also the personal ones from madness and vengeance. John killed his sister,
her husband and his nephew. Orestes killed his date. Nod tells us of the
serial murderer who collected various female parts, including peeled skin
that he could wear. We are back in modem times with memories of Jeffrey
Dahmer and Silence of the Lambs, another topical drama of modern
violence.
From the horror of pain, we fly into the narcotic illusion of the gods:
the television talk show. Apollo comes on with a microphone like a game-
show host to sort out who wins what. The prizes are as hollow and
ephemeral as his own appearance. Bogart shows him as an electric robot
whose batteries run down. He is carried off stage. Mee gives the following
stage instructions: "Apollo's voice continues to be miked so that he can
speak very quietly, Reagan-like, and his voice still fills the theatre^"^ The
artifice that controls our life is revealed to be as hollow as the blustering
Wizard of Oz. Only that nightmare ended, ours does not.
We see we are still in the hospital and what we have just seen was
merely an interlude. Perhaps the whole play was a TV sit-com by
Euripides. Bogart has done comparable framings, such as On the Town
being staged as a diversion for sailors on an aircraft carrier, to allay their
fears as they sail to war, or South Pacific staged in a rehabilitation clinic.
The play ends with William musing, "Every man must shout: 'There's
a great destructive work to be done. We're doing it'." The brutalized has
learned the lesson: "What we need now are some strong, straightforward
actions that you'd have to be a fool not to learn the wrong lessons from it."
This is nightmare and criminal mania urged as sane practice. The nurse
urges sleep, claiming, "We're finished." William says, "Thank you."^°
This is the sleep of death, and at this point we can be thankful for death, if
life is really like what we have just seen. Euripides ended this play with a
prayer to Nike, victory, an ostensible plea for his play to win a prize. Yet
his victory is as ironic as William's sleep. It anticipates the hollow victory
of the Peloponnesian War, and all the victories that Euripides had
witnessed, victories which are generally indicUnents of the victors.
Euripides has been called the greatest anti-war playwright, just as
Aristotle called him the most tragic of the poets (xpayiKcoTaxoi;, Poetics
* Mce (above, note 2) 21.
^ Mce (above, note 2) 62.
'° Mee (above, note 2) 65.
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1453a). In play after play he has taught the lesson of the sufferer turning
into the one who inflicts suffering (Medea, Hecuba, even Dionysus in the
Bacchae). And Orestes shows three criminals gratuitously committing
crimes just to make someone else suffer along with themselves. This is
brutalizing suffering carried to the stage of absurdity. This is suffering
carried into modem times. Perverted (piXia seems to be at the basis of the
political world Euripides saw and which he porffayed in this play.
All of Chuck Mee's plays speak of pain and suffering. This play seems
to make a fetish of violence, both mental and physical. It speaks of the
violence that has engraved its message on the mind. We feel brutalized
after seeing this and being assaulted by the language. But how can we be
less assaulted by the daily news? The exponential damage our technology
can effect in modern times is translated into this drama of modem victims
turning victimizers.
Mee has taken the domestic violence of Greek myth and tragedy and
put it in a context of collective, political atrocities, so that matricide, which
traditionally has shocked us, seems tame by comparison. This shows us
how far we have come.
Just as mania was rated and classified in Plato's Phaedrus, as we have
mentioned, so also violence can be classified in this drama. There is
divinely ordained violence, which we can attribute to Aeschylus and
Sophocles, and which Euripides plays against. In having Orestes doubt the
existence of Apollo, and thinking that this violence could have been a
demon of his own brain {Or. 1168-69), Euripides takes a giant step away
from the other playwrights with his making the idea of neurosis explicit. •'
The squalor of domestic crime is another category. Then there are the mass
murders and political crimes that various characters represent. The final
category is murder for the sake of murder, on both the individual and mass
basis. Our categories proceed from the particular to the general, and from
ethical to random killings. Perhaps wc can see ethical killing as divinely
inspired mania, and random killing as all too human. Or perhaps we can
see ethical killing as an oxymoron. I think this is Mee's intent. He shows
that institutionalized violence such as the Persian Gulf War and the torture
of political prisoners worldwide is also not to be explained away with a
simple, "My superiors made me do it." Does man like to torture, maim and
rape? Recent events in Waco, Texas, illustrate the mad violence which has
become a daily occurrence in our modern world. Mee confronts us and
urges us to raise questions.
" Oreslcs uses the word dXdoxcop, which one could argue had an objective existence as a
family curse, but the words 6eina and So^aijii (1668-69) bring this clearly into the
psychological world that has colored this play. Apollo has been made into a neurosis, as
conscience was called a disease of the mind {Or. 395-96); Electra also says, "you are not sick
but you imagine (6o^d^p(;) yourself sick ... a curse and weakness for men" (314-15).
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The parallel between our modem "authorized" gangsters (soldiers) and
Orestes is made problematic; both have committed crimes on orders, and
both will be rehabilitated. We cannot share the enthusiasm of those
commentators on Euripides who say that our sympathy is with Orestes, and
that the dramatic action is what engages our approval. Our sympathy is for
us, who live in a world that sanctions these crimes. I claim that Euripides
and Mee are showing us a nightmare that will haunt us, not an action-
packed thriller to entertain us for a moment and to be forgotten tomorrow.
Anne Bogart's inspired rendering of both the ancient and the modem
text directly implicates us, the audience. She trains her actors and actresses
with a rigorous physical program that makes them acutely aware of space,
the movement of their bodies and their relation to each other and the
audience. As the characters wander in and out of our space we see
ourselves as victims like them. The mania of ancient times has seeped into
the present and we feel that we are in a hospital in front of the White House,
listening to our nurses gossip. Have Plato and Aristotle had their mouths
bandaged? Perverted mania can only be hospitalized, and it is only a matter
of time until the inmates burn the hospital, as Orestes burned Menelaus'
palace. Perhaps soon we shall be burned in the fires we now watch.'
^
University of California, San Diego •
'^Thanks for suggestions from Thomas MacCary, Bridget McDonald and Thomas
Rosenmeyer, besides the careful editing of David Sansone.

Phaedo's Enslavement and Liberation
SLOBODAN DUSANIC
Little is known of Phaedo the Elean's life and writings.^ The evidence is
not only meagre and, in some points, contradictory; it is also complicated by
textual uncertainties. A reexamination of two sets of controversial
testimonies on Phaedo will not be, I hope, out of place in a volume
dedicated to the great scholar who has done so much for our understanding
of ancient philosophy and its creators.
I
According to the tradition best represented by Diogenes Laertius and the
Suda article (O 154),2 Phaedo came to Athens as a slave. He met Socrates
there,^ was ransomed through Socrates' help, and became a philosopher.'*
Diog. Laert. 2. 105 (cf. 2. 31): C)ai5mv 'HA,eio(;, xcbv e\)7ia-cpi6cbv,
a'uvedXco xfi naxpiSi Kal TivayKdoOri oxfivai en* oiKTHiatoq- aXXa. to
8\)piov npooTiOeiq iiexeixe ItoKpdxo-uq, ecoi; a\)x6v XvxputcsacQai xotx;
Jiepi 'AX,KiPid5r|v r\ Kpixcova 7ipo{)xpe\j/e- kqI xo\)vxevi9ev EXeuSepicoq
£(piXx)o6<pei.
'HXeioq] MtiXioq Grote
Suda s.v. OaiScov: . . . xovxov ovvePri Tcpcoxov aixfidXcoxov vnb 'IvSwv
Xr|(p0fivai, eixa npaGeiq nopvoPooKM xivi npoioxr] vn' auxou npoq
exaipiaw ev 'AGrjvaK;. evxy^oiv 5e IcoKpdxei e^Tiyo-uiiEva) ripdoGri xcov
' G. Giannantoni, Socraticorum Reliquiae I (Rome 1983) 147-54 (III A) and EI (Rome
1985) 105-16 (noia 11). Cf. E. Zeller. Die Philosophie der Griechen D.l^ (Leipzig 1922)
275 f.; K. von Fritz, RE XIX (1930) 1538^2; L. Rosselli, Aspelli delta lelleraiura socralica
anlica (Chieli 1977) 121-52 et passim; E. I. McQueen and C. J. Rowe. "Phaedo, Socrates, and
the Chronology of the Spartan War with EMs," Melhexis 2 (1989) 1-18—all with bibliography.
^ For the rest of the evidence, see Giannantoni (previous note) I 148-50.
The brothel element of the story is best rejected as a moralistic embroidery: McQueen and
Rowe (above, note 1) 14-17.
* Here, as well as in section 11 below, I reproduce only those items of the apparatus crilicus
for Diog. Laert. 2. 105 and the Suda <P 154 which are indispensable to the argument of the
present article.
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Xoycov a\)To\) Kai altei X.\)oao6ai. 6 6e neiGei 'AA,KiPid5T|v np{ao6ai
aiL)x6v. KOI r\v to evxevBev <piX6co90(;.
'Iv5tbv] codd., Bemhardy, Bekker, Adler, X-tictoov Portus, tivcov
Menagius, Iiv5tov Wesseling, AaKcSainovicov Preller, 'ApKotScov
dubitanter Gutschmid
If we are to believe Plato's Phaedo (cf. 89b), the eponym of the
dialogue, though adult, was still young at the time of the death of Socrates.^
This in turn well accords with the notes just quoted from Diogenes and the
Suda implying that the event which cost Phaedo his liberty formed part of
an inter-state war (a\)VEd>,co xfi TiaxpiSi; aixM-ocA-coxov vnb ethnic
XTi(p0fivai); namely, the Spartan-Elean hostilities of 402^00 B.C.^ offer,
chronologically, quite a likely context for Phaedo's misfortune.^ The
attempts of a number of modern students of Phaedo to attribute his
enslavement to the Athenian operations in the territory of Elis in 431 B.C.
(Thuc. 2. 25. 3-5),^ or the Athenian conquest of Melos in 416 B.C. (this
latter combination, in a wholly improbable manner, also makes Phaedo a
Melian instead of an Elean),^ may be dismissed as presupposing a birth-date
for him which would be too early to be reconciled with Plato's indications,
obviously trustworthy here. What is more, within the whole period of
Socrates' activity—and all our sources credit Socrates with the conversion
of Phaedo into a philosopher—there was no episode in the history of Elis
(exterior and interior alike) as dramatic as the 402^00 war. Having
defeated the Eleans at that time, Sparta overthrew their ancestral democracy
and introduced some other measures deeply resented by the Elean patriots; ^°
those measures alone could justify Diogenes' use of the strong expression,
"Phaedo . . . was captured together with his fatherland " It seems that the
confiscation of the anti-Laconian families' goods went together with the
violent discontinuity in the Elean politico-constitutional situation in 400
^ The point is disputed—see e.g. H. Dome, Kleine Pauly IV (1972) 691 f.; Rossetti (above,
note 1) 122 f.; Giannantoni (above, note 1) HI 105, 107—but certain, practically speaking.
Von Fritz (above, note 1) 1538; McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 2 n. 7, 14 n. 65.
On their (controversial) dales, McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 4-13. Cf. K. J. Beloch,
Griechische Geschichte 1.2^ (Strassburg 1913) 185 f. and IH.l^ (BerUn-Leipzig 1922) 17 f., 19
n. 1; P. Funke, Homonoia und Arche (Wiesbaden 1980) 32 n. 16; H.-J. Gehrke, Stasis:
Untersuchungen zu den inneren Kriegen in den griechischen Staaten des 5. und 4.
Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (Munich 1985) 53 n. 7.
^ Thus, e.g., L. Preller, Rh. Mus. 4 (1846) 391-95 (with some hesitation); Zellcr (above,
note 1) 275 n. 2; von Fritz (above, note 1) 1538; J. Humbert, Socrale el les pelils Socratiques
(Paris 1967) 278; McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 13-18.
* Rossetti (above, note 1) 125 f. Cf. Preller (previous note) 393.
^ Thus. G. Grole. Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrales III^ (London 1882) 503 f.
note; M. Monluori, Atli deWAccad. Pont. 25 (1976) 1-14.
'''S. DuSanic, "Plato's Academy, Elis and Arcadia after LeuctraiSome Observations," in A.
D. Rizakis (ed.), Achaia und Elis in der Antike, Akte des 1. int. Symposiums, Alhen 19-21 . Mai
1989 (Athens 1991) 81-86, esp. 82 with nn. 7 and 16.
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B.C.^' If Phaedo's origin (xwv e\)7iaTpi5cbv) was among the nobles who
wanted an Elis independent of Sparta—many indications recommend that
conjecture^ 2—he too must have been a victim of such a confiscation, which
would provide a plausible explanation of the fact that the financial support
of Socrates' friends and/or acquaintances was needed for his ransom. ^^
On the other hand, recent scholarship is inclined to broaden its
scepticism as to the value of the tradition analyzed in the first section of the
present paper. Disagreements concerning the date and circumstances of
Phaedo's enslavement tend to be replaced by suggestions that his "slave
story" should be discarded in toto. It has been regarded as a fabrication
conforming with something that has been described as a locus communis of
the philosophers' Lives (the servitude of Plato, Diogenes the Cynic, and
some others).^** Two details have been insisted upon in this connection:
The fall of Elis itself in 400 B.C. does not seem to have been accompanied
by any enslavement of its citizens,^^and (in G. Giannantoni's opinion) the
entire account of Phaedo's losing his freedom "e chiaramente romanzesco,
come prova anche la variante che leggiamo in Suida, e cioe che Fedone fu
catturato \)7t6 'lv6cc)v . . ."^^ In an able study, though, E. 1. McQueen and C.
J. Rowe have shown that, on general grounds, the war aspect of Phaedo's
biography in Diogenes and the lexicographer is "likely to contain a core of
facl."'^ It may be added that, at least in the case of Plato, the evidence of
the philosopher's temporary status servilis—though smacking of a topos
and eventually adapted to the fictional framework of a topos—does repose
on historical truth.'* As to the modalities and whereabouts of Phaedo's
*' Cf. Xen. Hell. 3. 5. 12 and the indirect testimony of F. Solmsen and E. Fraenkel, Jnscr.
Gr. ad inl. dial. set. 53 (S. DuSanic, REG 92 [1979] 323 with n. 27).
^^ DuSanic (above, note 10) 84 and n. 30; DuSanic (previous note) 327 f.
^^ For a different explanation of that fact, McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 14 and 16 n.
79. Let us note, in support of what is said on Phaedo's origin in the Suda, that he had more
than one aristocratic friend in Athens—Simmias and Cebes, for instance (regarding their social
background, see, e.g., Xen. Mem. 1. 2. 48).
'** Giannanloni (above, note 1) IE 107-09, with refs. to the works by W. Croenerl, F.
Wehrli, and J. Humbert; cf. also Dorrie (above, note 5). The Qost) essay of Henmippus, Flepi
Twv 6iaaxpeydvTa)v ev 7tai8eia 5oijAxav, is usually mentioned to illustrate the popularity of
the topos.
'5 Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 30 f.; Diod. 14. 34. Cf. Grote and Montuori (above, note 9); McQueen
and Rowe (above, note 1) 13 n. 60.
'^ Giannantoni (above, note 1) III 107 f.
'^ McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 17 f., with the following comment: "Given the
existence of the Spartan-Elean war [of 402-400 B.C.] . . .
,
Athens' involvement in that war,
and the fact that Phacdo the Elean was well-known as a follower of the Athenian Socrates, it is
entirely credible, first, that Phaedo originally came to Athens as a prisoner-of-war; secondly,
that Socrates was somehow responsible for his regaining his freedom; and thirdly that it was
also because of Socrates that he lumcd to philosophy. If these things are indeed true, then we
have an attractive explanation of Plato's choice of Phaedo as his narrator for the dialogue; if
none of them is true, then no such explanation is available."
'* K. Gaiser, "Der Ruhm des Annikeris," in Festschrift fur R. Muth (Innsbruck 1983) 1 1 1-
28.
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capture, McQueen and Rowe have persuasively reaffirmed the possibility
that the future Socratic was caught by the invading army somewhere in the
outlying parts of the Elean territory, in the course of fights preceding (not
necessarily immediately)^' the capitulation of the city in 400 B.C.^^ Phaedo
would have been on garrison duty at the place and moment of his
imprisonment, which would mean that he was some 18-20 years old.
Plato's indications in the Phaedo concerning the eponym's age in 399 B.C.
would square with such a reconstruction of events and their chronology.^i
The problem of the \)no 'lv5cov has remained unsolved, however.
Despite modem contentions to the contrary, that variant cannot be defended
as based upon a romantic literary invention. For the attentive reader of a
developed romance (a short lexicographical note presents of course a
different case; cf. below, notes 47-48) the "Indians" would have been
difficult—impossible indeed—to insert logically into the context of an
episode recounting Phaedo's troubles in a war or quasi-war situation. To
judge from the whole of the biographical tradition on Phaedo, that context
must have been narrow, in both time (the future Socratic was liberated when
still a young man) and space (the scene of his complete career was between
the Peloponnese and Athens). An episode confronting him with the
"Indian" captors (not thinkers I)^^ would have appeared bizarre to the point
of spoiling the artistic effects of the entire story. If the simple invention, not
the correction, of a corrupt ethnic were in question, even the writer of a
piece of very naive fictional literature, and ready at that to transform the
transmitted war details (aixM-ocXcotov . . . ?:Ti(p0fivai) into something
tolerably similar but more picturesque, would have invoked (Mediterranean)
pirates rather than the "Indians." Pirates figure in the analogous anecdotes
about Plato and Diogenes the Cynic,^^ which fact has possibly inspired the
conjecture X-potcov in the editio Porti. The phrase vno 'Iv8cov must
consequently reflect an original corruption, as the authors of emendations
quoted in the apparatus have already supposed.^"* But neither Portus'
proposal nor those of the other editors and commentators appear attractive
With good reason, McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 14 with n. 66 have pointed out the
warfare of 401 (summer) in this connection. We are informed that Athenian soldiers
accompanied the Spartan army then (Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 25, of Agis' expedition); on the other
hand, the Athenian participation in the campaigns of 402 and 400 B.C. is not attested. See also
below, notes 29 and 35.
^ Agis' operations of 401 resulted in massive enslavements: Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 26.
^' McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 14 n. 65. Cf. Zeller (above, note 1) 275 n. 2 and von
Fritz (above, note 1) 1538.
Hellenistic and later authors make Greek philosophers and lawgivers travel to India and
meet various sages there. No need to say that such cases are far from constituting parallels for
Phaedo's enslavement, though, paradoxically, they seem to have indirectly inspired the
controversial reading in the Suda ^ 154 (below, text and note 47).
^^ A. S. Riginos, Platonica: The Anecdotes Concerning the Life and Writings of Plato
(Leiden 1976) 91. Cf. below, note 25.
^ Also von Fritz (above, note 1) 1538, and some others.
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enough from the palaeographer's point of view;^^ A. von Gutschmid's vnb
'ApKd6a)v also has the disadvantage of not giving the vnb in the elided
form. Little wonder then that Hesychius reproduces hnb 'IvScov and that the
main editors of the Suda retain it without obelizing it.
The controversial reading in the Suda should be corrected, I think, to
uTi' 'Otio-uvticov. The error seems to have come into being in two phases.
First, through scribal haplography, one of the two successive nO of the
YnonOYNTlQN has been eliminated. Second, a copyist has tried to emend
the unintelligible^^ YnOYNTIQN by making two interconnected
assumptions, faulty but pardonable: (a) that the omicron (formerly the
ethnic's initial) belonged to the preposition and (b) that the following Y
stood for 1, and NT^"^ for NA; both the "ultraclassical" spellings are common
in later Greek.^ The first phase probably presupposes the use, on the part of
the scribe responsible for the haplography, of an early manuscript (the
scriptura continua', ? the absence of the accent in -utio and the breathing in
'Oi.); the date of the second phase would have been comparatively late, to
judge from the confusion of NT and NA that it implies.
Now, it is easy enough to imagine "Opuntians" as Phaedo's captors in
the war of 402^00 B.C.—to be exact, at the time of the expedition led by
the Spartan king Pausanias into the eastern part of the Elean territory (warm
season, 401?).^^ Pausanias' army advanced through Acroreia, the- land of
" Palaeographically, Wesseling's emendation Ziv6a)v seems less difficult than those
proposed by Portus, Menagius, Preller, or Gutschmid but, geographically and historically, the
Sindians (subjects of the Bosporan kings) had nothing to do with Elis and its neighbourhood.
Wesseling's tentative explanation of his proposal, quoted in Bemhardy's apparatus, is not
convincing: ".
. . Indorum importuna mentio, neque commoda Sindorum, nisi si iuvenis ab
hostibus captus in horum dein piratarum rapaces manus malo fato incident." Note that our
sources (K. Kretschmer, REJU A [1927] 226-28) know nothing about the Sindians' piracy.
The "Opuntians" were a solution hard to find, though cases similar to the haplography
postulated here must have been frequent enough (cf. e.g. Syll.^ 47 [Meiggs-Lewis, GHI 20],
line 11 [of the Locrian Opus]: AnONTION - dn' '0<7io>vTiov). Namely, Opus Acroriae was
scarcely known in antiquity; on the other hand, the copyist had little reason to associate the
Lxjcrian Opuntians, unlike the Indians (below, notes 47-48), with the context.
The disappearance of the following iota may have been the result of either a phonetic (a
synizesis of -icov?) or a graphic (the copyist had before his eyes the abbreviation YFIOYN^?)
phenomenon.
^^ 1/Y: E. Mayser and H. Schmoll, Grammalik der griechischen Papyri aus der
Plolemderzeit 1. 1^ (Berlin 1970) 80-82. NT/NA: ibid. 152 and, especially, S. B. Psaltes,
Grammalik der byzantinischen Chroniken^ {Gbllmgen 1974) 94 f.
The problem of the relationship between (Xenophon's account of) the second campaign
of Agis and (Diodorus' of) the campaign attributed to Pausanias may be solved in one of three
ways (cf. McQueen and Rowe [above, note 1] 5 n. 22): The historians describe two different
events from two different years (according to that hypothesis, Pausanias' expedition should be
put in 402 B.C.), or two different but approximately contemporaneous events, or only one
event (i.e. Agis' expedition related by Diodorus with an important variation concerning the
name of the king and the direction of his attack). For several reasons, I prefer to follow J.
Hatzfeld, REA 35 (1933) 401, 406 f., and opt for the second solution: Sparta launched two
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Elis' perioeci near the Arcadian frontier.^^ Among the little poleis of that
region there was one by the name of Opus (the ethnic: 'Otiovvtioi),^!
which, like all or almost all of Acroreia, was brought over to the invader's
side.^^ To demonstrate their loyalty to their new ally Lacedaemon,^^ the
inhabitants of Opus Acroriae would have been able to capture Phaedo while
serving—^according to the supposition cited above (text and notes 19-21)
—
as a peripolos, to quote an Attic term, in the vicinity of their city or, rather,
in the city itself.^ Such an action by the Opuntians would appear all the
more natural if Phaedo's family was already known for its anti-Laconian
attitude. The simplest explanation of Phaedo's further fate would be that
the Acroreian Opuntians delivered him to Pausanias; after the king's
dividing up the booty he fell to the share of the Athenians whose
coniigent(s) strengthened the Spartan troops in 401.^^ This opened the way
for Phaedo's coming to Athens and, eventually, his acquaintance with
Socrates. What is known about, or might be plausibly deduced from, the
expeditions against Elis in the warm season of 401, Agis' from the south (Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 25
ff.) and Pausanias' from the east (Diod. 14. 17. 6 ff.).
^° On the Elean Acroreia, P. Siewert, flpaicTDca f Ivv. UtXon. Inovb. (Athens 1987-88)
7-12. On the direction of Pausanias' invasion, R. Baladie, Le Peloponnese de Slrabon: Etude
de geographie historique (Paris 1980) 59-61 and idem, "L'apport des sources litteraires a la
connaissance topographique de I'Elide et de I'Achaie antiques," in Achaia und Elis in der
Antike (above, note 10) 219 f.
^' Ernst Meyer. RE XVH (1939) 818 f. (the site of Gartsiko?). The ethnic: Sirab. 9. 4. 2 and
Steph. Byz. 5.V. 'OTt6ei(;/'Ono\)q.
" Diod. 14. 17. 8 (transl. C. H. Oldfather, LCL): "Pausanias, then, entered Elis by way of
Arcadia and straightway took the outpost of Lasion at the first assault; then, leading his army
through Acroreia, he won to his side the four cities of Thraestus, Halium, Eupagium, and
Opus." "Eupagium" has been frequently emended to "Epitalium," but that emendation should
not be retained.
^^ It is probable that the Opuntians, like the majority of Elis' perioeci in general, had found
the leadership of Elis hard to bear(cf. Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 23, 25, 30); at any event, the Spartans
gave Acroreia a sort of independence in 401 and it preserved that status till 371 B.C. (Siewert
[above, note 30]). But the Opuntians* changing sides in 401 may have been partly inspired by
their wish to escape from the punishment which normally befell a city resisting the besieger.
Even the enslavement of Phaedo may have been instrumental to the same or similar purpose; to
cite a number of parallels close in time, see Diod. 14. 14-15 (on Dionysius I and the betrayals,
well rewarded, in Sicilian cities) and the accounts of the surrender of the Byzantines in 409
B.C. (Xen. Hell. 1. 3. 14-22, Diod. 13. 66-67, Plut. Ale. 31).
^^ The site of Gartsiko (above, note 3 1 ) has considerable remains of a fortification.
^* It was normal practice to divide booty, slaves included, among the contingents of an
allied army that came from various sutes (cf. e.g. Xen. Hell. 1. 4. 27). In 401, Agis' army
certainly included some Athenians (above, note 19) and Pausanias' very probably did (Diod.
14. 17. 7 [Oldfather' s transl. ]: "(Pausanias) was accompanied by many soldiers also from
practically all the allies except the Boeotians and Corinthians"; Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 25 suggests that
"from practically all the allies" includes the Athenians loo). Phaedo may have been
immediately sold to an (Athenian) slave merchant—such merchants used to follow their
compatriots in war expeditions (P. Ducrey, Le trailemenl des prisoniers de guerre dans la
Grece antique [Paris 1968] 237).
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history of Acroreia during Socrates' lifetime excludes, practically speaking,
any other occasion for Phaedo's capture x>n' 'OroDVTicov.
The reconstruction of events leading to Phaedo's enslavement as
delineated above has the advantage of corresponding to an emendation of
the Suda's hnb 'IvScov which—aside from the problem of the possible
influence of the Zopyrus on the birth of that corrupt reading (below, notes
47^8)—does not seem to contradict the basic demands of textual criticism.
That reconstruction is also in harmony with historical evidence. Two points
deserve to be underlined here. If captured as early as the summer (autumn)
of 401, Phaedo had enough time to get closely acquainted with Socrates and
Socrates' circle before the fatal trial of spring 399;^^ everything that is
recorded about the Elean's life proves that he was intimately connected with
them. If, according to the new emendation of the Suda text, the capture
occurred in a garrison of Acroreia which included the peripoloi, a series of
particulars which are otherwise difficult to explain combines to produce a
verisimilar picture of Phaedo's role in the military developments of 401.^^
Certainly, an additional point of interest of the present note is found in the
support it gives to the conjecture that Phaedo's (eupatrid) family did not
approve of Sparta's domination over Elis and, it might be imagined, the
Peloponnese as a whole.
II
The politico-chronological enigma of Phaedo's enslavement has one more
facet; it concerns the person or persons who, at Socrates' instigation, helped
Phaedo regain his liberty. Of them, Diogenes mentions (at 2. 105) tovq
TiEpi 'AA.KiPid6Tiv Ti KpiTcova and (at 2. 31) Crito alone; the Suda
'A>.KiPvd6Tiv; Gellius, Ccbes the Socratic.^* U i\\Q Suda is followed,
Phaedo could not have been liberated as late as the end of the century, for
Alcibiades was already dead in 404 B.C. (Crito, Cebes, and some of
Alcibiades' friends, however, outlived Socrates for certain).^^ Actually, the
testimony of the Suda ([Socrates] TteiGei 'AXKipid6iiv TipiaoGai aij-rov [i.e.
Phaedo]) would have suggested that a probable terminus post quern non for
Phaedo's ransom should be put in 407 B.C., when Alcibiades left Athens,
^^ The scholars who are inclined lo pul ihe beginning of ihe Spartan-Elean war after 402
B.C. or, in any case, lo dale Phaedo's enslavement to 400/399 B.C. or a later year are unable to
explain the evidence of Phaedo's close friendship with Socrates. Cf. Humbert (above, note 7)
277 f.; Rossetti (above, note 1) 123 f.
" Cf. above, text and notes 19-21, 33-35.
^^ Cell. NA 2. 18. 4: "Eum (sc. Phaedonem) Cebes Socraticus hortante Socrate emisse
dicitur habuisseque in philosophiae disciplinis."
^' McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 17 n. 82 are undoubtedly right in excluding the
possibility that the Suda refers here to Alcibiades' son of the same name.
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never to return.'*^ On the other hand, if the whole story of Phaedo's
servitude is viewed as pure invention, the liberators' names cited in our
sources must reflect an effort of the forger's (or forgers') imagination too.
To understand the whole problem better, it may prove useful to consult the
two extant catalogues of Phaedo's writings:
Diog. Laert. 2. 105: . . . SiaXoyo-uq 6e aweypave (sc. Phaedo) yvTioio\)(;
^lev Za)n\)pov, Llncova, xai 5iaTa^6|ievov NiKiav, Mfi5iov, 6v (paoi
xiveq Aicx^vo-o, o'l 5e rioXvaivoi) • 'Avx{|iaxov r\ FlpeaPxjxaq- Kai o-oxoq
5iaxd^exai- aia)xvKO\)(; Xoyo-oq- kov xomovc; xiveq Aloxvvo-u (paoiv.
Mri5iov] Mti6£iov Croenert, Mti5eiov Menagius I noA.\)a{vo-o]
nXeioxaivo\) Croenert I OKUxiKOiic;] EKuGiKout; Meibomius et al.
Suda s.v. $ai5cov: . . . 5idXoyoi 5e auxot) Zcon-upoq, MriSioq, Iljicov,
'Avxi)iaxo<; fi ripeaPuxriq, NiKiaq, Ii|i)iiaq, 'AXKiPidSriq, KpixoXaoc;.
Mt|5io<;] MriSeioq Preller
The longer of the two, the Sudas list, also seems the more instructive.
It may be inferred from it that Phaedo had a special interest in the
personages of Alcibiades and Simmias. As is well known, the latter was an
intimate friend of Cebes. Crito, on the other hand, was remembered in
Socratic tradition for his readiness to succour the Master, as well as the
other members of the circle, with money whenever there was need.'*' If
accepted as reliable, these facts would tend to corroborate the evidence
about the liberation of Phaedo through the financial aid of Crito, Cebes, and
Alcibiades or a group of Alcibiades' partisans (to adopt Diogenes' xohq
Ttepl 'AXKipidSriv y\ Kpixcova as the better variant—one compatible with
the dating of Phaedo's capture in 401 B.C.—than the Suda's 'A^KiPid5Tiv).
The circumstance that, according to our sources, three or more men were
believed to have participated in Phaedo's liberation has nothing suspect in
it. All of them were close to Socrates and a conciliatory approach to the
diverging evidence would have been in order: For obvious material
reasons, several people were able to unite in contributing the means for
Phaedo's ransom. ''^
*° Giannanloni (above, note 1) HI 106; cf. Grole (above, note 9); Rossclti (above, note 1)
126.
*' Diog. Uert. 2. 20 f., 121, Plat. Apol. 38b and Phaedo 115d, Xen. Mem. 2. 9, etc.
'^^ With McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 14 f., I translate Diogenes' testimony,
"(Socrates) impelled Alcibiades' associates or Crito to ransom him" (it can be deduced from
Diog. Lacrt. 2. 31 that xovq nepi [there is no good reason to assume here a periphrastic turn
meaning Alcibiades himself] does not refer to Kpixcova in addition to 'AXkiPicxStiv; after all, a
group of "Crito's associates" would have been socially improbable). To my mind, Diogenes'
"or" implies that he combines here two traditions from two different sources: One (citing
"Alcibiades' associates") was common to Diogenes himself and the source of Suda i> 154; the
other (citing Crito) went back to a biography of Crito and is recorded at 2. 31 and 105 (besides
the first-mentioned tradition). Gellius' reference to Cebes as Phaedo's liberator (deriving in
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A number of uncertainties remain, however. Diogenes—otherwise
critical in judging the authenticity of dialogues ascribed to Phaedo—does
not cite the Alcibiades or the Simmias. Are the corresponding entries in the
Suda trustworthy or, perhaps, have they been fabricated with regard to the
names, just mentioned, of two of Phaedo's liberators (Clinias' son, Cebes)?
Conversely, there is a possibility that our sources' references to Alcibiades,
Crito, and Cebes as the financiers of Phaedo's liberation derive, in the final
analysis, from the forger's illegitimate extension of the genuine data about
the literary and social history of Socrates' school—in other words, from the
facts that Phaedo composed the dialogues Alcibiades and Simmias (works
under such titles were also written by some Socratics who had never been
slaves) and that Crito's real behaviour gave rise to various anecdotes on his
willingness to help. In that case, too, we should have been denied
independent support of the liberation story. Furthermore, are we to suppose
that an ancient or medieval reader with sufficient knowledge of Phaedo's
times was able to "correct" the already invented TieiGei 'A^KiPidSriv to a
(npo-uTpe\)/e) xox>c, jiEpl 'AXkiPkxStiv to spare himself the chronological
contradiction (Alcibiades died in 404 B.C.; Phaedo lost his freedom some
three years later)? This would make the version in the Suda older than the
version in Diogenes, though both would reflect a historically irrelevant
reinterpretation of the indications provided by the title (and content?) of an
essay of Phaedo's.
In my opinion, there is no compelling reason to doubt the veracity of
either side of the Phaedo tradition examined in these pages. Alcibiades was
very probably spoken of in the Zopyrus, the Nicias, and the Simon (three
works cited by both the lists)'*^ within dialogue contexts much earlier than
the end of the fifth century. It is difficult, therefore, to question the
historicity of Phaedo's Alcibiades—one of many essays of that name
written by Socrates' pupils—still more to see in it a fabrication reflecting
only the aftermath of the Elean-Spartan war. Diogenes' omission of the
Alcibiades from his catalogue of Phaedo's literary legacy is best put down
to the ultracritical attitude of Diogenes' source, an attitude which was
obviously influenced by the parallel existence of several Socratics' writings
bearing the same title.''^ A defence along analogous lines holds true for the
the last analysis from a biography of the Theban?) would be comparable to the reference to
Crito of the latter branch.
*^ On the Zopyrus and the Simon, see Rosselti (above, note 1) 136-53, Giannantoni (above,
note 1) ni 110-16. With good reason, the latter scholar rejects R. Hirzel's conjecture that the
Nicias attributed to Phaedo must have been, in reality, a work of Pasiphon.
'^ The majority of the Socratic dialogues (now lost) whose names are cited in Diogenes and
the Suda should not be taken for complete fabrications; cf. Rossetti (above, note 1) 80 f. Their
titles as well as their (rare) fragments attest to their authors' intimate knowledge of the
historical themes discussed in the fourth century B.C. (cf. e.g. Phaedo's Medius or
Anlimachus); so they were either genuine products of the decades following 399 B.C. or
preserved some elements of the originals. For a somewhat different view, C. W. Miiller, Die
Kurzdialoge der Appendix Plalonica (Munich 1975) 18 f. n. 4, 320 ff.
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Simmias too,"^ and we should insist upon the value of the conciliatory
approach mentioned above. The names of Phaedo's liberators and the titles
of his dialogues do not depend upon each other for their authority; rather,
both should be studied as products of the same historical reality.
From that point of view, Diogenes' "(Socrates) impelled Alcibiades'
associates or Crito to ransom him (sc. Phaedo)'"'^ must be preferred to the
Suda's "(Socrates) persuaded Alcibiades to ransom him (sc. Phaedo),"and
not only because of considerations of chronology. The Suda article 154
reveals certain disquieting signs of the redactor's, or his source's, tendency
to simplify, modernize, and improve upon the transmitted evidence. The
article omits the caveats (adduced by Diogenes) concerning the genuineness
of some of Phaedo's dialogues. It offers what is evidently a lectio facilior
for the subtitle of the Antimachus. If I am not wrong in reconstructing the
way the variant -utio '1v6cov came into being, the redactor or his source did
not hesitate to propose bold emendations of the text which had become hard
to understand. The "(Socrates) persuaded Alcibiades" seems to belong to
the same group of secondary changes in peius. As a corollary to the
emendation hnb 'Iv6cov itself, it has eliminated both the name of Crito and
the turn xovq nzpi from the developed phrase in the original—or, if the
original did not refer to Crito, it has eliminated this latter element only. To
be exact, the emendation of YFIOYNTIQN to vtio 'lv5cov and the
simplification of the developed xo\}c, nepi 'AA.KiPid6Tiv (+ r\ Kpixcova?)
formula we know from Diogenes will have gone together as parts of the
same (superficial) attempt at interpretation. For we are entitled to suppose
that, in the redactor's picture of Phaedo's fate, these "Indians" were
expected to be (indirectly) approached by Alcibiades without any help from
Alcibiades' Athenian friends. That impression of a special link existing
between the "Indians" and the son of Clinias was presumably formed from
Phaedo's dialogue Zopyrus, whose eponym, an Oriental—an Indian,
according to a later version of the dialogue story"*^—was Alcibiades'
*^ Aeschines Socraiicus was also credited with a dialogue named after a Pythagorean (the
Telauges; cf. H. Dittmar, Aischines von Sphettos: Studien zur Litteralurgeschichte der
Sokratiker [Berlin 1912] 213-44). His Phaedo (Suda s.v.) resembles Phaedo's Sinvnias as a
work dedicated, to judge from its title, to a fellow-member of the Socratic circle. Cf. Diog.
Laerl. 2. 108 for Euclides" Aeschines and Crito.
*^ Cf. above, note 42.
*^ Probably in reference to Phaedo's dialogue of that name (cf.Giannantoni [above, note 1]
in 114 f.), Aristotle (fr. 27 R' ap. Diog. Laert. 2. 45) speaks, without citing his name, of a
"magus from Syria" who came to Athens to converse with Socrates (and Alcibiades; cf. Cic.
Defalo 10). After Alexander the Great, the tradition about a "magus from Syria" was likely to
be transformed into the tradition about a "sage from India" (cf. e.g. Diog. Laert. 9. 61 and 63,
and the articles on Apollonius of Tyana, Democrilus, and Calanus in the Suda; on the traffic
between India and Syria in Hellenistic times, W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in Bactria and India
[Cambridge 1951) 361 ff. et passim). Actually, the anonymous Indian whom Aristoxenus {ap.
Euseb. PE 11.3) has meet Socrates in Athens seems to have been Zopyrus himself, an alter
ego of the man from Syria mentioned by Aristotle. That identification follows from a number
of common points linking Aristoxenus' and Aristotle's notes, as well as these two with the rest
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interlocutor, perhaps even former paedagogue."^* In the reasoning which we
are inclined to attribute to our encyclopaedist or his source, the mysterious
Indians who caught Phaedo were likely to have been spoken to by another
Indian, Zopyrus, and this latter by his associate Alcibiades; Crito or
Alcibiades' political friends were superfluous in the whole matter.
If this explanation of the relationship between the corresponding notes
in Diogenes and the Suda is accepted, we have two independent testimonies
(for the Suda $ 154, which otherwise contains some good evidence that is
not in the Phaedo chapter of Diogenes, should be understood, loco
retractato, [IcoKpdtTiq] TteiGei <xov)<; Kepl> 'AA^kiPiocStiv npiaoGai
[<I)ai5cova]) on the role of Alcibiades' followers in the ransom of the young
Elean. Equally important, the political history and prosopographical
indications concur in supporting these testimonies.
Earlier scholarship, though, was sceptical about the possibility that
Phaedo had been bought by men describable as "Alcibiades' group."
McQueen and Rowe have justly remarked that "it is doubtful whether such
a group would have been identifiable so long after [Alcibiades'] death. '"*^
True, the author of a recent study on Athens after the Pcloponnesian War
has expressed (without citing Suda O 154) a somewhat different opinion:
"Although dead by 403, Alcibiades had made associations that continued to
influence politics afterwards" (he is thinking of Axiochus, Adeimanlus, and
Thrasybulus of Steiria in particular).^° But that influence, in the purely
Athenian framework, could not have borne the label of membership in a
(formerly) Alcibiadean faction, even if Alcibiades were a less controversial
figure. Party memories did not last long in Athens; Alcibiades was absent
from his city after 415 (save for a brief interval in 408/7), and the process of
his virtual disappearance (in the sense of a party leader) from the local
Realpolitik must have begun much earlier than his death in 404 B.C. It
seems significant, in the Socralic context, that the voluminous fourth-
century literature dealing with the trial of 399 B.C. never introduces the
of the extant tradition on Phaedo's Zopyrus (and Antisthenes' Physiognomicusl); to quote one
example only, Aristotle's xd xe aXhx Kaxayvwvai (cf. K. Ziegler, /?£ X A [ 1972] 768) recalls,
on the one hand, Socrates' v'uia revealed by Zopyrus (according to Cicero, Defato 10) and, on
the other, Socrates' tendency to concentrate on xa dv0pco7tiva instead of xd Geia, a tendency
criticized by Aristoxenus' Indian. The parallels of Diog. Laert. 9. 61 and 63 and of the Suda
article on Apollonius of Tyana (ApoUonius' letters . . . (piXooocpon;, 'HXeioiq, AeXtpoiq, 'lv5oic;
. . . -unep Beojv etc.; his visit to the Brahmans; his prophetic power compared with Socrates')
show that the compilers of the late lexica and related texts were in a position to read about
India in contexts dealing with philosophy, Elis, and Socrates, a circumsunce which would
facilitate their decision to correct (erroneously) YnOYNTlQN to vnb 'Iv6a)v.
"* The possibility of a (mis)idenlificalion of the dialogue's eponym with the Thracian slave
of Pericles who became Alcibiades' paedagogue (cf. ps.-Plat. Ale. I 122b) should not be
excluded (Rossetti [above, note 1) 145).
^^ McQueen and Rowe (above, note 1) 17 n. 82.
^° B. S. Strauss, Athens after the Peloponnesian War: Class, Faction and Policy, 403-386
BC (London 1986) 19 el passim.
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problem of "Alcibiades' group" in the complex of Socrates' political
responsibilities; both the accusations and apologies concentrate on
Alcibiades and Critias as individuals.
Alcibiades' ties with foreign states and politicians were another
matter—especially in the Peloponnese. His anti-Laconian line after c. 420
B.C. made him very popular in Argos, Mantinea, and Elis itself.^^ Part of
that popularity was bound to outlast him. His allies and relatives inherited
it, according to a well-known pattern of Greek nepotism. (One example of
such a widespread practice will suffice: Thucydides records that, in 428
B.C., "the Athenians . . . sent out ... a fleet of thirty ships round the
Peloponnese. This fleet was under the command of Phormio's son Asopius,
the Acarnanians having requested that the commander sent out to them
should be either a son or a relation of Phormio."^^ Thanks to his victories in
and around Acamania in 432 and the following years, Phormio had become
so respected in the country that "a son or a relation of his" was needed to
replace him, after his death in 429/8 B.C., as the leader of the Attico-
Acarnanian joint actions; and the memory of Phormio's excellent
admiralship was not lost in the Acamania of the fourth century .)52 It was
natural then that Socrates should ask certain former friends of Alcibiades to
help Phaedo; a group of "Alcibiades' associates" must have preserved its
operative identity precisely with regard to the Attico-Elean collaboration. If
we assume that Alcibiades was really in contact with Phaedo's family
—
which the Elean's aristocratic background and presumably anti-Laconian
orientation make probable—the complementary conjecture becomes
inevitable: Both the political interest (Elis was a rich and influential polls)
and moral obligations of these "Alcibiades' associates" demanded that they
ransom Phaedo.
We might perhaps identify some of these people. According to the
rules of the Athenian party stage,^"* their connections with Alcibiades did
not necessarily imply that they were on good, or even neutral, terms with
each other.
First, Thrasybulus of Steiria. An opponent of oligarchy, especially its
radical forms, Thrasybulus attached himself to Alcibiades in 411 B.C. to
support him "tenaciously and loyally until [Alcibiades'] death. "^^ In 404/3,
Thrasybulus received, through Lysias' agency,^^ two talents from
5' Argos and Mantinea: Thuc. 6. 29 and 61 . Plul. Ale. 19. Elis: J. Halzfeld. Alcibiade: Elude
sur I'hisloire d'Alhenes a la fin du V siecle (Paris 1940) 207; DuSanic (above, note 10) 84 with
n. 31. Cf. Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 21 and St.-V. H^ 193.
^^Thuc. 3. 7 (transl. R. Warner, Penguin Classics).
^^ PA 14958. In an Atticophilc family of Acamania, the admiral's name appears in at least
two generations (Phormio senior y7. c. 400 B.C.; his grandson^, c. 338/7 B.C.), IG U^ 237,
lines 15 ff.; cf. M. J. Osborne, Naturalization in Athens m-lV (Brussels 1983) 44.
5'* Strauss (above, note 50) 15 ff.
^^ Strauss (above, note 50) 92 f. el passim.
5^ Ps.-Plut. Mor. 835f, Lys. Adv. Hippolh. 6 (H) Gemet-Bizos.
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Thrasydaeus, the champion of Elis' independence.^"^ The purpose of the gift
was to help the men of Phyle overthrow the regime of the Thirty; all four
notables involved—Alcibiades, Thrasybulus, Thrasydaeus, Lysias—were
enemies, as well as victims, of the Lysandrean Sparta and its allies. We are
entitled to surmise that Lysias, the guest-friend of Thrasydaeus, was in a
position to inform the Elean democrats not only of the political schemes of
Thrasybulus but also of the sincerity of Thrasybulus' friendship for
Alcibiades.
Second, Andocides the rhetor. There is no explicit evidence regarding
his personal relations with Alcibiades, but a number of indications suggest
that they were politically close in the second phase of the Peloponnesian
War.5* If the De reditu is dated at the time of Alcibiades' return to Athens
(408/7 B.C.), these indications would gain considerable strength.
Andocides spent some years in Elis before 404/3; "when Thrasybulus and
his band returned, he also returned to the city."^^ His political option
(antioligarchical after 41 1), his choice of his post-407 place of exile (an Elis
hostile to Sparta), and the timing of his last reappearance in Athens—all that
reminds us of the contact between Thrasydaeus and Thrasybulus referred to
by the Vita Lysiae of pseudo-Plutarch.
Third, Conon of Rhamnus. The so-called Chreocopidae forgery attests
to the newly-formed alliance of Alcibiades, Conon, and Catlias of
Alopece^^—an important fact which tends to be neglected by modern
historians of the domestic affairs of post-Periclean Athens.^' The alliance is
datable to 408/7; in the Peloponnese, it pursued a policy which, though not
anti-Laconian, tried to reconcile Sparta with the democratic regimes in
Argos, Elis, and elsewhere.^^ Conon with his son Timotheus and his
political partisans continued the same line, if increasingly firm to Sparta; the
events of the Corinthian War and its aftermath are illustrative.^^ A point of
similarity between Andocides and Conon deserves to be underlined here.
" On his role in the war of 402-400. Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 27 ff.
^^ Notably, both of them had sided with the fleet at Samos and pursued an anliexlremist line
(against the radical oligarchs and the radical democrats alike) after that. Alcibiades, Andocides
and Andocides' relative Critias (who was, as is well known, Alcibiades' supporter and distant
cousin) in the Hennocopidae affair: And. 1. 13, 15, 47 et passim.
^^ Ps.-Plut. Mor. 835a (iransl. H. N. Fowler, LCL); cf. ps.-Lys. 6. 6 ("in the Peloponnese").
The evidence on Andocides' stay in Elis has been questioned by some students of the orator,
e.g. G. Dahneyda (in the Bude edition of Andocides [Paris 1930] 134, ad ps.-Plut. loc. cit.),
without adequate reasons.
^^ Plut. Sol. 15. 7; cf. J. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families, 600-300 B.C. (Oxford
1971) 12, 255, and 506. All three men were relatives, though distant; see Davies' Table I and
IG II 3769 (+ 3688, and Davies' comments, p. 512). Cf. also the syngeneic linking Conon's
son Timotheus to Plato (FGrHLst 328 F 223), another member of the old nobility.
^' Who are therefore inclined to see in Conon a rival, and/or in CalUas a constant enemy, of
Alcibiades (e.g. Strauss [above, note 50] passim).
^^ DuSanic (above, note 10) 84 n. 28; idem. History and Politics in Plato's "Laws"
(Belgrade 1990; in Serbian with English summary) 96-105. 365 f. (esp. 99 f., with nn. 55-57).
" DuSanid (above, note 10) 82-85.
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Fear of Sparta and the Athenian oligarchs made Andocides combine the
Cyprian Salamis and Elis as the places of refuge.^'* We are tempted to
surmise that Evagoras' influence was considerable in Elis, and that Conon
—
himself a famous guest of the king in the period after 405 B.C.—was
instrumental in reinforcing the Elean-Cypriote connections.^^ True, absent
from Athens at the (putative) moment of Phaedo's liberation c. 400 B.C., he
could not have been, in person, a member of the group defined as o'l Tiepi
'A^KiPidSriv by Diogenes Laertius. But his own brother was there,
doubtless benevolent to the appeal of Socrates.^
If the foregoing observations on two points in Phaedo's biography are
not off the mark, they could help us analyze the little that has remained of
Phaedo's philosophical production. The fragments of the Zopyrus and the
Simon, as well as some of the titles of Phaedo's works which are completely
lost now (Nicias, Alcibiades, Medius, Antimachus), seem to betray his
interest in the politico-historical and/or politico-prosopographical aspects of
ethical issues.^^ With his own experience in mind (the 402-400 hostilities
were largely a matter of plunder;^^ he himself was sold into slavery?), he
would have condemned every Greek war of the V-IV centuries as a
manifestation of the instincts of gain (e.g. in the Antimachus). The policy of
Lacedaemon, both greedy and over-militant in the years 404-371, must
have been judged by him with special severity. A reflection of those
messages of Phaedo is attributable to Plato's dialogue of the same name.^'
Let us signal, in conclusion, two details only. The setting of the Phaedo
indirectly criticizes the aggressive attitude of Sparta towards Phli.us at the
end of the 380s.^^ The statement of Socrates, "all wars are undertaken for
^ Before and after 411 B.C. he spent several years in Cyprus (ps.-Lys. 6. 6 f. and 26-28,
And. 1. 4, ps.-Plut. Mor. 834e-f; cf. Dalmeyda [above, note 59] x with n. 2). Significantly, his
stay at Evagoras' court (discontinued owing to a personal conflict) belonged for the most part
to 411-408 B.C. (ps.-Lys. 6. 28), i.e. the period which immediately preceded his coming to
Ehs (if we put aside the short interval of his return to Athens in 7408/7). Both in Salamis and
in Elis, Andocides probably had influential philoi and xenoi (cf. 1. 145).
^^ Cf. e.g. Isocr. 9. 52 ff.; D. M. Lewis and R. S. Stroud, Hesperia 48 (1979) 190 f.
^^ Davies (above, note 60) 507. That (anonymous) son of Timotheus (I) was on good terms
with Conon, to judge from the fact that his own son served as Conon's quartermaster-general
in Cyprus c. 389 B.C. (Lys. 19. 40).
Rossetli (above, note 1) 149 f ; DuSanic, The Birth oflhe Academy (in preparation).
^« Cf. Xen. Hell. 3. 2. 26 f.
For a previous "attempt to understand the reason or reasons (if any) why Plato chose to
cast Phaedo of Elis as narrator for the dialogue which goes by his name," see McQueen and
Rowe (above, note 1) 1-4, 17 f. (above, note 17).
'° No doubt, the problem of the Lacedaemonians' aggressiveness towards the Greek world
presented a unity from the point of view of Plato, Phaedo, and many other Socralics, though
manifested in various forms and various events. Oflhe latter, a dialogue by Phaedo will have
concentrated on the Elean-Sparlan war of 402-400 B.C.; Plato's Symposium and Phaedo dealt
with the misfortunes of Mantinea and Phlius, respectively (the 380s). McQueen and Rowe
(above, note 1) 2 and 3 n. 12 came near to this point.
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the acquisition of wealth" (66c), clearly has topical facets that allude to
Phaedo's fate7'
University ofBelgrade
'' I intend to discuss this in the forthcoming book referred to above, note 67.

8The World as Art-Object:
Science and the Real in Plato's Timaeus
T. M. ROBINSON
Given the controversy that has swirled around the interpretation of the
Timaeus from just about the time of its appearance, I make no apologies for
beginning any fresh attempt to assess its purported claims that the world is
an art-object with some brief remarks on my method of interpretation of the
dialogue as a whole.
First, my general source of interpretation will be hints that appear to
emerge from the text itself, rather than (though not to the exclusion of) a
broad range of commentary over the ages, ranging from the view that the
description of a supposed temporal beginning to the universe was elaborated
by Plato the way it was simply as a pedagogical device' to the view that the
dialogue does not set out to expound Plato's views at all.^ Xenocrates'
view—that any talk by Timaeus of the world as a supposed object of
creation is for pedagogical purposes only—has for some time now enjoyed
large-scale, though not universal acceptance, leading a significant number of
scholars to write off the Demiurge—the supposed fashioner of such a
world—as symbolic rather than real.^ I myself take it as a sound principle
of interpretation that Timaeus is to be understood literally except on those
occasions (such as 34b-c) when he explicitly indicates that he is not to be so
taken, on the simple grounds that it makes no sense on Plato's part to have
' The view is allribuled by ArisloUe lo Xenocrates {De Caelo 279b32-80al = Xenocrates fr.
54 Heinze), and may also have been held by Speusippus and left open as a possibility by
Theophrastus; for estimates of the evidence see A. E. Taylor, A Commentary on Plato's
Timaeus (Oxford 1928) 66-70; H. Chemiss, Aristotle's Criticism of Plato and the Academy I
(Baltimore 1944) 423 n. 356; G. Vlastos. "The Disorderly Motion in the Timaeus (1939)," in
Studies in Plato's Metaphysics, ed. by R. E. Allen (London 1965) 383 ff.; and L. Taran, "The
Creation Myth in Plato's Timaeus," in Essays in Ancient Greek Philosophy, ed. by J. P. Anton
and G. L. Kustas (Albany, NY 1971) 404 nn. 140-43 (he adds Grantor to the list and possibly
Heraclides Ponticus).
^ The view espoused by Taylor (previous note).
^ For detaUs see T. M. Robinson, Plato's Psychology (Toronto 1970) 101 n. 20 and R. D.
Mohr, The Platonic Cosmology (Leiden 1985) 40. More recent adherents to the view include
E. Ostenfeld (below, note 13) and G. Carone, "Sobre el significado y el status del demiurgo del
Timeo," Methexis 3 (1990) 33-49.
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gone out of his way so to indicate had he intended the whole work to be
understood in some (unspecified) non-literal way. The resulting
interpretation of the dialogue in general and its apparent claim that the
world is a fashioned art-object in particular seem to me of at least as much
philosophical interest as a number of prevalent non-literal interpretations.
As part of such an interpretation 1 shall be attempting on this occasion to
show the following: 1) that for Timaeus—whom I understand to represent
Plato at the time of the dialogue's composition—the world is understood as
an object, not simply a concept; 2) that it is thought of as fashioned (or on
another, biological analogy conceived) at a point in time which is in fact the
beginning-point of time, in accord with a praeter-cosmic paradigm by a
praeter-cosmic artificer (or, on the other analogy, father); 3) that the
precosmic matter (or better, pre-matter) used for the formation of this world
as art-object is in eternal, unpredictable Heisenbergian motion, a motion
still residually present in the formed cosmos; 4) that the formed cosmos is
an art-object that is actually itself alive—a view current at the time and in
our own time resuscitated as the Gaia hypothesis; 5) that the same cosmos-
as-dynamic-art-object (as we may now describe it) is in epistemological
terms the object of at best justified true opinion, a state of consciousness
denied by Plato to be knowledge.
Turning to the dialogue, we can begin as Plato himself does with a
crucial metaphysical and epistemological distinction. "We must, then," he
says, "in my judgment, first make this distinction: What is that which is
always real and has no beginning of existence, and what is that which
comes into existence and is never real?" (27d5-28al). The translation of
the sentence is crucial. If at 27d6-28al the correct reading is xi to
yiyvoiievov ^ev dei ("what is that which is forever coming into
existence?"), we apparently have, "at the top of the show" so to speak, a
broad hint on Plato's part that his interest in the subsequent discussion will
be in an eternal world of Forms—those perfect paradigmatic particulars that
serve as the cornerstone of the metaphysics of so many of the dialogues,
including this one—and a co-eternal universe over and against them,
whatever the "temporal" drift of his own narrative. As it happens, however,
and as Whiitaker pointed out many years ago in a much-overlooked article,'*
del almost certainly did not appear in Plato's argument: He was instead
simply setting the stage for the discussion, in the immediately subsequent
lines, not of the ontological status of the eternal world of Forms and the
eternal world of genesis, but of the ontological status of any Form and any
sense-object and the implications thereof for that greatest of all sense-
objecLs (as he saw it), the universe itself.
* J. Whillaker. Phoenix 23 (1969) 181-85 and 27 (1973) 387-^8; cf. more recently J. DiUon.
A/P 110 (1989) 50-72.
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The point is reinforced immediately by Plato in the very next sentence,
where a sense-object is described as something that "comes into being and
goes out of being"; no manuscript carries a trace of any lost adverb azi.^
Which is not, of course, to suggest that in the Timaeus Plato has given up on
the Republic's doctrine that our world is a world of genesis2 (= "process"),
merely that in the present context what he is describing is simply genesisi
(= "beginning").
The stage for the argument is set in two rapid moves. First, with the
epistemological assertion, familiar to all readers of the Republic, that one of
the two objects—i.e., the Form—is "apprehensible by insight, along with a
rational account" (i.e., is in Plato's strictest sense "knowable"), the other
—
i.e., the sense-object—being "the object of opinion, in conjunction with
unreasoning sensation" (28al-4). Second, with the assertions a) that
anything that comes into existence must do so thanks to some causal agent;
b) that that agent uses a model to serve as his paradigm in the fashioning
process; c) that the only two types of model possible are ones described
respectively as "everlastingly and unchangingly real" (i.e.. Forms) and ones
that have "come into existence" (i.e., sense-objects); and d) that anything
produced in accordance with the former class of model will be on that very
account kalos ("an object of beauty"), anything in accordance with the latter
class not so (28a4-b2).
With this as his basis (none of it new to readers of the Republic) Plato
can now construct an argument concerning the universe. Having just
divided the real into everlasting objects and objects that have a beginning of
existence, he classifies the universe without further ado as belonging to the
latter class—i.e., as having had a beginning of existence—on the grounds
that "it can be seen and touched and has body, and all such things are
objects of sense" (28b2-8).
Satisfied on the above grounds that the universe can be reasonably
described as a sense-object and hence something that came into existence,
Plato then has no trouble positing a causal agent to account for its coming
into existence, an agent he calls its "craftsman and father,"^ a craftsman he
immediately admits it is hard to "discover" and impossible to "declare"
(= "satisfactorily describe"?) to every person (28b8-c5).
A few final moves complete the argument. Like any other causal agent,
the world's craftsman too must have used one of two available models, and
Plato declares that it must have been the one of an "everlasting" nature, on
the grounds a) that the universe is not only kalos but in fact "the most kalos
of things that have come into existence" and b) that its craftsman is the
^ For further instances in which what would have been an analogous dci is conspicuous by
its absence, see 28a 1, 37b2-3, 48e6-49al.
^ The terms are not ones that Timaeus confines rigidly to efficient causes. At 50c he will
compare Space to a mother, the eternal Fomi to a father, and the universe they form between
them to offspring.
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"best of causal agents"; the contrary supposition—i.e., that the Demiurge is
not agathos and the universe not kalos—is "something one cannot even
mention without blasphemy" (28c5-29a6).
The Demiurge's first actions are described by Plato as follows (tr.
Comford, with some changes):
1. "Since he wished all things to be good {agatha)^ and. as far as possible,
no thing to be imperfect, the god took all that was visible^—^not at rest but
moving in discordant and unordered fashion—and made efforts to reduce
it' from disorder to order, considering the latter to be in all ways better
than the former."
2. "Now it neither was nor is acceptable that he who is the most good
should bring about anything other than <what is itself> the most kalos}^
Weighing the matter, then, he kept finding that, among things by nature
visible, no product devoid of intelligence will ever be more kalos than one
possessing intelligence, when each is taken as a whole, and what is more
that intelligence cannot possibly come to be present in anything without
<the prior presence of> soul.*' In view of this reasoning, he who put
together the universe made efforts, in doing so, to fashion intelligence
within soul and soul within body, so as to prove to have fashioned a
product as kalos and as excellent as it could by nature be. This ... is how
we must say, according to the likely account, that this world came into
existence, by the god's providence, in very truth a living creature with soul
and reason."
As Comford points out (34), "the dialogue yields no more information
about the Demiurge" than is conveyed by the above short account. We
should therefore pause a while at this juncture and make a preliminary
assessment of what we at any rate appear to have been told. It can be
described in summary form as follows:
1. The world, like any of its constituent parts or contents, is a sense-object,
since it is sceable, touchable and possesses bulk, and is hence contingent
for its existence upon a causal agent other than itself.
2. Like all sense-objects, it had a beginning of existence and a maker/
father.
3. The model to which this maker/father looked is an eternal one,
guaranteeing that the world itself will be good; and the indisputable
' The word will again come as no surprise to readers of the Republic, though il raises
immediaie questions as to the role, if any, played by the Form of the Good in the scheme of the
Timaeus, and its possible relationship to the Demiurge and his activities.
* The tense is significant. Comford characteristically translates "is visible" (my italics), in
line with his understanding of Plato's intentions.
^ The tense is not aorisl, but imperfect, underlining the difficulties faced by the Demiurge in
his task.
'° The reference (immediately above) to all things being desired by the Demiurge to be good
{agathos) suggests that by kalos Plato means something nearer to that notion than to that of
simple physical beauty, so I leave it in transliteration.
^' Literally, "apart from soul."
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goodness of the world itself is an argument for the eternal nature of its
model.
4. The Demiurge is not only good but the "best of causal agents," and the
world he fashioned not only good but the "best of things (worlds?) that
have come into existence."
5. Over and against the Demiurge, apparently ab aeterno, are not just the
Forms but moving, unordered matter of some sort, which at a certain point
the Demiurge made successful efforts to reduce to some type of order,
producing the cosmos we know.
6. On the principle that no product that does not possess intelligence is
ever better than one that does, and that the exercise of intelligence is
contingent upon the <prior> existence of soul, he made the world a living,
intelligent creature, possessed of soul, intellect and body.
Taking these points in turn:
1. As Taylor (69-70), picking up on a point emphasized in Kant's
Critique ofPure Reason, indicated long ago, Timaeus' argument is gravely
weakened by the assumption that the world is a sense-object in the way,
apparently, that its parts or contents are sense-objects. One can go further,
in fact, and wonder whether any argument of the sort could be valid if it
assumes that the world is any type of "object" at all, rather than a general
concept indicating the finite or infinite sum of what exists/is the case. As so
often, Plato's realism assumes the referential nature of general terms and
goes off in vain search of the putative referent.
2. Given the basic philosophical weakness of the notion of the world as
sense-object, Plato's further contention that it is, like all sense-objects,
contingent—and apparently temporally contingent^ ^—upon a causal agent
other than itself is a fortiori shaky. But it has the great value, in
interpretational terms, of indicating clearly to the reader that reductionist
attempts to equate the Demiurge with the world, or with the world's soul, or
with the world's intellect, could never have met with his approval. ^^ If the
world, its soul and its intellect are all understood as contingent, as they are
indeed apparently understood, they will always, according to Platonic
doctrine, be dependent on some prior principle to account for their
existence, whether the Demiurge is explained away or not, and whether the
world is eternal or not. If this is the case, reductionists must find a reductee
that is, as a minimum requirement, unequivocally understood as non-
•^ Throughout this paper I shall be using the terms "contingent" and "non -contingent" in
their lime-honoured cosmological rather their current logical sense. I shall also be using them
in their weaker rather than in their stronger sense, i.e., to express a relationship of dependency,
but without invocation of a supposedly necessary being as explanation of a chain of exislents.
The basic data of the real as described by Timaeus—the Demiurge, Forms and Space—are just
that, apparently, data; no further claims in terms of their supposedly absolute—as distinct from
hypothetical—necessity are proffered.
^^ See above, note 3. E. Ostenfeld, Forms, Matter and Minds: Three Strands In Plato's
Metaphysics (The Hague 1982) 246, suggests that the Demiurge is to be equated with the
Circle of the Same in the world's soul.
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contingent. The only such candidate that has been brought forward, to my
knowledge, is the everlastingly self-activating soul described in the
Phaedrus and Laws 10. This point will be discussed later.
3. The model—the Eternal Living Creature—used by the Demiurge in
forming the universe is a clearly recognisable Form, though one
unmcntioned in previous dialogues, where its relevance would not in any
case have been clear. And like all Platonic Forms (excepting the Form of
the Good) its role and status are purely paradigmatic. It is also eternal, as
the Demiurge is presumably eternal, and neither one is described as
contingent for existence upon the other. So further reductionist attempts to
equate the Demiurge with this (or any other) Form, except perhaps the Form
of the Good—on which later—can have little chance of catching Plato's
intentions.
The analogue of Plato's vision is rather, as so often, to be found in the
Republic, where the philosopher-ruler sets out to form a good society on the
pattern of the Form of the Good. But it is not an exact analogue, since the
Form of the Good is there credited with what appear to be powers of
efficient, not simply paradigmatic causality, and to that degree the
philosopher can indeed be said to be contingent—if only at several
removes—for existence upon a Form. On the other hand, in the same
dialogue the Demiurge too is credited with efficient causality, leaving Plato
with a problem that could only be solved by a ruthless exercise of Ockham's
razor. That exercise is, it seems, performed in the Timaeus, where the
Demiurge is left as the sole efficient cause of the world's formation, and the
Form of the Good, if it is to be found at all, is reduced to the paradigmatic
status of all other Forms.
What of Plato's argument concerning the world and its paradigm?
There are, it seems to me, two major problems with it:
a) It is unclear why the everlastingly unchanging status of the Form
"Eternal Living Creature" should guarantee the world's goodness rather
than its status as a (contingent) living creature. What is more, Timaeus has
also apparently opted to endow the Demiurge with the twin attributes of
efficient and paradigmatic causality previously enjoyed by the Form of the
Good ("he wanted everything to come into being <with attributes> as close
as possible to <lhose possessed by> himself).
Matters arc complicated further by the apparent continuance in
existence, in the Timaeus, of the Form of the Good, at least as a standard
(paradigmatic) Form, and at the level of what now seems a mere cosmic
whisper. In a much-overlooked phrase at 46c7-dl Timaeus says, "Now all
these things are among the accessory causes which the god uses as
subservient in bringing to completion (anoxeXSiv), as far as possible, the
form of the best." For no good reason that I can see Taylor, followed by
Cornford ("in achieving the best result that is possible"), discounts the clear
possibility, seen by Archer-Hind, that we have here an echo of the notion of
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the Form of the Good, but now playing the role of paradigm rather than
efficient cause.''*
b) Statements at 28a and 29a suggest that Timaeus has either caught
himself in the coils of a circular argument or perhaps unwittingly affirmed
the consequent. At 28a the (hypothetical) argument runs:
If a craftsman looks to an everlastingly unchanging model, the product
will be one that is kalos; if to one that has come into existence, it will not
be so.
So Structured, the argument, had Timaeus completed it, would—to be a
valid (though not necessarily sound) one—have concluded as follows:
The model the Demiurge uses is in fact everlastingly unchanging.
Therefore the world he produces is kalos.
In fact we have to wait till 29a for Timaeus to return to the matter, but this
time he argues from the self-evident kallos of the world and goodness of its
Demiurge (contrary thoughts being deemed blasphemy) to the everlasting
nature of the model! Sj)elled out, the argument runs as follows:
If the world is kalos and its Demiurge agathos, the model used will be
everlasting; if the world is aischros and its Demiurge kakos, it will not
be so. Hi
The world is kalos and its Demiurge agathos.
Therefore the model is everlasting.
But this of course will not do. The argument at 28a was never
completed, and the second antecedent of the argument at 29a is based not on
argument or observation but the fear of being caught in blasphemy. Even
were \hQ, first antecedent soundly based, however, the consequent (i.e., that
the model used will be everlasting) would still be far from obvious, unless
the reader were already convinced of the validity of the previous argument
begun but not finished at 28a. But this argument never affirmed, let alone
attempted to prove, the critical antecedent that the world's model is
everlasting. So the reader is left with the uncomfortable choice of accusing
Timaeus of planning (but not completing) the argument of 28a along the
lines suggested above—and hence of being caught in an egregious piece of
circular reasoning, arguing first from the everlastingness of the model to the
kallos of the world and then from the kallos of the world to the
^^ A minor problem aliaching to this scenario is the fact that, were it the case, Plato would
appear to finish up with three paradigms for the world's goodness, the Form of ihe Good, the
Elemal Living Creature and the Demiurge himself. To which Plato might have replied, had the
question been put, that the significant quality of the Demiurge, in the mailer of world-making,
is his causally efficient status; whether the goodness of the world that was made had as its
paradigm the goodness exemplified by the Form of the Good or by the Form "Eternal Living
Creature" or by the Demiurge or by all three is of lesser moment.
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everlastingness of the model—or of planning to complete the argument
(fallaciously, unfortunately) as follows:
The world produced by the Demiurge is in fact kalos.
Therefore tfie model is everlastingly unchanging,
and so perhaps avoiding the charge of circular reasoning in the combined
arguments, but committing the fallacy of affirming the consequent instead.
All this, of course, has to do with the validity of Timaeus' arguments,
not their soundness. Even were the former granted, argumenti causa, the
notion that the world is self-evidently (to non-blasphemous people) kalos
would remain something of an unclear philosophical foundation.
4. In view of the problems raised by the above, Timaeus faces, it seems,
even bigger hurdles with his further claim that "the world is the most kalos
of things that have come into existence" and the Demiurge "the best of
causal agents." The latter claim could of course simply be true by
definition, the Demiurge playing the part of first and best among the gods in
the way Zeus is first and best among the Olympians. And the former claim
could have been based on the assumption that the totality of kala is quite
clearly more kalos than any of its constituents. But the sceptic would still
press Timaeus to explain a) why and in what precise sense the world is
kalos rather than aischros (and the Demiurge by the same token agathos
rather than aischros) and b) why the notion of the world as a sense-object
on an ontological and epistemological par with its own constituents is not
the untenable outcome of a fallacy of composition.
5. Over and against the Demiurge lies a realm described by Tiniaeus as
"all that was visible—not at rest but moving in discordant and unordered
fashion." This is presented as a cosmological datum, like the Demiurge and
the Forms, and is like them presumably to be understood as non-contingent;
every other item in the cosmology is described in terms of contingency.
Since there were no physical spectators of this supposed pre-cosmos, the
word "visible" is perhaps surprising, but ultimately of little import; as early
as the Phaedo (79a6 ff.) Plato was apparently using the word as a synonym
for "physical." We shall return to the whole question of the role and status
of the pre-cosmos and its components in Timaeus' scheme of things.
Suffice it for the moment to notice in passing that at this introductory stage
the stuff (for want of a better word) of which the cosmos will eventually be
formed is described as being—and as presumably always having been—in
chaotic motion; and there is no hint of any alteram quid that might be
understood as the initial or ongoing source of that motion. Nor is any
reason offered at this stage why Demiurgic intervention to reduce chaos to
some sort of order took place at one moment rather than another.
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6. As a paradigm himself apparently possessed of soul and reason^^ the
Demiurge naturally imparts the same qualities to his ordered universe,
though Timaeus as it happens offers as the reason the (far from obvious)
supposition that no thing not possessed of reason can ever be better (and the
best possible product is of course the Demiurge's objective) than one that is;
and taking it as self-evident that only living things can reason, he sees the
presence of soul, the life-principle, as an indispensable condition for the
operation of reason, and in that sense logically if not temporally prior to it.
These claims are worth careful study in themselves; for the moment we can
simply note that both soul and reason are described here in terms clearly
suggesting contingency, being as they are direct objects of Demiurgic
production. The same, it might be added, must be said of the planetary,
solar and lunar gods and the goddess Earth; all are unequivocally described
as being direct Demiurgic productions.^^
A central argument in favour of a non-literal interpretation of the
dialogue's creation account, including the role and status of the supposed
Demiurge, is the claim that, despite the apparent contingency of the world's
'^ A notion rightly defended by Vlaslos, "Creation in the Timaeus: Is it a Fiction?" in
Studies in Plato's Metaphysics, ed. by R. E. Allen (London 1965) 407, following Chemiss
(above, note 1) Appendix XI. For a reslalement of the Chemiss position see Tarfn (above,
note 1) 395 n. 34. Hackfonh, by contrast ("Plato's Theism," CQ 30 [1936] 4-9 = Allen,
Studies 439^7), followed by Mohr (above, note 3) 178-83. has argued that the most that can
be asserted is that the Demiurge is nous, not ensouled nous. But this is hard to square with the
statement at 29e3 that the Demiurge "desired that all things should come as near as possible to
being like himself." While in this precise context Plato has nothing further to say about the
impUcalions of anything' s being characterised by desire, when he returns to the topic in Laws
10 (897al-3) he makes it clear that it is still in fact for him one of a number of features that
characterise psyche as such, as he had indicated in detail for aU three \i.tpr\ of soul in the
Republic. The same can be said of the pleasure (cf. Laws 897a2) fell by the Demiurge in the
world of his formation (Tim. 37c7). It is only when there is talk of soul's "conducting all
things to a right and happy conclusion" (or the opposite) that she is characterised as vov>v
npoalxx^ovaa or dvoia o-uYYEvofievri {Laws 897b2-4); pleasure and desire are two of several
features apparently characteristic of soul tout court, without reference to the quality of what
soul might "bring about" (dncpYa^crai 897b4).
*^ Despite this description, it has been suggested by Comford (280) that the ease with which
in the final part of the dialogue (69a ff.) Timaeus blurs the distinction between the Demiurge
and the gods of his formation is further evidence of the mythical character of the formative
powers attributed to both. A less drastic and surely more likely explanation is that Timaeus, on
the assumption that the said gods, ever heedful of and obedient to their father's commands
(42e6-7), were at all limes implementing the wishes of the Demiurge, fell free to talk
indifferently of their or ihe Demiurge's activity, the crucial conceptual and real difference
between them having been made with clarity earlier on. In the same way Timaeus, when the
spirit moves him, will use a vivid present tense in the midst of a standard set of descriptive
aorists (e.g., at 37d6 noiei, e3 jirixavaxai); or will indeed on one occasion (53c-66d) dispense
with all talk of divine construction when faced with the task of covering a large mass of
complex terrain in a manageable amount of space and where a constant advcrsion to detailed
activity on the part of the gods would probably slow down the accomplishment of a more
imporunt objective—the detailed description of such things as the actual figures of the primary
bodies, the nature of motion and rest, and the like.
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soul upon Demiurgic production, there is one major statement in the
dialogue of the Phaedrus' doctrine that all soul is self-activating activity, or
self-moving motion.'^ To many this has suggested that Timaeus' real view
is that all soul is in fact /jo/i-contingent, whatever the apparent thrust of the
rest of his account, and that as a result the Demiurge is a superfluous entity,
all of his productive activities being easily ascribable to the world's soul, or
perhaps to its rational aspect.'* But this conclusion should, it seems to me,
be resisted, on a number of grounds:
1. It is far from obvious that the Phaedrus was written prior to the
Timaeus, as I have argued elsewhere. And if it was indeed written later, it is
methodologically risky to import its doctrine of soul into an interpretation of
the earlier dialogue, unless the Timaeus itself has a clear statement on the
matter.
2. As far as the latter point is concerned, the crucial evidence is found
at 37b5, where Timaeus talks of discourse being carried on "within the thing
that is self-moved." Cornford correctly'^ elucidates this as a reference to
"the Heaven as a whole," but then adds, "which, as a living creature, is
moved by its own self-moving soul." In some non-technical sense, this may
be thought to be self-evident; Plato, like Aristotle after him, thought that a
distinguishing feature of animals was that, unlike plants, they moved
themselves (see, e.g., Tim. 77c4-5). Such self-movement is however
merely contingent self-movement; one needs an explicit argument to show
that the soul which lies at the source of such movement is itself self-moving
in a manner that is won -contingent. And no such doctrine is found with
clarity in Plato's works before the Phaedrus.'^
As far as the present passage is concerned, nothing can be inferred from
the fact that Timaeus uses, to describe the world, the phrase "moved by
itself in a way not dissimilar to the use of a phrase to describe soul in the
Phaedrus, for he goes on to clarify himself immediately afterwards by
talking of the world as ''set in motion (kivtiGev) and alive"; the passive
voice is unequivocal, and sure evidence that the world's self-motion is in
Timaeus' view contingent. Nothing has been said, or even hinted at,
•''PWr. 245c ff., Vim. 37b5.
'* See above, note 3.
'9 For Chemiss. "The Sources of Evil According to Plaio." PAPS 98 (1954) 26 n. 24, the
reference is lo self-moving soul, and he ciles as evidence 37c3-5, especially ihe words aXko
nKr\v \|/wxriv. Bui this is far from clear. The passage would appear raiher lo be aboul the
universe, which has a soul (cf. ihe words auxo\) rnv nn^xriv 37b7), followed by a description of
a pair of prominent features of that soul (37c5-7).
^^ Chemiss (above, note 1) 428 has argued thai the following passages in the Timaeus
presuppose a doctrine of psychic self-motion: 37b5, 77c4-5 and 89al-5. Bui all of these
passages can be explained without difficulty as references to a contingent form of self-
movement; there is no hint of the presence, even at the level of assurriplion, of the more drastic
and all-embracing Phaedrus-doclrinc of non -contingent self-movement.
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concerning the soul of the world—whether it is itself self-moving and
whether, if so, its self-motion is of the contingent or non-contingent variety.
The fact is that all Timaeus needs for his argument to go through at this
point is a notion of soul as possibly self-moving—but if so merely in the
commonplace sense that animals are said to be self-moving—but in any
case merely contingently so,^* and this is of course exactly in line with his
earlier description of the world's soul as being of direct Demiurgic
construction. In a later dialogue Plato will come back to the question of
soul, and will attribute^^ to all (rational) souP-^ the quality of /ion-contingent
self-motion which in the Timaeus would appear to characterise merely the
soul of the Demiurge.
If this interpretation of the Timaeus stands up to scrutiny, we have I
think a cosmological schema of much greater modernity than has been
customarily ascribed to it:
1. Substitute the Big Bang theory for demiurgic intervention and we
have something very close to Plato's distinction between the eternal
duration of the pre-matter that eventually comes to form the world we know
and the (as he sees it) temporarily everlasting duration of such a formed
world. The similarity holds even with the oscillation version of the theory;
^' The phrase used by Comford (95 n. 2) lo describe soul
—
to eauxo lavovv—is of course
taken from the Phaedrus, and is nowhere to be found in the Timaeus, with or without the
world's soul as its ostensible referent. On the two single occasions when the world-soul's
motion is referred to in the dialogue, at 37a6-7 and 37c6, the voice is passive, not middle, as
Comford's own translations concede: "whenever [the world's soul] is in contact with anything
that has dispersed existence or with anything whose existence is indivisible, she is set in
motion all through herself . . ."; and "when the father who had begotten it saw it set in motion
and alive . . ." (my italics).
^^ The attribution seems lo be confined to one dialogue, the Phaedrus only, however.
Noticing perhaps a number of unacceptable implications for his other cosmological and
theological beliefs were he to make all (rational) soul non-contingent, Plato reverts to views
analogous to his earher ones in the Polilicus and Philebus and even (from the evidence of
967d4-7) the Laws, despite the claim, earlier in the same dialogue (896a 1-2; cf. 896a6-bl),
that soul is, as the Phaedrus had enunciated, "the movement which is able to move itself." For
details see Hackforth (above, note 15) 441-42 and Robinson (above, note 3) chapters 6, 8, 9
and 10.
^^ As Hermias saw, the argument at Phdr. 245c refers to rational soul only. It is also
significant that it refers to the totality of such rational soul, whereas the Timaeus does no such
thing; the soiJ possessed by the Demiurge cannot be argued, as it is argued by Taran (above,
note 1) 394 n. 30, to possess of necessity the same constituents as the world's soul and hence to
be clearly one and the same as it. (The argument is based on an assumption that the Platonic
doctrine of soul is a uniform one, but this is of course the very question in dispute.) The whole
point of the description of the world's soul is to demonstrate its contingent self-motion and its
"intermediate" metaphysical and epistemological status; the Demiurge, by contrast, is a non-
contingent datum of the real, and no more "intermediate" than those other non-contingent data,
Space and the Forms. What Timaeus would have said about the composition of his psyche we
do not know, but it seems hard to doubt that, had he wished to spell out the details of the
activity of that psyche, he would have described it in tenms that we would recognise as clearly
non-contingent self-movement.
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everlastingness is easily tailored to denote time-measured duration to the
end of a given oscillation.
2. The stuff composing the real is in beginningless motion, its basic
components, dubbed by Timaeus the "U^aces" of what will eventually come
to be the four elements earth, air, fire and water, being subject as a whole to
the laws of centrifugal and centripetal force but the path of movement of
any particular quantum of it being forever beyond prediction. It comes
therefore as no surprise to find that Heisenberg read the Timaeus in detail
during his school-years; for all his criticisms of many parts of it one cannot
fail to notice what he has also
—
perhaps unconsciously—taken from it.
3. The notion of the world-as-alive is once again currently fashionable
as the Gaia hypothesis. And now as then the notion is subject to the
criticism that it commits a compositional fallacy. From the proposition "A
is full of living things" one can no more infer "A is itself a living thing"
than from the proposition "This book is full of errors" can one infer "This
book is itself an error."
4. That the world of sense is the object of at best justified true belief is a
commonplace of contemporary epistemological thinking as well as a view
propounded in detail by Plato and never in fact abandoned by him. As an
insight it retains its force despite Plato's own invention of a second universe
to solve a problem that he thought his theory generated.
5. That the world is not just alive but a living art-object is a notion very
much around at the level of popular if not scientific belief. Plato's version
of the theory is peculiar in that, as a believer in a mimetic theory of art, he
needs a paradigm as well as an artificer to account for this as for any other
art-object, and the paradigm he chooses (what he calls the Form "Eternal
Living Creature") is, like the rest of the Forms, in the final analysis itself
more problematic than the original problem it purports to solve. The theory
does not, as it happens, need a mimetic theory of art to support it, as Plato
himself seems to have seen in the Laws, and is often put forward as an
appendage to one or another version of the cosmological argument. But it
remains fatally Hawed by circularity, in whatever version, Platonic or
contemporary.
What all this means in effect is that there is a good deal more Platonism
around, at the level of both popular belief and contemporary
epistemological and scientific theory, than is commonly supposed. This
was probably realized with more clarity in the past, when the contents of the
Timaeus in particular were more widely known and when the
Xenocratean—read "figurative"—interpretation of that dialogue had not
robbed it of most of its more interesting cosmological claims. A more
straightforward interpretation allows us to see with greater clarity the
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Platonic origin of some of our best and worst ideas on the universe and how




Attische Fluchtafeln aus der Zeit
Alexanders des GroBen
CHRISTIAN HABICHT
Eine Sammlung dcr attischen Fluchtafeln hat 1897 Richard Wiinsch unter
dem Titel "Defixionum Tabellae" als Appendix zu Band III der
Inscripiiones Graecae vorgelegt. Schon zwei Jahre spater veroffentlichte
Erich Ziebarth eine Anzahl weiterer.^ AUe diese und wiederum einige neue
machte im Jahre 1904 A. Audollent in seinem Buch Defixionum Tabellae
erneut bzw. erstmals bekannl. Fur die im engcren Sinn historische
Interpretation dieser merkwiirdigen Dokumente antiken Aberglaubens^
machte Adolf Wilhelms Aufsatz "Uber die Zeit einiger aitischer
Fluchtafeln" aus dem glcichen Jahr Epochc.^ Wilhclm zeigte zunachst, daB
entgegen der bis dahin herrschenden Ansicht, die die Mehrzahl der
Fluchtafeln ins 3. Jahrhundert v. Chr. datierte und fur das 4. Jahrhundcrt nur
wenige Stucke in Anspruch nahm, tatsiichlich viele Fluchtafeln aus dieser
alteren Zeit stammen. Er vermochte, mit Hilfe palaographischer und
prosopographischer Kriterien, zahlreiche Fluchtafeln genauer als zuvor zu
datieren und eine ganze Anzahl der in ihnen erscheinenden Personen zu
identifizieren. Da diese zumeist Angchorige vermogender und politisch
aktiver Familien waren, ergab sich zugleich (da die Verfluchendcn, vor
allem in den sog. "ProzeB-Dcfixionen," nicht durchweg in andcrem Milieu
zu suchen waren), daB die IJbung, personliche oder politischc Gegncr durch
Verfluchung den Gottem dcr Untcrwelt anheimzugeben, nicht etwa auf die
unteren Schichten der Burgerschaft beschrankt war.
Aus einer Untersuchung W. Rabehls uber die Sprachc der attischen
Fluchtafeln, einer Berliner Dissertation von 1906, ergab sich sodann uber
Wilhelm hinaus, daB nicht nur viele derselbcn dem 4. Jahrhundert
' Nachrichlen der Goltinger Gesellschaft der Wissenschaflen (1899) 105-35.
^ Gule allgemeinc Orienticrung bei K. Preisendanz, "Fluchlafel," ReallexikonfUr Anlike und
Chrislentum Vin (1972) 1-29.
^ Osterreichische Jahreshefle 1 (1904) 105-26 {Ahhandlungen und Beilrdge zur
griechLschen Inschriftenkunde 1, 197-218).
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angehorten, sondem nahezu alle—ein Ergebnis, das sofort von Wunsch
akzeptiert wurdc.'* Es war dann wieder Ziebarih, dcr 1934 eine groBere
Anzahl neucr atUschcr Fluchlafeln veroffentlichie, darunier eine bcsonders
lange aus der Zeil urn 323 v. Chr., die als das "Slaatssliick" dieser Gattung
gellen kann.^ Weitere Excmplarc wurden von Werner Peek 1941 und 1956
bekanntgemachl,^ um von Einzelstucken, die von Zeil zu Zeil publizierl
wurden, zu schweigcn. Einen hochsi verdiensllichen Katalog aller seil den
Corpora von Wunsch und Audollenl veroffenllichlen Fluchlafeln, nicht nur
der allischen, hal David Jordan vor wenigen Jahren gegeben."^ Er enlhalt
auch die 1980 zuersl bekanntgewordene Tafel aus denn Kerameikos mil den
Namen des Diadochen Kassander, seines Bruders Pleisiarchos, seines
Generals Eupolemos und des DemeU-ios von Phaleron, der von 317 bis 307
V. Chr. als Exponent Kassanders die Geschicke Athens beslimmte.^ Und
soeben hat Franz Willemsen neue allische Fluchlafeln vom Kerameikos
vorgelegl. In einer derselben erscheinen ebenfalls zwei ganz prominente
Personlichkeiten des polilischen Lebens, Lykurg und Hypereides.^ Sie soil
zunachsl elwas eingehender belrachlel, danach zu zwei anderen, die elwa
aus der gleichen Zeil slammen, in Bcziehung geselzl werden.
Die neue Fluchiafel enihall nichis weiler als acht Mannernamen, alle
ohne weitere Kennzeichcn wie Valcrsnamen oder Demotikon. Es sind
folgende: Meixias, Lysanias, Eubulides, Parpakides, Lykurgos,
Arislomedes, Kallislhenes und Hypereides. Der Herausgeber hat in Lykurg
und Hypereides die groBen Redner und Poliliker erkannl und folglich, da
Lykurg im Jahre 325/4 gestorben ist, in seinem Todesjahr das spalesle
mogliche Datum dcr Fluchiafel gesehen. Das ist beides zweifellos richlig.
Hypereides zwar erscheinl hicr zum ersten Mai auf einer Fluchiafel, aber
Lykurg ist, zusammen mil Demosthenes, auf einer anderen bereits
* W. Rabchl, De sermone defixionum attlcarum (Diss. Berlin 1906) bcs. S. 40; R. Wunsch,
Berliner Philologische Wochenschrifl (1907) 1575-76.
5 "Neue Verfluchungslafcln aus Allika, Boiolien und Euboia," SDB (1934) 1022-50. Die
Fluchiafel vom Ende der 20er Jahre ist Ziebanhs Nr. 1 . In ihr warcn einsl mchr als einhundert
Personen aufgcfiihn, darunter einige Frauen. 77 Namen sind noch Icsbar, in der groBen
Mehr/ahl Burger, denen das Demolikon beigegeben ist.
^ Kerameikos ID (1941) 89-100. Nr. 1-9; Attviche Grabschriflen {Abh. Deutsche Akad.
1956 Nr. 3) 59-61. Nr. 205-07.
^ "A Survey of Greek Defixiones not included in the Special Corpora," GRBS 26 (1985)
151-97; fiir Atlika 155-66. Nr. 1-55.
^ AM 85 (1970) 197-98; D. Jordan. AM 95 (1980) 229-36; Ch. llabichl, Pausanias und
seine Beschreihung Griechenlands- (Miinchen 1985) 78-80.
^ Kerameikos XIV (1990) 142-51, die zu besprcchende Tafel S. 148-49. 7xivor erwahnl von
W. K. Kovacsovics, AA (1984) 55 und Arnn. 68. und von J. Fngcjs, Sludien zur polilischen
Biographie des Hypereides (MiJnchcn 1989) 99. Anm. 1 89.
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enthalten.^^ Demosthenes' Name steht weiterhin auch auf Ziebarths
Fluchtafel Nr. 1 von 1934.^ ^ Andere prominente Politiker des 4.
Jahrhunderts, deren Namen auf attischen Fluchtafeln genannt sind, sind z.
B. Aristophon von Azenia,'^ Demetrios von Phaleron,^^ Demophilos von
Acharnai (zweimal wie Demosthenes und Lykurg),^'* Kallistratos von
Aphidnai/^ Xenokles von Sphettos,^^ Polyeuktos von Sphettos^^ und
Phokion,^* um von anderen, weniger bekannten, abzusehen.
Es ist im Licht dieser Namen dann auch recht wahrscheinlich, daB der
auf der neuen Tafel genannte Kallisthenes wirklich, wie Willemsen
annimmt, der Politiker ist, dessen Auslieferung Alexander der GroBe im
Jahre 335, zusammen mit der von anderen athenischen Biirgem, gefordert
hatte.^^ Zwei weitere Namen der neuen Tafel sind zwar in Athen seltene
Namen, Meixias und Aristomedes, und doch trifft es sich, daB gerade fur die
Zeit des neuen Dokuments, ca 330 bis 324 v. Chr., in beiden Fallen mehr als
ein Kandidat fur die Identifizierung bereit steht. Willemsen identifiziert
Meixias mit Meixias, Sohn des Hegesias, aus Gargettos, Ratsherr im Jahre
341/0.20 Moglich ist aber auch Meixias aus Myrrhinus.2^ In Aristomedes
sieht Willemsen den im Jahre 330/29 bezeugten Diaiteten aus
>° Wunsch. RhM 55 (1900) 62 ff.. Nr. 6 (Ziebarth [Anm. 1] Nr. 6; Audollent, Defixionum
Tabellae Nr. 60). Audollenls Zweifel an der von Wunsch und Wilhelm akzeptierten
Identifizierung des Demosthenes und Lykurg sind gegenslandslos geworden.
'^Anm. 5,Nr. 1.B2.
'^ Kirchner, Prosopographia Attica (im folgenden PA) 2108; J. K. Davies, Athenian
Propertied Families 600-300 B.C. (im folgenden APF) (Oxford 1971) 64-66; M. H. Hansen,
"Rhelores and Slrategoi in Fourth-Century Athens," (im folgenden Hansen) GRBS 24 (1983)
161-62. Sein Name steht auf der Fluchtafel Coll. Froehner, ed. L. Robert (Paris 1936) 12-14,
Nr. 11. In dieser ist auch Chairesiratos von KoUytos genannt (Zeile 28). Er erscheint, wie
Robert angemerkt hat, im Jahre 363/2 in /G 11^ 1541, 2; ein neues Zeugnis fiir ihn bietet Agora
XV 10, 62-64.
'^Oben,Anm. 8.
•* P/\ 3675; APF 498; Hansen 165. Er war, wie es scheinl, 323 der Anklager des
Aristoteles, 318 des Phokion. Er erscheint auf den Fluchtafeln Wunsch 103 (mit Wilhelms
Kommenur [Anm. 3] 124) und Sfifi (1934) 1024, Nr. 1,B 1.
^^PA 8157 und 8129; APF 277-82; Hansen 170. Die Ruchtafel: SBB (1934) 1027, Nr. 2.
^^PA 11234; APF 414-15; Hansen 174; C. Ampolo, PP 34 (1979) 167-78; Ch. Habicht.
Hesperia 57 (1988) 323-27. Die Huchtafel: SBB (1934) 1023, Nr. 1, A 24.
•Va 11925 und 11934 und 11950; Hansen 175. Die Fluchtafel: Sfii5 (1934) 1023, Nr. 1, A
56.
^* PA 15076; APF 559-60; Hansen 178. Die Fluchtafel ist Wunsch Nr. 24, mit dem
Kommentar Wilhelms (Anm. 3) 1 17.
'^ Plutarch, Demosthenes Ti. 4; PA 8090; Hansen 170. Aber auch andere zeitgenossische
Trager des Namens konnten gemeint sein, z. B. Kallisthenes von Trinemeia, Ratsherr und
Anlragsteller eines Beschlusses von 328/7, Agora XV 49, 41.
'^ Agora XV 38, 13; derselbe, IG H^ 2388, 15.
21 IG n^ 1 182. 24; D. Whitehead, The Demes ofAttica (Princeton 1986) 443. Nr. 295.
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Kollylos.^^ Moglich, allerdings weniger wahrscheinlich, isl indessen auch
Aristomedes, Sohn des Aristophon, aus Azenia, Ratsherr der Hippothontis
in einem Jahr zwischen 360 und 340 v. Chr.^^
Fiir Lysanias und Eubulides, in Athen gelaufige Namen, ist keine
einigermaBen sichere Identifizierung moglich.^'* Es bleibt Parpakides.
Willemsen halt den Namen fiir neu bzw. "iiberhaupt neu." Er ist jedoch in
einer Liste von Biirgem der Kekropis, IG IP 2385, schon enthalten, denn in
ihr findet sich in Zeile 77 unter den Aai6a?i[i5av] nap7taK{5Ti[(;
MJEveKpdxox), gefolgt von 'Apioxcov MevEKpdtot), vielleicht seinem
Bruder. Kirchner datiert den Text "med. s. IV a.," doch isl er zweifellos
etwas jiinger, am ehesten aus einem der Jahre zwischen 335 und 320, denn
von den darin Genannten ist einer im Jahre 335/4 bezeugt,^^ ein anderer
329/8,26 ein driller 324/3,^'' ein vierier 323/2,2^ sowie der Bruder eines
funften 324/3.29 Da schon Willemsen die Zeit der Fluchtafel aus dem
Kerameikos auf "um 330" und spateslens 325/4 beslimmt hat, isl deutlich,
daB die beiden Zeugnisse fiir den sonst nicht bekannlen Namen Parpakides
gleichzeitig sind und mithin ein- und denselben Burger meinen.^°
Es hat sich ergeben, daB drei bemerkenswerte Fluchtafeln aus den
zwanziger Jahren des 4. Jahrhunderts slammen, die alle eine Anzahl von
politisch akliven Biirgem der Verfluchung anheimgeben. Die ersle isl
Wiinschs Nr. 103, interpretierl von Adolf Wilhelm. Von den siebzehn
lesbaren Namen der Tafel hat Wilhelm sieben als Trierarchen der Jahre
325-22 nachweisen konnen, einen weiteren als den Aufseher der Docks im
Jahre 333/2 und einen anderen als den Schalzmeisier fur den Floiienbau im
Jahre 323/2. Aus diesen Gegebenheilen hat er die uberzeugende Folgerung
gezogen, daB das Dokument AusfluB eines Angelegenheilen der Flotte
betreffenden Rechtsslreits von 323/2 (oder wenig spater) war.
^2 /G n^ 1924. 9-10; APF 66. Unmittelbar nach ihm isl in der gleichen Lisle Hypereides
genannt, worin Willemsen mil Rechl eine Stiilze seiner Ansichl siehl.
23 Agora XV 20. 27; APF 65-^.
^ Es kann sich bci dem ersieren um Lysanias von Sunion handeln, der in den Seeurkunden
aus der Mine der zwanziger Jahre bezeugl ist (PA 9323; APF 354), bei Eubulides um
Eubulides von Aigilia, um 330 (AM 67 [1942] 25. Nr. 26, 35) oder um Eubulides von
Trikorynthos, Diailct in einer Inschrifl (IG 11^ 1927, 144), die von E. Ruschenbusch um 360
daliert wird (ZPE 49 [1982] 275-78), von J. S. Traill dagegen in die Zeil um 330, d. h. in die
Zeil dieser Fluchtafel (Demos and Tritlys [Toronto 1986] 115-16).
" Xaiprixioc; Xaipinevouq OiGevx; (Zeiie 104); Agora XV 43. 167-68.
^ KXec6voji[oq KXeEfiTtopov] 'EnieiiaSTiq (Zeile 81); /G U^ 2837. 1.
" Avaxnnoc, Avaiov 'AQiiovcoc, (Zeile 61); IG U^ 1203. 12.
^ lificov eeo8wpox) 'AGjiovevi; (Zeile 1 1); /G E^ 1631. 662.
2'
'Avticpcov 'Apiaxondxou 'AGuovcx)^ in /G 11^ 1203. 1 1 , der Bruder des ['ApiaxjeiSTii;
'ApiaTojidxo'u 'AGhovdlk; von /G 11 2385, 17.
3° St. Dow hat eine neue Edition von IG 11^2385 angekundigt. Ancient World 8 (1983) 101.
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Es ist zweitens die von Ziebarth veroffentlichte Tafel, die einmal mehr
als einhundert Namen enthielt. Unter den Genannten sind viele prominente
Politiker: Demosthenes und Demeas (der Sohn des Demades)^^ von Paiania,
Xenokles und Polyeuktos von Sphettos, Demophilos und Lysikles aus
Achamai, Strombichos und Strombichides aus Euonymon.32 Da die Zahl
der Verfluchten fur einen ProzeB zu groB ist, andererseits viele der
Genannten als nationalistische Politiker bekannt sind, die in aktiver
Opposition zu Makedonien standen, durfte Ziebarth mit der Vermutung
Recht haben, daB es sich um politische Gegner des Autors handelt, dieser
mithin zu den Kreisen zahlen durfte, denen es um eine friedliche Koexistenz
mit Makedonien zu tun war, d. h. zu denen, die nach Alexanders Tod 323 v.
Chr. den Frieden zu bewahren suchten, wie Diodor mitteilt.^^ Die Tafel ist
diesem Zeitpunkt nicht fern; sie ist entweder kurz vor Demosthenes'
Verbannung (Friihjahr 323) aufgeschrieben worden oder in seinem letzten
Lebensjahr, zwischen Herbst 323 und Herbst 322.^4
Es ist endlich die jetzt von Willemsen bekanntgemachte Fluchtafel aus
dem Kerameikos, nicht spaier als 324, aber hochstens wenige Jahre alter.
Die herausragenden Namen sind Lykurg und Hypereides. Es laBt sich in
diesem Falle nicht sagen, ob ein politischer Gegensatz oder ein ProzeB oder
was etwa sonst den AnIaB zu dieser Verfluchung gebildet hat.
In alien drei Fallen handelt es sich um Zeugnisse aus der Zeit kurz vor
bzw. kurz nach dem Tode Alexanders des GroBen, kurz vor bzw. kurz nach
dem Ausbruch des Hellenischen (oder "Lamischen") Krieges, den eine
Koalition griechischer Staaten unter Fuhrung Athens gegen Alexanders
Erben fuhrte. Es war der Krieg, in dem im Sommer 322 die athenische
Flotte, die jedenfalls fur die von Wilhelm erklarte Fluchtafel den
Hintergrund bildet, ihre letzten groBen Schlachten schlug und in dem die
attische Seemacht bei Amorgos fur immer unierging. Die drci Zeugnisse
beleuchten scharf die Gegensatze innerhalb der athenischen Burgerschaft
wahrend dieser Jahre, im Unterschied zu anderen Quellen, wie insbesondere
dem Epitaphios des Hypereides auf die Gefallenen der ersten Kriegsmonate,
'' Dieser, der vor 322 polilisch akliv war, isl wahrscheinlich gemeint (APF 102).
^^ PA 13022, 13015; APF 163. In dem in Zeile A 18 genannten Hygiainon erkenne ich
•Y7ia{vcov [-6-1x0 'AYK[\)Xiieevl von Hesperia 28 (1959) 214. Zeile 227-28, aus den
zwanziger Jahren des 4. Jahrhunderls.
^' 18. 10. 1:6 6e 8finoq tcov 'AGrivaicov, xcov jiev KTtijiaTiKoiv ovjiPo-u^evovxcov tfiv
fim)xi"v ayeiv, tcov 6e 6ti(iok67icov avaaeiovxcov xa nXriOri Kai TtapaKoXoijvxcov eppcojievcoq
cxcoGai xo\) no'Kz\x.o\>, noXxi xoiq n^Gcoiv unepeixov oi xov noXen-ov aipoijuevoi.
^^ Demosthenes' Todestag war der 16. Pyanopsion 322, Plut. Demosthenes 30. 5.
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die die Solidaritat der Burger im Kampf gegen Frcmdherrschaft und
Willkiirregiment preisen.^^
The Institutefor Advanced Study, Princeton
^^ (Korrekiurzusatz: Nach AbschluB des Manuskripts wird mir John G. Gagers Buch Curse
Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient World (Oxford 1992) zuganglich. Dort sind u. a.
folgende Fluchtafeln besprochen: S. 125, Nr. 38 = Wunschs Nr. 103; S. 145, Nr. 56 =
Ziebarths Nr. 1 (Anm. 5); S. 147, Nr. 57 = die Tafel mil Kassanders Namen (Anm. 8). Gager
merkl auf Grund einer personlichen Milleilung an, daB D. R. Jordan in dem Demosthenes von
Ziebarths Tafel Nr. IB einen anderen als den beriihmten Redner zu erkennen meint.]
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Notes on the Temple of Onias at Leontopolis
ABRAHAM WASSERSTEIN
Rabbinic literature written in Hebrew and Aramaic is a largely untapped
source for the history of the ancient world. Here and there it has been used
with some measure of success for the critical reconstruction of literary, legal
and—to some extent—social history of ancient Jewry in Babylonia,
Palestine and some adjoining regions by, e.g., Gedalya Alon, Saul
Lieberman and, more recently, Martin Goodman. But, on the whole, the
difficulties inherent in the sources seem to have deterred ancient historians
from systematically examining and exploiting for their purposes what is one
of the largest bodies of literature surviving from antiquity. The reasons for
that are varied: There are superstitious fears about linguistic difficulties and
superstitious delusions no less unjustified and deceptive about the allegedly
narrow range of rabbinic literature. One glance at the works of learned
scholars like Paul de Lagarde and Eduard Schwartz suffices to make one
aware of the loss of opportunities due not only to prejudice, animosity and,
occasionally, wilful and hence invincible ignorance, but to a general lack of
awareness of the breadth and depth of the materials to be found in the
records of ancient rabbinic Jewry. In this paper I shall confine myself to
examining a problem of no more than minuscule, local, toponomastic
interest in early Byzantine Egypt. I shall argue that even what is obviously
a mistake in a rabbinic source may, in one way or another, contribute to our
knowledge.
Few things are as certain about Jewish attitudes to liturgical
arrangements in the late biblical period and in proto-rabbinic Judaism as the
exclusive attachment to the Temple in Jerusalem. The Temple was not only
the primary centre of divine worship but the one place in which sacrifices
could be offered. It was strictly and strenuously distinguished from pagan
and sectarian cult locations, the more so if the latter pretended to be
authentically Jewish like, for instance, the Samaritan temple on Mount
Gerizim.^ Pagan gods, even though they might have a special connexion
' This was destroyed, according lo Josephus, by John Hyrcanus, apparently in 129/8 B.C.
See Josephus, AJ 13. 254 ff.; cf. Megillai Ta'anit, cap. IX sub 21 Kislew. See also E. Schiirer,
Geschichte des jUdischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi I (4ih ed., Leipzig 1901) 264 (Engl,
tr.: G. Vermes and F. Millar [edd.]. The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus
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with a particular, perhaps pre-eminent, shrine or place, would have temples
and altars in many places. Not so the God of Israel: It was in Jerusalem
that He had promised to dwell with His people forever, in Zion that there
would be the habitation of His honour and the seat of His throne. And as
God was jealous of other gods, so was He also jealous for Jerusalem, the
abode He had chosen in which to set His name. No other place was worthy
to be His dwelling.^
For the Persian period, we have, of course, the well-known
papyrological sources concerning a temple at Elephantine near Syene
(Assuan) in Upper Egypt.^ Of this temple we have no archaeological
remains and it has left no traces in ancient literature. Our evidence indicates
that it was used by the small military colony of Aramaic-speaking Jews and
their families; but it cannot have had any more than local significance.
In the Hellenistic period the evidence for Jewish shrines outside
Jerusalem is meagre. Apart from the Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim
mentioned above and the temple of Onias in Egypt, the location of which is
the subject of this paper, recent work enables us to conclude that substantial
literary or archaeological information about Jewish shrines outside
Jerusalem is practically non-existent.''
Two sites are principally concerned, at Lachish and at 'Araq el-Emir.
The so-called Solar Temple at Lachish, which Aharoni had thought was a
Hellenistic structure used for Jewish cult purposes, probably was, in the
Hellenistic period, not a Jewish sanctuary at all;^ it therefore need not detain
us here any further.
Christ, 175 B.C. -AD. 135 I [Edinburgh 1973] 207). We learn from Josephus. AJ 12. 257 ff..
and from 11 Maccabees 6. 2 ihal the temple had already in 167/6 B.C., at the request of the
SamariUns themselves (but see on this Alt, quoted by Habicht; see below), been consecrated
by Antiochus IV Epiphanes to the cult of Zeus Xenios; cf. R. Marcus in LCL Josephus, VII
132-35. See also C. Habicht in 2. Makkabderbuch, Jiidische Schriften aus hellenistisch-
romischer Zeit, Bd. I, Lieferung 3 (Giitersloh 1979) 229, ad loc, and literature there cited.
2See, e.g.,Jer. 3. 17. 17. 12. Ez. 43. 7-9. Joel 4. 17. 4. 21. Zach. 2. 14-15. 8. 3, Ps. 26. 8.
74.2, 132. 13-14, 135. 21,Neh. 1. 9, 1 Chr. 23. 25. H Chr. 6. 6 ff. For the general tendency in
the Hebrew Bible to confine the sacrificial cult to one place, cf. Dl. 12. 5 ff.. 1 1-14. 18, Jos. 22.
10 to end of chapter. And see Philo, Spec. leg. 1. 67, Josephus, Ap. 2. 193 (see on this
especially the note ad loc. by J. G. MiJller, Des Flavius Josephus Schrifi gegen den Apion
(Basel 1877; repr. HUdesheim-New York 1969] 314) and AJ 4. 200-01.
^ E. Sachau, Aramdische Papyrus und Oslraka in einer jiidischen Milildrkolonie zu
Elephantine (Leipzig 1911); A. E. Cowley, Jewish Documents of the Time of Ezra (Lx)ndon
1919); idem, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford 1923); E. G. H. Kraeling, The
Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri (New Haven 1953); B. Porlen, Archives from Elephantine:
The Life of an Ancient Jewish Military Colony (Berkeley 1968); for a fuller bibliography see
EJ VI 610.
* See, e.g.. E. F. Campbell, Jr., "Jewish Shrines of the Hellenistic and Persian Periods," in F.
M. Cross (ed.). Symposia Celebrating the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Founding of the
American Schools of Oriental Research, 1900-1975 (Cambndge, MA 1979) 159-67 and
literature quoted there.
See for this Campbell (previous note) 166.
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Excavations at 'Araq el-Emir in Jordan have uncovered what some
scholars^ have thought to be the remains of an unfinished temple built by
one of the Tobiads, Hyrcanus the son of Joseph, in the second century B.C.
The arguments adduced do not seem to be convincing; but in any case, even
if we accepted the dating and the identification of the structure as a temple
we should still have to ponder the relationship of this building to one that is
mentioned by Josephus (AJ 12. 230; see Campbell 162-63) as having been
built by that same Hyrcanus and called a "fortress," papiq iax^)pa. It was
pointed out long ago by Amaldo Momigliano that the Tobiads had, even in
the Persian period, been hostile to Jerusalem; that the papi<; had been in
existence as early as the third century; and that its construction should be
attributed not to Hyrcanus in the second century but to another Tobiad, a
contemporary of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (regn. 285-46).' The unreliability
of Josephus or his source^ in this matter, combined with the weakness of the
archaeological evidence, allows us to discount, in any inquiry on Jewish
shrines outside Jerusalem in the period of the Second Commonwealth, the
case made for the existence of a Jewish temple at 'Araq el-Emir.^ There is
no need to conclude (with Campbell 163) from the evidence that "the
building must have been used by Jews if a Tobiad built it, and furthermore it
probably had more than purely local significance." It is indeed interesting
that Campbell refers (ibid.) to the likelihood that "vestiges of the old
Tobiad-Samaritan association persisted." But it is not clear why Campbell
is so certain that in this region "there must have been a large number of
Jews increasingly disenchanted with the Jerusalem temple and pohtically
opposed to the Jerusalem alignments, for whom the 'Araq temple would
have become the religious center." We have nothing here that could
strengthen an argument purporting to show that there were in the Hellenistic
period any significant Jewish shrines in the Palestinian region outside
Jerusalem.
We come now to the Samaritan temple on Mount Gerizim. From the
point of view of mainsfi-eam Judaism the building of that temple must have
signalled the separation of the Samaritans from the people of God. This
judgment is supported both by explicit rabbinic statements and by historical
See Campbell (above, note 4) 162-64 for details and literature; for other, earlier, scholars
who have identified the structure on the site as a temple, see Momigliano, Quinlo contributo
(next note) 605 with notes.
"I Tobiadi nella preisloria del moto maccabaico," Alii delta Reale Accademia delle Scienze
di Torino 67 (1931-32) 165-200 = Quinlo contributo alia storia degli sludi classici e del
mondo antico I (Rome 1975) 597-628.
* See on this also D. Gera, "On the Credibility of the History of the Tobiads," in A. Kasher,
U. Rappaport and G. Fuks (edd.), Greece and Rome in Eretz Israel (Jerusalem 1990) 21-38,
esp. 24 f. and nn. 15 f.
^ Even were one to assume that at some lime in the early Hellenistic epoch there existed a
"Jewish" temple on the site of 'Araq el-Emir, there can be no doubt that it would have been a
dissident temple; see Momigliano, Quinlo contributo (above, note 7) 606.
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parallels. We are told in Massekhet Kuttim, cap. II, ad fin., that it is by
giving up their attachment to Mount Gerizim that the Samaritans can gain
re-admission to the fold,^^ and we are, I submit, entitled to compare
Samaritan separatism (as exemplified in the building of their own temple) to
the hostility of the Qumran sectarians towards the Temple in Jerusalem. It
was this, rather than their idiosyncratic messianic and apocalyptic doctrines,
that marked the latter off as sectarians who would in the end sever
themselves from the community of the House of Israel." The temple on
Mount Gerizim was the clearest possible monument to the separation of the
Samaritans from the body of the Jewish people.
In view of the strong evidence for the concentration of the sacrificial
cult in Jerusalem it is all the more noteworthy that at the very time of the
religious and national re-awakening associated with the resistance to
Seleucid rule in Palestine there existed a Jewish temple in Egypt established
by a member of the high-priestly family descended from Simon Justus.
This temple was founded, in the second century B.C., under Ptolemy VI
Philometor (c. 186-45; regn. 180-45) by a son of the High Priest Onias III.
This man is conventionally referred to as Onias IV, although he did not, in
fact, serve as High Priest in Jerusalem. ^^ j^e had fled to Egypt (c. 162-60)
for reasons which are not wholly clear. Josephus reports fear of the
Seleucid ruler Antiochus IV Epiphanes.^^ Tcherikover suggests the enmity
towards Onias of Jewish hellenizers in Jerusalem as motivating his flight.^'*
According to rabbinic accounts, his flight was occasioned by an intra-family
feud about the succession to Onias III.'^ In Egypt Onias was hospitably
10
-i:]! D'''7\i;n''n mm tDn-'-ii inn na3WD?Dn'iK fViriQ ''rid''KD.
*' We must not be misled by ihe romanticising, archaeology -fed nostalgia and enthusiasm
aroused by the discoveries in the Judean desert into thinking that the sectarians there were
authentically Jewish. They had strong Jewish roots, like the Samaritans and the Christians;
like both these offshoots of Second Commonwealth Judaism they developed intense enmities
to the normative stream of the religion of Israel. Since we have gained from these discoveries
so much that enriches our knowledge of the period as well as a good deal of literature written
in the ancient language of the Jews, we tend, sometimes unthinkingly, to adopt these securians
as authentically Jewish and to forget that they were inveterate heretics and enemies of the
Jemsalem establishment.
'^See on this, e.g., V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews (Philadelphia
1959; repr. New York 1970) 276 ff. and M. Stem, Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and
Judaism I (Jerusalem 1974) 405 f.; but see also B. Schaller, "Onias," in Der Kleine Pauly IV
(Munich 1979) 303-04; Schaller, Uke some other scholars before him, argues that the Onias
who founded the temple in Leonlopolis was Onias HI, and that Onias IV may never have
existed ("ist wahrscheinUch eine fingierie Crosse").
'3 Josephus, BJ 1. 33, 7. 423, AJ 12. 387. Antiochus IV had died in 164/3. In the BJ
,
though not in the AJ, Josephus may have been thinking of Onias III; see Tcherikover (previous
note) 276.
'^ See Tcherikover, CPJ I (1957) 2, who, however ([above, note 12] 44), points out that
Onias IV may himself have been a hellenizer in spite of his opposition to the heUenistic party
in Jemsalem.
*^ PT Yoma 43d and BT Menahoi 109b ff.
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received by Ptolemy and Cleopatra, who granted him some land in the nome
of Heliopolis. There he founded a military colony for Jewish settlers and a
temple for their use. These settlers may have come with him from Palestine
or he may have raised a Jewish military force after his arrival in Egypt;
indeed he may have founded the colony and the temple as late as 145 B.C.,
shortly before Ptolemy's death. '^ There is no foundation for the suggestion
that Ptolemy Philometor intended to found a cultic centre for the Jews in the
Delta to counterbalance the importance and attraction of the temple in
Jerusalem,^'' and there is no evidence whatsoever that the temple of Onias
had at any time more than merely local significance.'^ The temple at
Leontopolis existed until after the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem; it
was demolished on the orders of Vespasian in A.D. 73. '^
Apart from the rabbinic references (see below), our main source for the
history of Onias and his temple is Josephus.^^ The temple is never
mentioned by Alexandrian writers and it seems that Egyptian Jewry was not
much interested in this Palestinian immigrant foundation. ^^
We have a number of rabbinic reports referring to the shrine of Onias.-^^
These regularly describe the temple of Onias asVlJlh JT"!. The word
JT'l, though it does not univocally = temple, naturally is capable of being
used in a phrase referring to a temple; cf., e.g., 'h JT"!, D''pl'7K i:i^'2.,
'^ See Tcherikover (above, note 12) 279 f.
1^ H. Kees."'Ov{o\)."/?£XVffl.l (Stuttgart 1939)477-79.
'* This should be weighed in any consideration of the argument put forward by A.
MomigUano (Aegyptus 12 (1932] 161-72. and esp. 170-71) that there existed or that there may
have existed a Greek translation of the Old Testament in the Temple of Leonlofx^lis different
from the Septuagint; that this version ("accolta o curata dai sacerdoti leontopolilani") was
circulating in Egypt in competition with the LXX; and that the legend of the Greek translation
of the Bible propagated by the author of the Letter ofAristeas had a polemical purpose directed
against the Leontopolitan temple. I know of no evidence that would support any part of this
argument. In any case, it is to be noted that MomigUano relies not only on a fairly late dale for
the work of Ps.-Arisleas but, more seriously, on what seems to me a vastly inflated estimate of
the importance of the Leontopolis temple; we cannot even say that the population for whom
this temple was built was Greek -speaking rather than Aramaic-speaking; for all we know they
spoke Egyptian. Though there is evidence that the Greek Bible was read in the countryside in
the second century B.C.. it seems clear on the whole that the Jews living in the chora were
assimilating fast to their Egyptian-speaking neighbours. See Tcherikover, CPJ I (1957) 43^6.
'"Josephus, 57 7.421.
2° fly 1. 33, 7. 421-36, AJ 12. 387-88. 13. 62-73. 285. 20. 236. Ap. 2. 5. 2 f. On the
problems that arise from a collation of these passages, see Tcherikover (above, note 12) 275 ff.
et aUbi, e.g.. 392 ff.
^' We may disregard Sibylline Oracles 5. 501, 507, where some scholars have seen an
allusion to the temple of Onias; see Tcherikover (above, note 12) 499 n. 28 and, more
generally, idem in CPJ I (1957) 20 f. and 44 ff., with notes (and hlerature cited in his n. 1 17)
and idem, Jews and Greeks in the Hellenistic Period (Tel Aviv 1963) 220 ff. and nn. (Hebrew).
Cf. P. M. Eraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (Oxford 1972) 1 83 with nn. 301 ff. (in vol. II, pp.
162 f.).
"Mishna Menahot 13. 10, PT Yoma 43d, BT Menahot 109a ff., BT Megilla 10a, BT
AZ 52b.
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\£; T p b n JT' n. For 1 •' U 1 n we sometimes find the spelling ( 1) 1 '' 3 1 h IP
Interestingly, where the actual construction of the temple is reported, the
word hUTD = altar is used, thus making it quite unmistakable that the
reference is to a foundation meant to be used for the performance of
sacrifices.-^'* Similarly, Josephus speaks of the temple as a veox; or vao^ and
lepov; and in the same context he refers to Isaiah 19. 19 f. as predicting the
KaTaaKE\)fi xot>5e xot) vaot).^ Isaiah actually has there Kinn dl"*!!
d''^>td yiK linn 'n*? nntd n''ri\ it is interesting that this same
passage is quoted also in both Talmudim, in the same context.^^ The LXX
translates ri!lTd correctly as G-uoiaaxTipiov, and Josephus, too, knows that
text: eoxai Gvaiaorripiov ev Aiyuntcp K-upio) tw Bew (AJ 13. 68). A few
paragraphs earlier (AJ 13. 64) Isaiah is said to have foretold that a vaoq
would be built in Egypt. Occasionally Josephus mentions a Pcoiioq.^^
There can be no doubt that both the rabbinic sources and Josephus are
speaking about a temple, i.e. a cult place in which sacrifices were
performed, not merely a meeting house for prayer and study, i.e. a
synagogue.-^^
The temple of Onias is known to us as having been located at
Leontopolis. Josephus mentions Leontopolis (in the nome of Heliopolis),
by that name, only in AJ 13. 65, in Onias' petition addressed to Ptolemy VI
Philometor and Cleopatra, and in 13. 70, in the sovereigns' reply. The other
passages in the works of Josephus refer only to the nome of Heliopolis
without further specification of the place. The repetition of the phrase
containing the place-name in the royal reply to the petition simply conforms
to what is a natural feature of chancery style, namely to repeat the
formulations contained in the original petition. We are thus left with what
is, in effect, a single occurrence of the name Leontopolis.-^^ Now, it is
"Cf.,c.g.,PTYoma43d.
^ PT Yoma 43d and BT Menahot 109b.
"E.g. fly 7. 424. 431 and 432.'
^ Above, noie 24.
AJ 13. 72: Onias built iepov Kal Pcojiov xw 0c(p. Compare also BJ 1. 428.
^^ Fraser's repeated references to a "synagogue" at Leontopolis-Tell el-Yahoudiyah
([above, note 21) I 83, II 162-63 nn. 302 and 306) must be due to a lapsus calami; the point is
that a synagogue is not a temple: The two serve different functions and have always had a
different sutus from each other. This confusion is found also in the index (but not in the text
or in the English original) of the French translation of E. R. Bevan's Hisloire des LMgides
(Paris 1934) 438. In rabbinic literature I know of only one passage in which il appears that the
writer has confounded a synagogue with a temple: In the late JTl''l'7l 1\if^ WlTD
(version II), published by A. Jellinek in Bel ha-Midrasch (3rd ed., repr. Jerusalem 1967) V
113-16 (see 115 and also [version I] IV 135), the language used is unmistakably conflated with
that of the famous description of the great Alexandrian synagogue in Tosefla Sukka 4. 6 el alibi
(see below, note 31); the author mentions an altar (in Alexandria) and speaks of sacrifices
being performed there.
^^ The correspondence quoted by Josephus is generally regarded as a Hellenistic forgery;
see Tcherikover (above, note 12) 499 n. 30, who, though for a different purpose and in a
different context, rightly notes that even a forged document may contain some kernel of
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interesting that those rabbinic sources that do name the location of the Onias
temple speak of it as having being located in Alexandria?'^ The Rabbis are
certainly not confusing theVilh n**! with the Alexandrian Synagogue
which is mentioned elsewhere in talmudic literature;^' on the contrary, in a
number of passages they make it quite clear that they understand that the
Onias foundation was a temple, a cult place in which sacrifices were
performed, and we even find the opinion expressed that, whatever the status
of that temple may have been, it was not an idolatrous temple, and some of
the sacrificial acts performed there were, under certain circumstances, to be
regarded as valid. ^^ It is thus inconceivable that the Rabbis might have
confused the temple with the Alexandrian Synagogue.
On the other hand, though the possibility of a simple mistake
concerning the location of the temple arising from guesswork or ignorance
cannot be discounted, it is certainly possible that the Rabbis drew on their
own contemporary knowledge that Leontopolis was in the early Byzantine
age an alternative designation for Alexandria.^^ The equation Leontopolis =
Alexandria lends itself to confusion in both directions.
We are told by Stephanus of Byzantium (fl. probably c. 528-35) that
"Alexandria was called Rhakotis, and Pharos, and Leontopolis . . ."
Similarly, Eustathius of Thessalonike (12th century) reports that
Leontopolis was one of a number of alternative names for Alexandria.^'*
historical irulh; thus, the name Leontopolis may well be correct. In any case, there seems to be
no doubt about the reliability of the references to the location of the temple in the Heliopolitan
nome, and it is generally accepted that the Onias temple was in fact located in the countryside,
quite possibly at a place to be identified with the modem Tell el-Yehudiyeh, at a distance of ca.
30 miles NE of Memphis. See R. Marcus on Josephus, A/ 13. 65 (LCL VII 258-59), with the
literature there quoted, esp. Schiirer (above, note 1) 3rd ed., HI (1898) 97 ff. with note 25
(Engl.tr.:ffl.l 145 f., esp. n. 33).
3° PT Yoma 43d, BT Menahot 109b.
^' Tosefta Sukka 4. 6, BT Sukka 51b, PT Sukka 5. 1 = 55 a-b; cf. S. Krauss. Synagogale
AUerlumer (Berlin-Vienna 1922) 261 ff., 336.
^2 See, e.g., Mishna Menahot 13. 10, BT Menahot 109a-b, BT AZ 52b, BT MegUla 10a.
^^ RE s.v. "Leontopolis 10" and A. Calderini, Dizionarlo del nomi geografici e lopografici
ckll'Egitto greco-romano I (Cairo 1935) 58.
^* Slephani Byzantii Ethnicorum quae supersunl ex recensione August i Meinekii I (Berlin
1849; repr. 1958)70: 'AXe^dv6peiai 7i6A,eii; 6)cxcoKai6eKa. npiovi] r\ Aiyvnxia f{Xoi Ai^vaaa,
djq 01 Tto^oi, anb 'AA,e^dv5pou to\) <I>iA.in7tov. 'Idocov Se 6 xov Piov xf\q 'EXA^Sot; ypdvi/aq
ev 6' PiPXicp cprioi "tov jiev oijv totiov -0]^ noA-ecoq ovap e%pTiono6oxfi9ri omot;
vT\aoc, CTteixd xiq eoti Tio^uKXiiaTcp evi Ttovtcp
Aiy\)7ixo\) TtpoTtdpoiGe, 4>dpov 8e e laicXfiatcouaiv.
(Homer, Od. 4. 354 f.)
EKeXcuae 6e 5iaYpd<peiv to oxfi}xa xouq dpxitCKTOvaq- ouk exovxeq 8e A-cuktiv yfjv dXtpixoic;
5ie7pa<pov, 6pvi6e<; 6e Kaxanxdvxeq xd dA.(pixa al'cpvrif; 5ifip7taaav. xapaxQexc, ouv
'AXe^av6poq (sic) oi jidvxeiq Gappeiv eXcyov Ttdvxcov ydp xfiv noXiv xpocpov yevrioeoBai."
xavxa Kai 'Appiavoi;. eKA.ri9ri 8e 'PaKcoxK; xal Odpoq Kal AcoyxonoXic; 5id x6 xnv xfjq
OA.\)n7tid5o(; yaoxepa eocppayiaBai Xeovxoq eiicovi. Cf. Arrian, Anab. 3. 1-2, Plut. Alex. 2.
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Eustalhius clearly draws, directly or indirectly, on Slephanus of Byzantium
(or his source?).^^ It is thus evident that we have here not two teslimonia
but what is in fact one. Such papyrological evidence as we have consists of
the single letter lambda in a fourth-century papyrus, where we read dc, tt^v
'AA.e^dv5pEiav titoi A[eovx67ioA.iv].^ It is manifest that this reading of the
papyrus, so far from establishing or confirming the identification of
Alexandria with Leontopolis, is itself based on that identification.
^'^
The evidence for the alternative name of the great city is thus seen to be
extremely meagre; but if the Rabbis indeed confused Alexandria with
Leontopolis this very confusion, though leading them into error, would
paradoxically enable us to see in it a further piece of evidence, both for the
use of Leontopolis as an alternative name for Alexandria and for the placing
of the Oniad temple in Leontopolis (the latter, as we have seen, attested
otherwise only by Josephus, AJ 13. 65-70). Since our Greek evidence is so
poor on both these points any additional evidence from rabbinic sources is
to be welcomed, more especially as our talmudic texts are completely
independent of the Byzantine tradition. We must, of course, remember that
neither the Jerusalem Temple nor that of Onias at Leontopolis existed any
longer at the time the Rabbis discussed the sacrifices performed there. Their
discussions are thus purely academic, and though they will have been
nourished by plentiful and zealously preserved information about the
activities of the Jerusalem priesthood, they cannot have drawn on more than
scattered memories of the Oniad foundation. Hence, since in their period
Leontopolis was known to be an alternative name for Alexandria, the great
city with its vastly numerous Jewish population, any fleeting memory of the
name Leontopolis in connexion with the temple of Onias, or any mention in
4—5. My colleague Dr. Deborah Gera has reminded me of Herodotus 6. 131, where a
somewhat similar motif occurs in a story concerning the mother of Pericles; cf. Plut. Per. 3. 2.
Eustathius (C. Miiller [ed.], Geographi Graeci Minores U [Paris 1882] 261) writes on the
words Maicn66viov 7tTO^{e9pov (which appear in the text of Dionysius Periegetes, line 254 =
Geographi Graeci Minores II 1 16): o eaxiv ti xo\> MaKe56vo<; 'AX,eE,dv5po-o bjicovujiot; noXit;,
Ev Ti Kul exdcpTi . . . dpiBnovvxai 6e ev xaic; laxopiait; 'AXe^dvSpeiai UTtep xdq ScKaoKxco.
xoiixcov (i{a Kai a\ixT|, noXic, Ai^vcaa t\xo\ Aiyvnxia. xat)XT|v 6e Kai dXXoii; ^ev ovonaai
6ia<j)6poiq KX,ri9fivai (paoi tioxe, ovo^aoBfivai 5e Kai AcgvxotioXiv 6id xov xf\c, 'OX\)fi7tid8o(;
Kai xoiixo 'AA,e^av8pov (?), i\c, r\ yaaxfip iaifpayioQax. Xiovzoc, eiKovi Xiyctai, k.x.X. For the
possible sources of Stephanus, for the question why the great city was called l^onlopoUs, and
for related matters, see C. Miiller (ed.), Pseudo-Callislhenes (Paris 1865) xix f., with notes;
also C. MiiUer (ed.), Scriplores Alexandri Magni (Paris 1865) 160 (lason Argivus, fr. 2).
^^ We have only an epitome, dating from between the sixth and the tenth centuries, of the
Elhnica; it has been suggested (J. F. Lockwood in OCD s.v. "Eustathius") that Eustathius may
in fact draw in his commentary on the complete text of Stephanus. R. Brownmg in the same
work (2nd ed., p. 1012) suggests that Eustathius used the surviving epitome of the Elhnica.
^^ Pap. Oxy. 1660, line 2, in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri XIV (London 1920) 1 1 4-1 5.
The reading A[eovx6TcoA,ivl, though attractive and quite possibly right, does not by
necessity impose itself and is not universally accepted: see P. J. Sijpestcijn, "Notes on Two
Papyri," ZPE 87 (1991) 257-58, who suggests eiqxfiv 'AA.e^dv6peiav fixoi A.|ifieva jieyav tou
EijvoGxou].
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some recondite source of the location of that temple in that place, could
easily explain the confusion—^but only if the temple was really located in
Leontopolis.
There are further facts to be considered: Leontopolis was located in the
Heliopolitan nome. By a curious and in itself unremarkable coincidence the
city of Heliopolis (in Hebrew called I'X)^^ bore the Egyptian name ywnw. It
is manifest that to the eyes and ears of users of Aramaic or Hebrew this
would constitute an irresistible invitation to confuse the Egyptian name with
the Semitic name for "Greek" or "Greece," ywn, which itself was sometimes
confused with Alexandria: See the passages cited below from Tosefta
Nidda 4. 17 and BT Nidda 30b.
The Hebrew/Jewish Aramaic/Syriac ( n) K '' TT 5 D !] *? K, like the Greek
'AA,e^dv5peia and the Latin Alexandrea (-ia), can refer to towns other than
the great city: Thus, e.g., an Egyptian city called K!l, mentioned a number
of times in the Hebrew Bible,^^ is generally identified by the Septuagint
translators with Diospolis (Thebes in Upper Egypt). Some rabbinic sources
^* Gen. 41. 45, 41. 50, 46. 20. Cf. also Ez. 30. 17. where the vocalization is different, but
see Symmachus and Theodotion for the Greek transcription Avv. (The Septuagint has
"Heliopolis.")
" Jer. 46. 25: Hebr. K3(Q); for LXX. see Jer. 26. 25; Syr. K''Cl(T)! It may be oT interest
that in Ez. 30. 17 f IK "'1111^ the LXX has veavioKoi 'IRiox) noXctix,. The vocalization of
nK need not detain us here; but it is noteworthy that the Peshitta translates K''D V^l
KTITl Tnni My colleague Professor Jonas Greenfield has pointed out to me that the
Peshitta reading K''£3 in Ez. 30. 17 may be due to a misreading of the Hebrew C]Cl1\ the last
word in the preceding verse Qeil untranslated there). Ez. 30. 14: Hebr. K3(;i); LXX
Ai6o7toXi<;; Syr. 13(1)- Ez. 30. 15: Hebr. Ki; LXX Mejicpiq; Syr. 13(1). Ez. 30. 16: Hebr.
K3(1); LXX Ai6onoA.i(;; Syr. 13(1). Nah. 3. 8: Hebr. pDK k!i(C3); LXX Ajicov; Syr. (TO
TiDKT n*-
.
See also the citations in R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus I (Oxford 1879) s.v. '(^'*
PDKX coll. 1579-80 (from medieval Syriac-Arabic lexicographers): e.g., Tl flbK^ P''
K"''TnD:]'7K "-m Kn'lD^i''ini K'-m KT\"nyT. (The reference is clearly to our
passage in Nah. 3. 8.) For other identifications with Alexandria, see ibid. Mejicpiq in Ez. 30.
15 seems to be based on the reading ^3 (instead of the masoretic K3), borrowed from 30. 13
(Hebr. n'l3;Syr. D9D ^tl), which is translated there by Mencpic; (LXX). The LXX translation
in Nah. 3. 8 is, of course, no more than a transcription of the second part of the double name in
the Hebrew Vorlage. It is to be noted that rabbinic sources understand the reference in Nah. 3.
8 too to be to Alexandria (see Pesikta Rabbati 156b. cited below). Note also that extra-
septuagintal Greek translators did not hesitate to transcribe the Hebrew name K3 in one way or
another rather than to give a Greek equivalent for it: No (Symmachus in Ez. 30. 14, 15). Noiu;
(Theodotion. ibid.), Nco (Aquila in Ez. 30. 15); compare also Aquila: Bavco for K3(l) in Ez.
30. 14. (The place-name Mejicpiq stands variously for f]D. K3 or ^3 in the Septuagint; for
examples see Supplement to Hatch and Redpath. Concordance to the Septuagint 112b, .y.v.
Mcficpiq.)
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on the other hand identify K 3 anachronistically with Alexandria:
Both the Greek and the Syriac traditions have preserved the mennory of
the multiplicity of places called Alexandria: Stephanus of Byzantium
(above, note 34): 'AXE^dv6pEiai tzoXeic, 6KTC0Kai6EKa (cf. Eustathius of
Thessalonike [above, note 34]: . . . dpiGp-ovvxai 8e ev xaiq laxopiaK;
'A^E^dvSpEiai -uTiEp xojc, 6EKaoKTco).'*^ For Syriac, see Payne Smith, col.
209, s.v. K •' ^ 1 H D :i *? K for two towns called Alexandria: K "^ IT 3 D !] *?
K
Knn'l = the city in Egypt and Kn'Tl^3T K''^T:iD!]'?K = Alexandretta
(Iskenderun).
It is also the case that, occasionally, Alexandria, in Greek, Hebrew and
Aramaic (both Jewish and Christian), may refer to the whole land of Egypt,
or, rather, may stand for it, pars pro toto. Thus, Payne Smith (ibid.) also
cites the use in Syriac of the name Alexandria pro tola Aegypto. Similarly,
in Lamentations Rabba 1. 5. 246 (p. 65 Buber) it seems easy to understand
nK*'"l'T!JD^'7KT DI^IT as referring to the commander of the troops
from Egypt as a whole and not only of those from Alexandria. So also, one
may wanttoreadinToseftaNidda4. 17 K'-ITUDriVK t\'2^h nitl5l'7l
(=K"ltdaiK''Vp) instead of M "^ "I T U D 1] *? K of the older editions, or instead
of D 1 "I T U D !] *? K or of n*' H 11 "^ in the parallel passages (both in BT Nidda
30b: D1^T:iD:d'7K ni^h K^tiaiK*'*7ti and, on the same page,
JT'111'' n-n^h Kltl^'pp); or instead of D ''^T:iD:]'7K as read by
Zuckermandel (p. 645)."*^
Note also that Rashi on BTAZ 8b (KH^'pd K^tia*?^! "'t!''!!) writes,
citing the passage in BT Nidda 30b, ^DKi:: K'^^TIDriVK *7\y
nTI n^DDin'paCim. This suggests either the ease with which the
place-name Alexandria insinuates itself into such a context or the possibility
that Rashi read a text different from that in our printed editions.
But all this does not, in the end, affect our problem: One is not
surprised that Alexandria may, as is so often the case elsewhere, stand for
the country of which it is the chief city;"*^ nor that its name may be applied
confusedly and thus wrongly, because of the great number of places that
bear the same name. What is argued here is simply that the confusion that
we are dealing with is of a peculiar kind, namely that occasionally the name
Alexandria, in our rabbinic sources, comes in place of another name which
^° Sec Pesikia 63b, with Ruber's note ad loc.. Pesikia Rabbali, cap. 17, p. 87a and see also p.
156b (Friedmann-[Ish Shalom]). Gen. R. 1. 1 (p. 1 Theodor/Albeck), Targum to Ezekiel 30.
14-16, Targum lo Jeremiah 46. 25, Targum lo Nahum 3. 8.
"' RE has twenly-one entries for places called Alexandria.
*^ Such confusions are easy in our sources: Thus in Seder 01am Rabba some editions are
said (see Krauss, Lehnworler \ 55, s.v. DTTT3D:d*7K) to have in chapter 30 the spelling
m'TT5D3'7K for the proper name Dn'nC7:]'7K.
^^ Cf., in Arabic, Misr for Egypt and also for its capital; similarly al-Sham for Syria and its
capiul. See also Syriac P"I\JD, which is used both for the whole of Egypt and for any city
which may at any given time be its capital, e.g. Fustat (Old Cairo) or Alexandria.
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is itself, in the early Byzantine age, an alternative name of the Ptolemaic
capital.
Considered by themselves the points made here are small and perhaps
insignificant. Nonetheless, if I am right in suggesting that the confusion of
the Rabbis arose out of the fact that Alexandria was also called, in their
time, Leontopolis, this would make it unnecessary to suspect the Rabbis of
completely uninformed guesswork. This alone would be a conclusion of
some value. But there is more: If the suggestion made here is indeed
acceptable, then this would add strength to the confidence with which we
expect to find in the recesses of rabbinic literature a good deal more such
material. Handled with discretion and discrimination, this is likely to
provide confirmation and corroboration of what we learn otherwise only
through remarks dispersed here and there over pagan and Christian writings
of antiquity and the early Byzantine age.
The Hebrew University, Jerusalem
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Piety, Dogs and a Platonic Reminiscence:
Philo, Quod Deterius 54-56 and
Flsdo, Euthyphro 12e-15a
JOHN GLUCKER
ectv n.ev ovv fiq einov EKotTepov "kaxw tv^Tiq aioSrioli; te xal vovc,,
dvdyKTi xov Kexpimevov d|i,(poTEpoi(; ejie euepYExeioGai- edv 5e Jioppco
Tov Xoyov djio VOX) Kai aioSrioecoq dnayayajv nxxzipa ^ev xov
yevvTioavTa <t6v> k6o|j.ov, [ir\iipa 5e xriv oocpiav, 5v' fiq amicXtaQx] xb
Tidv, Ti|ifi(; d^icocrriq, auxoc; t\> miar] 5eixai ydp o-uSevoq" ouxe 6 7iX,TipT|<;
GeoQ oiSxe ti axpa Kai navxeXtiq enicxrmri, oSoxe xov Gepajie'oxvKov''
xovjxcov )if| xoix; Gepanc'uoiievo'uq dvev5e£i<; ovxai; dX^' ea-uxov ^dXioxa
axpeXeiv.'^ injciicn ^ev ydp koI 0K-uXaKe\)xiKTi, enioxtmri Gepaneiaq fi fiev
iTtTtcov Ti 5e oK\)X.dKcov o^oa,** nopi^ei xoic; ^cooiq xd axpeXv^a,* cbv
EKeiva SEixav*^ |ifi nopi^o-ooa 5£ djieX^iv dv 5oKo{r|. xfiv 5e etjoePeiuv
0Eot) 0Epan£iav vnapxovaav^ ov Bejik; nopioxiKTiv EinEiv xcov
cb(p£A.Tio6vx(ov x6 Geiov" (i)(p£>.£ixai ydp vn o\)5£v6(;,' dxE ^tjxe evSee^
ovJ iiTjXE xivoq x6 £v dnaoiv a\)xot» KpEixxov nz(px>K6xoc, ovfjoai,
xo-ovavxiov bk xd oiijinavxa ovvExcbq Kai anavoxatc, cocpeX.ev.'' oSoxe
oxav xfiv E\)a£Peiav Xeyco^iev eIvqi Geov 0Epa7t£iav,8 {)7tTip£ciav xivd'
xoiaiJXTiv (pa|i£v, onoiav 5o\)Xx)i 5£a7i6xai(; x6 keXe-oojievov doKvcoq
noiEiv EyvcoKOXEi; unripExovai.'" SioiOEi 5e TcdXiv, oxi ol |j.ev btanoxai
-OTtTipEoiac; evSeeic;, 6 be Qcbq ov xp£^o<;'" woxe ekeIvok; ^ev xd
oxpE^Tiaovxa a\)xo\)(; {)nrip£xo\)ai., xqj 5' ovSev e^co (piA.o5Eon6xo\)
yva))a.Tiq napE^o-oai- PeXxicoooi |I£v ydp ovSev Evprjaouai," xcov
6£(jnoxiKcc)v ndvxcov e^ dpxfjq ovxcov dplaxcov, jiEydXa 5' aiixo'ix;
6vr|oo-oav yvcopioOfivai Geco 7rpO)j.Ti0ov))j.£voi. (Philo, Quod Deterius 54—
56)
a. 14el-2: (bv ekeivoi x-uyxdvovaiv 5e6|xevoi nap' fmcbv. 14e2-4: ov
ydp xEXviKov y' av Eirj ScopocpopEiv 5i56vxa x(p xauxa (bv o-uSev
8Eixai.
b. 12e5: x6 nEpi xf|v xtbv Gecov GEpanEiav kxe.
c. 13b8-9: eti' dyaGm xivi eoxv koi cbcpEA-ia xov G£pa7CE\>o|i£vo-u.
d. 13a4-5: 'innovc, ov nac, Enioxaxai GEpanE-oEiv, dX^ 6 InniKOi;.
13a8: ti ydp iTiTiiicn initcov GEpajtEia. 13a9-10: ovbi yt Kwaq nac,
ETcioxaxai GEpa7i£\)Eiv dXXd 6 KvvrjyExiKoc;. 13al2: r\ ydp nov
KDvriyExiKTi icovcbv GEpaTtEia.
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e. 13b8: en' . . . (ixpeXia. 13bl0: a)<p£Xo^)vxal. 13c4: tn' axpeXia.
13c6: Geiov cocpeA-ia. 15a2: a 5e nap' r\\i(ov Xa|ipdvo\)civ, xi
axpeXouvxai; 15a5-6: aXX' oiei . . . xouq Geovc; oxpeXeioOav ano
xovxcov, a Tcap' njiMV Xa^pdvo-uoiv;
f. 14d9-10: (bv Seo^eGa nap' eKeivcov. (See also a.)
g. 12e5—7: xovxo . . . x6 fiepoq xou Sixaiou eivai eiiot^ic, xe Kal ooiov,
x6 Jiepi xf|v xcov Gecbv Gepaneiav.
h. See c, e.
i. See a, c, e.
j. See a.
k. 15al-2: ovbtv ydp ti|iiv eoxiv dyaGov oxi dv jifj ekeivoi 6a)aiv. d
5e Tiap' -fmcov X£X|iPdvo\)aiv, xl oxpEXovvxai;
1. 13d7: -urtTipexiKTi xiq dv, (oc, eoikev, e'l'ri Geoic; (and context),
m. 13d5-6: rivjiep . . . ol 5oii)Xov xovq Sconozac, Gepanevouaiv.
n. See a, c, f.
0. 13blO: (ixpeXouvxai koI PeXxio-uq Yiyvovxai. 13c7: koi PeX.xio'uq
xoi)(; Geo\)(; Jioiei. 13c8-9: PeXxico xvvd xcov Gecbv djiepYdi^ri;
I have followed the Philonian text with parts of the relevant pages of Plato's
Euthyphro, where verbal similarities are close enough. To the best of my
knowledge, Professor John Dillon is the only one so far who has noted the
similarities. His context is that of "the canon of two virtues," and he only
notes briefly: "That Philo had the Euthyphro well in mind is shown by the
echoes oiEuth. 13A ff. in Del. 55-6."'
This, however, is only the beginning of our story. When Philo is
echoing a source—even Plato—what matters is what he does, in each case,
with his Platonic materials. Even on a cursory reading, it should be clear
that these pages of Plato have passed through a serious transformation,
Euthyphro is an aporetic dialogue, where questions and refutations are the
order of the day, and where answers, in the few cases where they are given,
are not answers to the central questions, but usually part of the refutation.
Philo provides us, within the space of one page or less, with more answers
(and no questions whatsoever) than the whole of Plato's dialogue. This, as
well as Philo's own context and theological framework, would account for
the many differences between his passage and its "source." Let us point out
some.
1. Philo says clearly and repeatedly that God lacks nothing. Plato's
Euthyphro would take it for granted that one cannot make the gods better
' J. Dillon, The Middle Platonists (London 1977) 150. Even a great expert (and author of
the entry "Plalon" in Pauly's RE) like Hans Leisegang remarks on rpv 5' euoePeiav Geou
BepaTteiav wTtap^o-ooav in our passage: "Die Philo vorschwebende Definition isl stoisch:
Sexlus Adv. Math. IX. 123." {Die Werke Philons von Alexandria in deulscher Uebersetzung,
ed. L. Cohn [Breslau 1919] IE 294 n. 1—in Leisegang's translation with notes of Quod
Delerius.) Sextus ibid, does have eoxi yap evocPeia Enio-rnjin 6ecov SepaTieiaq, and his
source may have been Stoic (see SVF HI 264, 272, 604, 608). Bui Philo's source is clearly
Plato.
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(e.g. 13c6-10); but he does initially accept that one can offer them oxpeXia
(13c4-5)—and, indeed, that there are things which the gods require from us
(14el-5), with the consequence that ooioxric; is e^iTiopudi te^vti (14el-5),
however grudgingly he admits that. It is only under more pressure from
Socrates that he realizes that the gods cannot obtain any dxpeXia from us
(15a5^).
2. Philo takes it for granted that evaepeia is 0eov» GepaTieia. This
definition (of E-i)oePe(; Kal oaiov—whereas oaiov and its cognates are
entirely absent from our passage of Philo), offered by Euthyphro at 12d5-8,
is the one refuted by Socrates from that point in Plato's dialogue until the
crisis of Mall.
3. In the course of that refutation, by Socrates, of Euthyphro's fi xcov
Gecbv 6£pa7i£{a, Euthyphro offers livTiep . . . ol SovXoi xot)(; bzanoxac,
Gepanevovaiv as an explanation of this particular Gepaneia. This is not so
much refuted as brushed aside by Socrates, who, almost with a sleight of
hand, concentrating on \j7iTipeTiKTi, moves on to another example. Philo
takes it for granted that zxxsi^eia is GepaTteia Qeov in this sense: oKoiav
5o\)A.oi 5ea7i6Tai<; x6 ke^e\)6)I£vov doKvcoc; tioveiv EyvcoKoteq
{)TCTlpET0V)OlV.
4. Philo's idea that those who serve God properly do so only for their
own improvement and benefit would be incomprehensible to the Euthyphro
of Plato's dialogue—and, on this point, Euthyphro would not be eccentric,
or different from the average Athenian or pagan in general.^
Yet, perhaps surprisingly at first sight, some of those points, made so
positively and decisively by Philo, are points which may well emerge (other
things, between Plato and Philo, being unequal) out of reading between the
lines of Plato's dialogue.^
The idea that the gods lack nothing and require nothing of us is, of
course, alien to Euthyphro's whole attitude to life. He is suing his father
because he is afraid of ^laa^a (4b7 ff.). For him, toc oaia (14al 1 ff.
—
forgetting yet again that Socrates had asked him at 5c-d for the one oaiov,
always xa-otov
. . . ev naar\ Tipd^Ei . . . avxb a-uToJ, and that, at 6dl0, he
had reminded him that he does not want xd noXka oaia, aXX' ekeivo a-uxo
x6 Ei8o<;) consist in the correct knowledge of acts which please the gods
and, therefore, save individuals and cities, while their opposites destroy
them. Yet even Euthyphro, under pressure from Socrates (and with the help
of the socially unpleasant EjinopiK-n xe/vti) asks at last: dXX' oI'ei, co
^ Bui Philo's point would have been perfeclly inlelligible to some Palestinian Sages.
Antigonus of Socho used to say: "Be not like the servants who serve the master in the
expectation of receiving a reward," etc. (Mishna Aboth 1. 3). This is not to say that Philo
knew this saying, or Hebrew
—
problems which should not concem us here—merely thai such
an idea was probably current in Jewish pious circles at the lime.
' In what follows, I shall draw heavily on a book in preparation on Plato's Euthyphro by Mr.
Ivor Ludlam and myself, and I hope to be more precise and detailed there.
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ItoKpateq, Touq 0EO\)(; axpeXeioGai anb xotjtcov a Tiap'
-njicov
Xa|ipdvo\)aiv; (15a4-6). In response to Socrates' further question he
explains that we only give them ti)j.t| Kal yipa.
Socrates' refutation, from now on, is based on the distinction, accepted
by Euthyphro, that any "gifts" we give to the gods are either cocpeJiip.a or
(pihx. Since cbcpeXijiov is out, (pi?iov remains. But we have already refuted
the definition of to oaiov as to Qzo<^ikiq, in various stages and senses
(6el0-l lb8). Thus, the dialogue ends in dcTiopia.
But hold. Have we really, from Euthyphro's outburst at 14all-b7,
been discussing to ooiov, or was it rather to evoepec;? Plato's Socrates is,
in some measure, responsible for this confusion^ At 5c8 he starts his request
for a definition with tioiov ti to e-uaePeq (pfiq eivai Kal to aoz^kc, Kal nepl
(povoD Kal nepl twv aXXcov;—and then passes, almost imperceptibly, to to
ooiov alone, whereas to e-uoePeq is not mentioned again until 12e. There,
the combined e-uoePeq te Kal ooiov is employed by Euthyphro in his
definition, but not before Socrates had asked, to tioiov |J.epoc, xo\> 6iKaio\)
oaiov eoTiv, iva
. . . ixtite aoePeiaq Ypa^peoOai. Euthyphro falls into the
trap, since he, unlike Socrates, makes no distinction between acts like
prosecuting a suspected murderer and sacrificing. For him, both are equally
done for the sake of divine reward and for eschewing divine punishment.
Plato, however, has no intention of confusing his perceptive reader (and
he writes for none else). Such a reader has noticed that even Euthyphro
(4b9) has conditioned oaiov in his particular case on eite ev 5ikti ekteivev
6 KTEivaq ei'te jiTi, thus paving the way, even at that early stage, to Socrates'
suggestion (lle4 ff.) that ooiov is part of 5iKaiov. This had been. brought
out by Socrates' argument (7b2 ff.) that if the gods quarrel among
themselves, it is about to te 5iKaiov Kal to a5iKov Kal Ka^v Kal aioxpov
Kal dyaGov Kal KaKov (7dl-2), a widespread contemporary expression for
what we, after Aristotle, would call ethical problems'*—but an expression
which contains to 6iKaiov. At 8b6 ff. Euthyphro is certain of the gods'
agreement that a murderer should be brought to justice, and Socrates
convinces him that all men agree as well. It is, I think, because of this close
connection between ooiov and 5iKaiov that Euthyphro agrees (lOel-2) oti
. . . TO . . . OOIOV 5id TOVTO cpi^EioGai [vnb tcov Gecov] oti ooiov eotiv—and
not the opposite. This would make no sense if applied to prayers, sacrifices
and £\)0£p£ia in general, whose whole existence would be meaningless
without the gods as recipients.
Yet from Mall to the end of the dialogue, the discussion had been
turned by Euthyphro (as Socrates hints at 14b8-c6) from acts of justice with
religious overtones to acts of pure worship—that is, from ooiov to etjoePec;.
This would imply that the final refutation, relying as it does on Euthyphro's
** On this and related issues, see my forthcoming article, "Ta ovo^ata xf\q r\QiKf\c, npb tov
'\p\axoxiXo\)c„" lo be published (with a brief English summary) in the Proceedings of the
Second International Congress of Greek Philosophy, Samos, August 1990.
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admission at lOel-2, is not valid if applied to acts of ritual like prayers and
sacrifices. Even here, one could claim that if such things are xoiq 0eoi<;
(pihx, the gods need them in some way and are somehow made ^eKxiovc, for
them. But if we take 14elO-15alO to imply that, since the gods give us all
the good things we have, they deserve honor and respect from us even
though they need, and get, nothing out of them, we would be getting near
enough to Philo's position—without, of course, Philo's transcendental one
God, and without Philo's idea, so central to his thought, that worshiping
God is a step in a man's progress towards his aim in life, knowledge of God.
Would all this imply that Philo had unravelled so much of the dramatic
and dialectic side of this aporetic dialogue? That, for example, he saw the
distinction between zxxsz^kc, and ogiov; understood that the final otTiopia
applied only to the latter and did not refute the former; that it was the former
which needed refuting in the last part of the discussion—or even the "small
detail," that the example of slaves serving their masters has not been really
refuted? I doubt it. Even a brief glimpse at Leisegang's indices will remind
us that, for Philo, EvoePeia and b(5\&iy\c, are one and the same virtue. From
examples which can be brought by the bushel I cite only one clear one. At
Spec. Legg. 4. 135 we have Ttepl |iev o\)v xfjq f|7e^ov{6o<; tcov dpExcov,
EvoEPeiaq Kttl ooioTnxoq. It is, I suspect, precisely because Philo makes no
distinction between EV)oePeia and ooioxrig, and because he does not read
the dialogue as drama—how many did in his age?—that he can take for
granted what Euthyphro admits only under pressure, that God cannot benefit
from anything we do; that he can accept (and extend in his own language)
Euthyphro's description of 0Epa7i£{a as the one given by slaves to
masters—indeed, that he can retain GEpaTtEia 0£ot) (for Plato's Gecov, of
course) as the definition of . . . but of what? Of EvoEPEia, what else? This
may not be very far from sentiments expressed by Plato's Socrates
elsewhere; see especially Phaedo 62bl-8. But once again, within Philo's
general framework of man's progress from worship of God to a different
life consisting of contemplating God, this acquires a new dimension.
Philo has prepared the ground. From 46 on, the argument has been that
the virtuous man, symbolized by Abel, cannot be killed in any sense by the
earthly "sophist" Cain—and was not killed even on a plain p-rirn EpjirivEia
(47). At 49 we are told that the wise man lives an incorruptible life by
dying to the corruptible life. That is, the wise man does himself good by
living the life of striving after God. The argument from koiov)v and Tidaxov
in 49 may already echo Euthyphro lOa-d, but 1 doubt it. There, only
ndaxov is mentioned at c3^. It is more likely to be of Aristotelian or Stoic
provenance.^ Certainly, the distinction between 6iEaTT|K6Ta and fivco^iEva
at 50 is Stoic.^ But once we have shown that the soul is one unit, where xo
^ See, e.g., SVF n 161 . 30 and context.
^ See the translators' note in the Loeb edition of Philo, II 494, on 49.
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Koiov)v and to Taxa/ov are one and the same, what better example than the
greatest of virtues, EV)ae{3£ia?
For some of Plato's dialogues we have ample ancient evidence:
quotations, references, verbal reminiscences and paraphrases, beginning
sometimes with Aristotle and Xenocrates and including papyri, Cicero,
Plutarch, Church Fathers and other authors. One need only look at the
"apparatus of citations" in the text of Dodds' great edition of Gorgias for
such a catalogue. Other dialogues are less fortunate. For Euthyphro our
only pieces of ancient evidence—apart from its inclusion in the lists of
Aristophanes and Thrasyllus—have so far been Plutarch, De Genio Socratis
10 (Moralia 580d), Diogenes Laertius 2. 29 and Numenius ap. Euseb. PE
13. 5 (fr. 30 Leemans = 23 des Places)."^ This scarcity of ancient evidence
was one of the grounds—when this was the fashion around the middle of
the last century—used by those who wished to athetize the dialogue.* Chief
among those athetizers was the—then young—Friedrich Ueberweg, who
took the scantiness of ancient testimony as his starting-point, and went on to
suggest, on "internal grounds," that Euthyphro was a forgery—an early one,
since it was already Platonic to Aristophanes—and to offer the obscure
Pasipho of Eretria as the likely culprit.^ The fact—I hope we have shown it
is a fact—that another ancient author, a contemporary of Thrasyllus and
earlier than Plutarch, Numenius and Diogenes, has also made use of this
dialogue, would make no difference to an alhetizer, if one is still around.
Philo does not mention Plato—he may have read it as someone else's work.
In any case, a Pasipho, a Simon the Shoemaker, or any other Socratic whose
name is known to us, would do for an early forger. But I still find it almost
aesthetically satisfying to discover another reader of this dialogue.
How does Philo make use of these pages of Euthyphro"! Not, I believe,
with Plato's (or Pasipho's) text before him. Not just because he docs not
follow, in his reminiscences, the order of Plato's text; he is under no
obligation to do so in what is not expressly a paraphrase. Nor is it because
"^ See M. Croisel (ed.). Platon, Oeuvres Completes I (Paris 1946) 179.
For a comprehensive bibliography (for its time) on this and other issues related to
Euthyphro, see E. Wagner, "UeberPlatons Eulhyphron, zur Frage seiner Echihcii und zu seiner
Erklaerung," in Festschrift Ludwig Friedlaender (Leipzig 1895) 438-55, esp. 438-39. On the
whole of that fashion of alhetizing dialogues and the methods and criteria employed, one of the
best summaries is still that of S. Ribbing, Genetlsche Darstellung der platonischen Ideenlehre
H: Untersuchungen ueber die Echtheit und die Reihenfolge platonischen Schriften (Leipzig
1864) 3-78. The book is a translation of the Swedish original of 1858, and therefore has no
account of Ueberweg (see next note). For what is still one of the clearest and best argued
rejections of this fashion, see G. Grote, Plato and the other Companions ofSokrates, 2nd ed.
(London 1867)1132-211.
^ F. Ueberweg, Untersuchungen ueber die Echtheit und Zeitfolge platonischen Schriften
(Vienna 1861) 250-51; sec also 201. I had the good fortune to read this book in London
University Library in George Grole's own copy, with his copious annotations in pencil. Very
often, Grote underlines, and then copies in the margin, the expression "innere Gruende." See
his sardonic remarks on this issue in his Plato (previous note) 189-90, 198, 206.
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he rewrites much of what is in Plato in his own words; Philo does that even
to Biblical passages he is expressly commenting on. The more pedestrian
and "external" clues are always better, and I think one exists here: Philo's
and Plato's dogs and their breeders. In Euthyphro 13al-clO Plato has only
icuveq and k-uvtiyetikt]. In our passage of Philo it is only ojcu^^aKeq and
aK\)XaKe-oxiKT|.'^ Now, oK'u^.a^ and aK-uA,dKiov and cognates exist in
Plato,' ^ but only six times, as against the far more frequent kxxhv and
cognates—and Plato knows only of KwriyexiKTi. Philo, according to
Mayer's index, has k-ucov sixteen times, K-uvT|y6(; and cognates seven times
(and never K-uvriYexiKTi), while he has oKv^a^ and cognates seven times
(and our oicuA^aKEDxiKTi). This is just what one would expect. In today's
Greek, <5K\)X\{pv) and oK-uXd)ci(ov) are the normal words for "dog"; only
the most persistent purist would use kucov. The "demotic" use of aioj^ia^
—
originally meaning "puppy" or "puppy dog"—to mean simply "dog" started
probably in Plato's time, or somewhat earlier. Like a few other "demotic"
words, it occasionally finds its way to Plato's texts. Philo has already a few
more instances of oK'u^.a^ as against ktScov, most probably since, in his
time, he was already using more regularly the more "demotic" form. Yet
K-utov is more frequent even in his works
—
probably whenever he
remembers that this is the "good Attic" word. Had Philo the Platonic text
before him, he would have used the more 56ki)j.ov Kal 'Atthcov word and
its cognates, since they were, in that case, in his lexl.'-^
What, then, did he have? The verbal reminiscences, sometimes almost
exact, suggest that he is not quoting from memory. The scarcity of ancient
testimonies to Euthyphro makes it unlikely that this dialogue was frequently
read and studied even by Platonists; after all, the same issues are dealt with
in a simple exposition, without the irritation of a dramatic and aporetic
dialogue, in Book 10 of the Laws. The same consideration would also
preclude a piece of a Middle Platonist handbook as Philo's source. If I may
be bold, I would like to suggest that what Philo had before him were notes
he had taken—with his own interpretations and conclusions—some time
before he wrote this work, of the last pages of Plato's Euthyphro. I do not
exactly remember now whether the suggestion that Philo may be using
notes de lecture from time to time when he seems to follow his sources has
been made, and I have not checked my von Amim, Bousset and Heinemann
for such a suggestion. That such notes were used by writers in late antiquity
is now commonly acknowledged. Scrolls were far too hard to roll and
unroll for every reference and reminiscence.
'° According lo our dictionaries a hapax eiremenon in the whole of Greek literature.
^' Rep. 2. 375a2, 7. 537a7, 539b6. 5. 451d7. Farm. 128cl.
'^ It is a pity that Phrynichus has no entry like icucov 56)anov • oKruXa^ dSoKijiov. The fact
that Plato has the "wrong" word—and in central dialogues like Republic and Parmenides—
may have deterred him.
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In a famous passage of a famous book, the greatest Philonian scholar of
the last generation wrote:
Nous considerons done que la recherche de paralleles philosophiques
grccs est pour I'historien de Philon une tache a coup sur exlremement
importante et, tant qu'elle est maintenue dans ses limites raisonnables, tout
a fait fructueuse. Mais les contradictions memes qui la divisent montrent
sans ambiguite que pour une quete de Philon elle ne saurait venir qu'en
deuxieme ligne, a la fa^on d'une discipline auxiliaire.^-^
Yet even the most dedicated Philonian scholar today would hardly
maintain that he or she can accept Philo's allegorical interpretation of
Scripture as proper exegesis.^"* Besides, not every reader of Philo reads him
sui ipsius causa, or merely so. Many of us read Philo—with all our
admiration for his personality and our sympathy for his dedication to a
righteous way of life—also as one of our main sources for the works and
opinions of Greek philosophers existing and available in his age—an age for
which our philosophical sources, at least the contemporary ones, are not
abundant. This is just the way in which most of us would read, say, many
of the Church Fathers, with all their importance as evidence for the spirit of
their age and their own community, also as sources of evidence for
Hellenistic-Roman philosophy—and for the Pre-Socratics.
All of us have learned many things from the numerous works published
by Miroslav Marcovich in the course of an astonishing career which is still
at its zenith. One thing he has taught us is that fragments and testimonia
have not been bom equal. Even what passes, or is passed, for a fragment
may be an exact quotation, a paraphrase, or what Marcovich has labelled
"Respicit": a close, or not so close, verbal reminiscence. In comparison
with work of this kind done by Marcovich himself, I would be happy if the
present note is considered as "Respicit."
Tel-Aviv University
'^ V. Nikiproweizky, Le commentaire de I'EcrUure chez Philon d'Alexandrie (Leiden 1977)
14.
'* See Leopold Cohn's words in his general inlroduclion to the great German translation
(above, note 1) 4: "Die Melhode seiner Ausgleichsbeslrebungen war verfehlt, aber die Reinheit




Without Chrysippus there would have been no Stoa (D.L. 7. 183). Similar
assessments of Chrysippus' importance have been made in modem times,
most notably by Hans von Arnim, who claimed that Chrysippus' teachings
influenced Stoicism for centuries, and that the Roman Stoa was mainly
dependent on Chrysippus.^ Von Amim's views were later supported by
Max Pohlenz, who wrote, "die spatere Zeit kennt das stoische Lehrsystem
nur in der Form, die Chrysipp ihm gegeben hat."^ Such evaluations of
Chrysippus' influence seem exaggerated, but they emphasize that, among
Roman Stoics such as Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius, Chrysippus
had a position of prominence.^ Musonius Rufus, Epictetus' famous teacher,
seems an exception to the previous observation: In the fragments of his
works, preserved largely by Stobaeus, there is no mention of Chrysippus."*
There are at least two ways of explaining this situation: First, Musonius'
works are fragmentary, and Chrysippus may well have been mentioned in
what is now lost; and second, Chrysippus' influence on the first and
subsequent centuries A.D. was certainly not eclipsed by that of his
predecessors, Zeno and Cleanthes, who are mentioned by Musonius.
Indeed, since Epictetus himself mentions Chrysippus some fourteen times, it
would be most odd if his teacher Rufus had not known Chrysippus'
doctrines.
This study's scope is not, however, Chrysippus' influence on later
Stoics in general, but on Epictetus in particular. There are several reasons
for focussing on Epictetus. First, reports of his teachings by Arrian are
fairly extensive.^ Second, unlike Seneca or Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus was
' See von Amim. "Chrysippos 14." RE ra.2 (1899) 2502-09, and J. B. Gould's criiique in
The Philosophy ofChrysippus (Leiden 1971) 1-3 and 16-17.
^ M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa: Geschichle einer geistigen Bewegung I (Gotlingen 1948) 32.
^ See Gould (above, note 1) 10-14 for a brief survey of Chrysippus' importance for the
Roman Stoa.
'* See the indices to C. Musonii Rufi reliquiae, ed. O. Hense (Leipzig 1905) 144-48.
^ Arrian's role in recording Epictetus' teachings has been much discussed. Perhaps the best
conclusion is that of P. Stadter, who believes that truth lies somewhere between K. Hartmann's
view that the Discourses are verbatim transcripts and that of T. Winh, who believes that they
are Arrian's literary reworkings, so that one must not speak of Epictetus' Discourses, but of
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a full-time teacher of Stoicism, devoted to living and propagating his
philosophy within a circle of students and visitors to Nicopolis.^ Moreover,
Epictetus' teachings, as reported by Arrian, provide a relatively coherent
and limited scope for study, unlike the many and diverse writings of Seneca,
or the introspective, personal musings of Marcus Aurelius. To be sure,
Epictetus was not exactly a systematic thinker, and if Arrian 's transcripts
can be trusted, much of his teaching seems ad hoc, devoted to individuals
and to specific situations and topics. Still there are problems, not least of
which is the fragmentary state of Chrysippus' own voluminous works.
Moreover, the methodological principle which affects Posidonian studies
also affects Chrysippean, that is, whether to consider anything by
Chrysippus if not explicitly assigned to him by an ancient source. In what
follows, this principle will be observed, but there seems to be enough
known about Chrysippus' views to conjecture that some of Epictetus'
beliefs were probably influenced by him even if he is not explicitly
mentioned. Indeed, as Adolf Bonhdffer argued, Epictetus' doctrines were
primarily those of the early or ancient Stoa, not those of later Stoics. But in
his very admirable and learned studies^ Bonhoffer seldom discussed
Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus at length, and doctrines of Chrysippus
are often treated together with those of Zeno, Cleanthes and other early
Stoics. Bonhoffer's works thus need careful reading, but even then no clear
conception of Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus emerges. Josiah Gould's
The Philosophy of Chrysippus has a brief account of Chrysippus' influence
on Epictetus, usually relying on Ludwig Edelstein's methodological
principle first applied to Posidonius, that is, only to elucidate teachings
explicitly attributed to him. Except for Bonhoffer's often brief and sporadic
remarks, and some paragraphs in Gould's book, there has been no
comprehensive account of Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus.
The most obvious feature of Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus is that
his works were read and discussed in Epictetus' school at Nicopolis. At 1.
4. 14, in a diatribe on moral improvement or progress (npoKOTrri), Epictetus
refers to On Impulse (Flepl op^fjc;), the title of a work by Chrysippus known
only from this passage. Again, at 2. 17. 34, there is reference to
Chrysippus' On the Liar (Uepi xot) \|/e\)6o)j,£vou), a subject on which he is
Arrian's Discourses ofEpictetus. Sec Arrian ofNicomedia (Chapel Hill, NC 1980) 26-29 and
202 for the relevant bibliography. All translations of the Discourses are those of W. A.
Oldfather, Epictetus I and 11, in the Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA, reprinted 1979
and 1985 respectively).
^Although old, I. Bruns, De schola Epicteti (Kiel 1897) remains useful. B. Hijmans,
AIKHIII: Notes on Epictetus' Educational System (Assen 1959), F. Millar, "Epiclelus and the
Imperial Court," JRS 55 (1965) 141-48 and P. Brunt, "From Fpictetus lo Arrian," Athenaeum
55 (1977) 19—48 also have good observations on Epictetus' school.
' The works of Bonhoffer referred to are: Epictet und die Stoa (Stuttgart 1890) and Die
Ethik des Stoikers Epictet (Stuttgart 1894). His Epiktel und das Neue Testament (Giessen
1911) is not used in this study.
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reported to have written six books addressed to Aristocreon, his nephew
(D.L. 7. 196). Several other books were composed by Chrysippus on the
Mentiens Argument (ibid.), and at 3. 9. 21 Epictetus mentions the syllogism
called "The Liar," most likely with Chrysippus in mind.^ (There is also
mention of "The Denier," an argument whose formulation is unknown,
though Chrysippus wrote two works on "Denial" [D.L. 7. 197].)
In addition to references to these treatises, there are other passages
which suggest that Chrysippus was read in Epictetus' school: At 1. 4. 5
Epictetus remarks that making progress in virtue, and achieving serenity
(e-upoia), do not consist in reading many treatises of Chrysippus, or having
knowledge of his thought; in order to be a philosopher one must do more
than read Chrysippus (2. 16. 34), and "we shall never even come near to
making progress, even if we go through all the introductions and treatises of
Chrysippus, with those of Antipater and Archedemus thrown in" (2. 17. 40).
It is especially important to value one's moral purpose (jipoaipeoK;), and
not to be concerned about making good impressions by having read
Chrysippus or Antipater (3. 2. 13). It is also important to assimilate the
principles learned, to show change in one's own governing principle (to
fiyefxoviKov), and not to worry about lecturing on Chrysippus' doctrines "as
no one else can" (3. 21. 7). Still another passage in the Encheiridion (49)
suggests that not only were Epictetus' students reading Chrysippus, btit they
boasted about comprehending him: "When someone gives himself airs
because he can understand and interpret Chrysippus' books, say to yourself,
'If Chrysippus had not written obscurely (doacpox;), this man would have no
reason to give himself airs'." As will be seen, if Arrian's notes can be
trusted, Epictetus himself may not always have understood Chrysippus.
For the moment, it is clear that the previous passages are evidence for
the availability of Chrysippus' works to Epictetus and to his students. He
clearly knew some of Chrysippus' writings at first hand^ and any assessment
of Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus needs to acknowledge this fact. But
beside passages where Epictetus refers to Chrysippus' treatises, there is
other evidence for Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus: For example, Aulus
Gellius refers to Epictetus' Discourses "arranged by Arrianus, and no doubt
in agreement with writings of Zeno and Chrysippus" {quas ab Arriano
* Recently, in "npoaipecn<; in Epictetus," Ancient Philosophy 1 1 (1991) 1 1 1-35, R. Dobbin
rightly remarked that Epictetus is one of the "best sources" for this argument, "which figured in
the debate on fate and responsibility" (126).
' The impression given by ancient authors of an impoverished Epictetus, e.g. Simplicius,
who reports that "even his dwelling in Rome needed no boll for the door since there was
nothing within except for a straw mattress and rush mat" {In Epicl. 9), merits some doubt.
Since Arrian has Epictetus quoting from, or referring to, works of Chrysippus and other ancient
authors, e.g. Xenophon and Plato, sometimes verbatim, it seems that either he or his students
owned books, or had ready access to them. Indeed, his remarks at 4. 10. 26 suggest that he had
a library, though he may simply put himself in the place of a prosperous inquirer. See Hijmans
(above, note 6) 3.
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digeslas congruere scriptis Zenonis et Chrysippi non dubium est, 19. 1. 14-
21). Whatever the faults of Gellius, he was learned, and his report seems in
keeping with the general contents of Epictetus' diatribes. A second passage,
from Epictetus himself (1. 17. 16), is probably more important, but not as
laudatory of Chrysippus as is sometimes suggested: Epictetus (or someone
else) turned to Chrysippus as a guide to or interpreter of nature (e^riyrixTic;
Tri<; cp-uoEox;), but discovered that his views also needed interpretation. *° As
Oldfather noted, Epictetus perhaps puts himself in place of a Roman pupil
who would understand Chrysippus more easily if he had written in Latin.''
So far, Epictetus appears to be critical of Chrysippus: He wrote obscurely,
and needs interpretation. Such a negative assessment of Chrysippus,
however, may not be that of Epictetus himself, and is at variance with other
passages where Chrysippus is mentioned. For example, in a somewhat
obscure passage (1. 10. 8 ff.), Epictetus suggests that he read and reflected
on certain texts before meeting his students, and so learned from Chrysippus
about the administration or arrangement of the cosmos (fi xov) kooiiox)
5ioiKTiai<;), and the place of rational beings in it. In a previously cited
passage (1. 17. 17 f.), Chrysippus (or any Stoic thinker) is said to interpret
nature ((pvaiq), but if the philosopher does not "follow" (dKo?io\)0ei) it, he
does not deserve praise. This and other remarks in his diatribes show
Epictetus' concern not only for right thinking, but also for right conduct.
Earlier it was suggested that Epictetus may not always have understood
Chrysippus. Gould, for example, refers to "the bewildered Epictetus'
remark" at 2. 17. 34: "I wish to know what Chrysippus means in his treatise
on The Liar."^'^ But, as Oldfather correctly translated the passage, the
remark is not Epictetus', but that of an inquirer. '^ That Gould took it as
Epictetus' own probably results from reliance on von Amim's quotation in
SVF (II 280, cited by Gould) which gives no context, only the quotation
itself, and so creates not only an impression that Epictetus misunderstood
Chrysippus, but was not well versed in logic. Logic was, of course,
Chrysippus' specialty (more than a third of his writings, or some 311
volumes listed by Diogenes Laertius, dealt with logic), and he
systematically promoted its study. Owing to the loss of his works it is thus
often hard to know if complaints about Chrysippus' obscurity or
inconsistency arise because of the complexities of his logical studies, or
because of his "inelegant," or sometimes incorrect, Greek style. Moreover,
there is not much evidence in Epictetus' diatribes as to how logic was taught
^^ See Gould (above, note 1)13 and Bonhoffer, Epiclel and die Stoa (above, note 7) 16 on
this passage.
" Oldfather (above, nole 5) I 1 17 n. 3.
'^Gouid (above, note 1)88.
'^ See Oldfather (above, note 5) I 346 for the old sophism: "If a person says, 'I am lying,'
does he lie or tell the truth? If he is lying, he is IclUng the truth; if he is telling the truth, he is
lying."
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in his school (perhaps by handbooks, as Benson Mates suggested^'*), and,
most important, the diatribes sometimes give an impression that Epictetus
himself was not very interested in logic. 2. 19 suggests, for example,
indifference to the subject: Sections 1-4 are an exposition of the "Master
Argument," of which only two of its three propositions can be held at the
same time. Asked which pair he himself maintains, Epictetus replies: "I
don't know." Pressed further, he replies: "I don't know, and I was not
made for this purpose—to test my own external impression (cpavxaoia)
upon the subject . . ." But the belief that Epictetus disliked or was
indifferent to logic is false. Indeed, in his own probably original three-fold
division of philosophy (3. 2. 1 ff.), Epictetus includes logic under
"avoidance of error and rashness of judgment, and, in general, about cases
of assent." There is little evidence to show that Epictetus neglected the
study of logic; it was a vital part of his teaching, with difficult or much-
discussed problems reserved for more advanced students. Indeed, the
diatribes often presuppose knowledge of logic, e.g. at 4. 1. 61: "That is why
we even worship those persons [e.g. Caesar] as gods; for we consider that
what has power to confer the greatest advantage is divine. And then we lay
down the wrong minor premiss: 'This man has power to confer the greatest
advantage.' It needs must be that the conclusion from these premisses is
wrong too." •
On the whole, Epictetus' diatribes reveal no aversion or indifference to
logic as pursued by Chrysippus, but a very "practical" interest in it. After
all, logic was for Chrysippus and other Stoics the science of correct
reasoning and speech, and was essential to proper human conduct. Finally,
it is important to remember Phillip Dc Lacy's thesis that the dominant
principle of the organization of the diatribes is that ethics is subject to
logical analysis, and that Epictetus remained faithful to Chrysippus.^^ 1. 5-
8, which deal, for example, with hypothetical arguments and the reasoning
faculties, are an application of logic to ethics. But whether it can be
concluded from these diatribes and other passages that all were arranged
according to Stoic principles of logic, or that Arrian "veiled" the "logical
structure of Epictetus' ethics" under the diatribe form,'^ seems
unconvincing. Suffice it to note that Arrian (or Epictetus) did not omit
consideration of logic because it was very much a prerequisite for
understanding Stoic ethics and physics with their emphasis on rationality.
Thus far, it is clear that Epictetus knew Chrysippus' works at first hand
and that he was influenced by Chrysippus' devotion to logic. But it is
^* See B. Mates, Stoic Logic (Berkeley 1961) 8, who notes that not long after Chrysippus
handbooks commonly entitled "Introduction to Logic" (ziaayurfi] 6iaXcKTiKT|) had wide
circulation.
'^ See P. De Lacy, "The Logical Structure of the Ethics of Epictetus." CP 38 (1943) 1 12-
25.
De Lacy (previous note) 1 1
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difficult to go further in assessing the impact of Chrysippus' thought on
Epictetus. Here BonhOffer and Gould have nnade interesting, though not
always persuasive, suggestions. According to Gould, for example, the
distinction between "things in our power" (xa ecp' fmiv) and "things not in
our power" (xa otjk e(p' fiiiiv) had a "pivotal position" in Epictetus'
thinking, and this is certainly correct (see, for example, the very beginning
of the Encheiridion)}'^ If the report in Epiphanius Adv. haeres. 3. 2. 9 (3.
36) Diels p. 592 (= SVF I 177, p. 45) can be trusted, the distinction goes
back to Zeno. Chrysippus also employed a similar distinction in his effort
to reconcile human choice and fate. Indeed, Aulus Gellius quotes Cicero's
fragmentary De falo alNoct. Att. 1. 2. 15 (= SVF II 977): Chrysippus
aestuans laboransque, quonam <pacto> explicet etfato omnia fieri el esse
aliquid in nobis, intricatur hoc modo. And Nemesius in De nat. horn. 35 (=
SVF II 991) ascribes to Chrysippus a similar distinction between "what is in
our power" (x6 ecp' fmiv; cf. Cicero's aliquid in nobis) and what happens
according to fate (x6 Ka9' el)iap|ievriv; cf. Cicero's/fl/o omnia fieri). Given
Cicero's report in Aulus Gellius, it seems certain that neither Gellius nor
Nemesius was influenced by his knowledge of Epictetus in reporting
Chrysippus' distinction and, in fact, there are two passages in the diatribes
which suggest that Epictetus was influenced by Chrysippus in making his
famous distinction: At 3. 24. 81, in a diatribe directed against yearning for
things not in our control (ov)k e(p' fijiiv), he refers to philosophical principles
(GecopTmaxa) presumably learned by his students, and asks: "How has
Chrysippus wronged you that you should prove by your own conduct his
labors to be useless?" It is tempting to think that what was learned involved
the e(p' Tijiiv principle. In another diatribe, 2. 6, on indifference
(d5ia(popia), Epictetus quotes Chrysippus at section 9 (= SVF II 191).
What purport to be Chrysippus' words are introduced by Epictetus' remark
that "if you always bear in mind what is your own and what is another's,
you will never be disturbed." Then follows the Chrysippus quotation:
As long as the consequences are not clear to me, I cleave ever to what is
better adapted to secure those things that are in accordance with nature; for
God himself has created me with the faculty of choosing things. But if I
really knew that it was ordained for me to be ill at this present moment, I
would even seek illness; for the foot also, if it had a mind, would seek to
be covered with mud.
It seems that underlying Epictetus' initial remark and the supporting
quotation of Chrysippus is really the more basic distinction between what
one can control ("what is your own") and what one cannot control ("what
*' See Gould (above, note 1) 142 ff. The distinclion may ullimately have been a "general
principle" of Hellenistic philosophy. See the excellent introduction by M. Hossenfelder to Die
Philosophie der Antike ID, ed. W. Rod: Stoa, Epikureismus, and SkepsLs (Munich 1985) 11-41.
Among the Grundzuge of Hellenistic philosophy may be Epictetus' famous c<p' fmiv
distinclion.
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belongs to another"). Certainly the Chrysippus quotation involves a
distinction between what is fated (and thus not in our power) and what is
chosen (and so presumably in our power). But, without going into
Chrysippus' attempts to deal with fate and human choice, it seems that he
anticipated Epictetus' later famous distinction between "what is in our
power" and what is not.
Yet another instance where Chrysippus' "very doctrine" may inform
Epictetus is the latter's belief that "of beings whose constitutions
(Kaxaoicevai) are different, the works and the ends (xeX,Ti) are different" (1.
6. 16-17).'^ Underlying this belief is possibly Chrysippus' view {SVF III
20) that for each kind (genus) of living being there is a faculty peculiar to it,
and whose development (and functioning) constitutes the excellence or
virtue of the individuals in that kind (in eo genere). In the case of human
beings, this excellence or virtue consists in living in accord with reason
{SVF III 16). In fact, expressions such as "life according to reason" are
equivalent to "life in accord with nature," "to live a morally good life," etc.
Some of this is Aristotelian, and one cannot be sure whether it was the
Stagirite or Chrysippus who influenced Epictetus in this passage. After all,
Aristotelian influence on Epictetus' doctrine of moral choice (npoaipeoK;)
seems almost certain. ^^ In any case, this is one of several passages in
Epictetus where "Chrysippcan" influence may exist although Chrysippus
himself is not mentioned. And at this point we reach an area where
sometimes only speculation is possible, and this concerns the problems of
assessing one thinker's influence on another when there is little direct
evidence. It is a problem to which Epictetus would most likely have given
little attention because he was convinced that he was simply an heir to and
propagator of the teachings of ancient Stoics such as Zeno and Chrysippus,
who especially furnished books that provide harmony with nature and
subsequent tranquility (1. 4. 28 ff.). This passage, almost a hymn of praise
to Chrysippus, underscores his importance for Epictetus: He "brought to
light and imparted to all human beings the truth which deals, not with mere
life, but with a good life—who among you has for that set up an altar in his
honor, or dedicated a temple or a statue, or bows down to God in gratitude
for him?" One is perhaps reminded of Lucretius' similar adulation of
Epicurus. Yet there is little justification for some of Bonhoffer's remarks,
e.g. that Chrysippus' works "bilden fur seinen [Epictcts] Unterricht und
seine Homileen [sic] in ahnlichen Weise die Grundlage fur die chrisiliche
Predigt."^^ More persuasive are Bonhoffer's comments on Epictetus'
'^ Gould (above, note 1)117 seems a bit loo confident.
" See Dobbin's essay (above, note 8), which rightly emphasizes Aristotle's influence on
Stoicism. F. H. Sandbach's The Stoics (London 1975) seems odd in leaving Aristotle "almost
entirely out of account." npoaipeon; was an important concept for Anstotle, as any reader of
the Nicomachean Ethics knows.
^° Bonhoffer, Die Ethik (above, note 7) 2.
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teachings when, for example, he suggests that Epictetus was a true disciple
{Anhdnger) of Chrysippus in refuting Posidonius, and using lines from
Euripides' Medea to illustrate that every passion is an error (Verirrung) of
reason (Vernunft)}^ Bonhoffer shows here possible connections between
the philosophies of Chrysippus and of Epictetus. At the same time,
Bonhoffer's very learned comments, with sometimes scanty evidence to
support them, are not always convincing. In making this observation,
however, there is no intent to disregard Bonhoffer's valuable studies, but to
draw attention to them and to the possibility of further investigation of
Chrysippus' influence on Epictetus.
In conclusion, insofar as Epictetus' teachings conform to those of the
ancient Stoa, he was certainly influenced by Chrysippus. He knew works
by Chrysippus at first hand. These were read and commented on in his
school, and evidence of Chrysippus' influence can be seen in those passages
where Epictetus deals with formal logic; contrary to the impression
sometimes given, logic was for Epictetus, like Chrysippus before him, an
extremely important discipline. Epictetus' admiration for Chrysippus is
clear, and some teachings, such as his famous distinction between "what is
in our power" and "what is not," may well derive from Chrysippus. The
fragmentary state of the works of the Stoics, Chrysippus included, does,
however, create problems for tracing specific teachings of Epictetus to
Chrysippus. Indeed, singling out the doctrines of Chrysippus from those of
Zeno, for example, is not always an easy matter. There may thus be far
more of an influence of Chrysippus on Epictetus than has been shown in this
and other studies.^^
University ofMinnesota
^' Bonhoffer, Die Elhik (above, note 7) 4. See 1. 28. 6 ff. Neither Posidonius nor
Chrysippus is mentioned here by Epictetus. In fact, Posidonius is nowhere mentioned by him.
Oldfather was inclined to see 1. 9. 4-6 as a quotation from Posidonius, yet noted that similar
beliefs were ascribed to various Stoics and especially to Chrysippus. The "quotation" concerns
the Koivcovia of God and human beings by means of reason (Xoyoq). Here is another of those
possible influences of Chrysippus on Epictetus.
^^ A version of this study was presented in German at the Akademie der Wissenschaften zu




Blessed Afterlife in the Mysteries
FREDERICK E. BRENK
Recently, looking at the "mysteries" with eschatological spectacles has
come in for something of a beating. Rather, stress has been on the cults'
concern to satisfy the less romantic and spectacular needs of mundane life.
The devil's advocate will now attempt to demonstrate that behind
apparently innocent iconography may lie preoccupations about a blessed
afterlife.
The Egyptians anticipated Plato in arriving at the true purpose of eros,
the vision of the Form of the Beautiful. At least that appears to be
Plutarch's opinion in his Erotikos, the dialogue on love. Fine, faint effluvia
(djioppoai) of the truth lie scattered about in Egyptian mythology, but it
takes a keen nose to track them down (762a). The Egyptians have three
Eros's, Pandemos (earthly), Ouranios (Heavenly), and a third Eros which is
the Sun (Helios). As the solar radiance gives nourishment, light, and
growth to all things, so the gleaming ray and warmth of love nourish and
enlighten the soul (764c). Plutarch apparently is speaking of the archaic
Egyptian religion and not of the Hellenistic and Roman mysteries of Isis.
Still, it is difficult to believe that, like a recent scholar, he did not keep
glancing over his shoulder at more contemporary religion.'
The reference in the Erotikos to Egyptian mythology might be
Plutarch's blowing his own horn for On Isis and Osiris. The treatise was
intended to serve the needs of a friend, Klea, a devotee of the Isiac
mysteries, who supposedly wanted "background information." Thespiai
and the nearby Valley of the Muses, the setting for the Erotikos, had a long
tradition of Isism, dating apparently from the refoundation of the festival of
the Muses (Mouseia) by Ptolemaios IV Philopator and Arsinoe III.^
' At least that is the criticism of W. Burkert in M. W. Meyer, "Mysteries Divine," Numen 39
(1992) 235-38. R. A. Wild, "The Known Isis-Sarapis Sanctuaries from the Roman Period," in
ANRW II.17.4 (1984) 1739-1851, notes the enormous enthusiasm for Isis and Sarapis in the
2nd cent. A.D., with 22 new foundations known (1834—36).
^ See P. Roesch, "Les cultes egyptiens en Beotie," in L. Criscuolo and G. Geraci (eds.),
Egilto e sloria anlica (Bologna 1989) 621-29 (625>—contested somewhat by D. Knoepfler,
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Moreover, Thespiai had a close relationship with the "Roman colony" of
Corinth, where Isism was very strong. In Apuleius' Metamorphoses, at
Kenchreai, the southern port of Corinth, Isis liberates the hero, Lucius, from
his asinine shape and un-Platonic comportment.^
At any rate, in the passage referred to from the Erotikos, Egyptian
mythology alludes to the Platonic similes of the cave and of the sun as the
phenomenal counterpart to the Good of the intelligible world. The goal
{telos) of the soul is the "beatific" or blessed vision of the Forms, and above
all, of the Form of the Beautiful (and Good). Plutarch might have startled
the shade of the sleeping, or, hopefully, contemplating, master, with his next
outplatonizing twist. The sun, in the Erotikos, diverts our vision to the
sensible world, away from the intelligible, which is our destiny. But his
next thought is quite Middle-Platonic: In this world we see only beautiful
mirror images of beautiful realities (eooTixpa KaA.cov KaXd 765b).'* It may
be surprising to learn that Egyptian religion coincided so nicely with the
thought of the Middle Academy. But On Isis and Osiris reveals how all
these mysterious, and at first sight barbarous, myths, rites, and symbols
conform to the principal tenets of Plutarch's Middle Platonism.^
Though quite clear about the soul's destiny in Platonism, Plutarch's
treatise remains rather murky about a person's ultimate fate in "Egyptian
mythology." He might have used sources in which Osiris and his devotees
eventually receive a blessed solar immortality. Such an eschatology would
coincide with Plutarch's own description of the sun as the visible symbol of
a God identified with Being and the Good, which is found at the conclusion
"Sepi annees de recherches sur I'epigraphie de la Beoiie (1985-91)," Chiron 22 (1992) 41 1-
503 (436-37).
^ See J. Leclanl, "Aegyptiaca el milieux isiaques: Recherches sur la diffusion du maieriel el
des idecs egypliennes," in ANRW 11.113 (1984) 1692-1709 (1703-04). The inilialions
described by Apuleius are full of problems. No inscriptions from ihe Hellenistic period clearly
indicate mysteries, and in Egypt there were no inilialions, but mysteries are alluded to in the
Andros Hymn 1 1-12, the Kyme Arelalogy 22, and the Maroneia Arelalogy 23; sec M. Totti,
Ausgewfdhlle Texte der Isis- und Sarapis-Religion (Hildesheim 1985) 2, 5, 61 . However, ihey
seem to be attested for the Imperial period in Diodoros (1. 20) and Plutarch {Isis and Osiris
361 d). See L. Vidman, Isis und Sarapis bei den Griechen und Romern (Berlin 1970) 125-38;
and Sylloge Inscriptionum Religionis Isiacae et Sarapiacae (Berlin 1969) nos. 295, 326, 390,
758; M. Malaise. "Contenu et effets de 1' initiation isiaque," AC 50 (1981) 483-98 (486); C.
Froidefond, Plutarque. Oeuvres Morales V.2 (Paris 1988) 68-74.
M. Marcovich, "The Isis with Seven Robes," ZPE 64 (1986) 295-96, relates the seven robes
lo the seven heavens or planetary orbits. Apuleius describes his iniiialion rile al Rome (per
omnia ueclus elemenla remeaui 1 1. 23 [285]) as a trip through the "elements," viewing the sun
and the "lower and higher gods"; see J. Gwyn Griffiths, Apuleius of Madauros. The Isis-Book
(Metamorphoses, Book Xl\ EPRO 39 (Leiden 1975) 301-08. Graeco-Roman readers would
probably be influenced by Platonic eschalological voyages.
* R. Seaford, "I Corinthians Xni.l2."y7'A5 35 (1984) 1 17-20. citing On Isis 382a, relates
the mirror image to the mysteries.
^ Oclavian was less benign than Plutarch. "Accustomed to worship gods, not cattle," he
refused lo visit the Apis bull al Memphis (Kassios Dion 51. 16. 5; Suet. Aug. 93); see D. J.
Thompson, Memphis under the Ptolemies (Princeton 1988) 266.
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of The E at Delphoi. This identification might create problenns, too, since
Osiris, like the mythological Apollo, or the visible sun, could only in a
remote way resemble the supreme god. But forcing Plato on Isis in a
Procrustean bed is not limited to Plutarch alone. The Platonic allegorization
of Egyptian religion may have begun in the Hellenistic period, possibly
among native priests. In Apuleius' Metamorphoses, also, the trials of
Lucius and his ultimate release through Isis probably is a Platonic allegory
of the soul's entrapment in the world we love, its release through
appreciation of the intelligible realities, and its expectation, in the next life,
of the blessed vision of the Form.^
Recently the eschatological importance of the mysteries has been
seriously challenged.^ Cumont-like excess merits scepticism. But were the
mysteries largely concerned with the mundane cares of this life rather than
the more horrendous possibilities of the next? The newer methodology is
strongly archaeological, sociological, and minimalist, far removed from
Cumont's detection of afterlife symbolism everywhere and the use of later
sources to interpret earlier phenomena.* But not even a metempsychosisist
dedicates an ex-voto for salvation received in the next life. Moreover,
should our civilization collapse, leaving little or no literature, one dreads
what interpretation future scholars would give the bare, ruined choirs of
Christianity and tumbled-down synagogues of Judaism.^
The "secularist" approach tends to put Isis in the shadows. But Early
Imperial people had sharper eyes than we. Effortlessly they recognized
astrological and eschatological allegory in famous authors, in architecture,
and in sculpture, where we remain unperceptive or perplexed. Third-
century Neoplatonists clearly had no difficulty in unearthing eschatological
allegory in Homer. However, evidence does exist for an earlier period. For
Plutarch—if the attribution of a certain fragment is correct—Kirke's
bewitching of Odysseus' companions into swine signified metempsychosis
into this world; his swimming to land at Phaiakia, the soul's struggle toward
its otherworldly telos}^ More questionable is whether Vergil's gates of
ivory and horn at the end of the sixth book of the Aeneid might allude to
^ The Platonic framework with Osiris the First God, as in Plutarch, makes Apuleius' account
of Isism suspicious; cf. N. Fick, "L'Isis des Metamorphoses d'Apulee," RBPh 65 (1987) 31-
51; and M. J. Edwards. "The Tale of Cupid and Psyche." ZPE 94 (1992) 77-94. esp. 83-86.
W. Burken, Ancient Mystery Cults (Cambridge, MA 1987) in general lends to downplay
this aspect. See the reviews by R. Beck. Phoenix 42 (1988) 266-70; R. Turcan, RHR 206
(1989) 291-95 and F. E. Brenk. Gnomon 61 (1989) 289-92.
^ Burkert (previous note) is somewhat inconsistent, minimizing eschatology at times, e.g. at
13-16. 23-24 ("the pagan evidence for resurrection symbolism is uncompclling at best" [23]),
but underscoring it in the Eleusinian and Dionysiac mysteries at 21-22. On Egypt and
mysteries see 40-41.
' See for example, J. D. Crossan, "Bias in Interpreting Earliest Christianity." Numen 39
(1992) 233-35.
'° So P. R. Hardie. "Plutarch and the Interpretation of Myth." in ANRW 0.33.6 (1992)
4743-87 (4774).
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astrological-eschatological lore on souls entering and exiling this world
through the signs of Cancer and Capricorn.'^ As already noted, Apuleius,
though in the second century, could easily metamorphose a depressing
Greek novel into a magnificent allegory of the soul's escape from our
worldly prison and our bodily tomb.'^
In the realm of sculpture, two of the great Augustan monuments in the
Campus Martius, the Solarium and Ara Pacis, apparently underscored the
astrological implications of Augustus' conception under the sign of
Capricorn. ^^ Possibly, here, too, Capricorn functions as a soul "gate."
Recently the statuary of the Aedes Concordiae, another Augustan
monument, has been convincingly interpreted as an astrological expression
of cosmic harmony. ^'^ The decoration of Augustus' own mausoleum, the
obelisk of the Solarium, and—at least for later beholders—its proximity to
the Iseum Campense suggest the ascent to the divine in Hellenistic Egypt.
Motifs associated with the pharaohs and, in particular, their assimilations to
Horos and Osiris, appear in the cella of the Mausoleum (atef crown with
uraei—symbol of the kingdoms of Upper and Lower Egypt—and a cornice
with motifs similar to that below the funeral bed of Osiris in the Temple of
Dendera and in Ptolemaic friezes). Such motifs suggest that Octavian's
mausoleum was intended to do more than underscore a special relationship
with Egypt.'^ Especially in a mausoleum they evoke eschatological
aspirations.^^ In a new allegorical interpretation of the Tazza Farnese, the
figures interpreted as Isis, Horos, a sphinx, and the Nile are an expression of
creation according to the Hermetic tractate, Poimandres. The scene
symbolizes the soul's return to the sidereal realm and union with. God. In
'' F. E. Brenk, "The Gales of Dreams and an Image of Life: Consolation and Allegory al the
End of Vergil's Aeneid VI," in C. Deroux (ed.), Studies in Latin Literature and Roman History
VI, CoU. Lalomus 217 (Brussels 1992) 276-94 (286). However, Vergil might actually have
written (6. 894-96): "cornea, qu^falsis facilis dalur exitus umbris / . . . / sed vera ad caelum
mittunt insomnia Manes." See G. T. Cockbum, Phoenix 46 (1992) 362-64.
See, for example, Edwards (above, note 6).
'^ Or having the Moon in Capricorn as his natal sign; on the horoscope, see E. Buchner, Die
Sonnenuhr des Augustus (Mainz 1982) 35-38 (= MDAf[R] 87 [1980] 345-48); M. Schutz.
"Der Capricorn al Stemzeichen des Augustus," AA 37 (1991) 55-67; S. Berti, "Gli orologi
pubblici nel mondo antico: il caso di Atene e di Roma," in M. F. Santi (ed.), Archeologia e
astronomia (Rome 1991) 83-87 (85-87).
'* B. A. Kellum, "The City Adorned: Programmatic Display at the Aedes Concordiae
Augustae," in K. A. Raaflaub and M. Toher (eds.). Between Republic and Empire:
Interpretations ofAugustus and his Principate (Berkeley 1990) 276-307, esp. 279-80, 294-96.
'^ See M. de Vos, U egittomania in pitlure e mosaici romano-campani delta prima eta
imperiale, EPRO 84 (Leiden 1980) 74; fronuspiece, lav. XU.
'^ See also J. PoUini, "Man or God: Divine Assimilation and Imitation in the Late Republic
and Early Principate," in Raaflaub and Toher (above, note 14) 334-63; P. Zanker, The Power
of Images in the Age of Augustus (Ann Arbor 1988) esp. 230-38, 297-339; J. R. Fears, "Ruler
Worship," in M. Grant and R. Kitzinger (eds.). Civilization of the Ancient Mediterranean:
Greece and Rome H (New York 1988) 1009-25, esp. 1014-18.
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another interpretation, the cup represents an astrological allegory of the
Augustan age.^^
Thus, symbolism neither entirely nor exclusively religious could
prepare the way for Isis.^^ Nero's Golden House, too, seems to be a
complex and magnificent symbol of cosmic and eschatological realities.''
Once again the tracks lead to Egypt, the land of living death, but also of
luxuriousness struggling against temporality. They lead to Antonius and
Kleopatra, to the divine Alexandros, and to the pharaohs—haunting
spectres, if not gods blazing light. The octagon room of the Domus Aurea
was perfectly illuminated at the equinoxes, with the unique orientation for
Rome of an east-west axis. Not only was Nero's great-grandfather, Cnaeus
Domitius Ahenobarbus, a friend of Antonius and Kleopatra, but Nero
himself was directly descended from the triumvir, as was his relative
Caligula, also not lacking in solar brilliance. The Egyptophilia of Nero's
grandfather, Germanicus, led him not only to Alexandria, in A.D. 19, but far
up the Nile to Elephantine.
Nero's own Egyptophilia, or Egyptomania as Seneca suspected, would
certainly have benefitted the practice of Isism among Roman upper society.
The Alexandrian Chairemon, a member of the Mouseion of Alexandria who
understood hieroglyphics and Egyptian religion, had been in the circle of
the young Nero. Ptolemaios, another Alexandrian, was the astrologer of
Nero's wife Poppaea, whose family had erected an Isiac sacellum at
Pompeii. Though Nero supposedly disliked cults, he apparently venerated
the memory of his ancestor, Marcus Antonius.^ Antonius almost certainly
must have portrayed himself as Osiris, since his queen, Kleopatra, had so
seriously assimilated herself to Isis. The sources present her own death as
an obsessively planned and passionately enacted assimilation to the
goddess. Unforgettably she passed to a better life from within the very
precinct of Isis, leaving upon her breast the marks of an attribute and form
of the divinity, the uraeus^^
'"^
E. J. Dwyer, "The Temporal AUegory of ihe Tazza Famese," AJA 96 (1992) 255-82 (271,
279); as an allegory of ihe Augusian Golden Age, consult J. PoUini, "The Tazza Famese:
Auguslo Imperatore 'Redeunt Saturnia RegnaV " ibid. 283-300.
Al Ephesos, cistophoric coinage (88-48 B.C.) depicting the headdress of Isis might have
played a similar role. R. E. Osier, "Ephesus as a Religious Center under the Principale, I:
Paganism before Consuntine," in ANRW n.18.3 (1990) 1662-1728 (1679-80) notes official
recognition, citing G. Holbl, Zeugnisse dgyplischer Religionsvorslellungenfur Ephesus, EPRO
73 (Leiden 1978)20,27.
'^ J.-L. Voisin, "Exorienle sole (Suetone, Ner. 6): D' Alexandria a la Domus Aurea," in
UUrbs: Espace urbain el hlsloire (ler siecle av. J.-C. -Ille siecle ap. J.-C), MEFRA Suppl.
98 (Paris and Rome 1987) 509-^3; D. Hemsoll, "The Architecture of Nero's Golden House,"
in M. Henig (ed.), Architecture and Architectural Sculpture in the Roman Empire (London
1990) 10-38.
Voisin (previous note) 522-30; Hemsoll (previous note) 26-33.
^' Treated by F. E. Brenk, "Antony-Osiris, Cleopalra-Isis: The End of Plutarch's Antony,"
in P. A. Stadler (ed.), Plutarch and the Historical Tradition (London and New York 1992)
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The Flavian Emperors, loo, assisted the diffusion of Egyptian religious
symbolism. Domitian attempted to immortalize himself in the Egyptian
manner, though his divinization was linked with the exaltation of the
dynasty. The obelisk chosen for this purpose was erected next to the Iseum
Campense and the Serapeum, which he had added to the Iseum. He also
erected two obelisks before the tomb of Augustus, and allowed a local
citizen to erect two others within the precinct of Isis at Beneventum. The
inscriptions radiate Egyptian soteriology, on side II (6): ". . . the greatness
of his name reaches the height of the celestial vault and his glory extends to
the rays of the sun"; on side III (1-3) we learn that the soul of the divinized
Titus has flown off to heaven. Throughout, the names Horos, Re-Horakhty,
and Isis appear. 22
The close link between public ideology and private devotion to
Egyptian religion appears in a slightly later period, when the beloved, and
now divinized Antinoos, was honored by Hadrian with the "Serapeum" at
the Villa Hadriana near Tivoli.^^ Here, too, are powerful intimations of
Egyptian immortality.-^'* Like the Iseum Campense, which suggests to some
the Serapieion at Memphis, the Serapeum at Tivoli evokes the religious
atmosphere of Hellenistic Egypt.^^ The Serapeum not only sheltered eight
"colossal" statues of Antinoos, portrayed as Osiris, but also a colossal bust
of Isis-Sothis and in the center of the "bridge" the double bust of Osiris-
Apis (Sarapis) resting on a lotus base. The motif of "the god on the flower"
evoked the birth and awakening of the sun—thus symbolizing the power of
rebirth of the god as recipient of the cyclic energy of both Osiris and Apis.
There were also two colossal "Telemons" of Osirantinoos, probably in the
interior corners of the pavilions. -^^ Over the tomb of Antinoos—now
considered to have been located elsewhere, in Rome—Hadrian erected an
159-82; and "Plutarch's Life 'Markos Anlonios': A Literary and Cultural Study," in ANRW
n.33.6 (1992) 4347^469 and 4895^915.
^^ J.-C. Grenier, "Les inscriptions hieroglyphiques de I'obelisque Pamphili: Un temoignage
meconnu sur Tavenement de Domitien." MEFRA 99 (1987) 937-61 (937-45. 959-61; 943, fig.
3).
^^ Osiris' death was not by drowning, though, as stated by J. Gwyn Griffiths, The Origins of
Osiris and his Cull, EPRO 40 (Leiden 1980) 22, for Memphis. Cf. P. Vemus, "Le mythe d'un
mythe: La pretendue noyade d'Osiris. De la derive d'un corps a la derive du sens," Studi di
Egittologia e di Anlichita Puniche 9 (1991) 19-34.
^^ See J.-C. Grenier, "La decoration statuaire du 'Serapeum* du 'Canope' de la Villa
Adriana," MEFRA 101 (1989) 925-1019 (= idem. La decoration statuaire du "Serapeum" du
"Canope" de la Villa Adriana [Rome 1990]); and M. De Franceschini, Villa Adriana: Mosaici,
Pavimenti. Edifici (Rome 1991) 297-314.
^ The Memphitic connection of the Iseum Campense is suggested by A. RouUet, The
Egyptian and Egyptianizing Monuments of Imperial Rome, EPRO 20 (Leiden 1972) 24-25,
27-30, pi. Xn, figs. 18-19; figs. 347-52. On the Serapieion (sic) at Memphis, see Thompson
(above, note 5) 22-23, 212-65. However, Professor Grenier is sceptical of this connection.
^ FoUowing Grenier's reconstruction (above, note 24) 941, 955, fig. 6; 963, fig. 7; 970, fig.
8; 974, fig. 9; pis. XV-XVm, XXVD, XL; cf. pis. XD(, XXD(-XXXVL
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obelisk, undoubtedly intended, by association with Osiris, to allude to
eternity and immortality .^^
Neither was Mithraism so occupied with bull-slaying as to be
unconcerned with soteriology. Some recent scholars see the religion at a
very early period concerned with "salvation" in the next life.^^ In this
interpretation the tauroctony itself depicts the soul's triumph over space and
time. In the later Empire, Uie Emperor Julian the Apostate claimed that the
scope of "this holiness" "is the ascent of the soul." Kelsos (Celsus), in the
mouth of Origen, speaks of the soul's flight "through the spheres of the
fixed stars and the planets. "^^ In this view, the Neoplatonist interpretation
of Mithraism is to be taken at face value. Thus, the ladder of the Mithraeum
of Felicissimus at Ostia is suggestive. So too is the solar ray which in some
tauroctonies appears in the path of apogenesis (rebirth), while Cancer and
Capricorn are the gates of the soul's entry and exit to and from this world.^^
An example is the solar ray in the Barberini fresco, which emanates from
Sol, passes through Capricorn (the place of the soul's ascent and return) and
through Cautes' torch—who should be associated with the soul's ascent
from this world—to Mithras.^^
Behind the Platonic allegories and the allusions of eternity and
divinization in religious-political architecture, however, is a whole strain of
Egyptian religion in which Osiris and those assimilated to him receive
immortality, in particular, celestial immortality.^^ Already in the Fifth and
2^ J.-C. Grenier and F. Coarelli, "La lombe d'Antinous a Rome." MEFRA 98 (1986) 217-
53. Coarelli (252, 253) understands Aniinoos as divine and assimilated to Apollo at the end of
the inscription. P. Derchain, "Un projet d'empereur," in D. Mendel and U. Claudi (eds.),
Agypten im afro-orienlalischen Kontext (Festschrift P. Behrens) (Cologne 1991) 109-24,
attempts to refute Grenier and Coarelli, who located the obelisk in Rome.
^ See R. Gordon, "Authority, Salvation and Mystery in the Mysteries of Mithras," in J.
Huskinson, M. Beard, and J. Reynolds (eds.), Image and Mystery in the Roman World
(Gloucester 1988) 45-80, esp. 56-58; R. Beck, Planetary Gods and Planetary Orders in the
Mysteries of Mithras, EPRO 109 (Leiden 1988) esp. 40-43, 92-99 and "The Mithras Cult as
Association," Studies in Religion/Sciences Religieuses 21 (1992) 3-13; R. Turcan, "Le
sacrifice mithriaque: Innovations de sens et de modalites," in J. Rudhardl and O. Reverdin
(eds.), Le sacrifice dans I'antiquile, Entretiens sur Tantiquile classique 27 (Vandocuvres-
Gencve 1981) 341-73 and Les culles orientaux dans le monde romain (Paris 1989) 193-241;
R. Mcrkelbach, Mithras (Konigstein 1984) 237-40; and D. Ulansey, The Origins of the
Mithraic Mysteries: Cosmology and Salvation in the Ancient World (New York and Oxford
1989) 60-62. For the iconography, see R. Vollkomer, "Mithras," in UMC VI. 1 (1992) 583-
626 and VI.2 (1992) 325-68.
^^ Origen, Against Kelsos 6. 22; cf. Beck, Planetary Gods (previous note) x.
'° See F. Cumont, Recherches sur le symbolisme funeraire des Romains (Paris 1942) 35-42,
figs. 2, 3.
^^ Beck, Planetary Gods (above, note 28) 93-94; R. Turcan, "Salut mithriaque et
soteriologie neoplatonicienne," in U. Bianchi and M. J. Vermasercn (eds.). La soteriologia dei
culli orientali neirimpero Romano, EPRO 92 (Leiden 1982) 173-89 (183).
'2 Griffiths (above, note 23) esp. 8-13, 26-29, 38-40, 64-65, 98-107, 148-49, 156-57; and
"Osiris," in W. Helck and W. Weslendorf (eds.), Lexikon der Agyplologie IV (Wiesbaden
1982) 623-33 (629-30); K. Spronk, Beatific Afterlife in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near
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Sixth Dynasties (ca. 2500[or 2300]-2300[or 2100] B.C.), Osiris had solar
associations. Though nothing in the earlier myth of Osiris should put him in
orbit, he inherited the celestial hereafter and became associated with
Orion. 33 In traditional Egyptian theology the gods must be renewed each
day to retain their eternal youth. In many passages such rejuvenation or
resuscitation is the true meaning of a blessed death {Pyramid Text 1975): "O
Osiris, the King, you have gone, but you will return, you have slept [but you
will awake], you have died, but you will live.''^"* The soul as Ba,
represented as a small bird with the head and arms of the deceased, can
follow the Sun-God. But as a mummy it must await the Sun's return, and
call out his name, until the body is resuscitated. This cyclical concept
reflects the unending process of the body's life in death as though in sleep.
As Osiris is revived in sleep, so is the king, in this denial of death {Pyramid
Text 134): "O King, you have not departed dead, you have departed alive;
sit upon the throne of Osiris, your sceptre in your hand, that you may give
orders to the living . . ."^^ But there are different conceptions from this
"corporeal" one. There is also transformation into another form, including
that of a star. Undoubtedly, Greeks and Romans would associate Egyptian
catasterism with more familiar types of the soul's divinization and
immortality. A compulsive tendency seems to have existed to sublimate
into a higher, Platonic form the traditional salvation of an Egyptian
eschatology threatened with chaos.
Like Greek and Roman religion, Egyptian beliefs were not exempt from
creeping democratization. In the Coffin Texts and The Book of the Dead,
Osiris secures triumph over death for all, kings and commoners, who
identify themselves with him. Osiris became a savior-god. His fate, which
led to final triumph after suffering and death, is a pattern which human
believers can achieve.^^ Osiris, though, could even take a very active role
as a savior-god. 3'' The Oath of the Mystes powerfully expresses the
initiate's hopes for overcoming mortality:
East (Kevelaer 1986) 88-93; S. Cauville, Essai sur la theologie du Temple d'Horus a Edfou I
(Cairo 1987) esp. 239-42. F. Dunand, "Du sejour osirien des morts a i'au-dela chrelien:
Pratiques funeraires en figypte tardive," Ktema 1 1 (1986) 29-37, esp. 30-32, notes how Greek
and Egyptian salvation beliefs merge.
" Griffiths (above, note 23) 13, 65.
^'^ R. O. Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts (Oxford 1969) 285; E. Homung,
Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt: The One and the Many (Ithaca 1982; London 1983) (=
Der Eine und die Vielen: Agyptische Gollesvorstellungen [Darmstadt 1971]) 160; illustrations
(ca. 1500-1 100 B.C.) in R. WuUeman et al.. Passage to Eternity (Belgium 1989).
^^ Faulkner (previous note) 40; Griffiths (above, note 23) 67.
^^ Griffiths, "Osiris" (above, note 32) 629, without Pap. BM 10507.
" M. Smith, The Mortuary Texts ofPapyrus BM 10507: Catalogue ofDemotic Papyri in the
British Museum III (London 1987) col. VII, pp. 43^5; comment, pp. 101-02. and 129-31
(Pap. BM 10507 is late Ptolemaic in date); Homung (above, note 34) 143-96, esp. 143^7; V.
A. Tobin, Theological Principles ofEgyptian Religion (New York 1989) 103-24, 125-52.
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. . . and day from night
and sunrise from sunset, and [life
from] death, and birth from [corruption].
. . . Kalfmepav ek vo[kt6(;]
[koi d]vatoX,Tiv ctno Sioaecoq koi [^cotiv]
[dno] Oavdxov kqI yeveoiv a.n[b <p0opd<;]. (12-14)-^*
For Augustus and early Roman emperors Egyptian religion and
soteriology was literally and figuratively bathed in sunlight. Many Isis-
Osiris texts reflect the rays of the solar god, for example a line in the
Bremner-Rhind papyrus (312-11 B.C.):
To thee belongs sunlight, O thou who art equipped with rays. Thou
shinest at the left hand of Atum. Thou art seen in the place of Re. (10.
6)^"\39
In The Hymn of Isidoros (at the latest first century B.C.), Isis mounts "the
chariot of the swift-driving Sun" (III 25).'*° The Isis of the Kyme Aretalogy
is not more modest: "I am she who rises in the Dog Star (9), . . . laid out the
paths of the stars, ... set the course for Sun and Moon (13-14), ... I am in
the rays of the sun." (44)"*'
More closely linking salvation and resurrection with the sun are Pap.
BM 10507:
I will live again when I have looked upon your face, Osiris, foremost in
the West ... (II 20); you will enter the darkness; it will become light for
you (XII 8); Osiris ... He will cause you to be rejuvenated eternally.
|They will favour you forever. They will cause you to be rejuvenated
eternally, Isis and NephthysJ (XH 21-22).'*2
Plutarch's On Isis and Osiris is faithful to the solar or stellar aspects of
Osiris, Isis, and other Egyptian deities, without in these passages
^^ Totti (above, note 3) 19.
^^ Col. 5. 10. See R. O. Faulkner, "The Bremner-Rhind Papyrus, I," Journal of Egyptian
Archaeology 22 (1936) 121-40 (125), with other references to Re, the Solar Disk, and the
noclumal sun (cols. 10. 6; 10. 20; 16. 14-16, 27) 125. 128. 130-31. Similar, loo. is Pap. BM
10507 111. whUe Osiris' power is stressed in X 15. X 19; cf. Smith (above, note 37) 35, 49.
60,117-18.
""^ V. F. Vanderlip, The Four Greek Hymns oflsidorus and the Cull of Isis (Toronto 1972)
50-51.57.
"^ Tolli (above, note 3) 5-10 (Andros Hymn), 79-80 (lU Hymn of Isidoros). The solar and
Sothis-Seirios aspects of Isis were represented on the fafade of the Iseum Campense (solar
disk, Isis on Dog Star): Roullet (above, note 25) 31-32. fig. 22; Turcan. Culles (above, note 28)
llO.pl. D(a.
"^ Smith (above, note 37) 37. 51-52; comment. 71-72. 125-26, 129 (double brackets
indicate Pap. Harkness parallels). In the Bremner-Rhind Papyrus: "Lie with thy sister Isis" (5.
25); "Raise thee up. O Osins" (17. 1) (Faulkner [above, note 39] 125. 132). In Pap. BM
10507, cf. n 22. IV 7. V 6. Vni 2, VIE 7. IX 7 (Smith [above, note 37] 38^0. 45. 47;
comment, 87-88, 102-03).
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communicating the soteriological tone of the Egyptian texts. At birth
(355e) "the Lord of all advances into the light." Osiris is sprung from the
Sun (3550, while Isis is Sothis (the Dog Star) (359d, 375f-376a); again,
Horos (Osiris) is Orion (359e).''^ Or, the logoi of the gods reside in the
heaven and the stars (375b). Not exactly a savior figure, Osiris becomes,
rather, the Platonic form of the Good—whose visible image in Platonic
philosophy, and elsewhere in Plutarch, is the sun (372c, 374d).
On Isis and Osiris incorporates aspects from the traditional Greek
mysteries, such as the Eleusinian and the Dionysiac, through allusions to the
"Orphic" myth."^ Such additions to traditional Egyptian religion suggest
the eschatological bent of Greeks who propagated the Hellenistic and
Roman worship of Isis. The phenomenon also appears in other cults, such
as that of the Ephesian Artemis.'*^ A torch on coins in the years 48-27 B.C.
suggests the introduction of nocturnal mystery rites.'*^ In the Salularis
procession (A.D. 104), even the golden Artemis carries a torch.'*'' Heroic
and divine cult of humans in the first century B.C.—shortly to be followed
by the Imperial—had encroached upon devotion to the goddess. One
wonders whether aspirations implicitly associated with heroization and
divinization did not cry out for fulfillment even in the ancient cult of
Artemis.'*^
Plutarch says "Horos," bul according lo Heliopolilan theology, Osiris; so J. Gwyn
Griffiths, Plutarch's De hide el Osiride (Swansea 1970) 353 n. 6 and 371-72.
'*'' Dionysos, 356b, 364d; Plouton, 361e, 382e; Persephone, 364e; Orphism, noted in
Griffiths (previous note) 419, 423, 478. See also M. Marcovich, "The Gold Leaf from
Hipponion Revisited," ZAnl 40 (1990) 73-78, esp. 76; C. Segal, "Dionysus and the Gold
Tablets from Pelinna," GRBS 31 (1990) 41 1-19, who cites the talk of F. Graf, "Dionysian and
Orphic Eschatology: New Texts and Old Questions," for the congress. Masks of Dionysos, but
see now F. Graf, "Textes orphiques et rituel bacchique: A propos des lamelles de Pelinna," in
P. Borgeaud (ed.). Orphisme el Orphee (Hommage J. Rudhardt) (Geneva 1991) 87-102; A.
Botlini, Archeologia della salvezza (Milano 1992) esp. 125-57; L. Zhmud, "Orphism and
Graffiti from Olbia," Hermes 120 (1992) 159-68, esp. 168; F. Graf, Eleusis und die orphische
Dichlung Alhens in vorhetlenislischer Zeil (Beriin 1974) 79-98; G. Casadio, "Dioniso e
Semele: Morte di un Dio e risurrezione di una donna," in F. Berti (ed.), Dionysos: Mito e
mislero (Fcrrara 1991) 361-77, esp. 368-69.
Note also K. Clinton, "The Eleusinian Mysteries: Roman Initiates and Benefactors, Second
Century B.C. to A.D. 267," in ANRW II.18.2 (1989) 1499-1539, esp. 1516-19; and "Hadrian's
Contribution to the Renaissance of Eleusis," in S. Walker and A. Cameron (eds.), The Greek
Renaissance in the Roman Empire, BICS Suppl. 55 (London 1989) 56-69, esp. 58. Also
valuable is A. Schachter, "Policy, Cult, and the Placing of the Greek Sanctuaries," in A.
Schachler (ed.), Le sanctuaire grec, Entretiens sur I'antiquite classique 37 (Vandoeuvres-
Geneve 1992) 1-57, esp. 6-7.
On \ivair\p\a for Artemis of Ephesos see Oster (above, note 18) 1711-13; G. H. R.
Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity IV (North Ryde, Australia 1987) 94-
95; and S. R. Uewelyn and R. A. Kearisey, ibidem VI (1992) 196-202 (Kearsley).
*^ S. Karwiese, "Ephesos," RE Suppl. XH (Stuttgart 1970) 248-363 (31 1; see 284-87).
*^ G. M. Rogers, The Sacred Identity of Ephesos: Foundation Myths of a Roman City
(London 1991) 111.
"* See, for example, Rogers (previous note) 113; Oster (above, note 18) 1728.
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The relation between the soleriological aspects of Isism and women
dressed as the goddess is not clear. But women's desire to be frozen forever
in marble assimilation to the goddess, especially in funerary monuments, is
impressive."*^ As the shades of death drew nigh, Kleopatra, with obssessive
passion, gradually transformed herself into Isis. Destiny, or the goddess,
admirably obliged. She was not alone. Numerous inscriptions suggest the
desire for Isis' protection in death as in life (dis manibus Hortensiae
sacerdoti Isidi) or even demand a fine to Isis (or Serapis) if the tomb is
broken into {habebit sacra Isidis illius quieta irata or habebit Isidem
iratam).^^
The Temple of Isis at Pompeii reveals the deceptiveness of "first
sight. "^' Here we can possibly reconstruct how worshippers were
successively drawn deeper and deeper into the profundities of Egyptian
religion and thus transformed. "Foreign" religions have an uncanny knack
of entering in sheep's clothing. Or do the wolves become sheep? The
temple precinct was not as suggestive of Egypt as was the Iseum at Rome,
where a long '"dromos" and hemicycle Serapeum might recall the
Sarapieion at Memphis.^^ However, the temple itself resembles other
Hellenistic temples of Isis, including that at Alexandria and the temple of
the Iseum Campense.^^ Like temples for other "oriental" cults, the Iscum at
Pompeii had a number of exotic rooms.^"* Thus, the external architeoture, at
first sight entirely Graeco-Roman, contains a number of "mystery"
*' RepresenUlions in E. J. Wallers, Allic Grave Reliefs that Represent Women in the Dress
of Isis, Hesperia Suppl. 22 (Princeton 1988); J. Eingartner. Isis und ihre Dienerinnen in der
Kunst der romischen Kaiserzeit (Leiden 1991).
5° Vidman, Sylloge (above, note 3) nos. 473; 52, 346 (to Serapis), 464-65.
^^ The new catalogue supersedes previous treatments: S. De Caro et al.. Alia ricerca di
Iside: Analisi, studi e restauri dell'Iseo pompeiano nel Museo di Napoli, Soprintendenza
Archeologica per le Province di NapoLi e Caserta (Naples 1992) esp. 2-4. However, older
works will be cited here: O. Elia, Pompei III-IV: Le pitlure del Tempio di Iside, Monumenli
della pittura antica scoperti in Italia. Sezione lerza: La piltura ellenislico-romana (Rome 1941)
1-5. fig. 2; V. Tran Tarn Tinh. Essai sur le culle d'Isis a Pompei (Paris 1964) 30-39. pis. I. H;
M. Lyllleton, Baroque Architecture in Classical Antiquity (London 1974) 199-200; L.
Richardson, Pompeii: An Architectural History (Baltimore 1988) 80-85, fig. 4; Turcan. Cultes
(above, note 28) 105-09 (106. fig. 2); J.-M. Croisille, "Paysages et natures morles au temple
d'Isis a Pompei." in D. Porte and J. -P. Neraudau (eds.). Res Sacrae (Brussels 1988) pi. I. The
date of the earler temple is unknown, perhaps as late as 50 B.C. according to Richardson 82 n.
17.
^^Two reliefs depicting striking Egyptian and pseudo-Egyptian sculptures may represent the
Iseum fa9ade (Turcan Cultes [above, note 28] 110. pi. VII; RouUct [above, note 25) pi. XUI.
figs. 20-21). However, see note 25 above, with Grenier's reservations.
^^ Following the pattern of Greek funerary temples of the necropolis of Henmopolis Magna;
RouUet (above, note 25) 30-31. figs. 23, 24.
^ Little seems to be known about the Isieion (so spelled at Memphis); Thompson (above,
note 5) 22-23, 31, 168, 192.
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features. ^^ These are a so-called Megaron or Purgatorium with an
underground space—in the form of a highly decorated aediculum—
a
Sacrarium (a kind of sacristy, or initiation hall), and the largest room, the
Telesterion, Curia Isiaca, School, or Ekklesiasterion (according to different
theories)—for presenting the initiates, sacred representations, ritual meals,
and meetings—and the Pastophorion (rooms possibly for the residence of
the priests, and of the laity during the fasting period before initiation). The
use of the Purgatorium (or Megaron) and its underground room is very
uncertain. Possibly it stored "Nile water" and was used for ablutions, or,
according to another theory, was a kind of incubation oracle for receiving
prophecies.^^
The painting, like the architecture, innocently Graeco-Roman in
appearance, becomes more dangerously religious as one "zooms in" on a
world continually more mysterious and Egyptian in imagery and theme.
The Porticus—like the Ekklesiasterion, in the Pompeian Fourth Style—first
attracts the viewer into the religious Isism of Hellenistic Egypt. In the
Porticus a kind of aediculum was decorated with a large painting (95 x 107
cm) depicting Harpokrates. The Praxitelean statue of the youthful god
incongruously receives worship from an Egyptian priest holding forth two
candelabra.^"^ A beautiful painted acanthus frieze forms the upper portion of
the panels. Here, fantastically woven into the tendrils, seed pods, and
flowers—along with various animals—are a jackal, cobra, bull, cow,
hippopotamus, and even a baby Harpocrates on a lotus.^^
The numerous sacro-idyllic scenes, with their frequent funerary
monuments or shrines in either quadretti (small rectangle) or emblemata
(small inserts against the red decorated panels), begin to entice the viewer
deeper into the exotic piety of Hellenistic Egypt. Alternating emblemata
supposedly represent the solemn procession of the Pompa Isidis. But in fact
the statuary poses of the isolated personalities, depicted against a simulated
stone backdrop, suggest, rather, figures from a monument. They are
strikingly Egyptian in dress, with two exceptions. The zakoros and the
hierogrammateus, with ostrich feathers attached by a band to his head,
spondophoros, and hierodoulos are all sufficiently sympathetic. Only
^^ Actually the architecture is quite revolutionary. It includes a false arch in the pediment.
Eastern elements, and Isiac or Egyptian motifs—untypical of contemporary Roman style; cf.
LytUeton (above, note 51) 199-200.
^^ Tran Tam Tinh (above, note 51) 34; Elia (above, note 51)5.
" Catalogue 1.5 (40-^1. 116); EUa (above, note 51) 7-8. fig. 7; Tran Tam Tinh (above, note
51) 135. pi. V.
5^ Catalogue 1.31 (48, tav. VID). 1.37 (50. tav. Vffl). 1.42 (50-51. 119). 1.49 (52-53). 1.54
(52-53). 1.55 (52. 54); other animals (some more than once) are lioness, female goat, goose
(?). wolf, galloping horse, lion, gazelle, leopard—besides a pygmy. This type of frieze,
frequently religious, was studied by J. M. C. Toynbee and J. B. Ward Perkins, "Peopled
ScroUs: A HellenisUc Motif in Imperial Art." PBSR 18 (1950) 1^3. esp. 2. 8-9. 10 and pi.
VI. 1, 3 (Iseum); they omit the Harpokrates in VI. 1 and waeus in VI.2
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Anubis gives one pause. Despite the artist's manful struggle, even this
congenial jackal resists syncretism's imperfect fits.^'
As one entered the Sacrarium a large painting evoked a familiar
Graeco-Roman lararium. Isis sat enthroned, with Osiris-Serapis-Horos
beside her, reclining on a rock.^^ Benign and approachable, they wear lotus
flowers on their heads, while "Osiris" is pictorially framed by two uraei,
also wearing the lotus headpiece. The majestic and self-confident poses
offer reassurance of the ultimate triumph of good over evil. The vision is a
comforting one of gods to be encountered, where evil exists no more and
every tear is dried. Scattered about the Sacrarium, as though to be
innocuous, are more disturbing smaller representations of Egyptian gods.
Re's symbol—the dung beetle or scarab, Khe-pre—crawled around Isis and
Osiris enthroned. Other inhabitants lurking in the room were the enthroned
dwarf god Bes, the Apis bull, a baboon (the symbol of Thot, god of magic
and wisdom), Anubis as jackal, Khnum, the god of the cataracts, as a ram, a
vulture (symbol of Nekhbet, primordial god of Upper Egypt), an ichneumon
crouching toward the right (the symbol of Horos), and a cat (symbol of
Bast, the goddess of Bubastis in the Delta). Elsewhere were Toth as the
ibis, and Sakhmet represented as a coiled uraeus (the sacred serpent)
crowned with the lotus (symbol of Wadjet, the goddess of the Delta).^^
The Hellenistic sfumatura of another fresco in the Sacrarium, the
"Inuentio Osiridis," only scantily veils its radically Egyptian theme. Isis
stands erect in a barque, between two huge hoary heads dripping water,
which undoubtedly are personifications of the upper and lower Nile.^^
Behind her she tows yet another barque, the prow of which terminates in a
male head. Upon the barque rests the square coffin of Osiris, decorated with
the falcon. ^^ In the lower register, a kind of lararium, two huge snakes
writhing protectively around a cista mystica frame the mystic basket.^'*
Above, Isis returns upon the barque Sothis, accompanied by the cadaver of
Osiris, which she found through her arduous searching and reassembled
59 Catalogue 1.36 (49). uv. VH; Elia (above, note 51) 5-20; figs. 9-15. 161-21b. tav. V.l-
2; Tran Tarn Tinh (above, note 51) 136. pis. II-V.
^° Catalogue 1.71 (59); Elia (above, note 51) 20-21; fig. 25. Only the Serapis part survives;
Tran Tarn Tinh (above, note 51) 145. pi. Vffl.l (167 x 176.8 cm).
In general, the descriptions of the catalogue—sometimes contradicting earlier authors
—
have been followed here: 1.71-79. 1.84 (58-60, 62). Cf. Elia (above, note 51) 22; Tran Tarn
Tinh (above, note 51) pis. VII. IX.2; Turcan. Cultes (above, note 28) 109.
" V. Sampaolo, "La decorazione pittorica" (catalogue 60 n. 1), treats the distinguishing
crowns.
" Catalogue 1.74 (59-60, engraving. 85); EUa (above, note 51) 22, fig. 26; Tran Tarn Tinh
(above, note 51) 37. pi. X.l. Cf. Plutarch. On Isis 357f-58b (Griffiths (above, note 43] 339-
40).
Cf. Apul. Met. 11. 11: cLvta secrelorum . . . celans operla magnificae religionis.
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with her own hands.^^ The scene probably recalled the procession of the
sacred water, symbol of the regenerated Osiris in the Isiac ceremonies.^
The unfamiliar scene is somewhat unfamiliarly portrayed. Isis'
protection, so it intimates, extends beyond the ordinary concerns of this life
to the unexperienced voyage hereafter.^^ The enormous serpents evoke Isis'
own uraeus form, in her special role as goddess of the dead.^^ One might
recall a striking room at Pompeii. At the time of the restoration of the Villa
of the Mysteries in the early Augustan period, the tablinum next to the room
of Dionysiac scenes was redecorated with Egyptian motifs. These included
a pteroform Isis as protectress of the dead, with the uraeus—as depicted in
pharaonic crowns and decorations—and with Seth.^^ The juxtaposition of
Dionysiac and Isiac scenes may not be coincidental. Nor, possibly, is it by
chance alone that precisely in this period Dionysos and his train apparently
reu^eat before the exotic Egyptian gods.
In the Ekklesiasterion most of all one begins to communicate with the
mysterious world of Hellenistic and Egyptian Isism. This time, the
"otherness" of foreign ideas and iconography does not rear an ugly head,
but rather the painting dazzles with the incredible beauty and mystery of
Hellenistic Egypt. Two large paintings, "lo, Argos, and Hermes" and "lo at
Kanopos," in spite of snake, sislrum, and situla in the latter, reflect the early
Greek statuary style of painting.''^ The double occurrence in the temple
precinct of the lo-theme, quite rare in Graeco-Roman painting, is su^iking,
particularly since the lo at Kanopos occupies a commanding position in the
Ekklesiasterion. One picture suggests Hermes' freeing of lo from torment
and persecution by killing the spy, Argos. The second, through the horns
*^ The falcon painled on the box, according lo Tran Tam Tinh (above, nole 51) 65 n. 4,
represents Osiris, who as a falcon flew from the barque Seklel to heaven; so T. G. H. Allen,
The Egyptian Book of the Dead (Chicago 1960) ch. 77.
^ So V. Sampaolo, "La decorazione pittorica" (catalogue 60).
^^ At the same lime possibly meant to allude lo the Ploiaphesia {Nauigium), the opening of
ihe sailing season, and success on the sea. See M. Malaise, Invenlaire preliminaire des
documents egyptiens decouverts en Italie, EPRO 81 (Leiden 1972) 279-80, no. 47, pi. 44; Tran
Tam Tinh (above, nole 51) 99-100, pi. X.l; P. Bruneau, "Isis Pelagia a Delos.
(Complements)," BCll 87 (1963) 301-08 (esp. 307); R. BriUiant, Pompeii AD 79: The
Treasure of Rediscovery (New York 1979) 95 (warships in the Iseum). Naumachiai appear
frequenUy in the Ponicus (catalogue 1.20. 1.23, 1.25. 1.29. L39, 1.41. 1.44. 1.47 [44. lav. V]).
Undoubtedly Isis sailed with the Ptolemaic fleet.
^^ F. Dunand, Le culle d'lsis dans le bassin oriental de la Mediterranee, EPRO 26 (Leiden
1973) I pis. XXVI-XXVm; III pi. XV; V. Tran Tam Tinh, "Etal des eludes iconographiques
relatives a Isis, Serapis el Sunnaoi Theoi," in ANRW II.17.3 (1984) 1710-38. pi. XI. Cf. E.
Homung, Agyptische Unterweltsbiicher (Zurich and Munich 1972; 2nd ed., 1984) 27-29, and
74-75.
^^ Dc Vos (above, note 15) 12, pis. ni-VB.
'O Catalogue 1.69 (165.5 x 147 cm (57-58. lav. XIV]), 1.63 (150 » 137.5 cm (35. 55-56. Uv.
X. XVI]); cf. Elia (above, note 51) 27-30, lav. A, lav. B. R. Merkelbach. "Der Isiskult in
Pompci." Latomus 24 (1965) 144-49. sees "salvation" aspeas in Dionysos-Osiris associations
(146).
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still remaining on lo, depicts the very moment at which Isis releases the
heroine from her beastly shape. The iconography thus foreshadows the
transformation in Apuleius' Isis-book, in which Lucius, through the
intervention of Isis, is restored from ass form back to human shape.
Platonic allegorical interpreters would not be stretched to find a true
meaning: The devotee, through the mercy of the all-powerful Isis, will be
liberated from immersion in the phenomena of this world and from the
necessity of perpetual metempsychosis in the next, and will view forever, in
the intelligible sphere, the perfect Good and Beautiful.
How different the sacro-idyllic scenes! In the Ekklesiasterion six or
seven very large tableaux exude a delicate, haunting, and mystical
Hellenistic style.'^' These paintings contrast strikingly with the Egyptian
representations of Isis and other divinities in the Villa Farnesina Romana.
Though the Farnesina frescoes are beautifully executed and mysteriously
serious, they are also playful and decorative, undermining the religious
tone.''^ In the emblemata of the Ekklesiasterion the landscape was arranged
around a sacred edifice such as a funerary monument, temple, or "sacred
portal" and usually set upon a rocky islet shaded by trees and surrounded by
water. Mountains and deep valleys faintly appear in a background sprinkled
with sparse vegetation and enhanced with the rare appearance of an isolated
animal or human being. The emblemata, as indicated by their modern
names, reflect the cult of Isis: "Sacred Portal of Neith," "Funerary
Monument of Isis-Hathor," "Tholos Temple of Hathor," "Funerary
Monument of Osiris," "syncretisl cult of Osiris-Adonis-Nile" (which was
celebrated at Kanopos).''^ The Nile seems to flow through the Heptanomide
of Upper Egypt, north of the Thebaid, coursing from mountain passes to
glide silently among numerous small sanctuaries.^"* Viewed with religious
awe, the magnificent sacral architecture and breathtaking nature of these
''^ Between 125 x 120 and 210 x 122 cm in size; e.g.. catalogue 1.62 (lav. IX), 1.66-68 (lav.
Xl-Xni), 1.70 (lav. XV). Possibly the seated divinity in 1.66 and 1.67 is Isis (Sampaoio,
catalogue 56, 57).
^^ See I. Bragantini and M. de Vos, Le decorazioni delta vitla romana delta Farnesina,
Museo Nazionale Romano: Le piilure 11. 1 (Rome 1982). The painted Isis candelabra of the
Villa (Bragantini, lav. 37-38, 45, 50, 95; esp. 50) contrast with ihe simplicity, more religious
pose, and characteristic Isis knol of their Pompeian sisters (catalogue 1.57-60 [54-55, Uv.
m]); EUa (above, note 51) 23, fig. 27.
" Catalogue 7.16 (82, 85); Hha (above, note 51) 12-13; lav. 1; Croisille (above, note 51)
124-43 (127).
''*
Elia (above, note 51) 30; Croisille (above, nole 51) 126. See also K. Schefold,
"Signification de la peinture pompeienne," in G. CeruUi Irelli et al. (eds.), La peinlure de
Pompei I (Paris 1993) 35-46, esp. 42-45, painting under Nero and Vespasian; and W. T.
Peters, "Le paysage dans la peinture murale de Campanie," ibid. 277-91, esp. 284 on the
Iseum.
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frescoes intimate that the mysteries of life and of the goddess are ultimately
indistinguishable^^
The most astonishing scene again is a piece of initial deception.
Through the transparent veil of romantic Hellenism, suddenly an Egyptian
theme strikingly and irresistibly evokes death and a blessed afterlife. This
relatively large painting, "The Adoration of the Mummy of Osiris" or "The
Tomb (oopoq) of Osiris," in its own way is more strikingly Egyptian than
"The Finding of Osiris. ""^^ Like two colossal stelai, anthropoid mummy
cases form a sacred portal at the composition's center. Three steep steps
approaching them, typical of Egyptian sanctuaries, reach to the middle of
the "portal." Beneath the gate, a coffin—or mummy case—appears, erect.
Upon it a phoenix perches, the bird of the Sun par excellence, sacred to
Osiris, and the symbol of rebirth.'^'' Below the case, a hierogrammateus,
whose head is decorated with ostrich plumes, extends a d^ay of offerings.''^
Beyond this unusual "sacellum," an ithyphallic god, either Min or Ptah, is
saucily propped up against a "ceppus." Ribbons are tied tightly around the
stelai, while those around the "coffin" seem already loosened as though
about to fly asunder. The central scene, bathed and highlighted with
sunshine, stands out against the misty background of the distant mountains.
'^ K. Schefold, La peinlure pompeienne: Essai sur revolution de sa signification (Brussels
1972) {- Pompejanisehe Malerei: Sinn und Ideengeschichte (Basel 1952], with some revisions)
offered a strong eschatological interpretation: "above all, Isis promises eternal life" (87); F. Le
Corsu, "Un oratoire pompeien consacre a Dionysos-Osiris," RA (1967) 239-54, sees
prominent symbols of death and resurrection, and Isis linked with Dionysos (254). Other
scholars are more reserved.
''^ Catalogue 1.68 (1 1 1.5 x 188.8 cm [56-57. lav. Xffl]); cf. EUa (above, note 51) 33-34.
Uv. C; Tran Tarn Tinh (above, note 51) pi. X.l.
'^ For the interpretation see Sampaolo (caulogue 57), citing Merkelbach (above, note 70)
148^9; Tran Tam Tinh (above, note 51) 65 n. 4; and A. Tammisto. "PHOENIX. FELIX. ET.
TU: Remarks on the Representation of the Phoenix in Roman Art," Arctos 20 (1986) 171-225.
esp. 174-86, 180 n. 24.
The exact nature of the crown in the impressionistic "Adoration" fresco is difficult to
determine. Lunar crescent and sun disk, uraeus, hemhem crown, or simply some generic
fantasy? E. Vassilika, Ptolemaic Philae (Lou vain 1989) 293-325, reproduces the huge
assortment found at Philai. The crowns closest to the "Adoration" bird's are the rush and
hemhem crowns (301-04; cf. 84-95). Roman attitudes toward Egyptian crowns are discussed
by L. Kakosy, "Die Kronen im spaiagyptischen Totenglauben," in G. Grimm et al. (eds.). Das
romisch-byzantinische Agypten, Aegyptica Trevercnsia 2 (Mainz 1983) 57-60, esp. 57-58
(Taf. 1, 3; 2, 2-3; 3, 4), 59. Somewhat similar is the tiny crown on Arsinoe D in coins; see O.
M0rkholm el al.. Early Hellenistic Coinage (Cambridge 1991) pi. XVIII, 294-95. Something
similar appears in some iconography of Isis; cf. Tran Tam Tinh, "Isis," in LIMC V.l (1990)
761-96 and V.2 (1990) 501-26 Gsis 61, 96, 252b; on Isis in the "Inventio Osiridis" at Pompeii.
77). Also on a minister in the cult, see Dunand (above, note 68) EI pi. XI.2.
Elia (above, note 51) 34, unconvincingly, saw Isis as a "sparrow-hawk" about to resuscitate
Osiris. Pace Tran Tam Tinh and Sampaolo, the outer mummy case is surely closed (tied with a
yellow ribbon), not open. Its generic rather than Egyptian look may be significant.
^^ Pluurch, On Isis 366e-f; EUa (above, note 51) 33-34; Malaise (above, note 67) 271, 280-
81, no. 45, and pi. 45; Tran Tam Tinh (above, note 51)65-66, pi. X.2.
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In such an unreal atmosphere, a sudden, unexpected, and supernatural
transition from death to life seems to await Osiris and all who follow his
mysteries.^'
The temple, then, fits a pattern of religious imagery in the early
Imperial period. Seemingly innocent and innocuous iconography, veiled in
familiar garb, only gradually begins to reveal its deeper meaning. Isis, the
mystagogue attentive not to shock, gingerly guides the initiate into her
mysteries. ^^ Statuary and sacro-idyllic painting in Hellenistic form
establish a comforting distance between the viewer and the real Egypt, yet
tease with an exotic touch. In fact, they have much in common with the
Serapieion in Egypt: Apis bull, Bes, Anubis, Dionysos with panther,
Aphrodite, peacocks, lions. Ibis, Ptah, satyrs, marine lions and horses, uraei,
sphinxes, and lotus flowers.^' To establish even closer ties with ancient
and Ptolemaic Egypt the temple displayed an Egyptianized Dionysos, a
hieroglyphic plaque, an ushabii, a squatting male deity, and it put an ankh
into the hand of Isis.*^ Little by little, then, the architecture and painting
of the temple unfold an "Egyptian" experience in which existence
transcends ordinary life and ultimately death itself. In a sudden
illumination, conditioned perhaps by Greek philosophy and public ideology,
one might realize that good will ultimately triumph over evil, that the
^^ Except for last clause, Elia (above, note 51) 33-34: "a striking expression of the deepest
and most consoling meaning of the Isis religion . . . resurrection, redemption, and survival after
death in a better world."
*° For something similar see L. H. Kant, "Jewish Inscriptions in Greek and Latin," in ANRW
11.20.2 (1987) 671-713, esp. 682-90; L. V. Rutgers, "Archaeological Evidence for the
Interaction of Jews and Non-Jews in Late Antiquity," AJA 96 (1992) 101-18.
*> See catalogue 77. and numbers 1.1, 1.12-13, 1.16-19, 1.32. 1.36, 1.51, 1.56, 1.62, 1.64,
1.68, 1.72. l.n-19, 1.81. 1.84.5.2,5.4,6.1,6.3. Missing are a Kcrberos, falcon with head of a
bearded man, mermaid, and a lion ndden by Dionysos. 3.4-6, portrait busts, apparently of
women members of the imperial family, correspond with the Ptolemaic statues and busts in the
Serapieion. Cf. Thompson (above, note 5) esp. 212-13.
^^ Dionysos, 3.9 (D. D'Errico. "Materiali di produzione egiziana." catalogue 77-79 [70]);
plaque, beginning of Ptolemaic period, probably from Herakleopolis, vindicating the rights of
the local god Herishef, and his native clergy (6.1 [78]) from last phase of pharaonic Egypt.
The ushabii of Paef-hery-hesu (mummiform figure, dating to 664-525 B.C.) (6.3 (791).
contains the formula (ch. 6 of The Book of Ihe Dead), "May Osiris shine forth. Known to Re,
Heard by (?) Ammon," and mentions Paef-hery-hesu. "jusufied" for the afterhfc. The male
deity (6.2 [10.3 x 14.2 x 14.2 cm], 79. tav. XVII) in blue faience wears the usekh necklace. The
Isis (3.2 [105 X 85 X 42 cm], 65, 68) contains Greek archaizing and Egyptian features. Among
the latter are: imitation of the usekh necklace, right fool rigidly pushed forward, lotus or Hathor
crown on head (so S. A. Muscetlola, "La decorazione architettonica e Tanrcdo," catalogue 63-
76 [68]). Note, too, the lotus cup candelabra (5.4. 74).
The papers given at the meeting. "Giomau di Studi: 'Alia ricerca di Isidc'," Naples, June 4,
1993. by S. De Caro. J.-P. Grenier. F. Zevi. V. Sampaolo. S. Adamo Musceitola. M. de Vos.
and F. Coarelli should be published soon.
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devotion paid to these strange, yet comforting gods, could bring eternal
salvation and blessedness.*^
Pontifical Biblical Institute, Rome
^^ Professors Roger Beck of Erindale College, University of Toronto, Marietle de Vos of the
Universita di Trenlo, and Jean-Claude Grenier of the Universite Paul Valery, Montpellier III
generously read the manuscript and offered indispensable information, corrections, and
suggestions. Thanks are due as well to Mary Hopkins of Milwaukee for many improvements
with the text.
14
The Suppliant's Voice and Gesture in Vergil and
Ovid's Metamorphoses
WILLIAM S. ANDERSON
The Greeks and Romans believed that the emotions behind prayer and
supplication resulted in universally recognizable gestures, which appear in
Homeric poetry, then in Greek art and tragedy, and continue on into Roman
art and literature.^ Because the gods were imagined to be above, human
beings lifted up their hands and arms to the sky or heaven or Olympus when
they appealed for divine help.^ In later times, when the gods were
represented by physical images, acted on stage, or depicted in poetry and
picture as anthropomorphic figures, there was little distinction between the
positions of the two, and so the person praying would simply hold the hands
out to the deity. Similarly, when one human being implored another human
being for help or mercy or pity, the two were normally on the same physical
level, and the supplicant extended his or her hands out to the other.
In the prose writers of Vergil's youth, Cicero and Caesar, the language
for representing prayer-gestures was already routine: One phrase, manus
tendere, served all occasions, whether in fact the supplicant was holding out
hands to the gods in heaven or to some military victor on earth. ^ Although
Catullus had ample opportunities to depict this gesture, notably in the
desperate moments when Aitis awoke from his frenzy in Poem 63 and
Ariadne from her blissful sleep on Naxos in Poem 64, he had other
concerns. And Lucretius had no need or desire to describe prayer when he
was combating the very irrationality that he believed lay behind most
^ C. SitU, Die Gebdrden der Griechen und Romer (Leipzig 1890), especially Chapter 10 on
gestures in prayer. For other works on gesture, especially those of the hands, see R. Brilliant,
Gesture and Rank in Roman Art, Memoirs of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences
14 (New Haven 1963), discussing "adoration," pp. 15 and 23 ff.; G. Neumann, Gesten und
Gebdrden der Griechen und Romer (Berlin 1965); H. Demisch, Erhobene Hdnde (Stuttgart
1984); and J. Lawson, Mime: The Theory and Practice of Expressive Gesture with a
Description of its Historical Development (New York 1957).
^ Sittl (previous note) 187 cites ps.-Aristotle De Mundo 6, 400a 16 as the earliest comment
on the universal prayer-gesture.
3 Caesar BG 7. 40. 6 and 7. 48. 3, BC 2. 5. 3 and 2. 1 1 . 4; Cicero Cat. 4. 1 8.
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religious activity.'* However, even if we now lack evidence for the Latin
poetic repertoire that rendered the movement of the hands in prayer before
Vergil, we may reasonably expect that it was somewhat more versatile than
simple manus tendere.
I. Gesture and Prayer in the Aeneid
In the Aeneid Vergil continues the preferential use of the verb tendere,
regardless of whether the speaker appeals to the gods in heaven {ad caelum
or dative caelo) and among the stars {ad sidera) or to other human beings.^
Twice the poet uses the perfect form of tollere, but he does not seem to aim
at any particular effect other than variation in fixing on the "lifting" hands.
In the final scene of the poem, to which I shall return, Tumus' gesture of
appeal gets the compound verb protendens, and that, we may suspect, has a
special nuance.
Whereas the verb in the Vergilian gesture remains quite uniform, the
description of the hands is freer. The standard phrase of prose, manus
tendere, occurs often, but its utility is of course limited by its adaptability to
the hexameter. Since the first syllable of manus is short, it must be
preceded by a word whose final syllable is short; the noun cannot be the
initial or the final word of any line. In practice, Vergil dealt with this matter
smoothly: He would begin a new clause with the preceding word and attach
to its ending the connective -que or he would expand the phrase to cum voce
manus, thus satisfying the meter and also introducing the words of the
prayer along with the gesture. Nevertheless, he preferred to use a synonym
that consisted of two long syllables and allowed him more flexibility,
namely, palmas. The palms, being more specific, were also more poetically
expressive and more vivid to the imagination than ordinary hands. In the
final appeal of Turnus in Book 12, before using his preferred tendere
palmas (936), Vergil tries the unusual and therefore more affecting
dextramque precantem I protendens (930-31).
It remains to add that Vergil also sometimes attached an adjective to the
hands (cf. above, 12. 930 precantem) or to the person performing the
gesture and speaking the words of a supplicant. In making his or her
appeal, the person praying extends both hands, and the poet notes that fact
by using the adjectives duplicis or utrasque, the choice depending on the
meter.^ Fixing on the hands more precisely, Vergil may note that they are
* At 5. 1200-01 Lucretius does reluclanlly and disapprovingly describe the prayer-gesiure,
with allileralive language that may well reflect the poet at work; pandere palmas I ante deum
delubra.
^ F. A. Sullivan, "Tendere manus: Gestures in the Aeneid" CJ 63 (1967-68) 358-62, has
collected much of this material and discussed some of the passages briefly, reaching different
conclusions from mine in most cases.
^ For duplicis, Aen. 1. 93, 9. 16, 10. 667; for utrasque, 5. 233, 6. 685.
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supinas, with palms up and the backs turned to the ground.'' He can
generate pathos by calling the hands helpless (inertes 10. 596) or by
attaching an adjective like infelix to the person in prayer.^ Finally, he may
emphasize the suppliant posture by adding the word supplex (3. 592, 12.
930).
Vergil regularly uses the prayer-gesture as introduction to a prayerful
speech, to the gods, to another human being present who is asked to help in
some way, and sometimes to absent people, dead or alive, or abstract
powers, who are apostrophized. From this fairly stereotyped basis, the
skillful poet can move out in different experimental directions, to achieve
special effects. It is these unusual effects that I shall briefly review. The
first instance of gesture and speech occurs in 1. 92-96:
extemplo Aeneae solvuntur frigore membra;
ingemit et duplicis tendcns ad sidera palmas
talia voce refert: "o terque quaterque beati,
quis ante ora patrum Troiae sub moenibus altis 95
contigit oppetere! . . ."
Although the gesture is virtually identical with that of Tumus in 9. 16,
which introduces a genuine prayer, Aeneas, who is here being dramatically
presented to us for the first time, is in a state of total despair, unable to
appeal to the gods, capable only of calling out to the Trojans who, as he
implies, had the good luck to die and be buried in their native land. This is
not pius Aeneas; he will have to earn that identity as we watch.^ In the
storm of Book 1 he is helpless and must be rescued, without any action on
his part, by benevolent Neptune. Later, on the other hand, in Book 5, when
Juno again acts to persuade the Trojan women to fire the ships in Sicily,
Aeneas does not indulge his despair, but immediately prays to Jupiter for
help; and Vergil assigns him his rightful epithet (5. 685-87):
turn pius Aeneas umeris abscindere vestem
auxilioque vocare deos et tendere palmas:
"luppiter omnipotens . . ."
And Jupiter immediately responds with assistance, a rainstorm that puts out
the fire.
In Book 2 Vergil describes the way Sinon works on the gullible
Trojans. In the first two parts of his clever speech, the villain wins the pity
of his captors, who release him from his chains and ply him with questions
about the Horse (as he had planned). As he prepares to tell his ruinous lies,
Sinon, a consummate actor, plays the role of the truly pious (and therefore
trustworthy) man (152-57):
Tendoque supinas I ad caelum cum voce manus 3. 177.
* Tendebat inertes I infelix palmas 10. 596-97.
' Servius auctus somewhat dully complains about Aeneas' irreverence in failing to pray as
the gesture requires.
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ille dolis instructus et arte Pelasga
sustulit exutas vinclis ad sidera palmas:
"vos aetemi ignes, etnon violabile vestrum
tester numen," ait, "vos arae ensesque nefandi, 155
quos fugi, vittaeque deum, quas hostia gessi:
fas mihi Graiorum sacrata resolvere iura . . ."
Here, Vergil calls attention to the hands that have just been freed, for Sinon
pretends to be grateful and tricks the Trojans by his seeming gratitude and
pious words. An impious man is at work here, abusing both the words and
actions of normal piety.
When, thanks to Sinon, the Horse is taken into Troy and its warriors
emerge to bring about the city's fall and capture, Vergil achieves a very
special and famous scene with an altered prayer-gesture. He narrates how
Cassandra is treated, dragged from the temple where she has been priestess,
her hair wildly disarrayed (2. 405-06):
ad caelum tendens ardentia lumina frustra,
lumina, nam teneras arcebant vincula palmas.
In her role as both priestess and victim, Cassandra might naturally resort to
fervent prayer for help. By contrast with slimy Sinon, however, she is
bound, and so her hand-gesture is frustrated, and Vergil symbolically also
silences the words of her prayer. The innocent remains bound and unable to
reach the gods, while the guilty, freed of his bonds, exults in his impious
lies. By commenting expressly in the Aiaw-clause of 406 on the anomaly of
the woman's futile look at the sky, Vergil reminds his audience of the usual
gesture-language, ad caelum tendens palmas}^ and he lays the groundwork
for the many abortive gestures which Ovid will develop in his
Metamorphoses.
In Book 10, after Pallas falls beneath Tumus' spear, Aeneas goes wild
with vengeful anger. He spurns the appeal of Magus for mercy; he
barbarously butchers the priest of Apollo and Diana—and Vergil
emphasizes the paradoxical behavior by the verb that should go with
priestly sacrifice, immolat (10. 541); and he takes on two overconfident
brothers, Lucagus and Liger. Aeneas' spear downs Lucagus, and Vergil,
calling him plus Aeneas (591), has the Trojan taunt the dying man. Then, it
is the turn of Liger, who has been serving as the unarmed charioteer (595-
98):
frater tendebat inertis 595
infelix palmas curru delapsus eodem:
"per te, per qui te talem genuere parentes,
vir Troiane, sine banc animam el miserere precantis."
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Not content with the objective adjective inertis, which represents accurately
the helplessness of a charioteer, Vergil also includes in the scene his
subjective infelix, which almost inevitably engages our sympathies with
Aeneas' victim. So when Aeneas spurns the gesture and the verbal appeal
and, as the poet puts it, after a second taunt, opens up the man's chest with
his sword, his famous pietas comes seriously under question.
Aeneas emerges as superior to Tumus in the treatment of a young and
brave foe: Turnus' disrespect for Pallas' body and armor differs sharply
from Aeneas' sympathetic tenderness for Lausus' self-sacrifice and for his
corpse (cf. 10. 821 ff.). Aeneas also differs strikingly from the father of
Lausus, Mezentius the scomer of the gods. Mezentius expresses his
blasphemy as he responds sardonically to a dying enemy (10. 743-44) and
as he prepares to encounter Aeneas and addresses his own right arm and
spear as gods, whose presence he "prays for" (773-74). But at the moment
when he learns of Lausus' death and bitterly condemns himself, his gesture
of despair might be misinterpreted (844^5):
caniliem multo deformal pulvere et ambas
ad caelum tendit palmas et corpore inhaeret.
Mezentius' hand-gesture closely resembles the abortive moves of Cassandra
and a definite scene of gesture and prayer by Aeneas in 3. 177 ff. And it has
been interpreted as a sign of his tragic defeat, of his return to prayer.^'
However, in the words that the Etruscan now speaks, Vergil makes it
obvious that he does not pray: He aposu^ophizes his dead son in the corpse
and expresses despair, but no reverence for any god. Lausus is the only
person who means anything to him. Though he has lost him and is desolate,
he does not abandon his contempt for the gods. Far from defining his
conversion, then, the gesture, much like the first gesture of Aeneas to the
stars in 1. 93, reminds us of Mezentius' godless loneliness and identity with
the dead.
The final scene between Aeneas and Turnus includes a special
description of the prayer-gesture that precedes the very special appeal of
Tumus to his conqueror (12. 930-32, 938-39):
ille humilis supplexque oculos dextramque precantem
protendens "equidem merui nee deprecor" inquit;
"uterc sorte tua . .
."
stetit acer in armis
Aeneas volvens oculos dextramque repressit.
When Tumus describes his own gesture at 936, he declares that he has
extended both hands and that everybody could see it: victum lendere palmas
I Ausonii videre. Why, since the meter allowed it, did Vergil not use
" Sullivan (aJDOve, note 5) rejects Servius' interpretation: increpans deos, quasi sacrilegus.
1 would, too, without adopting Sullivan's conclusions.
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palmasque precanles in 930? This is the only instance in the poem where
he so alters both terms of the customary phrase. It seems obvious that the
compound form of tendere is more expressive. The emphasis on the right
hand serves at least two purposes in addition to denoting prayer. First, that
pleading right hand has dropped its sword and dramatizes the total
helplessness of the once-proud warrior, now crippled and defenseless.
Second, as the description of Aeneas, which I cited, suggests, the swordless
right hand of Tumus and his humble prayer evoke an immediate response
from the right hand of Aeneas, which he has poised for the killing stroke.
He checks his hand, pulls it back, sincerely affected by that extended hand
of Tumus. Vergil has placed dextramque each time in the same metrical
position, with a verb following and oculos preceding.
The stress on Tumus' eyes adds to the power of this scene. In the usual
prayer-vocabulary of the poem, Vergil has ignored the eyes, although we
can easily imagine a pleading look that would accompany the hand-gesture
and verbal entreaty. Only where Cassandra was bound and prevented from
using her hands has the poet ostentatiously substituted the eyes and still
used, in a daring manner, the verb tendere (cf. 2. 405-06). That precedent
allows us to explain the grammar of oculos in 930 as an instance of
zeugma''^ with the wQrh protendens, though we could also suggest that
oculos functions with supplex as accusative of specification. The pleading
look of Tumus, then, elicits from Aeneas' eyes a rolling motion that betrays
his hesitation.'^ Unfortunately for Tumus, Aeneas' sympathetic reaction to
Tumus' appeal is his first response; his second is triggered by the sight of
Pallas' baldric on Turnus, at which he erupts in a short angry speech,
stabbing his enemy in the chest while speaking.'"*
These passages from Vergil indicate that he established prayer and
prayer-gestures as a significant and serious form of communication between
human beings and gods and among human beings. Prayers for help and for
mercy merit hearing and evoke in Vergil's audience a sympathetic response.
The misuse of prayer by Sinon awakens antipathy. Refusal by a human
being of another's appeal, even of an enemy's, as Aeneas, in different ways,
rejects the pleas of helpless Liger and fallen Tumus, stirs mixed feelings in
us, most particularly, of course, at the end of the epic, when the first
inclination to mercy proves abortive and is replaced by savage killing.
Using the stereotyped language for prayer-gestures, the poet gains emphasis
by fixing on anomalies: on the failure of Aeneas to pray at his first
opportunity; on Mezeniius' dreadful remorse that still proudly refuses to
invoke the despised gods; on Cassandra's frustrated gesture and silenced
'^ So R. D. Williams, The Aeneid of Virgil (London 1973), in his nole on these lines.
'^ See my article, "Two Passages from Book Twelve of ihe Aeneid," CSCA 4 (1971) 49-65,
esp. 58 ff.
'* Thai is the obvious implication of hoc vulnere (948) and of the present participle, hoc
dicens (950).
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appeal with the eyes; and on the combined entreaty, of hand and eyes, by
Tumus that does earn a first humane response from Aeneas of eyes and
hand.
II. Abortive Gesture and Prayer in Ovid's Metamorphoses
If pietas and the impassioned needs of prayer are the standards in the
Aeneid, from which the hero and the poet move only in exceptional
circumstances that serve to reinforce the accepted value of prayer and the
importance of the divine realm over human beings, in the Metamorphoses
Ovid makes a theme of the way human expectations from prayer suffer
regular violation, most notably from the gods themselves. Prayer-contexts
form a very common scenario in Ovid's poem, and he enriches the
Vergilian language for the situation. He uses the epithet supplex to
emphasize the situation of supplication, focusing like Vergil on the one who
prays as subject.'^ But he often also turns the entreater into the object and
collects a series of accusative participial clauses around him or her before
revealing the violent verb that cruelly destroys all. Consider little Learchus
and Itys (4. 516-19 and 6. 639-41):
deque sinu matris ridentem et parva Learchum _
bracchia tendentem rapit . . .
. . . rolat . .
.
discutil ora . . .
tendentemque manus et iam sua fata videntem
et "mater, mater" clamantem et colla petentem
ense ferit Procne.
Ovid brings out the grim irony in the first passage, that Learchus does not
anticipate what is going to happen and happily holds out his arms to his
father, just asking to be picked up and cherished. The crazed Athamas does
snatch him up, but only to smash his brains out. In the case of Itys, the boy
senses what his mother intends and uses every means at his command to
break through her madness and make her respond as mother. But all four
participles are negated by the one verb of stabbing. Thus, Ovid does not use
so much the single pathetic adjective, but rather forces on his audience by
these fuller descriptive details and by his new grammatical presentation a
much more insistent response.
Vergil had limited himself to two words for the hands in the prayer-
gesture, which could serve as metrical alternatives, the iambic manus and
the spondaic palmas. And he contented himself with the simple verb
tendere. Ovid uses both manus and palmas, but, probably because he seeks
to expand the dactylic range of his hexameter, he prefers the dactylic
'^ E.g. Callislo: tendebat bracchia supplex 2. 477.
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bracchia. He is the first Latin writer, in prose or poetry, to make elaborate
use of the arms in his prayer-descriptions.^^ The two passages which I have
just cited show Ovid employing the two words, "arms" and "hands,"
without apparent distinction (other than meter and order) in virtually
identical situations. The poet continues to use tendere as the principal verb
for the gesture, but he also often chooses the metrically equal but
denotatively different lollere, especially when the prayer goes to a god in
heaven, not one present on earth. '"^ I find one instance of dextram in a
prayer context. Since it comes in the form dextramque precantis, at the end
of a hexameter, I suspect that Ovid echoes the scene of Tumus at Aeneid 12.
930, and it will repay us to compare the way the two poets worked out their
situations of desperate appeal. Ovid describes the bloody end of Pentheus
(3. 719-25):
saucius ille tamen "fer opem, matertera" dixit
"Autonoe! moveant animos Aclaeonis umbrae!" 720
ilia, quis Actaeon, nescit dextramque precantis
abstulit, Inoo lacerata est altera raptu.
non habet infelix, quae matri bracchia tendat,
trunca sed ostendens deiectis vulnera membris
"adspice, mater!" ait. 725
Vergil isolated the actions of Tumus' appeal in a separate sentence, so
he gave the "praying right hand" its own special verb, protendens. Then he
showed Aeneas starling to answer it humanely in gesture and look, also in a
separate sentence. Here, Ovid works quite differently. The wounded
Pentheus addresses what in Ovid's poem is a formulaic prayer for help,/(?r
opem, to his aunt, reminding her of her own recently dead son Actaeon. She
is too crazed to recognize the name of her own son, let alone the humanity
of Pentheus. Now, we hear of the prayer-gesture (721) and immediately,
after the run-on, the verb changes the focused Vergilian viewpoint and turns
Pentheus into the typical Ovidian victim, violated as he prays. The very
right hand with which he pleads becomes a bloody stump as we watch:
With superhuman maenad strength, Autonoe has wrenched it off. Ino does
the same with the left. He had been holding both arms out in prayer (cf.
723); his family rejects him grotesquely and wordlessly, with no such
poignant motivation as Vergil assigns to Aeneas in Aeneid 12. Ovid goes
on to elaborate the frustration of the appeal of handless Pentheus to his
mother. Deaf to him, as Procne to Itys, she tears off his head. That is the
final answer to his anguished prayers. What in Vergil was a special,
understandable, but regrettable violation of human entreaty, to capture the
great issues of the epic in supreme starkness, has become for Ovid an all too
regular theme. Human beings behave inhumanly toward each other, crazed
'^ I find no instances in Vergil, Caesar, Cicero, or Livy.
" Cf. 2. 487. 3. 404, 9. 175, 10. 580.
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by their passions or possessed by the terrible hatred of the Ovidian gods. As
he describes their rejection of prayer, Ovid epitomizes their inhumanity.
In the death of Pentheus, the agents are human beings, the female
members of his family, whose superhuman strength comes from their
religious frenzy. They do not know what they are doing. Ovid does not say
or imply, in contrast to the themes of Euripides in the Bacchae, that they are
carrying out the vengeful will of their god Bacchus. From the way he lets
his narrator join in the hymn to the god shortly after this (4. 17 ff.), we may
well infer that he exempts Bacchus from the charge of cruelty. Pentheus
has not remorsefully prayed to the god, and we cannot assert that Ovid has
shown the god spuming prayer. Earlier in the poem, however, that had been
precisely the Ovidian theme: that the gods abort and pervert human prayer
in the most appalling and grotesque manner.
The first instance of this perversion involves lo. Unlike Calvus before
him, who anthropomorphized the cow that lo had become and addressed it
with a variety of pathetic fallacies,'^ Ovid makes the important innovation
of presenting human beings who have suffered metamorphosis and retain,
when they become animals, their human consciousness inside the animal
form, and thus are fully aware of the poignant frustrations which the poet
delineates. lo inside the bovine form knows that she has been raped, that in
her innocence she has been turned into a cow by guilty Jupiter, anB that,
further to conceal his guilt, Jupiter has delivered her over to the savagery of
suspicious Juno. Three times in the narrative lo's human instincts impel her
toward prayer that she cannot consummate. Ovid uses those scenes as
marks against Jupiter above all, to suggest that, in raping and changing lo,
he has bestialized her and himself, ending the proper Vergilian
communication between almighty god and needy human beings (1. 635-
38):
ilia etiam supplex Argo cum bracchia vellet 635
tendere, non habuit, quae bracchia tcnderet Argo,
et conata queri mugitus edidit ore
pertimuitque sonos propriaque exterrita voce est.
This first description in Ovid's poem of prayer proves to be one of total
frustration. In a line (636) that anticipates the grotesque scene of Pentheus'
handless stumps, lo fails to make the routine gesture because she has hooves
and cannot extend them like human hands or arms. What should follow the
prayer-gesture, of course, would be the words of appeal, but her miserable
sounds emerge as somewhat comic mooing, sounds which, being so entirely
unnatural to lo, terrify her. lo's frustration, which will eventually end in
release, can be dismissed as merely comic by some readers,'^ but it points
Calvus, fr. 9 M, a virgo infelix, herbis pasceris amaris; lo which we can compare Ovid's
objective description (1. 632) of the human feelings inside the cow.
" Bomer ad 635 offers us the choice of grotesque, highly comic, or usleless.
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for Ovid to the later ugliness of the miseries and ends of Callisto, Actaeon
and Pentheus.
Unable to communicate with her guardian Argus, lo is driven and
wanders until she comes to the river bank where her father Inachus stands.
Here again frustration in communicating with a beloved family member
anticipates such tragic scenes as those of Learchus and Itys. Inachus sees
only a tame cow and offers it grass (not at all what she likes; 646-50):
ilia manus lambit patriisque dat oscula palmis
nee retinet lacrimas, et, si modo verba sequantur,
oret opem nomenque suum casusque loquatur;
littera pro verbis, quam pes in pulvere duxit,
corporis indicium mutati triste peregit. 650
She tries to give human kisses and shed human tears, but we can easily
imagine how Inachus greeted them, and Ovid permits us to smile at lo
(since we know the happy outcome of her temporary suffering). She would
like to ask for help and tell her story at length, but again the animal form
denies verbal communication. Then, in a moment of human ingenuity that
overcomes the animal limitations, she turns her hooves (which still cannot
achieve the prayer-gesture) into writing instruments, and she manages to
trace on the ground the two simple letter-forms that spell her name lo.
Inachus at least can then voice his sorrow, until Argus forcibly separates
father and cow-daughter.
At the end of her endurance, still pursued by Juno even after Mercury
has released her from Argus (by murder), lo slumps on the banks of the Nile
(729-33):
quern simulac tetigit, positisque in margine ripae
procubuil genibus resupinoque ardua coUo, 730
quos potuil solos, tollcns ad sidera vultus
et gemitu et lacrimis et luctisono mugitu
cum love visa queri finemque orare malorum.
Again, Ovid develops the material of the abortive prayer. lo is kneeling as
best she can; she is trying to lift her eyes to heaven. In 731 the poet avails
himself of Vergil's inventiveness in the Cassandra-scene, but the pathos of
this cow hampered by its non-human hooves is not supposed to match that
of manacled Cassandra, any more than the myth agrees emotionally with the
realistic scene of warfare at Troy. The abortive gesture leads lo what seems
abortive, surely comic prayer. The three nouns of 732 all give detail
connected with the voicing of an entreaty, and the first two ambivalently
refer to both human and animal behavior. The third, set with a unique
Ovidian compound into a striking double spondee ending, makes for a
wonderful anticlimax. All that promise resulted in mournful mooing. But
then Ovid doubles the surprise. The cow seemed to communicate with
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Jupiter; in fact, she did reach him and at last move him, so that she soon
turns back into a woman (cf. 738 ff.).
Jupiter won over Juno to allow him to rescue lo by promising that he
would never get involved with lo again. True to his words in his own way,
he does not amuse himself with lo any more, but he soon has another target
and consciously ignores his duty to Juno (that had clearly been established
by the crisis over lo).^^ He disguises himself impiously as the revered
goddess Diana and rapes her devoted attendant Callisto. Having suffered
this divine abuse, Callisto encounters a series of others. Her own patroness
Diana spurns her without consideration of her innocence and drives her
away. When her baby is bom, Juno swoops down and proceeds to harry her
(2. 476-84):
dixit [sc. Juno] et adversa prensis a fronte capillis
stravit humi pronam; lendebat bracchia supplex:
bracchia coeperunt nigris horrescere villis
curvarique manus et aduncos crescere in ungues
officioque pedum fungi laudataque quondam 480
ora lovi lato fieri deformia rictu;
neve pieces animos et verba precantia flectant
posse loqui eripitur: vox iracunda minaxque
plenaque terroris rauco de gutture fertur. •
Juno has appeared on the same level with the girl, who holds out her arms in
appeal to the goddess. The answer is savage: Those pleading arms become
the first target of metamorphosis (478),^^ and soon the hands have turned
into paws ending in claws, and both limbs serve as the forefeet of a bear.
Worse still, Juno aborts the very words of prayer that Callisto tries to utter.
She destroys the possibility of human communication (483), so that the
human voice turns into a sound that bears no relationship with the bruised
feelings of the girl.
From this point, Callisto suffers from her inability to communicate with
the gods and with other human beings, a victim of Juno's continuing hatred.
She endures frustration when she wants to protest to Jupiter (487-88):
qualescumque manus ad caelum et sidera tollit
ingratumque lovem, nequeat cum dicere, sentit.
When she encounters her own son Areas hunting in the woods, she appears
(to the narrator) to recognize the young man: She stares fixedly at him and
starts to move toward him. But Areas of course only sees a bear menacing
him with a fatal hug. As he prepares to defend himself with his spear and
^° Cf. his soliloquy at 2. 423 ff. before approaching Callisto.
^' In the next tale, Ovid lets a girl tell her story in almost the same words, as she is rescued
from rape by being turned into a crow by Minerva, a change which she far from welcomes at
thelime;cf. 2. 580-81.
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probably to kill his mother, Jupiter intervenes, with an unsatisfactory
awkwardness that Ovid captures in zeugma (505-07):
arcuit omnipotens pariterque ipsosque nefasque
sustulit et pariter raptos per inania vento
inposuit caelo vicinaque sidera fecit.
The Almighty, who has caused all the original trouble (cf. 401) by his sly
rape of Callisto, removes the possibility of kin-crime by totally removing
the two animate beings from existence on earth. Although Juno may
complain that the girl has been honored by being turned into a star, we can
see that she has become lifeless. Unlike lo, she has not been restored to
humanity or lo her son, and she certainly has not been deified.
The next main step on the way to Pentheus' killing by his aunts and
mother, who cannot recognize him as a human being or respond to his
prayers and handless gestures, is taken by Ovid in his story of Actaeon,
Angry Diana turns him into a deer, with a taunt over the frusU-ation that she
will cause him (3. 192-93):
"nunc tibi me posito visam velamine narres,
si poteris narrare, licet."
As if her main purpose were to silence his talkative voice and thus save
herself embarrassment, she deprives him of human speech. Certainly, as a
deer he is harmless. When he discovers in water's reflection that he has
become an animal, he tries to voice his human despair in words, but
achieves only an animal groan (200 ff.). Then follows the true horror of
frustrated communication. As his own dogs pursue the deer that masks him,
he desperately wants to identify himself but cannot (229-31). They pounce
on him and start tearing him apart, with the eager approval of his friends.
Ovid captures the scene in terms of abortive prayer for human sympathy (by
this human being inside a deer form that others perceive as only an ordinary
deer; 237-41):
iam loca vulneribus desunt, gemit ille sonumque,
etsi non hominis, quern non tamen edere possit
cervus, habet maestisque replet iuga nota quercllis
et genibus pronis supplex similisque roganti 240
circumfert tacitos tamquam sua bracchia vultus.
Ovid has never implied, except through Diana's cruel distortion, that
Actaeon wanted to talk about the nude goddess. Here, he is vainly trying to
save his life by speech, which is almost human, according to the narrator,
but not recognized as such by the dogs and hunters.-^^ Failing that, Actaeon-
Dcer attempts to mime the prayer-gesture. His hands have become forefeet
^^ Ovid probably remembers and possibly alludes lo Vergil's famous description of the
almost human pet deer of Silvia in Aen. 7. 500 ff. Actaeon is no pet deer.
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(cf. Callisto), so he kneels, like lo on the Nile bank, and tries to act like the
stereotype supplex, using his anguished looks in place of the expected
human arms. lo did move Jupiter, but Actaeon remains unrecognized by his
friends and gleefully ignored by Diana. His death leads lo the uglier death
of Pentheus.
Ovid portrays a world where there is much prayer, but only rare success
in the appeal, whether to a god or another human being. All too often, piety
attracts destruction or metamorphosis. The prevailing effect that the poet
aims at and achieves is of piety abused and of prayer aborted by the very
gods and goddesses to whom prayer is addressed, of human entreaty
unrecognized by the crazed or impassioned human beings to whom victims
hold out their hands and appeal in words or in mute pantomime. What he
does with the frustrated gesture of Vergil's Cassandra and with the pleading
hand of Tumus, which he perverts into the bleeding slump of Pentheus,
epitomizes the grim inefficacy of prayer in the Metamorphoses.





Suetonius' account of Nero's last hours {Nero 47^9) has been admired for
its vividness of description and for its readability. Gavin Townend has
characterized this passage as "perhaps the most successful piece of
continuous narrative in the Caesars" and others have agreed.' But
Townend also notes that the success of the account as narrative is secured at
the cost of historical accuracy, and he points out (95) a number of
unanswered questions that the narrative poses for historians who seek to
uncover the truth that lies behind Suetonius' description. Townend explains
this state of affairs in terms of what he calls (84) the "law of biographical
relevance," whereby the details of the narrative are presented as though
from Nero's perspective. The problems and inconsistencies in the narrative
can thus be accounted for by the fact that Nero was not himself aware of the
totality of the situation.^ Implicit in an explanation of this sort is the
assumption that there existed a truthful and accurate account of Nero's final
hours, and that Suetonius, in accordance with the dictates of his chosen
genre, has omitted those elements that, while they are of great importance
for the modem historian, do not interest the biographer. But the difficulty
with this explanation is that many of the features that characterize
Suetonius' account are also to be found in Cassius Dio, who was not a
biographer at all, but a historian. ^ I should like to suggest another
' G. B. Townend, "Suetonius and his Influence," in T. A. Dorey (ed.), iMtin Biography
(London 1967) 93; cf. K. R. Bradley, Suetonius' Life of Nero: An Historical Commentary,
Collection Latomus 157 (Brussels 1978) 243, 273, F. R. D. Goodyear in E. J. Kenney and W.
V. Qausen (edd.), The Cambridge History of Classical Literature II (Cambridge 1982) 661
("perhaps the best thing he ever wrote"), B. Baldwin, Suetonius (Amsterdam 1983) 78, 174-
75, 510-1 1, R. C. Lounsbury, The Arts of Suetonius (New York 1987) 63. G. D'Anna, Le idee
letterarie di Suetonio (Florence 1954) 182 ff. had earlier subjected this passage to an extensive
and detailed stylistic analysis, coming to the conclusion that the striking differences in style
between this passage and most of the remainder of the Life ofNero resulted from Suetonius'
use of a different source for this passage.
Townend (previous note) 95 says, "the whole course of events smells of treachery."
Bradley (previous note) 274 quotes these words of Townend, apparently with approval; cf. also
B. H. Wanminglon, Suetonius. Nero (Bristol 1977) 1 15, Lounsbury (previous note) 71.
^ Dio 63. 26-29. This would mean that there existed a truthful and accurate account that
was used by the author who was the common source of Suetonius and Dio, and who was
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explanation for these awkward details in Suetonius' (and Dio's) account,
namely that the source that lies behind both Suetonius and Dio contained a
substantial admixture of fiction.
We should be alerted to the possibility of the presence of fiction by the
very circumstantiality of Suetonius' narrative. For example, if the detail
that Nero tore his cloak on some brambles (48. 4) as he entered Phaon's
villa is historically accurate, we will have to assume that an eye-witness^
thought this particular worthy of recounting, and that it was faithfully
transmitted to Suetonius' source. And we will have to make the same
assumptions also about the other details that enliven Suetonius' account.
But these are just the sort of details that we expect to encounter, not in a
work of history or even of biography, but of fiction. One of the valuable
features of Rhys Carpenter's very curious book, Folk Tale, Fiction, and
Saga in the Homeric Epics,^ is the reminder that the more detailed and
verisimilar a narrative is the more likely it is to be fictional. Of Homer
Carpenter says (31-32), "since it is fiction which imparts verisimilitude to
his scenes, we may say without fear of paradox that the more real ihey seem
the more fictional they are." But this is true not only of the songs of the oral
poet but, I think, of the works of the historian and the biographer as well. If
we are to acknowledge the presence of fabrication anywhere in the Caesars
of Suetonius, we should acknowledge it here.^
While the circumstantial character of Suetonius' account may raise our
suspicions, it cannot of itself prove that the account, or any part of the
account, is fictional. As it happens, not only are certain of the details
individually suspicious but, as we shall see, they form a pattern suggesting
that the entire narrative of Nero's last hours was created by a moralizing
writer whose model was the myth of Er, which concludes Plato's Republic.
There are, it is true, only a few such details, but they call attention to
themselves by their specificity and their apparent irrelevancy and, indeed,
they are an embarrassment to anyone who tries to deal with this narrative as
himself subject to the "law of biographical relevance." In addition to unduly multiplying the
number of sources, this hypothesis posits a biographical source for both Suetonius and Dio, a
source for which there appears to be no evidence.
^ According to Suetonius (48. 1; cf. Joseph. BJ 4. 493) only four men accompanied Nero.
These will have been (Aur. Vict. Epil. 5. 7) the freedmen Phaon, Epaphroditus, Neophytus and
Sporus; see W. Jakob-Sonnabend, Unlersuchungen zum Nero-Bitdder Spdlantike (HUdesheim
1990) 36-37.
5 Berkeley 1946.
^ Another possible indication of the presence of fiction is the fact that there are a number of
similarities of detail and even of verbal expression in Suetonius' accounts of the deaths of Nero
and Otho; see B. Mouchova, Studie zu Kaiserbiographien Suetons, Acta Universilatis
Carolinae, Philosophica et Historica Monographia 22 (Prague 1968) 55-57. It is difficuh to
believe that these similarities are the result of historical coincidence, so the likelihood is that
they are fabrications either here or in the Life of Olho (in the case of Otho, these deuils are
found also in Tacitus' account; see Mouchova), if not both.
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an historical document. Keith Bradley, for example, in commenting on
sections 47. 3^9. 4, says:
the piece . . . has details which contribute little or nothing to elucidating
the last hours of Nero's life. It is impossible to comment on such items as
s. 47. 3, direptis etiam stragulis, s. 48. 3, inter fruticeta ac uepres, s. 48. 2
tremore terrae et fulgure aduerso. These items have a telling effect in a
novelettish sense, but this is all.^
But I do not think this is all. In fact, of the three details on which, it is
alleged, comment is impossible, two can be shown to be of considerable
interest.*
Let us consider first the thicket and the brambles. At 48. 3 Suetonius
recounts of Nero and his party, "ut ad deverticulum ventum est, dimissis
equis inter fruticeta ac vepres per harundineti semitam ... ad aversum villae
parietem evasit." Dio does not include the brambles, but he does mention
the reeds and the fact that Nero turned off the main road (63. 28. I): ek xe
xr[c, 66ot) dTiETpdcTiri Kal ic, KaXa[i(ji5r\ totiov tivoc KaTeKpiJcpGrj. Clearly
the common source described Nero as leaving the road and walking toward
Phaon's villa along a path that led through a reedy area. Did the source also
include the brambles? It seems likely that it did, and that they were simply
ignored by Dio (or his excerptor). But in any case, the brambles are purely a
fabrication, whether on the part of Suetonius himself or his source. The
reason for their invention is immediately clear from what follows; they exist
for the purpose of tearing the imperial cloak (48. 4 "divolsa sentibus
paenula traiectos surculos rasit")- It is, of course, possible that Nero's cloak
did in fact catch on brambles as he made his way into Phaon's villa and that
this detail was accurately reported and transmitted. But it is also possible
that this is all a fiction intended to remind the reader of the fate of the
fictitious Ardiaeus, who is, according to Plato's account in the myth of Er,
punished for his sins by being carded on brambles. Ardiaeus, it will be
remembered, was, like Nero, a tyrant and a parricide, having murdered his
father and his brother (Rep. 615c-d), just as Nero had murdered his own
mother and his brother by adoption, Britannicus. The condign punishment
meted out to Ardiaeus (Rep. 616a) consists of being dragged over brambles
that lie alongside the road outside the entrance to the upper world: Tiapa x-qv
"^ Bradley (above, note 1) 273.
^ In the light of what is suggested below, it may be that some comment is possible even
concerning direptis etiam stragulis as well. At 47. 3 Nero, having left his bedroom at midnight
to look for his friends and finding no one, retums to his room only to find that even his guards
have run off and that his bed-clothes (stragula) and container of poison have been taken. Nero
then looks for Spiculus the gladiator or anyone else who can put him out of his misery, but he
cannot even find someone to serve as his executioner. In other words, Nero is portrayed as
being in an awkward in-between stage, as neither dead nor alive. In view of this, one wonders
if the other meaning of stragula, "burial garments," is not hinted at here; for this meaning, cf.
Nero 50, Petr. Sat. 42. 6 and (fem. sing.) 78. 1. Nero is cut off from the living, but he cannot
attain the peace of death and burial.
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666v eKT6<; en * donaXdcBcov KvocKTovteq.^ We may assume, therefore, that
Nero's detour,^^ the delay outside the villa and the annoyance of the
brambles were all fictions designed to give an impression of Nero not
merely on the way to his death but, in a sense, as already in the underworld.
There are other indications that this is the case. As we have just seen,
the source on which Suetonius and Dio rely described the area through
which Nero's path lay as "reedy," and reeds are a conventional element of
ancient descriptions of the underworld.^' In this way Nero is represented as
neither dead nor alive, as existing, while still alive, in the world of the dead.
And this liminal status of Nero is hinted at in Suetonius' text and may have
been explicit in Suetonius' source as well: While Nero was waiting, in a
sort of limbo, until a secret entry-way into the villa could be prepared,
Phaon encouraged him to hide in a pit that had been excavated in the sand
(48. 3 in specum egestae harenae) and Nero joked that he was not about to
go underground while he was still alive. This pit seems also to be referred
to in Dio's account, although there is some inconsistency involved. In
Suetonius Nero refuses to enter, whereas in Dio he goes into what is called
"the cave" (63. 28. 5 fiexfiXGEv e<; xo avxpov). Unfortunately, no cave has
previously been mentioned in what survives of Dio's account, but there
seems to be no question that Suetonius' specus and Dio's avxpov are
identical. For there follows immediately in both narratives the same
anecdote concerning Nero's drink of water:'^ Taking some water (with his
hand, according to Suetonius) from a nearby ditch, the emperor exclaimed,
"This is Nero's special drink."'^ The special drink was in reality, as we
learn from Pliny,''* an invention of Nero's: The emperor would boil water,
which was then placed in a glass container and chilled in snow. The water
was first boiled because this removed impurities and enabled the water to
' Compare Croesus' torture of one of his enemies (Hdt. 1. 92. 4): ini Kvatpriiou e^Kcov
6ie(p9eipe.
^° Compare Tiapa xi\\r 656v in Plato with ek xe xfii; 65o\) in Dio and deverliculum in
Suetonius.
11 E.g. Henmesianax 7. 6. Virg. Geor. 4. 478. Prop. 2. 27. 13, Paus. 10. 28. 1.
'^ In Dio Nero also eats some bread at this point, whereas, according to Suetonius (48. 4), it
was only later that he was offered some bread (which he refused). It is curious that twice Dio
represents Nero as doing something (eating bread, entering the cave) that, according to
Suetonius, he refused to do. It is difficult to believe that the common source was unclear on
these matters, particularly in the case of the cave, if, as seems likely, Nero's mot about not
going underground while he was still alive appeared in the source. We should perhaps assume
that, in the source, Nero first refused the bread and then ale some, that he first refused to enter
the cave and then went in. In other words, the source presented Nero as being even more
indecisive than he appears in Suetonius' account. For Suetonius' portrait of Nero's
indecisiveness, see W. Steidle, Sueton und die antike Biographie^, Zelemata 1 (Munich 1%3)
93, J. Gascou, Suetone historien, BEFAR 255 (Paris 1984) 796-97.
^'
"Aquam ex subiecta lacuna poturus manu hausit et 'haec est,' inquit, 'Neronis decocta'"
(Suet. Nero 48. 3); ertie 8iyfioa<; v5cop onoiov o\>8enawtoTe eneTiaxei, ecp' cb SvoavaCTXcrnoai;
eiTie, xox)t6 eoxiv ckcivo x6 noxov x6 ejiov x6 a7te(p6ov (Dio 63. 28. 5).
i*N//31.40;cf.Mart. 2. 85. 1. 14. 116, 117. Juv. 5. 50.
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become even colder (!) and more refreshing when chilled. This special
quality of Nero's decoction is reminiscent of the outstanding feature of the
waters of the underworld: The water of the river Styx is said to be so cold
as to be lethal, and no ordinary vessel can contain it.^^ Likewise, in Plato's
myth of Er, the water of the River of Forgetfulness can be contained by no
vessel. ^^ And all of the dead—but not Er, who is to return to the land of the
living—must drink of this water before they can continue their journey.
And so Nero drinks (but not from any vessel) while he is waiting to enter
Phaon's villa, where he is to die.
But there is something curious about the topography of this place to
which Nero has come.^^ Because of the wealth of detail in Suetonius' and
Dio's accounts, we seem to have a vivid picture of the surroundings in
which the drama of Nero's last hours was played out. But we must be
careful not to equate vividness with truth; indeed, as Rhys Carpenter has
reminded us, it is one of the distinguishing features of fiction. Let us take
inventory of the features of this landscape: In the immediate vicinity of
Phaon's villa are to be found thickets, brambles, reeds, a sand-pit and a
ditch filled with water. But these are items that are not likely to exist in
close proximity to one another. Reeds grow in wet, marshy places that are
inhospitable to brambles. Nor does one excavate sand from wet, marshy
places. According to Suetonius, the ditch (or pool) filled with water was
adjacent to the sand-pit {ex subiecta lacuna); one wonders how the water
came to fill the ditch but not the adjacent pit. It is, of course, possible that
some of these details are historically accurate; I am merely suggesting that
they cannot all be so. On the other hand, they could all be fictitious, in
which case, as has been suggested, their origin is easily accounted for: The
brambles and the source of water come directly from the myth of Er, while
the reeds and the pit (or cave) have obvious associations with the
underworld.'*
We turn next to the earthquake and the lightning-flash, concerning
which Bradley found comment impossible.'^ If one's concern is to extract
'^ Pliny, NH lil.Tl "hanc pulant nimio frigore esse noxiam"; cf. J. G. Frazer, Pausanias's
Description ofGreece IV (London 1898) 253. For references lo the belief thai ihe water of the
Slyx "could only be carried in the hoof of a mule, or an ass, or a horse," see J. R. Hamilton,
Plutarch. Alexander. A Commentary (Oxford 1969) 215. F. Bolte, "Slyx," in RE IV.l (1931)
462-^3.
'^ Rep. 621a xov 'k\i.iXr\'za. noxajiov, oxt to ij5cop ofyyeiov o-u5ev oxeyeiv.
For the likely location of Phaon's estate, see T. Ashby, The Roman Campagna in
Classical Times (London 1927) 84-85.
'^ H. Od.W. 25, A.R. 2. 735, V. Aen. 6. 237. 262. Plato's xaa^axa {Rep. 614c) are likened
by Plutarch (JDe sera num. vind. 565e) to avxpa Patcxim; cf. G. Soury, "La vie de I'au-dela.
Prairies et gouffres," REA 46 (1944) 169-78.
^' If nothing else, it might at least have been appropriate to note the connection between
these and the other portents associated with Nero's downfall. For the frequency of reports of
such portents, see J. H. W. G. Liebeschuetz. Continuity and Change in Roman Religion
(Oxford 1979) 155-66.
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from Suetonius' narrative fragments of historical truth, it is difficult indeed
to know what to say about the biographer's statement that Nero was
"tremore terrae et fulgure adverso pavefactus" (48. 2). But the obvious
comment to make is that the combination of earthquake and lightning-
flash^^ is a conventional element of narratives, particularly Greek narratives,
in which the underworld is, or is about to be, revealed, either literally, as in
Iliad 20. 56-65 and in various apocalyptic accounts, or metaphorically, by
foretelling, threatening or describing the punishment of sinners. In
Herodotus, for instance, the Athenians who impiously attempted to remove
from Aegina the statues of Damia and Auxesia were greeted with thunder
and an earthquake, and immediately came to a violent end (5. 85. 2, 86. 4).
Josephus explicitly attributes to the agency of God the earthquake, thunder
and lightning that occurred before the Philistines were put to flight.^'
According to Pausanias (9. 36. 3), the god destroyed the Phlegyans
KEpauvoiq a\)VEXEai Kal iaxi>poT<; oeioiioic;, because they had attacked the
sanctuary in Delphi with the intention of plundering it. In the Septuagint we
find thunder and an earthquake in the vision of Mordecai (Est. 1. Id) and in
Isaiah's prediction of the "visitation" that will come upon those who warred
against Jerusalem (Is. 29. 6). And thunder, lighuiing and earthquakes figure
prominently in the New Testament book of Revelation: after the seventh
seal has been broken (8. 5), after the seventh angel has blown his trumpet
(11. 19) and after the seventh angel has poured out his bowl (16. IS)P But
of greatest interest for our purposes is the fact that thunder and earthquake
^° Or ihunder. In the surviving portion of his history Dio mentions (63. 28. 1) the
earthquaice but not the lightning. A thunderbolt, however, seems originally to have appeared in
Dio's account; so K. Heinz, Das Bild Kaiser Neros bei Seneca, Tacitus, Suelon and Cassius
Dio (diss. Bern 1946) 64 n. 2, who refers to John of Anlioch, fr. 91 Miiller: (puyeiv 5e
enexeipTioe, Tipoxepov Kepavvco6e{oT|<; ctvzov xr\c, xpane^riq. This last looks like a confusion
of two separate incidents, one, recorded by Suetonius at Nero 47. 1 (and by Plutarch at Galba
5. 3, but not in the surviving portion of Dio), according to which Nero, receiving the news
while he was dining that his remaining troops had defected, overturned the table, and the other,
found at Tac. Ann. 14. 22. 2, Dio 61. 16. 5 and Philostr. VA 4. 43, according to which Nero's
table was struck by lightning (fulgur, oKTinToq) while he was dining. The former is connected
with Nero's last day; the latter, however, belongs to the lime shortly after the murder of
Agrippina. The confusion may already have been present in the source of these various
accounts, for Philostratus claims that the lightning also struck Nero's cup, which may be
connected with the cups that broke when Nero overturned the table (Suet. Nero 47. 1). At any
rate, it seems likely that the source of Suetonius and Dio contained, in addition to the
earthquake, reference either to thunder or to lightning.
^' AJ 6. 27. The earthquake is Josephus' own addition to his Biblical model (1 Sam. 7. 10).
^^ An interesting feature of the two passages from the LXX and the three from the NT is that
all mention, in addition, (pcovai (cpcovfiq \ici6.'kr\c, at Is. 29. 6). With this we may compare the
(pSeyjia in the myth of Er {Rep. 61 5e), which bellows to signal the punishment of Ardiaeus and
the other sinners. Nothing, according to Plato, surpasses the fear of hearing this voice (cpoPwv
. . . ycyovoTcov Tomov vnepPaXXeiv, jifi Yevoixo emoxw x6 cpBeyjia 616a). Just so Nero, in
Dio's account (but not in Suetonius'), waits in the reedy spot "trembling at every voice"
(itaoav 5e <pcovfiv . . . i)noxpena)v 63. 28. 2).
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occur also in the myth of Er.^^ In fact, immediately before Plato mentions
these phenomena he tells us that Er and the waiting souls went to sleep and
were awakened at midnight (ekeiSti be Koi^riGfivai Kal fiEoaq vt)KTa<;
YEVEoGai). And so Nero, on the last night of his life, went to sleep and was
awakened around midnight ("ad mediam fere noctem excitatus," Suet. Nero
47. 3).
We see, then, that there appears to have existed a moralizing account of
Nero's death that included a number of fictional elements, that presented
Nero as in a sort of transitional state between the world of the living and the
world of the dead and that originated between the time of Nero's death in 68
and the time at which Suetonius composed his Life of the emperor, probably
under Hadrian. There is yet another reason we should feel encouraged to
believe in the existence of such an account. During this same period
Plutarch published his essay, De sera numinis vindicla^ which concludes
(563b ff.) with an eschatological myth that is patently modeled upon Plato's
myth of Er. Just as Plato's Er {Rep. 614b) dies and comes back to life,
recounting his vision of the afterlife, so Plutarch's Aridaeus^^ reports what
he saw after dying and coming back to life {De sera num. vind. 563d).
Among Plutarch's startling innovations is that his visitor to the underworld
sees the shade of Nero. Indeed, Nero is the only named person whose soul
Aridaeus sees. Now, one might be tempted to expect that Nero's- fate is
about to be singled out as an example of the punishment of the tyrannical
man.2^ And this expectation appears to be on the point of being fulfilled
when Plutarch tells us that preparations were being made to have Nero's
soul implanted in a viper, so that in his new incarnation he might re-enact
his matricide. But all of a sudden, Plutarch tells us, a great light shone forth
and from the light came a voice which commanded that, in view of his
beneficence toward the Greeks, Nero be reborn as a gentler creature, as a
melodious animal that haunts marshes and lakes.^^ It is, of course, possible
that Plutarch was the first to portray Nero in the underworld. But, given
^^ Rep. 621b ppovTT|v xe Kal oeiofiov yeveaGai. The combination of thunder (and/or
lightning) and earthquake is found also in the Sibylline Oracles: 2. 6-7, 4. 1 13, 12. 157-58, 13.
10,14.234.
^ For the date (between 81 and 107), see C. P. Jones, JRS 56 (1966) 71.
^ Clearly Plato's 'ApSiaiot; was the model for Plutarch's 'Api6aioq (564c), regardless of
whether we follow Wyltenbach in emending Plutarch's spelling to conform to Plato's. See F.
E. Brenk, In Mist Apparelled: Religious Themes in Plutarch's Moralia and Lives, Mnemosyne
Suppl. 48 (Leiden 1977) 136-37.
For Plutarch's view of Nero as tyrant, see C. P. Jones, Plutarch and Rome (Oxford
1971) 19.
" 567f cpSiKov Ti . . . TiEpl eXn Kal Xl^vaq ;^ov. K. Ziegler, RE XXI. 1 (1951) 849
suggests that the animal is a swan, but good reasons have been given for believing that it is
rather a frog: R. M. Frazer, "Nero the Singing Animal," Arelhusa 4 (1971) 215-18. Frog had
already been suggested by M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion 11 (Munich
1950) 529, and Nero had already been connected with frogs (or toads) without reference to this
passage by A. Lesky, "Neroniana I," Annuaire de I'lnst. de Philol. el d'Hist. Orient, et Slav. 9
(1949) 385-96 (= Gesammelte Schriflen (Bem 1966] 335^3).
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what we have seen in Suetonius, it seems far more likely that there already
existed some account that represented, or suggested, Nero's punishment in
the afterlife, against which Plutarch was reacting. Nor is there anything
implausible about the existence of such an account. The Apocolocyntosis,
written at the very beginning of Nero's reign, provides a parallel for the
depiction, by an ill-disposed author, of an emperor in the afterlife. And, at a
later time, Nero himself puts in a (very brieO appearance at Romulus'
banquet in Julian's Caesares (310c) before he is unceremoniously whisked
away by Cocytus. This is not enough to enable us to speak of a "tradition"
of representing the emperor (or, specifically, Nero) in the underworld. But
the evidence presented here, in combination with the existence of frequent
rumors of "false Neros," indicates that even in the first century there was
felt to be something terribly ambiguous about the report of Nero's death.
Indeed, the very fact that the account (which appears to have been the only
one in circulation) was so obviously lacking in historical plausibility may
have encouraged the spread of rumors that the emperor was still alive.-^^
Two questions yet remain, to which we can give only partial and
unsatisfactory answers, namely why such an account arose and who was
responsible for it. As to the origin of the account, the most likely possibility
is that Nero himself provided, while on his tour of Greece, the inspiration
for those who wished to chronicle his journey to the underworld. For, in a
report of which Pausanias is our only witness, Nero is said to have
attempted (unsuccessfully) to measure the depth of the Alcyonian Lake,
near Lema, which was the route by which Dionysus descended into the
underworld to retrieve Semele.^^ This report may well be historically
correct, and Michael Grant regards it as evidence of the enthusiasm for
scientific exploration that was inspired in Nero by his tutor Seneca.^° In any
event, the image of the emperor, in the year before his death,^* exploring
one of the entrances to the underworld is likely to have suggested the
outline and some, at least, of the details of the picture of Nero's final hours.
In particular, the topography of Lerna is suspiciously reminiscent of that of
Phaon's estate, as we can see from Frazer's description:
The ground is swampy, abounding in springs, and overgrown with rank
vegetation. Along the shore there is a strip of firm gravel, but between this
and the foot of the hills the traveller is reminded by ditches full of stagnant
^ Tac. Hisl. 2. 8; cf. M. T. Griffin, Nero: The End of a Dynasty (London 1984) 214-15. E.
K. Chambers. Arthur of Britain (London 1927) 231 mentions (in addition to Arthur) Harold,
Frederick Barbarossa, Don Sebastian, Charlemagne and Lord Kitchener as instances in which
"the death of a great leader has been hardly accepted by those who had put their trust in him."
To these illustrious names we may now add those of Elvis Presley and Haiie Selassie.
29 Paus. 2. 37. 5.
'° M. Gram. Nero: Emperor in Revolt (New York 1970) 135.
^^ See K. R. Bradley. "The Chronology of Nero's Visit to Greece A.D. 66/67," Latomus 37
(1978) 61-72. Bradley (66) suggests October/November 67 as "perhaps the best lime" for the
visit to Lema.
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water . . . that he is crossing the Lemaean Marsh. At the foot of the hill
... is a still, deep lake, or rather pool, some hundred paces in
circumference, fringed by a luxuriant growth of reeds, rushes, yellow
irises, and aquatic plants of many sorts. This is the Alcyonian Lake . . ?^
The only elements that are missing are the brambles, which, as we have
seen, have come from the myth of Er, and the pit or cave. But, since the
function of the pit is to symbolize entrance into the land of the dead, we
may say that that element is present as well, in the form of the lake itself. In
the account of Nero's final hours, however, the lake whose bottom Nero
failed to reach was replaced, in the hopes of making the story more
plausible, by a pit or cave that Nero refused to enter.
Finally, one cannot help raising the question of the likely source of
Suetonius' (and Dio's) account of Nero's final hours. Needless to say, the
issue of the sources of Suetonius (and Tacitus and Dio) is an extremely
contentious one and, although a great deal has been written, there is little
consensus among scholars. ^^ What is presented here concerns only the
account of Nero's death, nor can certainty be attained even concerning this
one incident. Nevertheless, if what has been said above regarding the
character of Suetonius' source is correct, we may be able to make a more
convincing suggestion concerning the identity of that source. Perhaps the
most likely candidate, on the surface at least, is the elder Pliny, whose lost
Histories continued the work of Aufidius Bassus. Both Pliny and Suetonius
were equites; Pliny's work was very detailed, which we have seen to be
characteristic of Suetonius' source for this incident; in his surviving
Naturalis Historia Pliny frequently criticizes Nero on moral grounds.^** In
addition, there may be one or two correspondences between Suetonius and
passages in the Naturalis Historia, passages that, we may assume, were
repealed in the lost Histories. We have seen (above, page 182) that the brief
reference in 48. 3 to Nero's "special drink" is elucidated by a passage in
Pliny's Naturalis Historia, and we may be tempted to assume that Pliny is
Suetonius' source for the reference here. Pliny tells us {NH 2. 199 and 232)
that in his account of Nero's reign he described the portents that preceded
the emperor's downfall and, although we do not know whether these
portents are identical with those recounted by Suetonius aiNero 46, it seems
likely that Suetonius has drawn on Pliny's account.^^ And there is clearly a
^2 Frazer (above, noie 15) m 302.
^^ See most recently D. Wardle, "Cluvius Rufus and Suetonius," Hermes 120 (1992) 466-
82, with bibliography.
^ J. Isager, Pliny on An and Society: The Elder Pliny's Chapters on the History of Art
(London 1991) 224-29, M. Beagon, Roman Nature: The Thought of Pliny the Elder (Oxford
1992) 17-18.
^^ Dio's list of portents (63. 26. 5) is different from that of Suetonius, although they have in
common the spontaneous opening of the doors of the Mausoleum Augusti (for this, see O.
Weinreich, "Gebet und Wunder,*' in Genelhliakon Wilhelm Schmid, Tiibinger Beilrage zur
Altertumswissenschaft 5 [Stuttgart 1929] 262-65). Presumably Dio and Suetonius made
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relationship between Suetonius' "mensam subvertit, duos scyphos
gratissimi usus, quos Homerios a caelatura carminum Homeri vocabat, solo
inlisit" {Nero 41. 1) and Pliny's "Nero amissarum rerum nuntio accepto
duos calices crystallinos in suprema ira fregit inlisos" (NH 37. 29).^^ But
the nature of Nero's "special drink" seems to have been common
knowledge,^' and the breaking of the cups and the portents belong to the
"public" section of the account of Nero's downfall, before he took flight
with his four freedmen, and there is no need to assume that the source for
the "public" section (if, indeed, that source can even be identified as Pliny)
was the same as the source for the flight to Phaon's villa. In fact, as it
happens, there is good reason for believing that Pliny's Histories cannot
have been Suetonius' source for the details of Nero's death. For Pliny's
Histories were not published until after the author's death on 24 August
19?^ But it is clear that Josephus, in a work whose date of publication
antedates the death of Vespasian on 23 June 79,^^ gives evidence of
knowing the account that appeared in Suetonius' source, for he refers to
Nero's abandonment by his guards and his flight to the suburbs with four
freedmen.'*''
We can thus eliminate Pliny as a potential candidate for Suetonius'
source. The most promising candidates that remain are Fabius Rusticus and
different selections from Pliny's more extensive list. (Pliny himself mentions [NH 2. Til]
rivers flowing backwards, which was included in neither Dio's nor Suetonius' list, although the
former records rivers of blood and the sea retreating from Egypt.)
^^ Lest it be thought that "caelatura" and "crystallinos" cannot refer to the same vessels, note
that Pliny, in discussing defects in rock-crystal, says, "hoc artifices caelatura occultant" (N//
37. 28). It is interesting to note that Suetonius' phrase, "solo inlisit," recurs in the younger
PUny's Panegyric (52. 4).
See the passages from Martial and Juvenal cited above (note 14).
^^ Pliny had completed his Histories by the time he published his Naturalis Hisloria in 77,
but he tells us {NH praef. 20) that he intends to allow his nephew to publish it after his death.
h is usually assumed (e.g. by W. Kroll, RE XXI. 1 [1951] 289) that this intention was indeed
carried out.
^^ The attempt by S. J. D. Cohen. Josephus in Galilee and Rome (Leiden 1979) 84-86. to
show that Books 1-6 of BJ were completed under Titus is not convincing. See the reservations
expressed by L. H. Feldman, ANRW 11.21 .2 (1984) 839 and Josephus and Modern Scholarship
(1937-1980) (Berlin 1984) 379. also T. Rajak, Josephus: The Historian and his Society
(London 1983) 195, with n. 23. Vit. 361 and Ap. 1. 50-51 are most naturally taken to mean
that Josephus presented BJ to Titus and Vespasian as joint-rulers, i.e. between 71 and 79 (see
B. W. Jones, The Emperor Titus [London 1984] 80-81). The emphasis on Titus in the preface
to BJ is no more evidence of post-Vespasianic publication than is the similar emphasis on Titus
in the preface to Pliny's NH, published in 77.
''"Joseph. BJ 4. 493. Compare KaTeXcicpGri . . . uno tcov cp-uXxiKcov andvxcov with Suet.
Nero All. 3 custodes diffugerant and cruv xexpaoi toiv niaxcov dnEXeuSEpcov with 48. 1
quattuor solis comitanlibus. These look as though they are derived from a common written
source. We must beware of the suggestion that Josephus is dependent here upon oral
testimony from Nero's freedman Epaphroditus. For this man was put to death in 94 (R. Syme.
Chiron 13 [1983] 134 = Roman Papers IV [Oxford 1988] 266), and cannot therefore be
identified with Josephus' patron of the same name, to whom the Vita and the Contra Apionem
were dedicated.
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Cluvius Rufus. It is, of course, possible that Suetonius is here relying, not
on an extended historical work, but on a specialized monograph,'*^ but there
are enough similarities between Suetonius' account of the death of Nero and
Josephus' account of the death of Caligula"*^ to make it a more economical
hypothesis that both accounts derive from the same source, a historical
narrative of a moralizing tendency that covered (at least) the period from the
accession of Claudius to the death of Nero. And that source, if what has
been suggested above is correct, is most likely to have been Cluvius Rufus.
For we have seen that Plutarch, in the myth in his De sera numinis vincUcta,
seems to be reacting against the account that appeared in Suetonius' source,
and there is evidence that Plutarch knew the work of Cluvius Rufus,"*^ but
none that he knew the work of either Fabius Rusticus or the elder Pliny.
And, finally, we have seen that the account in Suetonius' source may have
been prompted by witnessing Nero's attempt to measure the depth of the
Alcyonian Lake, and we know from Dio that Cluvius Rufus accompanied
Nero on his trip to Greece, where he served as the emperor's herald."*^
University ofIllinois at Vrbana-Champaign ,
^' See Bradley (above, note 1)18, who refers to "the popular exilus literature of the day." J
*^ Both accounts are very detailed; both include Homeric quotations {AJ 19. 92, Nero 49. 3);
both report conversations that can have been heard by, at most, only a handful of individuals .
(A/ 19. 9\,Nero 48. 1-2); both emphasize the theatrical aspects of the situation {AJ 19. 90 and 3
94, Nero 49. 1). For the theatrical aspects, see the following two notes. As to the Homeric :
quotations, G. B. Townend ("The Sources of the Greek in Suetonius," Hermes 88 [1960] 98- -
120) has argued that the quotation of Greek is frequently an indication of Suetonius' use of J
Cluvius Rufus as a source; Townend's argument has, however, recently been criticized by
Wardle (above, note 33).
,
'*^ See Jones (above, note 26) 77, with n. 31. Plutarch quotes Cluvius at Otho 3. 2 and -
Quaesl. Rom. 289c-d. It is interesting to observe (see previous note) that the latter quotation
concerns the origin of the word histrio. Z
^ Dio 63. 14. 3. We are also told by Suetonius (Nero 21. 2) that Cluvius Rufus performed |y
this service for Nero (apparently) at Rome as well, where he announced a dramatic
performance by the emperor. This provides further evidence (see previous note) for Cluvius'
^
interest in the theater. ;
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Jason, Pallas and Domitian
in Valerius Raccus' Argonautica
PETER TOOHEY
Jason's Tutelary Goddess?
Minerva is at the very heart of things in Valerius' epic. As far as we can tell
this was deliberate; ApoUonius' earlier version of the same legend, by
contrast, consistently foregrounds Apollo. Minerva's appearances,
however, change as Valerius' epic unfolds. The goddess is particularly
prominent in the second half of the poem. I will argue that this is the result
of the influence of the enthusiasm of the emperor Domitian for this
Olympian divinity. Minerva's role changes in other, more subtle, ways.
Initially protector of Jason she comes to withdraw her approval from the
hero—markedly so in Books 7-8. This no doubt is one result of a myth in
which Jason seldom fares well. But more still is involved. Valerius, by
appealing to the Argonautic legend, seeks a mythic, heroic prototype for the
Roman emperor and his empire (much as Virgil does with the Aeneas
legend). Valerius' optimistic equation was ill chosen, for Jason was too
ambiguous a hero for such an analogic function. Minerva's growing
disapproval registers this. Myth, therefore, unexpectedly undermines the
imperial paradigm. But so did real life. Can any optimistic rendering of
Roman history be sustained during Domitian's principate?
Minerva in Two Argonautic Versions
In Valerius Flaccus' version Minerva is given a very prominent role.^
When one compares the two adaptations, it is as if, in Valerius, Minerva has
' The following works are cited henceforth by author's name and dale of publication: M. A.
Davis, "Rails avdax: Valerius Raccus* Bold Ship," Ramus 18 (1989) 46-73; D. C. Feeney. The
Gods in Epic: Poets and Critics of the Classical Tradition (Oxford 1991); J.-L. Girard,
"Domilien el Minerve: Une predilection imperiale," in ANRW II. 17.1 (1981) 233-45; B. W.
Jones, The Emperor Domitian (London 1992); R. A. Pitcher, "The Emperor and his Virtues:
The Qualities of Domiiian," Antichthon 24 (1990) 86-95; J. Strand, Notes on Valerius Flaccus'
Argonautica, Studia Graeca et Laiina Gothoburgensia 31 (Goteborg 1972); P. Toohey, Reading
Epic: An Introduction to the Ancient Narratives (London 1992). My thanks for assisunce to
Brian Jones and Roger Pitcher.
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replaced Apollo as a tutelary deity of the Argonautic expedition.^ The
applications of Minerva within the Roman rewriting are varied. Pallas, a
force for "good" and for social order,^ is a figure easily to be assimilated
with Venus of the Aeneid: so 5. 651 ff. (reminiscent of Venus and Jupiter in
Aeneid 1) and 5. 617 ff. (as Virgil's Juno complains to Jupiter of Venus, so
Mars complains to Jupiter of Pallas). She is frequently designated as
builder (with Argus) of the Argo and is often associated with the ship itself
(1. 92-95, 126, 457, 4. 542-43, 5. 206, 294-95, 8. 292); on occasion she
acts as the tutelary deity of the Argo (1. 215, 2. 49 ff., 8. 203; compare the
function of the Dodonan oak at 1. 302 ff. and 5. 65 f.). At times she can be
seen in company with Juno, usually trying to protect Jason, the Argo, or the
Argonauts as a group (1. 73-74, 87-88, 530, 642-^4; cf. 3. 88, 489, 4. 542-
43, 554-55, 670 ff., 5. 183, 280 ff.). At other times she will exercise this
protective role on her own."* It comes as little surprise, therefore, that
Minerva and Jason sometimes develop an almost symbiotic relationship,^ an
association which is extended, no doubt ironically, even to Medea (7. 482,
8. 203, 462). Such is Minerva's intimacy with Jason and his companions
that she, as Pallas invita, is even allowed to register disapproval of her
favourite's actions (so 8. 203 and 224 [cf. 8. 243 and 247]; compare 3. 88,
discussed below; I have omitted one example from this catalogue which
appears at 6. 740 ff., where Pallas protects Perses from fear of Jupiter).
By comparison the applications of Pallas Athena within Apollonius'
version are not as varied.^ Pallas predictably is designated as builder of the
Argo (with Argus) and as patron of the expedition (so 1. 19, 109-11, 226,
551, 2. 613, 1187, 3. 340, 4. 583). She also acts as protector of the Argo
and the Argonauts throughout the Clashing Rocks episode (see 2. 537, 598,
602, 612). As in Valerius she is a protector and patron of Jason, either with
Hera (thus the beginning of Book 3, where Athena, Hera, then Aphrodite
plot Medea's passion, or Book 4, where Hera and Athena anxiously watch
the progress of the Argo through the Wandering Rocks: 4. 959), or alone
(thus 1. 300, 721, 768) and, once in the epic, seems to be curiously
^ Lawall, YCS 19 (1966) 157, believes thai the "three great gods" of Apollonius are Zeus,
Aphrodite and Apollo. In Valerius they are Jupiter, Juno and Minerva (cf. Suet. Dom. 4. 1-3).
On Valerius' gods (and Apollonius'), see Feeney 1991.
^ Thus 4. 238 (she helps Jupiter against Typhoeus) and 7. 622-24 (note that Jason is also
associated with Hercules here). Worth mentioning here are those occasions on which Pallas is
pictured with the aegis (thus associating her with Jupiter): 3. 87-89, 4. 670 ff., 5. 287, 652, 6.
173-76. 396-98.
* So 6. 173 (cf. 175) and throughout the battle with the Sarmatians, 6. 609 (goddess and hero
are almost symbiotic: nee sua Crethiden laluit dea), 7. 482 (the virgo could be Medea or
PaUas), 8. 203.
* 6. 609 {nee sua Crethiden latuit dea), 7. 622-24 (Jason is compared to Hercules who is,
with Pallas, fighting the l^maean Hydra; contrast 7. 467-68 and 509-10); cf. 8. 230.
^ Three instances where her role seems conventional are 1. 629 (patron of women's
domestic duties), 3. 1183-84 (she provides the serpent's teeth to Aeetes and to Cadmus), 4.
1309-1 1 (the nymphs of the Tritonian Lake cared for Athena after her birth).
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assimilated with the hero (so the temple of Jasonian Athena, alluded to at 1.
960). Pallas, as should be evident, exhibits none of the moral significance
occasionally evident in Valerius, nor does she exhibit the same vacillation
of attitude towards Jason.
Minerva's Appearances
As Valerius' narrative unfolds (particularly from Book 5 onwards), not only
does Pallas enter the epic with more frequency, but her appearances are
more varied, more complex and more riddling. Valerius seems to take
much more notice of this goddess and to accord her a more privileged role
in the second half of his Argonautica. Furthermore, the intimate
relationship between Minerva and Jason begins to change. As the goddess
becomes more prominent she displays more and more reservations towards
her favourite. It is as if Minerva becomes a moral barometer for the worth
of Valerius' Jason.
Let us look first at the frequency with which Minerva appears in the
Argonautica. In Book 1 1 notice eight references to Minerva (73-74, 87-88,
92-95, 126, 215, 457, 530, 642-44), two in Book 2 (49, 53), two in Book 3
(88, 489), five in Book 4 (238, 542-^3, 554-55, 670 ff., 682 ff.), seven in
Book 5 (183, 206, 280 ff., 293-95, 344-45, 618 ff., 651 ff.), in Book 6
Minerva is to be understood as present in the thick of the action throughout
most of its battle (she is named at 6. 173 ff., 396-98, 408, 609, 740), in
Book 7 there are two, possibly three, references (442, 482 [virgo in this line
refers to Medea, but it could also apply to Minerva], 624), while in Book 8
there are four (203, 224, 292, 462). Closer examination of the occurrences
indicates that the first extended appearance of Minerva within the poem
comes late in Book 4, at 4. 670 ff. This is an unavoidable episode. Here
Pallas helps the Argo through the Clashing Rocks and on into the Black Sea
(Apollonius 2. 537 ff. also acknowledges Pallas' help). We could stress this
point. All but one of the previous nominations of Athena refer to her
obliquely, and in that one exception (1. 530, this is the concilium deorum at
the end of Book 1), although Pallas is on stage, it is Juno who does the
talking. After the Clashing Rocks we see and hear more of Minerva. In
Book 5 (280 ff.) we watch Pallas and Juno conversing; we hear her speak
again in the concilium deorum at the end of this book. In Book 6 she
receives what is perhaps her most vigorous depiction. Here she is
physically present throughout much of the battle with Perses. She even
intervenes to save him. Minerva fades somewhat in Book 7, but this is
perhaps the result of the authorial absorption in the tryst with Medea. But,
in the abbreviated Book 8, her presence begins again to dominate.
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Nee sua Crethiden latuit dea: Minerva in Books 1-6
Frequency may be offset by the variety and complexity of the types of
reference. In the first four books the appearances of Minerva are
moderately straightforward. She is usually the builder of the Argo (1. 126,
457, 4. 542^3), its protector (1. 215, 2. 49 ff.), or the protector and patron
of Jason (1. 73-74, 87-88, 530, 642-44, 3. 489, 4. 542^3, 554-55, 670 ff.).
I notice only two references which are in any way out of the ordinary. The
first of these is at 3. 88. The confused Minyae are cutting a swathe through
the unfortunate forces of Cyzicus. The Argonauts are so powerful that not
even the aegis-bearing Pallas could resist them (3. 87-89: horrens I stat
manus, aegisono quam necfera pectore virgo I dispulerit). Do these lines
suggest an understandable disapproval of the Argonauts on Pallas' part?
The second reference comes at 4. 238. Here Minerva (compared to Pollux
boxing the villain Amycus) represents a force which will vindicate the
"moral" and social order—she is imagined fighting the rebel Typhoeus.
The timbre of the allusions to Minerva becomes more complex in
Books 5-6. Most notable is the appearance of Minerva at the end of Book
5. Here, within the concilium deorum, she vigorously defends against Mars
the position of the Argonauts to her father Jupiter. The scene of course
picks up that ending Book 1, but, more importantly, it inevitably echoes that
scene of Aeneid 1 where Venus argues Aeneas' case and that of the
Aeneadae to Jupiter.^ That comparison emphasizes the connection of Jason
with Aeneas and of Venus with Minerva. As Aeneas was an imperial
prototype, so too must Jason be. Whether this is for Vespasian, Titus, or
Domitian does not matter terribly at this point. We witness in Jason a
generic imperial prototype.
The vividness and the complexity of this allusion to Minerva is amply
matched in Book 6. 1 have already su^essed how prominent a role she plays
here—she participates vigorously in the battle between the forces of Aeetes
and Perses. At one point her identification with Jason seems to extend
beyond her role as protector almost to the point of near symbiosis (6. 609:
nee sua Crethiden latuit dea).
Pallas invita: Minerva in Books 7-8
There remain Books 7 and 8. In Book 7 the frequency of Minerva's
appearances is diminished. But their type does seem to differ from those of
Books 1-6. Though still Jason's protector (7. 442) she also represents, like
' J. Adamielz, Zur Komposilion der "Argonaulica" des Valerius Flaccus, Zelemata 67
(Munich 1976) 80, notes the parallel with Book 1 but, following Schetter (Phitol. 103 [1959]
308), believes that the divine gathering here is based on Aeneid 10. 1-1 17.
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Hercules alexikakos, the moral order (7. 624).* There is also a most
peculiar identification between Medea and Pallas. At 7. 482 Medea
sarcastically remarks servatum pudeat nee virginis artel The virgo to
whom she refers is herself. But, in light of later lines such as 8. 462-63
(where Medea is another Pallas: interque ingentia Graium I nomina
Palladia virgo stet altera prora) it is difficult not to understand the virgo as
Jason's usual protector, Pallas. What is the force of this strange
identification? The portrait of Jason in this book is beginning to show
cracks. The more he becomes involved with the malevolent Medea the
more Valerius seems uncertain of his moral worth. Jason can be the upright
Herculean hero of 7. 622-24. But he can also be the hero who at 7. 467-68
accepts from Medea the helmet of Discordia, who at 7. 498 ff. can forswear
himself and who at 7. 509-10 can earn the enmity of the Fury for his
periuria: audiit atque simul meritis periuria poenis I despondet questus
semper Furor ultus amantis. The ambiguity of Valerius towards Jason is
reflected in the ambiguity of the portrait of Pallas.
Minerva's depiction in Book 8 is comparable to that of Book 7. She is,
at 8. 292, the builder of the Argo and, at 8. 203, its tutelary deity. But
several of the references to her in this book partake of an equivocality which
is wholly out of spirit with the sentiment behind lines such as 6. 609 {nee
sua Crethiden latuit dea). Medea is, as we have already seen, curiously,
even ironically, associated with Minerva at 8. 462-63. To these lines we
might add 8. 202-03 {puppe procul summa vigilis post terga magistri /
haeserat auratae genibus Medea Minervae). Minerva's enthusiasm for
Medea as wife of her favourite Jason is made quite clear at 8. 224-25 {ipse
autem invitae iam Pallados erigere aras I incipit Idaliae numen nee
spernere divae). Pallas is invita because of her disapproval of the marriage.
She knows, as does the Furor (compare 7. 509-10), what the outcome of
this marriage will be. Her disapproval is made even more plain when the
marriage is celebrated. The omen from Pallas' altar is a bad one (8. 247-
49: sed neque se pingues turn Candida flamma per auras / explicuit nee tura
videt Concordia Mopsus I promissam nee stare fidem, breve tempus
amorum). It is within the context of Pallas' unwillingness that we ought to
read again lines 8. 202-03 (quoted above). Here Medea clings weeping to a
gilded image of Minerva, longing for surety and security. The lines are
poignant in their ambivalence. The golden image suggests at once the
golden fleece and Jason (identified so often with Medea and now with the
fleece). Medea clings, as it were, to both in the hope of a salvation which
we know will be false: Jason and his fleece will betray her. But she is also
literally clinging to Minerva who, as we know, disapproves utterly of her.
^ Here are the lines (7. 622-24) in question (Jason is fighting the earth -bom warriors): nee
magis aut illis aut illis milibus ultra I sufficil, ad dirae quam cum Tirynlhius Hydrae I agmina
Palladios defessus respicit ignes. Jason, like Hercules, is an alexikakos (8. 230) who in his
turn relies on Minerva's suggestion of fire to counter the Lemaean hydra.
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No doubt Valerius, like Minerva, does strongly disapprove of Medea (see,
amongst other passages, 4. 13-14, 5. 219-20, 329-99). But, I suggest, the
vision presented in 8. 203 is at odds with this ideology. It is impossible, I
suggest, not to sympathize with Medea in 8. 203. And with sympathy
comes insidiously a disapproval of the hero who has placed her in this state.
As I stated above, in Books 7 and 8 the cracks begin to show in the Valerian
ideology which Jason embodies. And it is the representation of Minerva
—
to return to the main point of this paragraph—which highlights this change.
Domitian's Enthusiasm for Minerva
Why does Minerva become more prominent in the second half of Valerius'
epic? 1 take the increasing prominence of Minerva in the final books of the
Argonautica to reflect an enthusiastic real-life association between
Domitian—under whose reign these books were written—and Minerva.'
That Domitian was an ardent devotee of this goddess is well known. That
this homage is reflected in contemporary poetry is also well known. It is my
suggestion that this respect is visible in the increasingly important role the
goddess plays in the second half of Valerius' poem.
Domitian's regard for and identification with Minerva has been often
documented (Girard 1981, Jones 1992: 99-100). I wiU rehearse here only a
few of the better-known links between emperor and goddess. As the Julio-
Claudians linked themselves with Venus, so did Domitian link himself and
his Sabine Flavian dynasty (in the Sabine region the cult had considerable
history) with Minerva.^^ Philostratus tells us {VA 7. 24) that Domitian
claimed to have been a son of Minerva. Perhaps that is why he kept a shrine
to her in his bedroom (Suet. Dom. 15. 2). Domitian linked the goddess with
a number of public buildings—in the Forum Nervae or Forum Transitorium
he established a temple to Minerva's honour; there seems also to have been
one in Augustus' Forum; there was a temple to Minerva Chalcidicia in the
Campus Martius; and, perhaps, an Atrium Minervae in the Curia (Girard
1981). There are a number of reliefs depicting Minerva with Domitian,
such as that from the Palazzo della Cancelleria (reproduced as fig. 3 by
Girard 1981). Minerva featured regularly on his coins (Jones 1992: 100).
This emperor also celebrated an annual festival for the goddess at his Alban
villa and seems to have founded a college of priests for her worship (Suet.
Dom. 4. 3-4). She even appeared to him just before his death (Suet. Dom.
15. 2).
' I have derived great benefit from R. Pitcher, "Domitian and Minerva: Martial's Imperial
Myihmaking" (unpublished paper) and Patrons and Friends in the "Epigrams" of Martial
(diss. Melboume University 1980) 98. 1 19.
'° Girard 1981: 240, citing K. Scott, The Imperial Cult under the Flavians (Stuttgart 1936)
186.
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Flattering Domitian through Minerva: Martial
Domitian's devotion to Minerva is reflected in contemporary poetry (e.g.
Statins, Silv. 1. 1. 37-38), particularly that of Martial.'' Martial often
adverts to the closeness between the emperor and his votive goddess. For
example, in Poem 8. 1. 4 Minerva is termed Pallas Caesariana and in 9. 3.
10 she is said to act for Domitian (Pallada praetereol res agit ilia tuas). In
6. 10 the identification is almost too familiar. Here Martial is attempting to
cadge money. Pallas responds for Domitian (also confused with Jupiter):
sic ego: sic breviter posita mihi Gorgone Pallas: / ''quae nondum data sunt,
stulte, negata putasV (6. 10. 11-12). This close identification is also
expressed in three poems to which 1 will return. Poems 7. 1, 7. 2 and 14.
179 all refer to Domitian's cuirass, on which was depicted Minerva holding
the Gorgon's head.
Minerva was traditionally associated with wisdom and often with
poetry. So, it seems, was the emperor Domitian (see Pitcher 1990). Poetry,
Minerva and Domitian are blended in 5. 5, where one Sextus, perhaps
librarian on the Palatine, is addressed as a devotee of Minerva (5. 5. 1:
Sexte, Palatinae cultor facunde Minervae) and as one who has inside
knowledge of the presumably poetic abilities of the emperor (5. 5. 2:
ingenio frueris qui propiore dei). The association between poetry, Minerva
and the emperor is notably evident in the instance of the Alban festival. In
4. 1. 5 {hie colat Albano Tritonida multus in auro) and at 5. 1. 1 {hoc tibi,
Palladiae seu collibus uteris Albae) Martial refers to the poetic contests for
Minerva which were held annually at his Alban villa. Poem 9. 23
specifically celebrates one Carus, a victor at the Alban contest (9. 23. 1-2:
O cui virgineo flavescere contigit auro, I die, ubi Palladium sit tibi. Care,
decus). Carus had been so successful that Domitian—Martial says
Minerva—also awarded him a bust of himself (9. 24. 5-6). Poetry contests
for Minerva were not confined to the Alban festival. They were also held at
the quinquennial Capitoline games. Martial refers to these in the same
context as the Alban festival at 4. 1. 6: perque manus tanias plurima
quercus eat.
Poetry could be confused with politics. The reference in 5. 2. 8, a
dedication poem for the fifth book, states that Domitian (here Germanicus)
and the chaste Minerva {Cecropia puella) could read his verse without
embarrassment (5. 2. 5-8: lascivos lege quattuor libellos: / quintus cum
domino liber iocatur; / quern Germanicus ore non rubenti I coram Cecropia
legat puella). Minerva, like Diana, was well known for her chastity.
" Citations of Minerva within Martial which I have located (not all of them) are: as Minerva
she appears at 1. 39. 3. 76. 5, 102. 2. 4. 23. 7. 5. 5. 1. 40. 1. 6. 64. 16. 7. 1. 1. 32. 3. 10. 20. 14.
14. 179. l;asPaUasal6. 10. 11,7.28.3.8. 1.4.9.24.5. 12.98.3.9.3. 10 (Pallada); as virgo
6. 10. 9. 14. 179; as puella at 5. 2. 8; forms of the adjective palladius arc used at 5. 1 . 2, 8. 50.
14.9. 23. 2;asTriioniaai4. 1. 5.
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Domitian, if not personally chaste, made some attempt to reform his
countrymen through moral legislation (again, see Pitcher 1990). That in
part is the force of 5. 2. 5-8. It also helps us understand 8. 1. 3^: nuda
recede Venus', non est tuus iste Ubellus: / tu mihi, tu Pallas Caesariana,
veni. In this poem the Julio-Claudian Venus, a symbol for sexual
wantonness, has been cast out from the more pure state of this Minerva-
worshipping Flavian emperor. Such ideological humbug is also at the root
of 5. 40 (pinxisti Venerem, colis, Artemidore, Minervam: / el miraris, opus
displicuisse tuuml; cf. 1. 102). Here one Artemidorus, erstwhile devotee of
Minerva, is perplexed that his depiction of Venus has not gained the favour
presumably of the emperor and his circles.
Valerius, Martial, Minerva and Domitian
Where does all of this leave us with Valerius and his Jason and his
Minerva? Passages such as these certainly hint at an ideological
underpinning of the presence of Minerva in Valerius' Argonautica. They
certainly make more comprehensible the displacement of Apollo, who had
occupied Minerva's role in Apollonius' Argonautica. But it is possible that
the link between Martial's and Valerius' Pallas may be made more explicit.
There exists one striking passage within Martial which, in its association of
Minerva and Domitian, may well have a direct parallel within the Valerian
epic. The poem to which I am referring is 7. 1. It runs as follows:
Accipe belligerae crudum ihoraca Minervae,
ipsa Medusaeae quern timet ira comae.
Dum vacat, haec, Caesar, poterit lorica vocari:
pectore cum sacro sederit, aegis erit.
This little poem, introducing Martial's seventh book (dated by Friedlander
to December 92 C.E.), addresses Domitian (the Caesar of line 3) and refers
to a cuirass used by him during his campaign of that year against the
Sarmatians. It progresses in two stages. In the first (1-2) it is suggested
that Domitian is a figure of such martial capability that he could terrify the
Medusa depicted on the cuirass itself. In the second stage (3-4) the cuirass
is identified with Zeus' aegis, which was often worn by and associated with
Minerva. Martial states that this cuirass, when not in use, is merely a lorica
(a leather cuirass). When in use (when it has been placed on Domitian's
sacrum pectus) it becomes the aegis of Minerva. Domitian himself, that is
to say, becomes the very embodiment of Minerva. The impenetrability of
this cuirass is referred to again in poems 7. 2 and 14. 179. In the latter
Minerva's association with Domitian is made even more plain {Die mihi,
virgoferox, cum sit tibi cassis et hasia, I quare non habeas aegida. ''Caesar
habet").
What connection does Martial's Poem 7. 1 have with Valerius?
Minerva, as we have already seen, plays a very prominent role within the
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sixth book of the Argonautica. She appears in this book, furthermore,
armed with the aegis: at circa Aesoniden Danaum manus ipsaque Pallas /
aegide terrifica, quam nee dea lassat habendo I nee pater horrentem
colubris vultuque tremendam I Gorgoneo (6. 173-76; see 3. 87-89, 4. 670
ff., 5. 287, 652, 6. 396-98). Presumably she remains so armed throughout
this book, in which she is ranged, alongside the Argonauts and the forces of
Aeetes, against, amongst others, the Sarmatians. Now it is well known that
Domitian campaigned against the Sarmatians in 88 and/or in 92 C.E.
Martial's Poem 7. 1 and its strong, suggestive parallel io Argonautica 6 may
suggest a shared occasion. Let me repeat the parallel. Here we witness a
goddess known to be linked with Domitian and a goddess, at that, armed
with a weapon which, in another contemporary poetic context, had also
been linked with Domitian and his campaign of 92 C.E. That Argonautica 6
contains a scarcely veiled reference to Domitian's campaigns of 92 C.E.
against the Sarmatians is a hard claim to dismiss.
The case for identifying the events o( Argonautica 6 with Domitian's
campaign against the Sarmatians of 92 C.E. has often been made.'^ It has
been questioned (Strand 1972: 23-35). The grounds are the connection of
Book 6 with the proem of Book 1. Syme felt that Book 6 offered evidence
that this proem was written for Domitian. Recent authorities insist that it is
addressed to Vespasian (Feeney 1991: 334 and Strand 1972: 23-35).' Book
6, therefore, is better directed towards the addressee of the proem of Book
1. But to force the connection between the proem and Book 6 is
unnecessary. While the proem to Book 1 may well refer to Vespasian, there
is no reason why Domitian and his devotion for Minerva could not have
coloured Book 6. (Revision and internal cohesion of referents in an
incomplete poem is not at issue.) Martial offers particularly strong evidence
as to why this may be the case.
Why then does Minerva become more prominent in the second half of
Valerius' epic? Books 5-8, 1 contend, were composed during the reign of
Domitian. The increased prominence and the greater complexity of
reference to Minerva is dictated by imperial enthusiasm. If it is correct to
see Vespasian behind the proem to Book 1, then we are to imagine that the
first four books were composed at a more leisurely rate during his reign
(69-79 C.E.), that of Titus (79-81) and the early years of Domitian (81-96).
Valerius was dead, at the latest, by 95. He may, therefore, have composed
the final three and a half books of the Argonautica at haste (by his
standards) in the final four or five years of his life.
Domitian as Jason and Minerva
Thus the displacement in Valerius of Apollonius' Apollo. There are,
however, other conclusions which must be teased out from my argument.
^^ Above all by Syme, "The Argonaulica of Valerius Flaccus," CQ 23 (1929) 129-37.
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These concern the encomiastic and ideological basis of the Argonautica.
Once we allow the parallel between Martial's Poem 7, 1 and Argonautica 6
two other crucial points become clear. The first is that a connection is to be
drawn between Domitian's expeditionary forces and those of the Argonauts
(conceivable assimilation of Argonauts and followers to Romans occurs at
3. 465 [?], 6. 402, 420, 7. 573). This connection may be extended one step
further. Just as Jason leads the Argonauts, so does Domitian lead the
Romans. The emperor, therefore, is to be conflated not just, as we have
seen, with the goddess Minerva, but also with the goddess' favourite, Jason.
Could any contemporary audience have missed the ideological ring of
Argonautica 6. 609: nee sua Crethiden latuit deal
How is this double identification possible? Jason should be thought of
not as being the prototype for a specific emperor, but as a generic imperial
prototype (Toohey 1992: 196-203). He is, as we see him in Book 1, the
prototype for Vespasian, or for Titus, or for Domitian. It follows, therefore,
that Jason may take on attributes or qualities of more than one emperor
within this poem. Thus, I suggest, he may be associated in the earlier books
with Vespasian. But, in Argonautica 6, his particular association may be
directed towards Domitian. The aims of the Argonautica, therefore, extend
beyond the merely encomiastic. Valerius, as is sometimes noted, is
attempting to provide an ideological, mythological basis for the principate
(contrast Davis 1989). His mode, as will be obvious, owes much to Virgil.
Valerius' Narrative Impasse
We cannot leave the argument here. There remain important interpretative
and ideological conclusions which must influence one's reading of the
Argonautica. 1 have suggested that Minerva's reactions to Jason act as a
barometer for our estimation of his worth. I have also suggested that,
particularly in Books 7 and 8, the depiction of Jason becomes increasingly
unflattering and that, in direct proportion, Minerva seems to register her
disapproval. There is, of course, a stark contradiction in this position.
Domitian, as we have seen, comes to be identified with both goddess and
hero. All is well while Minerva and Jason see eye to eye. But when they
seem at odds, when Jason, one half of the imperial paradigm, begins in
Books 7-8 to present an image of his real-life analogue which is hardly
flattering, it is inevitable that we come to question the ideology on which
the poem is built. Valerius, therefore, has inadvertently backed himself into
an impossible comer
—
precisely in proportion to the analogical confusion
and contradiction between Jason and Minerva.
Valerius' ideological signifiers have slipped off their mythological
referents. Myth itself is responsible for this slippage. (The poem, therefore,
unintentionally comes to challenge the very ideology which it ostensibly
purports to validate.) This impasse is most evident in the incomplete
conclusion. To be sure, Valerius may have died before he was able to
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complete his epic—a very likely possibility given the haste, by his
standards, with which he seems to have composed it.'^ Yet the prospect of
Domitian's analogue committing the inevitable murder of Absyrtus (not to
mention all of his later, dubious exploits in lolcus and Corinth) and of his
falling foul of the emperor's votive goddess Minerva may have been too
much. It was one thing for Aeneas to kill Tumus—we have been prepared
to accept his death by our foreknowledge of Jupiter's disapproval.^'* No
such preparation has been offered for Absyrtus' slaughter. To witness our
imperial prototype committing such a murder would be to place too great a
strain on the ideological substrate of the Argonautica}^ The ideology
would implode. I wonder, therefore, if Valerius did not sense this, that
myth and real life had subverted his intended design? I wonder if Valerius
did not find premature silence a preferable means for ending his poem?
University ofNew England, Armidale
'^Scheiler. Philol. 103 (1959) 297-308 and Davis 1989: 72 wonder if ihe ending was
completed but "lost to us in the vicissitudes of transmission."
•'* See Mackie. Antichthon 24 (1990) 79-85.
^^ On Jason's characterization see, amongst other, Hull, Studies in Latin Literature and
Roman History I. ed. C. Deroux (Bnjssels 1979) 379-409; Lewis, AC 27 (1984) 91-100;




dans les Dialogues Pythiques de Plutarque
DANIEL BABUT
Les Stoiciens tiennent a premiere vue une place plutot reduite parmi les
personnages mis en scene dans les Dialogues pythiques: sur un total de
seize participants,' dont trois sont presents dans deux dialogues,^ on n'en
compte que deux qui puisseni elre surement ou vraisemblablement
consideres comme des adeples de la philosophic du Portique.
Le premier est appele simplement Philippe, sans que soit precisee son
origine, et qualifie de a\)7Ypa(peij(; {De defectu oraculorum 418a3). On
admet generalement son identification avec Philippe de Prousias (<J>i^i7i7io<;
6 npo\)Giet)(;^), hote de Plutarque a Cheronee dans deux scenes des Propos
de table (7. 7 et 8), ou il est expressement classe comme sloicien.'* En
faveur de cette identification, on invoque habituellement la phrase du De
defectu dans laquelle Philippe se donne pour le "concitoyen" (KoA,iTn<;) d'un
certain Epilherses, qui a ete aussi son "professeur de lettres" (5i6doKaXoq
YpamiaxiKcov), et qui eiait par ailleurs le pere d'un rheteur du nom
d'Emilien, lui-meme ancien maitre de plusieurs de ceux qui assistent a la
discussion (419bl-3 et el-2). Or, il se trouve que Stephane de Byzance^
' Ou dix-sept, si Ton comple I'anonyme qui inlervient dans le De Eapud Delphos 386a7-b5
Oa reference, comme toules celles qui suivront, renvoie a I'edilion des Dialogues pythiques
procuree par R. Flaceliere dans la Collection des Universiies de France [Paris 1974)). Les
aulres sont: Ammonios {De E, De defectu oraculorum), Lamprias (De E, De defectu), Nicandre
{De E), Theon {De E, De Pythiae oraculis), Eustrophe, Plutarque {De E), Basilocles, Philinos,
Diogenianos, Sarapion, Boclhos {De Pyth. orac), Demclrios, Cleombrote, Hcracleon, Didyme-
Planetiade et Philippe {De defectu).
^ D n'y pas lieu de dislinguer enlre le Theon du De E et celui du De Pyth. orac, meme si le
second est le pone-parole de I'auteur; cf. Puech, 4886.
^ El non npo\)oaev)(; (cf. par exemple Dion Chrysostome, 43. 12, p. 66, 27, von Amim); il
est done errone de parler dc "Philippe de Pruse," comme je I'ai fail (cf. Plutarque et le
stoicisme, 254 sq.) apres d'autres. Voir Puech, 4869, qui indique (n. 144), d'apres L. Robert,
que "la pairie de Philippe est Prousias de I'Hypios, non Prousias-sur-Mer qui avait repris, des
I'epoque de Claude, son nom traditionnel de Kios."
^ Cf. 710b3 sq. (Sandbach), ou, juste apres avoir mentionne un paQuTiaxycova oocpiornv dno
XTiq Zxook;, Plutarque ajoute: Kaitoi napwv dno xr\c, a\)xr\<:, TtaXaioxpai; ^\.X\.nnoc, 6
npo\)oicuq K.x.X.
^ S.v. NiKava, p. 475, 3-5 (Meineke).
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meniionne un Epithers6s de Nic6e, en Biihynie, auleur d'un trail6 Flepl
Xfi^ewv 'AxxiKcov Kal kcoiiikcov Kal xpayiKwv, ce qui conviendrait bien a un
6i6daKaA.o(; ypamaaxiKcov, et Scneque le Pere, de son cole, parle d'un
rheieur Emilien,^ qu'il esi tentant d'identifier avec un poete contemporain
du meme nom, lui aussi originaire de Nicee.'' Si cet Emilien eiail le fils du
maitre de Philippe, cela rendrail probable ridentificalion de ce maitre avec
Epitherses de Nicee, et permettrait peut-etre de comprendre que Philippe
I'ait considere comme son concitoyen, tous deux etant originaires ou
citoyens de deux cites voisines, en Biihynie.^ Toutefois, rargument ne peut
revendiquer qu'une certaine plausibilile, et ne saurait, a lui seul, etablir
I'identite du personnage du De defectu et du Stoicien de Prousias mis en
scene dans les Propos de table. '^
D'autres indices, en revanche, inciteni a penser que le personnage du
De defectu et celui des Propos de table pourraient n'etre qu'une seule el
meme personne. Dans le dialogue, en effet, la maniere doni Philippe est
presente,'^ et ce que nous entrevoyons de ses relations avec I'entourage de
Plutarque," ne permet pas de douler qu'il faisail partie des familiers de ce
dernier, avec lequel il entretenait assurement des relations etroites el
regulieres. Or tel etait bien cgalement le cas du Stoicien de Prousias qui
apparait dans les Propos de table. Invite a un diner offert en I'honneur de
Diogenianos de Pergame, personnage dont I'amitie honorait visiblement
Plutarque et qu'il a tenu a son tour a honorer en le faisant intervenir
plusieurs fois dans ses Propos de table}"^ Philippe nous est depeint en effet
comme un habitue de la socicie qui frequeniail la maison de I'auteur a
Cheronce. Quand il prend la parole, il se range implicitement parmi les
participants rcgulicrs de ccs reunions, par opposition a des botes plus
Controversiae 10. 5. 25: Aetnilianus quidam rhetor graecus . . .
' Cf. Puech. 4832-33.
^ Cf. Ziegler, 46, 20-23. Puech, 4846, prefere supposer que le rheieur, originaire, comme
Philippe, de Prousias, s'euil elabli a Niece el en avail acquis la ciloyennele.
" Le seul empioi de noXixr\c, que Ton puisse comparer, chez Plularque, a celui de 419b3 se
Irouve dans Quaest. conv. 692b3, ou Niypot; 6 7ioA.iTr|<; fmcov, dans la bouche de Plularque,
s'applique sans doule a un ressonissani de Cheronee; cf. De luenda sanit. praec. 131a4—
5
(KJaerr), Ni7po(; 6 finctepoq.
'°Cf. 418a3^ 6a\)fidaavT0(; 6e xo\> ^iXinno-o (Tiapfjv <yap> 6 ovy7pa<peiJ<;) . . . , a
rapprocher nolammenl de De E 386dl 1-12, De Pylh. orac. 395c4, De defectu 410f2, el voir
Plularque et le sto'icisme, 259, avec notes 4 el 5.
" Cf. 419bl-2, 435e5-6 el 8-9, qui monlreni que Philippe connall bien les panicipanls du
dialogue, 434f4-6 el 438d9-10, d'ou ii resson qu'il esl proche d'Ammonios comme de
Lamprias.
'^Cf. Ziegler. 37. 5-33.
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occasionnels;'^ il est lie avec Diogenianos,^'* doni il connail bien les gouts
litteraires;^^ surtoul, il se seni si proche du groupe des amis de Plutarque
qu'il s'empresse de se desolidariser d'un StoVcien anonyme, auteur de
propos juges incongrus, pour aider ses amis a neutraliser un personnage
dont il se sent aussi 61oigne qu'eux.^^ Ajoutons enfin que les opinions
exprimees par le Philippe du De defectu ne sont pas incompatibles avec
celles que Ton peut attendre d'un adepie du stoicisme, et coincident meme
parfois avec des dogmes sioiciens.'^
Si done I'identite de Philippe "I'historien" et de Philippe de Prousias
peut etre tenue pour vraisemblable, il faudrail en inferer que le De defectu
nous presente un personnage d'obcdience stoicienne qui avail des relations
assez etroiles avec Plutarque et le cercle d'amis gravitant aulour de lui, sans
pour autant que ce personnage, d'assez loin I'aind de Plutarque et de la
pluparl de ses amis,'* semble avoir beneficie, d'apres les indications du
dialogue,'^ d'un prestige intellectuel comparable a celui de ceux qui y
tiennent les premiers roles, Ammonios, Lamprias, et meme Cleombrote.^^
'^ Cf. 710d9-10 (Sandbach) fmeiq 5e nejiiyM-evoi Jto^i-ciicoit; Kai dyopaiovc; dv6pdai,
TtoXXoiq 6', oxav o\)T(o -ruycon-ev . i5icoxai<; ical unaYpoiKOTcpoiq . . . Voir egalement 712e2,
ou Philippe parte de son camarade de "paleslre" (voir ci-dessus nole 4) comme d'un "etranger"
(ce qui ne peul s'enlendre au sens geographique, puisque Philippe lui-meme est unitranger




" Voir ci-dessous, p. 209. On ne peul cependanl pas lirer argumenl, comme le fail
nolammenl Ziegler, 46, 22-28, dc I'allachcmenl de Philippe au dogme sloicien de I'idenlile
d'ApoUon el du Soieil, puisque, selon Plutarque, c'etait la une croyance presque
universellemenl admise a son epoquc (cf. De It 386b2-3, De defeclu 434f8-9, el voir ci-
dessous, p. 221).
'* Philipp>e, qui a ele I'eleve d'tipiiherses (419b3), dit tenir de ce dernier le recil qu'il fail au
chapiire 17 sur la mort du grand Pan. Comme I'evenement qui fail I'objel de ce recil a eu lieu
sous le principal dc Tibere (cf. 419d8 sq.), son terminus ante quern se silue en I'an 37 de noire
ere. Par ailleurs, nous apprenons en 419el-2 que le recil de Philippe est confirme par
"quelques-uns des assistants qui I'avaienl entendu raconter par fimilien dans sa vieillesse"
(Ai^l^.Xlavo\) xox) ytpovzoc, dicTiKooTou;). II en resulie que Philippe, ancien eleve du pere de cet
fimilien, devait etre considcrablcmenl plus age que la plupan des assistants, y compris
Lamprias, frere alne de Plutarque, et qu'il appanenait pluiot a la generation d'Ammonios
(voire a une generation plus ancienne) qu'a cellc de ses disciples, Lamprias el PluUrque (en
434f4-5, il est indiquc que Philippe et Ammonios "etaienl assis I'un pres de I'auire"—comme
si leur age les reunissait, face aux autres participants de la discussion). Conlre rinlerprelalion
dc Bowersock, qui identifie fipilhcrscs avec le rhcteur Gmilien mcntionne par Seneque le Pere,
et traduii AifiiXiavov xou yepovxct; par "f.milien 1' Ancien," voir Puech, 4833, n. 1. Pour
I'cmploi de ycpcov en 419e2, comparer De soil. an. 974a4-5 (Helmbold) 6 yepwv
OueoTiaoiavoc;.
" Voir ci-dessous, p. 225.
^ Sur la preeminence de ces pcrsonnages el la complemeniarite des roles qui leur sonl
impanis dans le dialogue, voir "La composition des Dialogues pythiques," 216 sq., 223 sq.,
232.
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En allail-il de meme pour I'Aihenien Sarapion,^' qui est I'un des
interlocuteurs du De Pyih. oracP. L'affiliation stoYcienne de celui-ci ne
laisse du moins pas de place, ceiie fois, au moindre doute, puisque Philinos,
I'un de ses partenaires, I'accuse de chercher a "imposer" les theories de son
ecole et I'invite a laisser de cote les fictions imagindes par les Stoiciens.^^
Le dialogue nous apprend par ailleurs que Sarapion etail poete, et que sa
poesie se signalait par sa tendance philosophique et par la gravite austere de
son message moral.^^
D'autres sources nous font connaitre egalement ce personnage. Dans
les Propos de table (628a), il est indique que Plutarque a assiste, en qualite
de citoyen d'honneur de la tribu Leontis, a une fete celebrant la victoire de
Sarapion comme instructeur de chccur de cette tribu, lors d'un concours
organise et preside par le prince syrien Philopappos de Commagene. Le
poete stoicien etait done citoyen athenien, de la tribu Leontis,^"* et tres
probablement du dcme dcs Cholleides, qui etait sans doute aussi celui
d'Ammonios, le maitre de Plutarque. ^^ II est mentionnc d'autre part par
Stephane de Byzance et par Stobce,'^^ et surtout une inscription provenant
d'un trepied chorcgique consacre dans I'Asclepieion d'Athenes nous a
restitue quelques bribes dc sa poesie: un poeme en hexametres traitant des
devoirs du medecin, et quelques menus fragments d'un pean en I'honneur
d'Asclepios.-^^ Cette inscription a pour nous I'interet majeur de confirmer
les indications donnees par Plutarque sur la personnalite de Sarapion dans
I'unique dialogue ou il lui a donnc un role.^^
II s'agit, a n'en pas douter, d'un ami tres proche de I'auteur, tout autant
que I'etait Philippe, comme on I'a vu. Ni dans le De Pyth. orac, ni dans les
Propos de table, Plutarque n'a en cffet juge nccessaire de le presenter ou
d'indiquer son patronyme ou son origine,^^ pas plus qu'il ne le fait pour
Philippe, pour Thcon, ou pour d'autres personnalites bien connues du public
^' De E 384e8-9 el De Pyth. orac. 396d6 ne prouvenl pas que Sarapion ail ele Alhenien de
naissance, mais seuiemenl qu'il residail a Alhenes, donl par ailleurs, comme on le verra ci-
dessous, il clail ciloyen. Scion Jones 1978, 229, il serait le Sloicien originaire de Hierapolis, en
Syrie, menlionne par Slcphane de By7-ance; cf. ci-dessous, note 26.
^^Cf. 400bl-2 el c2. Voir ci-dessous, p. 21 1, avec nole 54.
23 396d5-6, f4-5, 402f2-4.
^ Flacelicre 1951, 325, a suppose que Plutarque devail la ciloyennele d'honneur qui lui fut
conferee par la Iribu Leonlis a I'inlervenlion de Sarapion; voir egalemenl Fuhnmann, 167, n. 5
de la p. 49.
^ Cf. fG n^ 3796 (<IapanitL)v> Xo?tXc{5r|q TtloinTT); icai. (pilXoaocpoc Itcoiic[6c;]) el 3558,
el voir J. 11. Oliver, Hasp. Suppl. 8 (1949) 243-46; cf. egalemenl IG ir 2018. Selon Jones
1966, 207 sq., Plularque aurail lui aussi apparlenu a ce deme.
2^ Slcphane dc By7.ance. pp. 327-28 (Meinekc), Slobec 3. 10. 2. p. 408. 8 (Hense) =
Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenla 1 185I-1, p. 315 (Snell).
2' Voir nacelicre 1951.
2« Voir J. cl L Robcn, Bulletin epigraphique (1950) 82; Puech, 4876: ". . . le lexle de
TAsclepicion confinme la veracile du ponrail brosse dans ic De Pyth. orac. . . ."_
2' Cf. 628a4 'Ev 6c zoic, lapaTticovoq cthviiciok; . . . , 396d5-6 flapwv oijv 'A6r|VTi6Ev 6
noiTirnc; lapanicov.
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auquel ses oeuvres elaieni d'abord destinees.^^ Un ou deux details
confirment par ailleurs que Sarapion etail une figure familiere pour ses
interlocuteurs du De Pyth. orac?^
II faut meme ajouter qu'il semble avoir etc iniellecluellemeni plus
proche de I'auteur que d'autres personnages des dialogues, y compris
Philippe. On peul I'infcrer d'abord de rimporiance du role qui lui a eie
reserve dans le De Pyth. orac. Car avant 1' intervention finale de Theon, qui
s'elend a pariir du chapitre 17 jusqu'a la fin el occupe plus du tiers de
I'oeuvre, Sarapion n'intervient pas moins de dix fois.^-^ Parmi les
interlocuteurs de Theon, protagoniste du dialogue et a coup sur principal
porte-parole de I'auteur, c'est done lui qui detient, au moins
quantitativement, la premiere place.^^
Mais cette proximite intellecluelle de Sarapion et de Plutarque ressort
surtout de la dedicace adressee au poete stoicien au debut du De E (384dl-
elO). S'appuyant sur deux vers d'une tragcdie perdue attribuce a Euripide,
I'auteur y developpc en cffct avcc unc certainc emphasc une longue
comparaison entre les dons matcricls et ceux qui rcssortissent a I'esprit ou
au savoir; si, s'agissant des premiers, un pauvre ne peut en offrir a un riche
sans s'exposer au soupgon d'avoir des intentions interessees, au contraire,
pour ce qui est des seconds, "il est beau de les faire, et beau, quand on les
fait, d'en reclamer de semblables a ceux qui les regoivent. Ainsimoi,"
poursuit Plutarque, "si je t'envoie, en maniere de premices, a toi et, par ton
intermediaire, a nos amis de la-bas, quclques-uns de mes propos pythiques,
c'est dans I'espoir, je I'avoue, d'en recevoir de vous d'autres, superieurs, en
quantite et en qualite, comptc tcnu du fait que vous profitez des avantages
d'une grande cite el que vous avcz plus de facilitcs pour I'ctude grace a
I'abondance des livres et des echanges de toule sorte."
De cette dedicace, dont il n'y a pas de raison de suspecter la sincerite, il
ressort que Plutarque entrctcnait des rapports ctroits avcc Sarapion et
d'autres amis athcniens, qu'il traiiait comme des egaux, envisageant meme
que, grace en particulier a I'avantage culturel que leur procurail leur
residence dans une grande villc,^'' ils puissent apporter une contribution
'^ Voir ci-dcssus, p. 204, avec note 10.
^' Cf. 397b5-8: "Sur ces paroles de Sarapion, Theon dil avec un sourire: 'Sarapion, en ce
qui le conceme, a monlre sa loumure d'espril habiluelle' (to eicoGoq otTioSeScoice xco xponco
[voir ci-dessous, p. 214, avec note 65]), en profilant de Toccasion qui se presentait pour parler
du Plaisir el de rAveuglemeni . . . ;" 400bl-3 (Philinos): "Sur quoi, je nne mis a rire el lui dis:
'Commenl viens-lu encore, mon brave, imposer ici le Poniquc (7io\J cru ndA.iv . . . co %pr|OTe,
Tf)v Sxoav 5e\)pl JiapcjBeiq), ci insinucr doucemcnl dans ion propos les cmbrasemenis ei les
exhalaisons . . .'" (voir ci-dessous, note 54).
" 5, 396d; 6, 396e-97b; 9, 398c-d; 1 1, 399b-e; 12, 400a ei d; 13, 400d; 14, 401a-b; 17,
402b; 18,402d-€.
''
II a en effel la parole, dirccicmcnl ou indircclemenl, pendant approximativement 104
lignes du lexle, conlre 89 a Philinos (en laissani de cole le dialogue introduclif qui precede la
conversation rapportee a Basi lodes) et 62 a Bocthos et Diogenianos.
'"* Comparer Vie de Demoslhene 2. 1
.
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sup^rieure h la sienne h la solution des questions d6battues dans ses "propos
pythiques."^^ Si Ton rapproche cetie dddicace des vingt et une autres que
nous offre roeuvre conservee de Plutarque, on s'aper9oit qu'aucun des
autres dedicataires,^^ pas meme les personnalites Ics plus eminentes ou les
plus proches de I'auteur, n'esi trail6 avec autant de faveur que le Stoicien
Sarapion. On est done amene a se demander pourquoi le seal destinataire
stoicien (Tune ceuvre de Plutarque est distingue de cette fa^on.
La connparaison avec le traitement reserve aux autres dedicataires, aussi
bien que ce que nous savons du statut social de Sarapion et de la nature de
ses relations avec Plutarque, permettent d'exclure loute raison d'opportunite
ou de flatterie: si I'auteur du De adulatore et amico ne s'esi jamais departi
de sa dignite en s'adressani a des pcrsonnages aussi puissants ou influents
que Sossius Senecion, Philopappos, les freres Avidius et Saturninus (ou
encore L. Mestrius Florus, a qui il devait sa citoyennete romaine et son
gentilice, et qu'il n'a meme pas cru devoir honorer d'une dcdicace), on ne
voit pas pourquoi il aurail agi differemmenl envers Sarapion, poete-
philosophe qui ne parait pas avoir exercc de fonclions officielles dans sa
cite, et avec lequel ses relations sembleni avoir ete fondees exclusivement
sur une sympathie intellectuelle ou morale. On est done force d'en inferer
que c'est justement raffiliation stoVcienne de Sarapion—meme si Plutarque
n'en fait pas expressement etat dans la dcdicace du De E—qui devrait valoir
a ce personnage le traitement de faveur doni il bcneficie. Conclusion qui
paraitra doublemeni paradoxale, si Ton tient compte, d'une part, de
i'opposition si souveni marquee par Plutarque a I'encontre de la doctrine
stoicienne, d'autre part de la predominance, dans les Dialogues pythiques,
des personnages qui se reclameni plus ou moins explicitemeni de Platon et
de I'Academie, et de rorienialion ouvertemeni platonicienne de ces
^^ Sarapion lienl, si i'on se rcfere a la comparaison inspiree par ics vers d*Euripide, le role
du "riche," alors que Plutarque est dans la silualion du "pauvre."
•'^ Sossius Senecion {Vies, De profeclibus in virlule, Quaesliones convivales); M. Sedalius
{De audiendis poelis); Nicandre {De audiendo); Anliochos Philopappos {De adulatore el
amico); Cornelius Pulcher {De capiendo ex inimicis ulilitale); Eurydice el Pollianos
{Conjugalia praecepla); Clca {Mulierum viriules, De Iside el Osiride); Terentius Priscus {De
defeclu); Paccius {De iranquillilate animi); Avidius Nigrinus et Avidius Quietus {De fralerno
amore, et, pour le second, De sera nurninis vindicla); llerculanus {De laude ipsius);
Mcncmaque {Praecepla gerendae rei publicae); Kuphanes {An seni res publico gerenda sil)\
Alexandre {De Herodoii malignilale); Pavorinus {De primo frigido); Aulobule et Plutarque {De
animae procreoiione in Timaeo); Saluminus {Adversus Cololem). Dans la plupart des cas,
Plutarque se conlente de nommer le destinataire au debut de I'ceuvre. Parfois, il indique
rapidemenl les raisons ou les circonslances de la dedicace (cf. De aud. poel. 15a-b, De Ironq.
an. 464e-65a, De fral. am. 478b, Praec. ger. reip. 798b, De an. procr. 1012b). II lui arrive
egalemcnl de faire bnevcmenl allusion aux opinions ou a la personnalile du destinataire
{Quaesl. conv. 672d, De cop. ex in. util. 86b, An seni 783a-b), ou de lui adresser un
compliment poli {Mulier. virl. 242f el 243d, Adv. Col. 1 107e).
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OEuvres.^"^ Pour tenter de trouver une explication de ce paradoxe, il convient
done d'examiner la place qui est faite au stoVcisme dans nos trois dialogues.
La traitement exceptionnel reserve k Sarapion dans I'avant-propos du
De E implique-t-il que la philosophic dont le pocte stoicien etait un adepte
convaincu est elle-meme I'objet, dans les Dialogues pythiques, d'un
jugement plus favorable que dans la plupart des autres oeuvres de I'auteur?
Un certain nombre de remarques pourraient d'abord le suggerer.
Ainsi, dans le De defectu, Chrysippe est nomme par Philippe aux cotes
des philosophes, parmi lesquels Platon et Xenocrate, qui ont admis
I'existence de (pa\)A.oi 5a{|iove(;.3* Plus generalement, Philippe, qui est sans
doute, on I'a vu, un adepte du stoicisme, donne implicitement, mais
nettement, son approbation^^ a la doctrine dcmonologique expos6e par
Cleombrote'*^ et admisc par Tcnsembic de 1 'assistance."" Cet accord entre
le representant probable du stoicisme dans le dialogue et les autres
personnages est du reste confirmc de manicre inopinee par Cleombrote, qui
n'hesite pas a ajouter, sans exprimer de reserve, que les Stoiciens vont
jusqu'a n'admetre qu'un seul dieu "incorruptible et dternel, alors que les
autres, selon eux, ont un commencement et auront une fin.'"*^
Des convergences avcc des vues stoiciennes peuvent egalement etre
relevees dans le De E. Ainsi, les exegeses du nom ou des epithetes
d'Apollon qui sont presentees dans ce dialogue tant par "Plutarque" que par
Ammonios'*-^ sont bien dans 1 'esprit des etymologies fanlaisistes si prisees
par les maitres du stoicisme,'*^ et coincident meme pour une part avec des
speculations expressement attribuees aux Stoiciens.'*^
^' Voir "La composition des Dialogues pythiques" passim.
^^ 419a6-l 1 {SVF H 1104. Xenocrate. fr. 226 Isnardi Parente). Cf. De Is. el Os. 360d8 (SVF
n 1 103, Xenocrate. fr. 225 I-P).
Cf. 418dll-12, oil il repond a Tobjcciion fonmulee dans la replique precedenle par le
jeune Heraclcon, "quel est au juste le point qui le met ma! a I'aise dans les vues avancees par
Cleombrote?" Par ailleurs. le recit fameux qu'il rapporte en 419al 1-dl 1 sur la mort du grand
Pan est presente comme la confirmation de ce qu'a dil Cleombrote au sujei de la mortalite des
demons.
Y compris sur les points qui peuvent faire difficulle. a savoir I'existence de demons
mauvais el mortels; cf. 418e4-8, 418f4-19a2.
Voir "L^ composition des Dialogues pythiques" 216-20, 223-24.
Cf. 420a7-ll {SVF II 1049): KaiToi xouq Ixcoikgvc; . . . yiyvcooicofiev ov> fiovov Kaxa
6ai(i6v(ov iiv Xiydi 56^av c^ovTaq, aXXa icai Geoiv ovxcov xooo-uxcov x6 nXfiOoi; evl
Xpw(xevo\)<; di6icp icai d<p0dpx(p, xouq 6' aXKoxyc, Kai Yeyovevai Kai (p9apr)aeoGai
voni^ovxaq. Contraster avcc la poicmique des traiics anlistoiciens de I'auleur conlre la notion
de dieux perissables; cf. notammcnl De Stoic, rep. 1051e7-9 (Chemiss) (pGapxov . . , Kai
yevTixov oij6eiq ox; enoi; eineiv Siavoeixai 0c6v, De convn. not. 1074fl-4 xiq ydp eaxiv dAAoi;
dvBpcoTiwv r\ ycyovev oq ctjk d(p6apxov voei Kai di6iov x6 Beiov; <ti x{> ev xaic; KOivaT^
7tpoA.Tiyeoi Tiepi QttSi'^ dvanetpcovrixai ndX^v r\ xd xoiavixa;
^'^
Cf. 385b8-cl. 388f7-9, 393bl 1-13.
^ Voir nolamment Ciceron, De nat. deorum 3. 24. 63 {SVF D 1069), et Philodeme, De piel.
col. 15, p. 82, 9-13 Gomperz, et cf. La religion des philosophes grecs, 186-87. A noter que
Plutarque critique dans le De aud. poetLi 3\d-c {SVF I 535, 11 201 el 1062) les exces "puerils"
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Plus significalif, peul-etre, est le fail que dans la troisieme explication
de I'E delphique que nous offre le dialogue Theon, ami intime de Plutarque,
prend la parole au nom des "dialecliciens," qu'il eniend defendre, avec
I'accord d'Ammonios, contre la fa^on outrageanie dont ils vienneni d'etre
traites par le preu-e Nicandre.'*^ Or ces dialecliciens ne soni aulres que les
Sloiciens/^ dont Theon, apres avoir proclame qu'Apollon "est le
dialeclicien par excellence" (386e2), epouse la cause, jusqu'a developper
des arguments incompaiibles avec les idees professees ailleurs par
Plutarque, comme lorsqu'il soutient que "les animaux ne connaissent que
I'existence des choses," I'homme etant seul a avoir re9u de la nature "la
faculle d'apercevoir et d'apprccier la liaison des choses,'"*^ ou que "tout le
present decoulc et procedc du passe, ct de mcme tout I'avenir du present,
suivant une succession qui conduit les choses de leur principe a leur
terme."''^ Enfin et surtout, I'auteur du De E met dans la bouche de son
propre personnage un expose de pure thcologie stoicienne (388e9-89c9),
qui explique 1 'association des cultes d'Apollon et de Dionysos dans le
calendrier delphique par les "u-ansformations" (|i£xaPo^ai<;) de la divinite,
qui tantot s'assimile toutes choses dans I'embrasement universel
(EK7iv)pcooi(;), tantot se diversifie pour donner naissance a I'organisation du
monde (6iaK6a)j.Tiai(;).
Mais c'est dans le De Pyih. orac. qu'on releve les accords les plus
significatifs entre les positions d'un representant de I'ecole stoicienne et
celles des pcrsonnagcs qui scmblcni sc faire I'echo plus ou moins direct des
vues de I'auteur. C'est en effct a Sarapion, champion du stoTcisme,
qu'incombe la tache de rcfuter, avec I'appui de Philinos (398c2-d2) et de
Diogenianos (398d8-e9), la thcoric rationalisle de Bocthos (398b2, 398elO-
99all), qui attribue les apparcnies reussites de la divination au jeu du
hasard ou a la perspicaciie de ceux qui conjectureni I'avenir "en se fondant
de Cleanlhe dans ce domaine, ainsi que les sublililes pedanles el peu convaincantes de
Chrysippe, accuse de "faire violence" aux mots.
* Cf., pour "Lcschcnorios," Comulus, Theol. Graec. compend. 32 {SVF I 543, p. 124, 1-3);
pour "Apollon," Macrobc, Sal. 1. 17. 7 {SVF D 1095, pp. 319. 41-20, 2). U esl vrai que cetle
demiere elymologie n'esi pas specifiqucment stoicienne; cf. De Is. el Os. 381f3-4
(Froidefond), qui raltribue aux Pylhagoriciens, Ploiin, Enn. 5. 5 [32]. 6, 26.
*^Cf. 386dl2-el.
^"^ Cf. 386c4-8 {Plularque el le StoicLime, 148, avec notes 2 et 3). Voir egalement De soil,
an. 969alO sq. (llclmbold), a rapprochcr de SVF 11 726 sq., Quaesl plal. 1009cl4, 101 la8 el
d3, avec les notes de Chcmiss, pp. 107 (d), 121 (d) ci 126 (a), Plularque ei le sloicisme. Til,
avec notes 1 et 2.
*** 386f3-5 (trad. Racelicre), a rapprochcr de Scxlus f-mpiricus. Adv. malh. 8. 275-76 {^SVF
n 727); contra, De soil. an. 960e2-fl. Voir Plularque et le sloicisme, 148-49, el "L^
composition des Dialogues pylhiques," 197.
*^ 387b2-8 (trad. Flacelicrc), en contradiction avec la pensee de Plutarque, qui rejette
categoriquemcnt le delcnminisme stoicicn; cf. Plularque el le sloicisme, 307 sq.
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sur les vraisemblances."^^ El c'est encore a Sarapion qu'il revient de
prononcer, juste avant I'expose magistral de Theon, une des phrases
essentielles du dialogue, qui marque son accord profond avec ses
interlocuteurs (a I'exception notable de Bo6thos), et exprime, h coup sur, la
conviction profonde de I'auteur^^: ". . . il ne faut pas s'en prendre au dieu, ni
detruire, en meme temps que la divination, la providence et la notion du
divin, mais bien rechercher la solution des contradictions apparentes, et ne
pas abandonner la picte ct la foi de nos peres."^^ On en retire
necessairement I'impression que, comme le note Robert Flaceliere, "en face
de I'incredulite agressive de I'Epicurien Boethos, le poete stoicien Sarapion
fait figure d'allie . . . de Theon, c'est-a-dire de Plutarque lui-meme."^^
Cependant, a cote dc ces convergences entre des idees exprimees par
des personnages qui semblcnt reflcter les vues de I'auteur, et des
conceptions professees par les Stoiciens, il existe egalement, dans nos
dialogues, des divergences netlcmcnt affirmees.
Les Stoiciens y soni d'abord I'objet de critiques qui peuvent etre
qualifiees de ponctuelles, meme s'il arrive qu'elles soient prolongees par
des considerations plus generates. Ainsi dans le De defectu, quand
Demetrios pretend trouver dans les vers d'Hcsiode que vient de citer
Cleombrote "une allusion enigmaiique a I'embrasement de I'univers," ce
dernier, dans sa reponse, rcjctte a la fois expresscment le dogme stoicien et
ironise sur cet embrasement qui "consume" les ceuvres d'Hesiode apres
avoir "fait sa proie" de celles d'Heraclite et d'Orphee.^"* Ailleurs (425d-e),
Lamprias s'en prend nommcment a Chrysippe en lui reprochant a la fois
d'avoir assigne au monde une place centrale dans I'univers, comme si Ton
pouvait definir un centre dans un vide infini, ct d'avoir voulu fonder
I'eternite du monde sur cettc prctendue position centrale. Or, la meme
critique, appuyee notamment sur une citation litterale du livre quatre de
Chrysippe, Sur les possibles, auquel se refere ici Lamprias, est developpee
plus longuement dans le traitc polemique de Plutarque, Sur les
contradictions des Stoiciens}^ Et dans la meme partie du dialogue
^° Cf. 399bl-c7. On nolcra que dans De defeclu 432c7-d6 lamprias conlesle expressemenl
I'idee, ailribuee a Huripidc, que "le meilleur devin est rhomme habile aux conjeclures"
(comme I'affimie Boelhos en 399a4-5), el soutienl au conlraire que "la faculle divinaloire . . .
parvienl, sans le secours du raisonncmenl, a saisir I'avenir" (irad. Flaceliere).
^' Voir "La composition des Dialogues pythiques," 212-13, avec n. 85.
^^402el-5 (irad. Flaceliere Icgcrcmenl modifice).
5^ Plutarque. (Euvres morales X (Paris 1980) 24.
415fl-8. Meme genre de critique dans le De Pyth. orac. quand Philinos ecarle
I'explicalion allegoriquc appuyee sur la physique sioicienne que Sarapion vicnl dc proposer au
sujel d'une offrande consacree dans le Tresor des Corinlhiens, en se moquanl de la propension
du Stoicien a "imposer" parlout des explications emprunlees a son ecole et en I'invitant a
renoncer aux billcvesccs chcrcs aux disciples du Porlique (400bl-3 ct cl, voir ci-dessus, note
31; sur le sens de TpaYcp6iav dans ce dcmicr passage, cf. Van der Slockt, 164, 3).
1054c-55c. Comparer aussi De facie 925f, el voir Plutarque el le sto'icisme, 143.
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Lamprias rejette 6galemeni le dogme stoicien^^ de I'uniciid du monde
(425a-c), en insislant sur r"absurdiie" des arguments invoques en sa
faveur.^^
D'autres critiques, cependani, mettent plus largement en question la
conception mcme que les Stoicicns se faisaient de la philosophic. C'est ce
qui ressort, tout d'abord, du trailement qui est reserve en plusieurs occasions
a Sarapion dans le De Pyth. orac. Car si le pocle-philosophe stoicien
d'Athenes fait parfois figure, comme on I'a vu, d'allie de Theon, il arrive
aussi que ses interventions soieni desavouees plus ou moins explicitement
par les autres personnages, y compris par celui qui est le principal pone-
parole de I'auteur. C'est notamment le cas dans la discussion qui marque la
deuxieme etape de la visile du sanctuaire rapportee dans la premiere partie
du dialogue. Sarapion s'y oppose a la fois au jeune etranger Diogenianos et
a I'Epicurien Boethos. Le premier, doni I'avani-propos de I'oeuvre a dresse
un portrait flaneur, ^^ vient de dire qu'il s'eiait souvent etonne de la
mauvaise qualite et du niveau modeste de la poesie oraculaire: puisque
celle-ci emane du dieu qui est le conducteur des Muses et le patron des
poetes, on s'attendrait qu'elle surpassat en beaule les vers d'Hesiode et
d'Homere, au lieu de se signaler par une metrique et un style pleins de
mediocrite (396c6-d5). A quoi Sarapion retorque: "Ainsi, nous qui avons
la conviction que ces vers sont Tceuvre du dieu, nous avons encore I'audace
de continuer a affirmer qu'ils sont inferieurs en beaute a ceux d'Homere et
d'Hesiode? N'allons-nous pas les tenir pour les mcilleurs et les plus beaux
qui soient, en redressant votre jugemeni subjugue par I'habitude?" (396d6-
1 1). Boethos intervient alors pour lui faire remarquer que parler comme il
vient de le faire revieni a renvcrscr en quelque sorte la procedure normale
de raisonnement: au lieu de partir du fait avere (la mediocrite de la poesie
oraculaire) pour en tirer la conclusion logique (I 'oracle n'est pas I'ceuvre
d'un dieu), on commence par affirmer peremptoirement le quod erat
demonstrandum (I'oraclc est I'ccuvrc du dieu) pour en deduire une
proposition contraire a la rcalilc (la poesie oraculaire est la plus belle qui
soit). El Boethos en appelle alors, non sans malice, au jugcment meme de
Sarapion: puisque le style des pocmes qu'il compose lui-meme "sur des
^^ Les Sloi'ciens. deja vises anonymement par Cleombrote dans deux phrases qui preparent
le dcveloppemeni sur la pluraliie des mondes (420f4-5 el 422a4-7), sont dcsignes par
Lamprias. d'abord implicilemenl (423f4-424a3, 425a7-8 el 425c4-5), puis explicilemenl
(425e8), comme les principaux tcnanis de la ihese qu'il enlend refuier (cf. "La composilion des
Dialogues pythiques," 224-26, avec nolcs 131, 132, 134 el 135). Ce n'esl qu'accessoiremenl,
el comme en passanl, qu'il cniiquc egaiemcni Arisioie (424b9-d4; voir a ce sujel "Pluiarque,
Arislole ct rarislolclismc").
" Cf. 425b3, 5 el 10 axonoq, atonov, el el 1-12 atoTtov . . . noXXib 5r|7:o\)9ev eaxai xd
EKEivtov dxcTicoxepa.
^^ Cf. 394f4-5 (piXoBcdncov (souvenir de Plalon, Rep. 476al2 sq., ou les (piXfiicooi icai
(piXoBcdnovet; sonl cependani opposes aux philosophes), cpiXfiKooq (a rapprocher de De
defeclu 410a9-10, oii Cleombroie esi qualific lui aussi d'dvfip (piXoGcdficov )cai (pi^jiaBrii;),
394f5 (piXoXoyoc, be. ica'i (piXo^raBfiq eori \iaKXo\i . . .
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sujets graves et philosophiques" se rapproche plus, "par le talent, I'agrement
et le soin apporte au style," de celui d'Homere ou d'Hesiode que des
productions de la Pythie, n'est-ce pas parce qu'il a malgr6 tout conscience
de rinferiorite de celles-ci (396dl2-f8)?
Mais Sarapion ne I'eniend pas de cette oreille et maintient
integralement sa position: "c'esl que, Boethos, nous sommes malades aussi
bien des oreilles que des yeux, habitues que nous sommes par la sensualite
et la mollesse a croire el a proclamer beau ce qui nous plait le plus. Bientot,
sans doute, nous reprocherons a la Pythie de ne pas s'exprimer plus
suavement que Glauke la joucusc de cithare, de ne pas s'enduire de parfums
et de ne pas revetir des robes de pourpre pour descendre dans le local
oraculaire, ou encore de ne pas bruler de la cannelle, du ladanum ou de
I'encens au lieu de laurier et de farine d'orge" (396f9-97a4). Non sans
habilete, le Stoicien cherche ainsi a se justifier en distinguant,
conformement a Tenseignement de son ecole, entre la vraie beaute, qui
coincide necessairement avec le bien moral,^^ et les fausses valeurs qu'on
lui substitue en raison de la "perversion" (6iaaTpo(pTi)^° causee par
I'influence du milieu et la force de I'habitude.^^ Ainsi s'expliquerait, selon
Sarapion, la "mediocrite" dont on taxe les vers de la Pythie et la superiorite
que i'on croil devoir reconnaiire a la poesie profane: "Ne vois-tu pas . .
.
quel agrement ont les vers de Sappho, eux qui charmeni et ensorcellent ceux
qui les ecoutent^^? Mais la Sibylle, comme dit Heraclite, proferant d'une
bouche delirante des paroles dcpourvues de sourires, d'enjolivements et de
^^ La formule xa fiSito KaXa vonii^eiv (396fll) s'oppose aniilhetiquemenl au principe
cardinal de la doctrine sloicienne scion lequcl seul le bien moral a une valeur positive (novov
TO KoXov ayaGov), landis que les auires "biens," a commencer par le plaisir, ne sauraient elre
des "fins." Cf. les litres d'ouvrages de Chrysippe chez Diogene Laerce 7. 202 (SVF U 18)
riepi xo\) KoKov Kal Tf\c, i\So\ff\c, npoc, 'ApvaroKpeovTa i', 'A7io6ei^ei<; ^po<; x6 \ir\ eivai rnv
fi6ovfiv TeXoq 6', 'A7io5e{^ei!; npoq to \i.T\ eivai ttiv tiSovtiv dyaGov 6'.
^° Cf. SVF ffl 228-36.
^' Cf. Senequc, Ep. 123. 6: "Une des causes de nos miseres, c'est que nous vivons a
rexemple d'autrui et qu'au lieu de nous rcglcr sur la raison, nous nous laissons egarer par le
courant de I'usage" (. . . nee ratione c.onponimur,sed consueludlne abducimur, trad. H.
Noblot).
" Un peu plus haut (396d7-8), Sarapion a revendique hautement la beaute (KCxXXcq) pour
les vers de la Pythie, qui ne le cedent pas sur ce point, scion lui, a ceux d'Homere et d'Hesiode;
ici, en revanche, iJ parle de la x^pi*; ^^ '^ poesie dc Sappho, opposee aux prophelies de la
Sibylle; le mot a done necessairement, dans le contexte, une nuance pejorative, confirmee par
I'emploi des verbes icriXciv el iccxTaGcXyeiv, pris, comme souvent au figure, au sens
defavorable (cf. par excmple Vie d'Anloine 90. 4, et, pour kt|Xciv, Platon, Menex. 235b et
Prolog. 328d, oii I'ironie est manifeste). On nolcra correlalivemenl qu'a i'inverse de Sarapion,
pour lequel la poesie de Sappho symbolise I'agrement suspect de la forme, oppose a
{'inspiration divine, Plularque, dans son dialogue Sur I'amour (763a), voit dans cetle poesie
(sans doule d'apres Plalon; cf. Phedre 235b-c) "un phenomene de possession divine"
(GeoXriyia), qui lemoigne "d'une agitalion de I'ame de caraclere sumaturel" (5aiji6viO(;
aaXoc, TTit; v(A)xn<;), el en compare I'inspi ration au "transport de la F*ylhie, quand elle louche au
irepied" (trad. Raceliere); le rapprochement suggere done deja que I'auteur du De Pylh. orac.
esi loin de prendre a son comple les vues exprimees ici par Sarapion.
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fards,^^ fait entendre sa voix depuis mille ans par la grace du dieu. Et
Pindare, de son cote, dil que Cadmos enlendit le dieu faire une
demonstration de droite musique, et non d'une musique de plaisir, de
sensualite, aux melodies effeminees. Car ce qui est pur et exempt de
passion ne laisse pas entrer le Plaisir, mais c'est ici-bas, en meme temps que
I'Aveuglement, que celui-la a ete precipite, et qu'il est venu affluer pour la
plus grande part, a ce qu'il scmble, dans les oreilles des hommes" (397a4-
b4).
Ce plaidoyer passionne de Sarapion ne convainc cependant pas Theon,
qui I'accueille avec un sourire significatif,^ et lui repond indirectement en
s'adressant deliberement a son adversaire: "Sarapion, en ce qui le conceme,
a montre sa toumure d'esprit habituelle,^^ en profitant de I'occasion qui se
presentait pour parler du Plaisir et de I'Aveuglement. Mais, nous, Bocthos,
meme si ces vers sont de qualite inferieure a ceux d'Hom5re,^^ n'allons pas
^^ Sur ce fragment d'Heraclile (92 Dicls-Kranz, 75 Marcovich), voir le commenlaire de M.
Marcovich, Heraclilus. Greek text with a short commenlary, ed. maior (Merida 1967) 405-06.
^ 397b5-6 6 8cwv jieiSidoac;. Comparer, dans le De E, le "sourire iranquille" (navxti
5vefiei5iaoev 386a5) d'Ammonios apres la premiere intervenlion dans laquelie un de ses
jeunes parlenaires a lenle une explication de la myslerieuse offrande consacree au dieu de
Delphes. Theon a le meme "sourire tranquille" (KaKeivoc; r\a\>X[i SianeiSidoae;) pour
repondre a une question de Sarapion en 401bl0. Ce sourire est la marque de la superioriie du
philosophe (ou de sa sercnite; cf. deja Platon, Phedon 86d5, 102d3, Parmenide I30a6, et voir
aussi Phed. 84d7 et 1 15c4, Banquet 202d7-8), comme Test aUleurs le silence avec lequel sont
accueillis ses propos; cf. 396c7. De defeclu 41 lei, el voir "Le role de Cleombrole," notes 36-
37.
^^ To eicoGcx; dno6e6(oice xto xponco, expression diversement interpretee; Flaceliere (1962,
35) comprend, "a paye a son caraclcre son tribut habituel"; cf. Valgiglio, "ha indulto alia
consueiudine del suo carattere"; Schroder, 148, pense que le datif depend plutot de eiwGoq que
de dno5e8a)Ke, lout en reconnaissant que, "mit Sicherheit zu entscheiden ist die Sache wohl
nicht." On peut hesiter d'autre part sur la valeur exacte du verbe d7io5i66vai dans le contexte
de la phrase: "payer," "acquitter," "restituer" (Babbitt, Flaceliere, Cilento, Lozza, Valgiglio),
ou plutot "exhiber," "deployer" (l^J, s.v., I.5b; cf. Andocide, Mysl. 109, et le passage du De
sera num. vind. 563b5, cite par Schroder, ibid.)? Dans ce dernier cas, le datif xw xponco devrait
plutot etre compris comme un "datif de point de vue"; cf. Kiihner-Genh, Ausfuhrliche
Granvnatlk der griechischen Sprache 1 317, remarque 19; on traduirait done litteralement:
"Sarapion a fait montre de ce qui lui est habituel quant a sa maniere de se componer."
^ Kdv fi q)a\)>.6xepa xcov 'O^fipo-u xauxa xd cto]. La plupart des editeurs ou iraducteurs
recents (Sieveking, Flaceliere, Ziegler, Lozza, Schroder, Valgigbo) ont adopte la correction de
Wilamowitz, qui insere jif) entre f\ et cpavJioxcpa. Cette quasi-unanimite (seuls Babbitt et
Cilento preferent le lexte des manuscrits, alors que Bemardakis hesite) s'explique par
I'impression que le texte transmis est illogique, la concessive introduite par icdv ne semblant
pertinente que s'il en ressort qu'ApoUon ne saurait etre I'auieur des vers de la F*ythie, quand
bien mime la versification n'en seraitpa^ inferieure a cclle d'Homere Qa conclusion paraissant
aller de soi dans le cas contraire; cf. 396fl). Cf. en dernier lieu Schroder, 150 ("Die
Oberlieferung ist zweifellos nicht zu haltcn . . ."), et Valgiglio, n. 73 CVfi e necessano in
ossequio a quanlo detto sopra (396c): i versi dozzinali non possono essere del dio"). Mais ce
raisonnemenl meconnail un fail esscntiel: bien que la rcponse de Theon se demarque a la fois
de la position de Sarapion el de celle dc Bocthos (voir "La composition des Dialogues
pythiques," 203), ellc est expressemeni adressee au second. Se toumant en effet vers
rtpicurien, qui ne met pas en doulc Tinfcriorite dc la poesie oraculaire (396f2-8), Theon se
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croire que c'est le dieu qui les a fails, mais plutol que, s'il a donn6 le branle
au mouvement, chacune des prophetesses est mue selon ses dispositions
naturelles . . ." (397b6-cl).
On doit done admettre que le bilan du premier echange auquel participe
Sarapion (396c-97c) dans le seul dialogue oii il est mis en scene est plutot
negatif. Le Stoicien y apparait en effet constamment isole face a ses
interlocuteurs. II ne tient pas compte des faits, auxquels il oppose, sans
convaincre personne, les affirmations dogmatiques de son 6cole. Ses
raisonnements ne sont parfois que des paralogismes, puisqu'il se contente
de poser a priori ce qu'il faudrail demontrer. 11 prefere se lancer dans les
diatribes moralisantes qui lui sont cheres plutot que d'examiner
objectivement les problcmes proposes a la rcllexion des participants du
debat. Enfin, il meconnait la nature divine, puisqu'il ne doute pas un instant
que les vers de la Pythie soieni composes par le dieu en personne.
Ces impressions sont confirmees, de fagon directe ou indirecte, par les
etapes suivantes de la discussion. Dans la quatrieme, Sarapion intervient a
propos des propheties de la Sibylle. Citant, sans rien trouver a y redire, des
vers attribues a la prophctesse, il y voit manifestement la justification de la
divination "artificielle," fondce sur I'examen des entrailles des victimes
sacrifices, et surtout il est lout prct a croire que ces entrailles doivenl leur
vertu divinatoire a la decomposition du corps de la Sibylle, qui a foumi leur
nourriture aux animaux sacres (398d2-7). L'hilarite que suscitent ces vues
de la part de Boethos ne choque apparemment pas le reste de 1 'assistance,
puisque Diogenianos, le seul qui reagisse alors, donne implicitement raison
sur ce point a I'Epicurien, se contentant de lui faire observer que meme si
les propos rapportes par Sarapion "ressemblent a des fables, les propheties,
du moins sont confirmees . . ."^^ On peut enfin ajouter que la position de
Sarapion etait en quelque sorte condamnee par anticipation dans la replique
faite par Philinos a Boethos au chapitre precedent (398b2 sq.), quand il
rejetait categoriquement I'idcc que le dieu n'ait pas d'autre moyen
declare d'abord en accord avec lui sur ce point ('Hjieiq 8', to BoiiGe repondanl a Zapanicov
jiEv), mais c'esl pour donner clairemcni a entendre que cet accord n'apporle aucune
confirmation a la these de Boethos, puisque Ic dieu en tout etat de cause (tcav . . . xa ctoi!), ne
saurail elre directement I'auleur des vers oraculaires, donl il est uniquement I'insligaleur.
L"'ilJogisme" qu'on a cru deceler dans le texle iransmis se dissipe des que Ton s'avise que la
concessive doit se comprendre par reference a ce qui precede, et non a ce qui suit, comme le
montre la paraphrase suivante: "L.aissons de cote les affirmations hasardeuses de Sarapion, qui
a profite de I'occasion pour entonner ses refrains habituels. Quant a nous, Boethos, meme si
ces vers sont de qualitc inferieure, comme nous en sommes tous deux convaincus (cf. 396fl el
405c-d), n'allons pas imaginer, a I'insiar de Sarapion, que le dieu les a composes lui-meme
. .
." L'habilete de Thcon consiste a faire d'une pierre deux coups, en monlrant successivemenl
a ses deux partenaires que la qualite de la poesie oraculaire n'a aucune incidence,
contrairement a ce qu'Us croient I'un et I'autre (cf. 396d7 el fl), sur la question de savoir si les
propheties sonl veridiques ou non, si clles sont d'inspiration divine ou d'origine humaine.
^ 398d7-el. Cf. Schroder, qui note (222) que ". . . der Gasl dem Hpikureer zu Beginn
seiner Rede weit enlgegenkommi."
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d'inflechir le cours des evencmenis qu'en manipulani direclemcni les eires
ou les choses.^*
Ainsi, le resultal paradoxal de eel examen de certains episodes dans
lesquels Sarapion prend une part active h la discussion du De Pyth. orac. est
que le destinataire de la dedicace exceptionnellement aimable du De E se
retrouve, en quelque sorie, scul centre tous, ses vues etant ignorees ou
battues en breche par ses partcnaires, qui sennblcnt par ailleurs le traiter le
plus souvent avec une sympathie amusee, non depourvue de quelque
condescendance.^^
Si nous examinons mainicnant le contenu dcs critiques de porlee plus
generale qui visent la doctrine du Portique dans nos trois dialogues, une
constalation s' impose immcdiatemcni avec evidence: c'est avani tout la
theologie stoicienne qui se irouve placee sous le feu de ces critiques.
Ainsi, tout d'abord, dans le passage du De Pyth. orac. dans lequel
Philinos rejette 1' interpretation allcgorique proposee par Sarapion au sujet
d'un detail d'une offrande consacrce dans le Tresor des Corinthiens, qui
avait suscite I'etonnement de Diogenianos et de ses holes. Car
rinterloculeur du SloTcicn nc se coniente pas de lui reprocher en riant
d"'imposer" une fois de plus son sloicisme en "insinuanl" subrepticement
dans son propos "les embrascmenis et les exhalaisons" de son ecole.^^ II
ajoute aussitot, en elargissant inopincmeni sa critique,^' que 1 'explication de
son partenaire n'est pas sans lui rappeler les agissemenls des
Thessaliennes,''^ qui pretcndenl "faire descendre la lune el le soleil,''^
comme si c'clait d'ici, de la lerre et des eaux, que partail leur
developpement et leur origine" (400b3-cl). El il lui oppose la conception
de Platon, qui "a donne mcmc a I'homnne^'* le nom de planie celeste, comme
^^ 398b9-c2. Sur le sens de celle phrase, que j'ai meconnu dans "La composition des
Dialogues pythiques," 204 (cf. ibid., n. 164), voir la discussion de Schroder, 187-91, el
Valgiglio, n. 101. La position de Philinos coincide en substance avec celle que Theon a
esquissce au chapitrc 7 (397b8-10) el dcveloppera longuement dans son discours final. EUe
s'accorde par ailleurs avec des vues qui revienncnl plusieurs fois dans le De defeclu; cf.
nolammenl 414el-8 (l^mprias) el 416f3-5 (Clcombrole).
^' Cf. Puech, 4874: "Dans Ic De Pyth. or. il apparait comme un moraliste austere, defenseur
incondilionncl de la tradition. A ce pcrsonnage grave el solennel, d'une respeciabilile
decourageanle, Plutarque lemoignc une admiration impercepliblemcnt iciniee d'ironie."
™400bl-3; cf. ci-dcssus. noie 31. ci p. 21 1, avec la note 54.
^' Voir Plularque et le stoicisme, 156.
'^ Ok>x wonep ax ©erxaXai 400b3, que la plupart des cditeurs (cf. en demier Lieu Schroder,
280-81) corrigent en supprimanl la negation, selon une suggestion de Wilamowitz. Si Ton
garde le lextc iransmis, dcfendu par Valgiglio, n. 137, le sens n'en est toulefois pas
substantieLlement modifie; cf. Valgiglio, ibid.
La comparaison apparaltra pcu aimable pour Sarapion si I'on se rappcUe que les sorcicres
ihessaliennes n'avaienl pas bonne reputation el que Plutarque dcnonce ailleurs leur
supcrcheric; cf. De defectu 416f3-17a4 (Clcombrole), Conjug. praec. 145c4-d4.
^^
'O ^lev yap flXaTOiv icai tov avfipomov oupciviov (ovonaoe cpvxov 400b5-6: Kai, plac6
emphaliquemcnl avant xov avSpwTtov, monlre que le raisonnement de Philinos est que si
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si c'etait en I'air, dans sa leie, qu'etail la racine a partir de laquelle il se
deploie. Mais vous," poursuit Philinos, "lout en vous moquant
d'Empedocle parce qu'il pretend que le sole!!, ne de la refraction de la
lumiere c61este autour de la tcrre, apres cela 'rayonne vers I'Olympe d'un
visage qui ne tremble pas,' vous faites vous-memes de ce soleil un animal
issu de la terre ou une planie de marais, en I'enregistrant dans la patrie des
grenouilles et des serpents d'cau" (400bl 1-cl). Tout se passe, on le voit,
comme si I'allegorie de Sarapion, inoffensive et peut-etre partiellement
fondee,^^ avait servi de pretexic pour une mise en cause fondamentale de la
theologie stoicienne, accusce d'effacer les limites entre "ciel" et "terre,"
entre monde divin et monde humain—autrement dit de meconnaitre la
transcendance divine.
Parallelement, dans le De defeciu (426a sq.), Lamprias insiste sur
I'erreur fondamentale d'une conception qui lie eU-oitement la nature divine a
la matiere, ce qui aboutit a la depouillcr non seulement de I'incorruptibilite
inherente a la notion meme de dieu,^^ mais encore de I'autonomie et du
pouvoir de decision sans Icsquels on ne peut parler de "Providence." Car
loin que I'existence d'une Providence divine soit conditionnee par I'unicite
du monde, comme le pretendent les Stoiciens (425e8 sq.), la possibilile
d'intervenir libremcnt dans un univers diversifie en une pluralite de mondes
"convient parfaitement aux dieux. Car il ne faut pas les croire semblables
aux chefs d'un essaim qui ne sorient jamais de la ruche,"^^ comme le font
implicitement les Stoiciens quand ils disent que le monde est la "demeure"
commune aux hommes et aux dieux, ou parlent d'une "cite" dont hommes
et dieux seraient les "citoyens."^^ Corrclativement, si I'on confond les
dieux, a I'instar des Stoiciens, avec des concretions de I'air ou avec des
proprietcs de I'eau et du feu,^^ cela revieni a les tenir confines et pour ainsi
dire emprisonnes dans la matiere, c'est-a-dire a les priver de toute initiative
et de toute liberte, a les traiter comme des statues rivees a leurpiedestal, au
lieu de voir en eux les "cochers" et les "pilotes" du monde. "A mon avis,"
poursuit Lamprias, "une autre conception plus noble et plus elevee est celle
rhomme lui-meme, selon Platon, est une "planie celeste," a fortiori des asires comme le soleil
el la lune ne peuvenl clre lenus pour des elres "issus de la lerre" ou des "planles de marais."
^^ Cf. Schroder, 276; "Sarapions Dculung der Frosche und Schlangen hal Unlersliilzung von
agyplologischer Seite erfahren "
'^Cf. De Stoic, rep. 1051e7-f4 (Chcmiss),De comm. not. 1074fl-75a3 (ci-dessus, nole 42).
'^ 426bl-2: ov ydp ajq ojirivouc; f|7en6vaq 5ei noieiv dve^oSo-uq (irad. Raceliere). La
formule s'oppose anlilheliquemcni a celle qu'a prise a son comple Lamprias un peu plus haul
(425f4-26al) en parlani d'un dpxovxa npcorov )cal fiycuova xov oXo\) 9e6v cxovxa Kal vouv
Km A,670v, clot; 6 nap' fijicov (sc. xcov nXaxcoviiccov; cf. 430el0, el voir la deuxieme Question
platonicienne] Kiipioq dndvxcov kuI Tia-cfip 6vona^6nevo(;.
'^ Cf. SVF n 528. p. 169, 21-30, el De comm. not. 1076f4-77a3.
Lamprias aniicipe ici la critique qui sera formulee par Ammonios en 435a3-7 a propos de
la theorie du pneuma prophcliquc—ce qui montre bicn que celle critique vise moins, en realite,
la dite iheorie que la conception materialiste avec laquelle il importe de ne pas la confondre; cf.
"La composition des Dialogues pythiques," 227-28.
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qui considere les dieux comme des etres independants el aulonomes."^° II
n'y a done pas d'intervention providentielle concevable si les dieux
n'intervienneni pas "d'en haul," s'ils soni "lies el rives a la nature
maierielle," participant a ceiie nature "jusqu'a en connaitre louie espece de
desagregalion el de transformation" (Koivwvouvcac; a\)T(p [sc. x&
acofiaxiKO)] |iexpi cpGopai; Kal 6iaX'6aeto<; a7idaT|<; Kal }ieTaPoA.fi(;).*'
La meme conviction, selon laquelle la nature divine exclut toute espece
de "transformation," est au centre de la reponse ires ferme qu'Ammonios
oppose, a la fin du discours qui conclut le De E, aux vues de certains
"theologiens" dans lesqucls on n'a pas de peine a reconnaltre des Stoiciens,
el donl "Plutarque" s'etail fait Tinterprete au cours de son intervention
(388e9-89c9).^2 "Quant aux prctendus changemenls ou transformations
(jietaPo^dq) de I'etre divin, qui sc dissoudrait en feu en meme temps que
toutes les substances de I'univers, pour se confracter derechef ici-bas el se
repandre a travers la terre, la mer, les vents, les etres vivants, avec les graves
vicissitudes qui affectcnt ces eu^es, ainsi que les plantes, voila ce a quoi Ton
ne peut meme pas preter I'orcille sans impiete" (o\)5' ocko-ueiv ooiov).^^ Et,
prenant exprcssemcnt le contrepied de cette ihcologic immanentiste,
Ammonios, porie-parole de I'aulcur, conclut en proclamant que "dans la
mesure ou Ic dieu est en quclque fagon present dans le monde, c'est lui qui
mainiicnt la cohesion de sa substance et surmonte la faiblcsse propre a ce
qui est corporel et enlrainc vers la corruption. "^'^
^°426cl-2 (trad. Flacelicre).
^' 426b9-l 1 (trad. Fiacelicrc legercmcni modifiee).
*^ Voirci-dessus.p. 210.
^^ 393d 1 l-e4 (irad. Flaceliere legeremcni modifiee). A la premiere ligne, eK0tdaei(; 0^9011
des principaux manuscrits) doii cerlaincmenl elre prefcre a eKxdoeiq (X', D), malgre les
arguments de J. M. Mathieu, "Trois notes sur le traite De Ei apud Delphos de Plutarque (384e;
391f-93a; 393d-e)." Kenlron 7 (1991) 20-21; cf., outre le parallele de 394al-2, qu'on ne
saurait ecarter a la legere, Quaest. conv. 732bl3-14 (cKOTaociq icai jie'caPoA.ai TtoioxfiTcov);
Eicoxaoiq, et surtoul e^ioxaoGai au sens de "degcnercr," "perdre sa nature propre," sonl
frequemment atiesles chez Plutarque (cf. noiammenl Quaest. conv. lQ(la2, 725b3, De facie
939e2-3), ce qui n'esl pas le cas d'cKTaaiq; ce demier mot peut du resle difficilemcnt passer
pour un "terme technique stoicien," puisqu'il ne .se trouve qu'une seule fois, semble-t-il, dans
les WF ai 478. p. 157,31).
^'^ 393e8-l 1 : . . . ooov d^icooYCTtox; tyyb/ovz tco icoan-O), totjxou cn)v6ci ttiv ovaiav icai
tcpaxci xfjq Txepi x6 oconaxDCOv doOcvciat; ctxI (pGopctv (pcpo\s.tvT\c,. Le texte est incertain, mais
xovxcv est une correction plausible dc Palon pour xovixo, leifon des manuscrits (xoiixcp dans
X'). Par ailleurs les traducteurs ne s'accordent pas sur la construction de la phrase: les uns
(Flacelicre, Cilcnto, Lozza) font dc ooov le sujet de iyytyove ("c'est I'etre divin qui lient
assemblee la substance de tout ce que peut bien renfermer I'univers" [naceliere]), landis que
d'autres (Babbitt, Ziegler), prenant ooov adverbialement ("pour autant que . . . ," "dans la
mesure oii . . ."), donnenl a iyyiyovz le meme sujet qu'a a-uv6ci, a savoir le dieu, auquel se
refere lout le contexte (cf. xo\) 6cot> 393d3, xov 6c6v d5, a\>xo\J d7, ekeivov dlO, aiL)xo\) . . .
Ea\)x6v dl 1-el, cpauXoxEpoq e5, xpw^Evot; e7). Cette demiere construction doit cerlainement
etre preferec, la premiere rendant supcrfetatoire la presence de dficooycTicoq, tandis que eel
adverbe prcnd tout son sens si Ton comprend qu'Ammonios veul indiquer que le dieu est
present, d'une cerlainefagon, dans le monde, sans se confondre pour autant avec celui-ci ni s'y
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Inseparable de cette critique fondamentale de la theologie stoTcienne est
un theme qui revient avec une insistance frappante dans les trois dialogues,
au sujet de la relation qu'il convient d'etablir entre ApoUon et le Soleil. On
rencontre le plus souvent ce theme dans un contexte voisin des passages oij
est mis en cause I'immanentisme stoTcien.
Ainsi, dans le De Pyih. orac, Philinos, apres avoir profite de I'occasion
qui lui etait offerte par Sarapion pour opposer a la conception stoicienne de
la divinile une vision du monde inspiree de Platon, qui preserve la
transcendance divine, ^^ propose sans grande conviction sa propre
explication du motif des grenouilles sculpte sur la base du palmier de
bronze consacre par les Corinthiens; ces animaux seraient, suggere-t-il, "le
symbole de la saison printaniere, pendant laquelle le soleil commence a
reprendre I'empire du cicl el a dissiper I'hiver, si du moins il faut, selon
vous, admetu^e qu'Apollon et le Soleil ne sont pas deux divinites, mais une
seule" (ei ye Set Ka0' -ujiaq tov 'AnoXkcuva Kal xov iiXiov p.fi bx>o Qzovc,
aXX' eva vo^iCeiv).^^ La fin de la phrase montre que I'explication de
Philinos n'est recevable que pour ceux qui admettent I'identite des deux
dieux, puisque, dans le cas conU"aire, cette explication ne permettrail pas de
comprendre que le motif ait etc employe dans une offrande consacree a
Apollon.^^ Ce qui eclaire d'un jour singulier le bref echange qui s'etablit
alors enu^e Sarapion el Philinos: '"Mais toi,' dit Sarapion, 'n'es-tu-pas de
cet avis et penses-tu que le Soleil soil different d'Apollon?' 'Autant,'
repondis-je, 'que la lune est diffcrenie du Soleil; et encore celle-ci ne cache-
t-elle pas souvent le soleil, ni a tout le monde, tandis que le soleil est cause
que presque tous les hommes mcconnaissent Apollon, car il detoume leur
absorber, puisqu'il dclicnl seul la plenitude el la permanence de I'etre. La phrase impliquerail
alors que la divinile, selon Plularque, esl, en un certain sens, a la fois immanenle, dans la
mesure ou elle inlervicnl dans le monde, el transcendanle, comme le souliennenl, conlre les
Sloiciens, aussi bien Ammonios dans noire passage que Philinos el Lamprias dans les lexles du
De Pyth. orac. el du De defeclu commenles ci-dessus. Si celle inlerprelalion esl correcle, elle
permellrail de reconcilier les vucs opposees des hisloriens modemes du plalonisme, qui rangent
Plularque lanlol parmi les reprcscnlanls d'une iheologie de I'immanence (H. Dorrie), lanlol
parmi ceux qui professaienl la transcendance du divin (C. J. De Vogel). Cf. Donini, "II De
facie di Plularco," 103, avec notes 1 el 2.
^^ 400b3-cl, ci-dessus, pp. 216-17.
^* 400c8-d2 (trad. Flaceliere Icgerement modifiee).
^^ Cf. 400a2-4: on n'allribue a ce dieu "aucune preference parliculiere pour les grenouilles"
(trad. Flaceliere). Cf. Schroder, 284: "Diese Voraussel7,ung muss der Verfechler der
vorgelragenen Deulung machen, denn sonsl gehl die besondere Verbindung der Weihung zu
ihrem Empfanger verloren."
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pensee par la perception sensible, de I'ctre vers I'apparence'."*^^ 11 est clair
qu'une fois encore,*^ la seulc raison d'etre du passage est la volont6 de
I'auteur de marquer ses distances avec la theologie des amis de Sarapion.^^
On peut faire une observation comparable a propos du passage du De
defectu ou est aborde le theme (433d2-€6). Traitant en effet, dans sa
derniere intervention, du pneuma prophetique qui explique le
fonctionnement de I'oracle pythique, Lamprias est amene a preciser que ce
pneuma n'est rien d'autrc que I'instrument materiel qui met en action la
faculte divinatoire de I'ame. Entre Fun et I'autre, la relation est la meme
qu'entre la lumiere et Tceil. Car la faculte divinatoire de Tame a besoin
d'etre "enflammee et stimulce" par Taction d'un agent avec lequel elle a de
Taffinite. "C'est pourquoi," cnchaine alors Lamprias, "la plupari des gens,
jusqu'ici, croyaicnt qu'Apollon et le Soleil etaient un seul et meme dieu
("O0EV ol iiEv noXkoX Tcov KpoyevEaTepcov k'va Kai -cov aijxov f|Yot)VTO
0e6v 'A7i6X>.(ova icai "H/Viov). Mais ceux qui connaissaient et reveraient le
beau et savant principe dc I'analogic conjecturaient que la relation du corps
a I'ame, de I'ccil a rintclligcncc, de la lumiere a la vcrite, est aussi celle qui
existe entre la puissance du soleil et la nature d'Apollon, et ils montraient
que le premier est le rejcton et I'enfant, etemellement naissant, du second,
etemellcment existant. Car I'un donne I'etincelle, I'impulsion et I'elan,
dans le domaine de la perception, a la faculte de voir, tout comme fait
I'autre, dans ie domaine de I'ame, pour la faculte divinatoire."^^
La principale difficulle (ignorec des commentateurs) que presente ce
texte tient a la connexion qu'est cense etablir I'adverbe relatif oGev avec le
contexte. Car cc que dii ici Lamprias au sujet de la relation d'Apollon et du
Soleil n'explique en aucunc fagon ses observations precedenies concemant
le role que joucnt rcspcclivcmcnt le pneuma et I'ame dans le processus
divinatoire. On en a du rcstc la confirmation dans la suite du texte, puisqu'il
y est indiquc que ceux qui croicnt a I'identite des deux divinites ont eu
raison d'attribuer conjoinlcmcnt I'oracle pythique a ApoUon et a la Terre,
avec I'idee que c'est le soleil qui permct a la terre de liberer le pneuma
prophetique (433c6-9). II est done clair que le developpement consacre a la
relation d'Apollon et du Soleil rompt en quelquc sorte le fil de I'expose de
**** 400d2-9 (irad. Flacelicre Icgcremcnl modificc). Sans doule pounrait-on d'abord eslimer,
comme le fail Schroder, 285, que la reserve marquee par les demiers mols de Philinos ne rend
pas son explication caduque, puisque I'arlisie esl suppose partager la croyance quasi
universelle au sujet de ridcnlilc des deux divinites; mais, outre que cette observation ne tienl
pas comptc de icuB' -ujirxe; (4()0dl ), en tout ctal de cause cette reserve de Philinos n 'avail lieu de
s'exprimer que s'il entendait avaiit tout se dcmarquer de I'opinion gcncrale—el sunout de la
position des Sloicicns.
^^Cf.ci-dessus, pp. 216-17.
^° Cf. Schroder, 285: "Im let/ten Salz |4()()d5-9| verbindel. sich die Betonung der
vollkommencn Vcrschiedcnhcil von (joll und Sonne mil einer Polemik gegen den sloischen
Immanentisinus." Comparer les passages dc VAmalorius (764dl()-e4, fl-4) cites par
Schroder, ibid.
^' 433d7-e5 (trad, inaccliere avec quelques modifications).
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Lamprias, celui-ci profitani de I'occasion offerie par les remarques qu'il
vient de faire au sujet du pneuma el de la faculle divinaloire de Tame pour
inlroduire, par une simple associalion d'idees, un ih6me iheologique qui
tienl loul specialemenl a coeur a I'auieur du dialogue.
De fail, ce iheme apparaii cgalement dans irois aulres passages, qui
prennenl place a des momenls importanls de ce dialogue. Tout d'abord,
dans la scene qui se lermine par la sortie de Planetiade, Lamprias, exhorlant
le Cynique a ne pas provoquer la colere du dieu, el exaltant la douceur et
I'indulgence de ce dernier, ajoute inopinement: "Et qu'il soil le Soleil ou le
maitre et le pere du soleil, au-dela de tout le domaine du visible, il n'esl pas
plausible qu'il refuse une parole aux hommes d'aujourd'hui . . ." (413c4-6).
La phrase n'a d'autre justification que de preparer le developpemenl que
Lamprias consacrcra au sujet dans son ultime intervention, et d'attirer
rattention, des le debut de la discussion, sur 1' importance determinanle de
ce sujct.^'^
Les deux autres passages soni places symetriquemenl a la fin de la
discussion, comme pour faire echo a celui qui en marque I'ouverlure. En
434f, au moment oii Lamprias s'apprete a conclure son discours, Ammonios
lui fait part de ceriaincs reserves soulevecs en aparte par Philippe: "lui aussi,
comme la plupart des gens, croit qu'Apollon n'esl pas different, mais bien
identique au Soleil. Quant a moi," ajoute-t-il aussitot, "ma preoccupation
est de plus grande consequence et pone sur des points de plus grande
consequence." Enfin, a la dcrnicrc ligne du dialogue, Lamprias estime qu'il
faudra reprcndre un jour I'examcn du probleme qui prcoccupe Philippe au
sujet du Soleil et d'Apollon. Le rapprochement des deux phrases, mises
significativemeni dans la bouche des deux personnalites les plus eminentes
de la compagnie,^^ montre a la fois I'imporlance particuliere que I'auieur
attache a cette question ci sa conviction que les doutes eprouves par le
Stoicien Philippe a ce sujet pcuvcni et doivent etre surmonlcs.
On notera bricvemcni, pour finir, que ce theme de la vraie nature
d'Apollon est u^aile de la meme fagon dans le De E que dans les deux autres
dialogues pythiques: mentionne succinctemenl par un assistant anonyme au
debut de la discussion, ou il est seulement indique que "ridentiie du Soleil
et d'Apollon est une croyance admise, pour ainsi dire, par tous les Grecs,"^"*
il revienl significativemeni tout a la fin, ou il occupe une place importante
dans la conclusion d'Ammonios (393cl2-dlO), juste avanl la severe
condamnalion des vues thcologiqucs que "Plutarque" avail empruniees aux
^^ Cciie remarquc apparemmcni fortuiie suggere en realiic dcja qu'il cxisle un lien essenliel
enire la nature iranscendante d'Apollon el sa Providence (cf. 426a-c, el voir ci-dessus, pp.
217-18). Son caraclcre inopine ne doit done pas nous dissimuler qu'elle anticipe un des
themes cenlraux du dialogue.
'^ Sur la primaute de ces deux pcrsonnages, voir "La composilion des Dialogues pythiques,"
217 (avec n. 95). 220-24. 227-28. ci 232.
''* 386b2-3 (trad. Raccliere).
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Sloiciens.^^ 11 se confirme par consequent que ce theme est organiquement
lie, dans I'esprit de I'auteur, a la mise en cause de la theologie du Portique.
Ainsi, I'examen des principales critiques dont la doctrine stoicienne est
la cible dans nos dialogues dcbouche sur un second paradoxe, venant
s'ajouter a celui que nous avions releve a propos du traitement que re9oit le
dedicataire du De E dans le De Pyih. orac:?^ alors que Sarapion est critique
dans ce dernier dialogue en raison d'une religiositc naive et excessive,
depourvue d'esprit critique, ne tenant pas compte des faits et faisant fi des
explications rationnelles, les Stoiciens se voient inversemenl reprocher,
dans nos trois dialogues, leur mcconnaissance de la nature divine, qu'ils
confondent avec la matiere et a laquelle ils denient toute transcendance.
Tout se passe comme s'ils ctaient implicitement taxes a la fois d'un
irrationalisme conduisant a la superstition et d'un materialisme aboutissant a
I'atheisme. N'y a-t-il pas contradiction entre ces griefs, et le stoicisme
n'est-il pas victime, de la part de I'auteur des Dialogues pythiques, d'une
sorte de proces de tendance?
La reponse nous est donnee par le rapprochement de deux passages qui
se succedent el se repondent dans le De defectu. Au debut du discours dans
lequel il expose ses vues sur la demonologie, Cleombrote fait une
declaration d'une grande portee: ". . . puisque la difficulte est de
comprendre et de determiner les modalites et les limites de 1 'intervention de
la Providence, manquent egalcment la juste mesure qui s'impose aussi bien
ceux qui denient toute responsabilite a la diviniie que ceux qui font d'elle la
cause universelle de la quasi-totalite des choses" (o'l 5' 6|ioi) ti kocvtcov
a'l'xiov 7ioio\)VT£(; [tov 0e6v] 414c9-G). Un texte parallele du De hide ne
permet pas de douter que la dcuxieme erreur dcnoncce par Cleombrote est
imputable aux Stoiciens.^'' Or, ces paroles de Cleombrote repondent, en
I'approuvant,^^ a la position que vient de definir Lamprias, refusant
d'imputer au dieu la disparition des oracles, au motif que ce n'est pas le
dieu qui parle par la bouche des dcvins, et concluant que "meler le dieu aux
besoins humains, c'cst fairc fi dc sa majestc et negliger son rang et sa valeur
eminente" (<6 ydp Geov £7>icaTafiiYv\)(; dv0p(O7tivai(; xpE^ot'-*; ^^ cpEvSexai
xr\c, oeiivoxTitoq o-u5e XTipei to d^ico|j.a ical to ^eyeGoq aTJTCp xr\<^ dpETfi<;
414e6-8). II est done parfaitemcnt clair que pour Plutarque faire de la
divinite la cause de toutes choses, a I'instar des Stoiciens (et par exemple de
Sarapion, quand il ne doulc pas que le dieu s'exprime directement par la
voix de ses oracles), c'csl du mcmc coup compromeitrc la dignite de cette
'^ Voir ci-dcssus, p. 218.
'^ Voir ci-dessus, p. 216.
"^ 369a6-bl: "il ne faui pas . . . posiuler, avec les Sloicicns, une Raison ou Providence
unique, souveraine maTlrcssc dc loulcs choses, qui scrait seule a agir sur une matiere depourvue
de qualilcs. En effcl, aucunc forme dc mal ne saurail apparatlre la ou Dieu est responsable de
loul, aucune forme de bien la ou il n'esl responsable de rien" ('A8\)vaTov ydp r\ cpAxiupov
6tio\)v o7io\) TidvTcov r\ xpriaxov onox) jiri6cv6(; 6 Gcot; alxioq e77evea0ai, irad. Froidefond).
''«Cf.6pe(Ix;>.cyci(;414e9.
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divinite en la melant au monde de la matiere et du devenir, et, par voie de
consequence, cela conduit in6viiablement a nier sa transcendance el h la
depouiller de toute possibilite d'intervenir librement dans le cours des
evenements.'^
En somme, si Dieu doit etre cause de tout, il n'est plus cause de rien,
car il n'est plus vraimenl Dieu, puisqu'il est alors toialement present dans le
monde et confondu par la mcme avec celui-ci.'^° Si bien que les Stoiciens
peuvent se voir reprocher a la fois par I'auteur des Dialogues pythiques de
tout rapporter a Dieu ct d'ignorer sa vraie nature. Les extremes se
rejoignent, en quelque sorte,'^' s'il est vrai que Ton peut s'exposer
altemativement au risque de la superstition, tel Sarapion dans le De Pyth.
orac, et a celui de I'athcisme, comme ceux qui confondent les dieux avec
des proprietes de la maiierc.'^^ Et lorsque, a la fin du De defectu (436dl0
sq.), Lamprias, faisant echo a Cleombrote,'^^ denonce les erreurs
symetriques et inverses de ceux qui negligent "les causes necessaires et
physiques" et de ceux qui perdcnt de vue "le principe noble et divin" de tout
ce qui arrive, il semble evident que les Stoiciens sont encore une fois vises
par ces deux critiques apparemment antithctiques. Car le Sarapion du De
Pyth. orac. peut surcment etre assimile aux "theologicns des temps les plus
anciens" qui ne s'altachaient qu'a "la seule cause sup6rieure," tandis que les
philosophes de son ecole peuvent aussi etre accuses de "tout reduire a des
corps et a des accidents corporcls, chocs, transformations et melanges" (ev
ocojiaoi Kttl TidGeoi a(0|j.dT(ov Tr^triyaic; te ical yiZxcL^okaXc^ koX Kpdoeoi
xiGevxai x6 ox)\mwj 436e2-3).'^
Mais si cette critique fondameniale de la doctrine religieuse du Portique
prend, comme on I'a vu, une place importante dans nos trois dialogues, on
^' Comparer les propos de Cleombrole en 416e6 sq.: supprimer loul ce qui peut jouer le role
d'inlermediaire enirc ciel el icrre aboulil a "loul meler el bouleverser, en faisanl enirer les
dieux dans les passions el les affaires humaines, el en les altiranl a nous, pour qu'ils repondenl
a nos besoins, comme font les Thcssalienncs, a ce que Ton raconie, avec la lune" (cf. De Pyth.
orac. 400b3-5, el voir ci-dcssus, p. 216; cf. egalemeni 426b6-7, el ci-dessus, p. 217).
'^ Cf. De E 393e8-9, el la nole 84 ci-dcssus.
'°' Cf. Plularque el le sloicitme, 525.
>°^ Cf. De defectu 426b4-6 (ci-dcssus. p. 217). el comparer Amal. 763d4-6, De Is. el Os.
367c4-9. el surtoui 377d5-e8.
'°-' Comparer 436e3-4 "06cv d(i(poTcpoi<; 6 Xoyoc; evSefiq zov TtpoariKOvxoq iaxi, el 414f 1-
3 oi 6' doToxotiav tovj ^lerpiox) kcxi npinoMxoc,.
'^ Les mols neTaPoXait; el Kpciaeai evoquent pariiculieremenl la physique sloicienne; cf.,
pour Ic premier, De E 393dl 1 (Ammonios. repondanl a "Plularque," 388f3. 389a3, 7 el 9, b9 el
c\),De defectu 426bll (Lamprias criliquanl la iheologie sloicienne; voir ci-dessus, p. 217);
pour Kpdaiq, cf. Amal. 769f5, Conjug. praec. 142f5 {SVF II, p. 124, 11-12), ou oi (puoiKoi
designe juslemenl les Sloicicns (cf. De amic. multit. 97alO sq.—omis dans les SVF—Ad princ.
iner. 782cl2 sq.: SVF D 703, p. 203, 14-15), el SVF IH, p. 255, 14-16 (Anlipaier de Tarse).
Mais il est jusle d'ajouler que lamprias ne vise specifiquemenl, en I'occurrence, aucune ecole
philosophique, son propos s'appliquani indifferemmenl a lous ceux qui, d'Anaxagore aux
Stoiciens en passant par les fipicuriens, onl professe une doctrine malerialisle qui meconnaTt, a
ses yeux, la "cause supcrieure" ou Ic principe divin. Cf. Plularque et le stoicLsme, 313, n. 1.
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peut remarquer en outre qu'elle domine plus particulieremenl le De E,
puisque I'intervention finale d'Amnnonios, veritable cl6 de voute de
i'oeuvre, est tout emigre centrce sur 1' affirmation de la transcendance divine.
Peut-etre tenons-nous dans cette remarque la solution d'un probleme qui n'a
jamais ete vraiment elucide par les commentateurs: pourquoi Plutarque fait-
il endosser par le personnage qui porte son nom des conceptions
th6ologiques typiquement stoiciennes, qui n'ont aucun parallele dans ses
autres ceuvres, et qui contredisent manifestement ses convictions?^^^
Impossible d'admettre en effet que ces pages temoigneraient d'une
influence stoicienne, meme pariielle ou momentanee, qu'aurait subie
I'auleur du dialogue, puisque les vues exposees la par "Plutarque" sont les
seules, parmi celles qu'oni avancees les autres "jeunes gens," avant
I'intervention decisive d'Ammonios, auxquelles celui-ci croit devoir
opposer une refutation en regie, et dont il prend meme le contrepied avec
une ceriaine vehemence.^"^ Et il parait difficile, en definitive, de voir dans
ce passage un hommage au destinataire stoicien de I'oeuvre, comme je I'ai
cru naguere,'^^ puisque justemeni I'attention n'y est attiree sur les idees de
son ecole que pour ecarier plus categoriquement celles-ci.
On peut en revanche se demander si en attribuant a son propre
personnage des idees proches de celles des SloVciens et allant directement a
i'encontre de la doctrine theologique ensuite exposee par Ammonios,
Plutarque n'aurait pas chcrche a adresser le plus delicatement possible a
Sarapion et a ses amis d'Aihcncs ce qui clait sans doute le message
principal des FIdGikoI /Voyoi qu'il leur dediait: confondre la divinite avec un
monde qui ne cesse de se faire et de se defaire, c'est nier, en definitive, les
deux caracteristiques essenlielles par lesquellcs les Stoiciens eux-memes
definissaient la notion du divin:'*^^ I'incorruplibilite el la Providence (c'est-
a-dire le libre pouvoir d'intervenir dans le cours des evenements). Quelque
amitie qu'il eprouvat pour I'honnete Sarapion, I'auteur des Dialogues
pythiques se seniait lenu de I'avertir, avec une delicatesse n'excluant pas la
fermete, que c'etaient la des conceptions auxquelles "I'on ne peut meme pas
preter I'oreille sans impiele . .
."
Ainsi il se confirme que la confrontation avec le sloicisme est au centre
de nos trois dialogues. La reflexion menee par Plutarque sur la signification
de I'E dclphique ct sur les problcmes de la divination lui a foumi en effet
I'occasion—a moins que ccs sujcts aient ete justemeni choisis a cette fin
—
de dcmonu-er, s'il se pouvait, aux dcslinalaires de ces FI-uGikoI ^loyoi qu'une
'°5 Cf. 388c9-89c9; voir ci-dessus. p. 210.
'°^Cf. 393e4 ov)5'dico\)civ oaiov; voir ci-dessus, p. 218.
'°^ Cf. Plutarque el la sloicisme, 153. l^ commenlaire de Hershbell, 3245, "This may be
loo simple a dismissal of Sloic influences, but it is al least plausible," me parait cependant
doublement sujct a caution, car si I'hypolhese d'un din d'oeil adresse a Sarapion n'est
finalement guerc plausible, celle d"'innuences stoiciennes" est totalement exclue par la
reaction d'Ammonios, comme on I'a vu.
'<* Cf. De comm. nol. l()75e2-8 (Chcmiss).
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theologie immaneniisie comme celle des SloTciens impliquait une
meconnaissance capitale de la nature divine et aboulissait, qu'on le voulQt
ou non, a une negation ruineuse de la notion meme d'une divinite
providentielle.
Cette pr6sence centrale de la theologie du Portique dans les trois
dialogues permet enfin de comprendre a la fois le traitement qui y est
reserve aux deux personnages sioiciens mis en scene et la dedicace que
revolt Sarapion dans le De E. Car si Philippe et Sarapion nous sont depeints
comme des allies des personnages qui sont les plus proches de I'auteur et
peuvent etre considcrcs, a des dcgrcs divers, comme ses porte-parole, ils
n'en apparaissent pas moins, par rapport a ces demiers, dans une position
quelque peu subordonnce. C'est ainsi que Philippe, en depit de son
appartenance probable a la "palestre" stoicienne, est suffisamment
impressionne par I'argumentaiion qu'a dcvcloppee Lamprias sur la pluralite
des mondes pour se declarer incapable de decider "ou se trouve la verite sur
ce sujet, dans I'opinion qui vicnt d'etre exposee ou dans I'opinion
contraire"^'^^ (c'est-a-dire celle de sa proprc ecole!). Et Sarapion lui-meme,
pourtant Stoicien convaincu, s'en rapporte, le cas echeant, a I'autorite de
Theon,'^^ de la meme manierc que Philippe, a la fin du De defectu, se toume
respectueusement (malgrc son age!'") vers Ammonios, pour lui faire part
des questions qu'il continue a se poser apres I'expose de Lamprias.*'^ La
presentation meme de ces deux adeptes du stoicisme suggere done que la
distance qui les separe de Plutarque et de ses amis platoniciens n'est peut-
etre pas a jamais infranchissablc, et que I'auteur des Dialogues pythiques ne
desespere pas de les rallier un jour a sa cause, en les amenant a une plus
juste vision des choses.
Et c'est bicn, en definitive, I'impression qui ressort de I'un des passages
oil est aborde le theme recurrent de la relation d'Apollon avec le Soleil, et
dans lequel on peul dccouvrir, avec I'cxplication de I'etonnante dedicace du
De E, la cle du problcme que poscnt le role des Stoiciens et la place du
stoicisme dans ces dialogues.
Sur le point d'achcver I'expose thcologique auquel a donne lieu son
interpretation pcrsonnelle de I'E dclphiquc, Ammonios revient en effet tout
a coup, et sans justification apparcnte, a la question, brievement evoquee au
debut du dialogue,"-' dc I'idcntite du Soleil et d'Apollon: "Quant a ceux
pour qui Apollon et le Soleil ne font qu'un, ils mcrilent nos egards et notre
affection a cause de leurs bonnes dispositions, puisque c'est a I'objet par
'^^ De defectu 426e6-8 (trad. Flaceliere). Parallclcmenl, dans les Propos de table 1. 7-8, on
voil Philippe de Prousias faire from commun avec ses amis platoniciens conlre un Sloicien
anonyme, el proclamer bien haul son respecl pour Plalon. Voir Plutarque et le stoicisme, 255-
59.
""Cf. 401b7-9.
'" Voirci-dessus, nole 18.
"2 434f4sq.
"' 386h2-3. ci-dessus. p. 221.
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excellence de leurs hommages, parmi tout ce qu'ils connaissent et a quoi ils
aspireni, qu'ils rapporteni ainsi la notion du divin. Mais maintenant
reveillons-les, comma des gens qui revent du dieu dans le plus beau des
songes, et exhortons-les a monter plus haut pour avoir de lui une vision
reelle et contempler son essence (napaKaA^cojiev dvcoxepo) Tipodyeiv Kal
GeaaGai x6 i^Tiap aijxot) Kal t-qv oijaiav), tout en honorant par ailleurs son
image et en venerant la fecondile qui appartient a celle-ci; car, autant qu'un
objei sensible et fluctuant pout le faire pour une realite invisible et stable,
cetle image fait briller en quclque sorte comme des reflets et des imitations
de la bonte et de la felicitc du dicu."' '"*
A la lumiere des analyses qui precedent, on ne peut en effet plus douter
que cette exhortation s'adrcsse avant tout a Sarapion, a Philippe et sans
doute a d'autres amis stoiciens de Plutarque, et que celui-ci, en dediant au
poete-philosophe athenien et a ses compagnons le premier de ses n\)9iKol
^.oyoi, etait anime par I'espoir de les inciter a une reflexion approfondie sur
les problemes religieux qu'il y abordait, afm de les aider a s'elever "plus
haut" et a acccder a une vision epurce de la nature divine. C'est pourquoi
on osera conclure que les Dialogues pythiques ont ete congus dans le
dessein de "reveiller" Sarapion et ses semblables de leur reve stoicien, afin
de les convertir, en quelque sorte, a la saine theologie, inspiree de Platon,
qui reconnait pleinement la u^anscendance du divin.
Universlte Lumiere, Lyon
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Literatura Sapiencial Antigua en la Haggadah
y en Pedro Alfonso
FRANCISCO R. ADRADOS
I. Panorama de la Literatura Sapiencial Antigua
En algunos escritos mios sobre la fabula antigua he hecho ver la presencia
de la misma en obras tardias o medievales por lo demas penetradas por la
tradicion oriental: asi en el Sendebar, el Calila, las Mil y Una Noches, el
Arcipreste de Hita, etc.; y muy concretamente en la literatura rabinica
{Haggadah y sus derivados) y en Pedro Alfonso.^ Una veces hallamos
fabulas de la antigua tradicion, otras fabulas de la tradicion cfnica;
naturalmente, con variantes que pueden venir o bien de fuentes zmtiguas
desconocidas para nosotros o bien de innovaciones.
Aqui querria insistir en el tema haciendo ver que no se trata solamente
de fabulas, sino de literatura sapiencial en general: en buena medida de
tradicion oriental, en otra de tradicion de la Antiguedad clasica, cinica
concretamente en muchos casos. Para lo que se refiere a la Haggadah, voy
a citarla (salvo en algiin caso excepcional) a traves de una recopilacion
modema, pero que remonta a fuentes del fin de la Antiguedad.^
Mas concretamente, me interesa el tema de los consejos impartidos al
rey por su consejero (o secretario o ministro); mas raramente se trata del
padre que da consejos a su hijo o del consejero que se los da al hijo del rey
por encargo de aquel. Se trata de una variante de la literatura sapiencial,
que otras veces consiste en maximas sin destinatario precise; en Grecia hay
otras variantes, como Hesiodo aconsejando a su hermano Perses o Teognis
aconsejando a su amigo Cimo. Naturalmente, por lo que al contenido de los
consejos se refiere, es indiferente el marco en que esten impartidos.
Pero SI es importante hacer constar que en el genero en que esta
literatura se expresa, un dialogo o debate o serie depreguntas y respuestas,
^ Cf. enire otros irabajos mios la Historia de la fabula greco-lalina (Madrid 1979-1987) EI
552 ss.; "Aportaciones al esludio de las fuentes de las fabulas del arcipreste," en Philologica
Hispaniensia in honorem Manuel Alvar (Madrid 1986) III 459-73; "Documentacion
suplementaria de la fabula greco-lalina," Euphrasyne 18 (1990) 213-26.
Me refiero al libro La zarza ardiente, trad. esp. (Buenos Aires 1950), derivado del Sefer
Haagada de J. N. Bialik y J. C. Ravniizky.
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es habitual la intervencion de la fabula, el mito, el simil animal, el enigma o
problema que es resuelto; ademas de, habitualmente, la maxima y la
definicion. Esto no cambio a lo largo de su historia desde Mesopotamia y
Egipto a la Edad Media.
El tema que nos interesa es, efeclivamente, de origen oriental pero
penetro pronto en Grecia y, a partir de un cierto momento, entro en la
literatura cinizante bajo la forma del dialogo entre el rey (u otro poderoso) y
el filosofo que descubre su ignorancia y predica contra el poder y la riqueza.
Me he ocupado de esta evolucion del tema en un trabajo especial a el
dedicado.^ Aqui, voy a limitarme a dar una ejemplificacion de este genero
con sus variantes.
Estas son diversas. Frente al tipo habitual, el sabio puede ser otras
veces el rey (Salomon, Amasis) que contesta a alguien. A su vez, el rey
puede ser sustituido por algiin otro poderoso. Y puede tratarse de resolver
enigmas o de dar contestaciones a preguntas del tipo "^Que es . . . ?" o de
impartir doctrinas eticas o filosoficas en general.
En un primer sector de esta literatura el rey o su interlocutor es oriental,
lo que responde a los origenes del genero. Este, en epoca helenistica, es
tratado tanto en griego como en lenguas de la India: he hablado de
literatura indo-griega. Una parte de esta produccion, ya en epoca
helenistica, esta influida por el cinismo. Y este domina en el segundo
sector, el puramente griego. Tenemos, pues:
A. Literaturas orientales y literatura griega influida por ellas
1. Literaturas del Antiguo Oriente. Son bien conocidas obras de las
literaturas mesopotamicas y de la egipcia. Del tercer milenio son en
Mesopotamia las Instrucciones de Suruppak (a su hijo Ziusudra, salvado del
diluvio); en Egipto, las Instrucciones de Ptahhotep (de un visir a su hijo).
Hay muchas obras mas de este tipo."*
2. El Ahikar asirio. Este ministro es consejero del rey Sennaqerib, al
que ademas le resuelve problemas y enigmas; aconseja y reprende a su hijo
Nadan. Es obra conocida en Grecia desde el siglo V a. C.; ejercio
importante influencia.^
3. Dialogo de Salomon y la reina de Saba en 1 Reyes 10. 1-17. El tema
esta invertido; el sabio rey responde a todas las dificiles preguntas. Hay que
ver un derivado en Josefo, C. Ap. 1. 17: Hiram de Tiro no es capaz de
responder a las preguntas propuestas por Salomon.
^
"Elemenlos cinicos en las ' Vidas' de Esopo y Secundo y en el 'Dialogo de Alejandro y los
gimnosofislas'," en Homenaje a Eleuterio Elorduy S. J. (Bilbao 1978) 309-28.
* Cf. un iralamiento mas delenido del tema (a proposilo de las fuentes de Hesiodo) en mi
"Las fuenles de Hesiodo y la composicion de sus poemas," Emerila 54 (1986) 1-36.
5 Cf. mi "The Life of Aesop and ihe Origins of Novel in Antiquity." QUCC, N. S. 1 (1979)
93-112.
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4. Dialogos de Bias y Creso, Solon y Creso en Herodoto 1. 27 y 29-33.
Los sabios griegos contestan al rey oriental quedando vencedores en
sabidun'a. Bias le aconseja no invadir a los islefios, Solon le da lecciones
sobre la caducidad de la vida y de la felicidad humana. Como paralelos a
estos consejos habria que colocar una serie de ellos en la literatura griega:
los de Hesiodo a los reyes (y a Perses), los de Teognis a Cimo, los de
Isocrates en el A Demonico y el A Nicocles, etc.
5. Temas indios, griegos y otros orientales de edad helenistica y
romana.
a) Tema del rey y el filosofo y del filosofo que educa a los hijos del rey:
asi en el Pahcatantra, escrito en sanscrito como se sabe. El tema del rey y
su filosofo se reencuentra en el Conde Lucanor; el tema del padre y el hijo
aparece en la Disciplina Clericalis; en el Sendebar el filosofo convence a la
madrastra de su crimen.
b) Dialogo de Alejandro y los gimnosofistas, incluido en la Vida y
hazanas de Alejandro de Macedonia del ps.-Calistenes (3. 5 ss.). Es obra de
clara influencia ci'nica^; en ella los gimnosofistas (equiparados a los cinicos
griegos) responden sabiamente al rey, que generosamente perdona su apoyo
a un rey enemigo.
c) Milindapanha, obra escrita en pali en que el rey Milinda (Menandro)
es contestado por el sabio indio Nagasena.
d) Vida de Esopo, forma escrita, ya helenistica, de la leyenda de Esopo
(que pasa por ser un esclavo frigio o tracio) en cuya creacion intervinieron
elementos orientales (el Ahikar) y otros griegos. '^ La version en prosa esta
fuertemente cinizada e incluye una serie de dialogos de Esopo y sus
antagonistas (el intendente, el filosofo Janto, Creso, los delfios) en que el
primero queda siempre como sabio y los convence de su ignorancia.
e) Dialogo de Apolonio de Tiana y el sabio indio Yarbas, que contesta
temas dificiles de moral (en Filostrato, V. A. 3. 18-37).
Dialogo de Niloxeno y Amasis de Egipto (que hace el papel de rey
oriental sabio, como Salomon), en Plutarco, Banquete 153 c-nd. El rey
responde a las dificiles cuestiones.
B. Literatura griega propiamente cinizante
Aunque en el grupo anterior hay obras de tendencia ci'nica, como
acabamos de decir y podria explicarse mas despacio, hacemos un grupo
independiente con obras griegas sin componente oriental y propiamente
cinizantes.
Efectivamente, en el tema oriental del enfrentamiento del rey y el
filosofo los cinicos descubrieron una buena posibilidad para hacer una
exposicion popular de su filosofia. Se traia de las conocidas anecdotas en
^ Cf. mis "Elementos cinicos ..." arriba ciudos (umbien para la obra siguiente).
' Vease mi "The Life of Aesop . . . " ya ciiada.
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que Diogenes le pide a Alejandro que no le quite el sol (Diogenes Laercio 5.
38) o Bion de Boristenes desprecia el orguUo de Antigono coniandole que el
es hijo de una prostituta (ibid. 4. 46).
El cinico presenta siempre prototipos bien del heroe virtuoso (Heracles
es el preferido, pero estan tambien Giro, Socrates, Simonides, etc.) bien del
rey avido de poder y vanidad: Alejandro, Antigono, Nino, Creso y tantos
mas.* En los dialogos cinicos de Luciano, no solo en los Didlogos de los
Muertos, puede encontrarse una amplia galeria.^
Hay que notar que dentro de estas "bestias negras" de los cinicos
Alejandro es un caso especial. Ya lo hemos visto en el Didlogo de
Alejandro y los gimnosofistas, arriba aludido, que destaca la generosidad del
rey. En el ps.-Calistenes, en cuya obra se incluye el Didlogo (sin duda
independiente en el origen) constantemente se elogian su valor, su
generosidad, su humanidad; lo que no siempre esta de acuerdo con acciones
como la destruccion de Tebas. Incluso la anecdota sobre su nacimiento de
Olimpiade y el falsario Nectanebo, que se hizo pasar por Amon para
acostarse con ella, esta retocada para destacar la grandeza de Alejandro. Y,
sin embargo, en principio tiene caracter cinico y se burla de la historia
oficial que presentaba a Alejandro como hijo de Amon.
Aparte de Alejandro, la literatura cinica o cinizante nos presenta en el
papel del rey enfreniado con la superior sabiduria del filosofo al emperador
Adriano. Asi en la Vida de Secundo, en la que este filosofo responde por
escrito (ya que habia hecho voto de no hablar) a las preguntas del
emperador sobre que es el Universo, el Oceano, Dios, el hombre, la mujer,
labelleza, etc.'°
Las preguntas no son muy diferentes de las de Niloxeno en Plutarco y
hallan eco, igualmente, en la anonima Altercatio Hadriani et Epicteti, de
fines de la Antigiiedad, en que el papel del filosofo es desempenado por
Epicteto. En obras como estas y en la Vida de Esopo, el Didlogo de
Alejandro y los gimnosofistas y en anecdotas y khreiai diversas atribuidas a
Diogenes, Bion, Crates y ou-os cinicos se encuenu-an elementos recurrentes
que se atribuyen variamente a unos u otros protagonistas. Son anecdotas y
sentencias de caracter cinico a veces, pero que otras tienen un fondo mas
general: el del moralismo antiguo, en que ban confluido tambien el
estoicismo y otras filosofias de raiz socratica.
* Cf. J. Roca Ferrer, "Kynikos iropos," en Bolelin del Instiluto de Estudios Helenicos,
Barcelona, 8 (1974) 169 ss.
^ Vease la iraduccion con comenlario de estos dialogos en Luciano de Samosala. Didlogos
de lendencia cinica, irad. de Francisco Garda Yagiie (Madrid 1976).
'° Vease la edicion de B. E. Perry, Secundixs the Silent Philosopher (Ithaca, Nueva York
1964), asi como mi aru'culo ya cilado, "Elemcnlos cinicos ..."
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II. La Literatura Sapiencial Antigua en la Haggadah
Lo anterior no tiene otro objeto que introducir el contexto dentro del cual
hay que interpretar los elementos sapienciales greco-latinos de la Haggadah.
Recordamos que aquellos que se expresan en la fabula han sido
considerados ya por nosotros en un trabajo anterior de que hemos dado
referencia.
Es elemental que estos elementos son aditicios al elemento
fundamental, que viene de la literatura biblica y la rabfnica. Pero hay
elementos de enlace: asi, fundamentalmente, los relativos a la sabiduria de
Salomon, del que en la obra se refieren varios dialogos con soluciones
ingeniosas y consejos. Es sustituido en otras hislorias por sabios rabinos
como Josue, Akiba y Gamaliel, el sumo sacerdote de Jerusalen Eleazar o el
proselito Akylas. Interviniendo estos personajes o los de la D-adicion greco-
latina o unos y otros, es claro, de otra parte, que con la mayor frecuencia se
introducen temas de la religion judia. En ocasiones, el debate entre el rey y
el sabio judio no es sino un marco para introducir la doctrina de este.
Hay, pues, un cierto sincretismo del judaismo con la tradicion
sapiencial greco-latina, mas o menos cinizante; como lo hay de esta y el
Cristianismo en tantos escritos medievales, entre ellos la obra de Pedro
Alfonso, que nos ocupara a continuacion.
Pero la presencia de la tradicion antigua es evidente. Aparece tambien,
aparte de en las fabulas, en anecdotas en que no hay dialogo. Veamos
primero algunas de estas (cito por la pagina de La zarza ardiente).
Asf, las dos historias de p. 150, "La prision de la lengua" y "La
lengua," no son sino derivaciones, como ya hice constar en ou-o lugar,^^ de
la anecdota de la Vida de Esopo 51-52 sobre la bondad y maldad de la
lengua; tema que tambien es tratado en la Disputatio y en otros escritos
cinicos.
Es tambien cinica la historia, desconocida en la literatura griega, de "El
vuelo de Alejandro" (p. 186): se eleva montado sobre el aguila, pero la
hace bajar a tierra al darse cuenta de que desde esta le iban a ver como muy
pequeno. Es una historia creada, seguramente, sobre un pasaje del Ahikar
que esta precisamente en la parte del mismo recogida en traduccion griega
por la Vida de Esopo (111); pero se ha anadido el tema cinico del orgullo
del rey. Y viene de la tradicion cinizante, que es misogina, el ardid de las
mujeres que lograron que Alejandro no combatiera contra ellas (p. 187);
deriva de la historia de Alejandro y las amazonas en el ps.-Calisienes 3. 25.
El tema judio y el cinico se funden en "Alejandro Magno ante las
puertas del Paraiso" (p. 188). No se le permite entrar, pues esta cubierto de
sangre; y se le entrega una calavera, que puesta en balanza pesa mas que
todo el oro y la plata. El segundo aparece en "La ultima carta que
" "Documeniacion suplemenlaria ..." cit., p. 224.
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Alejandro envio a su madre" (p. 189): Alejandro le dice a su madre que, a
su muerte, organice un gran banquete e invite a el a todos los que no tengan
pesares: nadie acude, prueba de que todo hombre los tiene.
Eslos ejemplos son, pienso, suficientes. En cuanto a la presencia del
genero en que un rey se enfrenta a un sabio, prescindiendo del tema de
Salomon, tenemos los siguientes dialogos, cuyos protagonistas damos:
Alejandro / los judios ("Reparaciones tardias," p. 185)
Alejandro / los indios ("Un juicio sabio," p. 187)
Tolomeo / Eleazar ("La Septuaginta," p. 136)
Tolomeo / los setenta y dos interpretes ("Tolomeo pone a prueba a los
setenta y dos sabios," p. 137)
Adriano / dos ministros ("Hablar y callar," p. 99)
Adriano / Josue ("Un banquete en honor de Dios," p. 101)
Adriano / Akylas ("La mayor ganancia," p. 106, sigue en "Akylas hace
proselitos," p. 108)
Turnus Rufus, gobernador romano / Akiba ("Tumus Rufus y el rabi
Akiba," p. 42)
Turnus Rufus / Akiba ("^Por que hay indigentes?" p. 1 16)
Emperador romano / Gamaliel ("La omnipresencia de Dios," p. 98)
Emperador romano / Josue ("La conversacion de Josue con el
Emperador," p. 100)
Hay luego olros enfrentamientos mas o menos semejantes pero sin
dialogo. Asi el de Tumus Rufus y el amigo de Gamaliel ("Vida elema a
cambio de vida terrenal," p. 98) y el de Adriano y el jardinero ("El anciano
jardinero," p. 103, continuado en "La envidia castigada," p. 103). Tambien
el de la hija de rey y Josue (p. 101): el tema de la fealdad externa y la
sabiduria interna es bien frecuente en el cinismo.
Lo dicho hasta aqui hace ver que, junto a la doctrina judi'a, el
moralismo ci'nico o cinico-estoico y el moralismo antiguo en general (a
veces coincidcnte con el judio) ocupan un lugar aqui: hemos hablado de
sincrctismo. Igual ocurre en otras de estas historias cuyo contenido precise
no hemos dado. Pongamos unos pocos ejemplos de ambos sectores de
pcnsamiento.
Habitualmcnte, el sabio judio se impone sobre su oponente el rey o
poderoso griego o romano, proclamando precisamente el poderio de Dios:
asi en "Un banquete en honor de Dios": una ola se lleva el banquete de
Adriano; o en "La Septuaginta": las versiones de los setenta y dos
interpretes coincidfan exactamente. O explicando lo que parece
inexplicable: hay indigentes para que se pueda socorrerlos ("i,Por que hay
indigentes?"). La mayor ganancia—dice Akylas en "La mayor ganancia"
—
es hacerse judio; y Alejandro dio la razon a los judios ("Reparaciones
tardias") cuando los egipcios les pidieron que devolvieran los bienes que se
habian llevado cuando cl cxodo. Estos son algunos ejemplos.
Otras veces, como decimos, los temas proceden de la tradicion greco-
romana. Asi en "Hablar y callar" sobre el tema cinico de que la palabra es
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lo mejor y lo peor: Adriano hace ver al ministro que defendia esta ultima
tesis que tiene que hacerlo con palabras. En "Un juicio sabio" el principe
Hindu pone en los plalos de Alejandro pan y aves de oro y ante la protesta
de este dice que los griegos por el oro son capaces de asesinar aunque luego
no pueden comerlo y se limitan a mirarlo con avaricia. Los temas de la
codicia y la avaricia son, como se sabe, cinicos.
Pero donde mejor se combinan, quiza, las dos fuentes es en la larga
serie de preguntas y respuestas de "Tolomeo pone a prueba a los setenta y
dos sabios." Dominan los temas de la fe en Dios, la confianza y obediencia,
asi como el de la beneficencia. Pero al lado existen temas como el de la
compasion por los hombres, el dominio de si mismo, la sabiduria que trae la
alegria y la paz, la distincion del bien y el mal: temas que nos Uevan al
ambito de la filosofia griega, sin que algunos de ellos dejen de figurar
tambicn en las tradiciones biblica y rabinica.
III. La Literatura Sapiencial Antigua en Pedro Alfonso
La Disciplina Clericalis, escriia por el judio aragones Pedro Alfonso hacia
1115, aconseja a los clerigos mediante historias y fabulas que el declara en
su prologo que son procedentes en parte "ex prouerbiis philosophorum et
suis castigationibus," en parte "ex prouerbiis et castigationibus arabicis et
fabulis et uersibus," en parte "ex animalium et uolucrium similitudinibus."
Hay fuentes antiguas y orientales, estas sin duda a traves de versiones
arabigas.
Pero prescindo ahora del material de origen oriental, entre el que
destacan narraciones que vienen del Sendebar, el Pahcatantra y el
Hitopadesa. El de la antigua tradicion greco-latina es igualmente claro: he
propuesto^^ que a nuestro autor le Uega a traves de la tradicion medieval
latina. En una buena medida se trata de fabulas.
Pero tambien hay tres relatos que son los que aqui nos interesan y que
presentan el tema del sabio y el rey. Es evidente su origen en la literatura
sapiencial antigua, aunque la via de transmision no es desconocida: puede
ser latina o arabe. Los exponemos a continuacion de manera sumaria.
XXV. Exemplum de Mariano. Se atribuye nada menos que a Platon la
historia de un viejo rey cruel que, amenazado por una guerra, congrega a los
filosofos para preguntarles cual era su culpa. Ellos le rcmiten a un filosofo
Mariano. Siete filosofos van a buscarlo y lo encucntran convertido en
eremita. La causa de los problemas del rey, segiin el asceta, es que habia
gobernado cruelmente, creyendo ser de distinta materia que los demas
hombres. Dios habia tratado de corregirle, sin exito. De ahi, como castigo,
su muerte, que Mariano revela profeticamente. O sea: el tema del mal rey
ha recibido el afiadido del castigo divino.
^'^Hisloria...M551s.
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XXVIII. Exemplum de Socrate. Es un claro derivado de la anecdota de
Diogenes en el lonel despreciando a Alejandro: pero ahora se atribuye a
Socrates (por cierto, un modelo que ponian los cfnicos) y a un rey
innominado. A los cazadores del rey, que lo encuentran en su tonel, les dice
que el es el dueno y el rey el siervo. Y cuando llega el rey, le convence de
lo mismo: solo el es libre, el rey es esclavo. "Es un siervo de Dios,"
concluye el rey. El antiguo tema de la libertad del sabio y la esclavitud del
poderoso confluye aqui con una vision cristiana.
XXXIII. Exemplum de aurea Alexandri sepultura. Junto a la sepultura
de Alejandro, hecha en oro y visible para todos en un atrio (sin duda el autor
piensa en el de una iglesia), se reunieron treinta y dos filosofos, de los
cuales cada uno hizo su comentario, todos referentes a la vanidad y
caducidad del poder y la riqueza: el oro era su tesoro, ahora es el el tesoro
del oro; el mundo no le era bastante y ahora le bastan cuatro codos;
imperaba sobre el pueblo y esta ahora impera sobre el; antes podia librar a
otros de la muerte, ahora nadie puede librarlo; conducia ejercitos, ahora
estos le conducen al sepulcro; oprimia a la tierra, esta le oprime ahora; las
gentes le temian, ahora le desprecian; tenia amigos y enemigos, ahora todos
son indiferentes. Una vez mas, los temas antiguos y los cristianos se han
fundido.
IV. Conclusion
Obras como las que aqui hemos explorado hacen ver hasta que punto es
incompleto nuesd-o conocimiento directo de la literatura sapiencial antigua.
En otros lugares he ejemplificado esto a proposito de la fabula, que en
buena medida conocemos s61o por fuentes medievales que, si bien alteran y
modifican, conservan cosas antiguas que no conocemos directamente.
Puede verse que es el mismo el caso de un tema tan antiguo y
tradicional como el del rey y el sabio: tema de origen oriental y que en
epoca helenistica y romana el cinismo adopto.
Lo adoptaron luego, como se ve, las literaturas judia y cristiana,
anadiendo ciertamente doctrinas propias. Pero conservando mucho de lo
antiguo. Una exploracion como la precedente, para el tema que nos ha
ocupado y para otros varios, puede damos resultado ayudandonos a
reconstruir la tradicion sapiencial antigua. Y haciendonos ver como
continue creciendo mas tarde y como se integro en las nuevas sociedades y
las nuevas creencias.
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas, Madrid
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The Gospel a Republication of Natural Religion in
Justin Martyr
HENRY CHADWICK
A piece dedicated in gratitude and admiration to Miroslav Marcovich may
appropriately be concerned in the main with the early Christian writer who
advanced the bold suggestion that in Heraclitus one might discern a
Christian before Christ.^
The study of Justin Martyr reveals both the tensions and the affinities
between Christian and educated pagan in the middle of the second century,
at a stage of Christian expansion when the mission is marked by
extraordinary confidence and when thoughtful adherents of pagan culture
are coming to recognize in the Church a threat to the old ways. Yet the
affinities are given more prominence than the tensions. Argument is never
so hotly contentious as when it is being carried on between parties who have
much in common and indeed may largely or even entirely share identical
premisses. In consequence, during the second and third centuries both
pagan critics of Christianity and the Christian defenders appear to the
modem reader to manifest an almost bizarre schizophrenia. On the one
hand, the polemical argument has to show how different and mistaken, how
inconsistent and how dangerous, the opposing position is. On the other
hand, each party to the dispute repeatedly insists that the side under attack is
already conceding so vast a proportion of the assertions advanced by the
critic that all claims to have a novel and distinctive position are throughout
implausible. One can easily have the impression that pagan attackers and
Christian defenders can hardly allow their left hand to know what their right
hand has been writing. So in Justin's Apologies we encounter direct and
candid criticism of pagan religion and morality; yet every nerve is strained
to demonstrate that, on assumptions every educated person would share,
Christianity is reasonable and wholly tenable by the philosophically
minded, at least if the Platonic framework is accepted. (Epicurean
' Justin, Apol. 1. 46. 3. The edition of Goodspced, though capable of improvement, remains
convenient. The Apologies are edited by A. Wartelle (Paris 1987). Heraclitus' reservations
about popular cults made him congenial; cf. W. K. C. Guthrie, A History of Greek Philosophy I
(Cambridge 1962)473-82.
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hedonism would be harder for Justin to stomach,^ but Epicureans were not
numerous.) Criticism from the pagan side is almost entirely confined to the
rational arguments of moderate observers, and popular prejudices are
pushed well into the background.
Notoriously, Justin's thrust is directed towards splitting apart religion
and philosophy. Towards pagan cult and myth^ he is vehemently negative:
They are crude, superstitious, and immoral both in content and in practical
influence. The cultus of animals among the Egyptians,'* the offering of
human sacrifices to placate Saturn,^ and the womanising adventures of
Zeus,^ stand for Justin as the typical features of the polytheism to which he
and his educated readers take exception. Moreover, Justin sees pagan cult
as pervaded by magic and offered to demonic spirits, addicted to sacrifices,"^
incense and libations, and in his eyes the cause not only of wars, murders,
and adulteries,* but also of the unjust persecution of Christians.' Their
vicious character seems to him demonstrable from the myths of their lusts
and conflicts.'^ Justin could find an explanation of their existence and
malevolence in the passage of Genesis 6 speaking of the sons of God who
lusted after the daughters of men." But in Plutarch^^ or, later, in Porphyry
one finds pagan writers allowing that among demons some are not helpful
mediatorial beings between man and the gods but malevolent powers
needing to be placated by sacrifices. In the Laws (896e) Plato himself had
suggested that the omnipresence of evil in the cosmos might be explained
by postulating an evil world-soul. Porphyry thought these unsatisfactory
unhelpful spirits were ambitious beings aspiring to a divine honour which
was above their station in life.'^ They suffered from envy of higher purity,
and attracted damp vapours in the sublunary realm.*'' Porphyry thought
Hebrew sages, among whom he was willing to number Jesus, were right to
forbid the cult of evil demons and inferior spirits.*^ From such texts it
seems natural to deduce that Justin's demonology was not a conception of





^ In the Dialogue with Trypho (35) Justin has to meet the accusation that many who take the
name of Christian eat meat offered to idols. He has to disown such people as gnostic heretics.
^ Apol. 2. 5. 4.
^Apol. 1. 12. 5, Dial. 131.2.
^^ Apol. 2. 12. 5 sees Zeus as a dangerous example to follow; cf. Augustine, Conf. 1. 16. 26,
citing Terence. The Clementine Homilies (5. 17. 5) include a pagan defence of the myths,
based on the plea that free love is healthy.
^^ Apol. 2. 5. 3.
^^Dedef.orac. 14 (417d-e).
*^ De abstin. 2. 37-43, echoed in Augustine, De civ. Dei 2. 24.
''* Porphyry in Augustine, De civ. Dei 10. 9-1 1.
Porphyry in Augustine, De civ. Dei 19. 23.
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the spirit-world utterly strange to the late Platonist mind.'^ But by the
inheritance of Jewish traditions about the revolt of angels against God—
a
truth about demons vindicated by the empirical evidence of exorcism,'^ and
not denied by Trypho'^ (it is found in the Slavonic Enoch and in the Books
ofAdam and EveY^—he can present the entire demonic realm as hostile to
God and man, not as a divided society in which some inferior members can
be cajoled into being propitious by the offering of appropriate sacrifices.
Admittedly, without such propitiation, Porphyry believed that they would be
malevolent, using magic to deceive, and ready to devise all manner of
evil.2o
Nevertheless, to the educated pagan observer, Christianity appeared
alien, "barbarian" in origin and in content.^^ The rejection of polytheistic
cults, the scorning of temples and their images, the puritan refusal to join in
the celebrations at traditional festivals, the treasonable talk of a kingdom
commanding a loyalty beyond that owed to the emperor,^^ easily imparted
plausibility to allegations of sexual orgies and child-murder and
cannibalism.23 it was not a nice thing to be labelled an atheist.^"* Yet the
Christians made no secret of their abandonment of traditional religious
customs, those rites by which celestial favour could be ensured for the
fertility of crops and spouses and for the defence of the limes. To the
charge of abandoning well-tried ways Justin would retort that truth is surely
to be followed rather than custom.-^ But the argument was not perhaps very
effective when addressed to people who took it for granted that ancient
custom in religion was the ultimate criterion of truth. ^6 Academic
scepticism had certainly eroded old beliefs. Augustine was to comment that
the gods demolished in philosophical lecture-rooms were mercilessly
mocked in theatres.'^^ Yet scepticism (as in Montaigne) can give potent
reinforcement to tradition by undermining confidence that one can produce
a coherent alternative.
*^ On Justin's demonology, see H. Wey, Die Funklionen der bosen Geisler bei den
griechischen Apologelen des zweiten Jahrhunderts nach Chrislus (Winlerlhur 1957).
^''Apol. 1.55.2.
A less literary rabbi would no doubt have been less cooperative. For exorcism in the
Dialogue, see 30, 85. 2, 121. 3, 131. 5. Justin's belief in its evidential value appears in Apol. 2.
6.6.
•' Slavonic Enoch 4 and 7, Life ofAdam and Eve 12-16. (These texts are given in English
translation in The Apocryphal Old Testament, ed. by H. F. D. Sparks (Oxford 1984].)






^ Celsus in Origen. Cels. 5. 25.
Faust. 12. 40. Augustine adds that pagans are ashamed of customs attaching to
polytheistic rites; similarly, De cons, evang. 1. 8. 13.
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Justin himself is no stranger to the axiom that in matters of religion
antiquity is a recommendation of authenticity. The old argument of the
Hellenistic synagogue in favour of the priority of Moses over against Greek
literature and philosophy is strongly restated: Plato's Timaeus is indebted to
Genesis for its cosmogony; the X in the structure of the cosmos {Tim. 34a-b
and 36b) betrays awareness of the significance of the Cross as a sign of
redemption.28 The oracular saying in Plato's second letter (312e) that the
third things are about the third (person)^' refers to the biblical truth that in
the second place is the Logos of God, and beside the Logos in the third
place the Spirit borne over the water.
Likewise Justin felt sure that the Hebrew prophets were the inspiration
of the Greek philosophers who taught the immortality of the soul,
punishment of the wicked after death, and the contemplation of celestial
realities. 3^ Thence the philosophers derived "seeds of truth" (a theme
adumbrated in Justin's first Apology and restated in the second). ^^ Above
all in importance for Justin's theodicy, Plato's emphatic exemption of God
from responsibility for evil, which originates in mistaken free choices {Rep.
10, 617e), must come from Moses (Dt. 30. 15 and \9).^^
Sensitivity to the defence against gnosticism made Justin hot in his
assertion of free will. He therefore had to take special care with his
argument from fulfilled prophecy. Divine foreknowledge, based on
foreseen merits, is distinct from fate.-'^
In his first Apology Justin is conscious of facing intelligent and
educated critics for whom the Christian story is striking by its lack of
distinctiveness. What does the Church say that cannot be found in
philosophers like Plato?^'' The Christians present as sober historical events
narratives about Jesus which have close analogies in the pagan myths of
which they speak so scornfully. The birth from a virgin is very like the
legend of the birth of Perseus, bom to Danae when she was made pregnant
by Zeus in the disguise of a shower of gold.^^ The elevation of Christ to
'^Apol. 1.59-60.
^^ Apol. 1. 60. 6-7. Juslin replaces Plato's neuter by a masculine (if the manuscript
correctly transmits what he wrote).
'^^Apol. 1.44.9.
^' Apol. 1. 44. 10, 2. 8. For a good recent discussion of this theme in Justin, see M. J.
Edwards in JTS 42 (1991) 25 and 33 f.
'^'^Apol. 1.44.8.
^^ Apol. 1. 43, 44. ll,Dt<2/. 141. 2. Ancient discussions of detenminism were familiar with
the question whether correct oracular predictions are compatible with indeterminism. A
specimen of the debate occurs in Origen, Cels. 2. 20 and in Alexander of Aphrodisias, Defato
10 and 31 (ed. R. W. Sharpies). See also my Boeihlus (Oxford 1981) 159.
^ Apol. 1. 60. 10 meets the complaint that what is true is trite, and what is not trite is not
true.
'* Apol. 1. 33. 3. Celsus (in Origen, Cels. 1. 67) observes that the virgin birth ascribed to
Perseus and other heroes is not factually credible, but is good evidence of their noble
achievements.
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divine dignity by his resurrection and ascension resembles Greek legends of
the divine reward conferred upon models of heroic virtue such as Dionysus,
the Dioscuri, and Heracles.^^ His miraculous healings are paralleled in the
temples of Asclepius, where the sick sleep in the expectation of a
therapeutic vision.^'^ Christian baptism, so far from being distinctive, does
not seem to a pagan observer to be in principle or in practice so very
different from the lustrations common in pagan purifications.^^ And might
not the thanksgiving ceremony with bread and wine be paralleled in the rites
of the initiates into the mysteries of Mithras?^'
And yet when Justin sets out in the first Apology to describe the rituals
practised by the Christians at baptism and eucharist, there is an evident
arriere-pensee: He must defend these ceremonies from the pagan
insinuation that they are dangerous magic, and has to show how moral and
edifying they really are.'*^ The accusations of wild nocturnal sexual orgies
and cannibalism are refuted by Justin,'*' so far as the orthodox or great
Church is concerned; but he would not object if the government turned its
unpleasant attentions on some of the gnostic sects of whom such charges are
true.'*^ xhe charge of magic and sorcery has to be repelled in the case of the
gospel miracles.''^ In pagan eyes belief in the very possibility of a
resurrection of this physical body must appear ludicrous and even
offensive.'*'* And the virginal birth of Jesus is hardly less offensive if it
implies that the supreme deity was desirous or even capable of sexual
intercourse with a woman.'*^
So we confront the paradox that the pagan critics of the second century
simultaneously attack the Christian credenda for their apparent crudity and
^^ Apol. 1. 21 and 54, Dial. 69. Celsus compares Jesus' resurrection to the elevalion of
Asclepius, Dionysus, and Heracles {Cels. 3. 42), and even at one point to the notorious
Hadrianic favourite, Anlinous (3. 36).
"Ce/j.3.24.
^^Apol. 1.62.1.
^' Apol. 1. 66. 4. Celsus demonstrates gnostic (Ophite) borrowing from Mithraism: Cels. 6.
22-25.
^^Apol. 1.61-67.
*** Apol. 1. 26, 2. 12 and 15. Origen (Cels. 6. 27 and 40) records that, although these
slanders had in his time become generally discredited even among the masses, it was still
possible occasionally to meet people who suspected some truth in the rumours.
^'^Apol. ]. 30, Dial. 69.1.
'^^ Apol. 1. 30, Dial. 69. 7; of. Celsus in Origen, Cels. 1. 6 and 38. Justin affinms that magic
is among the diabolical activities which Christians renounce (Apol. 1. 14. 1-2).
In comparison with the Dialogue with Trypho, where references to the resurrection of
Jesus are not infrequent (e.g. Dial. 107 f. and 138. 1), the Apologies have little to say about it
except Apol. 1. 45. 1, 46. 5 (birth, death, resurrection, ascension) and 1.19 (not more incredible
than the development of a human being from a tiny spenm). Of the incarnation, Justin observes
that pagans do not grasp the "mystery" (Apol. 1. 13. 4).
*^Apol. 1. 33. 3; cf. Origen. Cels. 1. 39. The story that at Delphi Apollo entered the body of
the Pythian priestess through her genitals is, for Origen (Cels. 3. 25 and 7. 3), evidence of the
spirit's impure nature.
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superstition and also claim that their basic stories about Jesus are strikingly
in line with old Greek myths, of which the Christians held a low opinion.
On the latter ground Justin is happy to be able to ask what pagans are
objecting to when they have to grant their own gods to be the subject of
remarkably similar narratives.
Another feature of Christian belief and practice to which pagans took
exception was the obstinacy impelling them towards the virtual suicide of
martyrdom, like suicide in being irrational and at the same time perhaps an
aggressive form of self-assertion over against society."*^ Justin pertinently
instances Socrates as a martyr in a religious cause."*^ Heraclitus' criticisms
of polytheistic cult also made it possible for him to be numbered among
witnesses to the truth that evil demons were doing so much to suppress,'*^
even if it was not easy to claim that his eccentric death (of which Diogenes
Laertius offers a number of unexciting variants)'^^ was the climax of his
testimony. Justin's parallel of Musonius Rufus with Socrates^*^ was already
current in Neopythagorean circles in Justin's time. Philostratus' Life of
Apollonius of Tyana reports how his hero secretly communicated with
Musonius when he was in Nero's dungeon to ask if he could do anything to
get him out: Had not Socrates gone to his death because he refused to let
his friends use their influence on his behalf? Musonius replied that Socrates
simply failed to defend himself, which he himself had no intention of
omitting to do.^' Origen likewise put Socrates and Musonius in parallel as
heroes of integrity .^^ The parallel recurs in the emperor Julian.^
^
Fearlessness in face of death was so prominent a theme in Stoic moral
exhortation that it was not difficult for Christian apologists to defend their
heroes. In practice, of course, persecuted believers were human, and felt
powerful temptations to surrender to the trivial demand to offer incense on
the altar of the gods or the emperor: It seemed (reports Origen)
"superfluous and foolish to endure persecution for Christ's sake."^'^ In reply
to Celsus' scornful judgement that Christian martyrdom is futile and
'** For discussion of the affinity and distinction between martyrdom and suicide, see A.
Droge and J. Tabor, A Noble Death: Suicide and Martyrdom among ancient Jews, Christians,
Greeks, and Romans (San Francisco 1989). I collect material in my article, "Gewissen," in
Reallexikon far Antike und Christenlum X (1978) 1025-1107. The famous paper by R. Hirzel.
"Der Selbslmord," is reprinted from Archivfiir ReligionswLisenschaft 1 1 (1908), in the Libelli
of the Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschafl (Danmstadl 1966). On the relative toleration of
suicide in Roman law, see A. Wanke in Zeitschrifi fUr Rechlsgeschichte 97 (1980) 26-77.
*'' Apol. 2. 1. 3.
""^Apol. 1.46.3;cf. 2. 8. 1.
''' D.L. 9. 4-6.
5°Apo/. 2. 8. land 10.8.
*' Philostratus, VA 4. 46. Philostratus' interest in Musonius appears again in 7. 16. 2.
^^ Cels. 3. 66 (Socrates and Musonius are cited by some as instances of moral conversion).
^^ Julian, Ep. ad Themistium 264c-65d; especially Julian's letter to Theodorus, Ep. 30
(Bidez-Cumont, p. 36) = Ep. 16 (HI 38-39 Wright).
^* Origen, llom. in Levit. 16. 6.
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achieves nothing, Origen could answer that it is far from purposeless to die
for virtue, piety, and holiness in resistance to evil powers.^^ Origen once
couples Socrates with Leonidas, the hero of Thermopylae.^^ The ancient
Church experienced acute difficulty in distinguishing between the courage
of the person who openly confessed the faith and the suicidal rashness and
foolhardiness of the person who went out of his way to provoke the
authorities." Justin can defend martyrdom as consistent with the militia
Christi;^^ a soldier goes into battle knowing that death is all too possible.
But there is a radical difference between the willingness to die and the will
to die.59
A common pagan objection to Christian proclamation was the fear of
hell. The Christian preacher seemed to be producing a bogy to frighten
simple people into joining the Church.^^ It was difficult for pagan critics to
achieve complete consistency at this point. Justin could comfortably
observe that the Christian notion of a consuming fire at the end of time was
strikingly similar to the Stoic doctrine that at periodic intervals the cosmos
is dissolved into fire.^' He could observe that (even if the language might
be mythological) belief in hell had a highly beneficial effect on personal
morality .^2 The wicked are those reluctant to think there is retribution
hercafter.^3 jq affirm a personal moral responsibility for doing good or evil
in this life implies for Justin belief in heaven and hell: God's accounts are
not settled in this life.^ He felt sure that after death souls retain power of
sensation^^ and, moreover, that while there is a waiting state between death
and resurrection (only gnostic heretics hold that souls ascend to heaven
immediately after death),^^ it is vain to hope that in hell there will still be
" Cels. 8. 54.
^^Cels.2. 17.




^^ Apol. 1. 57. 1. But for Christians hellfire is not the result of a fatalistic, deterministic
process {Apol. 2. 1. 3). Apol. 1. 60. 8 cites Heraclitus as witness to the cosmic fire; cf. M.
Marcovich (ed.), Heraclitus (Merida 1967) 266.
^^ Apol. 1. 12. 2. When Celsus observed that Christian leaching on torments hereafter was
indistinguishable from that of the mystery-religions, Origen's answer claimed that Christian
teaching differed in actually affecting moral behaviour (Cels. 8. 48).
^^Apol. 1. 18. 1, 19. 3.
^Apol. 1.12, 17.4,Dw/. 88. 5, 117. 3.
^^Apol. 1. 18.2,20.4,57.3.
^^ Dial. 80. 4, Acta Juslini 5. 1-2. For the nest of problems in finding consistency in
Justin's eschatology, see a clear recent account in C. Hill, Regnum. Caelorum: Patterns of
Future Hope in Early Christianity (Oxford 1992) 22-24.
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opportunity for repentance,^^ or that hell will not be everlasting.^* In
particular, it will be the destiny of those who persecute the Church.^^ And
why should pagans mock? Plato himself wrote of judgement after death
with punishments for evildoers.^^ Those who laugh at Christian
eschatological expectation are people who are not serious about morality.
But none is more insistent on freedom of choice as lying at the root of evil
than Plato who, in this as in many other matters, was indebted to Moses
(above, page 240)."^'
Justin saw a threat to moral responsibility in the Stoic language about
heimarmene?'^ Nevertheless, he was also sure that some angels and some
human beings become so deeply wicked as to be unchangeably evil.''^ The
end of the world is coming, but is delayed to make up the fixed number of
God's elect; '''^ for God foreknows some, perhaps not yet bom, who are to be
included among the savedJ^ Moreover, the presence of Christian believers
in the world is a ground for God to defer its final destruction.^^
Justin fell bound to allow that the conscience of some has been so
corrupted that they suffer from diminished responsibility; they are, so to
speak, moral alcoholics unable to help themselves.^^ But the concession is
not consistent with his more prominent theme that we go astray because we
know what is right and lack the will to do it. Because Justin is an apologist
concerned to correct prejudice and misinformation, he can also stress that
the sin of the heathen results from ignorance. If everyone really knew what
Christianity is and says, no one would sin.''^ Divine revelation abolishes all
ignorance,''^ and the incarnation of the divine Word has destroyed the power
of the Devil to obscure the truth.^^ For the Logos is constantly at work in
the conscience of all.^^ Hence Justin's conviction that the divine Sower has
sown seeds of truth everywhere, and that philosophy itself is among the
^'^ Apol. 1.52.8.
^^ Dial. 130. 2. Gehenna is "a place for unbelievers" (Apol. 1. 19. 8). Justin's strong
doctrine of divine revelation in Jesus convinces him that unbelief is a moral offence of gross
disobedience.
^^Apol. 1.45.6.
^'^ Apol. 1. 44; Plato, Laws 716c-d; Ep. 7, 335a. Celsus unreservedly affirms his belief in
punishment for the wicked after death (Cels. 3. 16, 8. 49) at the same time as he accuses the
Christians of "inventing terrors."
'' Apol. 1. 44, citing Republic 61 7e.
''^ Apol. 2.7. 9.
'^ Dial. 141. 2. Trypho objects to the notion of apostate angels (Dial. 69. 1). For the
question, "Why has not God destroyed Satan?" see Apol. 1. 28.
''^Apol. 1.45.1.
"^^Apol. I. 4. 2, Dial. 32. 3.
''^ Apol. 2.1. 1.
Dial. 93: They have "lost the common notions."
''^Apol.\.\2.2.
'^^ a. Dial. 121.
80D/a/.45.
*' Dial. 23 and 92-93.
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great gifts sent down to humanity. The presupposition of the first Apology
is that divine revelation is not confined to a small elite, but is addressed to
the whole of humanity.
In defence of Christian disparagement of polytheistic myth and cult,
Justin is glad to appeal to Plato's expulsion of Homer and other poets from
his ideal state; he expelled the demonic spirits of polytheism. *2 Justin's
doctrine of God is characteristically expressed in the terminology of
contemporary Middle Platonism:^^ largely abstract, with many negative
terms. God is immutable, nameless, unbegotten, utterly transcendent.*'^
Plato's Timaeus owes a large debt to Genesis.*^ In accordance with
Platonic principles, God is in no need of anything, not even of the created
order;*^ yet his creative power is undiminished in the generosity of his
giving.*^
At this point Justin faced a problem: He belonged to a community
which possessed the prophetic inspired scriptures. These could be
misinterpreted to mean that God is imagined to have human characteristics,
mental or physical. In the Dialogue with Trypho, Justin deplores the
anthropomorphism which results from a too literalistic exegesis.** To the
question, "Why did the Jews fail to recognize the Messiah when he came?"
Justin's answer includes the claim that they did not understand how their
own scriptures were to be interpreted.*' They did not see that the prophets
speak of two comings, one in humble suffering, another in glory .'° That
Jesus was born a Jew, and indeed observed the precepts of the Torah, is for
Justin a truth to be emphasized. '^ But his teaching is the universal way to
the good life, to happiness, and to salvation.'^ "gy ^^g mystery of Christ
crucified God had mercy on all believers of every race."'^ Therefore, the
Church is expanding throughout the known world. That this Church is the
^^Apol.2. 10.
See J. Dillon, The Middle Plalonists (London 1977) and S. Lilla, Inlroduzione al medio
plalonismo, Sussidi Palristici 6 (Rome 1992), especially Lilla's section on Justin (1 17-32).
^"^ Immutable: Apol. 1. 13. 4, Dial. 23. 2. Nameless: Apol. 1. 61. 1 1, 63. 1 and elsewhere.
Unbegotten: Apol. 1. 25. 2, 2. 12. 4. Transcendent: Apol. 1. 20. 2.
*5 Apol. 1 . 60.
^^Dial.l-i.l.
^'' Dial. 61. 2, 128.4.
««D*a/. 114. 3.
In the Dialogue with Trypho, Justin's main task is to explain how and why Christians
accept the law and the prophets as inspired scripture, yet acknowledge no obligation to keep
the Mosaic law (Dial. 29 f.). Fear of persecution is not the motive which keeps Christians
from observing the Torah (Dial. 19; cf. 39. 6). Christ reveals the meaning of prophecies whose
meaning is not understood (Apol. 1. 32. 2).
^°Apol. 1. 52. 3, Dial. 31-33, 49. 2, 52. 1 10. 2. 1 1 1, 121.3.
''D*<3/.61.6, 100.2ff.
^'^ Apol. 2. 2. \3,Dial. 142.3.
'^ Dial. 106. 1; cf. 96. 2, "we say to all, You are our brothers . . ." Baptism is open to all
(43. 2) and is rebirth by water and faith (138. 2). At the same time Justin has a fimi doctrine of
a predestined number of the elect {Apol. 1 . 45. 1 ).
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authentic divine society is proved by the fact that the rival sects are not
persecuted, while the Church is.^'* The very improbability of the Christian
belief that a crucified man is none other than the firstborn of the unbegotten
God and is the judge of all mankind is evidence of its divine authority.^^
Thereby philosophy has been made accessible to everyone.'^ The Christian
call is addressed even to manual workers and uneducated people.'"'
Through Christian teaching the truths discerned by Platonic and Stoic
philosophers (especially about the Trinity, the Cross, and the final
conflagration) are discovered by believers who cannot even read or write.'*
Their eucharist is thanksgiving both for the creation and for redemption
from evil through Christ's destruction of the devil's power.''
Justin was aware that the Bible and the tradition of the Christian
community contained some very unphilosophical beliefs, a number of
essentially "in-house" problems like the second coming of Christ, the
millennium, the final judgement of souls. What the biblical writers
particularly tell us concerns the beginning and the end of things.^°° The
philosophers can help with matters in between.
Platonism particularly helped Justin by providing a transcendentalist
language for talking about God: The Timaeus (28c) justified belief in
special revelation by the saying that "it is not easy to find the Father of all,
and harder still to declare him."^^^ So the incarnation is "mystery," and the
scriptures (i.e. the Hebrew scriptures) require special illumination if they are
to be rightly interpreted. ^*^2
In the Dialogue with Trypho, Justin works with the axiom that the
Hebrew scriptures contain matter unworthy of God unless they receive a
Christian and spiritual interpretation. ^^^ To a philosophical mind it is self-
evident that God has no need of sacrifices.'^" If the Mosaic law is final,
how can Jeremiah prophesy the gift of a new covenant?'^^ The particularity
of the Torah is a barrier preventing the universality of divine revelation
reaching all peoples. In another instance of primitivist assumption that in
religion the most ancient is the most authentic, Justin can claim that
Christianity is identical with pre-Abrahamic religion before circumcision
was prescribed. '^^ Circumcision was not applied to Adam, and therefore
^"^Apol. 1.26. 1.
^^ Apol. 1. 53. 2; cf. Irenaeus, Epideixis 42.
^^ Dial. 3. 3.
^'^




>°' Apol. 2. 10. 6.
i^^AfrequentlhcmeintheDw/o^ue:?. 3, 58. 1.92. 1. 100.2. 119. 1.
'^^Dia/. 30. 1.111.4. 112.




cannot be an expression of the immutable and eternal will of God.'^"^ In
short, God can will a change but does not change his will.
Both Apologies and Dialogue operate on a common strategy, of
justifying Christianity by appealing to texts, Jewish or Gentile, which the
intended reader will grant to carry authority. When Justin sharply attacks
polytheism, he employs arguments that his pagan readers allow to have
force on philosophical grounds. When he turns to criticise conservative
Judaism, his appeal is to the authority of scriptures which Trypho fully
acknowledges. It is significantly observed that his messianic texts are those
of the rabbis, not those of the New Testament.^°* But in reply to the unkind
criticism that the Christians say only what others have already said, Justin is
sure that the others get the truth from the divine Logos in whom the
Christians believe. ^^^ Dependence is the other way round.
Peterhouse, Cambridge
^^ Dial. 18.
"'^ O. Skarsaune, The Proof from Prophecy, Supplements to Novum Teslamentum 56
(Leiden 1987) 260.
^^ Apol. 1.60. 10.
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Weitere textkritische Nachlese zu Artemidor
HANS SCHWABL
1. 62, p. 68, 3 sqq. (Pack): Nach der Behandlung von Ring- und
Fauslkampf (Kap. 60 bzw. 61) folgt das—Ringen sowohl als Boxen
verbindende—Pankration. Dementsprechend hat Hercher (an den Pack
anschlieBt) den uberlieferten Text erganzt und geglaltet: to 5e TiayKpaTiov
xd a-uxd <xfi na.XT\ Kal> xt[ nvy^r\ OTijiaivei nXr[\f xt[c, ^Xd^r\c„
iox\)pox£pa(; 6£ {ax>Qr[c,ioxDpoiipac, L, dvolax^poxepaq ydp V) xdq
axdaeiq ETiKpepEi 5id xtiv p-dxTiv (V, P^dp-nv L). del 5e dp.Eivov ev
d|j.(pox£poii; vvK&v. Gegen die erganzende Einfugung hat sich—der Sache
nach—mit Recht Del Corno (Studi in on. di A. Ardizzoni 1 [Roma 1976]
325) ausgesprochen, doch bleibt der bei ihm daraus resultierende Text un-
klar und der Verdeutlichung bedurftig, wie auch die Wiedergabe in Del
Comos Ubersetzung (Milano 1975, M988) zeigen kann: "II pancrazio
indica le stesse cose del pugiiato, tranne i danni, ma produce discordie piu
violente, a causa dell'asprezza dello scontro; in entrambe le gare e
comunque meglio vincere" (p. 60).
Halt man den griechischen Text daneben, so ergibt sich, daB 5id xtiv
fidx-qv die geforderte Begrundung nur sehr unvoUkommen leistet (die
Ubersetzung also durch Verdeutlichung Abhilfe schaffen muB) und uberdies
auch das in seiner Bedeutung vorher nicht zweifelhaft scheinende ev
d^cpoxEpoK; (= Boxen und Ringen als die beiden Elemente des Pankration')
Ich hoffe sehr, daB diese Notizen zu auffalligen Slellen bei Artemidor dem Freunde
Miroslav Marcovich ein wenig Freude machen konnen. Sic gehoren jedenfalls ganz ihm, denn
es ist sehr fraglich, ob (oder wann) sie geschrieben worden waren, gabe es nichl diesen
Feslband der Illinois Classical Studies zu Ehren ihres verdienlen Griinders. Der Sache nach
selzt diese Arbeit die Bemiihungen um den Text des Artemidor fort, welche in Wiener Studien
100 (1987) 85-89; 101 (1988) 127-80; 102 (1989) 123-32, und zulelzt im Museum Criticum
25 (1990-92 [im Druck]) als "Kleinigkeiten" bzw. "Textkritische Nachlese zu Artemidor"
erschienen sind. Gegenwartig habe ich immer die Editionen von R. Hercher (Leipzig 1864)
und R. A. Pack (Leipzig 1963) sowie die Uberselzungen von F. S. Krauss (Wien 1881), F. S.
Krauss-M. Kaiser (Basel 1965), D. Dei Como (MUano 1975). A. J. Fesiugiere (Paris 1975), R.
J. While (Park Ridge, NJ 1975), K. Brackertz (Miinchen 1979) und E. Ruiz Garcia (Madrid
1989).
• Philostrat, Gymn. 11 definiert (ahnlich wie Aristoteles, Rhet. 1. 5, p. 1361b24 ff.) das
Pankration als Kombination von Ringen und Boxen (npoTexinn^cii Ttdvxcov to TtayKpdxiov,
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im Kontext nunmehr keinen befriedigenden Bezug mehr hat.^ Man wird
Hercher also Recht geben mussen, daB neben der Nennung der nvy\ii\ auch
die der TidA-ti als Teil des Pankration gefordert ist, den On dieser Nennung
aber lieber bei der Begrundung suchen, die sich als nicht ausreichend
herausgestellt hat. Zu schreiben ist also allem Anschein nach: to 6e
TiayKpocTiov la a-uxa xr[ 7i\)Y|ifi aT]|ia{vei ti^tiv xfii; pA^dPric; a\>xr\q'
iax'opoTepa(; ydp xdc; oxax5z\<; eKKpepei 6id xr[v naXr[v (p>.dpTiv L, ^dxriv
V). del 6e dneivov ev d|i(poTepai<; viKdv.
Dieser Text findet seine Stiitzung auch leicht in den Bedeutungs-
verkniipfungen, die in den vorausgehenden Kapiteln der nx)y\ir[ und der
ndX-Tj gegeben werden. Zum Boxen heifit es am Beginn des Kapitels 61:
n\)KTeiJEiv Tiavxl P>.aP£p6v npbc, ydp xaiq aioxuvaiq Kal P>.dpa<;
ormaivEi Kx^., und das bringt P^dpt) als den im Kap. 62 sowohl die
Gleichwertigkeit als auch den Unterschied tragenden Begriff. Die
Differenzierung aber ergibt sich durch die im Pankration gegebene
Verbindung von ti-uyiiti und 7id?iTi, und hier liefert das entsprechende
Kapitel (60) die bei der Begrundung der Differenzierung im Kap. 62 fur
naX-r\ vorausgesetzte Bedeutung "oxdoic;" (p. 66, 18 sq.): naXaiziv xivl
xcov d(p' aifiotxoq fj cpi^co axaoidoai npbq a-oxov Kal (piXoveiKfjaai
OTiiiaivei- ekI dk xcov tiStj oxaoia^ovxcov kxX. Es kann also kein Zweifel
daran bestehen, daB p. 68, 4 sq. die begrundende und differenzierende
Angabe iox^poxEpac; yo^P t^oti; oxdoEn; EKKpEpEi nur mil der Anderung der
schwankenden Uberlieferung (p^^dp-qv L, jidxriv V) in 6id xt^v nd^iriv den
geforderten symbolischen Hintergrund erhalt.
1. 70, p. 77, 14-18: Diesen Text hat bereits der Glossator nicht verstanden:
6pvi0Eia 5e Kal xr\\fEia KpEa eoGieiv ndaiv dyaOov cpEpEi 5e xd ^ev
Kaixoi cruyKeijievov e^ dxeXovq n6Xr[q Kai azeXovc, nvy\i.T\<;, U p. 266, 1 sq. Kayser), wahrend
anderseits Lukian, Anach. 8 (to 6e Ttaieiv a.Xkr\Kovc, 6p6ooxd6Tiv nayKpaxid^eiv Xeyofiev)
wohl zeigen kann, wie sehr der bei Artemidor den Ausgangspunkl bildende Vergleich mil dem
Boxen zurecht die Basis der Aussage darstellt. So elwas wie eine Box- und dann Ringphase
kann man in die Abfolge bei Lukian, Anach. 31 und in die Kampfschilderung bei Heliodor,
Aelh. 10. 31 f. wohl hineinlegen, wobei die Moglichkeilen jedoch offenbar sehr variabel
gewesen sind. Vgl. I. Weiler, Der Sport bei den Volkern der Allen Well (Danmsladi 1981)
183 ff.
^ Der als Wunsch und besonders memorable Leisiung regisirierie Doppelsieg im Fausi-
kampf und Pankration (Paus. 6. 6. 5, was charaklerislischerweise nichl gegliickl isl) bzw.
Ringkampf und Pankration (ebd. 5. 8. 4 [Herakles]; 5. 21. 9-11. wo insgesamt sieben von
solchen olympischen Siegem nach den Aufzeichnungen der Eleer namentlich aufgezahlt
werden) kommt hier gewiB nichl in Betracht, auch wenn Del Como fiir TtayKpaxiov und TtuyjiTi
als den Bezugspunkt von ev dficpoxepoiq pladiert. Del Como hat aber recht, daB bei Beziehung
auf TTuyjiri und n6Xr\ eigenilich das Femininum gefordert ist. Man wird dasselbige also am
besten herstellen (oder die entsprechenden substantivierien Infinitive sich als Bezugspunkt
denken). Einen Pankratiasten, der den olympischen Sieg im Rfngen und im Pankration
ersirebt {'Gk\}\in\a \izXK(o\ dyajvii^eaGai TtdXriv dp.a Kal nayKpdxiov) und dabei scheitert,
hat Artemidor 5. 48, p. 312, 15 sqq.
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opvCGeia xaq KnpeXziac, dnb yuvaiKwv
-n
5ik(ov [oti ek yuvaiKcov
p.exePaXov ol opvEi<; r\ oxi aiKocXXoDoi], xa 6e %T|V£ia dnb dv6pcc)v
ahxi^ovcav. Die mit dem Geschlechtsunterschied^ arbeitende Ausdeutung
zeigt, daB man mit einiger Sicherheit von fj opviq und 6 xV—also von einer
Grundlage, die gleichfalls weiblich und mannlich ist—^auszugehen hat. Und
das macht wiederum klar, daB die an sich schon befremdliche Verbindung
"Vogel- und Gansefleisch" (wie die Ubersetzer fast ohne Ausnahme
wiedergeben"*) nicht richtig sein kann. Gemeint ist offenbar "Huhner- und
Gansefleisch," und damit kommt die seit Sophokles belegte (und leicht
verstandliche) eingeengte Bedeutung von opviq ins Spiel, fiir welche der
Verweis auf Athen. 9, 373c (wo Menander fr. 155/156 Koe. zitiert ist) und
auf die Fabel von der Katze als Arzt und den Hiihnem im Stall (aiXovpoq
Kttl opvEiq, nr. 7 Hausrath = nr. 16 Halm, vgl. Plut., de frat. am. 19, 490c t\
AiacoTiEioq dX,£KTopl<; npbq ttiv al'^-upov) geniigen mag. Huhnerfleisch ist
im iibrigen gewiB auch gemeint, wenn es im Prooemium des 4. Buches heiBt
(p. 238, 19 sqq.): oti xoipo<; Kal opviGEq xaiq £a\)xcov aap^l xov a^uxov
£Xo\)oi Xoyov (und es stimmen zu dieser Aussage im wesentlichen auch die
Ausfuhrungen in p. 76, 1 1 sqq. und 77, 14 sqq.). Femer hat Artemidor
gleichfalls die Katze als Huhnerdieb und entwickelt von daher ihre
symbolische Bedeutung (3. 11, p. 209, 5 sq.): ai^oDpoc; ^oi^ov oTi|ia{v£i-
kX£kxt|(; ydp eoxiv opviGcov. a'l 6£ 6pvi0£(; yuvai^lv EiKOc^ovxai, kocGox; ev
xw Kptoxcp PipX{a) £7iE|ivTiaOriv. Der Verweis geht nirgendwo andcrs hin als
auf die Stelle, von der wir ausgegangen sind, und verdeutlicht zugleich die
dortigen Voraussetzungen.^
Die Gleichung "Huhner" = "Frauen" ist als solche leicht verstandlich,
sie laBt aber den Wunsch nach naherer Bestimmung der damit gegebenen
Assoziationen offen.^ Von Festugieres diesbeziiglicher Anmerkung (S. 76,
^ Vgl. dazu z.B. die Abschnilte iiber Lowe und Lowin, 2. 12, p. 122, 1 sqq., wo die aus dem
Charakler des Tieres sich ergebenden symbolisierten mannlichen Personen (PaaiXcu!;, apxtov,
8eo7t6Tr|<;) bei der Lowin durch die weiblichen Enlsprechungen ersetzt sind. Fiir die Tendenz,
aus dem grammalikalischen Geschlecht des Tiemamens auf das Geschlechl der symbolisierten
Personen zu schlieBen vgl. noch den Adler (dexoe;) p. 136, 3 sq. dexoi; d7ieiA.cov dvSpoq
Svvaxou otTteiXfiv arijiaivei (man kann auch hier, wie Kaiser es gelan hat, auf den
Penelopelraum verweisen) und den darauf folgenden (18 sqq.) Greifvogel dpTiri (den man seit
Krauss meist mit "Falke" iiberselzl, wahrend Festugiere fiir "Lammergeier" pladierl), welcher
yuvaiKa oriRctivei PaaiXiicfiv Kai TcXcuaiav, jieya 5e in\ KoXkzi (ppovouoav Kal cuyvcijxova
Kal Toiq fiGeaiv ev) KE%pTinevriv (wofiir man vielleicht besser jieya (lev cTtl KaXXei 9povo\)aav
aXk' zvyvu)\i.ova Kal ev) xolc, fi9eai Kexptijievriv schreiben sollte; die Wortslellung legt L nahe,
den Rest die Gedankenfuhrung).
** Ob "Gefliigel- oder Gansefleisch" von G. Lowe (dem letzten Bearbeiter der Uberselzung
von F. S. Krauss [Leipzig 1991]) die Sache besser macht, wird man fragen durfen.
^ Vgl. auch Arisloph., Ran. 509 f. (Kpea . . . 6pv{9ea), Xenoph.. Anab. 4. 5. 31 (Kpea
apveia, epitpeia, xo^pei«. Jiooxeia. opviGeia) und Anthol. Pal. 9. 377 (Paliadas). 9 (opvia
Kal (i6a%Eia = "Huhner- und Kalbfleisch").
^ Zum miilterlichen und Schutz gewahrenden Huhn s. M. Lurker, Worterbuch der Symbolik,
5. erw. Aufl. (Stuttgart 1991) s. v.
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24) fuhrt nur der Verweis auf p. 137, 11 sqq, (Pack) weiter: cpdaaai Kal
nepiaxepal yuvaiKaq oTmawoDoi kxX., wobei das grammalisch weibliche
Tier und die dann an dessen Typ anschlieBende Deutung^ wescntlich sind
(nach p. 240, 7 ist im ubrigen jedes weibliche Tier als Symbol fur die Frau
geeignet). Gar nicht erklart ist jedoch das hinzugefugle r\ 6ik;cov, und ich
mochte das auch solange fiir korrupt halten, bis jemand die Verkniipfung
"Hiihner" = "Frauen" = "Prozesse" verstandlich machen kann. Sehr will-
kommen ware, in Analogie zu "Ganse" = av5peq aXaC,6\/ec, (was deutlich
negativ charakterisiert), eine nahere Charakterisierung der in Frage
stehenden Frauen. Ist sie negativ (wie ich zunachst dachte) oder positiv
(wie mir von kompetenter weiblicher Seite geralen wurde) oder ist sie
vielleicht im Ausdruck neutral? Das erste fuhrt auf ein Wort wie a5iKo<;
Oder £k5iko(;, das zweite auf ev6iko(; (und was sonst noch entsprechen
konnte), auf der Linie des dritten aber liegt—wie mir scheint—die am
nachsten liegende und fast evidente Losung: (pepei 5e xa |i£v opviGeia xocq
axpeA^eiac; ano Y\)vaiKcbv eiSiKcov (oder iSiKwv),m 5e xriveia anb dvSpwv
dia^ovcov. Die betreffenden Frauen sind damit als "spezifisch"
charakterisiert, d.h. als von einer Art, die dem ei5o<; des Huhnes entspricht.
Auch der Glossator scheint von dieser Lesart ausgegangen zu sein:
"spezifisch," oxi ek YV)vaiKa)v laexePaXov ol opveic; r\ oxi alKoXXovax.
("weil aus Frauen die Vogel sich verwandelt haben oder weil sie
schontun"). Artemidor selbst bringt im Fall der Barin den Verwandlungs-
mythos als Grund der Gleichung: dpKxoq 5e yuvaiKa orniaivei- (paai yap
EK KaXX\oxox>q xfiq 'ApKa5iKfi(; iJ.ExaPaA.Ew x6 ^wov o'l TiEpi
^ExajiopcpcooEcov |i\)0o^oyriaavxE(; (2. 12, p. 122, 22 sqq.). Fiir die nach
dem Tiertyp wertende Gleichung ist das Wiesel ein besonders gutes
Beispiel (p. 216, 11), und auch hiezu gibt es eine Verwandlungsgeschichte
(Aelian., Hist. an. 15. 11; vgl. weiter WSt. 101 [1988] 167). Was im
ubrigen die Ganse angeht, so weiB ich nicht, ob man bemerki hat, wie genau
Artemidors Deutung derselben der Deutung der Ganse im Traum der
Penelope in der Odyssee (19. 535 ff.) entspricht. Auch hier paBt das
grammalisch mannliche Geschlccht (vgl. 539 f., 553) der Ganseschar zu der
Gleichung mit den Freiern (548 xfivEq |iev }ivTiaxfipE<;), obwohl (wie 15.
162, 174) die einzelne Cans ihr richtiges weibliches Geschlecht
selbstverstandlich erhalten kann (und in dem zitierten Falle auch eine
motivische Beziehung zum Gansetraum des 19. Gesangs bcsteht).*
1. 71, p. 78, 1-5: In Herchers Text (dem Pack folgt) isl in Zeile 4 nach
X<)m\\ ein Punkt gesetzt und damit die zwischen xTiK£66va und dem
begrundenden 5id x6 . . . xExfjxOai offenbar bestehende Beziehung gestort,
Stillschweigend verbessert ist das in Kaisers Bearbeitung der Obersetzung
' Zum allgemeinen Priniup vgl. besonders 4. 56, p. 278, 18 sqq.
* Zum Adler vgl. die in Anm. 3 angefiihrte Slelle.
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von Krauss und in der Ubersetzung von Del Como, so daB dort richtig
vorausgesetzt wird: xdpixoi 5e Kal navxa xa. aXioxa Kpia [Kal ix9^£<5] ^
fxev toiq TipoKEinEvoic; napoXKccq Kal dvaPoXAq aT||iaivei- 5id yotp "^wv
dXwv enl noXv TTipeixai- ev 5e xoic; d^A,oi<; TTiK£56va Kal XTj^-qv,
noXXocKK; 6e Kal vooov oT|)iaivei 5id to xmb tcov aX&v xExfixGai.^ An
dem Text ist nichts in Unordnung, und wenn die arabische Ubersetzung als
Entsprechung fiir 5id x6 . . . x£xfi%0ai nach G. M. Browne (Le Museon 103
[1990] 274) etwas wie "because another than he subdues him, just as salted
fish is pressed [i.e. pickled] by salt," so wird man das besser nicht zum
AnlaB der Vermutung nehmen, daB "the clause beginning with 6id x6 is
corrupt" (Browne), sondem eher sich iiber die gedanklichen Wege des
arabischen Ubersetzers Fragen stellen.'^
Was den Beginn des Kapitels angeht, so halten Kaiser und Brackertz an
der Ubersetzung "Gepokeltes und eingesalzenes Fleisch," die Krauss
gegeben hatte, fest. Festugiere versucht durch groBere Unbestimmtheit
Genauigkeit zu erreichen und versteht als ev 5id 5\)oiv ("les conserves de
toute espece de viande salee"), wahrend Del Como mit "le cami seccate ed
ogni tipo di salamoia" iibersetzt. Am nachsten kommt dem Griechischen
aber vielleicht "las salazones [= Salzfleisch; Salzfische] y todas las cames
curadas con sal" (E. Ruiz Garcia), wobei wohl offenbleiben muB, ob
xdpixoi als der zunachst gesetzte umfassendere Begriff oder in einer
Sonderbedeutung verstanden werden soil. Fiir das letzte geniigt der
Verweis auf Herodot 9. 120. 1 f., wo xdpixoi offenbar selbstverstandlich
den (in Salzlake konservierten) Fisch bezeichnet. Es wurde eine solche
engere Bedeutung gewiB auch sehr gut in den Kontext bei Artemidor
passen, in welchem unmiitelbar vorher, nach dem Reisch der verschiedenen
Tiere, ja auch die Fische beriicksichtigt sind.
1. 73, p. 79, 1 und 3: Die von Pack im Apparat angegebenen Parallelen
reichen wohl aus, um das iiberlieferte Sivnviaac; zu stutzen, und Brackertz
merkt seine Entscheidung dafur hier und analog zu p. 193, 13 auch an (p.
148, 21 ist wohl nur vergessen).'^ Im folgenden Satz ist die Lucke
^ Vgl. auch p. 97, 7 sq. \)Ji6 -rii<; vooox) xaKevxot; tow otonatoe;.
'" Wenn es sich bei dem Text von Ar nicht um (falsche) gedankliche Erganzungen handelt,
so konnle wohl etwas wie der von Browne hergestellte griechische Text zugrundeliegen, der
auf Verwechslung von aXiav und aXkcov (dazu vgl. p. 85, 20) und Bewahrung beider Elemente
beruhen, also einen korruplen Zusland darslellen miiBte. Fiir das Gedankliche mag man auch
auf p. 85, 20 sq. verweisen: o'l 5e tcov aXiov t] to\> Ge{o\) (scil. TienoiTmevoi oxecpavoi)
(iapT|8f)vai Jipoq tivtov -uTiepEXOvxwv xov i66vxa ormaivovaiv • eiol yap cpiioei Papeiq Kal
ox)6ev e'xovxeq xepnvov.
*' Die Handschriften bielen beide 8i\)7iv{oa<; p. 79, 1 und fiihren auf den Infiniliv
SivTtvCoai (8i-u7ivfioai LV) 148, 21, sie haben dagegen 6i-u7tvia9r| 276, 23. Sonst schwanken
sie so, daB L die intransitive aklive und V die mediopassive Fonm vorzuziehen scheint: 150, 6
(8i'07iv{^Eiv L, SiwTtvi^eoGai V); 193, 13 (6i\)7ivfiaai L (= 5i\)7ivioai, wie schon in der
Handschrift korrigiert ist], 6i\)7iv{^eo8ai V); 207, 15 sq. (6ioin{aoi L [= Siunvioai],
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selbslverstandlich nicht mit Sicherheit zu fiillen, etwas wie a-uvep-ri avxio
noXXa jiEv Kttl akXa <npooneoziv> KaKd, liXoc, 6e dtCiia) yzvioQai wird
aber dem Ursprunglichen nicht allzu feme stehen.
1. 73, p. 79, 15-18: Der Text laBt sich als gutes Beispiel fur die
Verbindung einer einzigen Gegebenheit mit mehreren symbolischen
Bedeutungen und den daran jeweils angefugten Begriindungen verwenden:
poal (Rigault [vgl. Z. 21 und p. 144, 15], pval V, piSai L) 6£ tpav))idT(ov
elai OTiiiavTiKal 5id to 5Cpco)ia Kal Paadvtov 6id xdc; aKavGaq Kal
6o\)A.£{a<; Kal vnozajryq 5id xov ev 'E^euoivi X&yov. Browne (Le Museon
103 [1990] 274) referiert als Entsprechung des Ar "and the pomegranate in
sleep indicates wounds because of its color, and the acorn indicates slavery
because of its thorns" und erinnert auch an die im Prinzip richtige Diagnose
des hier vorliegenden Fehlers durch Fahd (Pa?idv(ov statt Paodvcov). Ob es
sich um einen Fehler der Vorlage oder um ein Verlesen des Ubersetzers
handelt, muB freilich in einem Fall wie diesem offenbleiben, und Browne
hat recht, daB ja der Nominativ pd?iavoi vorausgesetzt ist. Wenn dann bei
ihm aber aufgrund der arabischen Ubersetzung Kal <pdA.avoi> Paodvcov
6id Td<; dKdvGac; ki:?i. als der urspriingliche griechische Text gelten soil, so
ist das allein deshalb schon nicht moglich, weil im dritten died der
Aussage die symbolische Bedeutung Sotj^eva Kal -uTtoTayri mit 8id xov ev
'EX£\)oivi ?l67ov begriindet wird und das zur klaren Voraussetzung hat, daB
auch alle vorherigen Gliedcr der Aussage sich auf poa{ beziehen. Die
Einfiihrung eines anderen Bezugs ist also fehlerhaft. GewiB verkennt
niemand den genauen Bezugspunkt im eleusinischen Mythos, fur den der
homerische Demeterhymnus auch die Quelle der Mylhographen ist: vgl.
Hymn. Cer. 372 (poifiq kokkov £5cok£ (payeiv) und 412 (£VPa?i£ ixoi po\.r\c,
KOKKov KT^.) mit Apoliod. 1. 5. 3 (33) poiaq eScokev amr\ cpayEiv kokkov.
Ich weiB nicht, warum Pack Serv, ad Verg. Georg. 1. 39 als die einzige
Verweisstelle fiir die "fabella Eleusinia" ausgesucht hat.
1. 79, p. 95, 13-18: Nochmals die Stelle mit einem Sonderfall von fellatio:
El Se \>n6 Tr\c, k.a\)XO\) Y\)vaiK6(; r\ EpcofiEVTic; 56^eie xic, dppTjTonoiEioGai,
E^Gpa T\ X\ia\.q xo\> ya.\iov r\ zr\q i^iXiac, Eoxai- ox> ydp eveoti xfi -coiavxT]
o-ute xpaTiE^Tiq ovxE (pi?if||iaTO(; Koivcovfjoai,^^ ei fiT^ dpa ev yaaxpl e'xoi t\
jovT]- cpGEpEi ydp TO KaTa yaaxpbq 6id to Ttapd cpijaiv 6£XEoGai Ta
oTiEpfiaTa. Browne (Le Museon 103 [1990] 275) meini aufgrund der
6i\)nvia6fi V (= 6i-u7tvio6eiTi]). Man wird bei Ubereinslimmung der Handschriflen nirgendwo
andem und in den Zweifelsfallen eher der aktiven Form den Vorzug geben.
Zur abgriindigen Logik dieser Schuldzuweisung, welche nicht den Traumer sondem die
Gelraumle triffl, mag man sich den Protest zu eigen machen, den an einer anderen Stelle ein
Leser zugefiigl hat: aixm xo\> i86vTO<; Kal ou z^q yxivaiKoc, (p. 146, 21 sq.). In diesem Falle
gehl es um "Ins-Betl-Machen," was haufig Trennung zu Folge hat (20 sqq. Tio^diaq 8e Kal
YV)vaiK6(; Kal ep<onevTi<; 8v{oxTiai x6 ovap 8ia x6 noXuvai tt)v ko{xt|v).
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arabischen Ubersetzung, daB "a clause has dropped out after 5id"; dort steht
nach seiner englischen Ubersetzung "for she will cast away her fetus [i.e.
<p0£p£i: cf. 128. 2 = Ar 231. 15] because the seed in such deeds as these is
cast away uselessly, and it is contrary to nature that the woman receives it,"
und Browne versucht als Rekonstruktion der Vorlage 5ia <ttiv eiq
axpTjOTOv djioKpiaiv tcov oKEpjidTQv Kal 5id> to Tiapd (pvaiv 5E%ea0ai
a-uxd, was sich an p. 96, 5 sq. 5id ttiv eiq dxpiiOTov dnoKpiaw xox>
o7iEp|j.aTO(; anlehnt und dort eine deutliche Entsprechung hat. Die Doppel-
ung der Begrundung mit zwei Aspekten derselben Sache in der arabischen
Ubersetzung wirkt aber uneben, und vor allem legt cpGepei ("sie wird
ruinieren") eine ganz von der agierenden Frau her gesehene Begrundung
nahe, wie es denn im iiberlieferten griechischen Text auch der Fall ist. Man
wird also erweitemde Ubersetzungsweise als die Grundlage des arabischen
Textes fiir wahrscheinlich halten, jedenfalls aber den kurzeren Text der
griechischen Uberlieferung fiir den besseren ansehen miissen. Fiir cpGepei
ist "sie wird eine Fehlgeburt haben" (Kaiser) bzw. "die Leibesfrucht
verlieren" (Brackertz) die auch bei den ubrigen Ubersetzern gegebene,
sachlich richtige Wiedergabe, bei der man allerdings sich vergegenwartigen
muB, daB die Weise des Ausdrucks aus der eigentumlichen Logik des
Traumbuchs kommt, welche das Tun des symbolischen Traumbilds auch als
Ursache des symbolisierten Geschehens darstellen kann.^^ Ich habe'diesen
Aspekt bei dem Vorschlag, eine Negation einzufiigen (WSt. 102 [1989]
131), wohl nicht genug bedacht und mochte das Dortige jetzt durch das
Hiesige ersetzen.
2. 9, p. 110, 13 sqq.: Der fur die religiose Bewertung des Blitzeinschlags in
der Antike besonders wichtige Text liest sich bei Hercher (und Pack)
holprig und unbefriedigend: to 6e Kax' dicpaq vnb K£pa\)vo\) mnXT\xQai ol
^lev Trdvt) KaA^aiol 6ixti 6vfipo\)v Xtyo\^xE.c, TiEv-qoi |J.ev dyaGov eivai
ti^o-uoiok; 6e KaKov X6y(o xqiSe. eoiKaoiv ol nh^xzc, xcopioiq Xixoic, Kal
doTijiOK;, Eiq d Konpia piTCXExai
"n
dA^Xo xi twv (pa\)?icov ol 6£ 7c?io-6aioi
TE^EVEoi 0ECOV r\ dvGpcoKcov r\ vaoiq [r\ oI'kok;] Gecov r\ aXozaiv r\ aXX(o
YEVEi xcopicov iXXoyi^oiw. cooKEp o\)v 6 K£pat)v6<; xd |i£v doTijia xcov
%copicov £7tiaTi|j,a tioiei 5id xo-uc; £vi5p\))J.£vo-u<; Pcojiovq Kal xd<; yivoio-Evac;
Ev a\)xoT(; G\)aia(;, xd 6e tio^-uxe^ti x^P^^ £prip.a Kal dpaxa tioiei (o\)6£l(;
ydp EV aiJxoTq EvSiaxpiPEiv exi GeXei), olixcoq 6 ovEipoq TtEvrixa p.Ev
OXpEA.El, 7lA.OlL)OlOV Se ^XanxEu
Man sieht leicht, daB in diesem Text die fur Reich und Arm
unterschiedliche Bewertung des Vom-Blitz-Getroffenwerdens iiber die
Analogic mit prachtigen und mit geringgeschatzten Orten erreicht wird: der
'^ Vgl. z.B. (eavTov apptixoTtoieiv): x6 6e otojia xdcpcp (scil. eoiKe)- oaa ydp civ XdPri x6
axofia, xauxa 5ia(p8eipei icai ov) cpvA-axxei (p. 97, 1 sqq.); (ae^T|vp enifiiyfivai): . . .
\j5pa)7iidaai otijiaivei- . . . vypd oioa 8ia<p0eipEi (ebd. 28 sq.); (der Bliiz) zov fiev xf)v
Tteviav xo\) 8e xov nXovxov cpGepei (p. 111,5 sq.).
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geringe Ort erhSlt durch die "Heiligung" des Blitzschlags Bedeutung, der
prachtige Ort wird dadurch unbetretbar und ode. Diese Grundlage des
Gedankens schutzt alle Begriffe, bei denen die Vorstellung des Ortes im
Vordergrund steht, also in Z. 18 f. xe|j.ev£oi . . .
-n aA-oeoiv fj aXko yevei
Xtopicov eX'koyi\i(o\ , weniger das in der Uberlieferung auBerdem noch
schwankende Element r\ vaolc, r\ oI'kok; t\ Gecov L bzw. fi vacov oI'koi^ tj
vaoiq Gecbv V. Wollte man etwas von diesem letzten Element bewahren, so
miifite man es wohl in solcher Weise umformulieren, daB eine Art von
Analogie zu Z. 17 tic, a KOKpia pinzzxai kxX. entsteht.''* Am besten aber
ist es wohl, wenn man das alles als Zufugung athetiert, und ich mochte zur
Abrundung des Ganzen uberdies noch annehmen, daB diese Zufugung auch
einen die xEjievTi hervorhebenden Ausdruck verdrangt hat, der dann in Z. 22
mit m 6e 7ioA,t)Te?ifi x^pia als Leitwort und als wunschenswerte
Entsprechung zu xa jiev aaTijia xwv ^copicov (Z. 20, was %copioi(; ^ixoiq Kal
aor\\ioic, in Z. 16 f. aufnimmt) wiederkehrt. Der Text lautet dann: eoiKaaiv
oi TiEVTixEc; x(op{oiq ^ixoiq Kal dor||j.oi(; . zlc, a 6t\^^ Konpia piTixExai r\ akXo
XI XCOV (pauXcOV Ol 6£ K^OTJOIOI XE|I£V£ai 0ECOV r\ dvGpCOKCOV
<7ioA.t)X£^£aiv> T\ aXozaw^^ t\ aXk(o yevei xcopicov iXXoyi\i(£>\' . cooTiEp ovv
6 K£pa-uv6(; xd ^ev doT| fj.a xcov ^^copCcov iniar[\ia koiei 6id xo\)<;
EviSp^uiiEvoix; Pco|io'U(; Kal xaq yivofXEvaq ev avxoiq 9\)aia(;, xd 5e
noXvxzXr\ ^copia eprma Kal dfiaxa koiei (...). oIjxco<; 6 ovEipoc; TiEVTixa
(XEV OXpE^El, Tt^O-UaiOV 6£ PXdTTXEl.
2. 12, p. 119, 4 sq.: FlpoPaxa [6£ Kal alyeq], (oq |i£v ol naXaiol o-uvexeov,
A^E-uKd |j.£v dyaGd, [liXava bk novripd- wq 6£ Eyw EXTiprioa, Tcpopaxa Kal
?ie\)Kd Kal iiE^ava dyaGd- kxX. So Packs Text, der dabei Herchers eXeyov
statt des iiberlieferten o\)vexeov verschmaht. Zu Unrecht, weil die vor-
liegende Aussage "die Alten" die Gegebenheiten ja nicht "vermengen"^''
sondern im Gegenteil "auseinanderhalten" laBt. Man muB also etwas der
Hercher'schen Konjektur Entsprechendes setzen, und da kommt dem Sinne
nach etwa auch SiE^aPov (vgl. p. 42, 7) oder hniXa^oy^, im Hinblick auf
das Uberlieferte am ehesten aber vielleicht odveGevxo in Frage.
^* Der Auior ziell mil seiner Ausfiihrung jedoch offenkundig auf den in der Verwandlung
der Xtt>pia Xixa Kal acnma zu heiligen Platzcn gegebenen Gegensatz: zuersl Mislplaiz, dann
Raum fiir Allare und Opfer.
'^ So Pack im Apparal, wohl mil Rechi im Hinblick auf die Uberlieferung (eit; afi V, eia
8e"i L).
'^
"H oXocoiv konnie der Resi des fiir diese Slelle wiinschenswenen Leiiwons sein, es fiigt
sich aber jedenfalls auf das besle in den Zusammenhang.
'^ Feslugieres Wiedergabe ("selon les exposes pele-mele des Anciens") ebenso wie die
daran wohl anschlieBende von Brackertz ("nach der unzulreffendcn Meinung der Allen") kann
dem AnstoB gewiB nichi abhelfen.
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2. 12, p. 120, 10-25: Die Stelle hat Hercher aus sprachlichen und anderen
Griinden athetiert, und sie fehlt auch in der arabischen Ubersetzung, was die
Athetese glanzend bestatigt. Trotzdem hat die beigebrachte Geschichte ihr
Interesse—und sei es nur wegen der literarischen Nachwirkung, an die auch
Seferis** erinnert hat. Er merkt zu p. 120, 15 (Pack) TipoevTtEiv amw oxi t^
yuvTi GOV Kopv£-6aei Kal xb Xcy6[iz\ov Kepaxa avxo) noiriaei an: Gv^iaxai
Kttvelq TTiv ovEipofiavTEia tot) navxaypo-ue^ox): "Vostre femme ... a
aultniy se abandonnera et vous fera coqu. Cestuy poinct est apertement
expose par Artemidorus." Den Verweis auf Rabelais (3. 13 f.) gibt auch
Del Como.
2. 12, p. 121, 20-22: Browne (Le Museon 103 [1990] 276) macht
dankenswerterweise darauf aufmerksam, daB das von Hercher an die rechte
Stelle versetzte Element in der arabischen Ubersetzung dort seinen richtigen
On hat: ictvpoc, 6e <k{v5\)vov> o\> tov xMxbvxa atiixaivEv, p-dXioxa
dcTlElA^cbv Kal 8ltOK(OV, Kttl TT^V EK XWV -UTtEpEXOVXtOV d7l£lA,TlV, EOCV fj 7l£VT|(; 6
i5o)v fi 5o\jA.o<;. Dem entspricht: "And as for the bull, it indicates extreme
adversity, as it especially indicates a threat or a pursuit that arises from one
who is superior to that man, if the dreamer is poor or a slave." Fur den
griechischen Text laBt sich daraus aber wohl nichts gewinnen, weil das
wahrscheinlichste doch wohl ist, daB ziemlich genau der obige griechische
Text mit Irrtum bezuglich der Struktur der Aussage und einer daraus
folgenden GroBziigigkeit iibersetzt worden ist: "especially ... a threat or a
pursuit" folgt allzu genau der Abfolge von iidX-iaxa dnEiA.(ov Kal Sicokcov,
als daB dies Zufall sein konnte.
2. 24, p. 142, 14-18: tieXekvx; 5e axdoEox; eoxv arniEiov Kal P^dp-riq Kal
^dxTi<; d^ivTi 5£ Kttl yuvaiKo^ d ^t| 5£ Epyaaiac; |j.£v 8id x6 xw Kpaxovvxi
TipoocpEpEiv Kal 7ipoaE>.K£w, yuvaiKO^ 5e 6id x6 ovofxa scheint der Text
von L zu sein, dem V mit tieA^ekd^ 5e oxdoEox; Kal pA^dPriq egxI armEiov,
d^ivTj 5e yuvaiKOf; xe Kal y'uvaiKEiaq Epyaoiaq- Kal yvvaiKEiaq \x.h/
Epyaoiaq 6vd x6 xw Kpaxouvxi a\)|icp£pEiv Kal TtpooE^KEiv, YuvaiK6<; 5e
6id x6 6vo)j.a gegenijbersteht. Pack ubernimmt einen von Hercher im
Nachtrag zu seiner Ausgabe (p. 346), aufgrund einer Anregung von Bursian
(d ^Ti = djiri), gemachten Vorschlag, der einen Mischtext bietet: niXzKMc,
6£ oxdoEco<; Eoxi otiiieTov Kal pA^dpric; Kal ^d/ric;, d^ivrj Se Kal d}a.T|
YUvaiK6<; xe Kal yuvaiKEiac; Epyaaia^- Kal yuvaiKEiac; |j.£v Epyaoiai; 5id
x6 xw Kpaxot)vxi 7ipoo(p£pEiv Kal TipoaEXKEiv, yuvaiKoc; 6£ 6id x6 ovojia.
DaB Bursians Vorschlag nicht die richtige Losung darstellen kann,
vermag jedoch allein schon die am Ende stehende Begrundung zu zeigen,
wclche einen einzigen Gegenstand und dessen Namen als Aquivalent fur
'*
'TXwaaec;" oxov ApTep.i6topo xov AaX.6iav6 in: Aokiucc;. e' ekSooi, 8c-6xepO(; xojioq:
1948-1971 (Aiheno.J.)317.
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Y\)VT| vorausselzt. Ferner muB es sehr fraglich bleiben, ob V mil der
naheren Beslimmung der Epyaaia als yuvaiKeia ein urspriingliches
Element bietet, und das vor allem deshalb, weil die symbolische Bedeutung
von "Frau" = "Geschafte" oder "Habe" bei Artemidor mehrfach vor-
kommt,^' also auch eine Zusammenstellung der beiden Gegebenheiten bei
symbolischer Ausdeutung ganz naturlich ist. Und schlieBlich muB man
bedenken, daB bei einer Aufzahlung von niXeKvc;, d^ivT] und a.\ir[ die
beiden ersten, welche verschiedene Formen von Axten bzw. Beilen
bezeichnen, offenkundig naher zusammengehoren, wahrend die letzte als
Hau- und Grabinstrument damit zwar Beriihrungen hat, aber doch deutlich
fur sich steht. Der ursprungliche Text v^ird also etwa folgendermaBen
gelautet haben: tieXeiox; 5e oTocoEwq eoti crnfJ-Eiov Kal (3A.dpTi<;, d^ivri 6£
Ktti jMvaiKoc,,'^ djiTi 5£ yuvaiKoq te Kal Epyaaiaq, ipyaoiac, p.£v 5id x6 tw
KpaTo\)VTi TTpoocpEpEiv Kttl tipooeXkeiv, yuvttiKoq 6£ 5id TO 6vo|i.a. Das
letzte erklart sich wohl durch den Verweis auf tj dma.d, was in der
Bedeutung "Mutter" und "Amme" zwar nicht haufig, aber ausreichend
belegt ist und als Lallwort im iibrigen der literarischen Belege eigentlich gar
nicht bedarf. KpaxEiv in der Koinebedeutung "halten," die im Neu-
griechischen weiterlebt, hat Artemidor auch p. 46, 15 und 79, 1 (ev xti x^^p'^
ET\)XE KpaXCOV TO Kdp\)Ov).
2. 25, p. 144, 1-7: Die Abschnitte iiber bpvq und iiber 6d(pvr| sind
besonders deutliche Beispiele fur unterschiedlichen Text der beiden Zeugen.
Zur ausfuhrlichen Fassung von V stellt sich bei 6p\>q auch die arabische
Ubersetzung (wozu Del Como, Gnomon 37 [1965] 674), wobei die als
Begriindung hinzugefiigte Geschichte von den eichelessenden Arkadern
wohl auf jemanden zuriickgeht, dem 6id to Tpocpifiov fur sich nicht so recht
behagen wollle. Erinnern aber mag man an die im Wipfel Eicheln und in
" Vgl. 1. 2, p. 8, 8 sqq. oiov taxi ical to Sokciv vooeiv xfiv \i.r\xipa t\ xr\v ywaiica,
doBeveiq Kal dtcoonoxx; xac, anb xcov xexvcov Tiapexov ipyaaiaq. o\)6e ydp oijSe
8ia(pcoveiTai Toxixo ye, aXKa o\)|i(pcovco(; eoiKcvai Xeyo\)ai Ttdvxet; xexvriv firixpi jiev, biti
xpecpei, yuvaiKi 8e, bid i8iaitaxov; 1. 74, p. 80, 21 sq. xpinovc, 8e (sc. oTin.aiv£i) Kal fi eaxia
xov p{ov Kal xfiv oXr]v Kaxdoxaaiv Kal xf]v yuvaiKa xov i86vxoq; 25 sq. kX.ivt| Kal ndvxa xd
Ttpoq KoixT|v xfiv yuvaiKa xou i86vxo(; aTiRaivei Kal xov o^ov (iiov; 1. 78, p. 86, 23 sq. eaxi
ydp T| yuvfi iixoi xex^TI xov iSovxot; r\ npayjiaxeia kxX.; 2. 24, p. 143, 10 sq. (Orte, wo
Gelreidesamen bewahrt werden) yvvaiKa orijiaivei Kal xov Piov xov idovxoc, Kal xf)v
\J7iap^iv; 4. 42, p. 270, 9 xe^vTiv 8e f\ Ttpaynaxeiav xov i86vxoq xfiv yuvaiKa vofil^o^ev
eivai; 4. 61
,
p. 286, 3 sqq. (Frau = ndaa fi ouaia).
^° Die d^ivTi hat als dem neXcK-uq analoges Inslrumeni auch die Bedeulungen des
maskulinen Gegenstiicks (wobei fiirden Kampfaspekl der Verweis auf Hom., 11. 15. 711 6£,eoi
8fi nzXzKcaai Kal d^ivjioi ndxovxo vielleichl helfen kann). Fiir die zusatzliche Bedeutung
"Frau" ist gewiB das grammatikalische Geschlecht nicht gleichgiillig, und ob die Vorslellung
von Axtkopf und Schaft (so D. 13. 612) dabci eine Rolle spielt, mochlc ich offenlassen. Kaiser
hat an eine Deutung als "d-^eivri [lies d-^ivr|] - Nichlfremde, d.h. Galtin" gedacht. Kaisers
Orientierung an L (dessen Text er falsch referiert, aber richtig iiberselzt) ist ein Fortschritt
gegenijber Herchers Vorschlag, den man sonst aufgenommen hat.
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der Mitte Bienen tragende Eiche als Segenszeichen bei Hesiod, Erga 232 f.,
auch wirkt bei der Gleichung Spvx; = dcvrip nXovaioc, gewifi noch die bei der
Eiche selbstverstandliche Assozialion des Zeus mit ein (den nicht zuletzt bei
Artemidor die Beziehung zu Reichtum und die Verkniipfung mit machtigen
und reichen Leuten auszeichnet, vgl. p. 159, 1 A{a iSevv . . . dyaGov dv5pi
PaoiA^ei Kal TiA.o-uaio)- Kpax-uvei ydp oh |j.ev xtiv t-uxtiv oh be. xbv
nXo\)xo\).
Im Abschnitt 6d(pvTi sollte die Lesart von V wohl nicht einfach im
Apparat verschwinden: 6d(pvTi 6e yuvaiKa atijiaCvei evTiopov 6id to
dei0a^e(; Kal e\3nop(pov 5id to x*^?^^^ "^ctl anox-oxiav tcov
7ipoo6oKco|j.£vcov 5id TO TiiKpov Kttl dPpcoTov ist cin Text, gegen den sich
eigentlich nichts einwenden laBt, und als der zur Daphnegeschichte zu
assoziierende Begriff ist wohl (p\)yn der allererste Anwarter. Vielleicht war
der urspriingliche Text etwas wie: SdcpvTi Se yuvaiKa armaivei E-uTiopov
5id TO dei0aA.e<; Kal e\S|j.op(pov 8id to ^dpiev, <oTifiaivev 5£> Kal
dTlOT-OXiaV TCOV 7tpOo5oKCO)J.£V(OV 5ld TO TtiKpov Kal dpptoTov Kal
d7io5T|iiiav Kal cpvyriv 5id ttiv Jiepl to 6ev6pov loTopiav. laTpoiq 6e Kal
jxdvTEoi npbq Tfjv te^vtiv eotI XT\nx£a 5id tov 'ATiol^cova. Gegenwartig
ist die Daphnegeschichte im Grunde naturlich schon bei jedem Punkte der
Aussage.
2. 26, p. 146, 6-15: Bei der Besprechung von Kot (Konpoc,) erhalt
Menschenkot im Ausgangspunkt eine ausnehmend schlechte Bedeutung
(dvGpcoTTEia §£ K67ipo(; noXki] opco^Evrj noXXa Kal 6id(popa OTjixaivEi
KaKd), die dann auch mit Einzelheiten und mit drohender Warnung
eingescharft wird (145, 24^6, 6). Darauf folgt ein Abschnitt, bei dem sich
Pack an einer Stelle mit Recht starker als Hercher am Marcianus (V)
orientiert hat: cxtotiov 6' dv eI't] Kal to )xoA.t)V£a9ai KOTipw dvGpcoTiEia
KaTappEOvoTi 71O0EV. oi5a 6e Tiva, bc^ eSo^ev ETaipov Kal avvfiGri Tivd
nXox)G\ov . ovTa ax>x(b (piXov ?^ ovap KaTa Tfi<; KEcpaXfjc; KaTaTiA-fjaaL^^
oiixoc, 6i£5£^aTO TTiv ovoiav Kal ek^tipov6|itioe tov ETaipov. Kal naXiv
ax> eSo^e Ti<; vno xivoq yvwpi^ov tievtitoc^^ 7tpooTiA.Ti0fivai Kal -uti' aijTot)
liEydA^a EP^dpri Kal aiox'uvp^ tivI )j.£YdA.Ti nEpiETTEOEV. fiv ydp e{k6<; tov
|j.£v E'U7iopot)VTa Td kavxov TO) {56vTi TipooGriaEiv, tov be 7iev6|ievov Kal
ox)6£v E^ovTa KaTaXiKEiv KaTacppovTioEiv TOV) iSovToq Kal a'\.axv\fr\
7i£piPa>.Eiv a-UTOV.
^* In L siehl dafiir amco ovxa (= Z. 8 bei Pack [Druckfehler]).
So V; Hercher schrieb KaxaxexiXfjoBai (KaxaxiA,fia6ai L, KaxaxiXriGfjvai Reiske).
^^ rievTixoq fehll in L (wie in Z. 8 nXovoiov). Ob dasselbe fiir die griechische Vorlage von
Ar gall, ist nichl ganz sicher, da in der Uberselzung immerhin zwei Begriffe ("a friend and
acquaintance of his") slehen, von denen der eine in Anlehnung an Z. 8 sinngemaB verlesen
sein kann.
^ Aioxvvp Reiske, npoc, aioxiivTi L, hnb aiax^vT] V.
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Liest man diesen Abschnitt im Zusammenhang, so ergibl sich sofort,
daB fiir die beiden parallelen Gcschichten die Unterscheidung der in
gleichcr Weise ihren flieBenden Fakaliensegen auf das Haupt des Traumers
loslassenden Traumfiguren als reich und arm fiir den Ausgang konslituliv
ist. Auch ist bei der dortigen Aussage offenbar so auf das Vorherige
verwiesen (6 evnopcov und 6 7iev6p.Evo(; Kal o-uSev e'xwv KaxaA,iKEiv), daB
in der Geschichte selbst die entsprechende Angabe nicht fehlen kann. Das
bedeutet, daB der Text des Marcianus (V) gegeniiber dem des Laurentianus
und, wie es scheint, auch der arabischen Ubersetzung in einem besonders
wichtigen Punkt gestiitzt wird. Anderseits macht das im Laurentianus
gleichfalls fehlende (piXov auch im Marcianus den Eindruck der fast
storenden Abundanz,^ und dieser Eindruck fmdet seine Bestatigung darin,
daB mit der Eliminierung dieses Elements der Text sich gewissermaBen
vervollstandigt und, genau besehen, erst lesbar wird: oi6a 5e xiva, oq
edo^ev exaipov Kal avvtiGri xivd, tiXotjoiov ovxa, avxco ovap Kaxa xfig
KE(paA.fi<; KaxaTi^^fioai. Damit tritt die doch wohl geforderte Konstruktion
Kaxaxi>.av xivi Kaxa xr\q KecpaJifiq hervor, und es zeigt sich, daB Pack mit
Recht sich fiir KaxaxiA.fioai (V) entschieden, den weileren notwendigen
Schrilt aber unterlassen hat. Alle weiteren Fragen sind demgegenuber
sekundar, so ob ovxa urspriinglich oder die Stellung von avxw richtig ist.
Das erste wird man ohne Einschrankung bejahen, sobald man exaipoq Kal
a-uvTiGrii; xi<; nXo-doioc, wv als Zusammenhang liest, und fiir das zweite wird
man wohl sagen, daB bei Ansetzung einer besonderen Betonung die
uberlieferte Abfolge der Elemente im Satz in jedem Falle gut bestehen
kann.
Was den Zusammenhang der beiden Traume mit dem vorangestellten
allgemeinen Satz angeht, so liegt es auf der Hand, daB der erste Traum mit
dem guten Ausgang der vorausgesagten Erbschaft Kontrast und Ausnahme
zu der mit axoTiov gegebenen negativen Bewertung darstellt,^^ der zweite
ihr dagegen entspricht. Seinem Traummodus nach gehort der erste Traum
jedenfalls zur Gruppe der Traume, welche sich als Kaxd fiev x6 evx6<; KaKol
Kaxd 5e x6 £kx6<; aYaGoi darstellen (p. 15, 13 sq.), zu Traumen also, von
^ Artemidor hat cruvfiBriq in zweigliedriger Verbindung nur an zweiter und letzler Slelle, p.
88, 12 yuvaiKi yvcopifip Kai a\)vr|8ei, p. 292, 17 sq. 6id xov Seivcx; ovtoq yvcopino\) Kal
CTUvtiBovq, p. 272, 8 av5pa <pi^v Kal cn)vr|6Ti. Es bezeichnel bei ihm auch subslanlivisch die
Personen, mit dcnen man inlimen Umgang hat (p. 101, 18 sqq. dcmd^eoGai Se tovq ouvf|6ei<;
Kal npooayopeueiv Kal Kaxa<piX,eiv dyaBov • . . . tovq 5e fifj (rovTiGeii;, aXKux, 8e yvcopinouc;
Ttpooayopevevv fircov dyaSov • exGpoxx; 5e kxX.).
^ Fiir dxonov vgl. p. 42, 16; 60, 10 (novripov Kal dxoTiov); 76, 2 (Gegensatz dyaGd-
dxoTia); 101, 23 (vooovvxi dxonov, d.h. Tod ankiindigend) und die im Index von Hercher
ausgewiesenen Slellen: p. 161, 23 und 169, 1 1 (Pack), wo in der Verbindung von novtipoq und
dxoTioq das eine mehr vom absonderlichen und abwegigen Traumbild und das andere von
dessen Bewertung und schlimmer Wirkung her gedacht sein mag; p. 281, 15 (dxona Kal
OKttid); 295, 5 (dri8Ti<; Kal dxonoe;); 250, 10 (Personen ehrwiirdigcn Alters verdienen
Vertrauen 7tX.f)v ei fiT| xi Tipdxxoiev ti Xeyoiev dxoTtov).
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denen al ^ev 6\^eiq KaKai, al 5e d7iopdoei<; dyaGai (ebd. 17 sq.) sind; und
auch das erste dort dafiir gegebene BeispieP^ (Kepa-uvovoGai 6oKeiv
n£VT|ta ovta . , . dyaGov, ebd. 14 sq.) bringt eine recht genaue Analogic zu
dem von uns besprochenen Fall. Man kann fragen, ob die Ausnahme von
der Regel nicht besser auch schon im allgemeinen Satz angekiindigt sein
sollte, und konnte einer solchen Forderung wohl auch leicht mit Hilfe einer
Erganzung (wie axonov 6' dv eiri .... eoxi 6' ore Kal dyaGov) begegnen.
Aber der geforderte Kontrast ist doch auch beim iiberlieferten Text in
vielleicht ausreichendem MaBe deutlich, so daB man sich damit zufrieden
geben kann. Der Unlerschied besteht zunachst in der Unbestimmtheit der
allgemeinen Aussage und der Bestimmtheit des Sonderfalls, daB ein guter
Bekannter die Quelle der von oben kommenden Beschmutzung ist, mit
seinen beiden Varianten, die sich aus der Distinktion von "reich" und "arm"
ergeben. Und dabei wird die erste Variante zum Kontrast und zur
Ausnahme von der generell negativen Bewertung, wahrend die zweite
Variante derselben wiederum entspricht.^^
Fur den Text des zweiten Traums tragt auch die arabische Ubersetzung
etwas bei, wie Browne in diesem Fall wahrscheinlich gemacht hat {Le
Museon 103 [1990] 279). Er ubersetzt die arabische Entsprechung zu dem
zweiten Traum mit: "And also another saw in his dream that a friend and
acquaintance of his urinated on his head, and from him great harms befell
him, and he fell into extreme disgrace and grief." Hier fehlt, wie schon
gesagt. die fur die Geschichte wichtige Aussage der Armut des Freundes,
doch iiber diese Entsprechung zu L lieBe sich nur bei genauer Betrachtung
des gesamten Zusammenhangs in der Ubersetzung urteilen. Was jedoch "he
fell into extreme disgrace and grief angeht, so konnte dies, fiir sich
genommen, leicht ein Beispiel fiir verdeutlichende Entfaltung und
Verdoppelung sein (die dem arabischen Ubersetzer offenkundig nicht fremd
ist); man wird jedoch, da die griechische Uberlieferung vor aiaxiSvri noch
eine Praposition (npoc; L, hno V) hat, die entweder getilgt werden muB oder
nach Erganzung verlangt, den vollen Ausdruck des Ubersetzers hier mit
Browne als Argument fiir das letztere verstehen. Sein npoq aiax-uvti
27 Zur Wiederherslellung der Reihe der Beispiele s. WSl. 101 (1988) 141 f.
^ Fur die positive und die negative Bewertung mag man auch 3. 52, das Kapitel iiber Mist
und Miill (Konpia), vergleichcn. Es heiBt da p. 226, 20 sqq. npooxevoGai 5e Konpia -UTto
Tvvo^ yvcopijiox) ovK dydSov ex6pcxv ydp Kal 6ix6voiav Kal d6iKiav \)7t6 xovi Ttpooxeovxoq
crrma{vei, wahrend es fiir einen Antnen giinslig erscheint, auf einem Mislhaufen zu schlafen
(15 sqq.): dyaGov 6e Kal enl KOJipia KaGeuSeiv dv6pl nevrj-ci- noAAd ydp Kxrioexai Kal
TiepiPaXelxai xptljiaxa.
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<>,tl)7iti> Tivi ^EYoc>.Ti TiepiETiEGev hat einige Wahrscheinlichkeit, das
Richtige zu treffen.^'
Universitdt Wien
^' Browne verweist fur die Slruklur auf p. 214, 14 sq. Kal Tipoq xaiq dnpa^iaic; 5iacrupp.6v
Kai KaTayeXoxta •oTtojieivai armaivei (mil der Ubersetzung "disturbance, disgrace and
humiliation" in Ar) und 108, 17 npoc, xalc, anpal,ia\.q Kai Xvnac, orijimvei. Vgl. auch p. 67,
22 sq. Tt-uKTDJeiv navxi pX«iPep6v • npbc, 7ap zalc, aicx^vmc, Kal pXaPaq cnmaivei. sowie p.
58, 8 und 67, 13 (npbc, xfi jiaxaioTtovia Kal x^ev»Tiv Kal vooov -unojievei). Man mag auch
Hesiod, Erga 211 \iiKT\c, te axeperai Ttpoq x ' al'axeoiv aXyea ndoxei vergleichen.
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Bemerkungen zum Text der Kynikerbriefe
MARTIN SICHERL
Die Recensio der unter den Namen des Diogenes von Sinope und seines
Schiilers Krates von Theben laufenden Briefe^ hat ergeben, daB der Text der
Diogenesbriefe auf dem Palatinus gr. 398 aus dem 9. Jh. (1-25, 28, 30-51),
dem Stammvater co einer breiten Uberlieferung seit dem 14. Jh. (1-29) und
dem Ambrosianus B 4 sup. (= A81) aus dem 10. Jh. (18-29) beruht, die
Kratesbriefe auf dem Stammvater C, von vier unabhangigen Zeugen aus dem
13.-14. Jh. (2-8, 11-36) und dem Ambrosianus A81 (11-14). Zu diesen
Zeugen tritt fiir einzelne Briefe (Diogenes 46, Krates 3, 7, 12) der
Vindobonensis phil. gr. 342 aus dem 11. Jh. Alien Zeugen liegt ein
einheitlicher Archetypus zugrunde, aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach ein
Majuskelcodex der vollstandigen Sammlung der Kynikerbriefe, der schon
mannigfache Verderbnisse aufwies. Aus ihm wurde noch vor der
Transliteration die durch \j/ reprasentierte Auswahl (Diog. 1-29, Krat. 1-14)
entnommen. Auf einen Minuskelcodex des 9. Jh., das transliterierte
Exemplar der vollstandigen Sammlung (x), gehen unabhangig voneinander
398, 342 und C, zuriick. Der Codex \\i, aus dem unabhangig voneinander o)
und A81 hervorgegangen sind, war ebenfalls ein Minuskelcodex. Danach
E. Miiseler, Die Kynikerbriefe I: Die Uberlieferung. Mil Beilragen und dem Anhang "Das
Briefcorpus Q" von M. Sicherl, Sludien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Allertums, N.F., 1.
Reihe, Bd. 6 (Paderbom 1994), zitiert nach Kapileln.
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sind die Kynikerbriefe zweimal transliteriert worden, einmal die
vollslandige Sammlung, das andere Mai die Auswahl \\f. Wie sich im
folgendcn zeigen wird, war der Text von % durch eine betrachtliche Zahl
von Glossen, die in den Text eingedrungen sind, und Interpolationen
korrumpiert.^ Sie geben sich als solche meist schon durch sprachliche
Ungeschicklichkeiten, mangelhafte Einpassung in den Text, das Bestreben,
den Text zu verdeutlichen, ihn zu verstarken oder eigene Kenntnisse
anzubringen, zu erkennen. In alien diesen Fallen ist kein Grund zu
erkennen, warum umgekehrt die betreffende Stelle im Hyparchetypus \|/
ausgefallen ware, wenn sie schon im Archetypus (p vorhanden war, wie es
sonst des ofteren der Fall ist.^ Sie lassen sich in aller Kegel sauber
herauslosen, ohne daB an den Bruchstellen eine Anderung am
urspriinglichen Text notig wird. Die Auswahl \\i wurde bei der Herstellung
des Briefcorpus Q, einer wahrscheinlich im 9. Jh. veranstalteten
Sammeledition von 18 Episiolographen, uberarbeitet. Dieser uberarbeiiete
Text ist der Slammvaier co der breiten Oberlieferung. Aber schon der
Archetypus (p war nicht frei von Verderbnissen infolge des Eindringens von
Glossen in den Text.
Im folgenden werden die Textsiellen 1-19 aus den einzelnen Briefen
mit Seite und Zeile der Epistolographi Graeci, rec. R. Hercher (Parisiis
1873) angegeben, bei Verweisen auf andere Briefe deren Zeilen. Die
lateinische Ubersetzung, die Hercher seinem Text beigegeben hat, stammt
von A. Westcrmann (s. Hercher S. ix).
I.Diogenes 1,S. 235,3-4
OiKTiaexe cuv (so 398, yotjv 8ia i:ot)To co Hercher) v^izic, jiev ZivcoTrriv, eyoi
5e 'A0T|va(;, schreibt Diogenes den Sinopensem, nachdem sie ihn verbannt
haben. Dem Redaktor von co halte die Verschreibung yovv statt ouv
vorgelegen. Stall sie ruckgangig zu machen, fugt er 5ia xo\)to ein.
2. Diogenes 7, S. 237,13-17
Es geht urn das Homerzital, mit dem Diogenes seinen Vaier uber seinen
kynischen Aufzug irosicn will (Od. 13. 434-38):
cpapoi; |i£v 01 npcbxa xixcovd te z'i[iaz' eScoKE
^E-oyaXEa, punocovTa, kokw |aE|J.op\)Y|i£va KOJivcp- 435
d}i(pi bi HIV iiEya 5Ep|J.a xaxEiriq eoo' EXacpoio
^ Vgl. Miiseler ILB. 1. Die Rcihc dieser Zusalze sclzl sich auch dort fori, wo co A81 fehlen,
also in Diog. 30-51 (398) und Krai. 15-36 (Q. Man kann annehmen. daB die meislen davon
schon in x slanden und nichl ersi in der Deszendcnz von x eingefiihri wurden.
' Vgl. Miiseler II. B. 1; 16. 3 isl durch Diog. I^en. 6. 23 gesichen und wahrscheinlich
ebenfalls wegen des Homoioiclcuions ausgefallen; 15. 5 isl unenibehrlich, sein Ausfall
hinlerlaBi eine LiJcke.
Martin Sicherl
\|/iX6v, 5coKe 5e ol oktijitpov Kal deiKca jrripTiv,
TivKva pcoyaXeTiv, ev 6£ oxpocpoc; rjcv doprtrip.
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Die Uberlieferung hat von dem Homerzitat nur die ersten vier Verse, den
letzten hatte co in der Form 6a)Ke 5e ol OKfiJixpov dopTiTipavte (so die
Hyparchetypi p und y sowie Laur, 57.12?'=, dopntipoc; xe Harl. 5610,
dopxfjpdTE Paris. 3047, dopTfipxe k = Vat. gr. 1354/Mazar. 4454).
5610
57.12 3047
Schafstaedt^ glaubt, das Homerzitat habe urspriinglich auch den Vers 438
umfaBt, der Schreiber sei aber im Vers 437 nach Scoice Se o'l ojcfiTixpov zu
dopxTip im nachsten Vers geglitten; spater habe man die Erwahnung der
TTTipa vermiBt und aus xrip xe gemacht: TiripavxE. Aber daB das Auge nach
OKTiTipxov auf dopxTip abglitt, ist nicht sehr wahrscheinlich, und wenn dies
mit XE angeschlossen wurde, hatte auch der Akkusativ dopxfipa hergestellt
werden miissen. Die Korruptel ist anders zu erklaren. Im Original fehlte
wie in 398 der Vers 438, weil es dem Verfasser nur um die Kleidung, den
Stab und den Ranzen, die Ausstattung des Kynikers, ging, nicht aber um das
Tragband, das nie erwahnt wird. Spatestens in (o, wo in 437 \\i\.X6v
ausgefallen war, hat ein Interpolator in unklarer Erinnerung an 438 in 437
Kttl dEiKEtt TtTipTiv durch dopnripavxE ersetzt und damit unsinnigerweise
das Schwert (dop) hereingebracht, das mit den Kynikem nichts zu tun hat;
auBerdem wurde die epische Form Ttripriv durch die attische Trnpav ersetzt.
In dieser Form haben den Vers die Hyparchetypi P und y iibemommen und
wahrscheinlich auch der Hyparchetypus a; so hat ihn auch 57.12. In 5610
ist daraus in Fehlerprogression dop7rTip6<; xe geworden, wahrend in k zu
dopxfjpxE und in 3047 zu dopxfipd xe "verbessert" wurde.
* H. Schafsiaedi, De Diogenis epistuJis (Diss. Gouingen 1982) 12 f.
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3. Diogenes 7, S. 237,18-20
Diogenes schreibt an seinen Vater: Gdppei. ovv, w ndxep, in\ tw ovo^iaxi, o
KaXovoiv T][iac,, Kai enl tt] axo^fi, eTtel 6 ^ev ktScov eatl 7:p6<; Gecov, t| 5e
£n3pT||ia Tot) Geou, so Hercher. Statt 6 |iev icocov hat 398 to ^ev koivov, statt
fj 6e hat 398 to 5e; auBerdem fehlen in 398 enel und 0eo\). Im Archetypus
(p hatte gestanden: cTiel to |j.ev (scil. ovojia) eoti npbc, Gecov, fi 5e (scil.
oxoXrO EvpEjia Geot) und to |iev war durch k-uwv glossiert; \\i nahm die
Glosse, wie sie war, in den Text und anderte entsprechend den Artikel, 398
verlas sie zu koivov und glich fj Se falschlich an E^jpE^ia an.
4. Diogenes 25,5.241,17-20
Hippon wollte von Diogenes wissen, wie es nach dem Tode sei. Diogenes
antwortet, es geniige, kut' ocpettiv Kai cp-uoiv ^fiv, das iibrige solle man auf
sich beruhen lassen, und fahrt dann fort: ^tiSev 6£ £\)>.apTiGfi(; oKcoq tiote
(so A81 CO, oXaic, twv tote 398) dvaCoGriToq w (so co, wv 398 A81). iyco
7ov)v (so 398 A81, Eycoy' o-uv (o) EyvcoKa anoizve-daavxi |a.oi TiapaTEGfivai
TO PocKTpov, iva Tot 5oKov)VTd ^£ ()i£ om. 398) ^-up-aivEoGai ^wa
anEkax)vo\\i\. Hercher iibemimmt mit Ausnahme von iyca yooiv die Lesung
von A81 CO = vj/. Schafstaedt (S. 14 f.) folgt 398, "quod Hipponis nihil
interest, utrum Diogenes sensu cariturus sit post mortem necne." Gerade
das aber nimmt Diogenes an, denn er solle sich nicht sorgen, daB Diogenes
von dem, was dann kommt, nichts merke. Diogenes will namlich nicht
begraben werden und ist so dem Zugriff der Hunde ausgeseizt. Er habe
deshalb auf alle Falle bestimmt, ihm seinen Stab beizulegen, um die Tiere,
von denen man meint, sie konnten seine Leiche schanden, vertreiben zu
konnen, vgl. Diog. Laert. 6. 79, Cic. Tusc. 1. 104. Es muB also heiBen:
OTicoq Tcbv TOTE dvaCoGriToq co.
5. Diogenes 27, S. 241,40-43
Die Lakedaimonier sind bemitleidenswert, weil sie das, was sie zu uben
meinen, die Bedurfnislosigkeit und das Ertragen von Widrigkeiten, in
Wirklichkeit von Diogenes allein vollbracht wird. Danach fahrt Diogenes
fort: dKo^o-uGa (so A81 co, dvaKO^io-uGa 398) yovjv Kai Ta\)Ta totjtok; (so
A81 CO, to-6toi<; om. 398)- dTEixiOTOv ydp 6okov)vte(; 6i' dv6pE{av (so A81
CO, ydp 5i' dv6pE{av 6oko\)vt£(; 398) oikeiv ttiv iTidpTTiv dcp-uA^aKTov xr[v
y-uxTiv Toiq TidGEOiv £K5£5cbKaoi. Hcrchcr folgt in allem A81 co, aber das
Richtige hat 398. Denn dKoXovjGoq bezeichnet das, was mit elwas anderem
zusammenstimmt, ihm entspricht: Diog. 15. 8 tw Xoyco tov p{ov (so co, tw
Pico tov A.6yov 398 Hercher) dK6A.o\)Gov ETCiSEiKvuoGai (vgl. Dcmosth. 18.
257 dKo^^ovGa to-utok; TipdTTEiv, Diog. 46. 14 dKoXovGa yot)v totjtok;
[seiner aiJTdpKEia und X^x6xr[c,] EKKdGapTai [iev fj \\i\}xr[ KaKcov [KaKicov
Wilamowitz], dcpEOTaTai Se KEvo6o^{a<; kxX.); dvaKo^o-uGoc; dagegen
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bezeichnet Dinge, die nicht zusammenpassen: Muson. fr. 10, p. 56 Hense
avttKoA.o'uGa xo^ ea-uxov A^oyoK; npocxtovta. DaB Diogenes nicht auf die
Parallelitat des zitierten Satzes mit dem Vorangehenden, sondem auf die
jedesmalige Inkonsequenz abhebt, beweist allein schon das einheitlich
iiberlieferte Kal: wie im ersten Fall so widerspricht auch im zweiten die
Realitat ihrer 664a (a 6oKo;3aiv doKEiv / 5oKot>vTE(; oikeiv): "Ungereimt
ist auch dies." Nachdem durch Ausfall der Vorsilbe dva- aus dvaK6>.o\)0a
einmal aKo^o-oGa geworden war,^ wurde in v|/ toijtok; hinzugefiigt. Dazu
wiederum paBt nicht das folgende ydp; es erklart dvaK6>.o\)0a, nicht
dKoXovGa. Zu dieser FunkUon von ydp vgl. Diog, Laert. 28. 1; Denniston,
Greek Particles S. 59 (3).
6. Diogenes 28, S. 242,39-43
Diogenes wirft in dieser InvekUve den Athenem vor: ev te toic; yuiivaaioK;,
oxav fi xd Ka^o-6|iEva "Epjiaia fj IlavaGrivaia, Kal ev {J-EOti xti dyopa (t] -
dyopa om. A81 co) eoGiexe Kal tcwexe, jieGtjexe a\)VO\)oid^EXE (a'uvot)Oia(;
co) TiEpawEXE (napaivEixE 398) ek xcov Evavxitov nEpaivEa0£ (napocvEioGE
398, KEpaivEoGai A81 co) Y\)vaiK07iaGEix£ (a'uv5iKona0£'ixE A81 co), eix'
EvaoEPEixE -uiiEic; Exi (so 398, doEPEic; -ujO-Eiq oxi A81 co) Kal Kpt)cpa Kal
cpavEpcoq TtoiEixE xavxa. Wie schon Schafstaedt (S. 35) gesehen hat, ist
o\)vo\)aid^EXE eine Glosse zu TtEpaivEXE und yuvaiKOTiaGEvxE eine Glosse
zu TtEpaivEoGE. Von co ist der obszOne Sinn von KEpaivEXE nicht
verstanden und avvo-uoiac; KEpaivEXE hergestellt worden. Ein Grund dafur,
daB r\ navaGrivaia Kal ev |I£oti xfj dyopa in cp gestanden hatte und in v|/
ausgefallen ist, ist nicht ersichtlich. Original kann es wegen der inhalllichen
AnstoBe kaum sein.^ Von Zugellosigkeiten, wie sie hier genannt werden, ist
bei den Panathenaen weder etwas bekannt, noch sind sie bei diesem Pest
iiberhaupt denkbar, wohl aber wiirden sie, wenn auch in Ubertreibung, zu
den Hermaia passen, vgl. P. Stengel, RE VIII.l (1912) 708: "In Athen gab
es ein solches [Hermesfest], wie es scheint ausgelassenen Charakiers, das
Knaben und eben heranreifende Jiinglinge in den Gymnasien und Palastren
feierten. Den Gymnasiarchen war es bei strenger Strafe verboten,
Erwachsene zuzulassen, da man die Verfiihrung der Knaben befiirchtete
(Aischin. I § 10; Schol. Plat. Lysis 260C)." AuBerdem steht ev fiEa-p xp
dyopa im Widerspruch zu Kal Kpvcpa Kal (pavEpox;. Die Passage ist
deshalb als eine Erweiterung in dem Hyparchetypus % zu streichen. Danach
stand vermutlich im Archetypus cp Eixa doEPEixE -u^ei*; exi, was von 398
mit der Verlesung eix' ev- in den Text genommen, von v|/ auf seine Weise in
5 Dazu vgl. Museler n.B. 1.
^ Vgl. dazu Guil. Capelle, De Cynicorum epislulis (Diss. Gollingen 1896) 26: "xa
KaX,ox)}ieva "Epfiaia ti FlavaGrivaia minus aple dicil, quia hos feslos dies esse ncgat.
Celerum verbum IlavaGfivaia hoc loco non aplum esse Wilamowiizius pulal, qui post illud
lacunam slaluil, in qua scripU fuerinl, quae in gymnasio fieri solcnl, lum bxav 5' fi Aiovijoia ti
ante vocem FlavaGrivaia supplel."
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den Kontext adaptiert wurde. Scheidet man die sprachlich ungeschickte
Passage aus, ergibl sich ein einwandfreier Text. Zu den beidcn Zusatzen
fijhrte das Bestreben, den Frevel der Athener zu vergroBem.
7. Diogenes 28.5.243,6-8
Diogenes gibt den Athenem den Rat: IcoKpdxEi te tw oocpo) KeioGevxeq
Kd^oi Kowfi Po\)A,fj o-uveXGovxeq (so 398, koivti - a"uveA,06vT£(; om. A81
to) tiPti66v oviiKocvTeq (Gv^inavxEC, om. 398) r\ acotppoveiv (cppoveiv A81 (o)
fidGexE (naGeiv 398) r\ aTtdy^aaGe (dndy^aoGai 398). DaB tiPtiSov
ox>[inavxzc, original ist, zeigen Stellen wie Herodot. 1. 172 dnavTeq
tiPti66v, 6. 21 TidvTEc; tiPti66v, Luc. Vit. auct. 14, al. naoiv tiPti56v
dndy^aaGai, Diod. 3. 54 zox>q dv6pa<; fiPri56v djioocpd^ai; cf. 2. 16, al.
Dagegen ist Kowfi Po\)>.fi ovveXGovxe^ nicht nur uberfliissig, wie schon
Emeljanow^ bemerkte, sondem eine ahnliche Uberspitzung wie Z. 41 f . f|
navaGrjvaia Kal ev \ieor\ xfi dyopa; auch hier ist ein Grund fur einen
Ausfall nicht ersichtlich, da das Homoioteleuton K£ioG£VTE(;/a\)V£^G6vx£(;
auch zum Ausfall von Kd^ioi gefuhrt haben wiirde. Es ist also wiederum als
Interpolation in % zu streichen.
8. Diogenes 28, S. 243,22-26
Diogenes sagt: 5i£X£^£oa ydp Evx-oy^dvcov 'AvxioGevei xw ao(pQ, o<;
jiovok; ([iovoc, codd., corr. Laur. 57.45 Hercher) xoiq eiSooiv a-uxov SieiXe
xoiq 6' olXXok; (Kal xoTq aXkoxpioic, A81 to) zoic, o-uk Ei56ai cp-uaiv Xoyov
(Xoycov co) d?iTiG£iav TiapE^EPri (jiapEPri A81 co) ovSev cppovxioa*;
jcvco5dA,cov T\ (fj om. A81 co) vtjtiicov ^Tl E7iioxa|j.£vcov . . . Xoyovc, ktuvo^
(koyoc, Koivoq A81). Hier ist xoiq otjk eiSooi ein Glossem zu xoic; 5'
dXX,oi(;, und dieses war an die falsche Stelle geraten; es gehort zu
napE^EPri, und dann erhalt auch 5vei^e das notwendige Objekt: cp-uaiv
Xoyov d>.TiGEiav. Die Lesung xoic,d' aXXoic, (398) verdient gcgen Kal xoi(;
dA,^oxp{oi<; den Vorzug. Es entspricht xoTq eiSoow a\)x6v, wahrend
dX^oxpioc; entweder das, was eines anderen ist, oder "auswarts, fremd"
bedeutet und deshalb nicht den Gegensatz zu xoig Ei56aiv avxov bildet.
Das Verbum TiapEKpaivw, "aus dem Wege gehen," ist zwar nur mit dem
Genetiv ("sich von etwas trennen") und dem Akkusativ ("ubertreten")
belegt, der Dativ als ein Dalivus incommodi ist aber bei der hier
erforderlichen Bedeutung natiirlich. Danach ist der Text so herzustellen:
5iEXEA.Eaa ydp Evx-uyxdvwv 'AvxioGevei xw oocpw, oq |j.6voi<; xoi<; eiSooiv
a-uxov 5iEiA,£ (p-uovv A,6yov dXriGEiav, xoiq 5' dXXoK; napE^EPri otjSev
(ppovxioaq KV(o6d^cov fi vriTiicov )j.fi ETiioxa^EVCDv . . . ^oyovq Kvvoq.
' V. E. Emeljanow, The tellers of Diogenes (Diss. Stanford University 1967; Microfilm
1968) 139.
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9. Diogenes 32, S. 246,30-31
Diogenes schreibt an Aristippos am Hofe des Tyrannen Dionysios von
Syrakus: 'E7i\)06|itiv ae cxoXdaai PaoKavCa {oxoXaoai ocokeiv cod.)
KttG' fjiicov Kttl Ttapa Tw xvpdvvo) 6vei6i^eiv EKaatoxe xtiv i\ir\v neviav,
um sich gegen diesen Vorwurf zu verteidigen. DaB Herchers Konjektur
PaoKttvia nicht befriedigt, obwohl sie nahe an der Uberliefening (doKeiv)
bleibt, haben schon Emeljanow (S. 155) und auch Miiseler* empfunden.
Aber Emeljanows Vorschlag Paoicaiveiv fur axoA.doai PaoKaviot, obwohl
dem Sinne nach einwandfrei, wird mil dem Akkusativ oder Dativ, nicht aber
mit Katd tivoq konstruiert und entfemt sich durch die Streichung von
cxoXdoai, das nicht als Glossem verstanden werden kann, zu weit von der
Uberlieferung. Muselers oxoXdq dyeiv bleibt nahe an der Uberlieferung,
befriedigt aber sprachlich nicht, da oxoXr[\/ dyeiv ("MuBe haben") zwar
ganz gewohnlich ist, aber oxoA,d(; ccyeiv im Sinne von "Vorlesungen halten"
weder sprachlich noch sachlich befriedigt. Hier diirfte das erste der beiden
Worter wie oft in der Vorlage' von 398 (oder deren Vorlage) teilweise
unleserlich gewesen und aufs Geratewohl erganzt worden sein. Dem Sinne
entspricht 6iaPoXd<; doKEw (vgl. oveiSi^ew, 5 TiEvCav KaKi^Eiv) und diese
Junktur ist auch sprachlich einwandfrei. Sie ist zwar nicht belegt, stellt sich
aber zu KaKoxTixac; (Aesch. Prom. 1066), A^aOpaia KaKd (Soph. Track.
384), doEPEiav (Eur. Bacch. 476) doKEiv, und ganz gelaufig ist die
Verbindung von doKEiv mit positiven Werten wie dpETTjv, dXriGEiav u.a.;
6iaPoX.f| Kttxd xivo(; steht bei Plut. Them. 4. Zu den Verleumdungen, denen
Diogenes ausgesetzt war, vgl. 1. 13 f. KpEixxov ydp napd noXh
6iapd^XEO0ai npbc, v\iSyv und 12. 9 e1<; ov Twidc, dia^aXXoxtai novoq. Wie
in 12. 9 der novoq, so ist hier die nEv{a der Grund der 6iapoXTi. Der
Ausdruck 5iaPo^dq doKEiv ist also eine Verstarkung von Siapd^XEiv,
Aristipp "betreibt" die Verleumdung des Diogenes.
10. Diogenes 36, S. 250,26-29
Diogenes hatte dem Kyniker Timomachos empfohlen, uber seine Tur statt
'UpaKXric, £v0d5E KaxoiKEi, jitiSev Eiaixo) KaKov zu schreiben: 7iEv{a
EvGdSE KaxoiicEi Kx^. Der wehrt heflig ab, denn gerade die Armut sei ein
ijbel, weil sie ^i|j.6v, \\i\)xoc„ Kaxacppovrioiv bewirke. Darauf antwortet
Diogenes: dXX' ovdiv yz xotjxcov wv (pT\c, KEvia dpa ouxe ^i|j.6<;. noXXd
ydp ev XE yfi cpiJExai, 5i' wv (6i' suppl. Hercher) o xe Xi^ibq 0£pa7iEt)Exai x6
x£ vi/v)xo(;, etieI cuxe xd dA^oya (so Hercher, Xo\.na. cod.) yoyL\d ovxa
aioOdvExai \\ivxo-oc,. Hercher vermutete nach dpa eine Liicke, aber schon
* E. Miiseler, Die Kynikerbriefe H: Kritische Ausgabe und Oberselzung, Sludien zur
Geschichle und Kuliur des Altertums, N.F., 1. Reihe, Bd. 7 (Paderbom 1994) Apparai z. Si.
'Vgl. Miiseler n.B.l.
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Hertlein'^ halte 6pa <o-uTe \\i\)xo(;> o-uxe A^ijiov vorgeschlagen, da in den
folgenden Kausalsatzcn auBer auf Xi^ioq auch auf \\i\)Xoc, Bezug genommen
wird. Emeljanow (S. 175) meini, 5pa "is hard to accept as an emendation,"
es ist aber eine Variatio zu 24 noiovaav, und wird wiederum variiert durch
36 EpYaJ^etai, und 39 heiBt es ausdrucklich Ta\)Ta e6pa fi Tievia, DaB
\\i\)Xoc, nicht fehlen durfte, hat Hertlein richtig gesehen, aber freilich wiirde
man eher ovie Xip.6v <o\3t£ vj/xixo<;> erwarten, was der Reihenfolge in 25 f.
und so auch den nachfolgenden Begriindungen entsprache. Capelle (S. 45)
empfand, daB to xe \i/t)X0(; nicht ohne Pradikat sein konne, und schlug, urn
zu variieren, "<npaTjv£tai> vel tale quid" vor. Aber der Text wird durch
einen minimalen Eingriff geheilt, der die vermutele Liicke und die
vorgeschlagenen Erganzungen evident widerlegt und dariiber hinaus noch
einen weiteren Fehler der Uberliefcrung aufdeckt, den Artikel bei v/u^oq,
wahrend sonst der Artikel weggelassen ist, wie es bei abstrakten
Gattungsnamen allgemeinc Regel ist": aXX' o\)6ev ye wv (p-qq nevia 5pa,
o-uxe Xi|j.6v, noXXa yap £v xr^ yri cp-uexai, <6i'> wv o xe Xi^bq Gepane-uexai,
o\)xe (x6 x£ cod.) vi/vxoq, £7iel oijSe xa a^oya yu^va ovxa y^vxovc,
aioGdvexai. Dem x£ entsprichl kein zweites xe oder icai, weil der
vorschwebende Gedanke dann anders ausgedriickt wird.'^ Aber eben dieses
fehlende xe verursachte die Verderbnis x6 xe statt o-uxe.
11. Diogenes 36, S. 250,39-41
Nachdem Diogenes nachgewiesen hat, daB die Armut weder Hunger noch
Frieren noch Verachtung bewirkt, fahrt er fort: xi Se, Ecpriv, dX^a xav)xa
£5pa f] TiEvia Tiap' -ufj-iv ovk ovaa, otjk fiv aipExri, dXA,d acpoSpoxEpa
KttKd d7i£^at)vo\)oa i)|iiv, so der Codex. Weslermann ersetzte d>.>.d durch
aXX' T\, Schafstaedt (S. 38) durch aXX' ei, Wilamowitz (bei Schafslaedt
a.O.) o\)K ovoa durch oiKovoa, Boissonade alpExt) durch dpExtj,
Schafstaedt fiigte dv vor tjv ein und schrieb dXXa statt des zweiten dXXd.
Emeljanow (S. 177 f.) schlieBlich schreibt: dXX' r\ xaijxa £5pa <dv> fi
TiEvCa Tiap' -up-iv oiKovoa; otjk -qv a'lpEXT] d>>^a ocpoSpoxEpa etc. und
versteht: "What other than these things (i.e. hunger, cold, etc., above) might
poverty do, if it dwelt with you?" Aber der Gedanke ist offenbar der:
"Wenn (wie nachgewiesen) die Armut diese Ubel (Xifioq, \|/t)xo(;,
KaxacppovTioK;) nicht bewirkte, wenn sie bei euch wohnte, hattet ihr sie
dann nicht aufnehmen sollcn, da sie doch schlimmere Ubel (als die
vermeintlichen) von euch vcrtreibt": aXX' ei xavia <^r[> 'ibpa t[ mvia
Tiap'
-ufiiv oiKoxJaa, o\)K r[v aipEX-p d^^a ocpoSpoxEpa icaKd
anzXax)Vovoa;
'" F. K. Hertlein, "Zu griechischen Prosaikem," //crm^^Q (18753 361.
" Vgl. R. Kuhner - B. Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammalik der griechischen Sprache II:
Salzlehre 1 (Hannover/Leipzig 1898)606.
'2 Kiihner-Gerth n.2 (Hannover/Ixipzig 1904) 244, A. 4.
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12. Diogenes 37, S. 251,51-252,21
Angesichts des Luxus im Hause des Lakydes in Rhodos rat ihm Diogenes
zur Bedurfnislosigkeit, wie er sie von Antisthenes gelemt habe: Ttoxripia 5'
eoTco . . . Tot EK 7iT|Xot) Xzuzo. Kttl Eucova, 7i6|ia 6£ \)6(op va^axiaiov,
Tpo(pal 5e apxoq Kai 6\|/ov a^e^
-n
Kdp6a|iov. Diese Nahrung konne eher
als anderswo ev xr[ 655) gefunden werden, tti (pEpo-ooTi eti' £V)5ai|ioviav, i^v
6ti TidvTcov Ti|iicoT(XTriv xpTip-ocTcov Geteov. Soweit ist der Text in Ordnung.
Im folgenden ist er jedoch mehrfach gestort: ev totico 6xt»pcoTdTcp Kal
(XTioKpTiiivoxdTO) fiittv 666v TipoodvTTi Ktti xpaxEiocv i5p'uaao0ai. xa-uTriv
o^v TTiv 656v 6id TO 5"6oKo^ov \i6Xiq dv 6-uvao0ai yu|iv6v Ejcaoxov
dvap-qvai Kai oi>x oxi cpEpovxd xi o\)v £a\)xa> Kal Papo-uiaEvov iioyw Kal
6EO|j.oiq 7iEpiaa)0Tivai, d^^' ovbk xcov dvayKaicov xi ^Exiovxa, Tioifioai
(7ioio\)vxa Nihard) 6' ev xfi 66a) xpo(pT]v fj.Ev Tioav r[ Kdp5a|j.a, no^ia 6k
ziinaXkc, (EvxeXkc, Schafstaedt) i55cop. Kal xat»xa q-ok ev TiapaxoTttp
\iaXiaxa 6' otitj (67i6xe Emeljanow) 8£oi xovc, (xot) Hercher) paoxa
PaSioai yujivaoKEiv (yviivaoxEov Westermann, yv>)iv6v daKEiv Nihard),
EoGiEiv |iEV Kdp5a)j.ov, TcivEiv §£ i)5cop, dp-TiEXEoGai 5£ xpipcova KOlJCpOV
d7ro6Ei^d)i£vo(; (dTioSE^a^Evoxx; Marcks) x-qv dG^rioiv xe d7to6-6EaGai
7ip6<; ynv • Eoxwxa 6£ etiI aKpov xov 'Ep|ifiv EKXivdaoEiv xoix; PaSiCovxaq,
\ir[ XI E^ovxEc; EcpoSiov PePtjA^ov oikoGev PaSv^cooiv. Die Kritiker
versuchten jeder auf seine Weise, abgesehen von den Wortverbesserungen,
den Text durch Streichungen eingedrungener Glossen herzustellen. Hercher
setzte nach Gexeov eine Liicke an, sicher zu Recht, da dem folgenden Satz
das Subjekt fehlt. Ausgefallen ist etwa: etiI xa-6xT|v 6e (scil. E-uSaip-oviav)
xovq Geotjq, abhangig von (252,2 f.) napd 'AvxioGevei E^aGov. Er laBt
ferner das unverstandliche Kal xama o-dk ev napax6n(o weg, fahrt mit
)id?iioxa fort, interpungiert nach Pa6(aai und beginnt mit Westermanns
Konjektur yuiivaoxEov (statt des nicht bclegten yujivaoKEiv) einen neuen
Satz. Am radikalsten hat Nihard'^ in den uberlieferten Text eingegriffen.
Er versucht nicht die Liicke zu schlieBen, sondem sieht in dem "Anakoluth"
das Zeichen einer Interpolation (an deren Spitze dann doch ebenfalls etwas
fehlte!) und tilgt die lange Passage von ev xotico bis fiExiovxa. Diese
erweise sich im Kontext als ein Fremdkorper, weil sich Diogenes darauf
beschranke zu zeigen, daB die Diat der Kyniker fur das Gliick unerlaBlich
sei. Aber diese genuin kynische Passage*'* fiihrt im Gegenteil das Bild des
Weges zur Gliickseligkeit, das eben eingefiihrt worden war (5 ev xfj 65o)
EvpCoKEaGai XT] (pEpo\)OTi E7i' E\)5aifioviav) naher aus, und sie ist auch
nicht eine vom Glossator beigebrachte Parallelstelle, denn sie hat die
Funktion, die Diatvorschrift zu begrunden: diese dient dem Ziel der
'^ R. Nihard, "Les letlres de Diogene a Monime el la confronialion des totioi," Rev. de
philologie3S{l9\4)259fi.
"* CapeUe 34.
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E\)5ai^ov{a. Aber Nihard laBt es damit nicht bewenden, er streicht auch
Tioifjaai - evnaXkc, \j5cop, wcil darin die Diatvorschrift des Antisthenes in
fast identischen Ausdriicken wiederholt werde. Es ist aber klar, daB diese
Wiederaufnahme im Bild des Weges, das der Begriindung der Diat dient,
nicht fehlen konnie, der Verfasser variiert aber in ansprechender Weise den
Ausdruck. Bei der dritten Tilgung Nihards, der von Kal Tav)ta - nCveiv 5e
\S6(op, liegt eine Interpolation auf der Hand; schon Capelle (34, A. 4) hatte
yuiivaaxeov (oder vielmehr yup.vaaKEiv) - \)5cop als Dittographie erklart.
Sodann athetiert Nihard noch einen vierten Satz: Eoxoka 6e - Pa5{^coaiv;
er setze das Bild von dem Wege zur Gluckseligkeit fort, indem er implizit
den Gedanken der yu^voxTiq enthalte.'^ Wenn aber das Bild des Weges
nicht interpoliert ist, kann auch dies nicht Zeichen einer Interpolation sein.
SchlieBlich tilgt er in Zeile 20 eoGieiv te Kal kiveiv nach daKT|aa<; als
Glosse, aber die Infinitive sind logisch gefordert, vgl. 252,30 oijketi xavxa.
(nq daicrmaxa rioOiov Kal ekivov. Diogenes hat bei Antisthenes die Diat
geiibt, die zur E\)5aip.ovia fuhrt; urn diese geht es von 252,1 an.
Emeljanow tilgt 252,6-8 ev totio) . . . i6p'6aaa0ai, erklart TrapaxoTicp als
eine Kon tarn ination von napd, das von Ttapd 'AvtioGevei vorher (252,2)
und nachher (Z. 19) eingedrungen sei (!), streicht mit Hercher otjk ev
Ttapaxoncp, will ojiti durch otioxe ersetzen und halt yup-vaaxEov (oder
vielmehr yujivaoKEiv) bis Kov)(pov fiir eine Glosse. Das soil dann heiBen:
"(and to do these things), especially whenever one is in need of walking
easily." Aber d|in£X£O0ai Se xpCpcova Kotxpov ist zweifellos echt, vgl.
Krat. 18. 1 f. tiweiv ISScop Kal EaOiEiv [li] dvi6p(oxl Kal d|j.7t£XEa0av
xpiPcova. DerxpiPcov 6i7iXo\3(; ist das Kleidungsstiick der Kyniker, hier
aber wird der einfache xpiPcov Kovxpoq gefordert, entsprechend dem yujivov
dvapfivai im Bild des Weges: in leichter Bekleidung musse man
hinansteigen. Scheidet man aber Kal xavxa bis \36cop aus, so schlieBt
d^iTiEXEoGai 5£ xpipwva wie in Krat. 18. 2 bruchlos und der Sache
entsprechend an zvxeXkq \36cop an, und der ganze Text ist bis hierher in
Ordnung, ohne daB weitere Streichungen in Betracht kamen. Die in den
Text eingedrungene Glosse wird dann so gelautet haben: Kal xavxa o\)k ev
Tcavxl xoTiw, \ia.Xioxa 5' '6nr\ (= otio-u) 6eoi xov) paaxa Pa6{aai yv^vov
daKEiv (so Nihard 262 einleuchtend fur y-up-vaoKEiv) eoGieiv |I£v
Kdp6a|iov, TiivEiv 6£ \36cop: "und dies (namlich Koifioai - xpocpT^v |i£v
Tioav Kal KapSafiov, 7i6|j.a 6£ e^uxe^e^ \35cop) nicht an jedem Ort sondem
gerade dort, wo man, am leichtesten zu schreiten, sich leichibckleidct uben
muB, Kresse zu essen und Wasser zu trinken." Der Glossator nimmt also
mit YD^vov doKEiv auf \i6X\<; dv SiSvaoGai yuiavov dvapfivai im Bild des
Weges Bezug. Im folgenden schreibt Hercher dnoSEi^aiiEvo-uq statt des
ijberlieferten d7to6Ei^d^Evo<;, das Nihard trotz des Anakoluths beibehalt,
'^ Vgl. dazu CapelJe 35, der bereils die urspriingliche Verkniipfung mil dem Bild des Weges
gesehen hal.
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und mit te an das Vorangehende anschlieBt. Marcks'^ fand dieses Wort, das
er mit "prae se ferre" iibersetzt, wenig passend und wollte es durch
a7io5e^a)ievoi)<; ersetzen: "miseriam laboremque decumbendi in terra in se
admittere." Naher lage E7ii5£i^a|ievo'U(;, was offenbar schon Capelle
vorschwebte ("demonstrantem"). Man erwartet aber nicht den Plural,
sondem in Ubereinstimmung mit (pepovta, Papo-uiievov (10) und jxexiovxa
(12) den Singular, und a0?iTiai<; heiBt nicht "miseria laborque," sondern
"Kampf der Athleten." AnstoBig ist auch xe vor d7io6t)£a0ai, das Hercher
stehen laBt, aber in der Ubersetzung ubergeht, Nihard tilgt. Emeljanow
findet TTiv a0^T|aiv tov) dKo5t)eo9ai zu Recht anstoBig und schreibt deshalb
ajto6ei^dfi£vo<; (sic) 6e to dnobveaQai npbq aQXr[ow (statt npbc, 7fiv),€ine
willkurliche Anderung, die durch 24 Kal ekI ync; KoijiaaGai und Krat. 18. 2
f. KaxaicA-ivEaGai in\ yfic; widerlegt wird. Statt des unpassenden dGXrioiv
ist aber doKTiaiv zu schreiben; mil Recht halle schon Capelle (S. 34)
"exercitationem humi decumbendi" ubersetzt, aber das ist daioiaiv, nicht
d9>.riaiv, und zu doKtioiv paBl bestens der Genetiv xov d7io5t»Ea0ai. In
Wirklichkeit ist das mehrfach anstoBige dno8zi^a\ievoc, - xox> als Glosse zu
streichen, und dann schlieBt d7io5{)Ea0ai te bruchlos an TpiPcova Koijcpov
an. Der Glossator hat seine Bemerkung mit dem Nominativ dem Kontext
syntaktisch nicht angepaBt, und bei der Eingliederung der Glosse in den
Text geriet te an die falsche Sielle. Mit seiner Glosse wollte deren Ujheber
die doKTioK; des Schlafens auf dem blossen Erdboden hervorheben, vgl. 20
daKTiai<;, 30 doKrijiaTa. Nihards Streichung von EaT&Ta - PaSi^coaiv
stimmt Emeljanow zu ("as it stands, the text does not fit anywhere"), halt es
aber fur eine Glosse zu 10 oti cpEpovTd xi, wahrend Nihard (nach Capelle)
den ursprunglichen Zusammenhang mit dem Bild des Weges richtig
gesehen hat und es gerade deshalb tilgen wollte, und fahrt mit Eyco te (statt
Toi) fort. Mit Nihard tilgt er auch eoOieiv te Kal tiiveiv. Aber nach
Ausscheidung der beiden sprachlich und sachlich anstoBigen
Interpolationen Kal Tat)Ta - \j8cop und d7co5£^d|i£vo<; - xox) te ergibt sich
ein vollkommen koharenicr Text, ohnc daB Reiouchen an den Bruchstellen
erforderlich waren.
13. Diogenes 40, S. 255,31-35
Diogenes schreibt an Alexander: otj toiv\)v e^ok; dv £7ii5Ei^ai, othoc,
TOiomoq cov £7tiK£XpT|aai dvOpcoTcw xpTiOTO), toiotjtok; 5£ ETTixpco^Evoq
oloq npSnoq y' dv avxoc, Kal jiEyioTa KaKa 7ra0£iv Kal vt)v ^itiSev dyaOov
TidoxEiv ktX. Statt oioc, schreibt Boissonade oiok;, aber dem Satz fehlt das
Pradikal. Emeljanow (S. 208) meint, "we should understand at least an
ellipse of e'xok; dv £7ii6£i^ai + infinitive, the positive of the preceding o-uk
e'xok;, or something similar." Wie schon wiederholt, kann die Komiptel mit
einem Minimum an Aufwand geheilt werden: statt oioq ist ol'ou zu
'^ J. F. Marcks, Symbola critica ad epistolographos Graecos (Diss. Bonn 1 883) 5 1
.
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schreiben, vgl. oi'ei in Z. 23. Den Weg dazu konnte schon Hercher mil
seiner Ubersetzung "persuasum habe" weisen.
14. Diogenes 44, S. 256,30-34
Diogenes gibt Metrokles den Rat, den Verkehr mil Frauen zu meiden, weil
er viel Zeil kosie: Ta<; 6£ npbq xa<^ yuvaiKa^ dKpaxei(; evxe-u^eK; noXXr\<^
beo^itvac, oxo^fi<; ea iroXXa xaipeiv. oi) yap oxoXt] ti |a.6vov nxcoxov
aixEiv Kaxa n^dxcova, aXka xw en' £-u5ai)ioviav o'uv'cop.ov £7i£i70)j.£vcp t^
npbc, yuvaiKot<; evxev^k; ovrjoiv cpepei, so der Codex. Hercher drucki den
schwer gestorten Text ab, wie er isl, und verzichtet auf eine Ubersetzung.
Emeljanow (S. 218 f.) versuchi ihn versiandlich zu machen: ov yctp oxoXi\
<£a>xi<v o\)> |i6vov TtxcDxo) aix£iv, d^>.d xw in' £i)5ai|ioviav aijvxoiiov
£7i£i70fievcp, wie der Bettler keine Zeit zum Betleln habe, so habe, wer nach
der EV)6ai|j.ovia auf kurzem Wege eilt, keine Zeit mit Frauen zu verlieren,
und erklart: "As it stands, the text says that relations with women are useful
to the man taking the short cut to happiness, but presumably under certain
conditions." Aber das Gegenteil ist der Fall; Metrokles soil ja gerade den
Verkehr mit den Frauen lassen, weil er viel Zeil erfordert, und von "certain
conditions" ist keine Rede. Sprachlich ist das fehlende Kal nach dX^d trotz
Emeljanow nicht zu bcgrunden,''' und das asyndetische fj npbc, yvvalKac,
evxe-u^k; ovTioiv (p£p£i hangt bei der Interpunktion nach etieiyojj-evo) in der
Luft. Die Losung ist, wie schon oftcr, sehr einfach, die Ausscheidung einer
in den Text aufgenommenen Glosse, die von oxoXi] bis dX^d reicht: o-u ydp
xw £7t' £-u6ai|iov{av EKEiyoiiEvcp r\ npbc, yuvaiKai; evxevi^k; ovtioiv (pEpei.
Die Glosse gehort zum vorangehenden Satz: Zeit habe nur der Bettler. Wie
schon in friiheren Fallen ist die Glosse sprachlich korrumpiert und bei der
Eingliederung in den Text durch dA,>.d erweitert worden, um das Pendant zu
OX) |i6vov, das gar nicht zu ihr gehort, zu schaffen. Zu der zweifelhaften
Berufung auf Platon paBl, daB auch Diog. 17. 8-10 auf Platon (Phaedr.
275c-d) anspielt, das Emeljanow mit Rccht als in den Text cindrungene
Glosse ansiehi. Der Glossator von % will in beiden Fallen seine Kennuiis
Platons zur Schau stellen, aber seine Erinnerung ist vage; hier scheint er
Platons Verwerfung der Bcttelci (Leg. 11. 936c; vgl. auch 8. 552c-d) im
Auge zu haben; vgl. auch unten S. 276.
15. Diogenes 50, S. 258, 17-21
Euremon kampfte wie ein Berserker mit seinem Vater um das miitterliche
Erbe, aber einige Passanten machien dem Kampf ein Ende. Dazu sagt
Diogenes: e6£i 6£, ei'tiep dpExfi o\)vxE0pa7ixo, r\ xt[v dp^Tiv jitiSe a"uaxfivai
XPTifidxcov E7ii0\))iiav TiEpl a-uxov fj n6iOT\c, KaK-{a<; eoxI vf] 5ia ov xfiq
OEHvoxdxTiq (piXoaocpia^ fiq dcpripfiaGai x6 cuiiTiav nddoc,, so der Codex.
''' Vgl. Kiihner-Gerlh n.2. 257(2) A. 1.
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Die stark korrupte Stelle haben sich mehrere Kritiker herzusiellen bemiiht,
nur teilweise mit Erfolg. Hercher korrigierte avvxeGpaTixo zu
avvETE0panTo, statt eaxl vti 6ia ov xr[c, schlug Marcks (S. 52) eatlv fi 5ia
xr\<; vor, Hercher schrieb eotlv aixia, ox> Tnq, auBerdem tilgte Marcks r[c„
aber Hercher behielt es bei und iibersetzte mit Westermann: "Debebat
autem, siquidem revera virtule innutritus erat, aut omino procul ab ipso
pecuniae aviditas abesse quae omnis improbitatis causa est, aut sanctissima
philosophia ab omni affectu libera praestari." Hier ist oxjoxfivai nicht
verstanden, und dies verhinderte die notwendige Emendation: eSei 6e, . . . ii
TTiv apxTlv \ir\de O'uaxfivai xpTlP-ocxcov eni9\)jj.{a nepl avxcbv (scil. twv
^iTitp(p(ov) T\ 6ia xfiq oE\ivoxaxT\c, (^ikoaoipiac, d(pTipf|a9ai to ov^Tiav
ndQoq, "er hatte sich entweder von Anfang an nicht aus Geldgier auf einen
Kampf um das Erbe mit seinem Vater einlassen durfen oder durch die
ehrenwerteste Philosophic hatte die ganze Begierde danach genommen sein
mussen."
16. Krates 10, S. 209,37-42
Krates rat seinem steis betrunkcnen Freund Lysis unier Hinweis auf das
Schicksal des Eurytion (Hom. Od. 21. 295 f.), vom Wein einen maBvollen
Gebrauch zu machen: Tiapaivco ooi )j.a06vTa £\)xpticjtco<; amw xp^oGai.
Darauf folgt ox; axonov eoxi xco |J.ev nXT\}cxp(o fa.T] eI'keiv oiEoGai <6£iv>, o
xoix; xp(0|j.Evo\)(; amib KaA^wq cuk e^ioxtioi xtov (ppEvwv o\)6' Ei<; jiaviav
E|iPd?lA.Ei, XM 6e ol'vq) oiEoGai eI'kew 8eiv <Kal> xpfioOai amw f| xw
nXr[Kxp(a dcKoPaivEi xooot)xov |j.ei^ov Kal x-qv )j,eA.£xt|v a{)xo\) 710it|X£OV.
TiEipco 6r\ xoiq EyjcpaxEoi xcov dvSpcov 6)iiA.(bv EyKpaxox; j^pfjoGai
liavGdvEiv (6£iv suppl. Hercher, Kal suppl. Aldina). Der Text ist schwer
gestori. Nach xpfjoGai ai)xw klaffl in 54 und 3050 und demnach auch in
der Aldina eine offene Lucke (Fenster) von etwa 10 Buchstaben; der
Schreiber des Mut. gr. 54 hat also bereits einen Textverlust konstatiert.
AuBerdem hat Hercher nach xoooxixov jxei^ov eine Lucke angezeigt, und
Westermann hat sich auBerstande gesehen,
-n
xw TiXfiKxpco bis iiEii^ov zu
iibersetzen.'* Bis xP'HoGai a-uxw (41) ist der Sinn jedoch klar, aber die
Passage ox; dxonov (37) bis noirixEov (41), gleich ob man ox; kausal oder
—
wahrscheinlicher—im Sinne eines Ausrufs auffaBt,'^ wirkt wie ein
Fremdkorper. Entfemt man sie, schlieBt KEipco 6ti kxX. logisch an
E\)XprioTco(; aijxa) xpfjoGai (37) an; der Satz gibt an, wie man das
£\)XPT|ox(0(; lemen konne, jxavGdvEiv nimmt )j.aG6vxa wieder auf. Es
handelt sich also wiederum um eine in den Text eingedrungene Glosse. Der
'* Die Uberselzung von R. A. Hock bei A. J. Malherbe, The Cynic Epistles: A Study Edition,
Society of Biblical Literature, Sources for Biblical Studies 12 (Missoula, MT 1977) bcfriedigl
ttichi.
'^
'Qq in kausalem Sinn, "denn, da," gibt es nur einmal in den Kynikerbriefen (Diog. 29, S.
244,25 H.). einmal auch als varia lectio zu bid (Diog. 2, S. 235,22 H.).
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Glossator fand es sonderbar, daB man dem nXfiKtpov, also der Musik, nicht
nachgebcn diirfe, wohl aber dem Wein. Dabei scheint er sich wie in Diog.
17, S. 239,35-37 und 44, S. 256,28 f. (dazu oben S. 274, Ziff. 14) Platons
zu erinnern, der bekanntlich verschiedene Tonarten aus der Erziehung
verbannte. Aber dann ist ihm ein schwerer Gedachtnisfehler unterlaufen, da
nXr\Kxpov auf Lyra und Kithara anspielt; denn gerade diese hat Platon allein
zugelassen (Rep. 3. 398c ff.). Auch die ungeschickte Formulierung xw 6e
oivo) oiEoGai EiKEiv 6ew verrat den Glossator, da 6eiv zwar zu nXi\Kzp(o ^t\
EiKeiv ("man durfe sich nicht hingeben"), nicht aber zu o'l'vco eikeiv ("man
miisse sich hingeben") paBt. Die schweren Textstorungen in 41 f. konnen
schon bei der Aufnahme der Glosse in den Text entstanden sein.
17. Krates 16,5.211,12-15
Krates ermuntert seine Gefahrten, sich nicht zu argem, wenn sie als Hund
und ihre Philosophic als Hundegeklaff bezeichnet werden: (honep o^v ei
dyaGoq KaKoq Xeyo^iEXfoq o\)K av KaKol Xeyojievoi T[OxaXXex£, [ir[dk vuvC,
£1 TO (pi^ooocpeiv at)VT6|j.co(; jcuvi^eiv Xiyzxax. Kal 6 d)5E (piXooo(pa)v kv(ov
Kal Ti (piXoaoipia icuvikti, so die einheitliche Uberlieferung. Boissonade
tilgte KttKol A^EyofiEvoi, Hercher KaKoq ^ey6^evo(; und anderte ayaBbq in
dyaGoC, aber man vermiBt dann ovte(; nach dyaGoi. Der Singular ayaQbc,
KaK6<; A.Ey6|iEvo<; paBt nicht zu r{cxoXk£Te, er ist eine Glosse, die KaKoi
^Eyop-Evoi von seinem Platz verdrangt hat. Danach ist so zu lesen: cooTiEp
ovv El KttKol A.ey6)j.£voi o\)k citv r{(5xoiXXzxe KiX., "wie ihr euch (obwohl ihr
gut seid), nicht argertet, wenn ihr schlechl genannl werdet, so argert euch
auch jetzt nicht, wenn der auf diese Weise Philosophierende Hund und die
Philosophic (obwohl sie die beste ist) Hundegeklaff genannt werden."
18. Krates 33, S. 215,11-13
Krates lobt seine Frau Hipparchia, die ihm die Geburt ihres Sohnes
angezeigt hat, dafiir, daB sie sich in der Schwangerschaft nicht wie andere
Frauen gehen lieB, sondem sich durch Training auf die Geburt vorbereitet
und dcshalb leicht geboren hat; wahrend die Mehrzahl der Frauen, EKEiSdv
dnoxEKCoai, ai<; 5' dv avfiPri Kav a\)fa.(3f| KEpiocoGfivai, vooEpd jievei,
'iKTiapxEioc, xd ppEcpTj YEvvwvxai, so die Uberlieferung. Den offensichtlich
korruplen Text suchte Boissonade in der Weise zu heilcn, daB er Kav av[i^r\
und |i£VEi 'l7i7iapxE{a strich; Hercher folgte ihm darin und anderte
yEvvcovxai in yEvvaxai. Aber nicht Kav a-ufip-n ist zu tilgen, sondem aii; 5'
dv o\)|j.P'p, das sich bereits durch 5', das den vorangehenden Nebensatz
£7rEi6dv 6e dKoxEKoxji auBer acht laBt, als Interpolation verrat. AuBerdem
muB sich KEpiacoGfivai auf die Kinder, nicht die Gebarenden beziehen:
wenn sie iiberleben, bleiben sie krank. Dann aber ist die Stellung von xd
PpEcpri zumindest ungeschickt. Danach ist der Text so herzustellen:
£K£i6dv 6' dnoxEKCoai, xd PpEcpri, Kav avfiPfi nEpiocoGfivai, vooEpd jievei.
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Der Interpolator bezog falschlicherweise TiepiacoGfivai auf die Gebarenden
und stellte, jedenfalls supra lineam, den Text entsprechend her: ale, 6' av
od^Pp TiEpiacoGfivai, vooEpa xa Ppecpri yevvcovTai. Darauf folgt: aXX'
e7ti6ei^aaa, ei OTiep ixpr[\f tikeiv d(piKTai, iieXetco aoi Tomo\) xov
OK\)A,aK{o\). Hier ist £7ii5Ei^aoa eine Interpolation, die die Anzeige der
Hipparchia meint, aber die Syntax stOrt und semantisch nicht paBt; es heiBt
nicht "anzeigen" (das ist 6tiA.ov>v, Z. 2), sondern "aufzeigen, vorzeigen,
vorweisen" (Diog. 15. 7, 17. 7, 30. 9, 12, 34. 30, 40. 35, 50. 5, Krat. 30. 7,
34. 44).
19. Krates 36, S. 216,48-217,1
Ou |j.6vov TOJv aixoTJVTCov AioyEVTic; otTiEcpTivaTO dpyupiKov to 71t(o%ik6v to
K-uviKov, {xA,A.d Kal tcov 5i56vtcov to £A,£T|tik6v to a7io\)6aiov, so die
einheitliche Uberlieferung,^*^ die Hercher unverandert abdruckt.-^' Deshalb
soUe Deinomachos nicht alle anbetteln, sondern nur tov onov6alo\f (vgl.
dazu Krat. 2, 22. 1, 27. 5), weil, so ist zu folgem, nur diesem das e^ietjtikov
eigne. Dem, der verlangt, eignet dagegen das ktcoxvkov. Danach sind to
k\)vik6v als Glosse zu to titcoxvkov und to o7io\)5aiov als Glosse zu
£A,etitik6v zu tilgen. Aber auch dpyvpiKov ist als Glosse zu ktcoxvkov
anzusehen. Boissonade tilgle es und schrieb dafiir aiTo-uvTcov dpTvpvov.
Aber hier steht ahoiJVTcov wie 6i56vt(ov ohne Sachobjekt wie oft in den
Kynikerbriefen (Diog. 10. 18, Krat. 17. 7, 19. 7, 22. 1, 26. 2). Das Objekt
dpyupiov (nur hier) wiirde aiTEiv unzulassig einschranken.
Westfdlische Wilhelms-Universitdt, Munster
^"Gespalten ist sie nur bei eXetixiKOv M81, eXcYKXiKov |i (= 483, 1588, 75).
^^ Wesiermann, der Boissonades Konjekiur dpyvpiov ubemimmt, iibersetzt: "Non modo
eorum qui argenlum pelerenl mendacitalem cynicam Diogenes declaravil, verum eorum etiam,
qui darenl, misericordiam sapienliam." Dies scheilerl schon am Artikel bei icuvikov und
ano-oSaiov. Malherbe, der den Text von Hercher gibt, iibersetzt: "Diogenes declared that not
only those who beg for silver have the Cynic fitness to be a begger but those, too, who give
should have the compassion of a wise man."
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Theophilus of Antioch: Jewish Christian?
WILLIAM R. SCHOEDEL
Among the patristic writings to which Miroslav Marcovich has devoted his
attention are the Greek apologists of the second century. It is fitting, then,
that a paper on Theophilus of Antioch and his background be dedicated to
the brilliant and tireless scholar whom we honor in this volume of Illinois
Classical Studies. The focus of this study is provided by the claim made by
Robert M. Grant, my own mentor and a scholarly acquaintance of Miroslav
Marcovich, that Theophilus of Antioch was a Jewish Christian. Grant and
others have richly demonstrated the Hellenistic and Hellenistic-Jewish
elements in the apology of Theophilus' Ad Autolycum. A further
suggestion, however, grows out of Grant's long attention to the cultural and
theological world of Theophilus, namely that Theophilus also displays an
affinity with more traditional Jewish modes of thought mediated through a
distinctive Jewish Christianity.
It would be interesting and for many welcome that one of the early
Greek church fathers should emerge from a tradition of a more
characteristically Semitic type. In my view, however, the evidence for this
is not strong, and it seems to me more likely that we have to do with an
encounter between Theophilus and a more highly Hellenized Judaism at the
intellectual level. To put it briefly, I shall try to show that in his debate with
the pagan world Theophilus fell back on strategies and arguments that had
already been developed before his day by Jews like Josephus and Philo who
used the methods of Hellenistic philology and historiography to argue for
the superiority of the Hebraic tradition.
Grant's arguments are, I believe, essentially three: first, that
Theophilus' interpretation of Genesis depends on traditional Jewish
exegesis; second, that Theophilus' Christology is distinctively Jewish
Christian; and third, that Jewish Christianity of this type had a long history
in Antioch. I shall take up these three arguments in order.
I. The Exegesis of Theophilus on Genesis
Theophilus comments on the opening chapters of the book of Genesis in the
second book of his Ad Autolycum (= Aut.) in order to demonstrate the
superiority of the Biblical account of the cosmos and primordial times over
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the inconsistent views of the Greek tradition. His analysis covers material
from the first twenty-six chapters of Genesis (Aut. 2. 11-32) but is
concentrated primarily on Genesis 1. 1-3. 19 (Aut. 2. 11-28). Grant's
investigation of this material goes back to his dissertation, in which he
attempted to show that Theophilus' exegesis could be compared fruitfully
with exegesis found in Bereshith Rabba^ and in Philo's Questions on
Genesis? In this early work Grant emphasized the parallels with Bereshith
Rabba. Some nineteen items were studied, and Rabbinic parallels were
offered for thirteen of them, parallels from Philo three times (only one
unsupported by other sources), parallels from Scripture four times, and a
parallel from Nemesius once (considered as throwing light on "Hebrew"
ideas). ^ In a more recent survey of roughly the same material (eighteen
items), however, the emphasis has changed. Grant now offers parallels
from Philo for eleven of the items (most of them unsupported by other
sources), parallels from the Rabbis for six of the items (five of them
unsupported by other sources), and the same parallel from Nemesius."* Yet
Grant still refers to Bereshith Rabba (= BR) and Philo's Questions on
Genesis (= QG) as the major sources for parallels and still claims that the
evidence shows that "Theophilus' exegesis of the Old Testament is
primarily Jewish and even rabbinic."^ It is the final expression, "and even
rabbinic," that strikes me as especially problematic. It should also be noted
that in this context Grant explicitly draws attention to his earlier work (and
that of others on which it builds) in spite of the changed emphasis in the
more recent investigation.
It is first necessary, then, to survey the parallels from Rabbinic sources
provided by Grant to see what can be made of them. I shall list the relevant
themes in Theophilus, quote or summarize the relevant parallels, and
comment briefly. The items that appear in the more recent study as well as
in the earlier study will be marked with an asterisk (*). Clearly these six
must be regarded as having special importance for the argument.
(1) Two heavens ("this firmament" and "another heaven which is
invisible to us") are mentioned in Genesis {Aut. 2. 13). Grant recognizes
' English translation: H. Freedman and M. Simon, Midrash Rabbah I: Genesis (London
1939). Hebrew text: J. Theodor and Ch. Albeck, Midrash Bereshil Rabba (Jerusalem 1965).
^ English translation: R. Marcus, Philo, Supplement I: Questions and Answers on Genesis
(Cambridge, MA 1953). French translation: C. Mercier, Quaesliones el soluliones in Genesim
I el 11 e versione armeniaca, Les oeuvres de Philon d'Alexandrie XXXIV A, ed. by R.
Amaldez, J. Pouilloux, and C. Mondesert (Paris 1979); C. Mercier, Quaesliones el soluliones
in Genesim lll-IV-V-Vl, Complement de I'ancienne version latine, par F. Petit, Les oeuvres de
Philon d'Alexandrie XXXIVB (Paris 1984); F. Petit, Quaesliones in Genesim el in Exodum
fraemenla graeca, Les oeuvres de Philon d'Alexandrie XXXDI (Paris 1978).
^R. M. Grant, "Theophilus of Antioch To Autolycus," Harvard Theological Review 40
(1947) 227-56 (see 237-41 for the paraUels).
'' R. M. Grant, Greek Apologists of the Second Century (Philadelphia 1988) 157-59.
^ Grant (previous note) 157.
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that the best parallels are in Philo {De opif. mund. 29, the first heaven is
incorporeal; 36, the "firmament" of Genesis is our visible heaven).^
Theophilus' treatment of the theme is less complex since it does not
explicitly involve the contrast between the intelligible world and the
sensible world as in Philo. Grant's undocumented mention of comparable
Tannaitic commentary on Deuteronomy 10. 14 may be a reference to B.
Hag. 12b (R. Juda declares that there are "two firmaments").^ The
Talmudic statement is part of a list of opinions in answer to the question
concerning the number of heavens that exist. The Philonic parallel is more
closely connected with Genesis and seems more to the point.
*(2) Creation began from above, a remark directed against Hesiod, who
described creation "by starting from beneath" in the way that human beings
build (Aut. 2. 13). The point in BR 1. 13 (referred to by Grant in his earlier
study) is that whereas the success of human building is uncertain, that of
God is not. Grant recognized that the similarity here depended merely on
the fact that the text speaks of how a failed human effort at erecting a
building can be corrected only by widening the building below and
narrowing it at the top. In his later study Grant dropped this reference and
concentrated instead on BR 1. 15, which has to do with the view that heaven
was created before earth: "This is parallel to the case of a king who first
made his throne and then his footstool" (quoting Isaiah 66. 1).5 This
passage, however, has nothing to do with proclaiming the superiority of the
divine builder. It also is more closely connected with the related theme that
we take up next and that finds a better parallel in Philo. It seems likely that
Theophilus says what he does here simply because he notes an obvious
difference between Genesis and Hesiod.
(3) Heaven came first (Aut. 2. 13). In spite of the apparent clarity of the
Biblical text there was disagreement among the Rabbis as to whether
heaven or earth came first. The followers of Shammai were the ones who
insisted on the priority of heaven (BR 1. 15). Theophilus does not argue the
point in the manner of the Rabbis but simply takes the priority of heaven for
granted as most readers of Genesis are likely to do. The priority of heaven
is also taken for granted by Philo (De opif. mund.). In one passage Philo
explains how the sentence, "in the beginning God created heaven and
earth," means simply, "he made the heaven first," in order to avoid any
implication that God was subject to time (26). In another passage he states
that the visible heaven (the firmament) was "the first of the parts" of the
* Commentary on the first creation story in Genesis is missing from QG. The De opificio
mundi must serve as something of a substitute for the missing material.
I owe the reference to Professor Gary Porton, who has generously assisted me in the
investigation of a number of the parallels studied here. (It is uncertain, of course, whether this
particular R. Juda is the Tannaitic master, R. Juda ben D'ai.)
* Compare Origen {Horn, in Gen. 1. 2): "For he made heaven first, about which he says,
'heaven is my throne'."
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cosmos since it was the best of all its parts (36). Note that imagery from the
sphere of building is not foreign to Philo's description of creation either
(17-18). Special reference to Rabbinic sources is not required to explain
what we find in Theophilus.
*(4) Half of the waters separated by the firmament was raised up and
the other half left on earth (Aut. 2. 13). More than one Rabbi also declared
that God took the primordial waters and "poured half in the firmament and
half into the ocean" (BR 4. 4; cf. 4. 5). Especially since Philo has nothing
like that, the parallel needs to be taken seriously. The possibility remains,
however, that Theophilus reached his view of the matter independently.
Note first of all that many of the church fathers recognized that the text of
Genesis described a literal division of water. (Augustine reflects the
exegetical tradition in De Gen. ad litt. 2. 9.) A distinctively Jewish milieu
was not required to reach that conclusion. Second, the Septuagint of
Genesis 1. 6-8 speaks of the firmament as dividing "between" (dva jieoov)
the water above and the water below. The expression "between" is
indefinite and moreover is used two verses before to describe the division
between light and darkness (1.4). Yet the peculiar expression "dividing
between water and water" in Genesis 6. 1 may have suggested to a reader
like Theophilus that the division was equal. For "midway between" is one
of the possible meanings of the expression dva fieaov in ancient technical
Greek.^ It should also be noted that Theophilus is thinking of the division in
more "scientific" terms: The half above has to do with rains and showers
and dews; the half below has to do with rivers and springs and seas. That is
missing from the Rabbinic parallels.
(5) The collection of the waters was made by the Logos {Aut. 2. 13).
Grant refers to BR 5. 4: "The voice of the Lord became a guide to the
waters" (with a cross reference to Psalm 29. 3, which speaks of the ''voice
of the Lord over the waters," as opposed to Psalm 13. 4, which speaks of the
"voices of many waters"). In the background, however, in Theophilus is the
apologist's previous statement concerning the first day of creation, that "the
Command (6idTa4i<;) of God, his Logos," made light "apart from the
cosmos." Thus wherever God "commands" (cf. Philo, De opif. mund. 38
TipooTdxtei 6 0£6(; to \36(op), his Logos is at work within the framework of
Theophilus' theology. A special discussion about the voice of God
prompted by competing verses in the Psalms does not seem particularly
relevant.
(6) The creation of plants and seeds before that of the luminaries refutes
the naturalistic philosophers {Aut. 2. 15). Grant admits that the theme is
' LSJ, 5.V. jieaoq Ill.l.e (ArisloUe, Hist. anim. 496a22; the discussion is about the three
cavities of the heart; one is "midway between" the other two; admittedly it is also intermediate
in size, with the one on the right being larger and the one on the left being smaller).
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"not quite paralleled" in BR 6. 1. On the other hand, as he later recognized,
it is almost exactly paralleled in Philo (De opif. mund. 45-46).*°
(7) The wild animals will ultimately be restored to gentleness (Aut. 2,
17). Grant refers in this connection to Isaiah 65. 25 (see also 11. 6-8). The
theme is also known to us from an early fragment of the Jewish Christian
Papias, and in commenting on him Irenaeus saw the relevance of the
Isaianic passages (Adv. haer. 5. 33. 3^). It seems likely that these striking
texts would stand out for anyone familiar with Scripture. Irenaeus notes
that some before his time thought that they referred to savage people and
not to animals. The passages obviously invited considerable discussion.
(8) Man was "the only work worthy of his [God's] hands" {Aut. 2. 18).
In \htAbot de-R. Nathan (1. 18) an explanation is given as to how we know
"that Adam was made by the two hands of God."** The Rabbinic text also
seems to stress the high dignity of the human creature. But it should be
noted that here the temple as well as man are said to have been created
"with both of God's hands." It should also be noted that the Rabbinic text is
preoccupied with deciding whether one or two hands of God were involved.
This preoccupation is absent from Theophilus. The latter simply takes it for
granted that "his own hands" refers to God's Logos and his Sophia. It is
perhaps striking that there is a preoccupation with God's hands in the first
place since they are not mentioned in Genesis. Yet it would seem obvious
to any reader of Genesis that God used his hands in creating man: "And
God formed man of dust from the earth and breathed into his face the breath
of life, and man became a living soul" (Gen. 2. 7). Precisely such a reading
of the text is attested before the time of Theophilus by Clement of Rome,
who says that God "formed man, his pre-eminent and greatest work, with
his holy and blameless hands ..." (1 Clement 33. 4). Note that Clement
also shares with Theophilus the emphasis on the high dignity of man in this
connection (and that accordingly both quote Gen. 1. 26). Such a
coordination of themes from Genesis seems more or less inevitable after the
text had become an object of theological reflection.
*(9) The "two trees of life and knowledge are found in no other land
than in paradise alone" {Aut. 2. 24), and "the ffee of knowledge ... did not
contain death" {Aut. 2. 25). Grant comments that the "tree of knowledge
puzzled the rabbis" and refers to BR 15. 7, where the Rabbis offer several
suggestions concerning the type of plant or tree that was involved. One
notable view was that God "did not and will not reveal to man what that tree
was," so that humans should not hate it afterwards for having caused death.
^° R. M. Grant. Theophilus ofAntioch Ad Aulolycum (Oxford 1970) 51.
^^ For translation and commentary see J. Neusner, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan:
An Analytic Translation and Explanation, Brown Judaic Studies 114 (Atlanta 1986) 16.
Professor Gary Porton has pointed out to me that the discussion in Abolh is connected with that
in B/? 8. 1 through the quotation of Psalm 139. 5 (which figures complexly in the discussion as
to whether one or two hands of God were involved).
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This very comment, however, reflects the fact that most of the suggestions
of the Rabbis had to do with an identification of the forbidden fruit in terms
of some known natural species. ^^ Theophilus, on the other hand, has
something different in mind when he says that "the other plants [in
paradise] were like those the world has, but the two trees of life and
knowledge no other land has and they are found in paradise alone." That
possibly represents a marginal Rabbinic view, but it is more likely to
represent a reading of the text of Genesis by Theophilus himself or some
Christian predecessor (especially since the apologist makes a blanket
statement covering both of the mysterious trees in paradise). That the
apologist is facing a new set of problems is suggested also by what appears
to be the anti-Marcionite rejection of the description of the tree of
knowledge as a tree that brought death.'
^
(10) According to Grant, "Theophilus treats the rivers of paradise as
real. Since this view is rejected by Philo {QG 1. 12-13) it was accepted by
other Jews."''* But many readers took the reality of the garden for granted,
and Theophilus' special emphasis on that point {Aut. 2. 24, "that paradise is
a parcel of earth and was planted on the earth," "that paradise is under this
very heaven") is probably prompted by a concern to resist pagan criticism
of the story or a Gnostic allegorizing of it. In any event, a retreat to
traditional Jewish exegesis need not be the only possible explanation for the
emphasis.
*(11) Adam's "work" (Gen. 2. 15) is "to keep the commandment of
God" {Aut. 2. 24). Grant in his more recent study finds a parallel in QG 1.
14. But the line quoted is not clear, and the passage as a whole focuses on
other issues. More to the point (though complicated) is Philo's
allegorization of Adam's "work" in other passages, where the talk is of
tilling and guarding the virtues {Leg. alleg. 1. 53-54; 1. 88-89). Grant also
refers to BR 16. 5, where Adam's work is linked especially to the keeping of
the Sabbath. Clearly there was a widespread tendency to redirect the
meaning of the text, and it is probably unwise to make too much of any one
of the parallels. This is particularly true since "Theophilus may be
answering the criticisms of the Marcionites: by requiring Adam to work
God was showing his own weakness."'^ In this connection, however, note
that Philo had already discussed the question as to why God commanded
man to work and guard the garden "when paradise was not in need of work,
for it was complete in all things as having been planted by God . . ." {QG 1.
14). Philo does not at this point provide an answer in allegorical terms (he
is uncharacteristically satisfied to defend it at the literal level). But the
^^ L. Ginzberg. The Legends of the Jews (PhUadelphia 1909-38) V 97-98.
'^ Grant (above, note 10) 67 (the Marcionile Apelles raised just such objections).
'* Grant (above, note 4) 158.
'^ Grant (above, note 10) 67.
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passage suggests the climate that would call forth non-literal readings of the
text.
(12) "In his actual age, Adam was as old as an infant" (Aut. 2. 25).
This is not the teaching of the Rabbis. Grant refers to BR 22. 2 but can
extract what he wants from it only by reading it in the light of patristic
parallels. The standard Rabbinic view was that Adam was formed a
completely developed human being (BR 14. 7). Ginzberg summarizes the
evidence as follows: "Like all creatures formed on the six days of creation,
Adam came from the hands of the Creator fully and completely developed.
He was not like a child, but like a man of twenty years of age."'^
*(13) God showed his beneficence in allowing Adam's future return to
paradise (Aut. 2. 26). Grant appeals to a discussion in BR 1\. 1 about
whether Adam was or was not sent out of the paradise both in this world
and the next. Clearly some Rabbis adopted a view analogous to that of
Theophilus. The context of the theme, however, is rather different. The
Rabbinic parallel is connected with Genesis 3. 27. Theophilus, on the other
hand, is trying to explain why Adam is said to have been placed into the
garden twice, first in Gen. 2. 8 and again in Gen. 2. 15. His answer is that
the first passage concerns the past and the second passage the future. We
shall also see presently that such efforts to explain away an apparent
difficulty in the text are intelligible against the background of Hellenistic
philological procedures in dealing with the classics. Under these
circumstances a distinctive application of the widespread theme of the
return to "paradise" (cf. Luke 23. 43; 2 Cor. 12. 4) does not seem to require
Rabbinic prototypes. Moreover, the union of an historical and an
eschatological reading of the creation story was natural in a tradition that as
early as 1 Corinthians 15. 45^9 had contrasted the first Adam with "the
second Man from heaven."
(14) Adam had free will (Aut. 2. 27). Grant provides a parallel from BR
14. 3 ("The Lord reasoned: If I created him of the celestial elements he will
live [forever] and not die; while if 1 created him of the terrestrial elements
he will die and not live [in the future life]"). But an appeal to free will in
pre-Augustinian Christianity (especially in opposition to Stoic fatalism or
Gnostic predestinarianism) is scarcely remarkable.
In any event, the Rabbinic parallel may have more to do with the
statement of Theophilus that "if God had made him immortal from the
beginning, he would have made him God; again, if he had made him mortal,
it would seem that God was responsible for his death; therefore God made
him neither immortal nor mortal, but, as we have said before, capable of
both" (Aut. 2. 27). Here Grant appeals to the fourth-century patristic writer
Nemesius, who reports as follows: "The Hebrews say that from the
beginning man came into being neither mortal indeed nor immortal but on
•^ Ginzberg (above, note 12) I 59.
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the borderline of each of the two natures."^"^ Morani, the recent editor of
Nemesius, draws attention to Philo, who also identifies man as a
"borderline" creature that shares an immortal and a mortal nature {De opif.
mund. 134-35). Grant rejects the parallel, for he evidently thinks that
Theophilus and the "Hebrews" of Nemesius (unlike Philo) both avoid an
interpretation of the twofold nature of man dominated by standard
philosophical categories. Grant seems correct on this point, especially since
Nemesius goes on to discuss a related interpretaton that seems equally
independent, "that man was created mortal but capable of becoming
immortal when brought to perfection by moral progress." If I have caught
the drift of Grant's argument, the Rabbinic parallel quoted at the beginning
of the previous paragraph may not have been the happiest choice since it
could be taken to represent in a less technical form the standard
philosophical distinction between higher and lower elements in the nature of
human beings. In any event, we must ask whether the "Hebrews" of
Nemesius are Jewish thinkers of the Rabbinic type. Or is this simply
Nemesius' way of referring to a traditional (Christian) reading of the Bible?
A few pages later he remarks that it is "a dogma of the Hebrews that this
whole world came into being for the sake of man."^^ Rabbinic as well as
Christian parallels could be provided for that view. But it also represents a
natural reading of the Bible and would perhaps occur especially to anyone
influenced by Stoic views of the centrality of man in the providential
scheme of things. ^^ Must Nemesius be in touch with Judaism of a Rabbinic
type to have reached such conclusions? Similarly, then, the idea that man
though created mortal was capable of achieving immortality may in a
general way be compatible with Rabbinic thought; but it is unlikely that
many Rabbis would know what to make of the primary suggestion that
Adam was created neither mortal nor immortal. When the Rabbis discuss
the link between sin and the necessity of death, the pervasive assumption
(especially in the early period) is that Adam was created mortal and that
death is inevitable and natural. ^^ The Rabbinic parallel quoted at the
beginning of the previous paragraph certainly implies as much. Thus the
way in which the question is set up by Theophilus and Nemesius reflects in
itself a different theological world. At the same time, the fact that a person
like Theophilus also retains basic "Hebraic" theological impulses in the
teeth of the influence of philosophical anthropology is no more remarkable
than the continued insistence in the cosmological thinking of the early
'"^ De natura hominis 1 (PG XL 513b: p. 6. ed. Morani).
l»P. ll.ed. Morani.
" M. Spanneut, Le stoicisme des peres de I'Eglise, Palrislica Sorbonensia 1 (Paris 1969)
380-84.
^ See, for example, E. E. Urbach, The Sages, Their Concepts and Beliefs (repr. Cambridge,
MA 1987) 264-66, 279, 420-36.
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church that the world has a beginning and an end in the teeth of the
influence of philosophical cosmology.
*(15) Adam and Eve were created together (i.e.. Eve was created from
Adam?) to demonstrate the oneness of God in the face of polytheism (Aut.
2. 28). Grant refers to the Mishna: ". . , also that the heretics should not say,
'There are many ruling powers in heaven'" {M. San. 4. 5). The creation of
Eve is not mentioned in the passage from the Mishna. Instead, the argument
relies on the point that only a single individual was created, and the warning
against polytheism is but one application of that point. Nevertheless,
Theophilus and the Mishna are very close to one another in spirit at this
point, especially since the creation of man alone from the earth is also said
by Theophilus (in Nautin's reconstruction of the text) to demonstrate the
mystery of the divine unity. This must be considered a stronger piece of
evidence than usual. At the same time, it may be considered likely that
strategies of this kind were carried over into more highly Hellenized forms
of commentary on Scripture. Note, for example, that Philo explains the use
of the singular command to Adam in Genesis 2. 16 ("eat") as opposed to the
plural command in the next verse ("do not eat") as pointing to the oneness
of God, who harmonizes all the many things in the world {QG I. 15). This
is very close to saying that the oneness of Adam points to the oneness of
God (though the polemical implications of the interpretation are much
subtler in Philo). In this connection, it should also be recalled that
Theophilus treats the first three days of creation prior to the luminaries as
"types of the triad of God and his Lx)gos and his Sophia" {Aut. 2. 15). Thus
he seems attuned to the kind of numerological symbolism that plays such an
important role in Philo's commentary on Genesis, and his ffeatment of the
single creation of Adam and Eve may well reflect the same mindset.
(16) Adam "prophesied" the separation of a man from his family to join
with his wife {Aut. 2. 28; cf. Gen. 2. 23-24). Grant appeals especially to the
arguments of Ginzberg on this point.^^ The latter provides Rabbinic
parallels for treating Adam as a prophet, but argues more especially that the
picture of Adam as prophet was connected to the deep sleep ("ecstasy" in
the Septuagint) that is said to have fallen on Adam in Genesis 2. 21 (which
is reasonably closely connected to the "prophecy" a few verses later that
Theophilus discusses). Here, however, the most relevant parallel again
seems to be in Philo. The latter in fact has a long discussion of the use of
the term "ecstasy" in the Greek Bible in which he distinguishes four types:
madness, fear, Adam's sleep in Gen. 2. 21, and the prophetic ecstasy of
Abraham in Gen. 15. 12 {Quis rer. div. her. 249-66). Clearly Adam's
ecstasy does not qualify as prophecy from the point of view of this careful
discussion. But it is not hard to imagine that other readers of the Greek
Bible were less discriminating and would on some such basis have ascribed
2' Ginzberg (above, note 12) I 62, V 83 n. 30.
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prophetic status to Adam. If there is something characteristically Rabbinic
about ascribing prophetic status to Adam, it seems likely that it was carried
across into interpretations of the Greek text of the Bible in a distinctive
form.
This discussion of the exegetical work of Theophilus does not
decisively rule out contact between the apologist and sources of a Rabbinic
or proto-Rabbinic type. Some of the examples studied above still may be
taken to point in that direction, and there may be others that could be found
if the material were thoroughly reworked. At the same time, Jewish
scholarship of a more highly Hellenized type seems to provide the more
hkely point of contact. 1 have not felt it necessary to deal in detail with the
many other parallels provided by Grant from Philo precisely because they
seem to be generally relevant and to support the argument that I have
developed here.
The argument developed here may be further reinforced by attending to
the larger context within which the points discussed above are found. In the
first place, the link between Theophilus' comments on Genesis and the
commentary of Philo on Genesis are comparable in that they both reflect the
procedures of Hellenistic philologians in dealing with the classics of ancient
Greek literature. As Ralph Marcus says in the inu-oduction to his translation
of Philo's Questions on Genesis: "In its form [it] resembles Hellenistic
(pagan) commentaries on the Homeric poems."^-^ One notable feature of
such work on the classics was the concern to explain (or explain away) what
were regarded as linguistic, historical, moral, and theological incongruities
in the text. Such difficulties had to do with things said of the gods
"unworthy" of them, gross anthropomorphisms, cowardly acts by heroes,
apparent contradictions in the narrative, and so forth. Example after
example of the same concern can be culled from Philo's work. He too tries
to explain why God is said to descend from heaven, why the patriarchs
appear to do immoral deeds, why Moses has God shift from singular
commands to plural commands without warning, and so forth. Similarly, as
Kathleen McVey has argued, "Theophilus is concerned to safeguard the
philosophical acceptability of the sacred text despite anthropomorphism and
anthropopathism in the narrative." Thus he must explain what it means that
God "walked" in the Garden, that God "spoke," that he presumably formed
human beings with his hands, that he "planted" a garden, that he questioned
Adam as though ignorant of his doings, that he appears to be jealous or
angry in his punishment of Adam, that the tree of knowledge seems to bring
death, and that the narrative seems to contain disjunctions and needless
^^ Marcus (above, note 2) ix.
^^ K. E. McVey, "The Use of Sloic Cosmogony in Theophilus of Anlioch's Hexaemeron."
in Biblical Hermeneuiics in Historical Perspective: Studies in Honor ofKarlfried Froehitch on
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This view of Theophilus' purpose can be substantiated by an instructive
comment that he makes on the seventh day of creation in Ad Autolycum 2.
19. The Greek expression ^TiTTi|j.a ev dvGpcoTioK; dvevpexov occurs here.
The translations take it as referring to some "insoluble problem among
men" (Dods, Grant) or "un probleme insoluble pour les hommes" (Bardy-
Sender).^^ In this passage, Theophilus glances back to the creation of
humans on the sixth day and then leaps ahead from the seventh day to the
description in Genesis 2. 6-7 of how God breathed the breath of life into the
first human. Why suddenly leap ahead? The answer in Theophilus' own
words is this: "so that there might not seem to be an insoluble problem
among men since 'let us make man' has been spoken by God but man's
formation had not yet been manifested" (Grant). It is hard to see the point
of the remark when it is translated in that way. Why talk about a problem
that could conceivably affect the human race when the concern is to show
how one text of Genesis needs to be supplemented with another text?
A more cogent understanding of the passage depends on recognizing
that the word ^T|TTi|xa can be used in ancient literary studies to refer to a
"question" or "query" about some linguistic, historical, moral, or
theological difficulty in the text. Thus it is one of the terms used to describe
inquiries into Homeric problems (Porphyry, for example, uses it in the
introduction to his study of Homeric problems^^), and it is also the term that
lies behind the Armenian title of Philo's "Questions" on Genesis. For, as
Ralph Marcus notes, one related fragment from Philo is said in the Greek
source to come ek tcov ev Acuitikw ^T|Tr||a.dxcov.^
What Theophilus is trying to do here, then, is to deal with what he
regards as a perplexing feature of the text of Genesis, namely the fact that
the creation of the first human is mentoned in Genesis 1. 26 without the
special mode of human creation being clearly specified. Implied here is a
concern to have stated what it is that sets human beings apart from animals.
From his point of view, the situation is saved by the fact that this apparent
omission is made good along with the description of the garden of Eden.
That Theophilus ties things together in this way is shown when he takes a
backward glance a few sections later and says, "God made man on the sixth
day, but revealed his formation after the seventh day" {Aut. 2. 23). All is
well, then, from his point of view, since the second passage from Genesis
fills in the blank. It lets us know that God breathed into Adam the breath of
his Sixtieth Birthday, ed. by M. S. Burrows and P. Rorem (Grand Rapids, MI 1991) 32-58, esp.
54-55.
^^ M. Dods, in The Anle-Nicene Fathers, ed. by A. Roberts and J. Donaldson (Grand
Rapids. MI 1956) 102; Gram (above, note 10) 57; G. Bardy and J. Sender. Theophile
d'Aruioche, Trois livres a Autolycus, Sources Chreliennes 29 (Paris 1948) 147.
^ A. R. Sodano. Porphyrii quaestionum Homericarum liber I (Naples 1970) 1 Gines 10-
11). The tenm also appears in ihe iradilional title of the work. Cf. W. Schmid and O. Stahlin.
Geschichle der griechischen Literatur^ U. (Munich 1912) 81-86.
^ Marcus (above, note 2) xi note a.
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life and so bestowed on him the special characteristic of human beings—the
immortality of the human soul.
The expression ^TiTTijia ev dvGpcoTioK; avetjpetov, then, does not refer
to some "insoluble problem among men" or "for men," but rather to some
(presumed) "insoluble query on the topic of human beings" in the text of
(Genesis that the author sets out to solve. The preposition ev here bears the
generally recognized meaning, "in respect of." Theophilus, in short,
conceives of himself as exploring in the manner of a Hellenistic philologian
the apparent difficulties in the text of Scripture and falls back on Hellenistic
Jewish prototypes for assistance.
Before leaving this comparison between the methods of Theophilus and
Philo (in QG), one other general similarity should be noted. Both Philo and
Theophilus move in a systematic way from a literal reading of a text to an
allegorical interpretation of it. Both move more or less systematically
through the Biblical text but on occasion skip over some passages. There
are exceptions to the rule that our two authors move from a literal reading to
an allegorical interpretation, and the procedures in this connection are
somewhat looser and less thoroughgoing in Theophilus than in Philo. It is
also true, as we have seen, that Theophilus sometimes feels constrained to
emphasize the literal meaning of a text. But that occurs in his account of
the second story of creation. For the first creation story, on the other hand,
clear moves from the literal to the allegorical level are to be found in
Theophilus as he consciously provides another level of meaning for the sea
(Aut. 2. 14), for the sun, the numbers three and four in connection with the
first three and four days of creation, and the stars (Aut. 2. 15), for the sea
monsters and carnivorous birds (Aut. 2. 16), and for the wild animals (Aut.
2. 17). The difference in approach may point to the use of different sources.
My impression is that such a systematic move from a literal reading to
an allegorical meaning does not find its inspiration in interpretation of a
Rabbinic type. In the material that we now have (like BR) there is much
that a modem interpreter might consider fanciful and/or allegorical. But the
sages themselves do not seem to have viewed their expositions as moving at
clearly differentiated levels, and I know of no evidence that they ever
moved more or less systematically from one level to another in the early
period. Unfortunately, it is equally difficult to say whether such a method
characterized the Hellenistic commentaries on the classics. It may have
been found in the work of someone like Crates of Mallus. His less technical
book on Homer seems to have included discussions about such things as
Homer's knowledge of geography and astronomy, allegorical interpretation
of the gods in the manner of the Stoics, and solutions to a variety of
different kinds of difficulties in the text.^ This or something like it sounds
like a promising mix that may have inspired the Hellenistic Jewish
2' W. Kroll. "Krates 16."/?£XI.2 (Stullgart 1922) 1634-41.
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predecessors of Theophilus. Bui our knowledge of this material is simply
too fragmentary to put very much weight on it. In any event, the methods of
Theophilus seem closer to those of Hellenistic scholarship in general and to
Philo (or someone like Philo) in particular.
Other recent research suggests that even broader contexts of Hellenistic
and Hellenistic Jewish scholarship lie behind Theophilus' interpretation of
Genesis. Thus Arthur Droge argues that a major concern of Theophilus was
to develop a theory of the emergence of technology and of civilization
based on Genesis and that this theory was derived from the work of
Hellenistic Jewish predecessors. The latter in turn, according to Droge,
were responding to the efforts of Hellenistic monarchies in formerly
barbarian territories to increase the prestige of their own regions by
supporting scholars who argued for the barbarian origin of Greek
technology and civilization.^^ Kathleen McVey, in the paper noted above,
extends Droge's analysis. By emphasizing the link between cosmogony and
cultural history more generally in Hellenistic historiography, she is able to
show that most of what appears in Theophilus' apology was tied together in
the work of his predecessors. In this connection, she argues particularly for
the impact of Stoic cosmogony on Theophilus' reading of Genesis 1-3.^9
Further research may be able to make clearer the relation between these
suggestions and the material presented above. In any event, this research
also reads Theophilus against the background primarily of Hellenistic and
Hellenistic Jewish scholarship.
II. The Christology of Theophilus
What we have said about Theophilus' exegetical method is not in itself
sufficient to deny that he was a Christian with special affinities to some
form of Jewish Christianity. But it narrows the evidence on which that
judgment is based. We turn, then, to the apologist's Christology to sec
whether that may suggest such affinities.
Grant has repeatedly argued that Theophilus thinks of Jesus as a
prophetic figure exalted by God for his obedience to the divine will.^" At
the heart of the argument is his demonstration that Theophilus modelled his
description of Adam on Luke's description of the twelve-year-old Jesus,
who made progress in wisdom and stature and in favor with God and
humans (Aut. 2. 24-25). Here are the parallels more or less as presented by
Grant.
^^ A. J. Droge, Homer or Mosesl Hcrmeneuiische Unlersuchungcii zur Thcologic 26
(Tubingen 1989) 102-23.
^^ McVey (above, note 23).
^° Gram (above, noie 4) 171-73; Jesus After the Gospels: The Christ of the Second Century
(Louisville, KY 1990)77-79.
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According to Theophilus, Adam was given "an opportunity for
progress (Luke 2. 52) so that by growing (Luke 2. 52; 1 . 80) and becoming
mature (Eph. 4. 13) and furthermore having been declared a god (John 20.
28) he might also ascend into heaven (Luke 24. 51; Acts 1. 9-11) . .
.
possessing immortality." Adam was "in his actual age an infant (vtitiioc;)"
or minor (Luke 1. 80). Thus he learned obedience since "this is a holy duty
not only before God but before men (Luke 2. 52), to obey one's parents in
simplicity and without malice (Luke 2. 43), and if children must obey their
parents (Luke 2. 43, 51), how much more must they obey the God and
Father of the universe (Luke 2. 49)." "For as one grows in age in an orderly
fashion so one grows in ability to think" (cf. Luke 1. 80, 2. 40, 52). To
these Grant adds a few tenuous parallels having to do with Theophilus'
defense of resurrection.
The most important passages from Luke are these: "and the child
(naiSiov) grew and became sd^ong in spirit, and he was in the wilderness till
the day of his manifestation to Israel" (Luke 1. 80); "and Jesus increased in
wisdom and in stature, and in favor with God and man" (Luke 2. 52). Thus,
as Grant sees it, "Jesus seems to be a second Adam, or rather, Adam seems
to be regarded as a first Christ," and "the work of both Adam and Christ" is
seen "as exemplary, not efficacious."
The parallels are interesting but should not be pressed too hard. The
occasional non-Lukan passages adduced probably detract from the evidence
rather than add to it. The reference to Adam as a god is probably no more
than a recognition of the statement of God in Genesis 3. 22 ("look, Adam
has become as one of us"). References to ascending to heaven and doing
one's duty before God and men may well reflect more widely diffused
themes. A discussion of the obedience due parents may simply flow
naturally from the image of Adam as a child. Grant, to be sure, thinks that
the subject of the obedience of the child does not naturally come up for
Theophilus at all and thus must go back to Luke. But it is particularly
closely tied in with Theophilus' remarks that the tree of knowledge "did not
contain death as some suppose" or that "God was not jealous as some
suppose" {Aut. 2. 25). The image of the child is part and parcel of
Theophilus' whole notion of the pedagogic function of the command to
Adam in the garden. It helps rebut the suggestion that there is anything
inappropriate about the story. We now know why God ordered Adam not to
eat of knowledge: Adam was "in his actual age an infant" and infants need
to learn how to acquire knowledge properly. It was not because God was
jealous. By putting these themes back into their context in Theophilus we
see that the apologist may well have invented the image of Adam as a child
himself to explain the tcxt.^'
" Grant argues ([above, note 4] 172) thai Theophilus "also lakes Paul's comparison of
Adam with Christ and rewrites it so that it contrasts man then with man now" {Aul. 2. 27; Rom.
5. 15-21). The most striking reformulation occurs where Theophilus writes, "for as by
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The problem is complicated by the fact that Irenaeus seems to have
drawn from Theophilus^^ where he develops a comparable picture of the
human race that since the time of Adam grows and progresses to maturity
and perfection (Adv. haer. 4. 37-39). According to Irenaeus, "we were not
made gods at our beginning, but first we were made men, then, in the end,
gods"; God did this out of goodness, notfrom envy; he gave usfree will; our
initial weakness was necessary (4. 37. 4); we were gradually educated by
means of our rebellion (4. 37. 7); "being newly created they [human beings]
are therefore childish and immature, and not yet fully trained for an adult
way of life"; God "could have offered perfection to man at the beginning,
but man, being yet an infant (vr\n\.o<;), could not have taken it"; "'man
gradually advances and mounts towards perfection"; "man has first to come
into being, then to progress, and by progressing to come to manhood, and
having reached manhood to increase, and thus increasing to persevere, and
by persevering be glorified, and thus see his Lord" (4. 38. 1-3); what is
good is "to obey God, to believe in him, and keep his commandments" (4.
39. 1). Loofs in a celebrated study attributed little originality to Irenaeus in
this as in so much else that appears in his theology. ^^ But the likelihood is
that Irenaeus modified his source significantly.^ Thus Theophilus does not
give a broad evolutionary interpretation to his picture of Adam as a child,
and Irenaeus seems not to have dealt with Adam literally as a child.. Yet if
anything can be made out about lost expositions of Theophilus from their
use in Irenaeus, it would seem that reflection on Adam or the human race as
a growing child did not rely on impulses primarily from the Gospel of Luke.
It should also be noted that in Irenaeus such reflection is linked with a
Christology that may sometimes look primitive from a later orthodox point
of view but that is not Jewish Christian in Grant's sense of the term.^^ In
another connection, to be sure. Grant has shown that Irenaeus modified a
number of theological themes that he derived from Theophilus. ^^ These
changes are not radical changes, however, and the fact that Irenaeus
everywhere takes the teaching of the incarnation for granted suggests that
disobedience man gained dealh for himself, so by obedience lo ihe will of God whoever will
can obtain eternal life for himself; Paul, however, wrote, "as by one man's disobedience many
were made sinners, so by one man's obedience many will be made righteous lo etemal life." If
this is a reformulation, it implies that Chnsi has been reduced to one link in a chain of obedient
men or prophets. But 1 think it remains very unclear that there actually is an echo of Romans
in this passage.
•'^ Not necessarily from the Ad Aulolycum itself but from a lost writing of Theophilus (see
note 33).
'^ F. Loofs, Theophilus von Anliochien Adversus Marcionem unddie anderen iheologischen
Quellen bei Irenaeus, Texie und Untersuchungen 46 (Leipzig 1930) 24-28, 58-65, 69-70.
G. Ruiz, "L'enfance d'Adam selon Saint Ircnce dc Lyon," Bulletin de iilleralure
ecclesiaslique 89 (1988) 97-1 1 1
.
" Loofs (above, note 33) 94, 445.
^* Grant (above, note 30) 99-103.
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we must be careful in attributing a radically different Christology to one of
his valued sources.
Theophilus, of course, does not explicitly refer to the incarnation of the
Logos. He may, like Athenagoras, have refrained from presenting such
doctrine openly for apologetic reasons. In downplaying this possibility,
Grant seems to me to put insufficient weight on a passage in Theophilus
where segments of John 1. 1-3 are quoted {Aut. 2. 22). For the quotation is
followed by this remark: "Since the Logos is God and derived his nature
from God, whenever the Father of the universe wills to do so he sends him
into some place where he is present and is heard and seen. He is sent by
God and is present in a place." The immediate concern of Theophilus is to
explain how it is that God could be said in Genesis to "walk in paradise."
The answer revolves around the theological motif that although God himself
"is unconfined and is not present in a place" (Aut. 2. 22), his Logos is
generated to communicate with the human race and "is present in a place."
Behind this language of Theophilus is a still older motif with roots deep in
Greek philosophy and with rich developments in Philo, namely that God
"contains (and fills) all but is not contained by anything." This and related
expressions were intended to explain how God could be both transcendent
and immanent without resorting to unacceptable anthropomorphisms. And
in Jewish and Christian apologetics they also helped to account for the
theophanies of God in the Bible.^''
In developed Christian theology, however, the same set of ideas was
used in addition to explain the incarnation as an instance of the divine
presence of God in the world. This can be found set out in classic form by
Athanasius in his treatise On the Incarnation of the Word: "For this reason
the bodiless and incorruptible and immaterial Logos of God came to our
realm; not that he was previously distant, for no part of creation is left
deprived of him, but he fills the universe, being in union with his Father"
(8). "He [the Logos] was not enclosed in the body, nor was he in the body
and nowhere else. . . . But what is most wonderful is that, being the Word,
he was not contained by anything, but rather himself contained everything"
(17). In other words, in this period the attributes of the all-embracing
spaceless God became the attributes of the Logos without qualification. It
strikes me that what we have in Theophilus is a similar application of
themes but in a more elementary form: God himself is not in a place, but
his Logos is. As we have indicated above, Theophilus does not explicitly
^^ See W. R. Schoedel, "'Topological' Theology and Some Monistic Tendencies in
Gnosticism," in Essays on the Nag Hanvnadi Texts in Honour ofAlexander Bohlig, ed. by M.
Krause (Leiden 1972) 88-108; "Enclosing. Not Enclosed: The Early Christian Doctrine of
God," in Early Christian Literature and the Classical Intellectual Tradition, ed. by W. R.
Schoedel and R. L. Wilken, Theologie Historique 53 (Paris 1979) 75-86; "Gnostic Monism
and the Gospel of Truth," in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, ed. by B. Layton (Leiden 1980) I
377-88.
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speak of the incarnation in this connection or anywhere else. But the
parallels leave that open as a distinct possibility. And when we find that
these formulae about God and place follow a quotation of John 1. 1-3, it is
natural to think that Theophilus also had in view the Logos made flesh (of
John 1. 14) when he goes on to refer to the one who "is sent by God and is
present in a place." His immediate concern, to be sure, is to explain the
appearances of God to people in the Old Testament. But the standard
teaching of the age (as exemplified in Justin) was that it was the same Logos
who appeared to the patriarchs in the Biblical theophanies and who
appeared in the flesh.^* It is hard to believe that this was not in the mind of
Theophilus after he had just drawn attention to the prologue of the Gospel
of John.
Again Irenaeus may be of some help in this connection. In an
important passage he quotes an earlier source: "He was right who said
(bene qui dixit) that the immeasurable Father is measured in the Son; for the
Son is the measure of the Father, since he contains the Father" (Adv. haer.
4. 4. 2). It is clear that for Irenaeus this includes the idea of the incarnation,
for "the Father is the invisible of the Son, the Son the visible of the Father"
{Adv. haer. 4. 6. 5). We have an early parallel, then, in which the language
about God containing and not being contained is modified to cover the case
of the incarnation as the visible manifestation of God. Loofs argues that it
was Theophilus himself whom Irenaeus had in mind when he said "bene qui
dixit."-'' It is hard to know how much to rely on Loofs' reconstructions, but
the appearance of such themes in Irenaeus at least suggests that Theophilus'
Christology is not likely to have been signficanily different from that of
Irenaeus himself.
It may be that we can also make out something of the earlier history of
this reapplication of the language about God and place. For Philo had
already dealt with the Logos who mediates between God and the elders of
Israel as the "place where the God of Israel was standing" on mount Sinai."*^
Philo, of course, is referring to the Logos, itself the "place" of the world of
forms,"*' as the place on which God stood. Perhaps that is how one gets to
the notion that the Logos in some sense "contains" the Father (scales God
down, so to speak, to something that can make contact with our world).
Conceivably Theophilus has advanced little beyond that in his thinking
about the Logos. But it seems more likely that something like Philo's
reflection on the Logos as the place at which God reveals himself in his
theophanies was early extended by Christian thinkers to the Logos, who
^^ J. Danielou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture (London and Philadelphia 1973)
157-66.
'^'^ Loofs (above, note 33) 17-18, 393-97.
"^ Quaest. Exod. 37; cf. 39, 45 (Exodus 24. 10). The Greek sources of Philo support the
inlerprelalion {De conf. ling. 96; De somn. 1. 62).
*' De opif. mund. 20.
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became the "visible of the Father" (the "measure of the Father," the one
who "contains the Father") and thus, by a natural reapplication of the
imagery, himself "present in a place" not only in the theophanies but also in
incarnate form. Theophilus' quotation of John 1. 1-3 in this connection
should, I think, make it all but certain that he at least includes the
incarnation (John 1. 14) as an element in the presence of the Logos in a
"place." Christology, then, provides no certain clue to the presumed special
Jewish affinities of Theophilus of Antioch.
III. Jewish Christianity in Antioch
We come finally to the question as to whether we have evidence of a long
tradition of Jewish Christianity in the city of Antioch where Theophilus
lived which may have inspired his work. This possibility has been worked
out most fully by Grant in an article published in 1972 in a Festschrift for
Pere Danielou."*^ The study may be seen as an effort to support Danielou's
emphasis on the importance of Jewish Christianity in the early period.
Here Grant deals with all the names that can be connected with Antioch
in the second century: Simon, Menander, Ignatius, Satuminus, Theophilus,
and a few others. Behind Simon and Menander (antecedents of the Gnostic
movement, according to writers like Justin and Irenaeus) Grant found "a
modestly speculative form of Jewish Christianity." The evidence, however,
is rather general; and, in the case of Menander, Grant makes this final
admission: "We find nothing explicitly Christian. Indeed, there is nothing
specifically Jewish." The admission is somewhat alarming in a paper that
attempts to specify the Jewish-Christian background of these figures.
Ignatius' discussions of aberrant Judaizing Christians in his letters to
the Christian communities of Magnesia and Philadelphia come next. These
discussions are taken as probably casting light on the situation in Antioch
(rather than Magnesia and Philadelphia) since Ignatius says that he actually
found no such problems among the Magnesians and Philadelphians
themselves. But Grant admits that Ignatius has a habit of talking in that
vein about all the problems confronted in the communities to which he
writes and that it does not prove very much (if anything) about the source of
his information. Moreover, when it comes to actually describing the
Judaizing in Magnesia and Philadelphia, Grant refers to the troublemakers
in Magnesia in no more specific terms than that they saw Christianity "as
necessarily based on Judaism." He also realizes that in Philadelphia it was
(clearly, it seems) a case of "Gentile Judaizers." Since the encounter
between Ignatius and the Gentile Judaizers of Philadelphia took place
before Ignatius wrote to the Magnesians, it is more likely that Ignatius
interpreted what he was told about the situation in Magnesia along the same
*^R. M. Gram, "Jewish Chrislianily at Antioch in the Second Century," Recherches de
science religieuse 60 (1972) 97-108.
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lines. In any event, it seems unlikely that we catch clear sight of a
distinctive form of Jewish Christianity in Antioch from these notices.
Grant then goes on to deal with Satuminus as an Antiochene Gnostic
who was reacting to Christianity in general and to Jewish Christianity in
particular. But the evidence for opposition to Jewish Christianity seems to
come down to noting the opposition in Satuminus to the God of the Old
Testament (and at the level of detail to identifying as Jewish Christian the
equating of Satan and the serpent by Satuminus). That is very fragile
evidence. Similarly, there seems to be no very obvious connection between
Satuminus, his presumed opponents, and the sort of theology that later
appears in Theophilus. Yet Grant suggests: "The work of Saturnihus
implies the prior existence of the Jewish Christianity which Theophilus later
expresses." Grant, of course, knows that if Theophilus shows opposition to
Gnosticism, it is to Marcion (or the Marcionite Apelles) and probably
Tatian. Numerous notes in his edition and translation of Theophilus make
that clear."^^ Thus there is no evidence in the details of the text that suggests
opposition to Satuminus in particular. And it is purely speculative to argue
that the substructure of Theophilus' theology is the sort of thing to which
Satuminus was responding. It is su-aining the evidence, then, to postulate a
continuous thread of development through this material. Finally, when
Grant concludes by noting that Axionicus of Antioch later in the century
was a Valentinian and that Valcntinus in tum was indebted to mystical
Jewish speculation, it is clear that the connections being made are simply
too tenuous to mean very much. The intermittent influence of various forms
of Judaism on various forms of Christianity is what seems to be hinted at in
some of this material rather than a continuous development of a distinctive
form of Jewish Christianity.
Theophilus, then, is more likely to have derived the Jewish features of
his exegesis from an encounter with a Hcllenizcd form of Judaism at the
intellectual level rather than from familiarity with Jewish modes of thought
filtered through Jewish Christianity. And there is little in the Christology of
Theophilus or in the theological environment of Antioch that would point in
any other direction.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
*^ One example is referred lo in note 13 above. Droge (above, note 28) 1 19-23, on ihe other
hand, thinks that llieophilus is responding to criticisms of the Christian movement made by




Les Transitions dans le Style
d'Eusebe de Cesaree Apologiste
EDOUARD DES PLACES
Dans I'oeuvre considerable d'Eusebe de Cesaree (six lomes de la Patrologie
grecque, une dizaine dans les Griechische christliche Schriftsteller), deux
volumes de Migne el irois du Corpus de Berlin conlienneni les traiies
apologeliques conserves en grec (Extraits prophetiques, Conire Hierocles,
Preparation el Demonstration evangeliques). La Preparation est
maintenant complete dans la collection "Sources chretiennes," o\\ a paru
egalement, en 1987, le Contre Hierocles; de la Demonstration el des
Extraits prophetiques la traduction est prete; on ne pourra guere lui
juxtaposer un text neuf, vu que, dans I'un et I'autre cas, nous sommes
reduits a un seul manuscrit: le Parisinus graecus 465, du XIP siecle, pour la
Demonstration; le Vindobonensis Iheologicus graecus 29, de la premiere
moitie du XI^ siecle, pour les Extraits prophetiques. Ceux-ci n'oni eu
d'autre edition speciale que cclle de Th. Gaisford (Oxford 1842), reproduile
avec des corrections parfois disculables au l. 22 de la Patrologie grecque;^
les editions de K. Mras {Preparation evangelique, 1954-56, ^ 1982-83) et
d'l. A. Heikel (Demonstration evangelique, 1913) ont une lout autre valeur
critique, et le Wortregister de Mras pour la PE (II, pp. 547-79), celui de
Heikel pour hDE (pp. 545-85) permettent d'utiles controles.
Les trois apologies principales, suriout les Extraits et la Demonstration,
utilisent des formules de transition d'un texle ou d'un expose a un autre
donl les variations stylistiques merilent examen. Apres avoir reproduil el
traduil les phrases en question, nous releverons les voisinages ou quasi-
synonymies qu'elles attestent: il y a plus de soixante ans, je consacrais aux
synonymes le deuxieme chapitre ("Le vocabulaire des recurrences," pp. 17-
35) d'Uneformule platonicienne de recurrence (Paris 1929). Une troisicme
section interpretera les donnces.
' Sur les diverses cdilions d'liuscbc que nous devons a Th. Gaisford, cf. H. l.loyd-Jones,
Bloodfor the Ghosts (Londres 1982) 98 el nn. 33-37.
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I. LesContextes
r Extraits prophetiques^
1. 8 fin (1049B) xa 6' e^f^q . . . xoiq (piA^o^aGeoi ^titeiv Kaxa^eivi/oixEv.
"La suite, nous la laisserons a chercher aux curieux" (en entendant ce
dernier mot comme dans le catalogue de librairie intitule "Intermediaire des
chercheurs et des curieux").
1. 12 fin (1069A) i5ia Kaxa Kaipov w \iizkz\ xfiq xovxcov epe'6vT|(;
ETiioxTioaq Eiaexai. "C'est ce que saura en temps voulu, s'il I'examine
personnellement, I'amateur de ces enquetes."
1. 19 fin (1077D) nXziovoc, . . . aacprivEiaq 8eo|I£vcov xcbv xoticov,
xotjxok;
. . . EipTiiiEvoK; dpKEG9Tio6)a,E0a. "Comme ces textes requierent
plus ample explication, nous nous contenterons d'en avoir dit cela." De
meme, 1. 23 fin (1085A), ou la citation des Paralipomenes reproduit a peu
pres celle du 2^ livre des Rois, Eusebe renvoie ^ I'explication de celle-ci:
dpK£o0rio6^£0a xoi<; £i(; EicEiva £iprip.£voi(; (recurrence avec chiasme de
1077D); et 1. 24 fin (1085A), il juge inutile de commenter un texte du 2«
livre des Paralipomenes deja explique a propos du meme livre des Rois\ il
annongait alors comme une "occasion meilleure" (EiJKaipoxEpov 1. 21
[1084A]) I'exegese (av . . . E^ExdC^oixo) du psaume 17.
2. 1 fin (1092C) oxcp St] (piA.ov Siayvcovai x6 ocKpiPEc; x-qq . . .
dva(popa(;, xoiq \)7io|ivTi)j.axiGap.Evoi(; evxvxojv EioExai. "Qui voudra
discerner comment s'applique exactement (au Sauveur le contenu du
psaume) le saura s'il en lit les commentateurs."
2. 2 fin (1096B) oAxx 5£ . . . 6iTiy£io9ai o\) xov) napovxoq x-uy^dvEi
Kaipot), fidXioxa oxe nXTip£oxdxTi<; T\hv[ xex-uxtike oa(p-nv£{a(;. "Quant a
expliquer (la totalite du psaume), ce n'est pas I'affaire du moment, vu
surtout qu'elle a deja regu une explication tres complete."
2. 7 fin (IIOID) fiiiw ... 6 okokoc; oi)5£v ti^eiov xcov EiprmEvcov
^7£iv . . . £7iixp£7i£i. "Notrc propos ne nous permet pas d'ajouter quoi que
ce soit a ce qui a ete dit."
2. 9 fin (1104D) otKEp ot) xr\c, i\ napipyco Kal napaSpo^Ti 6£oix' dv
E^tiynoECLx;. "Ce ne sont pas questions qu'il faudrait expliquer par-dessus le
marche et a la course." Cf. 2. 14 (1 1 12C) 7io?l^ti(; 5' dv E^ExdoEccx; xpfi^oi
dv xd Kttxd xohc, xono-oq. "C'est une longue cnqucte que demanderaient ces
textes."^
^ Pour les Exlraits prophetiques, les references component le livre, le chapiire et la colonne
de Migne (PG 22).
^ Sans la "grande lacune" du livre 2—a la fin du ch. 13 on passe de la moilie du psaume 21 a
la fin du psaume 1 17—nous aurions du probablement citer d'autres passages du livre. Cf. G.
Mercati, "La grande lacuna delle ecloghe profetice di Eusebio di Cesarea," in Memorial Louis
Petit (Bucarcsl 1948) 1-3.
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3. 14 fin (1 HOB) etiI axoXr\qd' av EKocaTri Xi^ic, aKpiPeoxepat; t6%oi
aacpTivEiac;. "Avec le temps chaque expression recevrait une elucidation
plus precise."
3. 27 fin (1153D) o Kal noXXr\<; Seo^evov E^ExdoEox; elc, ethttjSeiov
dva0Tio6)i£0a Kaipov. "Comme ces textes demandent longue enquete,
nous les remettrons a un temps opportun."
4. 4 fin (1204C) otioiov e^ei voxiv xoic; eic, Tovc^xonovc, . . . E^TiyriTiKoi^
EVToxcbv 6 (pi^^ofiaOriq EioExai. "Quel en est le sens, le curieux le connaitra
s'il lit les commentaires . . . des textes."
4. 7 fin (1209B) dvaK£}i\|/avTE<; xoxx; (piXoiiaGEiq in\ xa eic, xovq
xonoMc, u7io|i.vTi)iaTa. "Renvoyant les curieux aux commentaires de ces
textes."
4. 1 1 fin (1216D) Tiv ox)X 6 napwv dvaTiruaaEiv Kaipoq. "Que ce n'est
pas le moment present d'elucider."
4. 17 fin (1221D) OTiEp in\ axoA,fi<; w ^e^ei xfiq xo-utcov yvcoaEox;
£pE\)VTiaa(; EioExai. "C'est ce que comprendra, s'il s'en enquiert a loisir,
celui qu'interesse cette science." Cf. plus loin PEW. 5. 5 fin.
4. 23 fin (1232C) EKaoxriv . . . Xi^iv . . . E^Exd^Eiv o\) xfii; napova-qq
EOTiv 7ipaY)iaxEia(;. "Examiner chaque expression n'est pas I'affaire du
present traite." Cf. 4. 24 fin (1237B) ox) xfjc; Tiapo-uariq npay^axeiaq
x-uT^dvEi.
5. 26 fin (1241C) 6 (pi^^oixaOriq EpE-uvriaaq EiOExai. "(C'est ce que) le
curieux saura apres enquete." Cf. 4. 27 fin (1249B) noXXr\q . . . 6eo^evcov
EpE-uvTioEcoc; Kttl i^Exdazoiq . . . o) ij.eA.ei . . . £7iip.EA.£axEpov o{)xo(;
EpE\)VTiaa<; xd ev av>xdiq EioExai. "Comme il faudrait (a ce texte) longues
recherche et enquete, que celui qui en a souci scrute plus soigneusement les
textes, et il en saura la portee."
2° Preparation evangelique
9. 42. 4 (fin du livre 9) xoiq (pi^o|ia0£ai ^tixeiv xe Kal 5iEp£\)vdv
d7io>,Eiv|/avx£(; . . . )j.£xa0Tia6)i£0a. "(Ces voix) . . . nous les laisserons
chercher et scruter aux curieux, et passerons ..." (au livre 10). Cf. 11. 15.
7 fin £(p' d . . . xo\)(; (piA.ona0£i<; dvajiE^vj/o). "J'y renverrai les curieux."
1 1. 5. 5 fin oxcp (p{A.ov . . . xd<; Pi^XoDq etiI <5Xokr\c, |iExd XEipaq XaPcbv
E'lOExav. "On le saura, si on le desire, en prenant en main a loisir les
rouleaux" (trad. G. Favrelle).
13 preambule, fin zic, iSoxEpov dvax{0E|iai xov X6yo\. "Je remets la
question a plus lard."
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3° Demonstration evangelique*
2. 1. 7 (lOOB) xohc, ipiKo\iaQe\.c, in' cKeiva . . . dva7i£)iv|/o|iEv. "Nous y
renverrons les curieux." Cf. 8. 3. 18 fin (556B).
2. 1. 16 fin (lOlB) oa(pfi xama o\)5' kp\n\\f£.iac, 5E6)i£va. "Voila qui
est clair et n'a pas besoin d'explication." Cf. 2. 1. 17 fin (lOlC) et 19 fin
(10 ID) Kttl xama aacpfj.
2. 1. 22 fin (104B) a Kal Kaxoc Kaipov xr[C, TrpooTiKOTJoriq xe-u^exai
ep^T|veia<;. "Ce qui en temps voulu recevra I'explication convenable."
2. 2. 21 fin (112B) enl oxoXr\c, 7iA,T|peaTdTTiv amcov TcoirioaaGai xtiv
e^Exaoiv. "A loisir les scruter en plenitude."
2. 3. 29 (120D) Tai<; . . . ^apTvpiaiq dpKeo0Tio6)ie0a. "Nous nous
contenterons de (ces) temoignages." Cf. 3. 3. 12 fin (192D) eKEivoiq
apKeoGriaofieOa, 8. 5. 6 (648D, fin du livre 8) xoic, EiprmevoK;
dpKEO0£VT£(;.
6. 1. 4 fin (416A) Kaxd tov 7ipoaT|KovTa Kaipov E^ETaoGfiaEtai. "On
I'examinera en temps opportun." Cf. 6. 15. 15 fin (448A) d Kal otj vv)v
E^Etd^Eiv Kaipoq. "Question que ce n'est pas maintenant le moment
d'examiner."
6. 2. 9 fin (416C) Kal xavta be ekI axo^fic; hxzXovq xEij^ETai
SiTiYnaEccx;. "Cette question, elle aussi, recevra a loisir une explication
complete." Cf. 6. 20. 22 fin (476B) d 8ti etiI axo}S\c, Kaxd xov npooriKovTa
Kaipov Tfi<; KpoatiKo-uoTic; xEiJ^Exai 6i-nYriaEco<;. "Qui recevront a loisir, au
temps convenable, I'explication convenable."
6. 18. 53 fin (468A) Kal aol 6£ ettI oxoXr[c, napEoxai EKdox-qv
paoavioavxi A^e^iv etiI nhxiovq 0£copfioai xd v£V0Ti)iEva. "Et tu pourras,
en eprouvant a loisir chaque expression, en examiner largement le sens."
7. 2. 27 fin (544B) xa\)xa 5£ k^eCoxtic; £p£t)VTi(; SEOjiEva cu vt)v
7io?i-u7ipaY^ovEiv Kaipoq. "Comme cela requiert une ample recherche, ce
n'est pas maintenant le moment d'epiloguer la-dessus."
8. 3. 18 fin (556B) ek' EKEiva xovc, (piA.o|j.a0Ei(; dva7i£}iv|/o|j,Ev, E(p'
EXEpav fiiidq {jkoOeoiv KaxETiEiyovxcq xov Tiapovxoq Kaipoij. "Nous y
renvoyons les curieux, parce que la circonstance presente nous presse
d'entamer un autre sujet."
9. 2. 6 fin (660A) xd 6e . . . nXeiovoc, . . . 6E6^£va npayjiaxEiac; en'
oiKEiaq oxoXr{c, Ep^T|VE'6aop.Ev. "Mais les questions . . . sujettes a plus
ample examen seront interpretees pour elles-memes a loisir."
10. 2. 19 fin (736A) (xd xotjxok; dKo^ovGa) . . . d Kal onoiac; E/Exai
6iavoia(; ox> v\jv axoXr] 6iTiY£io0ai. "(El la suite) dont nous n'avons pas
maintenant le loisir de commenter le sens."
** Pour la Demonstration evangelique, les references component le livre, le chapitre el le
paragraphe de Heikel (GCS, Eusebius Werke VI) avec la colonne de Migne.
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II. Le Vocabulaire
Les textes transcrits et traduits ci-dessus ont en commun des elements
(substantifs, adjectifs et adverbes ou expressions adverbiales, verbes) qu'il
s'agit maintenant de regrouper pour mettre en valeur les voisinages et les
quasi-synonymies.
r Substantifs
6iTiYnoi<; "narration, explication": hnkp aacpovx; 5iTiyriaE(0(; EP I. S fin




5iT|yrioE(o<; DE 6. 2. 9 fin (417C).
e^exaoic; "examen, recherche, enquete": noXXT\c, 8' e^ETcxoEox; xpfl^oi-
av EP2. 14 (1 1 12C); noXXr\c, . . . Seojievov EpEWTjaEox; Kai e^etocoecck; EP
4. 27 fin (1249B); Ti^tipEoxaxTiv . . . KoiriaaaGai rnv E^Exaoiv DE 2. 2. 21
fin (1 128).
E^TiyriOK; "explication": 6£oit' av E^riyrioEax; EP 2. 9 fin (1 104D).
EpE\)va "enquete, recherche": w [liXei xr\q ipE\)vr[c,EP 1. 12 fin
(1069A); nX^io^:^q ipe\)\T]q bm^eva DE 7. 2. 27 fin (544B).
epeijvtiok; "enquete": EpE-uvriaEcoq Kal E^ExdoEox; EP 4. 27 fin
(1249B).
epixTivEla "interpretation": ovS' kp[ir\ve{ac; dzo^izva DE 2. 1. 14 fin
(lOlB); xfiq 7rpoaT|KOTjaTi^ XETJ^Exai £p|iTivEia<; 2. 1. 22 fin (104B).
Kaipoq "occasion, moment": ov vvv E^Exd^Eiv Kaipoc, DE 6. 15. 15 fin
(448A); (avec dvaTix-uooEiv) EP 1. 2 fin (1028A); 6 Kaipoq otjk etiixpetiei
DE 2. 3. 125 fin (148D); 6 napwv Kaipoq £F 4. 1 1 fin (1216D); cf. 2. 1 fin
(1096D); Kttxd Kaipov EP l.\2 fin (1069A), D£ 2. 1. 22 fin (104B), 5. 19.
5 fin (400C); Kaxd xov 6£ovxa Kaipov PE 4. 2. 4, 5. 5. 4; Kaxd xov ovkeiov
Kaipov DE 5. 18. 3 fin (397C), 5. 21. 3 fin (404B), 9. 18. 16 fin (685C);
Kaxd xov TipooTiKOvxa Kaipov DE 6. 1. 4 fin (416A).
TcpayjiaxEia "effort, traite": ov zr\c, napovoT]^ . . . TipayiiaxEiaq EP 4.
23 fin (1232C); cf. 4. 24 fin (1237B); K^Eiovoq . . . SEOjisva TtpayiiaxEiaq
Z)£9.2.6fin(660A).
oacprivEia "clarte": 7iA.eiovo<; . . . oa(pr[\e{aq 5eo|ievcov EP 1. 19 fin
(1077D); dKpi^EoxEpac; xtj^oi oacprivEiaq EP 3. 14 fin (1 HOC).
oxoXi] "loisir": oi> vw oxoXi] DE 10. 2. 19 fin (736A); etiI oxo^fi<; . .
EpEDVTioaq EioExaifP 4. 17 fin (1221D); cf. 3. 14 fin (1140B), PE 11. 5. 5
fin, DE 6. 2. 9 fin (417C), 6. 18. 53 fin (468A), 6. 21. 23 fin (480B); eti'
oiKEiaq axoA-fiq DE 9. 2. 6 fin (660A).
2° Adjectifs et adverbes (ou expressions adverbiales)
dKpiPriq "exact": x6 aKpiPsq . . . EioExai £f 2. 1 fin (1092C);
aKpiPEOXEpac; xvxoi aacpTivEiaq 3. 14 fin (1 140C).
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e7ii|ieA.co(; "avec soin": eKi|j,eA,£axepov . . . epeDVTiaac; EP 4. 27 fin
(1249B).
EKiTTi5eio<; "convenable, opportun": eiq eniTTiSevov . . . Kaipov EP 3.
27fin(1153D).
e-uKaipcoq "opportunement": eTJKaiporepov 5' av e^exd^oixo EP 1. 21
(1084A).
nXr\pr\c, "plein, complet": nXr\peoxaTr]q ti8ti xe^vx^ke 6iTiYTiaE{0<; EP
2. 2 fin (1096B); TtXTipEaxdTnv . . . noiriaaoGai xfiv e^etaoiv DE 2. 2. 21
fin(112B).
TipooTuccov "convenable": tfj*; TipooriKO-uoriq Te-u^exai epfiTivEiaqDE 2.
1.22 fin (104B).
oa(pTi(; "clair": oacpfi zavza DE 2. 1. 14 fin (lOlB); Kal xama aacpfi
DE2.1. 15 fin (lOlC), 17 fin (lOlD), 19 fin (104A).
(piXoiiaGriq "curieux": 6 (piA,o}ia0Ti9 ipzvvr\aac, ziozxaxEP 1. 6 fin
(1040B); cf. (avec evxdxcov) 4. 4 (1204C), (avec EpEDVTioaq) 4. 26 fin
(1241C); dva7iE|j,\j/avTE<; to-u<; cpilo|ia0ET^ 4. 7 fin (1209B); cf. (avec
dva7l£|I\^/o^Ev) /)£ 2. 1. 7 fin (lOOB), (avec dvaTtEjiyo^Ev) 7. 3. 18 fin
(556B), (avec dva7t£^v|/a)) /'E 11. 15. 7 fin, (avec djio^Eivi/avxEc;) PE 9. 42.
4 fin.
(piA.O(; "agreable": oto) (piA.ov . . . EioEtai PEW. 5. 5 fin.
3° Verbes
dva7i£|i7iEiv "renvoyer, remettre": dvaTtEfivi/avxE^ xo-uq cpi^ojiaGEiq EP
4. 7 fin (1209B); cf. F£ 1 1. 15. 7 fin, D£ 1. 9. 20 (81C), 2. 1. 7 fin (lOOD).
dvaxiGEvai "renvoyer": EP 3. 27 fin (1153D); cf. (au moyen) PE 13
preambule, au milieu.
anokzinzw/ "laisser": xoiq cpi^^iaGEOi ^tixeiv . . . d7io^Ei\|/avxE(; PE 9.
42. 4 fin. Cf. Kaxa?iEi7tEiv.
dpKEioGai "se contenter (de)": EiptiiiEvoK; apKEoGriOEoGai Ef 1. 19
fin (1077D); cf. 1. 23 fin (1085A), DE 2. 3. 29 (120D), 3. 3. 12 fin (192D),
8. 5. 6 (648D, fin du livre 8).
Paaavi^Eiv "eprouver": etii axoA.Ti<; PaoaviaavxiDE 6. 18. 53 fin
(468A).
6EioGai "manquer, avoir besoin (de)": o\) \r\c, ev TiapEpyo) . . . Seoix'
dv E^TiyriaEox; EP 2. 9 fin (1 104D); noXK\\c, 6e6^evov E^ExdoEcoq EP 3. 27
fin (1153D); o{)5' sp^rivEiac; 6E6^Eva D£ 2. 1. 14 fin (lOlB); cf. 7. 2. 27 fin
(544B), 9. 2. 6 fin (660A).
6iTi7EioGai "expliquer": SiTiyEioGai ox) xox) napovxoc; xijyxdvEi KaipoO
EP 2. 2. 6 fin (1096B).
EiSEvai "savoir": 6 (piA,o^aGTi(; EiOExai EP 4. 4 fin (1204C); cf. 1. 12
fin (1069A), 2. 1 fin (1092C). 4. 17 fin (1221D), 4. 26 fin (1241C), 4. 27 fin
(1249B); oxcp <s?\Xo\ . . . EioExai PEW. 5. 5 fin.
Evxt)7xdvEiv "lire": evx-u^cdv EiOExai EP 2. 1 fin (1092C).
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e^Etd^Eiv "examiner, scruter": evKaipoxepov 5' av e^exd^ono EP 1.
21(1084A).
ETiixpeTtEiv "permettre": 6 Kaip6<; oijk eniTpenei DE 2. 3. 125 (148D);
cf.£:7'2. 7fin(1101D).
ep£\)vav "enqueter, scruter": epe-uvTiaa<; ziozxaiEP 4. 17 (1221D), 4.
26 fin (1241C), 4. 27 fin (1249B). Cf. 5iepe\)vav "scruter": CTceiv xe Kal
5iepe-uvav PE 9. 42. 4 fin,
epjirive-ueiv "interpreter": xd . . . 5e6|xeva npaY^axeia<; . . .
£p|j.Tivevoop.£v DE 9. 2. 6 fin (660A).
E(pioxdvai "examiner": ETiiaxrioaq el'oexai EP 1. 12 fin (1069A).
^TixEiv "chercher": ^T|xeiv KaxaXeCvoiiev £f 1. 8 fin (1049B); ^T|xeiv
xe Kal Siepe'uvdv PE 9. 42. 4 fin.
Kaxa?i.£i7xeiv "laisser": ^tixeTv Kaxa^Eiv|/o|iEv EP 1. 8 fin (1049B). Cf.
anokzinzw
.
KaxEKEiyEiv "pousser, presser": KaxenECyovxoq xov 7tap6vxo(; Kaipot)
DE7.3. 18fin(556B).
jieXeiv "etre a coeur" ou "un souci pour": w |ieA.ev . . . EioExai EP A. 17
fin(1221D);cf.4.27(1249B).
TtapEivai "etre a) present, b) loisible": a) ox> xo\) 7iap6vxo<; x-uyxdvEi
Kaipo\) EP 2. 2 fin (1096B); cf. o\> xfi<; Tiapo-ucrnq eoxIv npayYiaxziac, EP 4.
23 fin (1232C); o\>x o Tiapwv . . . Kaipoq EPA. 11 fin (1216D); b) Kal aol
ETil oxo^fic; TiapEoxai . . . GEcopfiaai DE 6. 18. 53 fin (468A).
x^YxdvEiv "obtenir": aKpiPEOxepac; x-u^oi oa(py\\/ziaqEP 3. 14 fin
(1140B); cf. 9. 24 fin (1237B), 2. 2 fin (1096B); bis: xi^yxdvEi . . . xextS^tike
DEl.l. 22 fin (104B), 6. 23. 4 fin (476B).
XpfiCei^v "avoir besoin": iioA,/\.fi(; 5' £^ExdoEC0(; xpfl^oi- dv ff 2. 14
(1 1 12C).
III. Interpretation des donnees
Dans le souci constant de ne pas anticiper sur une exegese qui risquerait
d'interrompre le developpement en cours, Euscbe sait couper court a une
digression intempestive; de la tant d'expressions du type "en temps voulu,"
"le moment venu," sous la forme de subslantifs, d'adjectifs ou d'adverbes;
parfois a c6t6 de verbes qui signifient "remettre" ou "renvoyer." Ce style
sans grace, souvent prolixe, excelle pourtant a varier ses formules, par
I'emploi de synonymes, la place des mots, I'addition d'un adjectif ou d'un
adverbe. Le lecteur ou I'auditeur de ces "legons" d'exegese apologctique
est ainsi tenu en haleine et invite soit a consulter un expose precedent, soit a
en attendre un qui viendra plus tard. Eusebe entoure d'attentions les
"curieux" qui voudraient en savoir davantage et les dirige parfois vers les
"commentaires" de ses maitres (Origene?) ou de ses emules.
Quelles nuances separent des substantifs comme E^Exaaiq et EpEvva,
rendus I'un et I'autre par "enquete"? Ou 6iTi'yTiai(;, e^tiytiok; et Ep^irivEia,
traduits "explication"? Les adjectifs etiixtiSeioc; et npooriKcov,
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"convenable"? Les verbes dvanejiJiEiv et dvaxiGevai, "renvoyer";
dnoXeiTiEiv et Kaxa>.EiTceiv, "laisser"; 6Eia9ai et xptiCe'-v, "avoir besoin";
SiTiYEioOai et £p|iTivEiJEiv, "expliquer, interpreter"; e^etoc^ew et EpEuvav,
"scruter"? Chez Platon lui-meme, il s'agirait de variations a peine
perceptibles a un "modeme"; Eusebe y attachait-il de I'importance? Reste
pour son lecteur ou son auditeur le plaisir de ces variantes. Quant a I'ordre
des mots, chiasmes et hyperbates mettent la determination adverbiale apres
plutot qu'avant le verbe, comme il ressort des "contextes" reunis dans la
premiere section; quand deux verbes se suivent, par exemple un participe et
un indicatif futur, on se demande parfois sur lequel portent VinX oxo^ifiq ou
le Kaxd Kttipov; cf., sous T, EP \. 12 fin, 4, 17 fin; le traducteur doit, autant
que possible, conserver Tambiguite du texte. De tout temps, les Grecs ont
aime ces enigmes mineures, et des poetes comme Pindare ou Sophocle en
sont prodigues; en prose, Platon n'y repugne pas. Peut-etre penserait-on, ici
ou la, a une construction apo koinou.^
Si Eusebe de Cesaree ne peut passer pour un grand ecrivain, il garde le
merite de constamment solliciter ou retenir I'attention; beaucoup de ses
procedes conviennent a la chaire, celle du professeur ou du predicateur: ils
s'adressent a des auditeurs plus qu'a des lecteurs.
Pontificio Istltuto Biblico, Rome
^ Cf. "Consiruciions grecques de mots a fonclion double (AFIO KOINOY)," REG 75 (1962)
1-12 (^ Etudes ptatoniciennes [Leyde 1981] 60-71).
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Alexandria as a Centre of Greek Philosophy
in Later Classical Antiquity*
H. J. BLUMENTHAL
Any discussion of Greek Alexandria may properly take its starting point
from the work of P. M. Fraser, even if only to dissent from it. In the preface
to Ptolemaic Alexandria Fraser observes that philosophy was one of the
"items" that "were not effectively transplanted to Alexandria."* In his
chapter on philosophy, talking of the establishment of the main
philosophical schools at Athens, Fraser writes that it "remained the centre of
philosophical studies down to the closing of the schools by Justinian in A.D.
563."^ The first of these statements is near enough the truth, since the
Alexandria of the Ptolemies was not distinguished in philosophy as ifwas in
literature or science, though even then some important things happened
during that period too. But the implication that this situation continued
during the Roman and early Byzantine periods is misleading, and by the end
of the period simply false.^ The purpose of this paper is to examine some
aspects of the considerable contribution that Alexandria made to the
philosophical tradition that continued into the Islamic and Christian middle
ages and beyond, and to show that it may lay claim to have been at least
equal to that of Athens itself.
Though I do not want to spend long on the Ptolemaic period, a few
points should be made before we jump forward into the third century A.D.
That Alexandria at this time was not a centre of philosophical activity is true
enough, but perhaps unimportant. That may strike some as a strange thing
to say, the more so just now when the study of Hellenistic philosophy has
become rather fashionable. Nevertheless it is not, I think, difficult to justify.
The point is that most of the philosophical endeavour of these times was a
dead end. On the one hand much was said and written by disparate groups
of so-called philosophers trying to tie up loose ends or exploit suggestions
made by the great philosophers of fifth- and fourth-century Athens, people
All references to the Greek commentators on Aristotle are to the Berlin Academy edition,
Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, unless otherwise specified.
' P. M. Fraser, Plolemaic Alexandria (Oxford 1972) viii.
^ Fraser (previous note) 480
^ I am not here concerned with the date of the alleged closure, which is usually put at 529.
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like the Megarians and Cyrenaics, whose very names have been forgotten
by all but professional historians of philosophy. More important were the
Epicureans and Stoics and those originally labelled Academics who were
members of the Platonic Academy but abandoned Platonism to lay the
foundations of the movement known as Scepticism. By the early third
century A.D. even these movements were dead. It is by no means clear that
Alexander of Aphrodisias' treatise On Fate, dedicated to the Emperors
Caracalla and Severus, and directed against the Stoics,"* was still part of a
live debate.^ At about the same time the Sceptic Sextus Empiricus worked
at Alexandria, but by the time Augustine wrote his treatise against the
Academics Scepticism had been defunct for some two centuries:
Augustine's work is primarily an argument against ideas he found in the
pages of Cicero.^ Such influence as Stoicism had was mainly through the
adoption of some of its ethical notions by the founder of Neoplatonism.''
Epicureanism too had become defunct—it was in any case outside the
ongoing discussion among philosophers of other persuasions—and was not
to surface again till the Renaissance, when Lorenzo Valla took up and
discussed some of its ideas.^ Both these schools had some appeal to the
practical and unmetaphysical minds of the Roman upper classes, but
perhaps the main contribution of Stoicism was that some of its nominal
adherents, such as Posidonius, espoused Platonic doctrines and helped to
keep them alive and topical. Conversely, a nominal Platonist like Antiochus
took on so much Stoicism that he was seen by some as a virtual Stoic
himself.^ Significantly, both came from the Near East, Posidonius from
Apamaea in modern Syria, Antiochus from Ascalon in modern Israel,
Scleucid and not Ptolemaic territory. We might note in passing the rather
obvious but rarely mentioned fact that philosophy, though sometimes
centred at Athens, was not generally an activity of natives of that city.
Socrates and Plato (and Epicurus) were exceptions to this rule in the
Classical period, Plutarch the son of Nestorius in the revived Academy of
the late fourth to early sixth centuries A.D.
The two kinds of philosophy that were to be of lasting importance in
the Christian and Islamic worlds remained in the background during the
period we have just sketched. Perhaps the most important event in their
contemporary history was the editing and organizing of Aristotle's
* See however the cautions expressed by P. Thillet in his Bude edition, Alexandre
d'Aphrodise. Traile sur le deslin (Paris 1984) Ixxxiii-xc.
Though there is some evidence that there were still occupants of the Stoic chair at Athens
in the mid-second century A.D.; cf. F. Ueberweg and K. Praechter, Grundriss der Geschichle
der Philosophie l'^ (1926; repr. Basle 1967) 665.
^Cf. C. YAvN^n, Augustine (London 1989) 16-17.
' As noticed by Porphyry, Plot. 4-5.
* For a brief treatment, see now H. Jones, The Epicurean Tradition (London and New York
1989) 144^9.
^ Cf. Cicero. Academica 2. 43. 132.
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rediscovered works at Rome, the most important process the collection of
material in the library at Alexandria.
Before we take up the matters which are the main concern of this paper,
a word should be said about two figures, one of whom is so shadowy as to
be almost unknown, the other well known and accessible through
voluminous extant writings, but of relatively little importance in the
Platonic tradition to which Alexandria contributed so heavily. The first of
these is Eudorus, sometimes called "of Alexandria." Variously described as
Platonist, Neopythagorean and "eclectic," Eudorus has been credited with
the revival of Platonism after its dormant period. Though most would agree
that the credit for that should rather be given to figures like Posidonius and
Antiochus—or his teacher Philo, called "of Larissa" to distinguish him from
his Alexandrian namesake—Eudorus might be the person who introduced
the Platonism of his time to Alexandria and in any case might be the best
claimant to the title of founder of Middle Platonism, one of several difficult
and controversial matters which there is no time to discuss here.^^ The
second is Philo, who certainly absorbed a considerable amount of Platonic
thought, but who remains peripheral to the study of pagan Greek
philosophy, in spite of the efforts of some French scholars in the last
century and the early years of this one to show that he played a major part in
the formation of Neoplatonism through his influence on Plotinus.^^ Philo
nevertheless deserves a brief digression in so far as he was a typical product
of the Hellenistic tradition which continued into early Roman Alexandria.
A member of the Jewish community at Alexandria, his work presents the
application of a deep Hellenistic Greek philosophical culture to the
discussion of the theological problems of Judaism. It is comparable to what
was done later by Christians like Clement and Origen, whose minds were,
however, clearer on philosophical matters, because the eclectic tendencies
of Greek philosophy were on the decline. Philo is sometimes described as
an adherent of that philosophical tendency—I am deliberately avoiding
referring to it as a school or group—which is labelled Middle Platonism. It
was not, for the century and a half or thereabouts between Philo and
Plotinus, particularly associated with Alexandria and its importance lies
primarily in its contribution to the formation of Neoplatonism.
That kind of philosophy, which was to dominate all pagan and some
Christian philosophy for the three centuries after it began, certainly started
in Alexandria, even if its founder subsequently lived and taught at Rome.
For reasons which we shall see, the precise nature and content of the
Alexandrian contribution is extremely difficult to assess. We are dealing
with two figures about whose personaJ lives there is a notorious scarcity of
information: Plotinus, who seems on the whole to have avoided talking
'° On these mailers, cf. e.g. J. M. DUlon, The Middle Platonisls (London 1977) 1 15 ff.
'
' Cf. e.g. H. Guyot, Les reminiscences de Philon le Juifchez Plolin (Paris 1906).
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about his personal life—Porphyry says that he was apparently ashamed of
being in a body'^—^and his teacher Ammonius.
It should be said immediately that there is virtually no evidence about
Ammonius and that attempts to reconstruct his philosophy have therefore
been uniformly and inevitably unsuccessful.^^ About his life we know even
less: There have even been inconclusive discussions about the significance
of his name Saccas, which is only securely attested in Theodoret (GAC 6.
60) and lexicon entries derived from him.''* Theodoret's comment, "he
abandoned the sacks in which he used to carry about grain and took up the
fife of philosophy," is presumably ultimately responsible for the description
of Ammonius by an archaeologist whose expertise lay in other fields as "a
porter from the Alexandrian docks."'^ The little that we do know is,
however, significant.
First there is his name, the Ammonius part, which does indicate
Alexandrian, if not necessarily Egyptian, rather than Greek or Roman
origins.'^ The Saccas is useless: porter, wearer of a rough cloak, Iranian or
what have you. We do know, because Porphyry tells us so in his life of
Plotinus, that Plotinus found that he was the only satisfactory teacher after a
number of others had been found wanting (Plot. 3. 1 1-12). That would bear
out the view that there was not a great deal of worthwhile philosophy going
on at Alexandria at this time, though Porphyry's statement does not rule out
the possibility that there were other competent philosophers about who for
one reason or another did not attract the intellect or sympathy of their
intending pupil. It might also indicate—and here we are not, I think,
sufficiently informed—that the Christian philosophers did not wish to take
pagan pupils, a situation which probably changed subsequently. The
contrary inhibition did not apply, since Ammonius, whom one generally
assumes to be a pagan—though that could be wrong—may have taught both
Origen the Christian as well as his pagan namesake and Plotinus. It has
been suggested, for example by A. K. Bowman in his book on post-
Pharaonic Egypt, that Ammonius was perhaps a Christian convert to
paganism,'^ but there is no good evidence that I know of for this view.
Apart from a very small number of comments with poor credentials in later
writers, we know only two things about his instruction. One is that there
^^Ci.Plot. 1. l^.bulseech. 3.
" For recent discussions of what can be known, cf. H.-R. Schwyzer, "Ammonios Sakkas,
der Lehrer Plotins," Vortr. Rhein.-Westfdl. Akad. der Wiss. G. 260 (Opladen 1983); F. M.
Schroeder. "Ammonius Saccas." in ANRW n.36.1 (Berlin/New York 1987) 493-526.
^^ Otherwise it appears in Ammianus Marcellinus 22. 16. 16, where it is probably a later
insertion; cf. H. Dorrie, "Ammonios, der Lehrer Plolins," Hermes 83 (1955) 467.
'^ M. Wheeler in the Swan's Hellenic Cruises Handbook for 1964 (London 1964) 21 1.
^* On names of this type, derived from Egyptian gods but also used by Greeks, cf. P. M.
Fraser, "Two Studies in the Cult of Sarapis in the Hellenistic World," Opuscula Atheniensia 3
(1960) 15-16.
'"'
A. K. Bowman, Egypt after the Pharaohs (London 1986) 230.
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was an element of the esoteric about it, because Plotinus and Origen (not the
Christian'*), as well as one Erennius, a third pupil in the group, made an
agreement not to divulge the content of Ammonius' instruction (Porph.
Plot. 3. 24-28). The other is that Plotinus himself not only immediately
recognised Ammonius as the teacher he had been seeking and wished for no
other {Plot. 12-14), but that in his own philosophizing he introduced—or
conveyed—the mind of Ammonius. The precise sense of the Greek is not
clear: toy 'AiijiCDvio-u (pepcDv vovv ev xaiq e^exdoeoiv is how Porphyry
expresses it {Plot. 14. 15 f.). Since the immediately preceding words stress
Plotinus' independence, the point here must be that Plotinus followed
Ammonius in approach rather than teaching, but that there was some
doctrine or doctrines which Ammonius' close pupils regarded as very
important follows from the story about the agreement to keep them within
the philosophical group. What exactly "the mind of Ammonius" means we
do not then know: A possibility is that it meant, among other things,
interpreting Plato in a highly metaphysical sense with the aid of certain
Aristotelian principles, for that is certainly what Plotinus did.
That is about all one can safely say about Ammonius himself. But, if
we may believe Porphyry, and there is no reason to think we should not,
then it is the case that this almost unknown figure at Alexandria himself rose
above what appears to have been a very mediocre level of philosophical
activity, and provided the essential stimulus for the development of the
greatest mind in Greek philosophy after Plato and Aristotle themselves.
I have expressly referred to Ammonius as someone at Alexandria rather
than an Alexandrian, because we know nothing of his life, and he could
have come from anywhere: Only his name, as I have mentioned, indicates
that he was from Egypt rather than some other part of the Roman empire. I
leave to others better able than I am to discuss such matters the question of
what constituted being an Alexandrian at this time—or any other—if it was
not just a matter of possession of a citizenship whose holders are not usually
individually identifiable, and pass on to Plotinus himself, about whom there
are similar problems.
We are told by Eunapius {VS 455) that Plotinus came from Lycopolis,
modern Asyut, a town in Upper Egypt some 500 km inland from
Alexandria. Readers of the Loeb translation of Eunapius might be misled
by the translation, "Plotinus was a philosopher of Egyptian birth": All the
Greek says is that he was from Egypt, e^ AiyuKxo-u. About his early life we
know nothing, because, as we learn from his biographer, he was as reluctant
to discuss such trivia about the material world as his origins or his home as
he was to have his portrait done (Porph. Plot. 1. 1-9). That must,
unfortunately, cast some doubt on the correctness of Eunapius' naming of
his birthplace, for which there is no evidence in any earlier source:
^^ Cf. e.g. A. H. Armstrong's note ad loc. in the Loeb Qassical Library Plotinus, vol. \.
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Eunapius himself is not the most reliable of writers. There are no
indications that Plotinus' culture was other than Greek: The
mispronunciations reported by Porphyry (Plot. 13. 1-5) are not, as they
have sometimes been claimed to be, evidence to the contrary. His name is
uninformative because by now plenty of people of multifarious origins had
Roman names. Readers of Lawrence Durrell might "know" that he was
black, but there is no evidence for this, and the one poryait bust which is
generally assumed to be of Plotinus, but may well not be, would be
evidence to the contrary. The only thing we can add about Plotinus' period
in Alexandria is that it lasted at least eleven years, since Porphyry tells us
that that was the time he studied with (avvzoxoXaae) Ammonius (Plot. 3.
20): Were it not for the statement about the mind of Ammonius we should
not even be able to conclude that he shared his teacher's views, for Aristotle
after all stayed with Plato for twenty.
The question which now presents itself is how influential Plotinus was
in the formation of the philosophy of his successors, and thus how far we
may regard Neoplatonism as a specifically Alexandrian contribution to the
history of philosophy. It cannot be said too often that "successors" must be
used in a purely chronological sense, if only so as not to beg questions. In
the early days of the study of Neoplatonism this might have seemed a
pointless question: The pioneer French studies of Neoplatonism in the
nineteenth century actually called the whole group "L'ecole
d'Alexandrie."'^
Two questions arise. In the first place we must look, at least briefly, at
the continuity—or otherwise—of the Neoplatonic tradition. Secondly it is
necessary to ask how far Plotinus is actually a full member of that tradition.
The first of these questions is actually the more difficult. The second may
be answered with a guarded "yes": Neoplatonism starts with Plotinus, but
considerable changes were made to his form of it as time progressed. Let us
return to the first.
We know that Plotinus taught Porphyry or, more safely, that Porphyry
was a member of Plotinus' group of associates at Rome: He himself would
have us believe that he was the most important of the group (cf. Plot.
passim). Porphyry retired to Sicily. At some time, and at some place, he
may have taught lamblichus,^" who came from Syria but whose movements
are not known. Porphyry seems to have followed Plotinus in most matters,
though questions have been raised about whether or not he subscribed to
Plotinus' view that there were three intelligible hypostases: Some scholars
have argued that he "telescoped" the intelligible world by doing away with
the distinctions between them, and Soul and Intellect in particular.^' What
^' So e.g. E. Vacherol, Histoire critique de I'Ecole d'Alexandrie ^aris 1846-51).
^ Eunapius, VS 458, tells us that he attached himself to Porphyry.
^^ Cf. A. C. Lloyd in The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval
Philosophy (Cambridge 1967) 288-89.
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they do have in common is a relatively simple view of the structure of the
intelligible universe, and in that both differ from lamblichus and, to some
extent, from all later Neoplatonists. lamblichus' distinctive contributions
were two. One was a huge elaboration of the complexity of the intelligible
universe by the invention of extra entities to bridge the gaps between the
parts of the earlier and simpler Neoplatonic world. The other was the
admission of an alternative and no longer strictly philosophical system for
that ascent to the One which was the goal of the philosophic life for all
Neoplatonists. Before leaving lamblichus 1 should perhaps say why 1 am
not going to discuss his book. On the Mysteries ofEgypt, which might seem
to belong to our subject. In the first place this traditional title is incorrect.^^
Secondly, apart from straight Neoplatonism, it contains a great deal of sub-
philosophical material culled from a variety of sources: Very little of it is
identifiably Egyptian, and, in so far as it is, it does not belong to the
philosophical content of Neoplatonism.
Thereafter there is a gap in the tradition, or at least in our knowledge
of it. The attempts to fill it are not entirely convincing, and our task of
examining the Alexandrian contribution allows us to abstain from
discussing this still unsatisfactory topic. We may, instead, note that most of
those who came after lamblichus seem to have been influenced by him to
the extent of operating with systems more complex than that of Pletinus,
though it is certainly not the case that he was followed in every detail even
by those who express the greatest admiration for him. Moreover, this
influence does not extend to the Christian Platonists to the same degree.
Among them the simpler Neoplatonism of Plotinus and Porphyry seems to
have held its own. The reasons for this are complex, but the most important
may have been the provision of three clearly—or at least relatively
clearly—defined hypostases corresponding in number if not, in the end, in
relationship to the three components of the Christian god.
Both at Alexandria and at Athens there is a gap, either in activity or in
our information about it, till the end of the fourth century and the turn of the
fifth. We have some names, and some information, about who studied
where and with whom, but virtually nothing about the contents of their
studies or the philosophical views of those who taught them. At Athens the
story resumes in some detail with Plutarch the son of Neslorius, at
Alexandria with Hypatia and her pupil Hierocles. From then on, until the
sixth century, Athens and Alexandria were the major centres of pagan
The correct tide is "Master Abbamon's Reply to Porphyry's Letter to Anebo and
Solutions to the Problems in it"; cf. M. Sicherl, Die Handschriften, Ausgaben und
Obersetzungen von lamblichos De Mysleriis: Eine krilisch-hislorische Studie, Texte und
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Allchristlichen Literatur 62 (Berlin 1957) 166, the Notice
in des Places' edition (Paris 1966) 6 and now H.-D. Saffrey, "Les livres IV a VII du De
Mysleriis de Jamblique relus avec la Letire de Porphyre a Anebon," in H. J. Blumenthal and E.
G. Clark (edd.). lamblichus: Philosopher and Man of Gods (London 1993) 144^5.
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Neoplatonism, and developed along similar and interconnected lines. The
leading masters at both were, for a prolonged period, students and teachers
of those at the other, or engaged in controversy with them. So close was the
relationship, both personal and intellectual, that some would now maintain
that there were no serious differences between the two groups: For reasons
which will emerge I do not think they should be referred to as schools. As
in many questions where the prevailing view has changed, I think the
pendulum has swung too far from the previously accepted opinion, launched
by Praechter in a famous article in 1910, that there were, among others,
distinct Alexandrian and Athenian movements in Platonism.^^
Whatever the intellectual differences between Athens and Alexandria
may have been at the end of antiquity—a question to which we shall
return—it is certainly true that all the major figures of late Greek
Neoplatonism passed through Alexandria in the course of their education.
As far as philosophy was concerned it was Alexandria that was the
crossroads, focus or whatever other metaphor one might wish to use, of the
whole of the philosophical activity of late pagan antiquity, and remained so
till certain changes were caused by the Arab conquest just over a century
after the alleged ending by Justinian of philosophical teaching by pagans in
529. We may compare its position with that of Paris in the thirteenth
century. I mention Paris not merely because it is comparable with
Alexandria as the leading centre of its time for the study of philosophy, but
also because these two centres are the crucial junctions between the Greek
and the Islamic philosophical traditions: Alexandria provided at least the
first meeting point at one end, at the other Paris was the main cenu^e for the
reassumption of Greek thought, both directly and through the medium of the
great Islamic thinkers who had absorbed and to some extent re-thought the
work of the Greeks, and then exerted their own considerable influence on
Western, if not Eastern, Christian philosophy. Curiously, the writings of the
"Arabic" tradition had much more influence in the West than in the East.
Thus Latin translations of Aristotle and his Greek commentators appeared at
the same period as those of the Islamic philosophers and their commentaries
on the Greeks, as well as of some basically Neoplatonic works lost in
Greek, like the Theology of Aristotle and the Liber de causis. The best
example of this confluence of traditions is perhaps the major ideological
dispute about the unicity or otherwise of the human intellect ending in the
well-known decree of 1210 banning the teaching of Aristotle.^ The dispute
was caused largely by the impact on the medieval West of Averroes'
commentaries on Aristotle. The most offensive were those on the De
anima, which in turn took as one of their starting points an interpretation of
^^ K. Praechler, "Richlungen und Schulen im Neuplalonismus," in Genethliakon C. Robert
(Berlin 1910) 105-55. reprinted in Kleine Schriften, ed. by H. Dorrie (Hildesheim 1973) 165-
216.
^ On these matters, cf. F. van Steenberghen, Aristotle in the West (lx)uvain 1955) 66-77.
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Alexander maintaining the unicity of the intellect which was reported and
discussed by the Alexandrian commentators.^ Another possibly superficial
but perhaps not unimportant characteristic shared by the Greek philosophers
of late antiquity and their Arabic successors is that most of them were
neither Greeks nor Arabs. As is well known, it is not always easy to
establish the national origins of leading figures of late antiquity: These
were often obscured by the outward trappings of the Roman citizenship they
all shared. Plotinus, the one with the best claim to have been an Egyptian,
and whom we have already discussed, is a case in point. Many of the others
came from outlying parts and sometimes identifiably from other nations.
Porphyry was a Phoenician from Tyre whose name was, in Greek
transcription, Malkos (Porph. Plot. 17. 7 f.), and Damascius, perhaps the
last original thinker in the Greek tradition, came, as his name implies, from
Syria, while Proclus and Simplicius were from parts of Asia Minor not
central to the Greek tradition: Their ancestry is unknown. Of the
philosophers in the Arabic tradition al-Farabf was a Turk, ibn-Sfna
(Avicenna) a Persian and ibn-Rushd (Averroes) a Maghrebite of uncertain
descent. Why this was so is probably unanswerable, unless the answer is
that philosophers are concerned with truths that are not constrained by time
or space, but it is interesting to observe that both groups shared these
accidental attributes of origin as well as the essential ones of inleljectual
affinity.
Most of the rest of this paper will be devoted to discussing the special
characteristics of Alexandrian Platonism in its final period, and trying to
establish how far it was peculiar to Alexandria. According to Praechter's
view, which was the prevailing opinion until about fifteen years ago,
Alexandrian Neoplatonism was characterised by a greater structural
simplicity and, in particular, the abandonment of the transcendent One at the
top of the system. That view was challenged by llsetraut Hadot, in a book
appropriately entitled Le probleme du neoplatonisme alexandrin: Hierodes
et Simplicius, where she argued, and to my mind succeeded in
demonstrating, that the main outlines of Alexandrian Neoplatonism were
not basically different from the Athenian variety .^^ The basis of Praechter's
differentiation between the two was the absence of the One from two
Alexandrian works, Hierocles' commentary on the "Pythagorean" Carmen
aureum and Simplicius' on Epictetus, but, as Hadot argued, this can be
explained by the subject and purpose of the two works in question. In so far
as they are primarily concerned with practical ethics, the higher metaphysics
is not essential to the task in hand, though it might, of course, be objected
that Neoplatonists normally say everything everywhere. If we accept this
G. Verbcke
(Louvain/Paris 1966) 43-44 (Moerbeke's iranslalion; Alexander is not named) and
(?)Slephanus = [Philoponus] In De an. 535-36.
I. Hadol, Le probleme (Paris 1978); her conclusions are summarised on pp. 189-91.
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argument, then the most striking difference between the two centres
disappears. 2'' Nevertheless there are others, some clear ones of external
fact, or appearance, as well as some much less clear ones of doctrine and
approach.
But before we go on to look at them, let us remind ourselves of the
close ties between the pagan philosophers of Athens and Alexandria. Many
of them were set out in a well-known article by H.-D. Saffrey in 1954.^8
They go back to the renewal of the Platonic Academy at Athens by
Plutarch: That it was he who was responsible for the revival I have argued
elsewhere. 2^ At Athens there was a clear succession: Plutarch taught
Syrianus, to whom he handed over his young pupil Proclus.^^ But Plutarch
also taught the Alexandrian Hierocles,^' and Syrianus taught another
Alexandrian, Hermias,^^ the commentator on Plato's Phaedrus and father of
the Aristotelian commentator Ammonius. Ammonius in turn studied with
Proclus.^^ Proclus himself had been to Alexandria in the course of his
educational wanderings, but, though he studied rhetoric there happily
enough, he became dissatisfied with the philosophical instruction on offer
(Marinus, Vita Prodi 8, 10). If that is true, we may surmise that Hermias
had not yet returned from his spell at the feet of Syrianus, likely enough in
so far as Syrianus had not yet become the leading teacher at Athens when
Proclus himself arrived there. As to his view of Alexandrian philosophy, it
is slightly suspect, in so far as it is reported by his "Athenian" biographer
Marinus. ^'^ There are some other indications that, notwithstanding their
close relations, the two groups were not above making critical comments
about each other, and in a previous generation Synesius had, if Cor more
easily understandable reasons, pronounced Athens a philosophical desert.^^
It may also be significant that the age of 28, at which Porphyry tells us that
Plotinus began philosophy, was the age at which Marinus tells us that
Proclus composed his commentary on Plato's Timaeus {Vita Prodi 13).
That could, of course, simply be the truth. If so, it is a strange coincidence,
and since there are signs that Marinus wrote his biography of Proclus with
^^ Cf. now also K. Verrycken, "'I"he Mclaphysics of Ammonius son of Hermeias," in R.
Sorabji (ed.), Aristotle Transformed: The Ancient Commentators and their Influence (London
1990) 199-210 and 218-31.
^
"Le Chretien Jean Philopon el la survivance dc I'ccole d' Alexandria au Vie siecie," REG
67(1954)396-^10.
2^ "529 and its Sequel: What Happened lo the Academy?" Byzanlion 48 (1978) 373-75.
^°Cf. Proclus, /« Rempublicam 2. 64. 6 for Syrianus and Marinus; Vita Prodi 12 for
Proclus.
3> Cf. Phouus. Dibl. cod. 214, p. 173a36-38 = m 130 Henry.
^^ Cf. Damascius, Vita Isidori fr. 120 Ziniw;n.
" Cf. Damascius, Vita isidori fr. 127.
^"^ Marinus onginaily came from the Neapolis in what is at the lime of writing ihc Israeli-
occupied Wesl Bank area of Palestine. Unlike some of the other members of the Athenian
group he is not known lo have studied in Alexandria.
^^ Letter \35.
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at least half an eye on Porphyry's Life of Plotinus,^^ we may wonder just
how much in it is intended to show that Proclus was the greatest
philosopher, and Athens the best place to study philosophy.
Let us continue with our succession story. Ammonius at Alexandria
started what was to all intents and purposes a new school, and a new
industry. His pupils included leading figures at both centres. Asclepius
continued to work at Alexandria: We do not know where he came from.
Simplicius came from Cilicia and subsequently taught at Athens: We do
not know whether he had already been there before he went to study with
Ammonius. Another was Damascius, the last person whom we know to
have been head of the Athenian Academy. And, at about the same time
there was John Philoponus, whose standard description, "Alexandrinus,"
suggests that he was a native of the city. Let us note that at this stage the
traffic seems to have been in one direction. After Ammonius' period of
study with Proclus it looks as if it was Alexandria that was the teacher of the
Athenian philosophers, and not the other way round. In this case we can be
sure that we have not been misled by biased sources, because our
information comes from "Athenian" sources—Damascius and Simplicius
—
as much as from Alexandrian ones.
After that the friendly relations between the two centres disappear from
sight. There are two possible reasons for the change, neither of which we
can establish with certainty, but which may not be unconnected. In the first
place, there is the alleged closure of the Athenian Academy in 529. That
this event, the traditional end of pagan philosophy, took place at all has been
denied by Alan Cameron, who argued that the relevant imperial edict was
simply ignored. ^^ I have tried to show that, even if not for the previously
accepted reasons, philosophical activity at Athens was not, after all,
resumed when the Athenian philosophers returned from the famous trip to
Sassanian Persia described by Agathias (2. 30-31).^^ If that is correct, there
were no Athenians to relate to. Cameron suggested that Simplicius must
have returned to Athens, because only there would he have had access to the
Presocralic texts which he cites at length, and directly, in commentaries
known to have been written after 529.^^ Alexandria would probably have
satisfied the same conditions, and might have been a place where pagan
philosophy would be less exposed than at Athens: That depends on various
questions which we shall discuss shortly. Most recently the idea has been
promoted, by Michel Tardieu and Ilsetraul Hadot, that Simplicius, and
others of the group, settled at Harran (Carrhae), and that pagan Plalonism
^^ Cf. my "Marinus' Life of Proclus: Neoplalonist Biography," Byzantion 54 (1984) 483 ff.
" "The Last Days of ihe Academy at Athens." PCPhS 15 (1969) 7-12.
^^ In the article cited above (note 29), esp. 377 ff.
^^ Cameron (above, note 37) 21-25.
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continued there for some four centuries.'*^ This initially attractive idea
must, however, be regarded as far from proven, if only because it rests
heavily on the argument that Simplicius' reference to a set of calendars in
local use indicates that he resided in the town which used those
calendars'*^—not a strong argument.'*^ It is not the only one, but the others
are, if anything, less convincing.
The second reason for the cessation of friendly relations would apply
whether "Athenian" Neoplatonism continued there or elsewhere. That is the
ferocious controversy that broke out about the eternity or otherwise of the
physical world. This cond-oversy, perhaps ignited by the influx of Christian
thinking into Philoponus' previously plain Neoplatonic philosophy, first
breaks out in the attack on Proclus contained in Philoponus' De aeternltate
mundi contra Proclum, a series of savage attacks which is securely dated
529 A.D.'*^ Not long afterwards Philoponus wrote a further, now
fragmentary, work on the same subject, Contra Aristotelem, which
concentrated on attacking the notion of a fifth element, divine and
permanent.'*'* It was followed by a series of attacks on Philoponus by
Simplicius in the commentaries on the De caelo and Physics, launched from
an unknown location which might just possibly have been Alexandria itself.
Is this date 529 just coincidence? That it is cannot be excluded. If it is not,
two explanations of the simultaneity of the composition of the De
aeternitate mundi and the "events" of 529 are possible. One, which has
commended itself to some, is that it was a manifesto of the Alexandrian
group, dissociating itself from the offensive paganism of the Athenians as a
prophylactic against imperial interference with the activities of the school.'*^
If that were the case, one might ask a question which has not to my
knowledge been asked by those who have concerned themselves with this
matter, and that is why Philoponus directed his attack against someone who
had been dead for over forty years? Is it because Proclus was some sort of
paradigm of paganism? If so, why do we not hear about it elsewhere? Is it
because Philoponus was reluctant to attack fellow pupils in the school of
Ammonius? If so, why did Simplicius not feel similar inhibitions?
'*° Cf. M. Tardieu, "Sabiens Coraniques el Sabiens de Harran," Journal Asiatique 274
(1986) 1^4 and I. Hadol, reporting and commenting on Tardicu's work in "La vie el I'oeuvre
de Simplicius d'apres des sources grecques et arabes," in I. Hadol (ed.), Simplicius: Sa vie, son
oeuvre, sa survie, Acles du Colloque Iniemalional de Paris 28.9-1.10.1985 (Berlin/New York
1987)9-21.
'*' M. Tardieu, "Les calendriers en usage a Harran d'apres les sources arabes et le
commenlaire de Simplicius a la Physique d'Arislole," in Simplicius (previous nole) 40-57; his
conclusions are given al 55-57. The lexl in question is ai In Phys. 1 8-30.
'^^Cf. now P. Foulkes. "Where was SimpUcius?" 7/75 112 (1992) 143.
*^De aet. m. 579.13-17 Rabe.
*^ The fragments have been collected by C. Wildberg and translated in Philoponus. Against
Arislolle on the Eternity ofthe World (London 1987).
*5 Cf. Saffrey (above, note 28) 406-07.
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Christian charity can hardly be the answer, since that did not usually inhibit
controversialists. There was, of course, a long classical tradition of
attacking people who could neither answer nor be harmed by the attacks,
and it may be that it is in this context that the answer should be sought. In
the end one has to admit that there is no clear solution.
Another possibility is that it was Philoponus' attack which precipitated
Justinian's move, having somehow been brought to his attention. Again
there is nothing to show that this was the case, but if it were it might have
been some sort of wish to express his views without actually causing trouble
for former colleagues that lay behind Philoponus' choice of opponent. The
urge to express his own views leads us to another, and perhaps more likely,
explanation of Philoponus' reasons for writing the De aeternitaie mundi.
Most would now accept that Philoponus was a Christian throughout: If and
when he became a convert to that religion is no longer a matter for
prolonged discussion. What is now a more serious question is the extent to
which in his case Christianity influenced a philosophy which is basically
Neoplatonic. I have argued elsewhere that it did not, and that some of the
ideas in his work which look at first sight as if they were Christian could
equally well be explained as the adoption of perfectly respectable, if in
some cases no longer standard, Platonic positions."*^ A good example would
be the notion that the world was created in time, a tenable and nowadays
increasingly popular interpretation of Plato's Timaeus which orthodox
Neoplatonists in Philoponus' time did not accept. Half a century earlier the
controversy was sufficiently important in those circles for Proclus to give an
account of the upholders of both views in his commentary on that
dialogue."*^ And in Simplicius' attack—or counter-attack—on Philoponus
this particular issue is discussed in terms of Timaeus exposition.'*^ I now
think that it must be admitted that his Christian orientation did influence
Philoponus' later philosophical works—there is of course no question about
the theological work for which he eventually abandoned philosophy.'*^
Where the line is to be drawn is a more difficult matter, but a good case for
drawing it through the Physics commentary has been made by Koenraad
Verrycken: He has tried to show how Philoponus developed from a straight
Neoplatonist, following his teacher Ammonius, to something rather
*^ Cf. my "John Philoponus and Stephanus of Alexandria: Two Neoplalonic Christian
Commentators on Aristotle?" in D. J. O'Meara (ed.), Neoplatonism and Christian Thought,
Studies in Neoplatonism Ancient and Modem 3 (Albany 1982) 56-59.
'^'^
In Tim. 1.276. 10 ff.
** Cf. Simplicius, In De caelo 85. 7 ff. On Simplicius' polemic against Philoponus, cf. P.
Hoffmann, "Simplicius' Polemics," in R. Sorabji (cd.), Philoponus and the Rejection of
Aristotelian Science (London 1987) 57-83.
*^ On his theological output see H. Chadwick, "Philoponus the Christian Theologian," in
Sorabji (previous note) 42-54.
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different.5^ Within this framework the De aeternitate mundi may be
understood as Philoponus' public statement of his new philosophical
position, without recourse to external causation.
None the less the explanation of Philoponus' motives in writing that
work cannot be divorced from consideration of an event which may or may
not have happened some thirty years before. That is the deal which
Ammonius is alleged to have made with the ecclesiastical authorities to
abandon the teaching of Plato because it conflicted with Christianity. This
is one of those pieces of common knowledge that would probably be better
not known. The evidence for it is slender. It rests partly on circumstance,
and partly on a text of Damascius which will not bear the weight that has
been put upon it. 1 have discussed this question in another place,^^ but since
belief in the "deal" is still expressed it may be worth returning to it for a few
moments. The circumstantial evidence is easily disposed of. In the first
place it consists of the apparently changed orientation of teaching as
inferred from the massive production of commentaries on Aristotle. Two
points should be made: First, the composition of Aristotle commentaries
need not imply that teaching was restricted to Aristotle. After all, many
modem academics teach subjects on which we do not write. Second, there
were good academic reasons for concentrating on Aristotle, namely that
Proclus had already written what may have been regarded as definitive
commentaries on a major part of the Platonic curriculum, including the two
"perfect" dialogues which came at the end of it, namely the Timaeus and
Parmenides. He had also expounded some of Aristotle's treatises.^^ -phe
text from Damascius—we have it in Pholius' Bibliotheca, which is not
irrelevant—runs as follows: 6 6£ 'Afj-ficovioq aiaxpoKEpSri*; cov Kal Tidv-ca
opcov Eiq xpTiiiaxianov 6vTivaot)v b\ioXoyiac, liQexai npbq xov
eniaKOKov)VTa to xTiviKama xr\v Kpaxovaav 56^av, "Ammonius, who was
disgracefully avaricious and looked at all matters from the point of view of
making money, made agreements with the man in charge of the prevailing
opinion" (Photius, cod. 242. 292).53 j^q "prevailing opinion" is, of course,
Christianity. The extract comes from Damascius' life of Isidore, and when
Rudolf Asmus originally reconstructed that document he combined with it
^° It is set out fully in an unpublished Louvain dissertation, God en Wereld in de
Wijsbegeerte van loannes Philoponus (1985). A summary of the case may be found in his
"The Development of Philoponus' Thought and its Chronology," in Sorabji (above, note 27)
233-74.
^' Cf. "John PhUoponus: Alexandrian Platonist?" Hermes 114 (1986) 321-24.
^^ For the evidence for Proclus' lost commentaries on Plato, cf. "John Philoponus" (previous
note) nn. 57-61; for one on Aristotle's Prior Analytics, cf. Ammonius, In An. pr. 43. 30-31.
Some other possible references to commentaries on the logical works are assembled by L. G.
Westerink, Anonymous Prolegomena to Platonic Philosophy (Amsterdam 1962) xii n. 22 = xiii
n. 18 of the Bude edition, Prolegomenes a la philosophie de Platon, ed. by Westerink, J.
Trouiliard and A. P. Segonds (Pans 1990).
" 352al 1-14 = Vita Isid. fr. 316 Zinlzen.
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another sentence from an earlier section of Photius (179),^"* npbc, xov
£7iioK07to\)vxa TO TTiviKavxa xfiv KpaTO\)oav 56^av 'AGavdoiov, thus
identifying the other party of the agreements as the man who was Patriarch
of Alexandria from 490 to 497.^^ Asmus, however, thought that the name
was a mistake, and that the events, whatever they were, belong to the time
of the previous patriarch, Peter Mongo, who was consecrated in 482. In
either case we are talking about a time well before 529, but we cannot be
sure that the unconnected snippet containing the name really does belong
with the reference to Ammonius. It has long been customary to take this
text as referring to a deal whereby Ammonius' "school" abstained from
teaching Plato, and, or as a result of which, it turned to work on Aristotle.
As far as I can discover this suggestion was first put forward by Paul
Tannery in 1896,^^ and was accepted as possible by Saffrey in the
influential article mentioned earlier.^' It must be remembered, however,
that the Damascius text says nothing whatsoever about the contents of the
agreement. The usual interpretation was questioned, rightly, by L. G.
Westerink in 1962.^^ Westerink pointed out that Olympiodorus heard a
lecture or lectures on Plato's Gorgias given by Ammonius in 510.^' That in
itself does not prove that Ammonius had never made the deal he is alleged
to have made, for conditions changed with different patriarchs—and
emperors. Other possible evidence is similarly indecisive. Thus, though we
know that Asclepius heard Ammonius lecture on Plato (cf. In Metaph. 11.
3-^), Asclepius was there for a long time, and his attendance cannot be
dated. It is, however, likely to have been later than the agreement.
If, then, there is no good reason to believe that the deal of which
Damascius complains was about not teaching Plato, or writing about him,
for which we have in any case already suggested more respectable reasons,
what was it about? The straight answer is that we have no means of
knowing.^° We should in any case bear in mind that Damascius was given
to making acerbic comments on other personalities,^^ so that the matter to
which he refers could have been something quite trivial. Perhaps the most
reprehensible explanation, from the standpoint of an Athenian
Neoplatonist's ideology, is that Ammonius converted to Christianity, a
5" 347a 19-20.
*^ R. Asmus, Das Leben des Philosophen Isidorus von Damaskios aus Damaskos (Leipzig
1911) 110 and note ad loc.
^^
"Sur la periode finale de la philosophic grecque," Revue philosophique 42 (1896) 276.
" Saffrey (above, note 28) 401.
^^ Westerink (above, note 52) xi-xii, xiii-xv in the Bude edition.
^^ Cf. Olympiodorus, In Gorgiam 183.11 Norvin = 199.8 Westerink. There is an undatable
reference to the teaching of Plato in Asclepius, In Metaph. 11. 4.
Cf. P. Chuvin, Chronique des derniers paiens: La disparilion du paganisme dans
rempire romain, du regne de Constantin a celui de Justinien (Paris 1990) 140, who refers to
the "mysterieux 'accord'" reported by Damascius between Ammonius and the patriarch.
^' Cf. Photius, Bibl. cod. 242, 348b20-23 = VI 44. 20-22 Henry = Vila Isid. pp. 276.23-
78.1 Z.
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suggestion made by Westerink.^^ There is, however, no clear evidence that
Ammonius exposed himself to that charge. Indeed, Bishop Zacharias of
Mitylene, on a passage in whose Ammonius the supposition is based,^^
would hardly fail to have said so in as many words if a conversion had
actually taken place. We might note too that Simplicius, who expressed
nothing but contempt for Philoponus, never seems to have lost the high
esteem in which he held his teacher Ammonius. So it cannot have been
acceptance of Christianity which ignited Damascius' anger.
In any case it would appear that the religious affiliation of the
Alexandrian Neoplatonists from this period on was not a matter of great
importance. Unlike their Athenian counterparts, all of whom when we
know anything about them appear to have been pagans, the Alexandrian
group seems to have been more concerned with the teaching of philosophy
through the medium of commentary than with maintaining any particular
attitude to the "prevailing opinion." Of Ammonius' successors, Asclepius
and Olympiodorus appear to have been pagans, while the Christian
Philoponus, who clearly saw himself as the intellectual heir of Ammonius
and published several of his courses, frequently remained so close to his
master that it is extremely difficult to distinguish them.^ But he separated
himself from the philosophical tradition, apparently removed himself from
Alexandria and devoted himself to theological controversy, espousing
positions which were later condemned as heretical. His soubriquet
YpaixjiaxiKoq may in any case indicate that he made his living teaching
rhetoric rather than philosophy. His enemies used it as a term of abuse.^^
In the next generations the Aristotelian commentators at Alexandria.seem to
have been Christians: David and Elias, whose dates are unclear, and finally
Stephanus, who may have written the commentary on Book 3 of the De
anima which was transmitted as the third book of Philoponus';^^ he was
eventually appointed to a post of oiKovfieviKoq dvbdoKaXoq at
^^ Cf. Anon. Prol. (above, note 52) xii-xiii. It is absent from the Bude edition (xiv).
" 1094-1 121 Colonna = PG LXXXV 1 1 16B-17B. For a discussion of this text, see "John
Philoponus" (above, note 51) 322-23.
^^ On this question, cf. "John Philoponus" (above, note 51) 325-28. See now loo the
dissertation by Verrycken referred to above (note 50) and also his "The Metaphysics of
Ammonius son of Hemieias" (above, note 27) 199-231 passim.
^^ Cf. Simplicius, In De caelo 1 19. 7-13; John of Ephesus, Hist. Eccl. Ill, inierprctatus est
E. W. Brooks, C. Scr. Or. 106 (Louvain 1936) 2. 51, 3. 17, 5. 5.
^ Though Stephanus' authorship has been widely accepted since Hayduck in his edition,
CAG XV, p. V, drew attention to the appearance of his name in two of the manuscripts of Book
3 and suggested that he may have written it, the attribution has been challenged by P. Laulner,
"Philoponus, In De anima III: Quest for an Author," CQ 42 (1992) 510-22: Lautner, who
makes a strong case against Stephanus, inclines to the view that the work was produced by a
pupil of Philoponus.
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Constantinople under the emperor Heraclius in 610,^^ thus feeding in—or
renewing—Alexandrian influence there too. After that we do not know
what happened at Alexandria in the remaining years before the conquest
seems to have put an end to Neoplatonic leaching. Its influence on the
Islamic world was exerted at other centres.
Let us leave this matter for the moment and return to a question we put
aside earlier, namely the distinctiveness or otherwise of Alexandrian
Neoplatonism. If we accept that the Alexandrians did not foreshorten their
intelligible universe by excluding the One, should we also accept that there
were no differences between the philosophical views of Athenians and
Alexandrians? I think the answer is "no," but let me say at the start that this
is one of the many areas in the study of late Neoplatonism that requires
further work before it can be answered definitively. A first difference is that
the Athenians were far more interested in what I have called sub-
philosophical matters like the Chaldaean Oracles, on which Proclus wrote
extensively, and Neopythagorean numerology. In more strictly
philosophical matters a first difference appears when one looks at the
intelligible hierarchies used by the two broad groups: The Alexandrians
used simpler ones. Though they were not compressed by the removal of the
highest member, the Alexandrian ones are characterised by the absence of
the extremely complicated schemes that appear in the pages of Proclus and
Damascius. This seems to be true also of the work of Simplicius, and one
must wonder if he is the exception proving the rule, for his ties with
Ammonius and thus with Alexandrian Neoplatonism seem to have been
strong. Is he then an Athenian behaving in the way that we have suggested
is Alexandrian, or is he rather an Alexandrian working at Athens? The
question might be more easily answered if we had more information than
we do about Simplicius' career. A further difficulty is that it is possible that
the deployment of a similar hierarchical structure was inhibited by the task
of writing Aristotelian commentary. That would take in both all those
normally regarded as Alexandrians and also the doubtful case of Simplicius.
The difficulty with such a superficially attractive explanation is the
Neoplatonists' notorious habit of putting any of their doctrines into the
discussion of almost anything. On the other hand there are some indications
that at least some of the Alexandrians did take a different line on the
interpretation of Aristotle, and, in particular, on the lengths to which they
would go in seeking to establish the fundamental agreement of Plato and
Aristotle, which some proclaimed as a principle of their expositions.
We might consider briefly a lest case, from the interpretation of the De
anima, namely the definition of the soul. Here the problem was how to
reconcile the Aristotelian view that the soul is the immanent form of the
On Slephanus' cxjnneclion with this posl and its nature, cf. F. Fuchs, Die hoheren Schulen
von Konstaniinopel im Mittelalter, Byzantinisches Archiv 8 (Leipzig 1926; repr. Amsterdam
1964) 9 and 13-16.
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body with the Platonist one that it is a separate entity of a totally different
kind. For a Platonist interpreter that meant that he had to show that
Aristotle's definition, "the first actuality of a potentially living natural body
. . . equipped with organs" (412a27-28), referred to the Platonic concept of
the relation. The usual way of doing this was by misinterpreting the
description of body as opyaviKov, equipped with organs, to mean "being an
instrument," which the soul used. Simplicius attempted to bridge the
inevitable gap by the standard, and some would say characteristically
Athenian, device of multiplying entities, and split the soul into a phase that
informed the body and another which used it (cf. In De an. 90. 29 ff.).
Philoponus, on the other hand, though his explanation suffered from the
unclarity of trying to do something that is philosophically impossible (cf. In
De an. 224. 12-25. 31), does appear to have tried to offer a genuine
explanation of the text before him (217. 9-15). Yet there were also
differences among Athenians.^^ Nor can we rule out the possibility that
Philoponus did not simply follow Ammonius, on whose lectures his
commentary is based, since there are other cases where Philoponus is
ostensibly giving us Ammonius' lectures with a few observations of his
own, but in fact either indicating that Ammonius was a different person
from the author or compiler of the commentary or that he was producing a
different kind of explanation from the one that could be expected of
Ammonius. ^^ We may conclude, tentatively, that Alexandrian
Neoplatonism does appear to have differed in some respects from that
prevalent elsewhere, but that the differences among individuals may have
been at least as important as those among groups working in different
locations. A clearer answer still awaits the results of more detailed
investigations.
It is time to return, briefly, to the question we set aside before, namely
the further history of Alexandrian philosophy after 641, or, for that matter,
in the preceding decades. Here again there is a gap in our knowledge. We
do not know whether the study of Platonist philosophy was already
moribund at the conquest, or whether it survived till then. Nor can we be
sure of the sequence of events thereafter. We do know that Greek
philosophy appeared in Arabic dress some two hundred years later in
Baghdad, where, according to a report of al-FarabiV° it arrived after a
temporary sojourn in Antioch. Those who think the exiles from Athens
settled there now see Harran as another route, for the "Athenian" variety.''^
^^ Cf. [Philoponus] In De an. 535. 2-37. 4 on Plutarch and Marinus.
^^ On Philoponus and Ammonius, cf. "John Philoponus" (above, note 51) 525-28.
'° Reported by Ibn Abi-Usaibi'ah, ir. in F. Rosenthal, The Classical Heritage in Islam,
transl. by E. and J. Marmorstein (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1975) 50-51.
'' Cf. Tardieu and Hadol (above, notes 40 and 41).
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Eventually, by diverse routes, it found its way to the Latin West. But all
that is another story ."^^
University ofLiverpool
'^ An earlier version of ihis paper was read to the Symposium on Alexandrian Civilization:
Egyptian and Qassicai, held al the University of Alexandria in April 1988.
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angustos aditus venerabile corpus habebat
hue, ubi nunc populum largior aula capit.
hue: sic ed., DiehP secutus, sed cod(icem) Urb(anensem) hie praebere non
animadvertit.
VIII Titulus:
Versus Damasi <de> sancto Felice
<de>: sic ed., sed cod. Urb. in habet, ut in VII tit.: In sancta Maria trans
Tiberim.
IX. 1-4:
Hie posuit cineres genetrix castissima prolis,
Agustine, tui<s> altera lux meriti<s>,
qui servans pacis caelestia iura sacerdos
commissos populos moribus institutis.
institutis: sic ed., contra metrum et sensum, Diehl-Moreau-Marrou^
secutus, sed (ut D. Schaller iam vidit^) cod. Urb. instituis habet, verbum
expectatum quod etiam A. Casamassa, "Ritrovamento di parte dell' elogio
di S. Monica," Atli della Pontificia Accademia Romana di Archeologia
(Serie III), Rendiconti 25/26 (1949/51) 272 legit.
*Luilpold Wallach, "The Urbana Anglo-Saxon Sylloge of Latin Inscriptions," in Poetry and
Poetics from Ancient Greece to the Renaissance: Studies in Honor ofJames Hutton, ed. G. M.
Kirkwood. Cornell Studies in Classical Philology 38 Glhacae et Londini 1975) 134-51.
' E. Diehl, Inscriptiones latinae chrislianae veleres I (Berolini 1925) no. 1770.
^ E. Diehl, Inscriptiones latinae christianae veteres IV: Supplementum, ed. J. Moreau et H.
I. Marrou (DubHni 1967) no. 91.
^ D. Schaller, "Bemerkungen zur Inschriften-Sylloge von Urbana," Mittellateinisches
Jahrbuch 12 (1977) 10.
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XI. 7-8:
adsum<p>tis^ aquilae Christus petit aethera f>ennis,
conregnatque poli perpes in arce patri.
patri: sic MGH, Poetae latini aevi carolini I (Berolini 1881) 346-47, no.
cxvii, sed ed. cod. Urb. patris, quod expeciaveris, praebere non
animadverlit: vd. Schaller (supra, n. 3) 15.
XIII. 3-4:
vere fide genitus purgavit crimina mundi,
et tibi virginitas inviolata manet.
vere: legendum vera, ut in cod. Urb.; cf. etiam R. Hesbert, Corpus
antiphonalium officii III (Romae 1968) no. 5448 et H. Barre, "Antiennes et
repons de la Vierge," Marianum 29 (1967) 183.
XV. 1-3:
Splendet apostolici radio locus iste dicatus
nominis, et digne communis honore refulget
ara . . .
Ed. anglice reddidit sic (p. 150):
That consecrated site glitters in the sheen of the apostolic
name, and in beauty fittingly shines bright the public
altar.
Sed forsitan melius sit adverbium digne cum ablativo honore coniungere
(anglice: "in a way worthy of honor"): cf. e.g. Vulg. Eph. 4. 1 ut digne
ambuletis vocations et vide TLL V 1 153.57.
Urbanae, III.
* Schaller (supra, n. 3) 15.
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Notes on the Palaea Historica
HOWARD JACOBSON
The Byzantine biblical chronicle, the Palaea Historica, reports that, as a
child, the prophet Samuel had a wet nurse by the name of Ap^aGe^i.^
Neither the biblical account of Samuel's childhood (1 Sam. 1. 20-24) nor
post-biblical expansions mention any wet nurse. Indeed, the Bible says
explicitly that Samuel was nursed by his mother (1 Sam. 1. 23). The
Palaea' s version comes from a misreading of a Greek source that reported
that the infant Samuel was raised in Rama or Ramathaim (as is stated in the
Bible: 1 Sam. 1. 1, 19, 2. 11). The wording will have been something like
Ap|j.a0e|j.2 (dv)£9pev|/e3 a-oxov. Our author will have understood ApjiaGe^
to be a person and so concluded that Samuel had a wet nurse.
Some twenty years ago David Flusser pointed out that much Jewish
legendary material was preserved in the Palaea.^ I remark here several such
passages that have gone unnoticed.
In the biblical narrative Moses descends from Mount Sinai with the
tablets of the Law only to witness the Jews worshipping the golden calf. He
smashes the tablets. Later he ascends again, receives a second set of tablets,
and when he descends his face is shining (Exod, 31. 18-34. 35). The
Palaea reports these two ascents and descents, but represents the shining of
Moses' face as ab-eady taking place after his first descent (p. 242). This is a
rabbinic change (see, e.g. Deut. Rab. 3. 12). Furthermore, the Bible says no
more than that "the skin of Moses' face shone" (Exod. 34. 30; cf. 34. 35).
The Palaea writes eA.ap.7tp-6v0T| to TipoacoTiov xo\> Mwuceax; vnep xov
TiA^iov. The comparison of Moses' radiance to that of the sun is rabbinic,
e.g. "Moses' face was like the face of the sun" (Sifre Nu. 140 ad Nu. 27.
20).
In the biblical story the Canaanite general Sisera flees to the tent of
Jael. He requests water; she gives him milk (Ju. 4. 19). The Palaea
' See A. Vassiliev (ed.), Anecdota GraecoByzantina (Moscow 1893) 270.
^ For this spelling of the name of Samuel's native city, see the manuscripts at LXX 1 Sam.
1. 1.19,7.17.
For xpecpco used of a person's native land or city, see e.g. Xen. Lac. 13. 1, Lycurg. 47,
Polvb. 11.28.6.
^Scripla Hierosolymitana 22 (1971) 48-79.
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elaborates (p. 272): Jael offers and gives him also food (PoTjrupov: cheese?
butter?) and wine as well. The pseudo-Philonic Jewish work. Liber
Antiquitatum Biblicarum (= LAB), while not specifying, also introduces
food and wine into this episode (31.3, 6). The Palaea further observes that
Sisera was suffering from the great heat of the day. Although the Bible has
nothing of this sort, LAB also makes explicit mention of Sisera's suffering
from the heat (3 1.4).
In the Bible's account of Samson and Delilah, there is never any
mention of marriage between them (Ju. 16. 4-21). But due to the manner in
which the Palaea conflates biblical episodes, they become husband and wife
in its version of the story (p. 268). The same is true oiLAB (43. 5).
In the famous episode of "the concubine at Gibeah" the gentlemanly
host argues with the attacking mob, "Please, my brothers, do not do evil"
(Ju. 19. 23). The Palaea (pp. 273-74) has him say something utterly
different, fmexepoq Yotp eoti, which presumably means, "he is our kin," "he
is one of us," vel sim. This appears to go back to a simple misreading or
reinterpretation of the words, "my brothers, do not," as "these are my
brothers," i.e. TlK h^PK/'TlK ^K. The same reinterpretation appears to
be present in LAB 45. 3 {nonne hifratres nostri sunt), as well as in Josephus
(Ay 5. 144).
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
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Transhumance on Taygetos in the
Chronicle ofMorea*
G. L. HUXLEY
This short study examines a passage in the Chronicle, of interest to
historical geographers. Having described the foundation of the castle at
Mistra (Myzethra), the Chronicle in its Greek version stales that the zygos
of the Melingoi—that is, the massif of Pentadaktylos or Taygetos—had
passes and great villages and people who reverenced no lord. To keep the
insubordinate Melingoi in check William H de Villehardouin caused the
castle of Maine also to be built.'
When the castles of Mistra and Maine were complete, the rich
archontes of the Melingoi were not willing to be subject to the Franks.
However, the common people said that they should submit, though with
honour and without the performance of corvees such as were undertaken by
the villages in the plains. Their reason was that since the two castles had
been built, they had not been able to come down to the plains to live by
trade nor had they been able to live in the mountains.^
Accordingly, the rulers of the Melingoi were compelled to come to
terms with Prince William. The events recounted thus far are described in
the Greek version. The French version has a lacuna, but now takes up the
narrative again (§206): " . . . ] contre le prince. Et quant il orrent asses
debatu leur conseil, si s'accorderent a ce que il envoiassent leurs messages
au prince, demandant franchise de non estre tenu de servir comme li villain
dou pays, mais qu'il le serviroient en fait d'armes quant il en auroit
mestier."^ According to the Greek version they also asked to pay no tribute
(H. 3025). The Prince then made an agreement with the Melingoi, since he
recognized the strength of the land wherein they dwelt—"pour le fort pays
ou il demouroient." But later, the better to constrain and to subject them in
the mountains of the Slavs, he had another castle built at Leftro (Beaufort).
* The text was wrillen in 1986 for a colloquium on mountains in historical geography, held
in Sofia. No publication followed. A paper concerned with Slavs is an apt vehicle to convey
my admiration of Professor Marcovich's profound and powerful scholarship.
• H. 2985-3007 ed. J. Schmitl. The Chronicle ofMorea (London 1904) 200.
2 H. 3008-19.
^ Ed. J. Longnon, Chronique de Moree (Paris 191 1) 74.
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The commons complained that they could not live in the mountains:
The main reason was, we may suppose, that the mountains were too cold in
winter. But they also complained that they could not come down to do
business in the plains. Here the likely reason was that they needed to trade
off their surplus stock and to sell their cheeses—or to barter them. The
complaints show that the Slavonic Melingoi were engaged in pastoral
transhumance, in accordance with ancient Mediterranean practice, on the
Taygetos range.'*
The building of the castles enabled the Franks to exercise some control
upon the seasonal movement of the Mehngoi off the mountain. It is most
unlikely that William excused the descending Slavs from all payment of
dues as they passed near Mistra on the way to the Lakonian plain. So the
request to be enkousatoi ( < exkousatoi), alleged to have been made
according to the Greek version of the Chronicle, would not have been
granted. It is safe to infer that one of the intentions of William II in building
his castles was to be able to tax the Melingoi as they moved with their
livestock. They dwelt in the mountains but needed to come down to the
plains of Lakedaimonia and Messenia. They also needed to go up to the
highest pastures when the snows had melted. Their movements may be
compared with those of the Chataigneraie of Corsica, whose seasonal
migrations begin midway between the summer and the winter pastures. In
sixteenth-century Castille there were royal tolls upon the main routes to the
sheep-fairs; and in fifteenth-century Apulia taxation was imposed upon
U-anshumant shepherds with their flocks by defining sheep-routes and tracks
connecting the resting pastures with the winter pastures.^ Thus the aim of
Prince William's castle-building can be seen to be not only military but also
economic. He could not conquer the mountains, but he was able to benefit
firom the traditional economy of the mountainy people.
It is recognised in the Chronicle that the leaders of the Melingoi were
rich. Being rich they were more exposed than the commons to the social
influence of powerful neighbors—Byzantine, Prankish, and later Byzantine
again after the East Roman recovery in the Morea. An illustration of ex-
posure to external influence among the Melingan archontes is the
dedicatory inscription of 1331/2 from Oitylos.^ Herein is recorded the
rebuilding of a church of St. George at the expense of the Melingoi Kyr
Konstantinos Spanis and Kyr Laringkas [S]lavouris and a lady Anna. Also
mentioned are a certain Kopogis and his wife Eleune. Of the names
"* There is a helpful description of the physical characierislics of the Taygetos range in P.
Canledge, Sparta and Lakonia: A Regional History 1300-362 B.C. (London, Boston and
Henley 1979)21-22.
^ F. Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, Ir. S.
Reynolds. I (London 1979) 88-94.
^ H. Ahrweiler, "line inscription meconnue sur les Melingues du Taygete," BCH 86 (1961)
1-10 {- Etudes sur les structures administratives et sociales de Byzance [Variorum reprints,
London 1971] No. XV).
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[SJlavouris certainly, and Kopogis almost certainly, are Slavonic. Both
Konstantinos Spanis and Laringkas [SJlavouris use the title Kyr; moreover,
the inscription is dated in the name of the Emperor Andronikos Palaiologos.
The influence of Byzantium among archontes downhill at Oitylos is
manifest.
Yet the Slavs of Pentadaktylos kept still to their old ways, their conser-
vatism being typical of highlanders living far from adminisu-ators based in
the plains or close to them. In the fifteenth century their Slavonic tongue
was still alive up in the mountains, as we learn from the Greek traveller
Laskaris Kananos.^ In about 1438 he visited a Sth[l]avounia near Liibeck;
there, he thought, was the original home of the Peloponnesian Zygiotai
—
that is, of the inhabitants of the Taygetan zygos. He also remarked that in
many villages of the Sth[l]avounia (Wendenland) the same language was
spoken as that of the Zygiotai. We do not have to accept that the two
tongues, of the Wends and of the Zygiotai, were identical in the fifteenth
century, but they were recognisably similar; and Laskaris Kananos provides
secure evidence for the continued presence of Slavonic-speakers on the
Pentadaktylos in his time.^ The persistence of Slavonic speech is also con-
sonant with the names of certain upland villages in the Taygetos range.
Orovo, Trikotsovo, Liasinova are among such names to be found on the
western flanks still today; on the eastern there are Longanikos, Polovitsa,
Longastra and others.^ Among the locally nomadic highlanders of Taygetos
there was linguistic and social continuity long after the restoration of
Byzantine power in the plains of the Peloponnese from the ninth century
onwards. The continuity extended in time even beyond the building of
castles at Mistra, Maine and Leftro in the thirteenth century. In the
mountains, among mobile and elusive pastoral folk, old ways and old
' Vindobonensis hisloricus graecus 113, saec. XVI, fol. 174-75. Text in S. P. Lambros,
Parnassos 5 (Athens 1881) 2-3. Comment in Vilh. Lundstrom, Srndrre Byzanimiska skrifter I
(Upsala/Leipzig 1902) 28-29. Tr. in Byzanlinische Geschlchlsschreiber II: Europa im XV.
Jahrhunderl von Byzantinern gesehen, ed. E. v. Ivanka (Graz 1954) 99-105.
^ Laonikos Chalkokondyles 131, 14 and 19-20 (ed. E. Darko [Budapest 1922]) was also
aware of their presence; he connects their speech with that of Croats and Poles. Concerning
Taygetos and the west Arkadian Skorta as Slavonic Riickzugsgebiete see also the useful
remarks of M. W. Weilhmann, Munchner Zeilschrifl fur Balkankunde 2 (1979) 159-60, but we
must bear in mind the possibility that there were already transhumant Slavs on Taygetos before
ihe Byzantine rcconquesl of lowland Lakonia and Messerua began in the ninth century. Before
the reconquest not aU the Slavonic incomers were necessarily lowlandcrs such as the Ezeritai
of the Hclos plain; some even of the Ezeritai dwelt on Mount I'aygctos (Const. Porph., DAI 50,
p. 232, 20-21 M./J.), and in I^konia mountain Slavs may well have been coeval with settled
Slavs in the plains from the time of their first arrival in the late sixth century. On the Slavonic
sctUement see Lakonikai Spoudai 3 (1977) 84-1 10.
' See e.g. Dion, and Vas. Loukopoulou, Morphologikos Charles Peloponnesou (Athens,
Sloa Nikoloudi 10, n.d.). Slavonic toponymy in Lakonia and Mcsscnia is gathered by Max
Vasmer, Die Slaven in Griechenland, Abh. Pr. Akad. WLis. p.-h. Kl. 1941, 12 (Berlin 1941)
160-76.
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AmtsmiBbrauch im Patriarchal von Konstantinopel
um die Mitte des 14. Jahrhunderts:
Der Megas Chartophylax loannes Amparis
HERBERT HUNGER
und wo ihrs packt, da ists interessant."
Goethe iiber das Patriarchatsregister
Um die Mitte des 14. Jahrhunderts versuchte Patriarch Kallistos I.
wiederholt, die Disziplin des Weltklerus seiner Diozese zu verbessem, und
bediente sich dazu des Mittels der Einsetzung von Ex^rchen,
KontroUbeamten, die, iiber 10 Regionen der Hauptstadt verteilt und auf die
Unterschriften der ihnen untergebenen Kleriker gestutzt, ihres Amtes walten
sollten. Die Wiederholung dieser Aktion, schon nach wenigen Jahren, lieB
auf deren geringe Wirksamkeit schlieBen.' In den evxaXxTipia ypdji^axa
des Patriarchen von 1350 werden konkret als haufige Vergehen der Priester
ihre Neigung zur Liige, ihre Habsucht, der AlkoholgenuB und die schamlose
Besitzgier, die Vernachlassigung des seelischen Lebens und die
ausschlieBliche Pflege des leibiichen Wohles angeprangert.^
In das letzte Jahrzehnt des 14. Jahrhunderts fallen zwei krasse Belege der
(pi^apyupia von Hierarchen. 1396 lieB sich der Bischof von Cherson durch
eine ansehnliche Geldsumme (?iaPMv aonpa 'ncavd) bestechen und
segnete eine fiinfte Ehe (Tievxayajiia) ein. Der ihm vorgesetzte
Metropolit von Gothia erstattete dem Patriarchen Bericht, der Klager und
Beklagten vor das Synodalgericht zitierte.^ Um das Jahr 1394 ist die
Generalbeichte des Paulos Tagaris anzusetzen, jenes Monchs, der vom epox;
T(ov xpTmdxwv, der Geldgier, besessen, vielfach unter Anwendung brutaler
1 Vgl. Dar. Reg. 2319 (Dez.) 1350 und Dar. Reg. 2402 (Dez.) 1357, femer Dar. Reg.
2329 (3.9.1351).
^ MM I, Nr. 135, S. 307, Z. 49 ff.: . . . Tf)v jiev yXS>aaa\/ enippeTiii npoc, to ye>i5o(;
exeiv av)xoii<;, cpiXapYvpo-Of; 6e <paivea6ai Kai oivonoxaq, nXeove^iaiq x^^povxai;
Ktti (piA,0Kep6ei<; doximova)!; Kai to jieya Trjc; iepcocruvriq \3yo<; <pe\) KaTaa7tcovxa(; eiq
e[i7topiav npo8r|A,cO(; KaTEyvcoojievTiv, oXiya tou KaTot v^xfiv evToq ctvOpconou
(ppovTi^ovTac;, tov 5' e^co kuI ownaTiKov Qtpamvtw ^6vov npo9\)jiO\)jievo\)(; kiX.
3 MM II. Nr. 505. S. 270.
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Simonie, eine unwahrscheinliche Karriere durchlief, um nach seiner
Konversion zum Katholizismus es bis zum lateinischen Patriarchen von
Konstanlinopel zu bringcn.'*
Aber schon fiir die Mitte des Jahrhunderts horen wir vom Sturz eines
hohen Patriarchatsbeamten, des Megas Charlophylax Joannes Amparis, der
desgleichen ein Opfer der (piA.apyupia wurde. Im Oktober 1351 wird er
ohne Nennung des Namens als Megas Charlophylax und Hypatos tcov
(pi^oa69cov angefQhrl.5 Zur Zeit der Absetzung des Patriarchen Kallistos
(14.8.1353) scheint Amparis schon in einen ProzeB verwickelt gewesen zu
sein.^ Darrouzes vermutet, daB deshalb nicht der Chartophyiax aufscheint,
sondem dessen Untergebener, der Hypomnematographos, in diesen Tagen in
der Synode den Chartophyiax vertrat.
Im Janner 1354, unter dem ersten Patriarchal des Philotheos Kokkinos,
prozessierte namlich der Hieromonachos Gennadios um die ihm vom
Patriarchen von Antiocheia zugewiesenen Kellia im Hodegonkloster zu
Konstanlinopel, die wahrend seiner Verhaftung und seinem Aufenthalt im
Gefangnis der Chartophyiax mil Beschlag belegt hatte. Amparis berief sich
ungeniert auf ein Prostagma des Kaisers Johannes VI. Kantakuzenos, der
damals nicht in Konstanlinopel weilte, konnte aber, als die Slunde der
Wahrheit schlug, kein Prostagma vorweiscn. So verlor er den ProzeB, und
Gennadios konnte wieder seine Kellia beziehen.^
SchlieBlich ereilte den Amparis sein Schicksal: 1355—das genaue
Datum ist nicht feslzuslellen; der Text ist verlorcn; Darrouzes pliidiert fiir die
zweile Amtsperiode des Kallistos^—wurde er von der Synode abgesetzl
(Ka0a{pEoi<;). An Sielle des verlorenen, vielleicht absichtlich enlfemlen
Textes findel sich nur eine anonyme Auflislung von Fallen des
AmtsmiBbrauchs. Die Mehrzahl dieser Falle bezieht sich auf unkanonische
EheschlieBungen (iioixo^e-u^iai, ehebrecherische Verbindungen). Da der
Verweis bei Theodoros Agallianos—100 Jahre spatcr in dessen Apologie
—
ebenfalls auf ^oixo^e-u^iai und -cETpayaiiiai ziell, ist der SchluB
naheliegend, die genannie Auflislung mil Amparis in Verbindung zu
bringen.'
Die mil dem Registerfijhrungsvermerk des zweiten Patriarchals des
Kallistos verbundene Erziihlung iibcr die boshafie Vernichiung des originalen
" MM II, Nr. 476, S. 224-30. Der verbesserte Texi, die Ubcrselzung und der Kommeniar
sollen in Band 11 der Sludien zum Palriarchalsregister erscheincn.
5 MM I, Nr. 136, S. 315, Z. 107 f.; Dar. Reg. 2330.
^ Dar. Reg. 2345.
'' MM I, Nr. 152, S. 340-42; Dar. Reg. 2356.
^ S. jetzl auch Darrouzes im Supplement zu den Regesles, fasc. Vn (Paris 1991), Nr.
3423, Cril. 3 (gegen Ende).
' Dar. Reg. TilS; Ch. G. Palrinelis, '0 0e66copoq 'AyaA-Xiavot; xauxi^ojievoq Tipo^
Tov QeocpdvTiv MriSeiaq icai oi dveic5otoi Xoyoi xo\> (Aihen 1966) S. 140, Z. 1785-
95: aXX' "Ajinapiv -civa neyav xap'^o(p\)?t.aKa, (prioiv, dico-uoncv MxGaipcOevxa, oti
ToiouTcj CYtcX^nn-axi ncpiKCTixuKev.
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Tomos von 1341 unter der Anleitung des Ex-Chartophylax Amparis'^ weist
Darrouzes irrtumlich mit einem kodikologischen Argument als Erfindung
zuriick.'' Zu den tatsachlichen kodikologischen Verhaltnissen im
Zusammenhang mit dem Tomos von 1341 und mit der soeben erwahnten
Partie in der Handschrift vgl. O. Kresten in der kodikologischen Einleitung
zu Band 2 der Edition des Patriarchatsregisters (im Druck).
Es folgen zunachst Text und Ubersetzung des Siindenregisters.
Eic, TO KovTooKCiXiov 'Ico(dvvTi<;)
ctvayvcoaTTit; 6 zov Oe^ov exevpo-
tovt|6ti 5idKovo(;- SeScoke np6<;
avxov )CTip{ov ev(co|iev)ov Tpi(; c'lc,
[5] KOKKia i6', opviGiov ei(; kokkio
e^, Kpaaiov xexapxov ziq kokkio
y', Xaycoov Eiq KOKKia iP' koI nd-
Xiv Kpaoiov KOKKicov xpicbv Kal cic,
x-qv Jtpoxpo7if|v KOKKia e^-
[10] cov 5e 6 5idKovoq XP^^^'^
eiKOOinevxE ^Exd ^nvai; xpEiq e^tj-
xrioE YEVEoGax lEpE'uq Kal xov xa-
v6vo(; BEOJii^ovxoq |i.Ti x^'^po'^o^^^"
o6ai np£oPiL)XEpov npo X' excov a\)-
[15]x6(; £\|/E\)aaxo eic, xov ayiov
TiaxpidpxTiv, 6x1 5' xpovov napr[X-
Boaav, d(p' ovnzp ouxcq EyevExo
5ldKOVOq, Kal £VXEt>0EV Kttxd XTIV
\|/Elj5fi }iapX-UpiaV £XElpOXOVT|0Tl
[20] TtpEop-UXEpoq.
eItie 6£ a\)x6c„ oxi ac; (pEpri 5id
fiidc;, OTiEp ^iXXci noirioEiv 5id
KoXXbiv KaxaPoXwv. 6i6 koI Tiyo-
pao£ KTjpiov dno Epyaoxripio-u Ni-
[25]KoA.dov xot> lano-uvd vmpnv-
po\) Kal dnfiYEv a-uxw. eIxo Eypa-
\|/£ XT]v npoxpoTCTiv 6 \)'\.6c, a\)xo\)
Ka>vox(avxivoq), ov )j.tiv 6 nzaixoc,
Maupiavoq 6 Eiq xouxo xExayiiE-
4 xpiq] xpEiq cod. II 8 xpicbv] y cod. II
17 d(p' o-uTCEp ouxoq] n£p o\)xo(;
supra lineam scriptum II 21 <f)ipr[ ex
corr. ((pEpE) II 25 lano-ovd ex corr.
(lanoid)
In Kontoskalion wurde der Ana-
gnostes loannes 6 xov IlE^oii zum
Diakon geweiht. Er gab ihm (= Am-
paris) eine dreifache Kerze (Trikerion)
im Wert von 14 Kokkia, ein Vogel-
chen (Huhn) im Wert von 6 Kokkia,
ein Viertel Wein im Wert von 3
Kokkia, einen Hasen im Wert von 12
Kokkia und nochmals Wein fiir 3
Kokkia, und fiir die Genehmigung 6
Kokkia.
Der Diakon, der 25 Jahre alt war,
versuchte nach drei Monaten, Priester
zu werden. Da der Kanon jedoch be-
stimmt, daB niemand vor einem Alter
von 30 Jahren zum Priester geweiht
werden darf, log er (= Amparis) dem
Patriarchen vor, es seien vier Jahre
vergangen, seit er Diakon geworden
war, und auf Grund dieses falschen
Zeugnisses wurde er zum Priester
geweiht.
Er selbst (= Amparis) sagte, er solle
mittels einer einzigen Zahlung er-
reichen, was er sonst nur mittels
vieler Zahlungen durchsetzen wiirde.
Deshalb kaufte er eine Kerze von dem
Laden des Nikolaos Sapunas um ein
Hyperpyron und brachte sie ihm (=
dem Amparis). Daim schrieb dessen
Sohn Konstantinos die Genehmigung,
nicht der arme Maurianos, der damit
»° MM I. Nr. 160, S. 354 f.. hier Z. 18 ff.; Dar. Reg. 2376.
" Dar. Reg. a.O.. Cril. 2.
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[SOJvoq, Ktti eiTiEv a(; (pepri KaXbw
XETdpxTiv Kpeaq, eJi£i5f| rjv
navizX(oc, nxaxxoc,. djie^eve 5e kov
r\ e^oSoq xfiq xcipo'^oviaq, ctvay-
KaaGelq 6 l£pe\)(; 5e8coKEv onep
[35] eix£ xo^po^^P'^ov ot)XXap5ov
Kai TidXiv Kpaaiov kokkicov y', Kal
npbc, Tov KcovatavTivov 5id ttiv
npoTpo7iT|v JtdXiv dvayKd^ovxai
KOKKia e^.
[40] ^TjiEi Tov dno zr[q ^ovfiq xot)
navxoKpdxopoq |j,ovax6v, ooxic; e-
yevexo SidKovoq Kai eScoKev ax>x(i>
ujiepn-opov £v.
\ioixoC,z\>^ia xov Bap5aX(eo\)(;)
[45] 0eo5copo\) xou |i.oix£^ovxoq
XTiv Y'^^o'-'^** Zav5a^ap(o\) xov
Z-ova5r|vo\) exi ^(bvxoq Kai icpo-
xpojrfi auxov excopiaSri kui eXaPe
xov jioixov.
[50] |ioixo^£\)^ia, T^vxiva z\)X6yr]OZ
^£xd (ioijA-Xriq 6 i£p£\)(; 5o^£oxlKo-u
xo\> 'AyaXXiavot) 6 ©eoXoyixtj^.
)ioixo^£\)^iaxot» Ma\)po)i|idxo\), r\v
EiL)X^yriO£v Tj ttoKTi |J.£xd (5o\)?iXric;.
[55] iJ.oixo^£\)^ia, T\v £iL)X6yria£v
'lEpEvq 6 ^(oxiO(; 6 Eiq xfiv Tiopxav
xot) E\)Y£vio-o |j.£xd Po\)XXriq.
xot) IiKE^oti fj Qvy6Lxr\p anb xov
'Aexov) EixEv dv5pa, Kal dnESfi-
[60]|4.Tia£v • TjGEXiioav ol yovEiq
auxfiq, iva (pEptoaiv a\)xfi aXXov.
£A.aX,Ti0Ti a-uvo6iK(0(; Kal otjSev
TtapExcopriGri, etceI E^r] 6 dvfip xfiq
yuvaiKoq. avxoq Se dGExrjaac; xr\v
[65] ODvoSiKTiv dji6(paoiv jipoexpe-
\|/E Kal dltfipE xov |i,\)X0X£KX0Va,
E'XaPev II c,' Kal 6 uioq aijxou
Kcovox(av)x(i)v(o<;) II 5' Kal r\
^aKTi II a' (Ji)-
[70] GEXriiiaxdpioc; 6 KaxaKaXcbv 6
Eiq xov dyiov 'Pco^avov EA-a^E y\)-
vaiKtt 5E\)X£pav, Tixiva Kal tiGe-
35 XEipo|a£piov cod. II 47 exi supra
lincam scriptum II 55 ^oixo^Ev^ia] C,
ex corr. (^) II 70 KaxaKaXwv] co ex
corr. (o)
(eigentlich) beauftragt war.
Und er (= Amparis) sagte: Bring' ein
schones Viertel Fleisch, well er (=
Maurianos) vollig verarmt war. Es
blieb aber noch die Auslage fiir die
Weihe. Unter Zwang gab der Priester
eine unterspickte Schweinskeule, die
er hatte, und nochmals Wein fiir 3
Kokkia, und an Konstantinos werden
nochmals fiir die (Ausfertigung der)
Genehmigung 6 Kokkia erpreBt.
Suche den Monch aus dem Klosler
Pantokratoros, der Diakon wurde und
ihm (= Amparis) 1 Hyperpyron gab.
Ehebrecherische Verbindung des The-
odoros Bardales, der mit der Frau des
Sandamarios Synadenos bei dessen
Lebzeiten die Elie brach; und mit
seiner (= des Amparis) Genehmigung
wurde sie geschieden und nahm den
Ehebrecher.
Ehebrecherische Verbindung, welche
Theologites, der Priesier des Domesti-
kos Agallianos, mit Bulle einsegnete.
Ehebrecherische Verbindung des Mau-
rommates, welche die Phake mit. Bulle
einsegnete.
Ehebrecherische Verbindung, welche
der Priester Photios, der am Tor des
Eugenios, mit Bulle einsegnete.
Die Tochter des Sikelos aus Aetos
hatte einen Mann, und der machte sich
aus dem Staub. Hire Eltem wollten ihr
nun einen anderen verschaffen. In der
Synode wurde das verhandelt und
keineswegs gcnchmigl, wcil der Mann
der Frau ja noch Icblc.
Er i- Amparis) aber sclzte die Enl-
scheidung der Synode auBcr Kraft, gab
dem Miihlcnbaumeistcr die Genehm-
igung und brachle ihn hcrbei. Dafur
nahm er 6 Kokkia und sein Sohn Kon-
stantinos 4 und die Phake 1 1/2.
Der Thelematarios Kaiakalon aus dem
Hagios Romanes nahm eine zweite
Frau, die er (von ihrem Mann)
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X,Tioev dnoX-vaai- r[ 5e ayva ouv-
o5oq o\) nap£xa>prioe tovxo. avToq
[75] 5e A-aPcov, ooa Sfixa koi eXa-
Pev dito Tou KaxaKaXcov (!), enoi-
Tjae Ypd^na, iva td |j.ev npa.y\iaxa
SoGwai Jipoq xr\v y-ovaiKa, xm 5e
KaxaKttXcbv jipoexpe\|/e koi dniX-
[80]9ti drt' avxfiq kqi cuvoikei
EXEpot.
T] djio xot) 'lEpot> EiLxpTiniavfi
EXOvaa dv5pa xov Mo\)OJio-uXo\)-
Stjv, p.£0' o\) e'xev Kal nai5ia, £-
[85]x<opia6Ti, Kai dnfipEv II q xai
KavdKia o\)K oXiya, Kai ^cbvxoq
xo\) dv5p6q dnfipEv dXXov.
|ioixo^E\)^{a xou 'laxpojioijXo-u xfiq
TtpcoxoPEOXiapiaq, r\v yivcooKEi Ie-
[90]p£U(; MixariX 6 BaXoajj-cov.
6 Eiq xov Kwriyov oncopiKoncoXTiq
£X(op(o0T| xr\c, y\)vaiK6(; a\)xot) dno
6iaPoA.fiq Kai TiydyExo aXkr[v. bi-
5cOK£ 5£ •UTlEpn'OpOV, OOQ yiVCOOKEl
[95] 6 Tiandq E\)56Ki|i.oq 6 £l<; xov
K-uvriyov.
xavxa 5' dno noXX(ov £yi[v£xo
oX-iya.
83-84 Mo-uoTto-u^o-uSriv ex corr.
Cf. MzoniXovbj\c, PLP 17.959 II 86
KavdKia ex corr.; post litt. v una lilt,
deleta est; ok ligatura iunctae, iota
paenultima ex corr. (£i) scripta II 91
oTicapiKOJicoXriq] i ex corr. (o)
scheiden lassen wollte. Die heilige
Synode gestattete das jedoch nicht. Er
aber (= Amparis) nahm von dem Kata-
kalon, was immer er nahm, und ver-
faBte ein Schriftstiick (des Inhalts),
die Mitgiftgegenstande sollten der
Frau gegeben werden. Dem Katakalon
aber genehmigte er die Trennung von
ihr (= seiner ersten Frau) und die Heirat
mit der anderen.
Die Euphemiane aus dem Hieron, die
den Muspuludes zum Marm hat, mit
dem sie auch Kinder hat, wurde ge-
schieden und sie brachte 6 Kokkia und
nicht wenige Gefalligkeiten. Und
wahrend der Mann noch lebte, brachte
er (= Amparis) einen anderen.
Ehebrecherische Verbindung des latro-
pulos, Sohnes der Protobestiaria, die
der Priester Michael Balsamon kennt.
Der Obsthandler in Kynegos wurde
von seiner Frau geschieden auf Grund
einer Verleumdung, und er nahm eine
andere. (Dafiir) gab er ein Hyper-
pyron, was der Papas Eudokimos aus
dem Kynegos weiB.
Das war nur weniges von vielem.
Vor Beginn des Textes lesen wir marginal die Worte ^rixei coSe und darunler
nach einer vollig verblaBten Silbe Kal exepa KE((pd)^(aia), beides von
der Hand des Kopisten, des (jungeren?) Georgios Galesiotes.'^ Die "anderen
Kapitel" konnten sich im Zusammenliang mit den verstummelten
ScliluBworten des Textes (xatita 6' ctnb noXXSiv) darauf beziehen, daB der
Sclireiber noch mehr Punkte fur seine Liste in petto hatie. Im PRK wurde
eine solche Fortsetzung bis jetzt nicht gefunden.
'^Vgl. zur Hypothese der beiden gleichnamigen Galesioles (Giancarlo Prato), in: H.
Hunger-I. SevCenko, Des Nikephoros Blemmydes BaoiXiKot; 'Av6pid(; und dessen
Metaphrase von Georgios Galesioles und Georgios Oinaiotes, Wiener Byz. Sludien 18
(Wien 1986) S. 33 f.
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Die Verfehlungen des Amparis zerfallen in zwei Gruppen: 1) Simonie;
2) VersloBe gegen das Eherecht.
1. a) Diakonsweihe eines Anagnosten: Beslechungssumme Geld,
Lebensmittel und Naturalien (an der Spitze ein Trikerion) im Wert von 38
Kokkia und zusatzlich fur die von Amparis ausgestellte Genehmigung 6
Kokkia. Da die Kokkia den alten Keratia entsprechen, haben wir eine
Summe von 44 Keratia = 1 Hyperpyron + 20 Keratia vor uns.
b) Priesterweihe: unkanonisch wegen des zu geringen Alters des
Kandidaten (25 Jahre, 3 Monate statt mindestens 30 Jahre).^^ Zugleich
betrugerische Aussage des Amparis gegenuber dem Patriarchen. Dafiir
verlangt der Chartophylax von dem Kandidaten eine Kerze im Wert von 1
Hyperpyron; sein Sohn, der die Genehmigung ausfertigt, erhalt 6 Kokkia.
Femer wird Reisch fur den armen Maurianos verlangt, der um seinen
Schreiberlohn kam. Fiir Amparis selbst sind femer eine unterspickte
Schweinskeule und Wein fiir 3 Kokkia bestimmt.
c) Diakonsweihe eines Monches: Bezahlung 1 Hyperpyron.
2. a) Ehebrecherische Verbindung (p,oixo^et>^ia): Amparis genehmigt
die Scheidung einer Frau, die bei Lebzeiten ihres Mannes mit einem anderen
zusammenlebt und die Ehe bricht.
b) Ehebrecherische Verbindung: Die—natiirlich von Amparis
genehmigte—Einsegnung (l£poA.oy{a) mit der BuUe verstoBt gegen das
Eherecht. In einer Verwarnung des Exarchen Michael Skutariotes vom
3.9.1351 erklarte der Patriarch Kallistos ausdrucklich, welche Voraus-
setzungen fur eine giiltige Einsegnung von Brautleuten verlangt seien: Der
Antragsteller hat mit dem verantwortlichen Archon, in der Regel dem
Chartophylax, sich zu dem Patriarchen zu begeben. Erst nach einer
gesetzmaBigen Uberpriifung der Umstande im Hinblick auf die christliche
Ordnung soil die Genehmigung (Ttpotponri) und zugleich die Bulle fur die
Einsegnung gegeben werden.^'* Amparis setzte sich hier und in vielen
anderen Fallen iiber diese Vorschrift hinweg.
c) Ehebrecherische Verbindung: Der einsegnende Priester hat den
weiblichen Namen Oaicri (cpaKfi = Linse), offenbar ein Spitzname. Es kann
sich aber auch um einen mannlichen Spitznamen handeln (Vermutung von
Otto Kresten). Ich erinnere mich, daB vor Jahrzehnten ein Kanonikus bei
St. Stephan in Wien wegen seines auffalligen Embonpoints den Spitznamen
"die Domkugel" erhielt. Der karikaturistische Einschlag kommt dem
Schreibcr (Galesiotes) naturlich zupaB.
'^ Trullanum, Can. 14 = Joannou I/VI 14.
'*MM I, Nr. 138, S. 319, Z. 5-9: . . . Kal o\)8ev xoX^fioTi Tiq ^n^noai *^cd Xa^tlv
PovXXav aXXaxoScv cruvoiKeaiov jicXXovxoq jipoPaiveiv, aXX' dvaxpexn 6 ^rittov
^.exd oo-v) (= Skutariotes) tic, xfiv r\\ioi\/ jiexpioxrixa Kai Soicinaoiaq npoxepov Kaxd
x6 6(peiA.6p.Evov xfi xpioxiaviKfi Kaxaoxdoei evv6(io\) yivoiievrie; 5i8oi>Tai fi
npoxpoTif) Ktti f| Po\)XXa evxe^iSev, iva kxX.; Dar. Reg. 2329.
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Bei dem ubemachsten Fall (e) erhalt "die Phake" 1 1/2 Kokkia, einen
sehr bescheidenen Betrag, fur die Ubermitilung der Bulle oder die
Einsegnung selbst (?).
d) Der Priester Photios setzt die Reihe jener Priestcr fort, die—im
Einverstandnis mil dem Chartophylax—eine Einsegnung mit Bulle ohne die
Uberprijfung und Genehmigung seitens des Patriarchen durchfuhren.
e) Ausfiihrlich wird im volkstiimlichen Erzahlsiil mit Anakoluth
begonnen (sie hatte einen Mann; der machte sich aus dem Staub). Die
Eltern versuchten, unter Einschaltung der Synode, eine Dispens zur
Scheidung ihrer Tochter zu erhalten, natiirlich vergeblich, da iiber den Tod
des Mannes nichts bekannt war. Amparis jedoch setzle sich uber die
Entscheidung der Synode hinweg und brachte einen Anwarter fur die
"verlassene" Ehefrau herbei. DaB ein Chartophylax auf Grund seiner
Stellung innerhalb der Hierarchic des Patriarchats gcgeniibcr der Synodos
endemusa eine Gegenposition einnahm, lag allcrdings in der Verteilung der
EinfluBbereiche und kam nicht selten vor.'^
f) Auch im Fall des Katakalon konterkariert Amparis die Entscheidung
der Synode. Er entwirft eine Urkunde, welchc dem Katakalon—nach
Zahlung einer nicht genannten Summe^^—die Scheidung von seiner ersten
Frau ermoglicht, wobei dieser die Mitgiftgegensliinde erhalten bleiben.
g) Die Euphemiane zahlte 6 Kokkia und erwies dem Amparis eine
Reihe von "Gefalligkeiten," um bei Lebzeiten ihres Mannes, mit dem sie




gegen seine Pflichten die Bigamie.
h) Diesmal werden keine naheren Umstiinde fiir die jioixo^e-u^^a
genannt. Dafiir wird ein Priester namentlich als Zeugc angefiihrt. Der Sohn
einer Protobestiaria diirfte nicht mittellos gewesen sein.
i) Auch fur den letzten Fall wird ein Papas als Zeuge namentlich
genannt. Die mit Hilfe einer Verlcumdung durchgcfiihrte Scheidung kostete
1 Hyperpyron.
Die Lekture dieser Liste macht die Absetzung des Mcgas Chartophylax
mehr als verstandlich. Ohne auf den verstiimmclten SchluBsatz einzugehen,
der eine intendierle Erganzung und Erweiterung des Siindcnregisters
voraussetzi, genugl jedes einzelne der hier angcfuhrten peccata fiir eine
Verurteilung des Amparis. So wurde z. B. der Hicromonachos Mankaphas
1370 abgesetzt, weil er eine Ehe geschieden und den Mann mit einer anderen
Frau verheiraiet hatte.
^"^
Man hat den Eindruck, daB der Megas Chartophylax sein unkanonisches
Verhalten routinemaBig ausnutzte, um sich zusatzlichc Geldmiitel und
'^ Vgl. J. Darrou/xs, Recherches sur les OOOIKIA de i Eglise byzantine (Pans 1970)
S. 338-44.
Es handell sich um einen Relalivsalz mit Wicdcrholung des im Haupisatz gcbrauchten
Verbums. Dazu H. Hunger, "Zur scheinbarcn Nonchalance der Kanzleisprache des
Palriarchats"; wird in den Sludien zum Patriarchalsregisler, iiand II erschcinen.
'"^ MM I. Nr. 276. S. 531 f.; Dar. Reg. 2569.
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Naiuralien zu verschaffen. Fur die Gefalligkeiten des Amparis scheint es
gewisse, zumindest ungefahre "Satze" gegeben zu haben. Die Weihe zum
Diakon, aber auch zum Priester kostele in der Regel 1 Hyperpyron (1. a, b,
c), nicht anders als eine Scheidung (2. i). Die Ausfertigung einer
Genehmigung durch den Sohn des Megas Chartophylax kostete einmal 6
Kokkia (1. b), ein andermal 4 Kokkia (2. e). Wie ein Steuereinnehmer teilte
der Megas Chartophylax seine "Nebenbeziige" in die Geldforderung und die
Naturalien, die in etwa dem KavioKiov des Steuerbeamten entsprechen.
Manchmal sind diese Naturalien gewichtiger als der Geldbeo-ag (1. a: 38
Kokkia Naturalien, 6 Kokkia in Geld). Wahrend bei den Weinvierleln das
Aquivalent in Geld wiederholt genannt wird (3 Kokkia: 1. a, b) und ahnlich
bei den anderen Naturalien (besonders in 1. a), falll dies bei den
Fleischstucken weg. Die Wachskerzen spielen bei den "Naturalien" eine
Rolle (1. a, b).
In summa erscheinen uns die Betrage, welche der Megas Chartophylax
einnahm, recht bescheiden gewesen zu sein. Es entzieht sich freilich unserer
Kenntnis, wie groB die Klientel des korrupten Archon wirklich war. Im
ganzen ergibt sich ein trauriges Bild des AmtsmiBbrauchs, das bei einem so
hochrangigen Funktionar des Patriarchats umso abstoBender wirkt. Was
hatte ein Theodoros Balsamon dazu gesagt, er, der das Amt des Megas
Chartophylax in rhetorischer ax)fy\ai<; in den hochsten Tonen pries und den
Exokatakoilos fast dem Patriarchen zur Seite stellen woUte!'^
Abkurzungen
Dar. Reg. = J. Darrouzes, Les regestes des actes du patriarcat de
Constantinople, Bd. I: Les actes des patriarches, Fasz. V: Les
regestes de 1310 a 1376 (Paris 1977); Fasz. VI: Les regestes de
1377 a 1410 (Paris 1979).
MM I-II = F, Miklosich-J. Muller, Acta et diplomata graeca medii aevi
sacra et profana I-II: Acta patriarchatus Constantinopolitani
MCCCXV usque ad MCCCCII e codicibus manu scriptis
Bibliothecae Palatinae Vindobonensis (Wien 1860-1862; ND
Scientia Verlag Aalen 1968).
PRK = Das Register des Patriarchats von Konstantinopel. 1. Teil, Edition
und Ubersetzung der Urkunden aus den Jahren 1315-1331. Hrsg.
von Herbert Hunger und Otto Kresten (Wien, Verlag der Osterr.
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1981).
PLP = Prosopographisches Lexikon der Palaiologenzeit. Erstellt von E.
Trapp unter Mitarbeit von H.-V. Beyer u. a. (Wien 1976-1991) (1
1
Faszikel).
'* H. Hunger, "Kanonislenrhelorik im Bereich des Palriarchals am Beispiel des
Theodoros Balsamon." AinTYXQN OAPAOYAAA 3 (1991) 37-59.
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Eigennamen
'AyaXXiavoq: Ein 'Aya^Xiavoq, Ma\;ovr\k war Domestikos xr[q
\ieya.Xy\c, EKKA-tiaiaq im 14. Jahrhundert: PLP 97; vielleicht mit unserem
Domestikos identisch.
BaXoa^cov, Mixari^: PLP 2122.
BapSaXfiq, Qe65copo(;: PLP 0; auf Grund einer falschen Lesung von
J. Darrouzes unter PLP 2204. Zum Namen vgl. I. Sevcenko, "Leon
Bardales et les juges generaux ou la corruption des incorruptibles," Byz. 19
(1949) 247-59.
E-uSoKiio-oq: Haufiger Name, aber nicht unter PLP 6237-43.
Moglicherwiese mit PLP 91.892 (Addenda et Corrigenda zu Fasz. 1-8




KaxaKaJicbv: PLP 11.423. Der ausgediente freiwillige Soldat
Katakalon bezog eine bestimmte Zeit hindurch eine jahrliche Rente von 8
Hyperpyra vom Elias-Kloster, die aber seit Ende 1349 entfiel: Dolger,
Regesten 2611, 2956.
Mavpiavoc,: PLP n.All.
Ma\)po(i)idTT|<;: Haufiger Name, aber nicht unter FL/' 17.461-72.
Mo\)07io\)^o{)5t|(;: Fehlt in PLP; vgl. aber Mea7ti^ov5Ti(; PLP 17. 959;
in der Exarchenliste Hist. gr. 47, f. 175".
OeCo^: PLP 22.241.
lanovxraq, NiKoXaoq: PLP 24.835; s. kritischer Apparat.




1) 'AEToq: s. Janin, Constantinople byzantine (Paris 1964) S. 490.
2) EvYEvioq: f| nopxa tov E-uyevio-u, Janin, Constantinople byz., S.
293.
3) 'lepov: Festung an der Westkiiste Kleinasiens; s. Janin,
Constantinople byz., S. 485.
4) KovTooKaXiov: s. Janin, Constantinople byz., S. 230 f.
5) KDVTjYoq: s. Janin, Constantinople byz., S. 377.
6) navTOKpdxopOi;: Das bekannle Klosier aus der Komnenenzeit,
Grablege der Dynastie. Janin, La geographie ecclesiastique de l' Empire
byzantin 1.3: Les eglises et les monasteres (Paris ^1969) S. 515-23.
7) 'Pco|j.av6q, "ky\oq: Janin, Eglises, S. 448^9.
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Sonstiges
So^iEOTiKoq: Die Domestikoi waren sowohl im Truppendicnst wie in
der zivilen Verwallung, aber auch in der Kirche eingesetzt und erscheinen in
verschicden hohen Rangen.
GeXTmaxdpiot;: der Freiwillige, "Volontar": Bezeichnung fur
Griechen, die zur Zeit der Lateinerherrschaft nach 1204 in der Umgebung
von Konstantinopel blieben und mil den Lateinern zusammenarbeiteten.
Vgl. D. J. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West, 1258-
1282 (Cambridge, MA 1959) S. 95 f.
KpwTopEoxiapia: Frau bzw. Witwe eines KpcotoPeaxidpioc;. Dieser
gehorte schon in mittelbyzaniinischer Zeit als Hofbeamter zum Diensl im
kaiserlichcn Bestiarion, der Garderobe des Herrschers. In der Palaiologenzeit
war dies nur mehr ein Titel, allerdings einer der hochsten bei Hof. Vgl. N.
Oikonomides, Les listes de preseance byzantines des IX' et X' siecles (Paris




The Mazaris: Reflections and Reappraisal
BARRY BALDWIN
I shall waste no time redoing what others have done well. Editors and
historians have dissected much of the Mazaris' historical content. Some
details call for friendly augmentation or corrections, thanks to new (or
newly noticed) evidence. Identification of narrator with author needs
scrutiny; the equation is frailer than is presently admitted. Above all, the
literary side demands attention. The general denigration of the Mazaris^ is
without warrant. It is partly the result of residual prejudice against
Byzantine literature and the changes that had occurred and were still
occurring in the Greek language. Another factor is widespread dislike of
the extravagant puns in which the author indulges, also his endless streams
of abuse, occasionally verging on the obscene. Little or no credit has been
granted to his more subtle manifestations of humour. It is not enough
simply to dub the piece "Lucianic" and leave it at that. Paradoxically, those
who do this have not always divined the full Lucianic features. Our satire
does (of course) owe debts to Lucian. But in respect of content, style, and
vocabulary, the only fair way is to analyse it in its own contemporary terms.
Judged thus, the Mazaris emerges as no strange and lamentable oddity, but
an effective contribution to the rich late Byzantine tradition of imaginative
comic writing.
The modem world was first made aware of the Mazaris by C. B. Hase,^
a savant of Napoleon. The first text, with notes more valuable on
philological than on historical matters, was printed eighteen years later by
Boissonade.^ Next came the edition (with German translation) of Ellissen,'*
a work of versatile virtue. But the really giant step was taken in our own
time, with the publication in 1975 of a new text enriched with English
As I shall style it for brevity's sake, a procedure that does not beg the question of
authorship, on which see below.
2 Notices el Exlrails de Manuscrils IX.2 (Paris 1 813) 131-41.
^ J. F. Boissonade, Anecdota Graeca YO. (Paris 1831; repr. HUdesheim 1962) 1 12-86.
* A. Ellissen, Analeklen der miltel- and neugriechischen Literatur IV (Leipzig 1860) 187—
362.
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translation and detailed commentary by a quartet of scholars at Buffalo led
by the late Leendert Westerink.^
Other significant contributions^ include Treu's publication of an
epilogue to the Mazaris found only in a manuscript not used by Boissonade
or EllissenJ Tozer's pioneering study of its language and stylc,^ Trapp's
ingenious prosopographical identifications,^ and the Russian translation and
commentary by S. P. Kondrat'ev and T. M. Sokolova.^^ However, little has
been done in recent years, a 1976 item^' being the only post-Buffalo study
listed in the 1991 notice in the Ojrford Dictionary ofByzantium}'^
The Mazaris is a valuable document for students of the reign and
writings of Manuel II and for the history of both Constantinople and the
Morea in that period. As such, it has been duly appreciated and exploited
by the best of them, notably Barker' ^ g^d Dennis.''* Thus, for Barker the
Mazaris is "fascinating" and "remarkable," whilst Dennis aptly reminds us
to consider the original impact of now obscure items in it: "While the
names and allusions are lost on us, they may once have called forth snickers
or even gales of laughter at the Byzantine court."'^ Another expert plaudit
is that of Nicol: "The picture is clearly exaggerated, its accuracy is often
questionable, and many of the personal allusions remain enigmatic. But the
dreams of Mazaris declare rather more of the truth than the dreams of
Plethon."'^ Even for a writer'^ to whom it is "a curiously disjointed work,"
^ The other participants in the seminar that produced this edition (no. 5 in the Arethusa
Monographs series) were J. N. Barry, M. J. Share, and A. Smithies; for brevity's sake I
hereafter refer to it and them as the Buffalo edition/editors. All references to the Mazaris are
by page and line of this text.
° The Buffalo edition (xxxv-xxxviii) provides bibliography down to 1975.
"^ M. Treu, "Mazaris und Holobolus." SZ 1 (1892) 86-97. For detailed infonmation on the
manuscripts, cf. the Buffalo edition (xxx-xxxii).
* H. F. Tozer, "Byzantine Satire," yW5 2 (1881) 233-70, esp. 257-^9.
' E. Trapp, "Zur Identifizierung der Personen in der Hadesfahrt des Mazaris," JOB 18
(1969)95-99.
^°
"Prebyvanie Mazarisa u podzemnon tsarstve," Viz. Vrem. 14 (1958) 318-57.
" R. Walther, "Zur Hadesfahrt des Mazaris." /OB 25 (1976) 195-206; cf. the same author's
1971 Vienna dissertation, Die Hadesfahrt des Mazaris.
'^ ODB II 1324-25, by A. M. Talbot. For some subsequent remarks on the Mazaris, with
cognate bibliography, cf. B. Baldwin's annotated translation (Detroit 1984) of the 12lh-century
anonymous satire Timarion, based on his earlier "A Talent to Abuse: Some Aspects of
Byzantine Satire," BF 8 (1982) 19-28; also T. M. Sokolova, "Vizantijska ja Satira," in S. S.
Averincev (ed.), VizarUijskaja Literalura (Moscow 1974) 122-58, esp. 144.
'^J. W. Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus (1391-1425): A Study in Ute Byzantine
Statesmanship (New Bnjnswick, NJ 1969) 170 n. 81, 298 n. 9, 316 n. 30, 406-07.
'* G. T. Dennis, The Letters of Manuel II Palaeologus: Text, Translation, and Notes
(Washington, DC 1977) xxviii, xlviii, xlix, Iv, Iviii, U, 164 n. l,218n. 1.
^^
"The Letters of Theodore Potamios," originally pubUshed in Byzantium and the Franks
1350-1420 (London 1982) XII, 3. See below for the question of the dedicatee of the satire and
its intended audience.
'^ D. M. Nicol, The Last Centuries of Byzantium 1261-1453 (London 1972) 363; see below
for the notion that Plelhon is actually satirised in the Mazaris.
'^ N. Cheeiham. Mediaeval Greece (New Haven and London 1981) 198.
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the Mazaris and Plethon are "two of the most interesting products of late
Byzantine literature."
Cheetham's comments indicate the modem divide. Although it is an
obvious compliment to be exploited as an historical source, it is rarely
promising when a satire is valued more for this than its literary merits. At
the latter level, the Mazaris has come in for much modem disparagement.
"Die Hadesfahrt des Mazaris ist zweifellos die schlechteste der bis jetzt
bekannt gewordenen Imitalionen des Lukian," opined Krumbacher.^*
Approving this harsh verdict, the Buffalo editors themselves (vii) draw a
firm distinction between its historical interest and "dubious literary merits."
Tozer,^' although willing to concede some praise to its humour, pronounced
that "the Greek of Mazaris, however, is considerably debased from that of
Timarion, a natural result of nearly three centuries of misfortune and
degradation which elapsed between them." Wilson.^o introducing an extract
from the Timarion, dubs the Mazaris "rather similar but inferior." The less
judgemental Talbot^' says not a word about the literary qualities of the
piece, whilst the equally sober Hunger^^ permits himself such little
grumbles as: "Frostige Assonanzen und Paronomasien finden sich
allenthalben." Perhaps the unkindest cut of all is the ignorance of a
distinguished scholar^^ who refers to the Mazaris as a "thirteenth-century
poem."
The Timarion with its similar setting and themes is a natural point of
comparison. 24 But it cannot be assumed that the author of the Mazaris
necessarily knew the earlier piece. Most Byzantine literature had a small
circulation and short "shelf life;" the Timarion survives in a single
manuscript. Yet it lasted long enough to be abused by Constantine
Acropolites (dead by May 1324) for its supposed blasphemies. No such
reaction to the Mazaris survives, indeed no known reaction at all, though it
shares with the Timarion a Hades made up of both pagan and Christian
elements, one of the offending characteristics.
The dramatic dates of the constituent parts of the satire are clear. The
main narrative falls between January and July 1414; the following dream
and letter to Holobolus fall on and shortly before September 21, 1415; the
ensuing correspondence between Holobolus and Malaces is dated October
'^ K. Knimbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Lileralur, 2nd ed. (Munich 1897; repr.
New York 1958)494.
'^ Tozer (above, note 8) 264.
^ N. G. Wilson. An Anthology of Byzantine Prose (Berlin and New York 1 97 1 ) 1 1 1
.
^^ Talbot (above, note 12).
^^ H. Hunger, Die Hochsprachliche profane Literalur der Byzanliner (Munich 1978) EI 157.
^ M. Alexiou, "Literary Subversion and the Aristocracy in Twelfth-Century Byzantium: A
Stylistic Analysis of the Timarion (ch. 6-10)." BMGS 8 (1982-83) 31 n. 5.
^ For exploration of some common details, cf. Baldwin's translation (above, note 12) 7-8.
99n. 87. 101 n. 90. 101 n. 95. 102 n. 98. 105 n. 110, 106 n. 123, llOn. 138, 114n. 152, 115n.
161, 1 15 n. 164, 1 15 n. 166, 134 n. 243, 138 n. 254, 152.
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16 and 21 in the same year.^ These various precisions (the Timarion has
no such element) may constitute parody of Byzantine chroniclers' style.
Here we can point to the notable similarity between the opening of the
Mazaris and the early stages (5. 1-2) of George Sphrantzes' Chronicon
Minus on the subject of the plague and the personal misfortunes it caused.^^
It is not hard to spot other consonance between the Mazaris and Sphrantzes,
who (bom in 1401 and a precocious courtier of Manuel II) was a younger
contemporary. Both provide July as the month in which Manuel sailed for
Thasos, although Sphrantzes (4. 1) gets the year wrong and only the
Mazaris (80. 23-24) specifies the day (July 25, 1414). Both (M. 82. 5-13;
S. 4. 1-2) single out the Hexamilion fortifications. Both (M. 78. 18-21; S.
39. 8) bear down heavily upon the multiple vices of Albanians, an attitude
with modern resonance.^'' Both (Af . 22. 16-17; S. 32. 9) include such
specifics as imperial documents signed in red ink. Holobolus (22. 17-18)
has a special wooden box for his files; Sphrantzes (13. 4) waxes ecstatic
over a large chest given to him by the emperor. Incidentally, such details,
along with Holobolus' list of things stolen from his house (bridles, saddles,
books, swords, cauldrons, chairs, clothes, carpets, even the nails in the
walls), help to answer a good question recently posed:^^ "Basically, we
don't know much about Byzantine space, interior or exterior. Where did
people keep things?" In punning and personal abuse, Sphrantzes is the
equal of the Mazaris, as when (40. 9-11) he observes that Crocondylus
should have been called Crocodile (A/. 84. 12 has a similar joke), and when
he describes Sgouromalles' death as "sending his soul to the sewer with his
excrement." Finally, both share some stylistic elements. As Talbot puts it
" Albeit Cheelham (above, note 17) 199 assigns Mazaris' letter to Holobolus to 1416; cf.
the Buffalo edition viii-xiii for a detailed exposition. Despite some confident modem
assumptions, it is uncertain whether the various pieces were composed at different limes or the
same time. The references to them in the epistolary epilogue make it clear that they ultimately
make up a single work.
^ Sphrantzes, who has frequent references to plagues (3. 1 mentions one in the capital
before the end of 1413), here alludes to an epidemic of the winter of 1416 which raged through
the Black Sea area; Mazaris (2. 10) stales that the islands were affected before Constantinople.
Descriptions of plagues, inevitably tinged by Thucydides, were frequent in Byzantine
historians; cf. Wilson (above, note 20) 13 n. 1 for a survey.
^^ E.g. J. Amery, Sons of the Eagle (London 1948) 12, writing with first-hand experience of
Albanians in the second worid war, calls them (amongst many other things) "ungovernably
proud, impatient of all restraint, ulleriy unteachable, hard to lead, great robbers, prizing honour
above honesty, gold more than both and power beyond them all." The Buffalo editors stress
that "the Albanians, the Despot's proteges and protectors, are the only group to be given any
son of positive evaluation." Their claim is based on the adjective Xixov, describing Albanian
attitudes to clothes and luxuries. But this epithet can bear the pejorative sense of "mean" or
"pahry" (examples in LSJ) and, in any case, if the author wanted to put in a good word for the
Despot's followers, why abuse them so mercilessly in the rest of the sentence?
^ L. Brubaker, "Parallel Universes: Byzantine Art History in 1990 and 1991," BMGS 16
(1992) 233.
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in her ODB notice, Sphrantzes' language is "surprisingly colloquial and
includes a number of Turkish and Italian words."
Lampros^' long ago suggested that our Mazaris might be identified with
the monk Maximus Mazaris, who composed grammatical canons, and/or
with Manuel Mazaris, author of a legend of St. Irene. Barker, Cheetham,
Dennis, and Nicol all equate the narrator's name with the author's.
Krumbacher^^ complained that the identification of author with monk could
not work because Mazaris in the satire is married with children. The
Buffalo editors counter by observing that he could have become a monk
later in life. If so, on the usuaP' principle that one took a monkish name
with the same initial as one's former name, the author's may very well have
begun with an M. Cheetham^^ objects that a monk would be "out of
character, surely, with the waspish satirist." Now, Cheetham must be naive
if he supposes that a holy man is incapable of waspish satire. The
scuriUities of a Luther come easily to mind, not to mention the extraordinary
grossness of the Spanos, perhaps the work of a cleric and possibly
contemporary with or a little earlier than the MazarisP A converted monk
might have looked back with some embarrassment to the satire which so
sharply pilloried fraudulent holy men and lecherous nuns. But monks in
particular had long been fair game in Byzantine writing of all kinds,-^ hence
no particular conclusions can here be drawn.
Nothing precludes the notion that the satire is anonymous, Mazaris
being only the name given to the narrator, chosen for its relative rarity and
its punning possibilities.^^ There are significantly more anonymous works
in Byzantine literature than in classical. It might be thought a foolhardy
man who would attack so many luminaries of the time, not excluding the
emperor himself. Although it opens with the claim that the work is intended
more as an amusement than serious comment, the author's epilogue
suggestively requests that the royal addressee only have the thing read aloud
^' S. p. Lampros, "Mazaris und seine Werke," BZ 5 (1 896) 63-73; his suggestions are taken
up by the Buffalo editors (xx, where other identifications are also canvassed) and Talbot in her
ODB nouce.
^° Krumbacher (above, note 18) 494-95.
^' It was not invariable; cf. Talbot's notice of monks in ODB U. 1395.
^^ Cheetham (above, note 17) 323 n. 11.
^^ See the modem edition (Berlin and New York 1977) of this work by H. Eideneier.
^^ Cf. P. Magdabno, "The Byzantine Holy Man in the Twelfth Century." in S. Hackel (ed.).
The Byzantine Saint (Birmingham 1981) 54-55.
^^ Mazaris is twice (24. 31, 26. 15) called "Meizares" by Padiates, this perversion being
explained by the Buffalo editors as an insult to his greed; cf. Hunger (above, note 22) El 157 n.
211. "der zuviel nimmt." Holobolus is likewise ridiculed as "Holobodos" ("whole beef
Buffalo, "Riesenrindvieh" Hunger). But greed is not the issue. "Holobodos" is lambasted as a
"moronic, drivelling, caughl-in-the-act adulterer." Stupidity is here his dominating
characteristic. One thinks easily of Sir Andrew Aguecheek in Twelfth Night blaming beef for
his dull wits. In the case of Mazaris-Meizares. there may be a pun on the rare but Christian
lenm na^fipeoq, "bastard." If gluttony be insisted upon. |ia^dpiov. not in LSJ but registered
by Lampe as a hapax for "bread basket." might help.
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whilst at sea, not to an audience in the Morea, which would include at least
some of its victims. Moreover, if he were aware of the Timarlon and the
counterblast from Acropolites, he might have thought twice about
reproducing under his real name the offending medley of pagan and
Christian elements in his Hades. As to the Timarion itself, most lake it to be
anonymous, not equating narrator with author.^
Beginning with Treu, most writers have taken the addressee of the
epilogue to be Manuel II himself, thereby drawing large inferences about
the relationship between author and emperor, transmuting the satire into a
kind of court entertainment. Thus Barker: "This fact may add authority to
its comments and prosopography, but it perhaps softens the seriousness of
its vituperation and violent tone. This fact may also suggest that Manuel
had a considerable sense of humour and was quite capable of enjoying a
good literary joke at his court's expense, if not also his own to some
extent."^^ This last remark reflects the various allusions made to Manuel's
short temper and irascible treatment of subordinates, criticisms said by
Barker^^ to be unique, albeit in the light of the emperor's own complaint
that personal attacks on himself were ubiquitous,^^ the compliment must be
modified to read, "unique in extant literature."
However, the Buffalo editors (xiv) make a plausible case for the
recipient being not the emperor but his son, Theodore II, Despot of the
Morea. Apart from the criticisms of Manuel, they base their view on the
recipient's being addressed as yaX-xy^oxaxz koX noXXGiv Kal )j.e7d>.o)v
XapiTcov KeKoo}j.T|)j.eve, precisely the formula used earlier (74. 31-32) to
appeal to the Despot, where his identity is unambiguous. Barker's vision of
Manuel and the Mazaris is thereby invalidated.'*^ However, the
animadversions upon Manuel must hint at this son's attitude towards him.
"Wie dem auch sei.'"*^ Barker does nudge us the right contemporary
way. Satirist and emperor^-^ give similar accounts of Manuel's troubles with
rebellious local leaders during and after the Hexamilion construction.
Barker^^ concludes from the Mazaris" version (82. 14-88. 7) that "we have
a valuable complement to the relevant sections in Manuel's own letter and,
indeed, a remarkable echo of the emperor's own attitude, which suggests
perhaps a personal acquaintance with it." There are indeed several eye-
'^The exceptions being J. Draseke, "Byzanlinische Hadesfahilen," NJKA 29 (1912) 343-
66, esp. 353, and A. A. Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine Empire (Madison 1964) 497.
3'' Barker (above, note 13) 407 n. 19.
^* Barker (above, note 13) 406-07, where the relevant passages are collected and translated.
35 Ep. 17 (53 Dennis), written in 1391.
*" As would be Dennis' reconstruction ([above, note 14] Ix n. 126) of the circumstances in
which Demetrius Skaranos left Constantinople.
'" Hunger's comment ([above, note 22] EI 156) on this issue.
*^ Ep. 68 (207-12 Dennis); also translated with commentary by Barker (above, note 13)
302-09.
^^ Barker (above, note 13) 316 n. 30.
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catching correlations between Manuel's letters and the satire. The dialogue
concludes (60. 22) with the phrase aTio-uSd^cov \ia.XKo\f r\ Tiai^cov, a
sentiment reversed earlier (26. 19) and at the epilogue's opening (98. 2);
Manuel begins his second letter with Tiai^cov jiaX^ov . . . anovbaCpvxEq/*^
In a missive to Triboles,"*^ he cracks a Mazaris-likQ joke about being able to
sit and jump at the same time. The satirical tirading against the fractious
belligerence of the Morea's inhabitants is (understandably) a major theme
with Manuel (Epp. 51, 68). Corruption, simony, and associated evils,
another Mazaris refrain, feature in Ep. 13, where public office is sadly
defined as a springboard to wealth and glory. At 46. 12-14, the Mazaris
rates the job of administering the salt mines above that of interpreter, albeit
vulnerable to corrupt auditing. Manuel {Ep. 8) calls this job "a position of
no importance, but still a position.'"*^ Taken together, these consonances
bear out Barker's view of the satirist as someone au fail with Manuel's
attitudes and (we may reasonably add) his way of speaking and writing.
The satire's title is 'E7ii6ri|a.ia Md^api £v "AiSot). As with the
Timarion, neither classical kaiabasis nor Lucianic kataplous is used.
Epidemia is a well-chosen noun, given its Hippocratic sense of rampant
disease and the classical and patristic meanings of imperial and divine
advent and presence. It does not seem to feature in the title of any other
Byzantine Hadesfahrt. It is subtitled as a 7ce\)ai(; of dead men concerning
certain court officials; the last word in the Greek, a\)vavaaTp£(pop.ev(ov, is
repeated about a dozen times in the text, a reiteration that functions as a
kind of refrain.
The narrator is brought down to Hades before his time by a plague
raging in the capital, a mise-en-scene reminiscent of the Timarion. He
promptly meets Manuel Holobolus, a disgraced ex-imperial secretary, who
savagely recounts his rise and fall, including mention of accompanying
Manuel II on his famous mission for help to France and Britain. He has just
begun to abuse another deceased royal secretary, Padiates, when the latter
leaps out from a nearby myrtle bush and denounces them both. After a
violent altercation, Padiates bangs Holobolus on the head with a stick. In
response to the call for help, there rushes in Pepagomenos, a doctor said to
have been an adept poisoner. He, followed by a series of other loquacious
dead, engage Mazaris in mutually brutal conversation and tirades about
rivals on earth, the corruption of justice, defalcations of the medical
profession, and immoral monks'^^ and nuns. Finally, Holobolus requests
'^^ K a source for these conirasls is needed, it is likely to be Aristophanes, Ran. 392-93.
*5 Ep. 9 (25-27 Dennis).
'*^ Dennis' translation.
^^ The author has a particular animus against the Xanthopoulon monastery—in this I agree
with the Buffalo editors (see their note on 20. 23) against Boissonade, Ellissen, and Tozer, who
took the allusion to be to the Xanlhopoulos family. Such criticism may comport a crack at the
emperor, whose spiritual father and testamentary executor was Macarius, a Xanlhopoulos
monk from c. 1397-1431; cf. Sphrantzes 15. 2, Dennis (above, note 14) 150 n. 6. This
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Mazaris to take to the upper world a message to the emperor's relative
Asan, advising him also to settle in the Peloponnese, where there are
prospects of a happy life.
Mazaris recurs there a year or so later, complaining to Holobolus in a
dream and a letter that things have not worked out. The epistle inventories
and denounces the seven ethnic groups of the Morea; it also lauds the
emperor for crushing a revolt on Thasos and building the Hexamilion.''*
In a further pair of documents, Holobolus ridicules the rich, highborn
doctor Nicephorus Ducas Palaeologus Malaces, who has had to exchange
the comforts of the capital for Peloponnesian misery. Malaces retorts that
his stay there is enforced but temporary, and he prefers to hang on rather
than go down to Hades.
The Buffalo editors (xiii) regard this exchange as "rather puzzling. Its
only purpose seems to be to poke fun at Malaces." But this in itself is
always sufficient purpose: Vilipending individuals is the author's greatest
love. The sequence also allows him to encapsulate this penchant for
mocking medicals and denouncing (to adapt a pun of his) the mores of the
Morea. One might further surmise some personal grudge against Malaces.
Allusions to buried gold, Malaces' preparations of special medicines
(poisons?), and profits made out of hospitals and officialdom (92. 19-24) all
smack of malice or contemporary scandal.'*^
Some modem disquiet has been voiced^^ at the Mazaris' format with its
various pieces. But there is a very obvious model for this, namely the
Saturnalia of Lucian, whose comic gallimaufrey encompasses a principal
dialogue postluded by five letters: six related items, precisely as in the
Mazaris.
Half a century or so earlier, the Saturnalia had been a marked influence
on the Dialogue Between the Rich and the Poor by Alexius Macrembolites,
who also tried in an essay to invest the Lucianic Asinus with Christian
allegorical meaning, an enterprise doomed to failure. ^^ Now, the Asinus is
Macarius was Jewish; a Jew is attacked by the Mazaris (20. 27; cf. 78. 26) as the arch-swindler
of the Xanlhopoulos crooks. A secondary pun could refer to Manuel's appearance, since other
contemporary texts (cf. Barker [above, note 13) 396-400) describe him as ^cvGoq and noA.i6(;.
^^ As earlier seen, this section complements and is complemented by Manuel's own
accounts, esp. Ep. 68. Other sources confirm their picture, e.g. 1. Zamputi and L. Malltezi,
Dokumente per Historine e Shqiperise te Shek. XV I (Tirana 1987) no. 303 (provenance
Ragusa, from the Venetian State Archives), in which a ship is commandeered for the High
Constable of Shkodra apropos of Manuel's request for transport to the Morea to ascertain the
local Slate of affairs and to sohcit the views of Vlach, Albanian, Slav, and other local leaders to
whom he had sent his envoys.
Malaces is included in a brief and confused notice in D. I. Polemis, The Doukai (London
1968) 142, a standard work oddly unmentioned by the Buffalo editors.
By, e.g., Tozcr (above, note 8) 261 ; his criticisms of its disjointed nature are groundless.
^' For a text and translation of the dialogue and all pertinent information about its author,
see I. SevCenko, "Alcxios Makremboliles and his 'Dialogue on the Rich and Poor'," ZRVI 6
(1980) 187-228, repr. in Society and IrUellectual Life in Late Byzantium (London 1981).
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dragged into the Mazaris (38. 15) by title to make a pun on a victim,
Alousianos. The author, then, is alert to recent trends.^^ similarly with his
attack (26. 25) on the "evil" Angelus family; some anonymous thirteenth-
century political verses condemn this clan as entirely voGov Kal
The Buffalo editors. Barker, and Dennis between them cover all the
characters. By inadvertence or design, many of them are omitted from the
ODB, including Holobolus, who is attested elsewhere.^'* I subjoin two
improvements of detail. The deceased Pepagomenos (34. 26) cannot be the
homonymous doctor who was with Manuel in the Morea in 1415-1416,
since he was still writing in 1433.^^ Nor is Gemistus Plethon likely to be
one of the judges punningly mentioned at 18. 31, for he had been exiled c.
1410 to Mistra, where he stayed until his death. Gemistus was not a
common name, but one contemporary bearer of it is the addressee (perhaps
a monk) of the seventh letter of Theodore Potamius.
This last also shows how the Mazaris enriches our knowledge of its
period. Theodore Potamius is a denizen of Hades (44. 7-10), thus giving a
terminus post quern non for his death. He is passed over by Boissonade and
Ellissen, and does not make the ODB.^^ Since the Buffalo edition came out,
his letters have been published by Dennis.^^ The Mazaris describes him as
an orator who specialised in invective. This quality is not conspicuous in
his letters, but Ep. 10 provides clear evidence that his rough humour and
philippics had made him many enemies.
The author's kaleidoscope of grotesques imbues the Byzantine, Latin,
and Arab worlds with a vividly raffish atmosphere. Various effects are
used, e.g. a tag from Aristophanes to describe the boudoir antics of an
unholy nun (20. 5-6, 50. 20-21), a unique jawbreaker (42. 8
7\)vaiKO(ppev6A.Tinxo(;) for a sex-maniac, or exotic words from French,
Italian, Turkish—even perhaps English. The rumpless Kassianos, the
cuckold Malacenus, Machetaris of the lead-and-copper complexion,^^
Pegonites the sodomite, and Klaudiotes the soupasis^^ of pigs are but a few
of the jostling crowd.
Mostly, they are "walk-ons." But some are developed to effect. Take
Andronicus the myrtaites, an obscure late Byzantine official, very rarely
*^ As will be seen, Lucian's influence is considerably greater than this.
^' See on this Polemis (above, note 49) 13 n. 2.
^* As a correspondent of Joseph Bryennius; cf. Buffalo edition xvi.
" See the ODD notice of him (III 1627) by R. J. Macrides. also the preceding one on the
family at large by A. Kazhdan; the Mazaris is mentioned in neither.
^^ Hunger (above, note 22) I 140 mentions only a monody by Potamius, and neglects the
Mazaris reference.
^^ Cf. note 15 above.
^^ The author's descriptive compound, n.oA,iP6oxaA.K6xpcoo(; (36. 29), is in no dictionary:
Did he know that lead was a whore's cosmetic in classical Athens?
^' This Turkish official's title is surely chosen to play on Homeric avc,, making him not just
the man in charge of pigs but the pig of pigs.
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seen in literary texts. He is invoked three times^° (10. 14-15, 26. 3, 26. 28-
29), always by a different character, always for a "sound bite" expressed in
colloquial or punning Greek. This Andronicus had clearly been a quotable
wag at court. Then there is the old statesman and lecher Antiochus,
"hurrying from the shithouse as though from a boudoir"—a memorable
image (40. 28-29). Dennis^' equates him with the homonymous old man
gibed at by Manuel {Ep. 44) for being so dozy that he would nod off on
horseback. Whore's back is more the satirist's impression, but the
consonance between Manuel and the Mazaris is again striking.
This Hades has the pagan judges Minos, Aeacus, and Rhadamanthys (6.
3, 58. 1), and several gUmpses of Cerberus, also (unlike the Timarion) of
Charon. Prayers to the Almighty and obtruded mentions of the Last Trump
boost Christianity amidst the infernal jumble. Unlike the Timarion, there
are no great heroes or villains from the classical past, no Byzantine
emperors or sympathetic characters; and nobody is being tried or
punished.^^
In a comparison disadvantageous to the Mazaris and Timarion,
Sevcenko^^ wrote: "Both the West and the East inherited the motif of a
mortal's descent to limbo from the apocryphal gospels, in the West, the
utilization of the motif led to Dante's Divine Comedy . . ." He is obviously
right in saying that there is no Byzantine Dante.^ Still, apart from the "big
two," literary descents are quite pervasive in late Byzantine writing, e.g. the
Apocalypse of Anastasia,^^ an anonymous Lucianic dialogue of the dead,^^
and later still the Apokopos of Bergadis and the Dirge on the Bitterness and
Insatiability ofHades by John Pikatoros.^"^
Byzantine Hadesfahrten had a pagan tradition too. It stretches back to
Odyssey 11. Some parody of this is no doubt intended in the scenes
between Mazaris and his enquiring interlocutors, whilst Malaces' preference
for earthly misery over life in Hades smacks of Achilles' famous preference
for the same.
Although excluded by the Buffalo editors from their formal inventory
of debts to Aristophanes {Clouds and Plutus dominate the register), the
Frogs is a palpable influence both in details (e.g. cripples and myrtle
bushes) and the general mise-en-scene—Hades, the encounters, the quarrels,
^° Not twice, and not for wise statements, as in the ODB notice (II 1448) of the myrlaites.
^' Dennis (above, note 14) Iv.
^2 Cf. J. Le Goff. The Birlh ofPurgatory (Chicago 1984).
*^ Three Byzantine Literatures (Brookline, MA 1985) 3.
^ For points of comparison and contrast between Dante and the Timarion, cf. Baldwin's
translation of the latter (above, note 12) 18-20, 22-23, and passim.
^^ Salient points in the ODB notice (I 86) by Imischer and Kazhdan.
^^ Cf. Hunger (above, note 22) II 155, for synopsis and bibliography.
^' On these, see, e.g., L. Polilis, A History of Modern Greek Literature (Oxford 1973) 41-
42.
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the finales. To the author, Aristophanes is simply "The Comic Poet," as he
is to Manuel.^*
Lucian is naturally the most predictable inspiration. Descent to and
return from Hades is a motif of his Philopseudes. The Mazaris owes him a
good number of precise debts not acknowledged in the Buffalo edition.^'
Others are a matter of opinion. The whip-marked and mark-free arrivals in
Hades (6. 1 1-13) are traced by the Buffalo editors to Plato, Gorgias 524d7-
25a4, but Lucian, Cataplus 24 is at least an equally likely source. This
comports a generally important point. It is frequently unclear just where a
tag comes from in a Byzantine author. For pertinent instance, when
Manuel, Ep. 38 (103. 14 Dennis), quotes the aphorism "our treasures are
ashes," Dennis derives it from the paroemiographer Zenobius, whereas
Barker"^^ traces it to Lucian, Zeuxis 2.
"Mazaris' diversity of language is somewhat bizarre. In addition to
numerous quotations from classical authors and from the Scriptures and an
extravagant use of poetic and comic vocabulary, we find such distinctly
modern elements as mediaeval terms as well as words and names of
Western or Turkish origin." Thus the Buffalo editors (vii), justifying their
low opinion of the Mazaris' literary merits. Tozer^' had taken the same
tack, also dubbing the stylistic melange bizarre. In fact, what is odd is this
modem reaction. A medley of pagan and Christian sources is commonplace
in educated Byzantine writing. We see it, for relevant example, in Manuel's
letters. In Hunger's words,^-^ "the mixture of pagan and Christian
quotations was a pattern that was popular with many writers and can be
traced back even to Clement of Alexandria."
As to the foreign words that stud the Mazaris, Tozer and company
forget that some of the offending Latinisms had been established many
centuries earlier in patristic Greck.^^ Nor is the satirist unique in sprinkling
loan words from elsewhere over his prose. Manuel sometimes did it, so did
Anna Comnena and many other late Byzantine writers in various genres.'''*
And they deserve praise for such linguistic reality. It is the hyperatticism of
a Tozer that is reprehensible. Our author lived at a time when French and
Italian were strong influences on contemporary Greek, especially in the
Morea, a time when, e.g., "monsieur" had entered the vernacular as jiioip.^^
^^ Ep. 19 (59. 32 Dennis), where bolh share a reference lo Chremylus' change of fortune in
Ihe Plulus.
^^ See, e.g., Necyomant. 1,6, 11, 20, 22 for some patent similarities.
"^ Barker (above, note 13) 179; cf. 309.
'I Tozer (above, note 8) 264-68.
'^"On the Imitation (Mimesis) of Antiquity," DOP 23-24 (1969-70) 30.
^^ E.g. SofieoTiKoq, 8po\)77dpiO(;, KaPaXXapioq; cf. Lampe for details.
''* For convenient lists of examples, cf. R. Browning, Medieval and Modern Greek (London
1969) 89-90, not using the Mazaris.
Detailed accounts in Browning (previous note), also H. and R. Kahane, "The Western
Impact on Byzantium: The Linguistic Evidence," DOP 36 (1982) 127-53.
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As to more outre items such as "sir" and (if the text is right)''^ "fox,"
English words in Greek are plausible enough in the aftermath of Manuel's
visit to England. Moreover, the alternative to such foreign seasonings
would be prolix circumlocution in the manner of classicising historians of
late antiquity. The Mazaris is heir to the generous linguistic spirit of
Tzetzes' little poem'^'' written to show off his phrasebook acquaintance with
Latin and other tongues. He may not have really known much of these
languages; it is the boast that counts.
Contemporary idiom and interest enliven many of the author's stale
satirical themes. Greek writers had been grumbling about injustice and
corruption ever since Hesiod. But it was a markedly popular topic in late
Byzantine literature. Apart from, e.g., the Opsarologos and Porikologos,
scathing criticism of the court was voiced by Grigorij Camblak, doubly
significant in that he was metropolitan of Kiev from 1415-1419, hence
coeval with the Mazaris, in which a collateral family member, Alexius
Tzamblakon Caballarius, is vilified (10. 31-32). There is also novelty in
Holobolus' onomastic mockery (18. 29-32) of the four kritai katholikoi,
nicely harmonised with his own four misadventures. Again, nothing could
be older hat than satirising the medical profession, but the author achieves a
certain impact by applying to it the distinctively Homeric term
PpoTo?ioiy6(;, one that may comport some obscenity.^^
Tozer is also hard on the Mazaris for its "farfetched expressions" and
polysyllabic vocabulary, especially its jawbreaking abusiveness. Chacun a
son gout, but, again, there is nothing novel about this in Byzantine writing,
and not just comic writing."^^ A fair number of words in the Mazaris either
elude all modern dictionaries or are registered as unique or very rare.
Examples include dpapPapiaxi, dvai|icoTi, dpTiaicTiKcoq, dao^oiKicJiC,
5ianop0|j.et)q, 5poKaKi^o)xai, KXevj/ia, veKpeyepToq, o-upeoixpocpoq,
(pov))j.{^co, xa\xaiXzovxiK6c„ xe^^pa^Yo^oSdypa, \|/e\)5oe-uXdp£ia.
A bit of detail will demolish Tozer. He brands as farfetched
expressions apxiQ'dxr[c, for the Patriarch (2. 7) and niGxiv xa)iai^eovTiKTiv
(70. 22-23) for "untrustworthy allegiance." Now, dpxiOiJxric; is a very rare
word, not in LSJ or Lampe, and only once elsewhere according to
Stephanus. We have it in the Mazaris' opening, applied to Eulhymius II for
his prayers to God to change the plague into a less lethal quinsy. The
Buffalo editors observe that the canon by Mark Eugenicus in Euthymius'
'^ Boissonade conjectured cpcop, scouted by the Buffalo editors as "too easy a solution."
'"^ Published by Hunger in fiZ 46 (1953) 303-07.
'^ Eustaihius (p. 518. 41) considers that in Aristophanes the word may have connoted a
fellator. In AP 5. 180 it is applied to Eros. We may loosely compare Karl Marx' favourite
image in Das Kapilal of Capiul as vampire.
^^See, e.g., L. Garland, "'And his bald head shone like a full moon . . .': An Appreciation of
the Byzantine Sense of Humour as Recorded in Historical Sources of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Centuries," Parergon 8 (1990) 1-32; for English similarities, cf. G. Hughes, Swearing: A
Social History ofFoul Language, Oaths and Profanity in English (Oxford 1991).
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honour*^ does not commemorate this event. The point is surely that the
author is here being humorous at the Patriarch's expense. Moreover, though
not in this plague context, this canon does apostrophise Euthymius to the
effect that eipr|viKd<; xe Q-ooiac, zQvzc, xac, dvaiiJ-dKrovx;. It also has the
expression EOTeaxcojieva 7iip.eA.fi xr[c, Tiioxeox;, quite in tune with the one
objected to by Tozer. The canon's very first words, tcov eyKcop-icov t\
\iEyioxr\ QaXaaoa, offer a specimen of overheated prose consonant with the
Mazaris' punning allusion to the rivers of Potamius' rhetoric. Either the
author is taking off this kind of thing or he is conforming to contemporary
norms of style.
This canon also combines personal abuse with a derisive pun (touc;
7co^x)Kiv6t)vo\)(; 'Akw6{)vo\) tov A.Tipo'o KaKocppovaq) on the victim's
name. An important point, because it is the Mazaris' addiction to elaborate
paronomasia that has earned it much modem condemnation. As George
Eliot remarked, "a difference of taste in jokes is a great strain upon the
affections." Puns tend to attract strong reactions. I myself like them,
though will admit that there are too many of the same sort.^'
Nowadays, many will be offended by the author's racial humour, but I
doubt this is really very harmful; after all, ethnic jokes are often invented
and cracked by their victims. Those upset by slapstick humour and cartoon
violence will not relish such episodes as Padiates smashing Holobolus on
the head. Still, funny or not, these things do happen,^^ hence may be
deemed realistic. As Will Rogers put it, "everything can be funny as long
as it happens to someone else." Vulgar abuse of women is now pretty well
outlawed in "correct" circles, but it was ubiquitous in classical and
Byzantine writing (not just humour) and has always been a fact of life. The
following real example*^ is on a par with what the Mazaris alleges against
the randy nun who captivated Holobolus: "Everyone shouts aloud, 'Tosi is
a whore, she failed in her duty, she got drunk, she had herself fucked all
night by her new lover'."
Joices on sex are often puerile. The Mazaris is no exception with its
poor pun on o\)vo\)o{a (28. 20-21).^'' But the previously cited description
of Antiochus and the merry details of his prodigal and promiscuous vinmer
*° Published by E. Legrand, REG 5 (1892) 420-26.
^' Jusl as the author has a tin ear for other kinds of repetition, e.g. of such linking phrases as
dx; e'(p8Tiv eincov (2. 13, 4. 22, 6. 4, 8. 26 etc.). In contrast, the style is effectively adorned by,
e.g., the occasional use of the dual (24. 28).
^^Take, e.g., this example from J. Rosselli, Singers ofItalian Opera (Cambridge 1993), via
R. Parker's review in TLS (May 7, 1993): "He (sc. a dismissed singer) lurked behind a pillar
and hit the conductor a mighty blow on the head with a slick; luckily a bowler hat muffled the
blow."
*' Also from Parker's review of Rosselli (previous note).
^^ The best comment on which may be this reminiscence from the London Sunday
Telegraph (May 23, 1993): "The chaplain gave the traditional Grace, 'Lord bless our
intercourse.' In those literate days, nobody in the kirk thought it worth a snigger."
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lady friend who lived by the Gate of St. Romanos (42. 10-13) show how
much better he can do.
The author's humour can often be scholarly and subtle whilst keeping
in contemporary touch. He has a few sequences on food, a prime item
amidst the Realia of Byzantine satire and epistolography.*^ Holobolus
advises Mazaris (8. 8-11) to feed off the meat and olives of the Morea,
along with bread and nectar (a nice collocation of the diets of poor men and
the gods), ham, and what the Buffalo editors render as "a very special
soup." The author's term for it is actually "Panathenaic," a seemingly
unique description but one earning no comment from editors. We are
clearly expected to remember ancient Spartan black broth. The humour
may reside partly in geographical incongruity, partly in classical lore.^^
And, when we recall that a noble family of late Byzantium associated with
this district was called Maurozomes,^'' some personal allusion might also be
divined.
No doubt there are any number of recondite items which the modem
reader is doomed to miss. This paper does not claim to be the last word on
everything. But enough has been said to show that, judged on its own
literary and contemporary Byzantine terms, the Mazaris becomes far more
comprehensible and therefore far more enjoyable.
University of Calgary
^^ Cf. A. Karpozelos. "Realia in Byzantine Epislolography X-Xnc." BZ 11 (1984) 20-37.
^^ See Alhenaeus 688f and Pliny, NH 13. 6, for Panalhenaic perfume; the former also
alludes to Panathenaic amphorae (199d) and bowls (495a).
^' See the ODB notice (H 1319-20) by Kazhdan.
I am grateful for the opportunity to offer this token of appreciation to Miroslav Marcovich,
an inexhaustible source of inspiration and learning for Byzantinists, a veritable—to use a
phrase the Byzantines liked—^living library.
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Nuda Veritas:
William Abbott Oldfather on Classics at Columbia^
WILLIAM M. CALDER III
I. The Document
The document consists of six typed pages of Columbia University,
Department of Greek and Latin stationery with occasional handwritten
corrections and additions. On the first page is written "Columbia Univ" in
Oldfather' s hand. The original is among the Oldfather papers at the
University of Illinois. My doctoral student, Mr. Michael Armstrong, while
composing a life and a full bibliography of Oldfather came upon it. The
date is most easily early April 1938. Oldfather was guest professor at
Columbia spring semester 1938. He had been invited 6 February 1937 by
President Nicholas Murray Butler "to come to Columbia as visiting
professor for the year 1937-38." The salary would be $7500.^ Because
Oldfather had already agreed to be "Visiting Professor at the American
School of Classical Studies in Athens during the first semester of 1937-
1938"^ he was able to accept only for the spring semester. He accepted on
11 March 1937 "at a stipend of $3,750, together with an allowance for
travelling expenses of SISO.""* Clinton W. Keyes became executive officer
of the Department of Greek and Latin on 1 July 1937, succeeding Clarence
' This paper was delivered as a public lecture at Columbia University on 21 February 1992.
I am grateful for the animated discussion that followed. The paper has been much improved by
the late Mrs. Moses Hadas, Dr. Donna W. Hurley, D. J. Kramer, Professors Charles Rowan
Beye, Ward W. Briggs, Jr., Dirk Obbink, David Sider, Seth Schein, Laura M. Slatkin, and John
Vaio. Most of all I am indebted to my student. Dr. Michael Armstrong (Kalamazoo College).
I cite him throughout within. I have not entirely obliterated the style of oral presentation.
^Nicholas Murray BuUer to William A. Oldfather, 6 February 1937, William A. Oldfather
Papers, 1904-1945, Record Series 15/6/20, Box 2, University of Dlinois Archives. All
subsequent citations of unpublished documents are from this collection. 1 am grateful to the
Director of the Archives for penmission to publish the documents they hold.
' Oldfather to Butler 11 February 1937. This is confinmed at L. E. Lord, A History of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens 1882-1942: An Intercollegiate Project
(Cambridge, MA 1947) 360.
^ Oldfather to Buder (1 1 March 1937).
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Young, who retired. Kurt von Fritz and Gilbert Highet were both appointed
as visitors for the full year.
The document is not a letter but an aide-memoire, presumably
composed by Oldfather for use at a conference. Its origin can be
reconstructed. In his original invitation Butler wrote:^ "We are carefully
studying the future of this department and hope to be able to work out a plan
that will preserve the distinction that Columbia has long held in this field.
Such a study cannot be made hurriedly if the recommendations and
decisions are to be wise." In a letter dated 714 Philosophy Hall, April 2nd
1938 to Frank D. Fackenthal, Secretary of the University, Oldfather writes:
From the general phrasing of President Butler's letter of last spring,
though not indeed from any specific statement in it, I gathered the
impression that it might be part of my duties while here to prepare myself
to make an informal report to some appropriate officer of the Uiuversity
upon the organization and personnel of the Department of Classics.
Now I do not at all wish to do this, for it is an awkward and
unpleasant thing to engage in, but if the making of some kind of comment
is really a service that I am expected to render I am willing to see the thing
through.
Fackenthal replied on 4 April 1938:
I have your letter of April 2 and am sure the President will understand
your attitude as to reporting on the Department of Greek and Latin and
will be glad to excuse you from doing so.
What seems to have happened is that Oldfather correctly surmised that
Butler desired him to inform on the Department in which he was a guest.
Oldfather drew up ca. 2 April 1938, that is after he had been there two
months, his candid opinion but demurred from communicating his views to
the administration. Butler, or at least Fackenthal, let him off the hook.
Oldfather preserved the document among his papers. It is first made public
here.
There is further information to confirm this. We know that 1937 was a
watershed for classics at Columbia. Charles Knapp died that year and three
of the old guard retired: Clarence Young, Frank Gardner Moore, and Nelson
McCrea. Moses Hadas writes in his history of the department:^ "A
University committee was appointed to plan the reorganisation of the
^ See previous nole.
^ See M. Hadas, "The Department of Greek and Latin," in anonymous, A History of the
Faculty of Philosophy Columbia University New York (New York 1957) 174-82; here 181. I
owe the reference to Professors Roger S. Bagnall and Ward W. Briggs, Jr. For the general
background of American university reform there are two excellent books: R. J. Slorr, The
Beginnings ofGraduate Education in America (Chicago 1953; repr. New York 1969) and L. R.
Veysey, The Emergence of the American University (Chicago/London 1965). They both
underplay the contribution of classicists.
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Department." A working hypothesis is that the Committee wanted
Oldfather to present his views. This manuscript then would be what he
would have taken with him to the meeting,
I invited two distinguished senior scholars, present at Columbia in the
thirties, and each still fully compos mentis to control Oldfather's
evaluations. Professor Meyer Reinhold (b. 23 August 1909), whose famous
Columbia dissertation, Marcus Agrippa: A Biography (1933) is still
authoritative, declined. He wrote (15 October 1991), of what he knows,
"Some of it I shrank from, some of it I have swept under my memory rug."
Fred W. Householder, Jr. (b. 1 February 1913), M.A. Columbia 1934, Ph.D.
1941 and lecturer in classics at Columbia 1938-46, now emeritus professor
at Indiana, wrote a seven-page response of great value which with his
permission {per litteras 16 June 1991) I shall cite throughout. His
Columbia dissertation, written under LaRue Van Hook was the famous one:
Literary Quotation and Allusion in Lucian (King's Crown Press, 1941).
Because I am not a village pastor, 1 shall not deliver moral judgments on
Oldfather nor shall I speculate on whether his judgment was impaired for
some unattested personal reason. There exists no evidence that it was.
II. Who Was Oldfather?
•
Historians of American classics attribute the origin of scientific philology in
this country to three great German-trained men: B. L. Gildersleeve (1831-
1924), Paul Shorey (1857-1934), and William Abbott Oldfather (1880-
1945)."^ Together iJiey directed the dissertations of 170 American scholars.
There were several women but not a single obvious Jew among them. The
one surviving is Revilo P. Oliver. These scholars held leading positions in
US classics for some 100 years and shaped the discipline. Hopkins and
Chicago, where Gildersleeve and Shorey taught, were late foundations
purposely modeled on Prussian research universities rather than on English
boys' finishing schools.^ Oldfather turned Illinois into a third Prussian
university. Many American scholars today, myself for example, are their
grandstudents. Both my dissertation directors were taught by Shorey. Let
us look more closely for a moment at Oldfather. I have used in what I shall
say the biographies of Professor Buckler and Dr. Armstrong as well as the
' See W. M. Calder HI, "Die Geschichle der klassischen Philologie in den Vereiniglen
Slaalen," Jahrbuchfur Amerikasludien 1 1 (1966) 213-40 = Studies in the Modern History of
Classical Scholarship, AnUqua 27 (Naples 1984) 15^2, 301-04. Gildersleeve had 67 doctoral
students, Shorey 57, and Oldfather 46.
* See W. H. McNeill, Hulchins' University: A Memoir of the University of Chicago, 1929-
1950 (Chicago 1992) and H. Hawkins, Pioneer: A History of the Johns Hopkins University,
1874-1889 athaca 1960).
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latter's bibliography of Oldfalher's works, which I hope will soon introduce
a volume of selected Kleine Schriften.^
Oldfather was born in what today is Iran on 23 October 1880. His
parents were both Presbyterian missionaries. He remained a Presbyterian
and a deeply religious man all his life.^° This accounted for his strong
moral convictions. He was a descendant of Daniel Boone on his mother's
side and he was of Silesian origin (Altvater) on his father's. His nephew
was Edwin O. Reischauer, American ambassador to Japan. I have called
him "German Scholar in America."^ ^ He took a B.A. from Harvard in 1901
and an M.A. in 1902. He studied there under the grammarians William
Watson Goodwin (1831-1912), Charles Burton Gulick (1868-1962), and H.
Weir Smyth (1857-1937). From 1903 to 1906 he was instructor in Classics
at Northwestern in Evanston (Illinois). He used his free time to become
bilingual in German and to familiarize himself with German scholarship. In
1906 he matriculated at the University of Munich, receiving the doctorate in
1908. Armstrong has rightly called the German years "the central formative
experience of his life." One recalls Gildersleeve. He heard the Hellenist
and biographer of Nietzsche's friend, Erwin Rohde, Otto Crusius (1857-
1918),i2 ihe Latin text critic, Friedrich Vollmer (1867-1923), '^ ^h^ ancient
historian and socialist, Robert von Pohlmann (1852-19 14), i"* and the great
an historian and father of the conductor, Adolf Furtwangler (1853-1907).'^
Like Gildersleeve, he remained a Germanophile throughout his life. This
has caused Americans to call him a closet Nazi. The fact is that Pohlmann
^ See J. Buckler, "William Abbolt Oldfather," in Classical Scholarship: A Biographical
Encyclopedia, ed. by W. W. Briggs, Jr. and W. M. Calder m (New York/London 1990) 346-
52 (with valuable selected bibliography). He begins his life with the words (346): "There was
nothing simple about William Abbott Oldfather." See loo M. Armstrong, "A German Scholar
and Socialist in lUinois: The Career of Wilham Abbott Oldfather," CJ 88 (1993) 235-53. The
published account that best captures Oldfather the man is C. A. F[orbes], "William Abbott
Oldfather 1880-1945," Cy 41 (1945) 9-11. I am grateful to Professor Forbes for a copy.
'° The opus classicum is: W. A. Oldfather, Is Religion Essential to Every Adequate
Philosophy of Living? (Young Men's Christian Association, Urbana, Illinois 1930), pp. 37. A
second sUghlly revised edition appeared in 1934 published by the Young Men's Christian
Association of the University of California.
11 CW 74 (1980-1981) 249 = Studies (above, note 7) 1 1. Cf. Buckler (above, note 9) 346:
".
. . his efforts to introduce German principles of higher education influenced not only his own
University of Illinois but also the general development of modem American education."
i^See W. M. Calder III and A. KoSenina, Berufungspolilik innerhalb der
Altertumswissenschaft im wilhelminischen Preujien: Die Briefe Ulrich von Wilamowilz-
Moellendorffs an Friedrich Althoff (1883-1908) (Frankfurt/Main 1989) 67-71, with hterature
there cited. The authoritative biography is W. Biihler, "De Oltonis Crusii vita et studiis
paroemiographicis," in Zenobii Alhoi proverbia I (Gotlingen 1987) 327—43.
13 See H. Rubenbauer, BiogJahr 202 (1924; publ. 1925) 68-103. He concentrated on the
editing of Latin poetry.
l"* See K. Christ, "Robert von Pohlmann (1852-1914)," Von Gibbon zu Rostovlzeff: Leben
und WerkfUhrender Althistoriker der Neuzeil (Damistadt 1979) 201-47.
1^ See Andreas E. Furtwangler, "Adolf Furtwangler," in Briggs and Calder (above, note 9)
84-92.
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converted him to socialism and his early political writings might have cost
him his career in the McCarthy period. Some of these will be published in
his Kleine Schriften. They differ considerably from Gildersleeve's Civil
War editorials. His dissertation was modeled on Karl Otfried Muller's
Aegina. It was entitled Lokrika and had been suggested by Smyth but was
directed by Crusius. An expanded version later became the great Pauly-
Wissowa article.'^ The dissertation exemplified the Totalitdtsideal, with
Oldfather employing all sorts of available evidence, epigraphical,
philological, archaeological, numismatic, and topographical. Because of
what he says of epigraphy, one should recall that he was an expert at the
editing of Greek dialectal inscriptions. The article was later praised by
Wilamowitz, who normally had only contempt for P-W articles and people
who wrote them.^''
In 1908 Oldfather returned to Northwestern, but in 1909 went to Illinois
to become czar of Classics there. He became full professor in 1915 and
Head of the Department, i.e., supremus inter inferiores, in 1926 until his
death by accidental drowning in 1945. This is no place to list his
publications. Armstrong's bibliography includes 252 items and omits the
some 500 articles in P-W. No American approaches this. In my own
library I have his Loeb of Aeneas Tacticus and the military writers, his great
two-volume Loeb Epictetus with the two-volume bibliography to Epictetus,
his indices verborum to Seneca Tragicus, Apuleius, and the rhetorical works
of Cicero. Oldfather wrote books that last. He held that no one had the
bona fides to write about ancient literature or thought until he had published
at least one critical index verborum and a critical text "from the ground
up" of one Latin and of one Greek author. Oldfather sensibly preferred
authors off the beaten track because there were not so many manuscripts
and there still was a lot to be done with the text.
He wrote much else, often articles of great brilliance, like his famous
one arguing that Socrates was silent on trial.' ^ He seems the first to have
taught ancient athletics.'^ His lectures survive. He was Salher Professor^o
in spring 1934 and spoke on "The Decline of Culture within the Roman
Empire." In 1938, the year of his guest-professorship at Columbia, he was
'^/?£Xin.l (1926) 1135-1288. For the dissertation, see P/w/o/ogw.y 67 (1908) 412-72. For
aulhorilalive recent criticism, see E. Badian, From Plalaea to Polidaea (Baltimore 1993) 164-
65.
'^ See W. M. Calder III, "Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff to William Abbott
Oldfather: Three UnpubUshed Letters," CJ 72 (1976-77) 115-27, here 123 ^ Antiqua 23
(Naples 1983) 243-55, 308-09.
'^
"Socrates in Court," CW 31 (1937-38) 203-11. Oldfather's thesis was accepted by
Sterling Dow and long presented as truth to Harvard undergraduates in Greek History.
^' See D. Sansone, Greek Athletics and the Genesis of Sport (Berkeley 1988) xiii-xiv.
^ See S. Dow, Fifty Years of Sathers: The Sather Professorship of Classical Literature in
the University of California, Berkeley 191314-196314 (Berkeley/Los Angeles 1965) 62 (1933-
34).
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president of the American Philological Association and delivered the
presidential address on "Some Ancient Thoughts on Progress and
Decadence." An extensive summary of the address was published in the
New York Times of 29 December 1938. He asserted there that "gross
maldistribution of wealth" had brought about the collapse of ancient
civilization—a vestige of Pohlmann. He drew parallels to the decadence of
modem culture. The address received wide press coverage and Oldfather
writes a friend: ". . . but it is frightful the way I have lost caste with my
fellow classicists by saying anything that the 'public prints' could be
interested in."^' He held a number of administrative posts within the
University of Illinois and, as I have already observed, had time to direct 46
dissertations. 22 At his unexpected death eleven large projects were left
unfinished. His active participation in American classics on the national
scale is clear in his over 30 years' correspondence with A. S. Pease,
preserved at The Houghton Library, Harvard. He was an eloquent speaker,
an outstanding athlete, and a man of charismatic personality. His students
called him "der Herr." This was the man who in 1937-38 was invited to be
guest professor at Columbia and whose opinion of the Department, with
suggestions on what to do, was elicited.
The aide-memoire begins with an evaluation of departmental members.
First is the Jay Professor, followed by others in the Department in
alphabetical order and ending with those affiliated with classics but in other
departments. He continues with suggestions for further appointments and
some general suggestions for improvement. The uncensored text follows. I
have documented Oldfather's comments with the remarks of Professor
Householder and some exegetical scholia of my own. What he says is of
interest not only for Columbia but because it reveals the opinion of
America's leading classical scholar on what a good department should be.
III. The Text
Van Hook.23 Once competent, gone lazy & superficial, popular in the bad
sense, and now merely having a good time. A distinctly 2nd rate^'* man
holding the titular professorship in a first class institution.
^' Letter to Carl Stephens. 20 January 1939, Oldfather Papers. University of Illinois
Archives, s.v. Stephens. I owe the reference to Michael Anmstrong.
^^ See S. N. Griffiths. "Doctoral Dissertations Completed at the University of Illinois under
William Abbott Oldfather." CJ 74 (1978-79) 149-53. In this context one should consult W. A.
Oldfather. "The Character of the Training and of the Thesis for the Degree of Doctor of
PhUosophy in the Qassics," CJ 26 (1930-31) 580-88 and "The Dissertation." CW 32 (1938-
39)231-33.
^^ E. B. Harrison, who took courses from LaRue Van Hook (1877-1953) several years later
remarks: "Probably fair." Householder observes: "1 agree pretty much with what Oldfather
says. A nice guy. but not terribly bright." He is remembered today for his Loeb Isocrates
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W. L. Carr.25 Breezy and energetic; talks pedagese and probably thinks
it, too; working hard for the cause, but is a small man personally with cheap,
poor taste, and pathetically incompetent to represent, or even to understand,
the high cultural values with which it is his task to deal. Should certainly be
made a member of the University Department of Classics and subjected to
the control of colleagues who are also scholars.
Edith Clafflin [sid]?^ Not particularly productive; a weak personality.
M. Hadas.2^ Cheerful and open-minded; apt to be fanciful;
unnecessarily ingratiating; has neither the bearing nor the personality of a
university professor; but has a good mind, if only he would use it seriously.
G. A. Highet.^ Brash, wise-cracking, garrulous, full of endless funny
stories told in a smart-alec fashion; has never done anything of any
volume. Oldfather at the time was living in Van Hook's New York apartment (39 Claremont
Avenue). See New York Times (7 September 1953) 19.
^ Oldfather first wrote "third" and then crossed it out replacing it with "2nd."
^ Wilbert Lester Carr (1875-1974) never took a doctorate although a feUow in Latin at the
University of Chicago (1902-06). He was professor of Latin at Teachers College (Columbia)
1930-42. He was president of the American Qassical League (1931-37) and began in 1938
his long associate editorship of Classical Outlook. He edited or revised numerous
schoolbooks. In short he successfully devoted his life to encouraging Latin in the schools. He
never existed for scholarship. On 18 June 1937 he wrote a friendly letter to Oldfathar briefly in
New York before saiUng for Europe.
^ For Edith Frances Claflin (1876-1953), see School and Society 77 No. 1995 (14 March
1953) and B. Bloch. "Edith Frances Claflin." Language 29 (1953) 219-20. She had taught
Greek at girls' schools and was lecturer in Greek and Latin at Barnard College (1936-45) and
special lecturer since 1945 at Columbia. E. B. Harrison observes that she taught C.U.
Extension, later General Studies. She did not exist for scholarship.
^' For Moses Hadas (1900-1966), see W. M. Calder III, Dictionary ofAmerican Biography,
Supplement Eight 1966-1970 (New York/London 1988) 235-37 and "Moses Hadas 1900-
1966," CO 69 (1991) 8-9. Oldfather's remark that Hadas was "unnecessarily ingratiating"
must be seen in context. Hadas was 38 years old. He had been kept an instructor for 13 years
and would not be made a member of the faculty until 1952. After James Loeb, Hadas is the
most blatant example of anlisemitism in American classics. How other than ingratiating could
he possibly behave toward the persoruficalion of the American Classical Establishment? For
the difficulties incurred by Hadas' Columbia friend and colleague in English, Lionel Trilling,
see S. Klingenslein, Jews in the American Academy 1900-1940: The Dynamics of Intellectual
Assimilation (New Haven/London 1991) 137-98, 232-40. The book is often superficial and
poorly informed but certainly worth reading. Mrs. Hadas recalls that when Trilling was
tenured he telephoned Moses Hadas to express the hope that his tenure would not adversely
affect Hadas' future. Householder observes: "Hadas. I would rate him a little higher than O.
did; he seemed to me to personify the virtues of a university professor. Of course he is also far
and away the most productive of the lot. He and his wife (his first wife; I also knew his second
wife, who had been a student in one of my classes) entertained us more than once, and we
visited him at his summer place in Vermont. I would rate him as the second brightest of the
lot."
^ For Gilbert Arthur Highet (1906-1978). see W. M. Calder IB, Gnomon 50 (1978) 430-
32; R. J. BaU (ed.). The Classical Papers of Gilbert Highet (New York 1983) 1-1 1; and T. A.
Suits. "Gilbert Highet." in Briggs and Calder (above, note 9) 183-91. Highet was 32 years old
at Columbia on a one-year appointment as Visiting Associate in Greek and Latin. Butler had
hired him on the recommendation of C. M. Bowra. who had been offered a post but declined.
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consequence, and never will; might perhaps succeed Carr, but is certainly
not of professorial caliber.
C. W. Keyes.^^ Shrewd but timid New England Yankee; amiable but
defeatist; without requisite qualities of leadership or enthusiasm<,> capable
of doing fair work, but has finished very little in 25 years; lacks drive,
inspiration, and willingness to accept responsibility; a fair second rate man,
but not an exponent of Classical Studies of whom everyone should be
proud. He is essentially a canny rustic who has quite surprised himself by
appearing to make good in a great metropolitan university, and is afraid of
being found out some day.
K. von Fritz.^° Learned but fanciful, writing too much, and without
adequate ihoughtfulness; exaggerating the importance of slight
Wilhin the year he was tenured as a full professor, although six years younger than Hadas.
Householder adds: "Here Oldfaiher was way off. Highet was indeed full of funny stories,
which he used to advantage in his lectures. And he did produce some work of consequence . .
.
And he had no particular interest in Carr's specialty, teaching future high-school Latin
teachers." Ball (4) writes: "When the Scotsman arrived at Columbia, he joined a faculty
including such senior scholars as Frank Gardner Moore, LaRue Van Hook, and Kurt von
Fritz." In fact Moore had retired. Van Hook was on sabbatical and not in New York. Von
Fritz was only six years older than Highet and like Highet and Oldfather a guest professor.
^^ Of Clinton Walker Keyes (1888-1943) Householder adds: "He was chainman when I was
hired, and was always friendly and helpful. He taught the Proseminar in things like editing,
papyrology, epigraphy, etc., and did it well. I learned a lot. When I went to work for
Westermann, I took over Keyes' edition and translation of the Columbia papyri. It was
completely finished, with six or seven interesting excursus on the arithmetic of the papyri and
other topics. When Oldfather wrote, K. already had a Loeb volume in print; not all Loeb
volumes are real works of scholarship but I think that Keyes' was and still is." Householder
refers to Cicero. De re publico, De legibus (Cambridge/London 1928 and later reprints).
Because Keyes is 50 years old and chairman, he is severely judged. See N. G. McCrea, CJ 39
(1943-44) 319-20.
^° For Kurt von Fritz (1900-1985), see In memoriam Kurt von Fritz 1900-1985:
Gedenkrede von Walther Ludwig mil einem von Gerhard Jdger zusammengestelllen
Schriftenverzeichnis (Munich 1986) and E. Vogt, Jahrbuch der Bayerischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften 1987 (Munich 1988) 247-53. Ludwig (9) attributes without citing evidence
the suggesuon for von Fritz' Columbia appointment to Margarete Bieber. Householder
observes: "I have no idea why Oldfather is so negative about von Fritz; I think he was
undoubtedly the best classicist at Columbia, and the best scholar. I admired him very much . . .
Perhaps I should be angry at him because, when I received an offer more than doubling my
salary (from Allegheny College) he just wished me luck, but I suspect I am better off now than
I would have been staying at Columbia. His article on the discovery of incommensurability
struck me (and still strikes me) as a masterpiece." He means "The Discovery of
Incommensurability by Hippasus of Metapontum," Annals of Malhemalics 46 (1945) 242-64.
I also find Oldfather's evaluation inexplicable. One would have thought that he would praise a
representative of German Wissenschafl and a fellow contributor to RE. The idea that he
should have stayed at Rostock reveals utter ignorance of the circumstances of his departure, all
the more inexplicable because Oldfather had spent the previous summer in Nazi Germany; see
D. W. Hurley, TAPA 120 (1990) 372 n. 65 and "Alfred Gudeman in Berlin, 1935-1942,"
Latein und Griechisch in Berlin 35 (1991) 121-27. Or did Oldfaiher disapprove of his
resignation? Von Fritz was 37 years old and Visiting Associate Professor for the year. His
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considerations and much too confident about his conclusio<ns,> lacking in
personal forcefulness and impressiveness; a distinctly second rate German
professor, who might much better have stayed at home.
H. T. Westbrook.^^ Has never done anything in the way of scholarship
and never will. An affected accent and little mannerisms compromise
seriously whatever effectiveness he might otherwise have. He is a mere
teacher. No great university can afford to fill up with dainty dilettantes of
that kind.
John Day.^^ Well-trained, but falling asleep; just nobody much.
Katherine C. Reiley.^^ Nobody ever heard of her.
James H. Oliver.^"* Technically adroit and learned, but feeble and
ineffective personally.
W. B. Dinsmoor, W. L. Westermann, and L. H. Gray. These are the
only men of truly university caliber connected with any aspect of Classical
Studies. They should perhaps be consulting members of a general
university Department of Classics where their joint influence could be made
to count, but no one individual be allowed to drown out either the
department itself or the other two consultants.^^
English may have been feeble. Von Fritz certainly was the greatest classical scholar who ever
taught at Columbia. Oldfather was simply wrong. Why?
An autobiographical document of great importance by Kurt von Fritz, entitled DTe Grunde,
die zu meiner Emigration i. Jahre 1936 gefiihrl haben, now in the Institut fur Zeilgeschichte in
Munich illuminates his departure from Rostock and his early American experience. See
Appendix, below.
^'
I have no idea who Weslbrook was nor does Householder. He appears in contemporary
catalogues as H. Theodoric Weslbrook, A. M. with the title Instructor in Greek and Latin.
32 For John Day (1902-61), see C. B. WeUes, AJA 66 (1962) 41 1. Householder deUvers the
Todesurleil: "After I left Columbia, Westermann gave the papyrus job to Day, and a few years
later the volume came out, without any mention of Keyes, who had done the whole thing. This
is the worst case of scholarly dishonesty I have ever encountered."
33
I know nothing of her other than that she appears in contemporary Columbia catalogues
as Katherine Campbell Reiley, Ph.D. with the title Associate in Greek and Latin in Barnard
College.
3'' James H. Oliver (1905-81), a native New Yorker, was assistant professor of history in
Barnard College (1936-46). He was denied tenure and went on to a distinguished career at the
Hopkins. His publications were largely in Greek epigraphy. Michael Armstrong notes:
"Oldfather here condemns the scholar who can't teach." Householder observes: "I never knew
him well, and 0.*s estimate seems reasonable." I knew him rather well and agree with
Oldfather's estimate. See J. W. Poultney, AJP 102 (1981) 242.
3^ Oldfather first wrote but crossed out "and no appointment or advancement of any
consequence should be made without their approval." That is the greatest scholars in ancient
studies were outside the department. This bizarre state of affairs continued into my time when
Elias Bickenman, Morton Smith, the Roman Lawyer Arthur Schiller, O. J. Brendel and E. B.
Harrison were all outside of the Department of Greek and Latin. Householder agrees with
Oldfather's assessment of Dinsmoor and Weslenmann and remarks of Gray: "I worked with
him on details of his book on linguistics {Foundations of Language), which I found full of
mistakes of many kinds. He was a nice guy, and I spent many hours at his house going over
the book. I would not count him in the same league as Dinsmoor and Westermann, or even
von Fritz and Hadas." For Louis Herbert Gray (1875-1955), see Who was Who in America!
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In general I should judge that von Fritz, Highet, Weslbrook, Hadas, and
Day should be invited to seek advancement elsewhere. Older persons like
Carr, Hirst,^^ Reiley, and Clafflin [sic] ought to be retired as soon as the
legal age is reached. Two or three men of professorial rank should be
brought in at once. The best available, who would give the institution a
high standing at once, as full professors would, in my judgment be R. P.
Robinson,37 A. D. Fraser,^^ and B. E. Perry.^' Benjamin Dean Meritt^^ is
worthy of the University, but his range of interests is pathetically narrow
and it is doubtful if he could properly be called a humanist at all. C. J.
Kramer [sic]"^^ is a man of great energy and personal effectiveness. He is,
however, well placed and is perhaps, if anything, a little too drastic and
assertive.
Three or four men should be added of the rank of instructor or assistant
professor. The choice here is rather wide, and since it is impossible to tell
whether men at that age will really make good, they should be appointed for
strictly limited periods, with the understanding that they must make
distinctly good in a really conspicuous fashion, within five years, in order to
be reappointed.
The Deparunent is too stiff and rigid in its course offerings, puts much
too heavy a burden of instruction on its older and abler men, as the pedantic
notion that every course ought to be given every year makes no allowance
for the particular gifts and interests of visiting professors, who are fitted
rigidly to an unreasonable system, and it lays far too much emphasis upon
mere erudition and examinations. It needs a great draft of fresh air to blow
through it, wake it up, cause it to believe in itself again, forget its pedanu-y,
become more elastic, devote itself to sound scholarship and stimulating
in (I960) 341-42; National Cyclopaedia ofAmerican Biography XV 194; New York Times (20
August 1955) 17. I owe these references to W. W. Briggs, Jr.
^^ For Gertrude Mary Hirst (1869-1962), see G. M. Hirst, From a Yorkshire Town to
Morningside Heights: Early Recollections (New York 1957) and New York Times (15 January
1962) 27. Oldfather curiously ignores the most important woman who ever taught at Barnard.
Hirst at CW 19 (1925-26) 138-39 in a modest note first established the date of Livy's birth; see
R. Syme, Roman Papers I (Oxford 1979) 414 n. 4.
"Rodney Potter Robinson (1890-1950), the earliest doctoral student of Oldfather,
specializing in Latin palaeography and prose authors, long professor at Cincinnati.
^^ For A. D. Fraser (1886-1955). see E. C. Echols (ed.). Classical Studies for Alexander
David Fraser (Tuscaloosa, AL 1956). The volume contains portrait, brief biography, and
bibliography. I owe the reference to David Sansone.
39 For Ben Edwin Perry (1892-1968), sec W. M. Calder ffl, Biographical Dictionary of
North American Classicists, ed. by W. W. Briggs, Jr. (forthcoming) and J. Vaio, American
National Biography (forthcoming). Since 1924 he had been Oldfather's colleague at Dlinois.
His work on the fable and the ancient novel sets him among America's greatest Hellenists.
"" For Benjamin Dean Meritt (1899-1989), see R. S. Stroud, American National Biography
(forthcoming). For a party-line necrology, see AJA 94 (1990). 483-84. Oldfather's
characterization hits the mark. He would become arrogant, vengeful, and unscrupulous.
"*' He means the papyrologisi C. J. Kracmcr, (1895-1958), who professed at New York
University (1923-1958) and chaired the department (1930-48).
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teaching, and pay some attention to what the rest of the country and even
the rest of the world is actually thinking and doing. In other words, it is
rigid, timid, defeatist, feeble, pedantic, provincial, unproductive, and
generally old-maidish. It simply ought to be wholly reconstructed anew.
On both occasions when I have been invited to teach here I have been given
a schedule 50% higher than that which I taught in my own University, and
courses were simply assigned me with little or no regard for my preferences
or particular abilities.''^ On the present occasion I was given four different
courses, three of them new to me, and asked to assume a Seminar in
addition, but this last and wholly preposterous burden I managed eventually
to escape, but not until I had been compelled to carry the matter almost to
the limit of a point-blank refusal.
The men called here year after year for the summer session are
common third raters whose repeated reappoinunent is nothing less than a
source of wonder to outsiders. A more feeble and futile lot of appointments
during the past 40 years 1 have never seen anywhere. The explanation is of
no concern, but only the incontestability of the fact.'*^
One or two lesser matters might be considered. The full force of the
best men in the Department should be turned to the new required course in
the humanities, no matter if that should make it impossible to give every
year a course in every subject that has ever been offered here before.
Without according linguistics anything like the inordinate emphasis which it
claims for itself, at least some moderate degree of attention should be
devoted in a large university department to the study of the classical
languages as such.'*^
^^ The reference is to his correspondence with Qarence Young. In his letter to Young of 1
1
May 1937 he agrees to leach an undergraduate course on Herodotus, one on Tacitus and
Martial (selections), graduate ones on PI. Gorgias and Republic (selections), and Terence for
graduates. Of the latter he writes: "The six plays will be read, two or three being interpreted in
class. Lecture on the literary history of the period in Rome, the sources, the syntax, and the
dramatic technique, together with some consideration of the general social criticism of Terence
and his originals." The fifth course he refused to teach was Greek composition. The courses
had between two and ten students each. He was never asked what he would hke to teach. He
was told what he would leach.
"^ Householder adds: "Some of the outsiders brought in were of some note. I don't know
who the repeated reappointees were thai he found 'a source of wonder'. I taught every summer
myself, and remember only one 'common third rater,' an EngUshman whose name I forget,
who was indeed not very bright. I think Keyes originally hired him out of pity, and later gave
him a regular appointment."
'*'* Hadas (above, note 6) 177 explains: "But far more important (than John Erskine's
Honors Course esublished in 1919] for the concept of general education is the fact that since
1937 virtually the same list of books has been the basis of the so-called Humanities course,
which is required of all freshmen in Columbia College and occupies almost a third of their total
class program. The course is administered interdepartmentally, and the Department of Greek
and Latin has no special responsibility in its direction, but members of ihe Department do
jjarticipate in the organization and in ihe teaching of the Humanities." Householder observes:
"Hadas taught this every year, Highet taught it. eventually I taught it. We (all three) also
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The Department ought also to be consolidated, reduced in size, the
courses alternated, and the salaries of the younger men increased. The
newly constituted department should be made up of American scholars.
There is absolutely no need of going abroad when we have better men
available here. If foreigners are to be imported at all, then they ought not to
be second or third raters.'*^
The entire Classical collections of books ought to be brought together
in some place where they can be readily reached and used by the faculty and
advanced students. Under present arrangements it takes me from two to
three times as many hours to do a piece of work here as in my own
University, and it is not surprising that relatively little is actually produced
by members of the staff, at least by those who are not able to own a large
private library.'*^
I regard it as nothing less than a catastrophe that the control of
appointments of the Department of Classics should be so distinctly in the
hands of one single man, W. L. Westermann,'*'' a competent historian.
taught the advanced form of this, called the Colloquium." Of Linguistics he writes: "When I
was there Gray was the whole department and they had just one Ph.D. candidate. I later taught
the basic course several times. Now it is interesting that Columbia has officially discontinued
the program, though Bob Austerlilz was president of LSA a year or two ago."
"* The xenophobia of an educated man of so international an outlook is unexpected.
Householder writes: "The paragraph about foreigners seems to be another attack on Highet
and von Fritz." But one must see the remark in context. Oldfather was 58 years old. Until the
Hitler purges no first-rate European classical scholar left Europe for America. There were
occasional visiting lecturers, such as Dorpfeld or Gilbert Murray, or even under the Kaiser
Wilhelm-Theodore Roosevelt Exchange professorships a guest professor. Eduard Meyer at
Harvard in 1909-10 was the greatest. Before the purges, in ancient studies only the
archaeologist Valentin MiiUer (1889-1945) emigrated to America. This is a case not yet fully
explained. With the opening of the East Berlin archives I hope to be able to clarify it. There
was a personal scandal, possibly a homosexual one, that caused Miiller, exlraordinarius at
Berlin, to resign in 1931 and lake an associate professorship at what for a German was the
Mddchenpensional, Bryn Mawr. Highet was still very young. He had been appointed by
Nicholas Murray Butler (a Stalin figure at Columbia) after Bowra refused the professorship
offered him and had recommended Highet to Butler. Highet as a Scot in Oxford was mutatis
mutandis in the position of a Jew at Columbia. Success in New York would be easier. I have
discussed von Fritz (above, note 30). We must recall that neither von Fritz nor Highet had yet
published their great works.
** Oldfather had created at DLinois a Prussian Seminarbibliothek. He arranged the purchase
of two great libraries which still form the nucleus of the collection. With the help of
Wilamowitz he purchased the library of the Berlin Latinisl, Johannes Vahlen (1830-191 1), as
he had earlier that of the Halle Hellenist, Wilhelm Dittenberger (1840-1906). For details
concerning the Vahlen purchase see W. M. Calder m, CJ 72 (1976-77) 1 15-27. He writes the
above obviously with Illinois in mind. With the building of a new library shortly after
Oldfalher's visit this problem was alleviated.
""^ WUUam Linn Westenmann (1873-1954). an Illinois native and Berlm Ph.D. (1902) was
professor of history at Columbia (1923-^8). He was the friend of Arnold Toynbee; see A. J.
Toynbee, "Professor W. L. Weslermann," in Acquaintances (London 1967) 198-207 (an
evaluation utteriy different from Oldfalher's) and W. H. McNeill, Arnold J. Toynbee: A Life
(New York/Oxford 1989) 155. He was the last American classicist to play a role in the
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indeed, but only in an extremely narrow and unimportant aspect of ancient
history, he is utterly without understanding of or taste for the aesthetic,
literary, philosophical, and linguistic aspects of Greek and Roman culture.
He systematically decries and belittles those humanistic values, which alone
justify the continued existence of the Classics at all, in comparison with the
trivial minutiae of the price of pigs, and the methods of writing fractions, or
the barbarous bookkeeping in some wholly obscure and damnable village in
decadent Egypt. Such narrow-visioned specialists there must be, & of
course, they must be fanatical about the value of their own work, or else
nothing could possibly induce them to do it, but to allow a man of such
domineering temper and such utter lack of cultural interests to control the
entire future of the Classics, whose values are surely cultural if they possess
any values at all, is just a kind of tragedy.'*^
There is but one thing, in my judgment, to do, and that is to turn to
some classical scholar of judgment and standing, who has no personal ax to
grind and absolutely nothing to gain or lose from the consequences of
telling the truth—and then trust him implicitly.'*^ Such a man may be
wrong, of course, but the present set-up is without any peradvenure of a
political history of his lime; see M. A. Wes, Michael Roslovlzeff, Historian in Exile: Russian
Roots in an American Context, Hisioria Einzelschriften 65 (Stuttgart 1990) 105 and W. M.
Calder III, BMCR 2 (1991) 161 with n. 1. An annotated edition of his diaries would be
welcome. See T. S. Brown, DAB Suppl. V 735-36.
*^ In defence of Westenmann, he was not just interested in the price of pigs. He would
publish, thanks to the intervention of Rostovtzeff, the article "Sklaverei" in Pauly-Wissowa, a
masterpiece and certainly concerned with a central subject of ancient history. On the other
hand Oldfather's view of papyrology, and by implication of the sister discipline, epigraphy,
agrees with those of Th. Mommsen and Wilamowitz. Mommsen regularly said "Dumm wie
ein Epigraphiker" and Wilamowitz "Dumm wie Miller," a reference to his epigraphical son-in-
law Hiller von Gaertringen. "DM-Wissenschaft" in the letters of Diels, Ed. Schwartz, and
Wilamowitz is utterly pejorative. It means the mindless preoccupation with dis manibus
inscriptions. Such work was done in Germany by wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter in the
Academies, people of no importance at all in the academic hierarchy, under the leadership
certainly of Mommsen for CIL and Wilamowitz for IG. Wilamowitz writes to Schwartz (30
June 1906), "Die Epigraphik als Spccialilat ist wirklich verdummend"; see W. M. Calder III
and R. L. Fowler, "The Preserved Letters of Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff to Eduard
Schwartz, Edited with Introduction and Commentary," Bayerische Akademie der
Wissenschafienphilosophisch-historische Klasse Silzungsberichte (1986) 63 (No. 21).
'^^ The following year (1938-39) Giorgio Pasquali (1885-1952) was announced Visiting
Professor of Greek and Latin at Columbia in Columbia University Bulletin of Information 38
(June 4, 1938) Announcement of the Division of Ancient and Oriental Languages and
Literatures for the Winter and Spring Sessions 1938-1939 (New York 1938) 3. He was to
teach Plato's letters ("textual problems and those of authorship are considered") and Greek text
criticism and metrics "studied through the medium of the lyric portions of Aeschylus'
Agamemnon" (19). In Latin he announced Horace, Odes (20) and a year-long seminar on
Plautus, Mostellaria. "The seminar is largely concerned with the attempt to distinguish
between the material derived from Plautus' Greek model and the Roman elements in the play.
Attention is also paid to prosody and metrics" (21). If we may judge from the silence of his
distinguished biographer, the visit never took place; sec L. Canfora, "Giorgio Pasquali," in
Briggs and Calder (above, note 9) 367-75. He certainly fits Oldfather's criteria.
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doubt, utterly and hopelessly wrong, and is certain to perpetuate for at least
another generation the present futile mediocrity of the Department of
Classics in Columbia University.
IV. Conclusion
Why is this new document, the Oldfather evaluation, so important? I can
think of four reasons.
1. Its author was in 1938 the greatest living American classical scholar.
He had survived Gildersleeve and Shorey, his only competitors. There was
no one more competent to judge an American department. A German
scholar might arguably have been greater but he would not have known the
American situation. If his judgment is wrong, it is wrong at the highest
level and for revealing reasons. If it is wrong, we want to know: Why is it
wrong?
2. The Columbia Department was and remains a leading American
department. The Columbia case, expertly evaluated, therefore, is an
invaluable wiuiess to the state of US classics just before the impact of the
Hitler refugees.^''
3. The document exemplifies an extinct genre. I do not think there is
any American classicist alive today with either the competence or the
courage to write what Oldfather did in the style he did. A bleeding-heart
liberal could not do it. Conservatives would fear litigation. They would
only say this sort of thing by telephone, which leaves no paper-d-ail.
4. A number of the problems addressed by Oldfather in this document
are not limited to the 1938 Columbia Deparunent. They are hotly debated
today.^^
A. The role of Nebenwissenschaften. Is it better to write a doctoral
dissertation on three boring papyri or on "Justice in Aeschylus"? Is a
papyrologist capable of competently judging scholars for whose work he
often has only contempt or which he has never proven he can evaluate?
Roger Bagnall, a distinguished papyrologist become Dean of the Graduate
Faculties at Columbia, is today's Westermann.
Professor Canfora informs me per lilt. (18 April 1992): "Pasquali wurde als 'Visiting
Professor for Greek and Latin' am 4. April 1938 von der Seite der Columbia Universilat
eingeladen. Die Einladung war fiir das Jahr 1938/39 giillig. Pasquali hat die Einladung in Juli
1938 abgelehnt." The information derives from the Secretary of Columbia University through
Professor P. O. Kristeller.
5° For them, see W. M. Calder IH, "The Refugee Classical Scholars in the USA: An
Evaluation of their Contribution," ICS 17 (1992) 153-73. Compare in a sister discipline H.
Lehmann and J. J. Sheehan (eds.). An Interrupted Past: German-Speaking Refugee Historians
in the United States after 1933 (Washington/Cambridge 1991 ).
*' See P. Culham and L. Edmunds, Classics: A Discipline and Profession in Crisis?
(Lanham/New York/London 1989). The book is often carelessly written, with numerous errors
of detail. Its value is that it is a symptom of ignorant though well-meant despair; see contra K.
Galinsky, "Classics Beyond Crisis," CW 84 (1990-91) 441-53.
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B. Should there be a place in a large classics department for courses on
the teaching of Latin? Der Fall Can: He taught at Teachers College but
his courses were open to classical graduate students.
C. "He is a mere teacher."^^ -Yhis is typically American. It is not
German. Wilamowitz writes that he was first a teacher and his 72 books
were done on the side.^^ It is the fundamental problem in the profession
today. One is paid to teach but promoted on the basis of publications.
D. The problem of women professors did not exist for Oldfather and so
he does not address it. Their teaching was confined to women's colleges.^"*
One of the most controversial issues in the profession today is the
importation of foreign, usually English, sometimes German, rarely French
(Princeton!) or Italian, classical scholars. Oldfather was dead set against it.
The endowment of the three Gildersleeve and Lane chairs by Gildersleeve's
grand-daughter at Harvard, Hopkins, and Virginia is the largest single
bequest in the history of US classical philology. It is comparable to what
Loeb did for archaeology. Until now (June 1993) these chairs have only
been offered to foreigners. This has caused much ill feeling. The last,
current, and future presidents of the American Philological Association
were all bom in Europe. The question is, should American citizenship and
American education rule over purely scholarly expertise? Should we buy
Japanese cars because they are better made? American assistant professors
to whom I have spoken agree entirely with Oldfather. Certent philologil
I shall end by citing Professor Householder's eminently sane summary:
I feel also thai (in his view) the Columbia Classics faculty failed to
treat Oldfather with the respect and courtesy which he deserved so much
more than they did. In short, he was annoyed and angry with them all, for
no clear reason.
My own view now, in comparing that group of classicists with other
groups I have encountered in stays at Vermont, Cornell, Michigan,
Colorado, Hawaii and Harvard and visits to Hopkins, Illinois, Dartmouth,
Princeton and Michigan State, is that the 1938 Columbia Classics
Department was about par for the course, with a few excellent people, a
few duds and several in between.
"The Oldfather biographer, Michael Armstrong, writes (2 March 1992): "I think the
accent is on the adjective, not the noun. 1 don't know whether Oldfather thought of himself, as
Wilamowitz did, as primarily a teacher, but he certainly put immense energy into leaching and
his students were devoted. Oldfather clearly believed leaching lo be of great importance.
Wilamowitz' 72 volumes grew out of his teaching—but would we think him quite so great a
man if nothing had grown out of his teaching? I suspect that to Oldfather a 'mere' teacher was
one who put in his lime in the classroom and then knocked off for the day."
" U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Erinnerungen 1848-1914, 2nd ed. (Leipzig 1929) 7.
^'' Forlunalas illasl The Canadians had no women's colleges and hence no women
professors of classics until the 1950s.
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Appendix:
Kurt von Fritz
Professor Emeritus at the University of Munich
The Reasons Which Led to my Emigration in 1936^^
The reason for my emigration was that I was dismissed from my position as
extraordinary Professor at the University of Rostock^^ and entrance into any
further academic position was made impossible for me, and in the end even
the use of the University of Munich library was forbidden.
The immediate cause for my dismissal, but not the official stated
reason, was a letter that I sent to the Mecklenburg Minister of Culture at the
request of the Minister of Education and the Arts, about taking an oath of
absolute obedience to serve the Fuhrer.^^ In this letter I explained that I
could only take the requested oath if it was confirmed for me in writing by
the highest authorities that on the basis of this oath an order could not be
placed on me to teach anything at all that would contradict my beliefs.
The question of the oath had been discussed in the circles of the higher
officers at the Rostock garrison as well as in the circles of my colleagues,
who were not enthusiastic supporters of National Socialism. The
predominant opinion among the high officers was that it would be a great
advantage if the oath would be linked personally to the Fuhrer, and not to
National SociaUsm. So then it would say, "We need Hitler now in order to
raise arms. He is such a fool, that surely he will be assassinated someday."
To me this seemed a most dangerous calculation if these gentlemen did not
want to take on the assassination themselves. Incidentally, it was
characteristic of the morale and manner of the highest officers that the
commander of the regiments stationed in Rostock, Colonel von Tipj)elkirch,
allowed the Bavarian Minister of Culture, Schemm, to be arrested by a
corporal and led out of the lecture hall, when at the request of the party
before the garrison soldiers he gave a lecture and delivered a speech which
displeased Colonel von Tippelkirch. The latter sent a report about this event
to his superiors in Berlin, who completely approved of his conduct.
Among my colleagues at the University of Rostock, it was suitable for
someone to swear the oath of obedience without reservations of conscience
because the oath was made "by God" and consequently could commit one
^^ The German original is available al C. Wegeler, Die Selbslbeschrdnkung der
Wissenschafl: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Klassischen Philologie sell dem ausgehenden 19.
Jahrhunderl, untersuchl am Beispiel des Instilutsfur Allerlumskunde der Universildt Gollingen
(1921-1962) (diss. Vienna 1985) 128-34. I am grateful lo her for a copy of her valuable,
unpublished dissenaiion. The first version of the translation was made by Daniel J. Kramer. I
am most grateful.
** For earlier classics at Rostock see O. Kem, Die Entwicklung der klassischen
Alteriumswissenschaft an der Universildt Rostock (Rostock 1906).
^^ The humanist Werner Jaeger and even the Jew Eduard Norden hastened to sign the oath.
Karl Barth is the only cited parallel to von Fritz for refusal on moral grounds.
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to nothing that would contradict the laws of God. I did not challenge the
correctness of this interpretation; however, I was of the opinion that one
must give a loud and public expression to it; otherwise, everyone would
believe that the oath by everyone who has standing and influence in the
State would be made without restrictions and that, in turn, would bring to
the National Socialists an increase in power against which one could no
longer prevail.
In addition there was a lack of open opposition. As an example, the
following is interesting. The Nazi leader of the student organization,
Schinke by name, was baptized and raised as a Catholic. After the Roehm
affair,^^ he went to the Catholic priest and explained that he was in a moral
dilemma. In reality many more men were murdered in connection with the
alleged Putsch than the Fuhrer admitted. Here, therefore, the Fiihrer had
lied. The priest answered that he had also heard such a thing, but he could
not verify it. At the insistence of Schinke, he finally admitted that the
Fuhrer could have lied. At that the student denounced him: He had called
the Fuhrer a liar. The priest was arrested and locked up. On the following
day, my friend. Professor Julius Ebbinghaus,^^ who had taken the oath to
the Fuhrer, demanded that Herr Schinke leave his lecture amid the wild
applause of his students. After a weak attempt at protest, he then did.
With me, who had not taken the oath, the Mecklenburg Ministry
attempted to negotiate many months by giving me orally all possible
reassuring explanations. I, however, insisted on a written and binding
explanation from the highest authorities. Finally, Governor Hildebrand of
Mecklenburg learned of the situation. He was so beside himself in rage that
a professor had held lectures for more than four months without having
taken the required oath, that the Ministry was almost brought down by this.
He ordered my immediate suspension from my post and the beginnings of
disciplinary proceedings "with the goal of dismissal from office." At the
same time he announced my refusal in an address to the shipyard workers in
Wamemiinde; he claimed that I was to blame for the fact that the secondary
school teachers in Mecklenburg did not want to hang the swastika flags out
of the windows. He closed with these words: "And the students still support
him!"
Since the National Socialists still at that time obeyed the law that
disciplinary proceedings with the goal of dismissal from office must be
publicly held, for the moment 1 was to undergo private questioning in order
to find out what I would say in the public interrogation. In this private
^^ The Rohm Putsch (= Nighi of the Long Knives) refers lo the purge of 30 June-2 July
1934 resulting in the murder of Hitler's earlier companion, the SA leader, Rohm (1887-1934).
^^ The Ordinarius for Philosophy was also a political activist and had offered lecture courses
at Rostock on controversial subjects such as "Die Kriegsschuldsfrage als rechtsphilosophisches
Problem" (summer 1931) and "WehrwiUe und Friedenspolilik" (1937-38); see G. Heidom et
al., Geschichte der Universitdt Rostock 1419-1969 I: Die Universildl von 1419-1945 (Berlin
1969) 210, 288. That he in fact sided with the church against Schinke is revealing.
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questioning they asked me all kinds of trick questions to which I gave for
the most part very unpleasant answers. Unfortunately I have forgotten
them, with one exception. This one was probably the decisive one. To the
question of whether I believed the Fiihrer could make mistakes, I answered:
"To my knowledge not once did the Pope claim infallibility except in
questions of dogma, and whoever believed that he could claim infallibility
beyond that would certainly commit the worst mistakes."
After this pre-interrogation, the disciplinary proceedings against me
were dropped—obviously because the Governor did not want to risk that
such things would be said in public: a most remarkable sign of insecurity.
Some three months later I received from the Federal Minister of Culture,
Dr. Rust,^^ a memo that I was dismissed on the grounds of paragraph six of
the law concerning replacement of civil servants with tenure. This
paragraph stales that a civil servant could be dismissed if his position were
no longer needed. At the same time, however, the Rostock philosophical
faculty was ordered to suggest a successor for me. I permitted myself to
inform the Minister of Culture that it seemed illogical to me to dismiss a
civil servant because his position was no longer needed and simultaneously
to ask for a nomination for his successor. His answer reads: "As in all cases
of dismissal on the basis of the law concerning replacement of civil servants
with tenure, the reason cannot go beyond the very reference to the
paragraph in question." But I did receive "temporary wages" for six
months.
Since I was now officially innocent as a lamb, my former teachers,
Ernst Fabricius^' and Dragendorff,^^ persuaded the faculty at the University
of Freiburg to nominate me in the first place for an available chair in
Freiburg. The faculty, however, were of the opinion that I was "politically
intolerable." So I was forced to look for shelter abroad because I had saved
little money and beyond the aforementioned six months' wages had nothing
to live on.
Meanwhile there were however still several incidents, positive and
negative, which threw a bright light on the situation at the time.
My passport was still valid for two years and was not to be confiscated
in connection with my "transgressions." On the other hand, my wife's
passport was about to expire; she applied immediately for a new one. As
was customary then, the passport officials made inquiries of the maid
concerning us. She was married to one of the shipyard workers to whom
^° For Bcmhard Rust (1883-1945), sec R. Hilcrs. Die nalionalsozialisliche Schulpolilik:
Eine Sludie zur Funktion der Erziehung im lolalildren Slaal (Koln 1963) 112 ff. Wemer
Jaeger coliaboraied wiih him; see W. M. Caldcr III, "Werner Jaeger," in Briggs and Caldcr
(above, nole 9) 221. He was ihc only classicist al so high a level in the Nazi government.
^' For the ancient histonan Ernst Fabricius (1857-1942), sec M. Gelzcr, Gnomon 18 (1942)
238-40 and W. Kolbe, //Z 167 (1943) 666-67.
^^ For Hans Dragendorff (1870-1941), sec G. Gnmm in Archdologenbildnisse, cd. by R.
L.ullies and W. Schicring (Main/, 1988) 179-80.
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the governor had given the aforementioned address. But she gave to the
police an enthusiastic report about us. The passport official shared this with
my wife, but then decided to ask my wife herself whether she was
"politically trustworthy." My wife's answer was, "No one can really know
that nowadays," whereupon the official issued a new pass for her.
The notice concerning my final dismissal came in mid-summer 1935.
In order to save some money, we wanted to move immediately to my wife's
relatives in Upper Bavaria. But the rental agreement for our apartment in
Rostock was such that we could not terminate it until December 31st. We
were greatly concerned about that because the rent for an apartment in
Rostock would have exhausted nearly two-thirds of my available temporary
funds. Since the owner of the apartment building was an enthusiastic SA
man and had to know about the reasons for my move, we did not think at all
about looking for a favor. But when I informed him that we wanted to
move out in a week he voluntarily informed us that he wanted no rent from
us beyond the day of our move, in the circumstances of the time, a
completely unexpected and overwhelming act of generosity.
I went then to Upper Bavaria and worked daily on research at the
University of Munich library, until at the end of 1935 I received from the
director of the library a memo—without giving any reason—that in the
future entrance to the library was forbidden to mc. The director refused to
reveal the reason for his measures. But my revered teacher. Prof. Eduard
Schwartz,^^ learned after his energetic protest that 1 was being denounced
for having been seen together with a Jewish colleague <reading> in a
French newspaper and having laughed at something in it.^ The ban on
entering the library was carried out on the recommendation of the dean of
the philosophical faculty. Luckily, two days after my expulsion from the
library, I received an invitation to come to Oxford for two terms at Corpus
Christi College and hold lectures on the history of ancient mathematics.^^
There I also met the above-mentioned Jewish colleague, the historian
Hellman.^^ Unfortunately he, although he could have remained at Oxford,
returned to Munich later and after several years was gassed at Auschwitz.
During my stay in Oxford I learned that the only friend^^ whom I had in
America and who shortly before had become professor at the University of
^^ For Eduard Schwartz (1858-1940), see Calder and Fowler (above, note 48), with
literature there cited. For von Fritz' loyally to Schwartz see Ludwig (above, note 30) 6.
Because he was also President of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Schwartz had influence.
^ This is confinned at Ludwig (above, note 30) 8.
This was due to the initiative of liduard Fraenkel: Ludwig (above, note 30) 8.
^^ For Sigmund Hellman (1872-1942), .see W. Weber, Biographisches Lexikon zur
Geschichlswissenschaft in Deulschland, Oslerreich undder Schweiz: Die Lehrstuhlinhaberfur
Geschichle von den Anfdngen des Fac.hes bis 1970, 2nd ed. (Frankfurt/Main 1987) 228-29.
Nothing is said of his being gassed at Auschwitz.
^' Professor John Vaio, after inspection in May 1992 of the von Fritz file at Reed College,
has identified the friend as William R. Dennes, Professor of Philosophy at Berkeley. In a letter
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California, had arranged for me the offer of an "instructorship" (with the
title "Professor") at Reed College in Portland (Oregon). In spite of the very
small salary of $150.00 per month, I immediately took it. It was not easy to
survive on this salary with wife and child.^^ But the college proved itself, as
far as colleagues and students go, the nicest institution where I have taught
in almost 50 years of teaching.^^
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
of 26 April 1936 to the Reed philosopher Kirby-Miller, Dennes first suggests von Fritz as a
one-year replacement for Kirby-Miller. The suggestion was realized by D. M. Keezer,
president of the college at the time. Hermann Frankel played no role. I thank Professor Vaio
for this information.
^^ His stepson was later drafted and sent to post-war Munich, where he committed suicide.
^' This said by a scholar who had taught at Rostock, Columbia, West Berlin, and Munich.
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